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   When the fi rst edition of  Introduction to Quantitative EEG and Neurofeedback was 
published in 1999, it was the only book available providing a broad overview of the 
fi eld of neurofeedback (NF) and the use of quantitative EEG (QEEG) in relation-
ship to that fi eld. Although since then at least three other texts have been published 
which deal in depth with neurofeedback (and, to some degree, with QEEG), the 
many recent advances in neurofeedback-related areas warrant an updated second 
edition. Since the basics of QEEG and neurofeedback are available elsewhere, the 
chapters in this edition emphasize recent thinking regarding mechanisms of effi cacy 
of NF, advances in QEEG and its application to NF, advances in use of neurofeed-
back with many disorders covered in the fi rst edition as well as new clinical appli-
cations, current status of auditory-visual entrainment (AVE) and other procedures 
often used in conjunction with traditional NF, and an update on ethical concerns in 
the practice of NF. As with the fi rst edition, chapters are authored by current leaders 
in the fi eld, many of whom are among the early  “ pioneers. ”

   The last ten years have seen a rapid growth of the fi eld of NF both in the US and 
internationally. Practitioners can be found in at least 27 countries, and membership of 
the International Society for Neurofeedback and Research (ISNR) has grown by 51% 
during the past fi ve years. Keeping pace with this growth has been the evolution of 
clinical practice and research. New QEEG databases have been developed, and older 
ones refi ned with the addition of new measures of potential clinical relevance (e.g. 
phase reset, co-modulation). Older and newer QEEG measures of neural connectivity 
have received increasing attention, and improved methods of determining cortical and 
sub-cortical areas of dysfunction from the EEG (e.g. LORETA) are now available. 

   Major developments at the interface of QEEG and NF include LORETA-based 
feedback, and NF training involving rewarding of   “ live ” (ongoing; immediate) approx-
imations to normalcy of single or multiple QEEG measures based on database norms 
(i.e. Z-score training). Use of NF with ADHD, anxiety and mood disorders has been 
refi ned in conjunction with new knowledge about such disorders (e.g. discovery of 

   Preface 

xix



xx    Preface

several sub-types of ADHD). Recent clinical experience has indicated the value of NF 
with various other conditions, including reactive attachment disorder, autistic spectrum 
disorders, and pain. The use of adjunctive and alternative methods of intervention such 
as auditory-visual entrainment and brain-music treatment, alone or in conjunction 
with NF, has expanded to create interesting new types of NF. These developments, and 
more, are covered in the chapters of this book. 

  Although the QEEG and NF fi elds have experienced rapid expansion, some aspects 
have remained relatively static. While there has been some high quality research con-
cerning the clinical value of QEEG and NF, the fi elds are still regularly dismissed by 
much of mainstream medicine, education and psychology as lacking in research sup-
port. It could be debated: How much of this is due to honestly perceived limits of 
related research, or to lack of adequate marketing, or to fears of competition by 
entrenched interest groups? But, even within the ranks of neurotherapists who have no 
doubt about the many therapeutic benefi ts of NF, there remain questions about such 
topics as which specifi c methods among the many touted as  “best” by their advocates 
are likely to be most effective with their particular clients and why. They, too, would 
like research-based answers. Questions continue to exist on such topics as why there 
sometimes are no changes in targeted QEEG abnormalities following successful NF 
treatment. Acceptable answers need to be found if the fi eld is to maintain (or gain) 
credibility regarding one of its basic premises, i.e. that changing EEG via NF is what 
primarily accounts for desired behavioral change. 

  Having been involved in editing both editions of this book, the writer is led to 
wonder what the contents of a third edition a decade or so from now might be. 
Hopefully, a chapter would provide research-based information on exact mechanisms 
through which NF achieves positive results. Specifi c possibilities might include oscil-
latory entrainment, selective activation/inhibition of neuronal assemblies, facilitation of 
new neuronal pathways, increased blood fl ow and/or neurochemical changes. This type 
of knowledge, along with developments in QEEG such as norms for larger frequency 
ranges and more electrode sites, should enable greater precision in developing indi-
vidualized NF training protocols. A chapter, possibly emanating from work such as that 
on EEG phenotypes, might describe a taxonomy of behavior-related abnormalities, 
both undesirable and desirable, based on objective, replicable EEG patterns rather than 
on subjective behavioral observations as presently is the case. Surely, there would again 
be chapters on successful use of NF with clinical disorders but, hopefully, backed by 
results of well-funded, large-scale, controlled research. Specifi c populations where such 
research is very much needed include prisons and Veterans Administration facilities. 

  There is little doubt that NF will continue to grow. If it does so in conjunction with 
high quality research and development, there might even be third edition chapters with 
titles such as  “QEEG-based Neurofeedback Drastically Lowers Criminal Recidivism 
Rate”, or  “Neurofeedback as the Treatment of Choice for Traumatic Brain Injury ”. NF 
may be fi nally widely recognized as the safe, highly effective treatment modality the 
editors and chapter authors of this book consider it to be. Pleasant dreams! 

    Jim Evans   



   The neurofeedback paradigm: by watching and listening to real-time multimedia 
representations of its own electrical activity, the brain can improve its functionality 
and even its structure. 

   No medications or surgical interventions at all! Because this paradigm runs 
counter to long-existing medical and scientifi c doctrine as taught in most of our 
medical and academic institutions of higher learning, such a new paradigm is con-
sidered an anathema and deserves to be ignored if not actually scorned by most 
health care power brokers in these institutions. Thomas Kuhn, the scientist phi-
losopher, is said to have noted that before a new paradigm is accepted, most of the 
adherents of the older paradigm must have died. Neurofeedback, despite being 40 
years of age, is still in the stage of development as a new paradigm and the health 
care establishment is somewhat focused on keeping it that way. I am old enough 
to remember that in the early 70s we established  “ biofeedbackers ” and felt that the 
personal computers would never replace the sturdy, reliable  “ stand-alone ” biofeed-
back units. Who could know how incredibly fast the science and development of 
computer technology would progress. 

   Over the past 30 years other new developments have been taking place. 
Statistics are being used in the social sciences as they had been in the  “hard sci-
ences” for some years. Physiological measurements are becoming more accurate 
and being judged against standards and databases which themselves are rapidly 
developing in specifi city and comparability. Now these measures can be statisti-
cally quantifi ed. Are measurements average, below, or above, and by how much? 
Not too many years ago the electrical signals generated by the brain and appear-
ing on the scalp were considered to be too small, too random, and too meaning-
less to be considered seriously as a diagnostic indicator of brain activity. However, 
with the advent of such breakthroughs as miniaturized electronic circuits, the Fast 
Fourier Transform chip, complex fi ltering, very high impedance preamps, low 
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noise biological amplifi ers, and accurate analog to digital converters, computers 
can now be programed to process the EEG data in ways limited only by the cre-
ativity of the programers and hardware designers. 

   Equations derived from very abstract levels of mathematics can now be pro-
gramed into the neurofeedback computer software to operate on the basic EEG 
signals as they come off the scalp. Fast evolving EEG database information can 
now become an integral part of the neurofeedback protocols as it is programed 
into the software. In real time the client’s own EEG parameters can be compared 
to database norms and the differences projected immediately onto the multimedia 
computer screen and speakers. The chapters on QEEG and Z-Score feedback will 
inform you of some of these amazing creative efforts in the development of the 
databases, and the protocols which compare the actual measures with these data-
base norms as they feed back to the clients information that will transform their 
lives. One chapter will enlighten the reader about the unique LORETA (Low 
Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography) which enables researchers and clini-
cians to  “look” deep into the brain and defi ne dysfunctional areas. Consider this. 
If the LORETA can peer into deeper brain structures to fi nd disordered areas as 
they change in real time, could it not be used for feedback? Yes it can. The chapter 
by Sherlin will touch on this very new application. 

  This relatively new neurofeedback paradigm has also attracted some of the very 
best clinicians who are willing to invest their time and funds in becoming profi -
cient at this craft and in so doing are helping to  “push the envelope ”—benefi ting 
the clients, the designers of new neurofeedback equipment and the researchers. 
Using these high tech computers with their innovative software, this new breed of 
clinician combines a knowledge of these systems together with specialized brain 
physiology, psychophysiology, psychotherapy and physical therapy skills as well. 
We have included in this book a number of chapters by these innovative clini-
cians who detail their own augmented neurotherapy approaches in such areas as 
RAD (Reactive Attachment Disorder), OCD (Obsessive Compulsion Disorder), 
Asperger’s Disorder, chronic pain, depression, PTSD and ADHD among others. 

   Most of these clinicians have risked their livelihoods and reputations to follow 
a path that is strewn with obstacles as is the case with all new paradigms. They do 
this because they fervently believe that these neurotherapy approaches really do 
help clients overcome seriously disordered lives, and without relying on medi-
cations or long-term psychotherapy in most cases. In this book we could only 
include the thoughts and efforts of a small percent of the researchers, equipment 
developers, programers, mathematicians and clinicians who have combined their 
multitude of talents to build this exciting fi eld. We hope this text will serve not 
only as a source of valuable information to all professionals interested in helping 
individuals with these problems, but also as a tribute to those with the courage 
and foresight to follow along this path.   
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    I  .    INTRODUCTION 

   This chapter addresses the question of how to classify the neuromodulation effects 
resulting from widely differing neurofeedback approaches developed over the 
last four decades. We have seen a proliferation of targets and objectives to which 
attention is directed in the training. With regard to clinical outcomes, however, 
one encounters a broad zone of commonality. Why is it that the premises and 
technological approaches within the neurofeedback network of scholars and 
clinicians are so disparate, yet they largely achieve common clinical goals? This 
in-depth analysis may lead us closer to the  “ essence ” of neurofeedback and 
provide focus for further development efforts. 

   In its most common applications, EEG feedback typically combines two chal-
lenges—one directed to the frequency-based organization of brain communica-
tion and one that targets inappropriate state transitions. These two challenges lead 
to very different rules of engagement. As such rules are unearthed, they must be 
understood in terms of an appropriate model of brain function. At a more philo-
sophical level, an understanding of this whole process also takes us to the very 
cusp of the mind–body problem, the neural network relations that provide the 
nexus where our thoughts are encoded and interact directly and inseparably with 
network representations of psychophysiological states. 

   This chapter will attempt to appraise the  “state of the field ” at this moment. 
The objective is to discern the commonalities among the various approaches on 
the one hand, and among the clinical findings on the other. This will lead to a 
codification of a  “minimal set of claims ” that could serve to cover the common-
alities among the techniques, and it will lead to a simple classification scheme for 
the various clinical findings. The evidence in favor of such a minimal set of claims 
will be adduced largely by reference. Further, the classification of the various 
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clinical findings will serve the objective of a more appropriate or natural language 
for the field of neurotherapy than is provided in the formalism of the Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV,  APA, 1994 ). 

    II .    TRACING THE HISTORICAL THREADS 
OF NEUROFEEDBACK 

   A.    The alpha rhythm and  “felt states ”

  The field of neurofeedback began in two threads of research that concerned 
themselves with one or another of the primary resting rhythms of the EEG. Here 
the local synchrony of the neuronal assemblies was such that the EEG amplitude 
would episodically rise above the ambient into dominant spindle-burst activity. 
In the case of the alpha rhythm, the feature was so obvious in the record that it 
became the first identified signature of the EEG in the original discovery of Hans 
Berger (1929) . Joe Kamiya then first studied it in relation to our felt states, the 
question addressed being whether the human subject is able to have any kind of 
awareness regarding his own alpha activity ( Kamiya, 1968 ). An affirmative finding 
eventually led to active reinforcement on alpha spindle incidence getting under-
way ( Hardt and Kamiya, 1976 ). The preoccupation with subjective states of aware-
ness and of feeling, however, was not consonant with the prevailing Zeitgeist, and 
Kamiya’s research found little resonance in the broader field of psychology. 

    B.    The sensorimotor rhythm and behavioral state 

  The work of Maurice Barry Sterman very  consciously took a different tack. First of 
all, the work utilized animal subjects, so there was no question of inquiring into felt 
states, but that would not have been Sterman’s inclination in any event. The thrust was 
to connect the realm of the EEG with that of overt behavior and of behavioral states. 
The focus became the sensorimotor rhythm, spindle-burst EEG activity localized 
to the cat sensorimotor cortex that was observable even in the waking state during 
periods of motoric stillness. It was observed that training the behavior in order to 
manifest the SMR spindle was not as efficient as rewarding the animal for the appear-
ance of the SMR spindle and having behavioral stillness as the concomitant. Either 
way, however, the phenomena were coupled ( Sterman  et al., 1969 ). (For a review of 
this early research that ties into later neurofeedback, see  Othmer et al., 1999 .) 

  When attention later turned to the use of this simple reinforcement technique 
for the suppression of seizure susceptibility in humans, the training had to be done 
under circumstances in which the EEG was often not well-behaved as it had been 
in the cats. Sterman was the first to install inhibit functions on this account, but the 
intent was simply to assure that inappropriate triggers of a reward were suppressed. 
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Significantly, the focus of the work remained entirely on the elicitation of an SMR 
bursting response. A second issue was that the human waking EEG did not manifest 
SMR spindles that clearly rose above the background activity, as was the case for cats. 
But the training philosophy carried over, as only extreme SMR amplitude excursions 
were rewarded. This was expected to either end up in skewing the SMR amplitude 
distribution or perhaps in moving the entire distribution to higher amplitudes. The 
focus on seizure management placed this method within the domain of neurology, 
but it was unlikely then (and remains unlikely now) that the field of neurology would 
look favorably upon behavioral interventions. (For a review, see  Sterman, 2000. )

    C.    EEG operant feedback and normalcy patterns 

   Joel Lubar was the first to employ inhibit functions with the overt objective of 
training toward more normal distributions. This proscriptive aspect of the training 
imposed its own rules on the training task, and also made for a non-prescriptive 
appeal to the brain that differed considerably from what was involved in the 
reward-based training. It also elevated the issue of EEG normalcy as a guiding 
principle to EEG reinforcement protocols, with profound implications for the 
emerging field. (For a review of this early work, see  Nash, 2000 .)

    D.    Stimulation-based treatment 

   Paralleling the above developments were various stimulation-based approaches 
to brain-state alteration, mainly using audio-visual modes. Indeed this work had 
its earliest precursors in the work of  Adrian and Matthews (1934) , who evalu-
ated optical stimulation in their replication of Berger’s rhythm. It therefore pre-
ceded EEG feedback by some three decades. But audio-visual stimulation had 
suffered the same fate as Kamiya’s work of being taken up by a variety of enthu-
siasts over the years, which then spoiled it for the attentions of academic research-
ers. Stimulation-based techniques have since come to be seen as competitive with 
reward-based feedback in terms of clinical efficacy, and must therefore be included 
in any comprehensive appraisal of the field. The evidence for this is strongest for 
ADHD ( Siever, 2007 ). In order to accommodate both neurofeedback and stimu-
lation the more inclusive term of neuromodulation will be used below. 

  The development of the field subsequent to the early initiatives by Kamiya, 
Sterman, and Lubar  has been modestly evolutionary, but the essential character of 
the work was laid down during the early days of the field, and threads of continu-
ity carry through to this day. Only the stimulation-based work requires a separate 
treatment. The subsequent discussion is conducted more at the conceptual level 
rather than being constructed strictly upon the established empirical basis. Of 
course empirical data drive the discussion, but it would be premature to make fine 
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distinctions on the basis of the available evidence, or to be too judgmental at this 
point, for example with respect to the relative efficacy of the various techniques. 

   Most if not all of the approaches remain in a state of both technical and tactical 
immaturity. Moreover, the clinical world is not restricted to using only one mode 
but will likely see the emergence of a multiplicity of techniques and combina-
tions of techniques for synergistic effects. The question of which is best therefore 
does not even merit a response at this time. And by the time the question can be 
answered well, it will hopefully no longer be relevant.   

    III .    A CLASSIFICATION OF NEUROMODULATION 
TECHNOLOGIES

  At the top level we may partition the field into volitional and non-volitional 
approaches, with feedback techniques generally falling into the former category 
and stimulation-based techniques into the latter. This is in line with the traditional 
focus on  “voluntary controls ” in the biofeedback literature, and with the emphasis 
on recruitment of the individual’s efforts and intentions in the service of better 
self-regulation in traditional biofeedback. Clinical experience with neurofeedback, 
however, calls even this facile partitioning into question. Neurofeedback training 
 “ works, ” after all, with extremely cognitively compromised infants (e.g., victims of 
near-drowning) who cannot possibly have any awareness of the objective of the 
training. Even neurofeedback must therefore be understandable at the brain level, 
without any assumptions about  “higher-level ” engagement with the process. 

   Paraphrasing Robert Bly, one might argue that the  “brain is here to seek its 
own joy, ” and that it will be attracted to anything that engages it, intrigues it, plays 
with it, or mirrors it. Given that rather unobjectionable assumption, one might 
argue that overt instructions to  “succeed” may be optional even in the feedback 
paradigm. Feedback may be sufficiently rewarding intrinsically to mobilize the 
process even in the compromised brain. One might additionally inquire about 
the role of volition in Sterman’s cat research ( Sterman  et al., 1969 ). Certainly 
the cats were strategizing to get food. When one of them happened to trigger 
food reward while engaged in an elaborate stretch movement, she subsequently 
repeated the same movement time and again in the hopes of repeating her suc-
cess. The strategy might well have been counter-productive in the end. But no 
matter. It was rewarding enough to be sustained. Beyond experiencing food as a 
reward, for which no special provision needs to be made, nothing more appears to 
be required. It seems that we cannot give volition an essential or even an exalted 
role in EEG feedback. 

  On the other hand, perhaps not much is lost, as the following anecdote illus-
trates. A person undergoing training with NeuroCarePro software (see  www.
zengar.com ) expressed his satisfaction with the experience at the end of the 
session, but could not help voicing his irritation with the fact that the CD he was 
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listening to kept interrupting the flow of the music:  “I feel much better, sleeping 
well, but can you ask her to use a new CD that doesn’t have skips? ”

  He had clearly not even been aware that the skips were the bearers of informa-
tion relevant to his brain—in fact the only ones his brain was receiving—and yet the 
process clearly influenced him. Not only was he annoyed with the discontinuities in 
the music, but his brain was also. And the brain had more information to work with 
than he did. It did not take that exquisite correlation engine long to figure out that 
it was part of an interactive system in which it was playing an active role. And just as 
the brain will incorporate a tennis racket as an extension of the arm as soon as it is 
picked up, the brain will rapidly appropriate the feedback loop as part of its sphere 
of influence. Clearly we must understand neurofeedback at the brain level. Once 
that task is accomplished, we can readmit the role of volition to the discussion, as it 
can strongly enrich the feedback process in most real-world situations. 

  A less ambiguous distinction may lie in the recognition that feedback is cognitively 
mediated and stimulation-based approaches are more directly brain-mediated.
In nearly all of conventional neurofeedback, the feedback signal is processed as 
 “ information, ” whereas stimulation is experienced by the brain as a direct pertur-
bation of its activity. The feedback signal is processed along with all other news 
from the environment, and it is appraised similarly. In time, a correlation becomes 
apparent to the CNS between some feature of the information stream and some 
aspect of its own internal activity. By contrast, in frequency-based stimulation 
techniques we are simply creating excess (or in some instances reduced) neuronal 
synchrony, which then has implications for brain function downstream to which 
the CNS in turn reacts. 

   In the feedback case, the work is subject to all of our cognitive and attentional 
limitations, our susceptibility to distractions, and to the vote of our emotions as 
to whether we are actually committed to the process. In the stimulation case, the 
brain has no option but to respond. Repetitively pulsed light sources will ineluc-
tably impose their periodicity on visual cortex, from whence they are propagated 
throughout cortex. Given the simplicity involved in stimulation-based methods, 
one might well ask why conventional neurofeedback has not already been largely 
displaced. A rather general observation appears to hold for neuromodulation tech-
nologies, namely that newly emerging techniques don’t really displace older ones 
but rather add to them. It seems that old protocols never die. 

  A different question therefore needs to be asked, which is why is there so much 
speciation occurring in EEG feedback at all? What are the evolutionary niches that 
allow all of the techniques to survive unto the present day? Perhaps we are just in 
an early proliferation phase, with consolidation to follow later. This issue will hope-
fully be clarified in what follows. At any rate, our present task of simply classifying 
the various techniques is challenged by all of the diversity that is already extant. 

  A simple classification based on the above considerations is that of  “active ” ver-
sus “passive ” techniques. We are not writing on a blank page, however, and past 
usage has tended to regard stimulation techniques as active interventions, and 
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neurofeedback as passive. A more organic view of the matter would hold that the 
point of reference should be the client, who is the passive recipient of the stimula-
tion and the potentially active participant in feedback. 

   Focusing then on the  “active ” technique of feedback, a major division could 
be established on the basis of whether the success criterion is defined very nar-
rowly or broadly. The former may be referred to as  prescriptive and the latter as non-
prescriptive. Reward-based training targeting a particular EEG frequency band 
would be considered prescriptive. Success can only be had if an amplitude objec-
tive is met within a narrow band of frequencies. Inhibit-based training is an exam-
ple of non-prescriptive training. The brain is simply being alerted to an adverse 
state of affairs, and it is given no particular hint as to how to remedy the problem. 

  The same partitioning could also be labeled  “prescriptive ” and  “proscriptive ”
training. In the latter, the brain is simply being notified of some transgression 
or another with respect to certain established bounds of EEG phenomenology. 
Deviation (in EEG terms) is deemed to index deviance (in behavioral terms) or 
dysregulation (in neurophysiological terms). The CNS is left to its own devices to 
sort things out. At the present state of maturity of our field, prescriptive training 
tends to be frequency-based, and proscriptive training tends to be event-based. 
If the dysregulation status of the person is found to have worsened beyond some 
threshold value, by one or more EEG criteria, then attention is drawn to the event 
and rewards are withheld for the duration. 

  A .    Slow cortical potential training 

  Where does Slow Cortical Potential training fit into this picture? This is the 
technique, developed by the Tübingen group led by Niels Birbaumer, in which the 
trainee is asked to alter his or her low-frequency EEG transiently by several micro-
volts within an 8-second window ( Strehl  et al., 2006 ). The rewarded change can 
be either positive or negative, depending on the assigned goal in a particular trial. 
Acquisition of control is the principal objective here. The main applications to date 
have been to locked-in syndrome (for communication purposes), to seizure man-
agement, and to ADHD. The impression one gets is that the technique is just as 
diagnostically non-specific as frequency-based reinforcement. The work has been 
helpful for the abatement of migraines, for example ( Kropp  et al., 2002 ). We have 
here a case of event-based training that is prescriptive in the prescriptive/proscriptive 
partitioning while being non-prescriptive in the prescriptive vs. non-prescriptive 
division. That is to say, the CNS is left to sort out how the training objective is to be 
met. 

    B.    Stimulation-based technologies 

  How do stimulation-based technologies fit into these  categories? Standard audio-
visual entrainment has tended toward stimulation of particular EEG frequencies, 
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and as such falls into the category of prescriptive modes of neuromodulation. More 
recently, however, the technologies have added swept modes of operation, with the 
general goal of stimulation without a specific target in terms of frequency. These 
modes of operation come closer to being in the non-prescriptive category. 

  The derivative technologies of the ROSHI and the LENS, on the other hand, 
use entrainment techniques effectively for the purpose of disentrainment. The 
original ROSHI design would pick out the dominant EEG activity in the low-
frequency regime and apply a stimulation that was out of phase with the ongoing 
signal, and thus bring about its dephasing and disruption ( Ibric and Davis, 2007 ). 
The LENS effectively does the same thing by means of electromagnetic stimula-
tion with a carrier frequency in the megaHertz region, modulated by the EEG 
signal of interest (Ochs, 2006) . In this case, however, the disruption is achieved 
with a frequency shift rather than a phase shift. Over short time intervals, a fre-
quency shift and a phase shift amount effectively to the same thing. 

  The particulars probably don’t matter nearly as much as ROSHI and LENS 
practitioners may be inclined to believe. It is the process of disruption that mat-
ters. That being the case, these techniques should be lumped into the bin of 
non-prescriptive modes. The techniques are applied identically regardless of the 
diagnostic presentation. Once a training site has been selected, these techniques 
are referenced entirely to the instantaneous behavior of the EEG. Consequently, an 
understanding of these methods should be possible largely with reference to EEG 
phenomenology itself. It is true that adjustments in clinical approach (i.e., with 
respect to site selection and hierarchy of targeting) may be made on the basis of 
the response to the training. But that is only as it should be, and it does not gainsay 
the observation that the training is driven entirely by the instantaneous EEG. 

  The LENS in particular has undergone a developmental pathway that is highly 
instructive for our more general purposes. Len Ochs observed over the years that 
the response to the stimulation was far greater than most practitioners were expect-
ing. Already in feedback practitioners were encountering negative effects associated 
with lingering too long with a protocol that retrospectively can be judged non-
optimal. The same was true for the stimulation techniques, only possibly more so. 
In response, Ochs trimmed back the stimulus duration farther and farther, each 
time finding that the clinical effectiveness remained robust while the probability of 
an adverse outcome diminished. The latter never declined to zero, however. 

   One had the impression that if prescriptive neurofeedback were a rifle that we 
are increasingly learning how to aim, then LENS would be a cannon whose aim 
remained ambiguous. The technique in essence remains non-prescriptive, and in 
application of such a powerful technique to a severely dysregulated nervous sys-
tem, the outcome must of necessity remain somewhat unpredictable. 

  The development of the ROSHI was even more overtly in the direction of 
non-prescriptive training. With the personal ROSHI, the stimulus was provided 
over a range of EEG frequencies pseudo-randomly selected, and delivered over 
brief intervals. The principle underlying this approach was that of stochastic reso-
nance. A finite probability exists that the stimulus at any given time would have 
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the right frequency and phase properties to effect the desired disentrainment that 
in the original ROSHI had been so carefully engineered. At worst one suffers a 
loss in clinical efficiency, which is not relevant in the personal use applications for 
which the device was mainly intended. 

  There are other aspects to the ROSHI design that remain proprietary, and I 
will honor the wishes of the designer and refrain from bringing these elements 
into the discussion. Significantly, the personal ROSHI stimulates both hemispheres 
differentially, thus introducing a phase disparity with which the brain must come 
to terms. This challenge in the phase domain is intrinsic to its design, and prob-
ably accounts for its broad efficacy. 

   One might reasonably object that a finite probability also exists that the stimu-
lus phase would be such as to induce entrainment rather than disentrainment. It 
turns out that this does not really matter! When formal attention was finally given 
to the audio-visual entrainment technique some years ago by Lubar’s group, it was 
found that after the stimulus period was over, the EEG would tend to show disen-
trainment effects ( Frederick  et al., 1999 ). The implications are obvious: When the 
brain is subjected to the interference we call entrainment, it yields to the stimulus 
but also mounts a defense. The defense is the learned response, and that is what 
lingers after the stimulus is over. Fortuitously, we are presented with the delightful 
paradox that the right outcome does not depend strongly on the particulars of the 
stimulus. It is the disruption itself that matters. So, if standard neurofeedback is the 
rifle, and the LENS is the cannon, then the ROSHI is the shotgun.   

    IV.    THE EVOLUTION OF STANDARD REWARD 
AND INHIBIT-BASED NEUROFEEDBACK 

  The exciting developments over the years with the ROSHI and the LENS leave 
one with the impression that a significant advance over standard neurofeedback 
practice may have been achieved. Certainly these techniques have added signifi-
cantly to the clinical arsenal. But in the meantime neurofeedback has seen its own 
evolution. To complete the picture, these developments also need to be discussed. 

  The rise of quantitative EEG analysis within the field of neurofeedback that 
took place in the early nineties had a significant influence on the subsequent 
development of clinical neurofeedback, as well as determining how the whole 
process was to be understood. The mandate of quantitative analysis of the EEG 
is to establish the stationary properties of the system, furnishing measures that 
will hopefully be valid even the day, the week, and the month after the data are 
acquired. This focus on the steady-state properties of the EEG already was fraught 
with implications that were not appreciated generally at the time. 

   QEEG information is acquired using either Fourier transform or other similar 
transform techniques (e.g., Gabor). Here a sufficiently long time sample is con-
verted into its constituent frequencies.  “Sufficiently long ” means that the time 
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window must accommodate the lowest frequencies of interest without compromise. 
Typically 0.5    Hz is taken as the low end of the range of interest, and at least a 
half cycle needs to fit comfortably within the window in order to be repre-
sented properly. A windowing function is usually installed to minimize aliasing 
effects, which further narrows the effective length of the time window. A proper 
representation of 0.5    Hz therefore mandates a time window greater than one 
second. 

   Now, it will be recalled that Sterman’s original interest was in recognizing indi-
vidual spindle-burst activity in the cat, and the same objective was later translated 
to human subjects. The steady-state amplitude of the EEG in the SMR-band was 
never of interest at all. So the question arises: How well do transform-based sys-
tems do when the task is to recognize brief transients? The answer is that they 
don’t do well at all. This should be no surprise. The whole intent is to furnish data 
on the steady-state properties of the EEG, and an analysis scheme oriented to that 
task cannot be expected also to do well with transient data. In the real EEG one 
might see several SMR/beta spindles over the course of one sampling window of 
nominally 1    sec. These are averaged over in the spectral calculation, and individu-
ality is lost ( Fig. 1.1   ). 

Conversion window

1 sec

FIGURE 1.1     The data sampling process for transformation from the time to the frequency domain 
is represented. A fi nite conversion window, with the windowing function shown as shaded, illustrates 
the uneasy compromise that needs to be made between the confl icting demands of reporting EEG 
change promptly and of representing steady-state values. From top to bottom, the graphs refl ect the 
spectral bands of 0–30    Hz; 4–7    Hz; 15–18    Hz; and 22–30    Hz.Gains have been individually adjusted for 
readability.    
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   Consider further what happens when a lonely spindle-burst of high amplitude, 
the very thing Sterman was targeting for success, comes along in the signal stream. 
First it encounters the windowing function, which means that its full expression 
in the transform is delayed (hence delaying the issuing of a reward). Some time 
later it leaves the sampling window (in a subsequent time sample), causing the sig-
nal amplitude to decline as it does so. But this decline in signal amplitude does not 
reflect what is happening at that moment, as one would wish; instead it reflects 
what happened a second ago. So, we have the disagreeable situation that what 
enters the window as signal inevitably exits the window as artifact some time 
later. The simple expedient of moving toward transform-based analysis has cut the 
signal-to-noise ratio in half for highly dynamic signals such as the EEG (unless an 
asymmetric windowing function is employed). 

  A second change that accompanied the transition to QEEG-driven training was 
the conversion to referential placement from the bipolar montages that Sterman and 
Lubar had used in their initial research. If the QEEG measures were going to inform 
neurofeedback then the montages had best be compatible. The localization of brain 
events that was becoming possible led to a conceptual change in how neurofeedback 
was to be done, with an increased emphasis on the training of steady-state amplitudes 
at single target sites referenced to the ear, which was taken to be quasi-neutral. 

   It was the choice of several instrumentation developers, including the author, 
to stay with the early systems design in which frequency selectivity was obtained 
by means of narrow-band filtering. In these designs, the  “real-time ” incoming 
signal always carries the greatest weight. But delay in the signal stream was not 
thereby banished. Some amount of delay is involved with any signal analysis tech-
nique. The parameter relevant to filtering is the group delay, the time difference 
between comparable signatures in the raw signal and in the filter output. This 
quantity is determined at the center frequency of the filter. The group delay 
through the filter chain is a parameter that can be managed through suitable 
choices in the design of the filter to be in a tolerable range of 150–250     msec. 
This amount of delay still allows the brain to make an identification between the 
emerging data on the video screen and its own ongoing activity. 

  A significant change in the way filter-based neurofeedback was actually con-
ducted occurred over a period of years. The change was incremental and cumu-
lative, and was therefore perhaps less than consciously made. At the outset both 
Sterman and Lubar chose to mete out rewards quite sparingly, with the intent of 
rewarding only the largest amplitude SMR spindles. This was done straightfor-
wardly by choice of reward threshold. Done in this fashion, the work was quite 
tedious for people. In information-theory terms, the brain was not getting a lot of 
information to work with. 

  The simple expedient of increasing the reward incidence made the training much 
more lively, engaging, and rewarding. The payoff in clinical efficiency was dramatic. 
But over time this success was taken to what appeared to be ridiculous extremes. 
Thresholds were being set so that the reward incidence was at the 70–85% and even 
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90% levels. One was reminded of modern American schooling where nearly every-
body gets an A. The clinical results were holding up, but what was being discrimi-
nated here if 90% of what was happening in the reward band garnered passing marks? 

  The game had in fact changed underfoot in a manner that was probably not 
fully appreciated at the time. Typically, the discrete rewards were limited in inci-
dence to a rate of two per second. With the rewards now plentiful, they were 
arriving in a regular cadence to which the brain rapidly accommodated. With the 
rewards having become the expectation, the attended event became the occasional 
dropout of the rewards. (This is reminiscent of the odd-ball design in evoked 
potential research, in which the occasional odd-ball stimulus evokes the atten-
tional resources as reflected in increased P300 amplitudes.) Effectively, the discrete 
rewards had come to perform a function we associate with inhibits! In the mean-
time, the role of the reward had been assumed by the analog signal in the reward 
band, which was being continuously displayed on the video screen. 

  The CNS was now in continuous engagement with the analytical representa-
tion of its own activity on the screen. The reward here is intrinsic to the process, 
and is entirely independent of threshold. Given a chance to engage with its own 
activity, the brain will quite naturally be inclined to do so. The problem of bore-
dom is resolved by the simple expedient of enlarging the size, the continuity, the 
promptness, and the salience of the signal stream. The brain will not fail to be 
interested in its own activity. 

   In consequence of the above developments, clinical practice then followed the 
strengths of the respective methods of signal analysis. The relative strength of the 
filter-based approach was in tracking the dynamics in the reward band, so the pre-
occupation of filter-based systems has remained with reward-based training. The 
relative strength of the transform-based systems was in discerning change in ambi-
ent band amplitudes with slightly longer effective integration times, and thus the 
focus of QEEG-based training has been increasingly on the inhibit strategy, with 
reliance on amplitude-based training. 

   V.    RESONANT-FREQUENCY TRAINING 

  Although reward-based training has largely been performed under the rubric of 
SMR/beta training, it has been clear for many years now that people respond 
quite variedly to the standard protocols. This turns out to be largely a matter of 
reward frequency, so that the response can be tuned by the mere expedient of 
adjusting the reward frequency. This diminishes the special role that SMR-band 
reinforcement has played in our clinical work and in our conceptions. In practice, 
of course, standard SMR-band training has remained prominent within the field, 
but that is largely because most practitioners feel obligated to maintain standard-
ization of protocols to the extent possible, and in consequence they have not yet 
investigated the frequency optimization hypothesis. 
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   It is the responsiveness to optimized-frequency training that makes this train-
ing approach practical. The immediate response of the reinforcement is in terms 
of state shifts in the arousal, attentional, and affective domains. These state shifts 
are readily perceived within a matter of a minute or two or three by anyone 
who responds sensitively to this training. Reports on perceived state change are 
elicited by the therapist, and on this basis the reward frequency is adjusted on 
the timescale of minutes. As the optimum reward frequency is approached, the 
trainee achieves a more optimal state in terms of arousal, vigilance, alertness, and 
euthymia. At the same time, the strength of the training increases perceptibly. 
For those familiar with the theory of resonant systems, this maps out a conven-
tional resonance curve, and it is our impression that the person’s felt states and the 
responsivity to reinforcement map out essentially the same curve. 

  This frequency-dependent behavior is shown in terms of a standard resonance 
curve in  Fig. 1.2   . This curve traces out the frequency response of the  “real ” com-
ponent of the resonant system. Both positive feeling states and response to train-
ing are thought to be reflected in this single curve, as sketched in  Fig. 1.3   . In 
any physical resonant system, however, there is also the  “imaginary ” component 
to consider, and this is mapped out as well in  Fig. 1.2 . We have some tantalizing 
evidence that this quadrature component shows up in terms of an enhanced sen-
sitivity near the resonant frequency, and may be experienced in terms of adverse 
feeling states. A crude analogy may have to serve us here: the relative calm at the 
resonant frequency may be like the eye of the hurricane, but turbulence is maxi-
mized in the vicinity of that eye. 

   Since this behavior can be observed in different people across the entire fre-
quency band from 0.01    Hz to 45    Hz, it is likely that the same general organizing 
principles apply for every part of the band. That is to say, all spindle-burst activity 
must be organized as resonant systems, even down to the lowest frequency we have 
characterized. On the other hand, in each person who is sensitive to this training, 
one frequency band appears to stand out above all others in terms of its relevance 
to training self-regulation in that individual. The original finding that training 
one particular band, namely the SMR band, has quite broad (i.e., non-specific) 
implications for self-regulation status now stands on a more solid foundation, 
albeit with the proviso that the particular frequency is unique to the individual. 
The SMR band has just lost its special status in this approach. 

     VI.       AN ATTEMPT TO ACHIEVE SYNTHESIS   

  The EEG is organized to a level of detail and precision that is difficult to discern 
with our conventional measurement tools. Regardless of what elements of the 
signal we choose to focus on, yet others must remain out of focus or off-screen 
entirely. If one chooses to view the EEG with high-frequency resolution, for 
example, the segregation into distinct, narrow, rigorously demarcated frequency 
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Reward frequency

“Dispersion relation”
(imaginary component)

System response
(real component)

A resonant system:

FIGURE 1.2     A response curve is shown for a resonant system. It is assumed that spindle-burst for-
mation in the EEG exhibits the properties of a resonant system. The real and imaginary components of 
the system response are plotted vertically. The feedback challenge is suffi ciently frequency-specifi c that 
in sensitive responders an opportunity presents itself to map out the resonance curve for an individual. 
One EEG frequency clearly dominates the response in such individuals.    

Reward frequency

Quality of functioning
(in the moment)

Responsivity to training

Parametric sensitivity on reward frequency:

FIGURE 1.3      Both the responsiveness to the reinforcement (responsivity) and the subjective qual-
ity of functioning of the individual appear to map out the real component of a resonance curve as 
the reinforcement frequency is incremented episodically through the band. These dependences are 
observed on highly sensitive responders, but are likely to hold more generally.    
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bands is quite striking. Since this cannot be trivial to arrange, it must be impor-
tant to brain function. The demarcation line between two frequency regimes is a 
phase boundary, i.e., a region where the phase can undergo a discontinuity. Within 
a particular frequency range that defines a spindle, the phase varies smoothly and 
continuously throughout. This is illustrated schematically in  Fig. 1.4   .

  Similarly, the spatial distribution of a neuronal assembly must be character-
ized by a smooth phase variation over the assembly. If a phase boundary exists at 
the margins of such a neuronal assembly, as one might suspect, it is likely to be 
obscured in practice by volume conduction. Finally, communication between neu-
ronal assemblies at some remove from one another is contingent on phase align-
ment. It follows, then, that the CNS must manage phase in exquisite detail in order 
to regulate the territory that a neuronal ensemble commands in the frequency 
domain, to delineate the spatial footprint that it occupies on cortex, and to establish 
and maintain distal communication with neuronal assemblies elsewhere on cortex. 

   Subtle interference with this process will then provoke the brain’s cogent 
response. The interference is deemed to be subtle if it simply modulates rather 
than disrupts the ongoing activity. Neurofeedback categorically meets this crite-
rion, and stimulation techniques are capable of meeting it if conducted at suf-
ficiently low drive levels. Both feedback and stimulation techniques are strongest 

FIGURE 1.4     The phase discontinuities observed between spindle-bursts in the 15–18    Hz band 
make the case that these spindle-bursts represent functionally independent cortical events. Under that 
assumption, it makes sense to target the individual bursts that are under active management by the 
brain, as opposed to targeting averages over independent events. This calls for a highly responsive feed-
back system with the largest possible signal bandwidth.    

Phase discontinuity 1 sec
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if they impinge upon the aspect of brain function that is under the immediate 
management of the brain, and that is the relative phase or, equivalently, the instan-
taneous frequency of the packet. 

  This model for neuromodulation accounts for the power of the LENS and 
ROSHI approaches, and for the power of the optimized reward frequency train-
ing in feedback. It also accounts for the observation in QEEG-based work that 
coherence training appears stronger than amplitude-based training. In LENS, the 
stimulus provides the phase reference. In the case of the ROSHI, the stimulus 
phase differs between the two hemispheres. In the frequency-optimized feedback, 
which is typically conducted with a single channel in bipolar montage, the one 
site is the reference for the other. The same holds true in coherence training with 
two-channel montage: one site represents the phase reference for the other. 

  In EEG training with a bipolar montage, the net reward signal is a strong func-
tion of the relative phase. This is an essential point, and it is not an obvious one. The 
reader is referred to a detailed treatment of this topic in  Putman and Othmer (2006) .
By virtue of common-mode rejection in the differential amplifier, activity that is 
synchronous between the two sites is not seen at the output, and therefore cannot 
ever be rewarded. And if it cannot be rewarded, then with respect to everything else 
it is effectively being inhibited. The net effect is to reward differentiation of activity 
between the two sites, which is the real take-away message. The approach was first 
investigated with inter-hemispheric placements at homotopic sites, which we used 
rather exclusively for some years ( Othmer and Othmer, 2007 ). Clinical results in 
terms of continuous performance tests have been published for this method, dem-
onstrating improved outcomes with respect to earlier data ( Putman et al., 2005 ). 

  Looked at in the above way, even this very specifically targeted reward-based 
training can be seen as having a proscriptive rather than a prescriptive aspect: the 
state of synchrony, of phase conformity, is proscribed. Conversely, the technique 
rewards  “everything but the condition of synchrony. ” And since the only thing pre-
cluded from success is the synchrony condition, with respect to the broad remaining 
phase domain the technique can even be seen as having a non-prescriptive aspect 
as well: the phase relationship is not being tightly constrained. 

  The training itself amounts to a subtle, continuous challenge that lies largely in the 
phase domain. It must be acknowledged at this point that the dominance of phase is 
not obvious from the mathematics. Indeed, amplitude differences between the two 
sites play just as strongly into the net reward. Since the relative role of amplitude and 
phase in real-life situations is not obvious, their respective roles can be clarified with 
a Monte Carlo calculation in which the experimental situation is simulated in all of 
its natural variability. This has been done with the assumption of randomness in rela-
tive phase and in the amplitude at the two sites ( Putman and Othmer, 2006 ). A nearly 
complete exclusion of rewards is found for relative phase less than 40 degrees in this 
simulation. In real EEGs there will be some finite correlation in amplitudes, and that 
only serves to strengthen the posited phase dependence. (If the variance in the ampli-
tude ratio is pinned, then the actual variance must be accounted for in the phase.) 
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   Looking carefully at real EEGs also makes it clear that phase is often the more 
dynamic variable of the two. The sequential independent spindle-bursts one sees 
with a fixed narrow-band filter (as shown in  Fig. 1.1 ) may represent neuronal 
assemblies of slowly varying amplitude that are simply migrating in frequency 
through the filter band. Others undulate back and forth within the filter pass-
band. What really makes the difference is that our experimental situation is so 
arranged as to highlight phase variations, with the result that these will come to 
the fore in the reward schema. The argument goes as follows: A narrow-band fil-
ter can be seen for our purposes as a transducer of frequency fluctuations into 
amplitude fluctuations. Frequency variation and phase fluctuations are obviously 
directly related. Dynamic, continuous reward-based training using narrow-band 
filters attempts to shape the EEG frequency distribution toward the middle of the 
resonance curve, with often immediate and sometimes trenchant consequences for 
the person’s state. These factors are in play even in ostensibly single-site amplitude 
training with referential placement (because references are not silent). 

  Bipolar montage then further augments the role of narrow-band filters as phase 
discriminants because the amplitudes at the two sites are now more correlated than in
referential montage, which shifts the burden of variability more onto the phase. In
typical application, the bipolar montage will be deployed either at near-neighbor 
sites or at homotopic sites. In these cases, the correlation of amplitudes (i.e., 
comodulation) is typically enhanced with respect to arbitrary site combinations. 

  Of course we aren’t looking at normal EEGs in the usual clinical situation. In 
the presence of dysregulation, we typically see enhanced EEG amplitudes, particu-
larly in the low-frequency regime. Enhanced amplitudes can be modeled equiva-
lently as excess local synchrony. Bipolar training in the midst of such activity can 
then be seen as disruptive of that activity, tending us toward better function. The 
fear about bipolar training under such adverse circumstances is entirely misplaced. 
In practice, it is all a question of finding the optimum response frequency. Ironically, 
that criterion enforces an even tighter constraint:  All reward frequencies may conceivably 
be contraindicated, or at least disfavored—except for the narrow band that is favored.

   Sometimes, of course, QEEG data reveal deficits in connectivity between sites 
rather than excesses. Would the standard bipolar training be a mistake under such 
circumstances, in that promotion of desynchronization is not called for? There is 
no evidence yet that this presents a problem. Just as the sign of the phase challenge 
is a secondary issue in LENS, so we believe it to be in feedback as well. Efficacy 
lies in the subtle challenge to the system, often surprisingly indifferent to the par-
ticulars. The intent is to normalize the pathways of communication, and this can 
be done by challenging them in one way or another. The brain will take it from 
there. Any kind of response by the brain to the provocation is likely to go in the 
direction of improved regulation. We don’t have to make the pearl. We only have 
to provide the grain of sand. 

  The above argument has made the case that clinical efficacy is broadly avail-
able in neurofeedback. Clinical efficiency, however, is an entirely different matter. 
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As already implied in the discussion of optimized frequency training, the greatest 
clinical efficiency may be highly constrained in terms of protocol. 

  The implication of findings with LENS, with ROSHI, with frequency-
optimized bipolar training, and with coherence-based training is that phase-based 
targeting is more responsive, and more availing, than amplitude-based training. To be 
effective, the feedback signal must provide information on the relevant timescale, 
and in that regard we have three timescales to consider. There is first the timescale 
of the conversion interval in Fast Fourier transform analysis on which QEEG-based 
training is based. This approach was first featured in the Lexicor unit and is cur-
rently used in NeuroCarePro (Gabor transform). Secondly, there is the timescale of 
individual spindle-burst on which most dynamic training using filtering functions 
operates. This is on the order of a third to half a second. Thirdly, there is the time-
scale of as little as a single cycle of the EEG at the relevant frequency—the timescale 
on which the LENS can operate. At a typical application frequency in the theta 
range of frequencies, the timescale may be only a fourth to a seventh of a second. 

  There has been an overall trend toward dynamic training and away from the 
QEEG-driven focus on reinforcing band amplitudes. This trend has even asserted 
itself in inhibit-based training, which has been the strength of QEEG-guided 
training. Over the years there has been a gradual shift from the use of fixed thresh-
olds to dynamic or adaptive thresholding. This was initially driven by a need to 
keep the level of difficulty within bounds. Software was reworked so as to main-
tain the level of difficulty fairly constant. The thresholds  “breathed ” with the ebb 
and flow of things on longer timescales. 

   In NeuroCarePro this idea was taken even further. By making the thresholds 
even more dynamic, inhibit-based training in that system became more like tran-
sient detection that zeroes in on inappropriate state shifts. This is shown in  Fig. 1.5   .
Effectively we have a slope detector, or derivative detector, which calls attention 
to unusual excursions in variability. Once again, it is more important to alert the 
brain immediately to its incipient transgression than to merely inform it as to 
levels of EEG amplitudes. The brain does not react as well to old news. So in 
NeuroCarePro the inhibits have become a matter of event detection. One expects 
that elevated EEG amplitudes are correlated with elevated variability as well. 
But even if that is not the case, elevated variability makes the better target in any 
event because it focuses on the present moment. 

  The nearly universal trend within the field has clearly been from stationary 
properties of the EEG to EEG dynamics, from discrete rewards to continuous 
reinforcement, from static to dynamic thresholds, from amplitude-based training 
to phase-based training. The considerations for effective training have become 
increasingly referenced to the EEG itself, and in that regard we have moved to 
feedback “at the speed of thought, ” operating with the highest response speed 
of which the signal analysis routines are capable. The emphasis has been on the 
ongoing dynamics within the reward band (which can be anywhere) and on how 
the brain handles state transitions. This sounds rather far removed from where we 
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started, which was with a concern with the resting states of the system, the alpha 
rhythm and the sensorimotor rhythm. The story is not complete, however. We have 
in fact omitted from the discussion one basic approach that has been with us since 
the beginning of the field, and that is Alpha/Theta and alpha synchrony training.   

   VII .    ALPHA/THETA AND SYNCHRONY TRAINING 

  Alpha/Theta training, which involves reinforcement in both the alpha and theta 
bands—typically under eyes-closed conditions —has not been drawn into the 
discussion up to this point because the implicit focus thus far has been on the 
application of neuromodulation to the enhancement of brain function. The prin-
cipal objective in Alpha/Theta training is instead to facilitate certain psychological 
states that promote healing from trauma reactions, recovery from addiction, etc. 
(For application to addiction recovery, see  Scott et al., 2005 .) Inevitably, however, 
subjecting someone to these reinforcements for hours on end may also have a 
residual training component. For yet others, the mere exposure to these reinforce-
ments may steep them back into their prior pathology. This is particularly the case 
for those who exhibit alpha intrusion into their sleep EEG, and those with a his-
tory of minor traumatic brain injury. 
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FIGURE 1.5     The process of dynamic thresholding is illustrated for a large excursion in EEG 
spectral amplitude in the inhibit band. Since the percentage of time over which the inhibit may be 
engaged is kept fi xed, a triggered inhibit will immediately cause an adjustment in the instantaneous 
threshold. The result is that actual inhibit periods will always be fi nite. Effectively, we have a transient 
detector that alerts us to the initiation of an excursion into dysregulation.    
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  The promotion of alpha and theta amplitudes effectively enhances local syn-
chrony. Unfortunately, elevated synchrony also characterizes much of the severe 
pathology that we encounter in clinical practice. For many who could in principle 
benefit from Alpha/Theta training, the reinforcement of alpha and theta bands is a 
somewhat hazardous terrain. It is also for this reason that the bias of bipolar train-
ing toward desynchronization of the EEG makes it preferable as a starting proto-
col. The bipolar training is always done first, with the result that even vulnerable 
individuals may then tolerate the Alpha/Theta training later. 

  Whereas this cautionary tone reflects our own experience over the last 20 years, 
it is also true that long-term practitioners such as Lester Fehmi have used alpha 
training routinely in their practice to good effect with a clinical population for 
many years—more than 30 in the case of Les Fehmi. From the early days, how-
ever, Fehmi has used a different approach, which may account for his success on 
the one hand, and the absence of adverse reports on the other: multi-channel syn-
chrony training ( Fehmi, 2007 ). He was not alone in this. The work of Jim Hardt 
has also relied on multi-channel synchrony since the early days ( Hardt, 1978 ). And 
the very first commercially viable computerized instrument to do EEG feed-
back was developed by Adam Crane on the principle of four-channel synchrony. 
In fact the first clinical practice in EEG feedback on any significant commercial 
scale consisted almost entirely of four-channel synchrony training performed on 
American Biotec’s Capscan Prism 5 ( Crane, 2007 ). 

   Just how is it, then, that enhancing synchrony using straightforward alpha rein-
forcement with a single channel can be troublesome, whereas promoting even 
greater synchrony with multiple channels is not similarly fraught with hazards? 
Most likely it is an issue of control. The precision of control that is required to 
garner rewards in four- and five-channel synchrony training is simply not available 
to the injured brain. Facilitating local synchrony with a single-channel setup does 
not discriminate against the unruly alpha and theta that we observe in the dys-
regulated brain. Multi-channel synchrony training, on the other hand, promotes 
global synchrony, which represents a much more specific challenge that is difficult 
for the dysfunctional brain to organize. 

   In the final analysis, then, alpha synchrony training makes the same case that 
has just been made for SMR/beta training and its progeny. Single-channel training 
of band amplitudes is trumped by multi-site training that focuses on the training
of phase relationships. And when such a highly specific phase challenge is 
mounted, the consequences are not only for enhanced experiences of deep states 
in the moment but also for improved self-regulation as a learned response. 

  Another point of similarity is that the training is event-based. The question is 
one of enhancing phase conformity whenever an alpha spindle is observed in cor-
tex. It is not a matter of training up ambient alpha amplitudes. The analogies go 
further. Self-regulation is enhanced broadly with reinforcement at only a single 
frequency, with a technique that uses standard placements and rises above issues 
of localization of function. In this case, moreover, there isn’t much question about 
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the optimum reinforcement frequency. In practice, it is to be found within  �     1     Hz 
of 10.5     Hz in nearly everyone. 

   In Les Fehmi’s mechanization of synchrony training, the reinforcement is 
delivered with every cycle of the alpha rhythm that meets criterion. It turns out 
that the timing of the delivery of the reward signal with respect to the underlying 
alpha signal is crucial. With the phase delay optimized, the reward pulse serves to 
augment the next cycle of the alpha spindle. This is firstly another demonstration 
that “phase matters. ” Secondly, we have here a stimulation aspect to what is funda-
mentally a feedback paradigm. 

   In pursuit of the hypothesis that synchrony training may represent a natural 
complement to bipolar training, we have begun an investigation into the clin-
ical utility of simple two-channel synchrony training of the resting rhythms of 
the brain, alpha and SMR. For some years already, we have been doing Alpha/
Theta training with two-channel synchrony at P3 and P4, with results that clearly 
exceed the prior work with single-channel training at Pz. Synchrony training in 
the alpha band may additionally have its own rationale in the context of awake-
state training, as distinct from the induction of deep states in Alpha/Theta. 

  SMR synchrony training has been evaluated at C3 and C4, with results that have 
been rewarding in a number of clients. The training tends to be optimized at 14    Hz 
�       0.5   Hz, but the sample so far has been small. This may be seen as a derivative of 
Lubar’s and Tansey’s reinforcement of SMR at Cz. Driven forward by such success, we 
have also looked at synchrony training at frontal sites, where frontal midline theta pres-
ents an inviting target. Jay Gunkelman has been recommending frontal midline theta 
rewards for some years now, and that kindled our interest. Indeed, synchrony training 
at 7    Hz using F3 and F4 placement has had salutary effects in some clients. 

   It is with synchrony training that the  “standard bands ” may find their full clini-
cal utility. With bipolar training promoting engagement and activation, synchrony 
training moves in the direction of disengagement and of resting states. Access to 
both is required for good brain function. The preliminary findings with SMR 
synchrony training may (if confirmed) lead to a reinterpretation of Sterman’s early 
results with seizure management. Clinical effectiveness may be attributable more 
to the desynchronization of the EEG from the use of bipolar placement at C3–T3 
than to the focus on the SMR frequency specifically. Moreover, Sterman’s current 
emphasis on keeping rewards relatively rare, and mandating a refractory period 
after the reward, may be seen as an attempt to promote transient local SMR syn-
chrony with a single-channel referential montage. The rewarded event must be 
clearly distinguishable from the ambient background. 

   VIII .    GENERAL SELF-REGULATION AND SPECIFIC 
DYSFUNCTIONS 

   Neurofeedback had to assert itself early on in a distinctly inhospitable environ-
ment. In response, researchers attempted to accommodate by being exceedingly 
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conservative in their claims. Meanwhile, evidence was proliferating even then that 
the standard protocols were not specific treatments for either ADHD or seizure 
disorder but instead improved brain function in considerable generality. As feed-
back researchers were already being hounded by the placebo ghost, it would not 
serve to mention that neurofeedback was starting to look like a panacea as well. 
However, the refinement of protocol-based training discussed in this chapter has 
continued to enlarge the clinical scope of the work. Protocol-based neurofeed-
back was becoming a generalized approach toward improved self-regulation. The 
complementary approach of QEEG-based training appeared, for most applica-
tions, to be an unnecessary complication. 

   In many cases, specific functional deficits largely resolved even with the stan-
dard approaches. The first priority therefore was to do the best possible job with 
general self-regulation training. And in the sequencing of training objectives it is 
prudent to put the deepest and most basic dysregulations first, and to attend to 
more specific dysfunctions later, if indeed any are left to attend to. In conventional 
biofeedback, the recent finding that heart rate variability training is more effec-
tive in resolving myofascial pain syndrome and asthma susceptibility than more 
targeted approaches is yet another confirming instance of general self-regulation 
training trumping the more specific biofeedback approaches. 

   But sometimes specific deficits remain to be attended to, and QEEG analy-
sis has been shown to be worthwhile in identifying suitable targets for training. 
In the refinement of QEEG-based approaches over the years there has been a 
gradual movement from amplitude-based training to the normalization of coher-
ence relationships. This approach has been researched most thoroughly by Kirt 
Thornton, with a principal focus on specific learning disabilities and on traumatic 
brain injury. The general thrust of his approach is to work specific linkages that 
are identified with QEEG measurement under challenge conditions. Remediation 
is achieved predominantly with coherence up-training in the high-frequency 
regime (Thornton, 2006) .

  The Thornton method is nicely complementary to the other techniques so 
far discussed, which nearly all tend to have their greatest strengths at low EEG 
frequencies. A partitioning suggests itself that the low EEG frequencies govern 
the regulation of persistent states, whereas the high-frequency training impinges 
upon functions that are only episodically engaged in cognitive or other activity. 
The basic regulatory functions include arousal regulation; affect regulation; auto-
nomic set-point and balance; motor system excitability; interoception; attentional 
repertoire and executive function; and working memory. The higher frequency 
training impinges more on the sensorium and on cognitive processes. 

  The principal hazard at low EEG frequencies is excessive coherence in the 
injured, the traumatized, the genetically disadvantaged, or the otherwise dysregu-
lated brain. Such excess coherence at low frequency is often associated with brain 
instability, and hence with gross mental dysfunction, the more intractable psy-
chopathologies, and behavioral volatility. By contrast, the principal hazard at high 
frequency is lack of task engagement, characterized by dropout of the expected 
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coherence dynamics under challenge. This failure to function is often detrimental 
only to the affected person, and may be benign as far as the rest of the world is 
concerned. Hence it may be missed by caregivers, school personnel, mental health 
practitioners, and even by the person at issue. 

   Unsurprisingly, then, what populates mental health practices are the problems 
of general dysregulation, and these should indeed command our primary atten-
tions. But a thorough-going application of all the tools of neuroregulation would 
include the more specific approaches deployed by Thornton and others. 

   Finally, coherence-normalization training is also used prominently by clini-
cians such as Jonathan Walker and Robert Coben ( Walker  et al., 2007 ; Coben and 
Padolsky, 2007; see also Chapter 5 in this volume). The work was pioneered by 
the late Joe  Horvat (2007) . Significantly, however, the focus here is typically on 
the largest deviations observed in baseline coherence measures, which tend to 
show up at low EEG frequencies. In contrast to the work of Thornton, the out-
comes here are best described as improved self-regulation in considerable general-
ity. Highly specific targeting, just as in resonant frequency training, does not imply 
narrowly targeted outcomes. The approaches of Horvat, Walker, and Coben there-
fore belong with nearly everything else in the bin of general self-regulation train-
ing, leaving Kirt Thornton’s approach as the unique departure into the domain of 
localized dysfunction. 

    IX .    SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

  Whereas the modes of neuromodulation have undergone considerable prolifera-
tion over the years, there are unmistakable trends toward commonalities at a more 
basic level. From the original model of specific mechanisms-based protocols for 
limited diagnostic conditions, the field has moved toward a more systems-based 
approach relying ever more heavily on the EEG itself to establish training objec-
tives. From a focus on steady-state properties of the EEG there has been a shift 
to the brain’s organization of transient, episodic states; from a focus on localized 
phenomena there has been a shift toward multi-site relationships; and from a focus 
on amplitude and comodulation disparities there has been a shift toward phase 
and coherence relationships. Effectively there has been a shift from the use of a 
basic set of static protocols with fixed thresholds to dynamic, open-ended train-
ing with adaptive thresholding and multiple targeting. Even more generally, a shift 
of emphasis from prescriptive to non-prescriptive training has been underway, 
and the shift in the balance is continuing from prescriptive toward proscriptive 
training. 

  Although different technologies and training philosophies each have their par-
ticular areas of strength, the overriding impression is one of considerable com-
monality in outcomes, irrespective of mode and only secondarily dependent on 
the particulars of targeting. This implies that our appeal is to a highly integrated 
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regulation regime with procedures that mobilize global reorganization fairly 
generally. It is the integrated nature of neural network functioning and its hier-
archical organization that allow such varied challenges to achieve clinical success 
(see       Othmer, 2007 ).

  The story is not complete, however, without reference to the precise targeting 
of deficits observed under challenge, an approach that has shown itself uniquely 
efficacious for specific cognitive deficits. Whereas most of our clinical applications 
involve more general enhancement of the client’s self-regulation status for which 
a variety of methods may be availing, this targeted approach offers relief for more 
localized, more specifically cerebral deficits. As such, it also offers the most defini-
tive evidence of specific results traceable to a specific intervention, filling a need 
in this era of evidence-based therapies. 

  The broad range of applicability of modes of neuromodulation suggests that 
good brain function depends on tight constraints in the timing of neuronal infor-
mation transport, and that the failure of such precision in the domain of tim-
ing and frequency represents the dominant failure mode of the central nervous 
system, accounting for much of mental dysfunction. The remedy offered by the 
neuromodulation technologies ultimately offers the best evidence for the posited 
causal mechanism. 

  The minimal set of claims that support neurofeedback efficacy may be articu-
lated as follows: Any sufficiently subtle disturbance of brain function, with respect 
to a variable that is under active management by the CNS, will evoke a response 
by the CNS that attempts to restore the desired setpoint. The repetition of such a 
challenge will likely lead in time to improved self-regulatory capacity as a learned 
response. The evidence at hand suggests that the relative phase prevailing between 
two sites on the scalp represents a particularly attractive target for neurofeedback 
intervention because of its criticality to good brain communication, its dynamic 
features, and its ready accessibility. 

  The implication of the above is that neurofeedback training can be accomplished 
in an endless variety of ways, which makes it only too likely that the field will have to 
contend with continuing proliferation of methods. Nevertheless, the emerging tech-
niques and procedures should still yield to simple ordering and classification. At this 
point there appears to be no single approach that covers all of the clinical bases. 
And in order to cover all of the bases, two requirements at least must be met in the 
prevailing state of the art. There must be some appeal in the frequency domain to 
the temporal organization of neuronal assemblies, and there must be some means in 
the time domain to recognize inappropriate changes of state, as these are revealed 
in the frequency-domain properties of the EEG. The first of these is some kind of 
narrowly prescriptive reward-based training, and the second is some kind of inhibit-
based (i.e., proscriptive) detection scheme for inappropriate state shifts. 

  The latter of these can be considered a kind of error-correction scheme. The 
transient, sudden nature of this intervention implies that the brain is restricted 
here to its already existing resources. That is to say, the brain can only move 
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toward states that are accessible to it, that are already available in state space. This is 
a necessary constituent of feedback for many conditions, but it is not sufficient by 
itself to restore optimum brain function for all. There must also be the opportu-
nity for the brain to acquire new patterns of functioning, capacities that are gained 
incrementally and cumulatively over longer exposure times in training as the state 
space itself evolves under persistent challenge. This is accomplished by a targeted 
appeal to specific EEG frequencies. We are only at the beginning of the process of 
learning how to do this well. 
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    I  .    INTRODUCTION 

   Normative reference databases serve a vital and important function in modern clini-
cal science and patient evaluation. There are numerous clinical normative databases 
that aid in the evaluation of a wide range of clinical disorders; for example, blood 
constituent normative databases; MRI, fMRI and Positron Emission Tomography 
(PET) normative databases; ocular and retinal normative databases; blood pressure 
normative databases; nerve conduction velocity normative databases; postural data-
bases; bone density normative databases; ultra sound normative databases; genetic 
normative databases; and motor development databases , to name a few. A compre-
hensive survey of existing clinical normative databases can be obtained by search-
ing the National Library of Medicine’s database using the search terms  “ Normative 
Databases” at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez. 

   All clinically applied normative databases share a common set of statistical and 
scientifi c standards that have evolved over the years. The standards include peer 
reviewed publications, disclosure of the inclusion/exclusion criteria, tests of statis-
tical validity, tests of reliability, cross-validation tests, adequate sample sizes for dif-
ferent age groups, etc. Normative databases are distinct from non-clinical control 
groups in their scope, and their sampling restriction to clinically normal or oth-
erwise healthy individuals for the purpose of comparison. Another distinguishing 
characteristic of normative databases is the ability to compare a single individual 
to a population of  “ normal ” individuals in order to identify the measures that are 
deviant from normal, and the magnitude of deviation. Normative databases them-
selves do not diagnose a patient’s clinical problem. Rather, a trained professional 
fi rst evaluates the patient’s clinical history, and clinical symptoms and complaints, 
and then uses the results of normative database comparisons in order to aid in the 
development of an accurate clinical diagnosis. 

                       History of the scientifi c standards of 
QEEG normative databases 
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  As mentioned previously, the age range, the number of samples per age group, 
the mixture of gender and socio-economic status, geographical distribution and 
thus a  “representative ” population are also distinguishing characteristics of a 
 “ normative ” database because an individual is compared to a group of subjects 
comprising a reference normative database. In the case of QEEG, matching of 
amplifi er frequency characteristics when a patient’s EEG was acquired by a differ-
ent amplifi er than the database amplifi er is also critical for normative databases but 
rarely important for standard  “control group ” studies. Cultural and ethnic factors 
and day-to-day variance and random environmental factors are typically factored 
into “normative ” databases as  “random control ” factors; in contrast, a more limited 
sampling process is often used in non-clinical  “control groups. ”

  The adequacy of the sample size of any database is related to the  “effect size ” and 
the statistical power, and thus sample size, varies depending on these factors ( Cohen, 
1977). In general, sample size is less important than careful calibration, elimination 
of artifact, accepted standards during the collection of data and accepted standards 
for the analysis of data and approximation to a Gaussian distribution. Peer reviewed 
publications are essential for all databases because high standards are required by 
anonymous reviewers and scientifi cally sub-standard databases will either not be 
published or if they are then the limitations are made public. To not publish a nor-
mative database in a peer reviewed journal is unacceptable and is a non-starter when 
a clinician considers the database that they are going to use to evaluate a patient. 
State licensing agencies and other authorities should be notifi ed when sub-standard 
databases are used to evaluate a clinical patient, and, certainly, signed informed con-
sent informing the patient that they are being evaluated using an unpublished and/
or sub-standard database is necessary to protect the public. 

    II.    DEFINITIONS OF DIGITAL EEG AND 
QUANTITATIVE EEG (QEEG) 

   Nuwer  (1997) defi ned digital EEG as  “. . . the paperless acquisition and record-
ing of the EEG via computer-based instrumentation, with waveform storage in a 
digital format on electronic media, and waveform display on an electronic moni-
tor or other computer output device. ” The primary purposes of digital EEG is for 
effi ciency of storage, the saving of paper, and for the purposes of visual examina-
tion of the EEG tracings. An attempt was made to distinguish digital EEG from 
quantitative EEG by defi ning quantitative EEG (QEEG or qEEG) as  “the math-
ematical processing of digitally recorded EEG in order to highlight specifi c wave-
form components, transform the EEG into a format or domain that elucidates 
relevant information, or associate numerical results with the EEG data for subse-
quent review or comparison. ” (Nuwer, 1997, p. 278). 

  The reality is that there is no clear distinction between digital EEG and quan-
titative EEG because both involve mathematical transformations. For example, the 
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process of analog-to-digital conversion involves transforms by analog and digital 
fi ltering as well as amplifi cation, sample and hold of the electrical scalp potentials, 
remontaging and reformatting the EEG . Clearly, digital EEG involves mathemati-
cal and transformational processing using a computer, and therefore the distinc-
tion between quantitative EEG and digital EEG is weak and artifi cial. 

    III.    SIMULTANEOUS DIGITAL EEG TRACINGS 
AND QUANTITATIVE EEG 

    Figure 2.1    illustrates a common modern quantitative EEG analysis where EEG 
traces are viewed and examined at the same time that quantitative analyses are 
displayed, so as to facilitate and extend analytical power. Common sense dictates 
that the digital EEG and QEEG, when simultaneously available, facilitate rapid ,
accurate and reliable evaluation of the electroencephalograpm. Since 1929, when 
the human EEG was fi rst measured ( Berger, 1929 ), modern science has learned 
an enormous amount about the current sources of the EEG, and the manner in 

Conventional EEG QEEG

FIGURE 2.1      Example of conventional digital EEG (left) and QEEG (right) on the same screen 
at the same time. The conventional EEG includes examination and marking of EEG traces and events. 
The QEEG (right) includes the Fast Fourier Transform (top right) and normative database Z-scores 
(bottom right).    
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which ensembles of synaptic generators are synchronously organized. It is known 
that short distance local generators are connected by white matter axons to other 
local generators that can be many centimeters distant. The interplay and coor-
dination of short distance local generators with the longer distant white matter 
connections has been mathematically modeled, and shown to be essential for our 
understanding of the genesis of the EEG (       Nunez, 1981, 1995 ;Thatcher and John, 
1977;Thatcher et al ., 1986 ). 

  The fi rst QEEG study was by Hans        Berger (1932, 1934)  when he used the 
Fourier transform to spectrally analyze the EEG, as he recognized the importance 
of quantifi cation and objectivity in the evaluation of the electroencephalogram 
(EEG). The relevance of quantitative EEG (QEEG) to the diagnosis and prognosis 
of brain dysfunction stems directly from the quantitative EEG’s ability to reliably 
and objectively evaluate the distribution of brain electrical energies, and to com-
pare different EEG measures to a normative database. 

    IV.    TEST–RETEST RELIABILITY OF QEEG 

  The clinical sensitivity and specifi city of QEEG is directly related to the stability 
and reliability of QEEG upon repeat testing. The scientifi c literature shows that 
QEEG is highly reliable and reproducible ( Hughes and John, 1999 ; Aruda  et al ., 
1996;  Burgess and Gruzelier, 1993 ; Corsi-Cabera  et al., 1997; Gasser  et al., 1988a, 
1988b; Hamilton-Bruce  et al., 1991 ; Harmony  et al., 1993 ; Lund et al., 1995 ; Duffy
et al ., 1994 ; Salinsky et al ., 1991 ; Pollock  et al ., 1991 ). 

  The inherent stability and reliability of QEEG can even be demonstrated with 
quite small sample sizes. For example,  Salinsky et al. (1991)  reported that repeated 
20-second samples of EEG were about 82% reliable, at 40 seconds the samples 
were about 90% reliable and at 60 seconds they were approximately 92% reliable. 
Gasser et al. (1985) concluded that:  “20 sec. of activity are suffi cient to reduce 
adequately the variability inherent in the EEG ” and Hamilton-Bruce  et al., (1991) 
found statistically high reliability when the same EEG was independently analyzed 
by three different individuals. Although the QEEG is highly reliable even with 
relatively short sample sizes, it is the recommendation of most QEEG experts that 
larger samples sizes be used; for example, at least 60 seconds of artifact-free EEG, 
and preferably for 2–5 minutes, should be used in a clinical evaluation ( Duffy
et al ., 1994 ; Hughes and John, 1999 ). 

  Although there are common purposes and applications of normative databases 
in clinical science, nonetheless, each type of normative database poses its own spe-
cial requirements and details. In the sections to follow we focus exclusively on 
quantitative electroencephalographic (QEEG) normative databases. The goal of 
this chapter is to present the history of the application of scientifi c standards as 
they apply to QEEG, and to provide a practical guide for the understanding and 
evaluation of QEEG normative databases. 
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   V.    HISTORY OF STANDARDS OF QEEG 
NORMATIVE DATABASES 

  The earliest quantitative EEG (QEEG) reference normative database was developed 
in the 1950s at UCLA as part of the NASA study and selection of astronaughts for 
purposes of space travel (         Adey  et al., 1961, 1964a and 1964b ). The UCLA database 
involved several hundred carefully selected subjects who were candidates for the 
burgeoning NASA space exploration program, as well as UCLA faculty and stu-
dents. Careful clinical inclusion and exclusion criteria were not used because there 
was no intended clinical application of this early QEEG reference normative data-
base. Instead, the essential quantitative foundations of QEEG normative databases 
were tested such as the calculation of means and standard deviations, and measures 
of Gaussianity, complex demodulation, Fourier spectral analysis and basic statistical 
parameters necessary for any reference normative database. 

  Predictive accuracy and error rates depend on the data that make up a given 
EEG database as well as the statistical methods used to produce and compare QEEG 
normative databases. Historically, many of the statistical standards of normative data-
bases were fi rst applied by two Swedish Neurologists—Dr. Milos Matousek and 
Dr. Ingemar Petersen—in 1973 in the fi rst peer reviewed publication of a norma-
tive database ( Matousek and Petersen, 1973a ; 1973b). Matousek and Petersen set the 
standards of peer reviewed publications, clinical inclusion/exclusion criteria, and 
parametric statistical standards for future QEEG normative databases. The cultural 
validity and reliability of the Matousek and Petersen 1973 database were established 
by E. Roy John and colleagues in 1975 when they successfully replicated, by inde-
pendent cross-validation, the Matousek and Petersen Swedish database after col-
lecting EEG from carefully screened 9- to 11-year-old Harlem black children who 
were performing at grade level and had no history of neurological disorders ( John, 
1977;       John  et al., 1977, 1987 ). 

   VI. HISTORY    OF INCLUSION/EXCLUSION 
CRITERIA AND  “REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLES ”

   Matousek and Petersen (       Matousek and Petersen, 1973a, 1973b ) measured QEEG in 
401 subjects (218 females) ranging in age from 2 months to 22 years and living in 
Stockholm, Sweden—all without any negative clinical histories and performing 
at grade level. The sample sizes varied from 18 to 49 per one-year age group-
ings. Similar inclusion/exclusion criteria were later used in the construction of 
the NYU normative database ( John, 1977 ;       John  et al., 1977, 1987 ), the University 
of Maryland (UM) database (Thatcher, 1988;                Thatcher et al., 1983, 1986, 1987, 
2003, 2005a, 2005b ) and Gordon and colleagues (2005) in the development of 
independent QEEG normative databases. Careful screening of the subjects that 
comprise a normative database is critical so that representative samples of healthy 
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and otherwise normally functioning individuals are selected, and individuals with 
a history of neurological problems, psychiatric problems, school failure and other 
deviant behaviors are excluded. 

   Representative sampling means a demographically balanced sample of different 
genders, different ethnic backgrounds, different socio-economic status, and differ-
ent ages. This is important in evaluating a QEEG normative database because the 
database is a  “reference ” in which many demographic factors must be included in 
order to minimize sampling bias. 

   VII .    HISTORY OF ARTIFACT-FREE DATA AND 
RELIABILITY MEASURES 

   Sample adequacy in a QEEG normative database requires strict removal of artifact 
and measures of high test–retest reliability. Historically, multiple trained individu-
als visually examined the EEG samples from each and every subject that was to be 
included in the database. Removal of artifact by visual examination is necessary 
regardless of any digital signal processing methods that may be used to remove 
artifact. Split-half reliability and test–retest reliability measures with values  � 0.9 
are also important in order to provide a quantitative measure of the internal con-
sistency and reliability of the normative database ( John, 1977 ; John  et al., 1987 ;
 Thatcher, 1998 ;Thatcher et al ., 2003 ; Duffy et al ., 1994 ). 

  Caution should be exercised when using reconstruction methods such as 
Independent Components Analysis (ICA) or Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
to compute a QEEG normative database. In general, these methods should be 
avoided because they will invalidate the computation of coherence and phase differ-
ences because the regression and reconstruction affect the raw digital samples them-
selves and distort coherence and phase. The best method of eliminating artifact is by 
making sure that high standards of recording are met, and that the patient’s EEG is 
monitored during recording so that artifact can be minimized. Elimination of arti-
fact after recording should involve the deletion of the artifact from the analysis and 
not by regression and/or reconstruction using methods such as ICA or PCA. 

   VIII .    HISTORY OF SAMPLE SIZE PER AGE GROUP 

  There is no absolute sample size that is best for a QEEG database because, statis-
tically, sample size is related to the  “effect size ” and  “power ” ( Hayes, 1973 ; Winer, 
1971). The smaller the effect size the larger the sample size necessary to detect that 
effect. The power of a statistical measure varies as a function of sample size and the 
effect size ( Cohen, 1977 ). Another issue related to sample size is the degree to which 
a sample approximates a Gaussian distribution. As explained in the section below, 
increased sample size is often necessary in order to achieve closer approximations 
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to Gaussian, which in turn is related to the accuracy of cross-validation. Thus, the 
sample size is one of several inter-related issues in all normative databases, and 
the sample size should not be singled out as being the most important factor in a 
QEEG normative database. It is best to refer to  “adequate” sample size as measured 
by the extent to which the samples are Gaussian, and the degree of cross-validation 
accuracy ( John  et al., 1987 ;Thatcher et al., 2003 ). The term  adequate is related to the 
effect size, which in the case of human development is critical because different rates 
of maturation occur at different ages. 

  As mentioned previously, the        Matousek and Petersen (1973a, 1973b)  norma-
tive QEEG database had a total sample size of 401 in children ranging in age from 
1 month to 22 years. It was known that there are rapid changes in EEG measures 
during early childhood, and for this reason  Matousek and Petersen (1973a)  and 
Hagne et al. (1973)  emphasized using relatively large sample sizes during the period 
of time when the brain is changing most rapidly. For example,  Hagne et al. (1973) 
used a sample size of N   �   29 for infants from three weeks of age to 1 year of age. In 
step with this fact were the subsequent QEEG normative databases at NYU (       John
et al., 1977, 1987 ) and UM ( Thatcher, 1998 ;       Thatcher et al., 1987, 2003 ) in which 
the preferential increase in sample size during early childhood was emphasized as 
well as during old age when potential rapid declines in neural function may occur. 

    IX.    HISTORY OF AGE STRATIFICATION VS. AGE 
REGRESSION

  There are two general approaches that deal with the issue of sample size per age group: 

      ●    age stratifi cation, and 
      ●    age regression.    

  Age stratifi cation involves computing means and standard deviations of age 
groupings of the subjects ( Matousek and Petersen, 1973a ; John, 1977 ;       Thatcher 
et al., 1987, 2003 ). The grouping of subjects, and thus the number of subjects per 
age group, depends on the age of the sample and the relative rate of maturation. 
       Matousek and Petersen (1973a, 1973b)  used one-year age groupings,  Thatcher et
al. (1987)  (University of Maryland database) used one-year age groupings as well 
as two- and fi ve-year age groupings (         Thatcher et al., 2003, 2005a, 2005b ). A simple 
method to increase stability and sample size is to use  “sliding” averages for the age 
stratifi cation. For example,  Thatcher et al. (2003)  used one-year age groups with 
0.75 year overlapping to produce a series of sliding averages, and more recently 
used two-year age groupings with 0.75-year overlapping. Which method is cho-
sen depends on the accuracy of cross-validation and age resolution, with careful 
examination of validation at different ages of the subjects. 

  The second method called age regression was fi rst used by        John  et al. (1977, 1980) 
in which a least squares regression  was used to fi t a straight line to the EEG data 
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samples over the entire age range of the subjects. Once the intercepts and coeffi -
cients are computed then one simply evaluates the polynomial equation using the 
age of the subject in order to produce the expected mean and standard deviation 
for that particular subject. A Z-score is then computed by the standard method 
Z   �   X � x/sd. An important consideration when using an age regression method 
is the order of the polynomial, and the amount of variance accounted for by a 
polynomial. If there are rapid maturational changes in the brain, thus producing a 
“growth spurt ”, then a simple linear regression is likely to miss the growth spurt. 
A quadratic or cubic polynomial which will account for more of the variance over 
age will likely detect growth spurts better than a simple linear regression. 

    X .    HISTORY OF GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION 
APPROXIMATION AND CROSS-VALIDATION 

  The statistics of replication and independent cross-validation of normative QEEG 
databases was fi rst applied by E. Roy John and collaborators in 1974 to 1977 ( John, 
1977;       John  et al., 1977, 1987 ). As mentioned previously, the fi rst independent cross-
validation of a normative QEEG database was by John and colleagues in which 
the EEG from a sample of New York Harlem black children were compared to the 
Matousek and Petersen (5, 6) norms with correlations  �0.8 in many instances and 
statistically signifi cant correlations for the majority of the measures ( John, 1977 ). 

  The importance of approximation to a Gaussian distribution was empha-
sized by both Dr. E. Roy John and Dr. Frank Duffy, a Harvard Neurologist, in 
the 1970s and 1980s. In 1994 the American EEG Association produced a position 
paper in which the statistical standards of replication, cross-validation, reliability 
and Gaussian approximation were iterated as acceptable basic standards to be met 
by any normative QEEG database ( Duffy et al., 1994 ). The American EEG Society 
included the same standards. From 1980 into the 1990s Dr. John and colleagues 
continued to evaluate and analyze the statistical properties of normative QEEG 
databases, including EEG samples obtained from different laboratories in non 
USA locations in the world. Gaussian approximations and reliability, and cross-
validation statistical standards for QEEG databases were applied to all of these 
databases by John and Colleagues (       John  et al., 1987, 1980 ; Prichep, 2005 ) and as 
well as by other QEEG normative databases , for example,        Gasser et al. (1988a, 
1988b) and Thatcher and colleagues (1983, 1986, 1987, 2003, 2005a, 2005b). 

    Figure 2.2    shows examples of approximate Gaussian distributions and the sen-
sitivity as calculated in  Fig. 2.3   .Table 2.1    is an example of a standard table of sen-
sitivities for different age groups in the University of Maryland QEEG normative 
database ( Thatcher et al ., 2003 ). 

   Figure 2.3  shows an example of Gaussian approximation and cross-validation of a 
QEEG normative database. It shows an illustrative bell-shaped curve showing the ideal 
Gaussian and the average cross-validation values of the database by which estimates of 
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FIGURE 2.2      Histograms of the Z-Score Gaussian distributions and cross-validation for all ages 
(adapted from  Thatcher et al ., 2003 ).    

statistical sensitivity can be derived. True positives equal the percentage of Z-scores 
that lay within the tails of the Gaussian distribution. False negatives (FN) equal the 
percentage of Z-scores that fall outside of the tails of the Gaussian distribution. The 
error rates or the statistical sensitivity of a quantitative electroencephalogram (QEEG) 
normative database are directly related to the deviation from a Gaussian distribution. 
Fig. 2.3  depicts a mathematical method of estimating the statistical sensitivity of a 
normative EEG database in terms of the deviation from Gaussian. 

    XI.    HISTORY OF THE USE OF THE Z-SCORE AND 
QEEG NORMATIVE DATABASES 

          Matousek and Petersen (1973a, 1973b)  computed means and standard deviations 
in one-year age groups, and were the fi rst to use T-tests and Z-scores to compare 
an individual to the normative database means and standard deviations. The T-test 
is defi ned as the ratio of the difference between values divided by the standard 
deviation. The Z statistic is defi ned as the difference between the value from an 
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Sensitivity Based on Deviation from Gaussian

Cross-Validation Accuracy N � 625 Subjects

False. Neg. � (2.3 � 1.98) � 0.32

Expected � �2.3%
(Observed � �1.98%)

False. Pos. � (2.88 � 2.3) � 0.6

Expected � �2.3%
(Observed � �2.88%)

�3 �2 �1 0 1 2 3

Z-scores
�1.96 S.D. �1.96 S.D.

True positive � (100 � (1.98 � 2.88) � 95.14%

Sensitivity �
TP

TP � (FP � FN)

95.14

95.14 � 1.0
� � 98.96%

Specificity �
TN

TN � (FP � FN)
� Undefined

FIGURE 2.3     An example of a normal or Gaussian curve showing values of Z ( �1.96) that 
includes the proportion which is 0.95 of the total area. The left and right tails of the distribution show 
probability values of 0.025 (one-tailed). The classifi cation accuracy of any sample of subjects is based 
on the assumption that a normal distribution can be compared. The probability of fi nding an observed 
EEG value in a given range of any population can be determined, and then the sensitivity of the 
sample can be tested by cross-validation (adapted from  Thatcher et al ., 2003 ).    

individual and the mean of the population divided by the standard deviation of 
the population or 

Z
x X

SD
i�

�
.
     

   John and colleagues ( John, 1977 ;       John  et al., 1977, 1987 ) expanded on the 
use of the Z-score for clinical evaluation including the use of multivariate mea-
sures such as the Mahalanobis distance metric ( Cooley and Lohnes, 1971 ; John 
et al., 1987 ; John  et al., 1988 ). A direct normalization of the Gaussian distribution 
using Z-scores is useful in comparing individuals to a QEEG normative data-
base ( Thatcher, 1998 ;Thatcher et al., 2003 ). That is, the standard score form of the 
Gaussian is where the mean      �     0 and standard deviation   �     1 or, by substitution 
into the Gaussian equation for a bell shaped curve, then 

Y e� �1

2π
z2/2
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 TABLE 2.1       Example of cross-validation and sensitivity tests of a normative database 
using the procedures described in Figure 2. (Adapted from Thatcher et al., 2003.) 

 FFT Normative Database Sensitivities 

 2 STDEVs 
 AGES 

 CALC SENSITIVITY: FP      �    TP/(TP      �      FP) or FN      �    TP/(TP      �      FN) 

 ( � /     � 2 SD)  (�      �     2 SD)  (�  �  �     2 SD)  

0–5.99 0.95448265 0.9771774 0.97730526
6–9.99 0.95440363 0.9772031 0.97720054 � /     �  2 Std. Dev.  
10–12.99 0.9543997 0.97724346 0.97715624
13–15.99 0.95440512 0.97723601 0.97716911
16-ADULT  0.9543945 0.97718143 0.97721307
ALL 0.95442375 0.97720714 0.97721661

 3 STDEVs 
 AGES 

 CALC SENSITIVITY: FP      �    TP/(TP      �      FP) or FN      �    TP/(TP      �     FN)

 ( � /     �     3 SD)  (�      �     3 SD)  (�  �  �     3 SD)  

0–5.99 0.99743898 0.99871123 0.99872774
6–9.99 0.99744112 0.99871611 0.99872501 � /     �      3 Std. Dev.  
10–12.99 0.99744688 0.99873171 0.99871518
13–15.99 0.99743186 0.99871951 0.99871234
16-ADULT  0.99743835 0.99870216 0.99873619
ALL 0.99744002 0.99871716 0.99872286

   where Y      �     Gaussian distribution and the Z-score is a deviation in standard devia-
tion units measured along the baseline of the Gaussian curve from a mean of 0, 
and a standard deviation   �     1 with  deviations to the right of the mean being posi-
tive and those to the left negative. By substituting different values of Z then dif-
ferent values of Y can be calculated. For example, when Z      �     0, Y      �     0.3989 or, 
in other words, the height of the curve at the mean of the normal distribution 
in standard-score form is given by the number 0.3989. For purposes of assessing 
deviation from normal, the values of Z above and below the mean, which include 
95% of the area of the Gaussian are often used as a level of confi dence necessary 
to minimize Type I and Type II errors ( Hayes, 1973 ). The standard-score equation 
is also used to cross-validate a normative database, which again emphasizes the 
importance of approximation to a Gaussian for any normative QEEG database.    

    XII.    CROSS-VALIDATIONS OF NORMATIVE 
DATABASES: NEW YORK UNIVERSITY AND 
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 

  As described previously, cross-validation is critical in determining the sensitivity 
and false positives and false negatives of a normative database. Due to the expense 
to acquire independent data, most cross-validations are computed using a leave-
one-out cross-validation procedure (       John  et al., 1977, 1987 ;         Thatcher et al., 2003, 
2005a, 2005b ). A completely independent cross-validation using different subjects is 
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the best method of cross-validation although it is, as previously stated, more expen-
sive and diffi cult and, accordingly, no independent cross-validations of two different 
normative databases have been conducted in the last 30 years, until recently. 

  In 2007 an independent cross-validation of the New York University and the 
University of Maryland databases was conducted. The study was conducted because 
a company had collected raw digital EEG from several hundred clinical patients, and 
had computed Z-scores using the New York University (NYU) normative database 
(John, 1977 ;         John  et al., 1977, 1987, 1988 ). The question was: does the University 
of Maryland (UM) normative database produce similar Z-scores  as the NYU data-
base using the same exact raw digital data? The correlation coeffi cients from the 
independent cross-validation between the NYU and UM normative databases are 
shown in  Table 2.2   . The analysis included 332 psychiatric patients and an age range 
from 6.2 years to 84.9 years. Anterior includes electrodes Fp1/2, Fz, F3/4, F7/8, 
T3/4, C3/4 and Cz. Posterior includes electrodes O1/2, P3/4, T5/6 and Pz. The 
correlations ranged from 0.757 to 0.979. The high degree of cross-validation accu-
racy in this study is emphasized by the fact that at 331 degrees of freedom a correla-
tion of 0.142 is signifi cant at P � 0.01. 

    Figure 2.4    shows bar graphs of the correlation coeffi cients from the indepen-
dent cross-validation comparison between the NYU and the UM Z-scores. This 
study is important because it demonstrates a high degree of cross-correlation and 
cross-validation between two independent QEEG normative databases. Both the 
NYU and UM databases were constructed in medical centers with government 
grants and oversight, and both have been clinically validated in peer reviewed 
publications (         John  et al., 1977, 1987, 1988 ;           Thatcher et al., 1986, 1987, 2003, 
2005b) as well has having FDA registration. 

    XIII.    HISTORY OF AMPLIFIER MATCHING AND 
QEEG NORMATIVE DATABASES 

   Surprisingly, this particular standard was largely neglected during much of the his-
tory of QEEG normative databases. E. Roy John and colleagues (from 1982 to 1988)

 TABLE 2.2       Correlation coeffi cients from an independent cross-validation of NYU vs. 
UM normative EEG databases (reprinted by permission of CNS Response, Inc.) 

Absolute
power 

 Absolute 
power 

 Relative 
power 

 Relative 
power 

Coherence  Coherence  Amp.
asym

Amp.
asym

Anterior  Posterior  Anterior  Posterior  Anterior  Posterior  Anterior  Posterior 

Delta 0.815 0.880 0.854 0.925 0.804 0.935 0.854 0.820
Theta 0.926 0.940 0.877 0.895 0.853 0.914 0.902 0.816
Alpha 0.951 0.958 0.901 0.887 0.873 0.946 0.899 0.979
Beta 0.820 0.882 0.757 0.784 0.848 0.900 0.846 0.876
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formed a consortium of universities and medical schools that were using QEEG. 
The consortium met several times over a few years and was one of the supporters 
of the edited volume by John titled  Machinery of the Mind    ( John, 1990 ). 

   One of the important issues consistently raised at the consortium meetings was 
the need for  “standardization. ” In the 1980s it was technically diffi cult to match 
different EEG systems because of the infantile development of analysis software. 
This history forced most QEEG users to use relative power because absolute 
power was not comparable between different EEG machines. There was no fre-
quency response standardization between different EEG machines, and thus there 
was no cross-platform standardization of QEEG. It was not until the mid 1990s 
that computer speed and software development made amplifi er matching and 
normative database amplifi er equilibration a possibility. 

  The fi rst use of standardized matching of amplifi ers was to  the University of 
Maryland (UM) database. The procedure involved injecting microvolt calibra-
tion sine waves into the input of amplifi ers of different EEG machines, and then 
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FIGURE 2.4      Results of an independent cross-validation comparison of Z-scores from 332 psychi-
atric patients ranging in age from 6.2 years to 84.9 years using the New York University (NYU) and 
University of Maryland (UM) normative databases. Anterior and posterior refer to the anterior and 
posterior location of electrodes. Highly signifi cant independent cross-validation was  observed, which 
shows the high degree of consistency between two peer reviewed and clinically validated QEEG nor-
mative databases. (Reprinted with permission from CNS Response, Inc.)    
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injecting the same microvolt signals into the normative database amplifi ers thus 
obtaining two frequency response curves ( Thatcher et al., 2003 ). Equilibration 
of a normative QEEG database to different EEG machines is the ratio of the 
frequency response curves of the two amplifi ers that are then used as amplitude 
scaling coeffi cients in the power spectral analysis. This was an important step 
because suddenly absolute power Z-scores and normative database comparisons 
became possible. 

   Relative power is a last resort type of measure to be used when there is no 
equilibration of absolute amplitude because relative power always distorts the 
spectrum, and relative power depends on absolute power in order to interpret 
relative power. This is because relative power is a percentage of the whole, and 
thus an increase in mid  “beta, ” e.g., 14–18    Hz will be seen as a decrease in  “theta, ”
e.g., 4–7    Hz when in fact there is no change in theta and vice versa. The frequen-
cies in absolute power are independent of each other and are not distorted. It is 
always best to use absolute values whenever possible, and not relative values or 
even ratios. A ratio can change due to the denominator or the numerator, and one 
cannot determine which has changed without evaluating the absolute values used 
to compute the ratios. 

  As illustrated in Fig. 2.5   , a simple method of amplifi er  equilibration to exactly 
match the frequency characteristics of different amplifi ers is to calibrate the ampli-
fi ers using microvolt sine waves at discrete frequencies from 1–30    Hz and inject-
ing the sine waves into the inputs of the EEG amplifi ers. Then take the ratio of 
the microvolt values at each frequency and use the ratios to exactly equate the 
spectral output values to the normative database amplifi ers. This method creates a 
universal equilibration process so that microvolts in a given amplifi er are equal to 

Normative
EEG Amplifiers

Patient EEG
Amplifiers

Frequency 0–40 Hz 

uV

Frequency 0–40 Hz 

E
qu

ili
br
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n
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Normative Database Amplifier Matching—Microvolt Sine Waves 0–40 Hz
Equilibration Ratios to Match Frequency Responses

FIGURE 2.5      Flow chart of the amplifi er standardization procedure. Micro-volt (uV) sine waves 
are injected into the input of amplifi ers, and the frequency responses are calculated. The frequency 
response of the normative database amplifi ers and the frequency response of the Deymed amplifi er 
are in the middle graph. As shown in the right graph, EEG amplifi er systems are then equated as 
the ratio of the two amplifi er frequency response curves and the spectral analysis is adjusted based on the 
equilibration ratios so that there is a standardized import and matching of amplifi er systems, with the 
common unit being microvolts (uV).    
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microvolts in all other amplifi ers including the normative database amplifi ers. By 
equilibrating amplifi ers, then direct comparisons between a given patient’s EEG 
and the normative database means and standard deviations are valid and meaning-
ful. If amplifi er matching is not accomplished, all normative database comparisons 
are potentially invalid and caution should be exercised not to use a normative 
database when amplifi ers have not been equilibrated. 

  We have found that amplifi ers differ primarily from 0–2    Hz, and in order to 
accurately match to the normative database amplifi ers one can fi lter at 1    Hz, thus 
avoiding mismatches at less than 1    Hz. There is a wide variety of different fre-
quency response curves for different amplifi ers and there is no one  “gold stan-
dard ” for EEG amplifi ers. For older amplifi ers that have a more limited frequency 
response, e.g., the NYU and University of Maryland amplifi ers and Biologic, 
then the match of frequencies is limited to the frequency range that is com-
mon between the two amplifi er systems. For example, Deymed has a nearly fl at 
response from 0.5    Hz to 70    Hz, and thus the match to the NYU and UM ampli-
fi ers is only from 0.5    Hz to 30    Hz because the latter amplifi ers used cut-off fi lters 
at approximately 30    Hz. Many amplifi ers currently in use also have cut-off fre-
quencies of around 30    Hz but there is still a lot of information in the EEG from 
0.5   Hz to 30    Hz, and equilibration is necessary to optimally use these amplifi ers in 
a normative database comparison. 

    XIV .    CONTENT  VALIDITY OF QEEG 
NORMATIVE DATABASES 

   A .    Neuropsychological correlations 

   Content validity is defi ned by the extent to which an empirical measurement 
refl ects a specifi c domain of content ( Nunnally, 1978 ). For example, a test in arith-
metic operations would not be content valid if the test problems focused only 
on addition, thus neglecting subtraction, multiplication and division. By the same 
token, a content-valid measure of cognitive decline following a stroke should 
include measures of memory capacity, attention and executive function, etc. 

  There are many examples of the clinical content validity of QEEG and nor-
mative databases in ADD, ADHD, schizophrenia, compulsive disorders, depression, 
epilepsy, TBI (       Thatcher et al., 1998a, 1998b ) and a wide number of clinical group-
ings of patients as reviewed by  Hughes and John (1999) . There are over 250 cita-
tions in the review by Hughes and John, and there are approximately 23 citations 
to peer reviewed journal articles in which a normal reference database was used. 
Another recent review of QEEG normative databases and the clinical application 
of QEEG to psychiatric disorders cited 169 publications ( Coburn  et al., 2006 ). An 
Internet search of the National Library of Medicine will give citations to more 
QEEG and content-validity peer-reviewed studies using a reference normal group 
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than were included in the Hughes and John review or the  Coburn  et al. (2006) 
review. Finally, for a recent review that emphasizes clinical correlations and clini-
cal validation of a normative database see  Gordon  et al . (2005) .

    Figure 2.6    and  Table 2.3    show an example of the range of clinical correlations 
to full-scale I.Q. in 373 normal individuals from 5 to 55 years of age .

   It can be seen in Figure 2.6  that relative high correlations with I.Q. (0.859) are 
achievable when using a normative database and multiple regression of different 
variable types, and that different QEEG measures exhibit different magnitudes of 
correlation. The multiple regression prediction of I.Q. is not intended to replace 
neuropsychological tests. However, an advantage of a QEEG normative database 
prediction of I.Q. is that it can be repeated without confounding by learning, and 
it can be given to untestable patients such as stroke, paralysis and uncooperative 
individuals. Also, QEEG predictions of intelligence provide an insight into which 
aspects of neural functioning, such as location and connectivity, contribute to the 
prediction of intelligence, thus providing a deeper understanding of intelligence 
in an individual subject. 

Clinical Validation of the NeuroGuide QEEG Normative Database
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FIGURE 2.6      Correlations between QEEG measures and full-scale I.Q. (WISC-R). N      �     332 sub-
jects from the University of Maryland QEEG normative database (see Table 1.3).  The highest correla-
tions between QEEG and I.Q. are phase differences and coherence (47). The x-axis shows  different 
QEEG measures, and the y-axis the  correlation coeffi cient in a multivariate regression analysis with 
full-scale I.Q. as the dependent variable. Phase Reset and Burst Metrics are new measures which also 
exhibit high clinical correlations and clinical validation.    
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    B.    Example for traumatic brain injury 

  There are numerous peer reviewed journal articles showing high correlations 
between Z-scores involving the UM and NYU and other normative databases over 
the last 20 years (see review by  Hughes and John, 1999 ). It is beyond the scope of 
this chapter to attempt to review all of these studies. Instead, we will focus on one 
of the many clinical correlation sub-groups, namely, traumatic brain injury. 

  The National Library of Medicine lists 1,672 peer reviewed journal articles on 
the subject of EEG and traumatic brain injury. The vast majority of these studies 
involved quantitative analyses and, in general, the scientifi c literature presents a con-
sistent and common quantitative EEG pattern correlated with TBI. Namely, reduced 
amplitude of the alpha and beta and gamma frequency bands of EEG (8–12    Hz, 13–
25   Hz and 30–40    Hz) ( Mas et al., 1993 ; von Bierbrauer  et al., 1993 ; Ruijs et al., 1994 ;
Korn  et al., 2005 ; Hellstrom-Westas and Rosen, 2005 ;Thompson et al., 2005 ;Tebano 
et al., 1988 ;       Thatcher et al., 1998a, 2001a ; Roche et al., 2004 ; Slewa-Younan, 2002; 
Slobounov  et al., 2002 ) and changes in EEG coherence and phase delays in frontal 
and temporal relations (         Thatcher et al., 1989, 1991, 1998b, 2001a, 2001b ;       Hoffman 
et al., 1995,1996 ;Trudeau  et al., 1998 ). The reduced amplitude of EEG is believed to 
be due to a reduced number of synaptic generators and/or reduced integrity of the 
protein/lipid membranes of neurons (           Thatcher et al., 1997, 1998a, 2001b ). 

   EEG coherence is a measure of the amount of shared electrical activity at a 
particular frequency, and is analogous to a cross-correlation coeffi cient. EEG 
coherence is amplitude independent and refl ects the amount of functional con-
nectivity between distant EEG generators ( Nunez, 1981, 1994 ; Thatcher et al ., 
1986). EEG phase delays between distant regions of the cortex are mediated 

 TABLE 2.3       List of correlations between full-scale I.Q. and QEEG 
measures from 373 normal subjects aged 5–55 years (47)    

 QEEG measure  Correlation coeffi cient—QEEG and 
full-scale I.Q. (Wisc-R) 

 Phase Difference  0.859
Coherence  0.842
 Phase Reset per Second  0.785
 Phase Reset Locking Interval Means  0.780
Amplitude Asymmetry  0.691
 Phase Reset Duration Means  0.688
Burst Amplitude Means  0.574
 Out-of-Phase Cross-Spectral Power  0.570
 Cross Spectral Power  0.485
 In-Phase Cross-Spectral Power  0.481
 Absolute Power  0.443
 Phase Reset Amplitude Means  0.372
 Peak Frequency  0.218
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in part by the conduction velocity of the cerebral white matter, which is a likely 
reason that EEG phase delays are often distorted following a traumatic brain injury 
(      Thatcher et al., 1989, 2001a ). In general, the more severe the traumatic brain injury, 
the more deviant the QEEG measures (       Thatcher et al., 2001a, 2001b ). 

  Quantitative EEG studies of the diagnosis of TBI typically show quite high sen-
sitivity and specifi city, even for mild head injuries. For example, a study of 608 mild 
TBI patients and 103 age matched control subjects demonstrated discriminant sen-
sitivity   �   96.59%; Specifi city   �   89.15%, Positive Predictive Value (PPV)   �   93.6% 
(Average of Tables 2.2, 2.3, 2.5) and Negative Predictive Value (NPV)   �   97.4% 
(Average of Tables 2.3, 2.4, 2.5) in four independent cross-validations. A similar sen-
sitivity and specifi city for QEEG diagnosis of TBI was published by  Trudeau  et al.
(1998) and  Thatcher et al. (2001a) . All of these studies met most of the American 
Academy of Neurology’s criteria for diagnostic medical tests of: 

    1.   The “criteria for test abnormality was defi ned explicitly and clearly ”  
    2.   Control groups were  “different from those originally used to derive the 

test’s normal limits ”  
    3.    “test–retest reliability was high ”  
   4.   The test was more sensitive than  “routine EEG ” or  “neuroimaging tests ”, and 
    5.   The study occurred in an essentially  “blinded ” design (i.e., objectively and 

without ability to infl uence or bias the results).      

    XV.    HISTORY OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL 
CURRENT SOURCE NORMATIVE DATABASES 

   Parametric statistics that rely upon a Gaussian distribution have been successfully 
used in studies of Low Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography or LORETA 
(      Thatcher et al., 2005a, 2005b ; Huizenga et al., 2002 ; Hori and He, 2001 ;Waldorp 
et al., 2001 ; Bosch-Bayard  et al., 2001 ; Machado et al., 2004 ).  Bosch-Bayard  et al.
(2001) created a Z-score normative database that exhibited high sensitivity and 
specifi city using a variation of LORETA called VARETA. 

  A subsequent study by  Machado et al. (2004)  extended these analyses again using 
VARETA.  Thatcher et al. (2005a)  also showed that LORETA current values in wide 
frequency bands approximate a normal distribution after transforms with reasonable 
sensitivity.  This same paper compared Z-scores to non-parametric statistical procedures, 
and showed that Z-scores were more accurate than non-parametric statistics (2005a). 
Lubar et al. (2003)  used non-parametric statistics in an experimental control study with 
similar levels of signifi cance as reported by  Thatcher et al. (2005a) . Fig. 2.7   shows an 
example of how a log transform can move a non-gaussian distribution toward a better 
approximation of a Gaussian  when using LORETA (       Thatcher et al., 2005a, 2005b ). 

  LORETA three-dimensional current source normative databases have also been 
cross-validated, and the sensitivity computed using the same methods as for the surface 
EEG ( Thatcher et al., 2005b ).  Figure 2.8    shows an example of localization accuracy of 
a LORETA normative database in the evaluation of confi rmed neural pathologies. 
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FIGURE 2.7      Shows the distribution of current source densities before (left) and after (right) log 10  
transform for the delta, theta and alpha frequencies. It can be seen that reasonable approximation to 
Gaussian was achieved by the log 10  transform. (From  Thatcher et al ., 2005a .)   

  All of these studies demonstrated that when proper statistical standards are 
applied to EEG measures, whether they are surface EEG or three-dimensional 
source localization, then high cross-validation accuracy can be achieved. Recently, 
Hoffman (2006)  confi rmed that high accuracy can be achieved using a LORETA 
Z-score normative database to evaluate patients with confi rmed pathologies 
(e.g., left temporal lobe epilepsy and focal brain damage) using the University 
of Maryland normative database ( Thatcher et al., 2003 ) and the University of 
Tennessee normative database ( Lubar et al ., 2003 ). 
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    XVI .    HISTORY OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL 
SOURCE CORRELATION NORMATIVE 
DATABASES 

   Thatcher et al. (1994) ,   Thatcher (1995)  and Hoechstetter et al. (2004)  used a multiple 
dipole source solution for scalp EEG electrical potentials. They then used coherence 
to compute the correlation between the three-dimensional current sources, and 
demonstrated changes in the correlation between current sources related to different 
tasks.  Pascual-Marqui  et al. (2001)  used low resolution electromagnetic tomography 
(LORETA) to compute current sources, and then used a Pearson Product correla-
tion coeffi cient to explore differences in source correlations between a normal con-
trol group and a group of schizophrenic patients. Recently, high statistical standards 
were applied to LORETA three-dimenional source correlations in a QEEG nor-
mative database ( Thatcher et al., 2007a ). All of these studies revealed interesting and 
reproducible relations between current sources and network connectivity that pro-
vide a deeper understanding of the surface EEG dynamics. 

Right Hemisphere Hematoma—Maximal in C4 � P4 � O2

C4 FFT Peak at
5–6 Hz

Z-Scores
5–6 Hz—Max. in
C4 � P4 � O2

Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere

LORETA Z-scores
5 Hz—Right
Hemisphere Source
(X�39, Y��18, Z�15)
Brodmann Area 41
Transverse Temporal Gyrus

Postcentral Gyrus

P4

O2

FIGURE 2.8     The EEG from a patient with a right hemisphere hematoma where the maximum 
shows  waves are present in C4, P4 and O2 (Top). The FFT power spectrum from 1–30 Hz and the 
corresponding Z-scores of the surface EEG are shown in the right side of the EEG display. Left and 
right hemisphere displays of the maximal Z-scores using LORETA (Bottom). It can be seen that only 
the right hemisphere has statistically signifi cant Z values. Planned comparisons and hypothesis testing 
based on the frequency and location of maximal deviation from normal on the surface EEG are con-
fi rmed by the LORETA Z-score normative analysis. (From  Thatcher et al ., 2005b .)    (see color plate.)
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  The same statistical standards as enumerated previously were applied to the 
LORETA source correlation normative database, i.e., peer reviewed publication, 
gaussian approximation, removal of artifact, high reliability and cross-validation. 
The LORETA normative database studies prove that nearly any measure can be 
used in a normative database as long as the appropriate statistical and scientifi c 
standards are met. 

    XVII .    HISTORY OF REAL-TIME Z-SCORE 
NORMATIVE DATABASES 

  As mentioned above, many different normative databases can be constructed and 
validated as long as the basic scientifi c standards of gaussianity, cross-validation, 
amplifi er matching and peer reviewed publications are met. A recent example of 
a new application of a normative database is the use of complex demodulation 
as a joint-time-frequency-analysis (JTFA) for the purposes of real-time biofeed-
back (         Thatcher, 1998, 2000a, 2000b ;      Thatcher et al., 1987, 2003 ). This method has 
recently been implemented in EEG biofeedback systems and used to compute 
statistical Z-scores in real-time. Complex demodulation is an analytic technique 
that multiplies a time series by a sine wave and a cosine wave, and then applies 
a low pass fi lter (Granger  et al., 1964; Otnes and Enochson, 1977;        Thatcher et al ., 
2007b). This results in mapping of the time series to the unit circle or  “complex
plane ” whereby instantaneous power and instantaneous phase differences and 
coherence are computed. 

   Unlike the Fourier transform which depends on windowing and integra-
tion over an interval of time, complex demodulation computes the instantaneous 
power and phase at each time point, and thus an instantaneous Z-score neces-
sarily includes the within subject variance of instantaneous electrical activity as 
well as the between subject variance for subjects of a given age. The summation 
of instantaneous Z-scores is Gaussian distributed and has high cross-validation 
(Thatcher et al., 2003 ), however the individual time point by time point Z-score 
is always smaller than the summation due to within subject variance. The use of 
within subject variance results in a more  “conservative ” estimate of deviation from 
normal, solely for the purposes of instantaneous biofeedback methods. A standard 
FFT normative database analysis should fi rst be computed in order to identify the 
electrode locations and EEG features that are most deviant from normal which 
can be linked to the patient’s symptoms and complaints. 

   Linking a subject’s symptoms and complaints, e.g., PTSD, Depression, 
Schizophrenia, TBI, etc. to functional localization of the brain is an important 
objective of those who use a normative database. Similar to a blood bank analy-
sis, the list of deviant or normal measures is given to the clinician as one test 
among many that are used to help render a diagnosis. It is important that link-
ing deregulation of neural activity in localized regions of the brain to known 
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functional localization, for example left parietal lobe and dyslexia, right frontal and 
depression, cingulate gyrus and attention defi cit, occipital lobes and vision prob-
lems, etc. is done by a trained clinician. Textbooks on functional localization in 
neurology and psychiatry are available to aid the clinician in learning about the 
link between a patient’s symptoms and different brain regions ( Heilman and 
Valenstein, 1993 ; Brazis et al., 2007 ). A link of the anatomical locations and pat-
terns of a patient’s deviant Z-scores is important in order to derive clinical mean-
ing from the QEEG. 

   Once a QEEG normative database analysis is completed, then one can use a 
Z-score biofeedback program to train patients to move their instantaneous Z-
scores toward zero or the norm. The absolute value and range of the instanta-
neous Z-scores, while smaller than those obtained using the offl ine QEEG 
normative database, are nonetheless valid and capable of being minimized toward 
zero. An advantage of a Z-score biofeedback program is simplifi cation by reduc-
ing diverse measures to a single metric, i.e., the metric of a Z-score. Thus, there is 
greater standardization and less guesswork about whether to reinforce or suppress 
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FIGURE 2.9     The number of subjects per age group in the Z-score Lifespan EEG reference nor-
mative database.  The database is a  “lifespan” database with 2 months of age being the youngest subject 
and 82.3 years of age being the oldest subject. Two-year means were computed using a sliding average 
with 6-month overlap of subjects. This produced a more stable and higher age resolution normative 
database, and a total of 21 different age groups. The 21 age groups and age ranges, and number of sub-
jects per age group, are shown in the bar graph. (Adapted from  Thatcher et al ., 2003 .)   
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coherence or phase differences or power, etc. at a particular location and particular 
frequency band. 

   Figure 2.9    shows the number of subjects per year in the normative EEG lifespan 
database, N   �   625, that spans an age range from 2 months to 82 years of age. It 
can be seen that the largest number of subjects is in the younger ages (e.g., 1 to 14 
years, N   �   470) when the EEG is changing most rapidly. A proportionately smaller 
number of subjects represents the adult age range from 14–82 years (N   �   155). In 
order to increase the time resolution of age, sliding averages were used for age strati-
fi cation of the instantaneous Z-scores for purposes of EEG biofeedback. Two-year 
means were computed using a sliding average with 6-month overlap of subjects. 
This produced a more stable and higher age resolution normative database and a 
total of 21 different age groups. The 21 age groups and age ranges, and number of 
subjects per age group, are shown in the bar graph in  Figure 2.9 .

    XVIII .    ACTIVE TASKS  VS. EYES CLOSED AND EYES 
OPEN QEEG DATABASES 

  An active task refers to the recording of EEG and/or evoked potentials (EPs) while 
a subject performs some kind of perceptual or cognitive task. Many EEG, EP and 
event-related potential (ERP) studies have reported reproducible changes in brain 
dynamics which are task dependent. Such studies are important for understanding 
normal and pathological brain processes responsible for perceptual and cognitive 
function. In contrast, an eyes closed or eyes open EEG state involves an alert sub-
ject simply sitting quietly and not moving. The eyes closed and/or eyes open con-
ditions are commonly used as reference normative EEG databases because of the 
simplicity and relative uniformity of EEG recording conditions. Such databases 
can be compared across laboratories and populations with relatively high reliabil-
ity. Active tasks, on the other hand, are dependent on the intensity of stimuli, the 
background noise of the room, the distance between the subject and the stimuli, 
the subject’s understanding of the task instructions, the subject’s motivation, etc. 
These are very diffi cult to control across experimenters or across clinics for the 
purposes of constructing a  “reference ” normative EEG database. 

   One of the most carefully constructed active task normative database is by 
Brain Resources, Inc. in Australia ( Gordon  et al., 2005 ). The BRC database does 
require replication of specifi c task conditions using a Neuroscan, Inc. EEG ampli-
fi er system. The relative sensitivity and specifi city of resting eyes open and eyes 
closed EEG versus an active task normative database has not been published to 
our knowledge. Another well constructed and tested active task normative data-
base is the go no-go task developed by Russian scientists ( Kropotov  et al., 2005 )
with medium to high sensitivity and accuracy in the evaluation of attention 
defi cits and other disorders. We were unable to fi nd any peer reviewed journal 
articles of EEG databases produced by Dr. Kropotov and therefore there is no 
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information on the sensitivity, cross-validation, amplifi er matching and other stan-
dards for EEG databases. 

   It should be kept in mind that the alert eyes closed EEG state is very much an 
active state, e.g., there is still about 20% glucose metabolism of the whole body 
occurring in the brain of an eyes closed subject ( Herscovitch, 1994 ; Raichle, 
2002). During the eyes closed state, there is dynamic circulation of neural activ-
ity in connected cortical, reticular and thalamo-cortical loops ( Thatcher and 
John, 1977 ; Nunez, 1995 ). The allocation of neural resource is simply different 
from when the subject is directing his or her attention to an experimentally con-
trolled situation. Active tasks are very important because they refl ect the switch-
ing and dynamic allocation of neural resource, which also has clinical importance. 
However, a scientifi cally sound and stable resting EEG normative database can 
enhance and also facilitate the understanding of the underlying neural dynamics 
and clinical condition of a patient during an active task. For example, compari-
son to a resting baseline normative database during different active task conditions 
may help reveal anatomical localization of neural processes and network dynamics 
without the need for a comparison to an exactly matching active task. 

    XIX.    SUMMARY OF NORMATIVE DATABASE 
VALIDATION AND SENSITIVITY TESTS 

    Figure 2.10    is an illustration of a step-by-step procedure by which any normative 
EEG database can be validated and sensitivities calculated. The left side of the fi g-
ure is the edited and artifact clean and  reliable digital EEG time series, which may 
be re-referenced or re-montaged, that is then analyzed in either the time domain 
or the frequency domain. 

  The selected normal subjects are grouped by age with a suffi ciently large sam-
ple size. The means and standard deviations of the EEG time series and/or fre-
quency domain analyses are computed for each age group. Transforms are applied 
to approximate a Gaussian distribution of the EEG measures that comprise the 
means. Once approximation to Gaussian is completed, Z-scores are computed for 
each subject in the database and leave one out  Gaussian cross-validation is com-
puted in order to arrive at optimum Gaussian cross-validation sensitivity. Finally, 
the Gaussian validated norms are subjected to content and predictive validation 
procedures such as correlation with neuropsychological test scores and intelli-
gence, etc. and also discriminant analyses and neural networks and outcome sta-
tistics, etc. The content validations are with respect to clinical measures such as 
intelligence, neuropsychological test scores, school achievement and other clinical 
measures. The predictive validations are with respect to the discriminative, statisti-
cal or neural network clinical classifi cation accuracy. Both parametric and non-
parametric statistics are used to determine the content and predictive validity of a 
normative EEG database. 
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    XX.    GOLD STANDARD CHECK LIST FOR A 
NORMATIVE QEEG DATABASE 

   Table 2.4    is a  “Gold Standard ” check list which summarizes the minimal stan-
dards of QEEG normative databases that were discussed previously. Those clini-
cians interested in using a QEEG normative database are encouraged to enter a 
check for each of the standards that a given database has met. The more standards 
that are met the better. 

    XXI .    PROBLEMS IN COMBINING 
SUB-STANDARD QEEG DATABASES WITH 
SCIENTIFICALLY ACCEPTABLE DATABASES 

   Often an EEG data sample from a patient is sent to a laboratory or QEEG service, 
and the data is compared to multiple databases including sub-standard databases. 
As expected, the results are often confl icting, contradictory and confusing. There is 
an assumption that somehow multiple comparisons to multiple databases is better 
than comparing a patient’s EEG to a single well-published database that has met 
high statistical and scientifi c standards. This assumption is wrong and potentially
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dangerous to unsuspecting patients and clinicians who are provided with multi-
ple comparisons. If a patient or a clinician receives multiple database comparisons 
involving unmatched amplifi er characteristics then they should ask the provider 
of the normative database for the methods of amplifi er equilibration, and for a list 
of the scientifi c standards of the normative databases. 

  It is the responsibility of users of normative databases to know the scientifi c 
standards of the database that they are comparing their patients to, and to provide 
informed consent to patients in situations where the patient’s EEG samples are 
compared to a non peer-reviewed database, and/or unknown number of subjects 
per year database, and/or unknown inclusion/exclusion criteria database, and/or no 
statistical validation test database, and/or a non-FDA registered database, etc. State 
law and the FDA and IRBs require wording in an informed consent form that is 
clear and unambiguous in which the patient is informed that their EEG data will 
be compared to an unpublished or otherwise unknown QEEG normative database. 
Hopefully the  “Gold Standards ” check list in  Table 2.4  will help in this process. 

    XXII.    FUTURE STANDARDIZATION OF QEEG 
NORMATIVE DATABASES 

  The post-Newtonian period of European history (1685–1850s) is marked by 
an emphasis on standards and rules as an outgrowth of Newtonian mathematics 
in the 1600s. It was recognized that standards were a prerequisite for the future 
industrial revolution involving mass production and effi cient engineering and 
growth of new knowledge. A similar need for standardization of QEEG norma-
tive databases is present today. Amplifi er equilibration and standardization has long 
been an elusive goal as mentioned previously. However, new technologies are 

 TABLE 2.4       List of   “ gold standards ” by which to judge 
QEEG normative databases 

Standards  Yes  No

1 Amplifi er matching  
2 Peer reviewed publications  
3 Artifact rejection  
4 Test–retest reliability  
5 Inclusion/exclusion criteria  
6 Adequate sample size per age group  
7 Approximation to a Gaussian  
8 Cross-validation  
9 Clinical correlation  

10 FDA registered  
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available that provide for simple and inexpensive standardization of EEG ampli-
fi ers for purposes of comparison. 

   In the future the essential standard will be to equate the microvolt measure-
ment of the electrical energies of the human brain recorded at different fre-
quencies from different amplifi ers using accepted statistical tests and standards of 
validation and verifi cation as listed in rows 2 to 10 in  Table 2.4 .
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   QEEG has come a long way in its relatively short life in terms of use in clinical prac-
tice. Now, as we clinicians become aware of the scientifi c basis and power of using 
parametrically based measures of QEEG to assess an individual against age-matched 
populations, we fi nd new ways to employ this technique. Neurofeedback clinicians 
are realizing the utility of defi ning deviations from normal, of clarifying syndromes, 
and fi nding heretofore unrecognized etiology as ways of guiding therapeutic inter-
ventions. This chapter presents some recent advanced techniques combined with 
QEEG, which can produce powerful results. The case studies illustrate the methods 
and some results which can be achieved through use of these multiple applications.       

   There are literally thousands of univariate electrophysiological measures that can 
be derived, transformed, and normed into Z-scores, to be used to indicate degrees 
of deviations from normal. The problem confronting the clinician is to realize the 
meaningfulness of these deviations. How are we, as clinicians, able to defi ne these 
deviations in terms of behavior syndromes and specifi c functional impairments? 
Further, with so many variables available, can we recognize how these variables 
are inter-correlated and, thus, how they represent sets of information redundancy? 
One of the advantages of statistical measurement approaches with parametric data is 
the ability to reduce redundancies by methods of multivariate analyses. This expo-
nentially increases the capacity for discriminative sensitivity in defi ning behavioral 
syndromes of specifi c functional clusters. This is a gigantic step forward in under-
standing the functional pathology of the patients facing us and, as we gain experi-
ences, will transform the practice of neurofeedback training. 

    I.    DIAGNOSTIC CONSIDERATIONS—UNIVARIATE
VERSUS MULTIVARIATE MEASURES 

   QEEG offers a powerful application tool as a method for providing convergent 
evidence in the identifi cation of clinical syndromes for individuals. Over the years, 
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various clinicians using QEEG have attempted to establish  “brain maps ” to corre-
spond with specifi c disorders such as learning disorders, attention defi cit hyperac-
tivity disorders (ADHD), chronic alcoholism, depression, etc. While certain features 
may be associated with general types of impairment, the utilization of univariate 
sets of features have, to date, been unable to provide unique solutions in defi ning 
specifi c psychiatric disorders ( Coburn  et al., 2006 ). This is illustrated in  Fig. 3.1 .

  As noted in Fig. 3.1A and B    above, the two maps exhibit two patients with dif-
fuse theta as the primary univariate set characterizing their deviance from age-
expected norms. The two patients, however, have two very different diagnostic 
categorizations.  Fig. 3.1A  represents a set of maps for a 7-year-old child with sig-
nifi cant learning disabilities whereas  Fig. 3.1B  represents a set of maps for a patient 
diagnosed has having advance Alzheimer’s Disease. While these two patients have 
similar problems in as far as they have diffi culty with learning new information and 
short-term memory, there are likely more subtle  “feature ” sets which would dis-
criminate these two individuals. Univariate maps of data sets lack the specifi city and 
statistical discriminability in defi ning these disorders.  Table 3.1    illustrates this point. 

   Looking at only the univariate features without recognizing the full  “space”
of all deviant measures, one may not realize the particular cluster of measure that 
may contribute to specifi c disorders with distinct features. Multivariate statisti-
cal measurement sets encompass the  “space” of regions by measurement, yield-
ing distinctive complex patterns which yield greater sensitivity in discriminability. 
Table 3.2    shows an example of the  “discriminant ” accuracy in classifying groups 
of patients into specifi c psychiatric disorders as described by the Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of the  American Psychiatric Association (2000) .

  InTable 3.2 , two-way discriminants are illustrated (comparing two groups against 
each other) showing the accuracy on the initial discriminant set of measures, and the 
replicability when this same equation is applied to an independent comparison of 
the same groups including different samples from the same populations. For exam-
ple, on the fi rst line, the initial discriminant accuracy comparing  “Normals ” versus 

FIGURE 3.1A AND B      Common univariate feature Z-score sets across two very  cases with a 
different diagnosis.    

(A) (B)
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 TABLE 3.1       Schematic showing the matrix of abnormal neurometric values (marked 
with an X) for a theoretical patient with Disorder 1. Rows of the matrix are extracted Z 
transformed features, and columns are brain regions (taken from Prichep and John, 1992  )    
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“Depressives ” was accurate in identifying normals as normal 88% of the time, and 
the depressives as depressive 86% of the time on creation of the initial discriminant. 
In an independent test of the discriminant function, 83% of the  “Normals ” were 
correctly identifi ed as  “normal ” whereas 93% of the  “Depressives ” were identifi ed as 
“depressive. ” The lower portion of the table shows the power of these discriminant 
functions when making three- and four-way comparisons. The real power of these 
fi ndings is realized when the discriminability is this high, based on electrophysiology. 
At this point in time, it is not recommended   that psychiatric diagnosis should be 
made on these measurement sets alone, but rather, as indicated previously, they can 
add much in the form of convergent validation when employing other tools in the 
process of clinical evaluation. 

   In psychiatry the implications of more accurate diagnostic classifi cation for a 
given patient are signifi cant, when considering the therapeutic pathways to be 
applied to the patient. For example, suppose a 60-year-old male approaches a psy-
chiatrist with the vague symptoms of forgetfulness, some dysphoria, and anxiety 
about his concerns over his changing functional abilities. A psychiatrist is faced 
with deciding if the patient may have an early stage Alzheimer’s disorder caus-
ing the problems with memory, with secondary problems of reactive anxiety and 
depression over his abilities, OR if he has developed a major affective disorder with 
typical associated anxiety and is having secondary effects of forgetfulness because 
of the dysphoria and malaise. Distinction of these two possibilities is critical since 
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 Neurometric QEEG Multiple Group Discriminants 

Groups  n Mean Discriminant Accuracy (%) 
(Initial Discrim,/Independent 

Replication)

I vs.  II vs.  III vs.  IV I II III IV I II III IV

N vs.  Dep vs.  Dem  85   87  125 84/85 84/80 84/71 –
N vs.  Dep vs.  Alc vs.  Dem 120 103  30  125 77/75 72/85 80/80 79/77

    *  Jack-knifed replication 
  **  Med. Group used for replication 
Group codes are as follows: N      �      Normal; Dep      �      Major Affective Disorder, Depression, 

Uni     �      Unipolar Depression; Bip      �      Bipolar Depression; MHI      �      Mild Head Injury; Sz      �      Chronic 
Schizophrenia; Abn      �    Abnormal groups combined; Alc   �    Alcoholic; LD      �      Learning Disabled; 
RitResp     �      Responders to Ritalin; NonResp      �      Nonresponders to Ritalin; Dem      �      Dementia 
(SDAT); Vas Dem      �      Dementia of vascular etiology. 

 TABLE 3.2       Table showing two group and three group discriminant comparisons with 
diagnostic accuracy including cases in predicting medication response (taken from Prichep 
& John, 1992)    

 Neurometric QEEG Two Group Discriminants 

Groups  n

 Mean Discriminant Accuracy (%) 
(Initial Discrim./Independent 

Replication)

I vs.  II I II I II

N vs.  Dep   95 111 88/86 83/93
Uni vs.  Bip   65   32 84/87 88/94
N vs.  MHI 150   52 91/84 89/92
N vs.  Sz 149   57 96/99 90/82
Dep vs.  Sz 103   46 84/88 85/85**
N vs.  Alc 120   30 95/95 75/90*
Abn vs.  Alc 32–97   30 91/88 96/93*
N vs.  LD 158 175 89/79 72/71
 Vas Dem  vs.  Dem   93   13 94/82 92/85*
RitResp vs.  NonResp   16   12 81/81* 83/83*

two different classes of medications are typical fi rst line treatment considerations 
for these respective disorders. The alternative is that the psychiatrist may choose 
to use a  “mixture ” of medications in the hopes that such a compound will suf-
fi ciently treat  “all” symptoms of the patient without undue side effects of using 
a more complex psychotropic approach. Defi ning this patient as more likely an 
Alzheimer’s disorder will not only target a more specifi c set of psychotropic medi-
cations to consider but, also, such a conclusion has other prognostic considerations 
for the long-term care of the patient. 
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   Recently, research showing the correspondence of QEEG profi les to specifi ed 
pharmacological approaches has been demonstrated. This validates evidence based 
medicine (EBM) for psychiatric conditions, which shows brain physiological pro-
fi les to be more accurate rather than a nominal level classifi cations system such as 
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual currently used as a guide for diagnosis and 
hypothetically selecting the treatment ( Suffi n and Emory, 1995 ). With the recent 
paradigm shift toward EBM as the new standard for defi ning health care, this is an 
important consideration. 

  Most recently, work by  John  et al. (2007)  has demonstrated that six primary clus-
ters of cluster functions made up of combinations of univariate and multivariate 
measures of brain function can account for more than 95% of  all psychiatric dis-
orders. This fi nding suggests that distinctive brain profi le “signatures ” may be more 
important, not only in confi rming the presence of a brain dysfunctional patterning 
consistent with a psychiatric condition but, more critically, in testing and tracking 
treatment paradigms. It can be used to distinctively and optimally treat each profi le. 
Such an approach may yield distinctive pathways for treatment based on the underly-
ing physiological systems contributing to the behavior patterns. This would replace 
the current tendency of making idiocyncratic choices for treatment based on clini-
cian intutiton or trial and error, neither of which has a strong probability of clinical 
improvement. 

    II.    PHARMACO-EEG 

   For the same reasons that QEEG measures are sensitive enough to be affected by 
medications, QEEG measure offers the possibility of establishing specifi c biomark-
ers for successful treatment ( Suffi n and Emory, 1995 ;Hunter et al., 2007 ;Bares  et al ., 
2007; Saletu et al., 2006 ; Hansen et al., 2003 ; Fogelson  et al., 2003 ; Galderisi, 2002 ). 
For example, in a study by  Clemens et al. 2006 , quantitative EEG (QEEG) effects 
of therapeutic doses of carbamazepine (CBZ), oxcarbazepine (OXC), valpro-
ate (VA) and lamotrigine (LA) monotherapy were investigated in patients with 
the beginnings of epilepsy. Baseline waking EEG (EEG1) was recorded in the 
untreated state; the second EEG (EEG2) was done after 8 weeks of reaching the 
therapeutic dose. Left occipital data were used for analysis. QEEG target param-
eters were absolute band-power (delta: AD, theta: AT, alpha: AA, beta: AB), and 
alpha mean frequency (AMF). Group effects (untreated versus treated condition in 
the CBZ, VA, OXC, LA groups) were computed for each target parameter. One 
group with benign rolandic epilepsy remained untreated for clinical reasons and 
served to estimate the QEEG test–retest differences. In addition, the individual 
QEEG response to each drug was calculated as (EEG2-EEG1). 

  The results noted statistically signifi cant (p   �   0.05) group differences indicated by 
the QEEG domain systematically affected by the drugs. More specifi cally, CBZ caused 
AT increase and AMF decrease while OXC caused AMF decrease. VA and LA did not 
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decrease AMF (LA even increased it), but reduced broad-band power. Individual power 
and AMF changes showed considerable variability in each group. A greater than 0.5    Hz 
AMF decrease (that was reported to predict cognitive impairment in prior studies) 
occurred in 10/41 patients in the CBZ group but never in the OXC, VA, LA groups. 
Much of the literature to date on the relationship of QEEG and pharmacotherapeu-
tic applications has noted that, in general, several QEEG studies on early predictors of 
treatment response to fi rst generation antipsychotics have produced consistent fi ndings, 
but have thus far produced no clinical impact. For other psychotropic drug classes few 
and inconsistent reports have appeared ( Mucci et al., 2006 ). 

  In addition to predicting effects of medication in psychiatric conditions at 
large, QEEG offers a methodology for tracking changes in brain function to 
establish treatment effi cacy in individual cases, especially when a progressive dis-
order is present such as forms of dementias ( Sneddon et al., 2006 ; Goforth  et al., 
2004; Rodriquez  et al., 2002) or in disorders in which the nature of the disorder 
is assumed to be static such is in ADHD ( Song et al., 2005 ). While space is limited 
here, the reader is directed to a proposed model that helps in understanding the 
evaluation of underlying brain dysfunction in psychiatric disorders and a selection of 
pharmacotherapeutic agents (  John and Prichep, 2006 ). Perhaps the most important 
research to be done in this area is to predict potential side effects or adverse reac-
tions. Identifying agents which  may do more harm than good in treatment on a case-
by-case basis using QEEG has signifi cant ramifi cations in the context of emergent 
empirically based medicine (EBM) protocols for treatment ( Hunter et al., 2005 ). 

    III.    QEEG—THERAPEUTIC APPLICATIONS 
IN NEUROFEEDBACK 

  The power in being able to defi ne deviations of brain function within a nor-
mally distributed measurement set is that one can target deviant measures to 
 “ normalize ” by a variety of intervention modalities with the premise that as one 
normalizes functioning of the brain, so should there be consequential changes 
in behavior that become more  “normalized. ” The correlation of Neurometric 
QEEG measures to parameters of behavior is implicit in the manner in which 
populations defi ned for the inclusion typically meet criteria of normal function-
ing and behavior. Thus, it stands to reason that deviations in brain function will 
likely have a correlated change in some aspect of function and behavior. In this 
context, QEEG lends itself well to be used as a monitoring tool to  “measure ”
treatment effi cacy, and may in fact have predictive value for treatment effi cacy for 
profi les of brain function. 

  The evolution of protocol development of neurofeedback protocols to be used in 
clinical cases has evolved to use QEEG as a guideline for defi ning what brain regions 
and measures are to be targeted to train in order to achieve a corresponding change 
in functional performance and behavior. In general, the thought is that by delineating 
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which aspects of brain function are  “deviant ” from normal, and by correcting such 
measures by EEG neurofeedback training, there is a facilitation for functional per-
formance which should be achieved. Other than examining functional disruptions 
through the QEEG alone, another alternative means of diagnosis is through source 
location methods. The following case illustrates how QEEG components can be used 
in conjunction with other diagnostic techniques. To further the illustration, the discus-
sion of the LORETA, a source utilization method, will be presented next. 

    IV .    DIAGNOSTICS—UTILIZATION SOURCE 
LOCALIZATION METHODS 

  A discussion of source localization methods with spectral EEG data could be 
a chapter within itself, so the reader is directed to examine a number of some 
of the more recent techniques that illustrate methods of source localization (see 
Alberta, L.  et al., 2008; Hallez, H.  et al., 2007; Russell, J. P. and Koles, Z. J., 2006; 
Pascual-Marqui, R.  et al ., 2002  ) .

   LORETA is a functional imaging technique where the cortex is modeled as a 
collection of volume elements (voxels) in the digitized Talariach atlas provided by 
the Brain Imaging Center of the Montreal Neurological Institute. The LORETA 
inverse solution corresponds to the three-dimensional distribution of electric 
activity that has a maximum similarity (i.e., maximum synchronization) in terms 
of orientation and strength, between neighboring neuronal populations. 

  The empirical validity of LORETA has been established under diverse phys-
iological conditions. Clinically, using a narrow band QEEG analysis, a point of 
maximal deviation from normal can be identifi ed by examining Z-score devia-
tion in the spectra and then using the LORETA solution at that frequency. In this 
manner, the maximal source of deviant activity can be identifi ed in three-dimen-
sional neuroanatomic space. Often this source localization method for maximal 
deviation of function can be validated by neuropsychological techniques measur-
ing performance and/or historic or other examination information. An example 
of this technique is illustrated below. 

   V.    CASE SAMPLE EMPLOYING UNIVARIATE, 
MULTIVARIATE AND SOURCE LOCALIZATION 
METHODS TO  “DIAGNOSIS ” OF THE NATURE OF 
PRESENTING SYMPTOMS 

   A .    Case DS 

  As an adult, this patient has received medical treatment for cancer, cardiac problems
(pacemaker installed 9/2005), and hypertension (past 5 years). He has been treated 
by his neurologist for cognitive and behavioral problems related to progressive 
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memory loss over 5 years. His problems were reportedly somewhat exacerbated 
by involvement in a motor vehicle accident (11/18/2005) in which his body 
was struck by an SUV in a drug store parking lot resulting in Post Concussive 
Syndrome. His medical history is complicated by having a pacemaker, thus inhib-
iting the use of an MRI. CT scans and EEG are negative. Memory problems are 
reportedly for recall and recognition of names rather than for visual events. He 
denied having any untreated physical problems that he felt should receive medical 
attention. He is a nonsmoker. He has no prior history of cigarette smoking. Use 
of alcohol was reported to be occasional. 

   Neuropsychological testing revealed that he is functioning in the average range 
for age in intellectual functioning with a relative weakness or defi cit in both 
immediate and delayed memory. His scores on other learning/memory subtests 
indicated varied attention, and generally poor memory abilities for age in learning 
and recalling an auditory and visually presented stimuli. His language/communi-
cation abilities (including expressive and receptive vocabulary skills) were gener-
ally lower than expectations for his age, yet consistent with his estimated verbal 
IQ on the WAIS-III. His skills to read quickly and comprehend the information 
immediately were signifi cantly weaker and in the Below Average for age range. A 
QEEG data analysis was conducted, collecting digitized EEG from 19 locations 
of the International 10–20 System, and deriving age-corrected functional devia-
tions in hundreds of brain measures as collected from scalp recording. The brain 
map shown in  Fig. 3.2    indicated only limited measures with Z-scores (SDs from 
normal). 

  A multivariate discriminant function was mathematically conducted to com-
pare this individual to populations of individuals with resulting functional effects 
from Post Concussive Syndrome (p      �     0.025). A narrow band (0.3    Hz) spectral 
analysis was used to derive points of maximal deviation from age-matched normal 
population. Note that maximal measure refl ects muscle artifact at T3. Thus, other 
maxima were used to submit to source localization. Using a maximal deviation at 
8.64   Hz, s  LORETA1, which in this case was also corrected for age, the following 
structures were identifi ed ( Fig. 3.3   ).   

  Functional analyses of EEG activity indicates profi le features implicating 
cortical and subcortical dysfunction which is statistically consistent with resid-
ual effects from Post Concussive Syndrome, exacerbating a previously identifi ed 
Dementia NOS. Functional neuroimaging indicated primary posterior cortical dys-
function which may account for problems with reading, and which is notably more 
deviant in the right posterior quadrant which may be associated with reported 
mood liability. Basal structures including hypophysis, amygdala, and hippocampal 
dysfunction are indicated particularly by the s LORETA analysis, and this is con-
sistent with possible dysregulation, especially after being treated with Effexor, of 

1“sLORETA” is an updated revised version of the earlier LORETTA.
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FIGURE 3.2      Univariate Z-scores measures for Case DS (see color plate).    

FIGURE 3.3      s  LORETA source localization for Case DS at 8.64     Hz (see color plate).    
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hormonal activity (temperature regulation), anxiety, and fear/anxiety responses. 
There are indications of sensory integration defi cits as a result of multiple region dys-
function and dyscoordination of endogenous and exogenous sensory information.   

   VI .    FORENSIC APPLICATIONS 

   One of the more emergent applications of QEEG is in the fi eld of forensics. The 
application of QEEG evidence of brain dysfunction in civil cases such as head 
injury make implicit sense since the primary objective of using such evidence is 
to demonstrate the region and severity of brain dysfunction, with a certain degree 
of certainty that such a fi nding would exceed expectations of an age-matched 
normal population.  Thatcher et al. (2003)  have argued that the use of norm ref-
erenced QEEG meets the Daubert standards for admissibility of evidence in a 
court of law. There are four criteria needed to meet this standard. More specifi -
cally, QEEG meets the standard of  hypothesis testing in that because the measures 
can be fi t to normal distribution, one can test whether or not function in a given 
brain region or across brain regions differs in a statistically signifi cant manner from 
expected values for age in the normal population. 

   It meets the second standard of having a known or potential error rate. Since 
Neurometric QEEG measures are fi t to a normal distribution, one can derive a 
direct estimate of standard error around any measure within the distribution, and 
estimate error rates depending on where within the normal distribution a given 
measure lies. The third criteria of meeting peer review and publication standards, 
the validity and reliability of the Neurometric QEEG has been published  as well 
as illustrations of QEEG in thousands of publications in the behavioral sciences 
and neurology. 

   Finally, the fourth standard of general acceptance pertains to clinical consensus 
of usefulness in various clinical arenas. A most recent review of QEEG utiliza-
tion of the diagnosis and treatment of psychiatric disorders is provided by  Coburn 
et al., 2006 , and discussion in its applications with traumatic brain injury can be 
found in Duff (2004)  as well as in        Thatcher,  et al, (1989, 1991) . These publica-
tions and forthcoming works will further illustrate data and arguments for the use 
of such techniques in various neurobehavioral populations. In the application of 
civil or criminal cases, the use of QEEG is most powerfully demonstrated when 
the features noted in the QEEG profi le can correspond to structural imaging 
evidence such as MRI and/or to functional assessment of impaired performance 
such as neuropsychological batteries ( Prichep and John, 1990 ).

   Studies illustrating forensic applications of QEEG can be found in  Evans 
(2006). This edited volume contains fi ve articles and one review that discusses 
the utility of QEEG with regard to the topics of deception, individual differences 
in convicted murderers and using QEEG guided neurotherapy in forensic cases. 
Many aspects of this general theme will be refl ected in the ensuing chapters of 
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FIGURE 3.4      Electrophysiological, performance, and behavior rating measures before and after 
neurofeedback therapy (see color plate).    

this book. However, a simple illustration of this principal is outlined in the form 
of a clinical case study. 

   A.    Case JR 

  This case was referred by his parents for this evaluation regarding problems with aca-
demic performance and possible attention defi cits. Neuropsychological testing vali-
dated that he had an attention defi cit hyperactivity disorder—combined type. After 
conducting a QEEG analysis, excessive delta and theta absolute power was identi-
fi ed.  Fig. 3.4    illustrates baseline QEEG measures, integrated visual and auditory (IVA) 
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continuous performance measures, and selected Achenbach child behavior check list 
scales as well as the changes produced following 25 session of neurofeedback therapy.   

   VII .    AVE THERAPY 

  Another emergent technique to  “train” EEG is by the use of audio-visual entrain-
ment techniques (AVE). AVE has been utilized to help decrease the symptoms of 
Premenstual Syndrome (PMS), attention defi cit hyperactivity disorders, seasonal 
affective disorder (SAD), and migraines ( Budzynski et al., 1999 , Manns et al., 1981 ,
Thomas, and Siever, 1989 , Morse and Chow, 1993 , Anderson, 1989 , Kuano  et al ., 
1996). Typically, the mood regulation problems in these disorders improved along 
with other functional components associated with each of these disorders. 

  Unlike neurofeedback treatment which is basically an Operant Model of learn-
ing, i.e., change in behavior is a function of  “shaping” learning to change behavior 
with the use of reinforcers tied to target values of the EEG, AVE therapy stimulates 
EEG activity by driving cortical excitation via frequency modulated visual and audi-
tory events. By driving or entraining the cortical activity at specifi c frequencies, it is 
thought that the residual of such stimulation or  “exercising ” of the brain renders the 
brain to establish a more normal and effi cient  “set” of neural activities that promote or 
improve behavior and function. Details of this paradigm can be found in Cantor and 
Stevens (unpublished manuscript). For example, QEEG research has identifi ed neuro-
physiological indicators in the EEG of increased frontal alpha, increased frontal beta, 
and increased frontal alpha asymmetry that are associated and correlate with symptoms 
of depression. Increased relative frontal alpha is associated with dysthymia and general-
ized depression or unipolar depression while increased relative frontal beta is associated 
more with a mood disturbance and bipolar symptomology ( John  et al., 1988) .

  The study described utilizing the Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II) was 
designed to examine the use of auditory -visual EEG entrainment (AVE) at a 14    Hz 
beta frequency to decrease symptoms of depression with corresponding changes in 
underlying abnormal neurophysiology. The subjects (N   �   16) ranged in age from 
21–54, and were screened utilizing the BDI-II and broken into two groups (N   �   8):   
simulated and AVE treatment with a crossover design. Both groups were given the 
BDI-II and QEEG testing at baseline, 4 weeks following either AVE or simulated 
treatment, and then again after an additional 4 weeks after a switch in treatment in 
the crossover design. Results revealed signifi cant changes in reduction of depression 
only after the 4 weeks of AVE therapy (p   �   0.01) using an impendent group T–test 
of the BDI-II scores. QEEG scores adjusted for normal age deviations demonstrate 
signifi cant change scores over time in cortical regions noted for mood regulation. 
The changes in total depression  scores from the BDI-II are shown in  Fig. 3.5   . In this 
fi gure, group 1 represents the group receiving AVE therapy in the fi rst 4 weeks fol-
lowed by 4 weeks of a  simulated procedure, whereas group 2 represents the group 
receiving a simulated procedure in the fi rst 4 weeks followed by AVE therapy in the 
next 4 weeks. 
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FIGURE 3.5      Changes in the Total Depression score  for the BDI-II in a double crossover design 
treatment study.    

   Other adaptations of this technique have been explored with stimulating brain 
functional systems in coma patients suffering from traumatic brain injury, with 
resultant signifi cant changes in patient level of responsiveness corresponding to 
brain activity changes produced by AVE therapy when all other methods of coma 
stimulation failed ( Johnston,  et al., 1992 ). The use of AVE therapy and its clinical 
effectiveness is still being researched but offers promising benefi ts, particularly in 
patients that are not able to utilize the Operant Learning nature of Neurofeedback 
protocols (for example, very young children, coma patients, and patients that are 
otherwise non-responsive to other forms of intervention). 

  The following case illustration is another variant use of the AVE type of ther-
apy employing information from QEEG, and from both brainstem and cortical 
evoked response measures. 

   A.    Case BM 

   BM is a 25-year-old male who was working on the side of the road as a construc-
tion worker when he was struck by a motor vehicle at 65 mph and thrown 100 
feet. He registered with an initial Glasgow coma score of 4 on admission to a sub-
acute coma care center. A CT scan indicated right hemisphere swelling with right 
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FIGURE 3.6      Graph showing the effects of e-stim of median nerve stimulation on cortical recov-
ery. Multivariate measures collapsed across regions for delta      �      theta are shown.    

frontal hemorrhage and midline shift of the ventricular system. Injuries resulted 
in decorticate posturing in the left and decerebrate posturing in the right. He was 
admitted to neurorehabilitation with a Rancho Level I where he remained for 
nearly 6 months before implementing the following procedures. 

  Neurometric QEEG testing indicated widespread cortical dysfunction with right 
more deviant than left except in the temporal regions. Visual evoked responses to 
light stimulation indicated intact but slow responses to stimulation, with the right 
hemisphere worse than the left. Somatosensory evoked responses to left median 
nerve stimulation was normal but not for the right. Although some mild cortical 
improvement occurred in the absence of stimulation during the previous 6 months, 
he remained at a Rancho Level I with eyes closed virtually all the time. 

  Based on these fi ndings, a program of electrical stimulation to the left median 
(Cantor,  et al., 1994) nerve was undertaken using a functional electro stimulation 
(FES) every 20 sec of every minute 6 hours/day for 4 weeks. A 4-week period with-
out stimulation followed and 4 weeks of treatment again followed after the non-
stimulation period. Following successful  “wakening ” from this stimulation along an 
intact pathway from the left median nerve, protocols were changed to provide stim-
ulation of the right median nerve and monitor changes in brainstem responses over 
a period of time. The protocols applied to the right median nerve yielded successful 
results. QEEG multivariate measures of bipolar delta   �   theta were used to evaluate 
changes in deviation from normal starting from the fi rst baseline, over the beginning 
to the ending of treatment and 4 weeks post-treatment ( Fig. 3.6   ). During this period, 
eye-opening behaviors and spontaneous motor activity increased signifi cantly. 

  Behavioral scoring procedures showed signifi cant improvement in sustained 
eye-opening throughout the day. As a result of increased eye-opening, engagement 
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with various therapists was facilitated and communication skills were increased 
with the patient beginning to use  “yes/no ” answers by eye blinks (for exam-
ple once for yes, twice for no). Within about 6 weeks following initiation of this 
procedure, the patient transitioned from a Rancho Level I/II to a Rancho Level 
III, and emerged to Level IV. Next, the total mean frequency was derived over 
these same cortical regions and, noting that the background activity was signifi -
cantly low for an  “awake ” state, AVE entrainment was begun using 10    Hz visual 
and auditory stimulation for 40 minutes of every hour, 6 hours/day for 4 weeks 
(the same A-B-A-B treatment designed for the brainstem stimulation) . The graphs 
in       Fig 3.7 and 3.8      show the changes in total mean frequency and consequential 
Z-scores changes in the Neurometric QEEG multivariate delta   �   theta measures. 

  The conclusions from this case study are that selective sensory stimulation can 
improve wakefulness and cortical function in coma patients. Cortical entrainment can 
be used to alter the brain responsiveness to stimulation and improve functionality suf-
fi ciently to utilize other therapies that can also be used to further improve recovery.   

   VIII .    QEEG AS A TOOL FOR MONITORING 
OTHER  “EXPERIMENTAL ” INTERVENTIONS 

   By now, it should be apparent to the reader that one of the benefi ts of using neu-
rometric QEEG measurement is to not only clarify brain dysfunction that can be 
correlated with behavior feature sets, but also it can be used to identify and predict 
intervention strategies. QEEG provides a clinical means to validate intervention
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strategies that may be applied in otherwise refractory patients, in which, for exam-
ple, traditional or the empirically based protocols do not yield the predicted posi-
tive outcomes. Such is the example provided above for AVE techniques. 

   Other paradigms may include implementing hormonal therapies for premeno-
pausal depression ( Morgan et al. 2007 ) or using combinatorial techniques where 
monotherapies have failed (Monastra et al., 2002). The clinician may be called 
upon at times to consider  “out-of-the-box ” interventions when all standard or 
evidence-based methods may have failed. It is important to keep in mind that 
baseline measures that can objectively defi ne deviations in function or behavior 
relative to age-expected values should be employed whenever possible, and to use 
such measures to demonstrate a normalizing of brain changes that can  be corre-
lated to such improved behavior changes validates the intervention methodology. 

    IX .    A COMMENT ABOUT THE FUTURE OF 
QEEG-BASED NEUROFEEDBACK 

  As the use of neurofeedback therapy has proliferated worldwide and has sup-
port of several professional societies (e.g., Society of Neuronal Regulation, EEG 
and Clinical Neuroscience, and American Association of Psychophysiology and 
Biofeedback), the validation of EEG neurofeedback has expanded across clinical 
populations. Historically, protocols for neurofeedback were fi rst based on theories 
of mind and hypothesized correlates of EEG activity with states of conscious-
ness and functioning. With the increased availability and understanding of QEEG 
analytic methods, deviations in brain measurement systems have guided clinicians 
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using neurofeedback therapy to attempt to normalize QEEG measures with a 
concomitant change in behavior. 

   Newer techniques allowing the estimation of source localization from the sur-
face recording used in QEEG are enabling a better understanding of the possible 
contribution of activity with subcortical structures and with hypothetical neu-
rotransmitter systems associated with these structures. Emergent tools that help 
to understand the time dynamics of neural systems to be able to “share” informa-
tion and to coordinate sensory-sensory interactions and sensory-response sets will 
eventually provide a window to understand the complexity of these unique net-
worked systems. Ultimately, we will be able to better defi ne the modes of inter-
vention that can be used to “reset” the timing mechanisms that will facilitate the 
extent of elaborative information processing of information and optimize human 
intellectual performance. ( John, 2005 ; Makeig  et al ., 2004;  Rizzuto et al ., 2003 ).   

  The emphasis in the fi eld of neurotherapies in the manner we are discussing 
here is fi nding a way to reset or modulate functional brain activity which opti-
mizes human performance without imposing the many risks that accompany the 
often forced and abrupt changes by psychopharmacotherapeutic interventions. 
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    I.     INTRODUCTION 

   As a brief introduction to this chapter I would like to say that it is not my inten-
tion to explain the technical details of any of the family of inverse solutions that 
were developed by Roberto Pascual-Marqui, Ph.D. and distributed as freeware 
from the KEY Institute for Mind-Brain Research. If your aim is to understand 
the technical principles of this inverse method you should refer to the writings of 
Pascual-Marqui and others that can be found in peer reviewed academic literature. 
Although there will be a very brief introduction to the method and its evolution, 
this will be inadequate for properly understanding the computational properties of 
the method. I will provide references and Internet addresses to fi nd such details as 
citations within this chapter for your future reference and investigations. 

   Additionally, this chapter will describe some basic functions of various areas of 
the brain, and basic characteristics of the EEG, in order to illustrate the utility of 
the LORETA method as a tool for aiding in diagnostics and guiding intervention. 
In no way are these descriptions intended to be comprehensive in the ascertain-
ment of brain structure and function. There are comprehensive textbooks, litera-
ture articles and even computer software that can be utilized as a resource for 
more in-depth understanding of the EEG characteristics and various structures of 
the brain and their functions. 

   With these factors in mind, it is my intention to provide you with a very 
straightforward and hopefully understandable way of using LORETA to under-
stand your client or subject in language that is comprehensible. I hope to illustrate 
a method of integrating EEG characteristics, current source density localization, 
and brain structure’s function to provide insight into your work.  
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    II.    INTRODUCTION TO LORETA 

   Low resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (LORETA) is a specifi c solution 
to the inverse problem. The method was originally developed and described by 
Pascual-Marqui,  Michel and Lehman in 1994 ( Pascual-Marqui  et al., 1994 ). This 
fi rst paper presented the LORETA method as a new method for localizing the 
electric activity in the brain based on scalp potentials from multiple channel EEG 
recordings. This model was in contrast to previously described models because it 
did not require a limited number of point sources or a known surface distribu-
tion. Instead it computes the distribution of the current source density (CSD), 
measured in microamperes, through the full brain volume. 

  The LORETA analysis is unlike other quantitative EEG analysis techniques 
because it is capable of determining the relative activity of regions in the brain 
using surface electrodes ( Pascual-Marqui  et al. 1999 ). The EEG is a measure of elec-
trical potential differences but the LORETA method estimates current densities at 
a deeper cortical level. 

  The LORETA method uses best estimate algorithms that localize the corti-
cal generators of the observed summative neuronal fi ring. The LORETA-Key 
estimates the current source density for 2394 voxels which are 7      �      7  �  7     mm. 
The solution is restricted to the gray matter. LORETA implements a three-shell 
spherical model of skin, skull, and cortex, which is co-registered to the MRI atlas 
of Talairach and Tournoux ( Pascual-Marqui  et al., 1994 ). By co-registering the 
solution space to a brain atlas it is possible to map electrical activity in all cortical 
structures ( Congedo et al., 2004 ). An additional benefi t of the LORETA method 
over scalp recordings is that the reconstruction is independent of the reference 
used in obtaining the EEG recordings ( Pascual-Marqui  et al ., 1999 ). 

  In order for the LORETA to accurately solve the inverse solution there are some 
basic assumptions. As previously mentioned, the LORETA method is based upon a 
three-sphere head model which consists of a homogeneous medium within each 
sphere.  Secondly, it is assumed that    neurons that are side by side are synchronously 
and simultaneously fi ring.  Finally, it is assumed that    the solution is based upon max-
imal smoothness. This distribution concept is based on the solution in which the 
side by side neurons with least variability will be chosen.  Finally, ( Pascual-Marqui 
et al., 1994 )  .

  Since the original publication of LORETA methods in 1994, signifi cant 
advancements have been made in the technique which now solves the inverse solu-
tion with zero localization error ( Pascual Marqui, 2002 ). Standardized low resolu-
tion brain electromagnetic tomography (sLORETA) was demonstrated to localize 
test point sources with zero localization error more exactly. This is a characteristic 
that is unique among all other linear, distributed tomography techniques ( Pascual 
Marqui, 2002 ). 

  Finally, the most recent release and development of this family of inverse solu-
tions is exact low resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (eLORETA). 
eLORETA is not a linear imaging method but is a true inverse solution with exact 
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and zero localization errors ( Pascual Marqui, 2007a ; Pascual Marqui  et al., 2006 ). 
The full details and technical specifi cations of each of the aforementioned meth-
ods can be found at the website of Roberto Pascual-Marqui and the KEY Institute 
for Mind-Brain Research ( Pascual Marqui, 2007b ), and in the cited publications. 
Despite there being several implementations of the LORETA method (sLORETA 
and eLORETA) I will refer to all of this family as LORETA for convenience. 

  A point that is made by Pascual-Marqui ( Pascual Marqui, 2007b ), which I wish 
to reiterate, is that the LORETA family of methods has very low spatial resolu-
tion. Spatial resolution will decrease as depth increases. In the words of its author, 
 “ sLORETA does not violate the law of conservation of garbage, i.e.,  ‘garbage in, 
garbage out ’: if you feed sLORETA with noisy measurements, you will get noisy 
images” ( Pascual Marqui, 2007b ). 

    III.    SOFTWARE REQUIRED TO PERFORM 
ANALYSES 

  The LORETA-KEY software package has always been a free academic software 
package independent of any profi t-making ventures. Other third party software plat-
forms have been developed which utilize the computational modules of the original 
LORETA software and have implemented reference sample databases with a variety 
of analysis features ( Congedo, 2005 ). The sLORETA and eLORETA software pack-
ages were released also as free academic software from the KEY Institute, and are 
intended for use in a research setting only. Clinical or commercial use is strictly for-
bidden under the end user license agreement of the software ( Pascual Marqui, 2007b ). 
Despite the restrictions on the use of the sLORETA/eLORETA package from the 
KEY Institute, there has been one account of independent replication of the algo-
rithms utilized in the sLORETA and eLORETA software packages that is also dis-
tributed as freeware and downloadable from the Internet (       Congedo, 2005, 2008 ). 

  The third party software was developed to add additional features of analy-
sis such as the ability to artifact continuous EEG (removal of selected transient 
events), computation of scalp topographies, customization of the spectral fre-
quency bands, comparison to reference databases, and other analysis functions. 
The intention of the third party software was to increase the ease of LORETA 
computations by streamlining the processing procedures for the end user as well 
as adding the additional features. 

    IV.    UTILITY OF SEGMENTATION OF EEG 
FREQUENCY BANDS BY FUNCTION 

   In order to establish the basic principles of using a LORETA method for inter-
pretation of the EEG features, it is necessary to describe the most fundamental 
properties of the spectral EEG. As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, 
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it is not the intent to provide a detailed account of the EEG characteristics or the 
neuroanatomy involved, however it is essential that the reader realize that this is 
knowledge that must be obtained in order to utilize the LORETA methods as 
an aid to other diagnostic tools. In a very systematic way, the following frequency 
segments of band descriptions will attempt to provide you with the basic infor-
mation to begin using LORETA analysis in a clinical setting. 

  When using the fast fourier transform (FFT) for computing the EEG it is com-
mon to group the individual frequencies into discrete defi ned bands based upon 
their function. There is variability  in individuals ’ given frequency bands, but it is very 
common to utilize an average bandwidth. The most accurate approximation of the 
frequency bandwidths that can be used would be to evaluate each single Hz fre-
quency band and defi ne the appropriate lower and upper limits according to distri-
bution. The segments would then be based upon generators of the EEG using factor 
analysis ( Herrmann  et al., 1978 , Kubicki  et al., 1979 ) and hierarchical clustering 
(Finelli et al., 2001 ). This concept is not new and has been suggested for use in defi n-
ing LORETA bandwidths in a keynote lecture and an article by Pascual Marqui 
(Pascual Marqui  et al., 2002 ). In this lecture a method for frequency band segmenta-
tion was presented which is based on neuronal generators. It is from this particular 
implementation that the following descriptions of frequency bands will be derived. 

    However the segmentation method, has been demonstrated in the writings 
cited in this chapter that the frequency bands segmentation may be very close in 
their lower and upper limits whatever the method utilized to create the limits. In 
this chapter, since the emphasis will be placed more on localization of generators 
rather than on specifi c limits that defi ne the band, the Greek names will be used 
and the specifi c limits omitted when describing the localization of the neuronal 
generators. Again, it is important for the individual using the technique in this 
way to understand what they are doing when using frequency bands that are not 
determined based upon the individual. For the remainder of this chapter I will 
refer to the basic and most common frequency bands descriptors for ease in data 
presentation, however I strongly encourage the reader to understand the inherit 
limitations of arbitrarily defi ning the frequency bands, or the potential hazards in 
blindly accepting the classic frequency band defi nitions. As a reminder of the basic 
EEG frequency bands, and the state that is most commonly associated with the 
predominance of this frequency band,  Fig. 4.1    can be utilized. 

   V.    LOCALIZATION OF  THE CORTICAL 
REFLECTION OF  VOLTAGE 

  What has not been readily described is where the cortical representation or 
refl ection of voltage is in the cortex. LORETA studies have provided us with 
such information ( Pascual Marqui  et al., 2002 ), and I have personally found this 
technique to be extremely valuable in understanding the presentation of symp-
tom patterns of individuals. This information can be used to help determine if 
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the brain is operating in an electrically optimal way or if there is the presence of 
dysregulation. The investigator, whether a clinician or researcher, will attempt to 
use the properties of the LORETA to determine if the individual has an  expected  
or atypical frequency maxima localization. If an individual’s scalp potentials are 
recorded and are artifact free, and the LORETA inverse solution computed, there 
is an expected distribution of the frequency band maxima. It is when the fre-
quency band maxima is atypical that the skilled investigator must try to connect 
the symptoms of the individual with the characteristics of the EEG frequency 
band and the cortical area of localization. 

  The steps in the interpretation method I propose seem rather simplistic in 
structure but require a vast knowledge of: 

    1.   EEG generators (sub-cortical and cortical structures that produce electrical 
activity). 

    2.   The states associated with the presence of given electrical activity. 
    3.   The function of the cortical structures where the representation of the 

voltage occurs. 
    4.   If this localization is expected or atypical.    

Frequency
Band Name

Raw EEG 0–45 Hz Awake

Delta 0.5–3.5 Hz Deep Sleep

Theta 4–7.5 Hz Drowsy

Alpha 8–12 Hz Relaxed

Beta 13–35 Hz Engaged

Frequency
Bandwidth

State
Associated
with
Bandwidth

Example of Filtered Bandwidth

FIGURE 4.1      Common frequency band chart.    
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   In order to lay the foundation for LORETA interpretation I will systematically 
go through each common frequency band and describe these four fundamen-
tals in the most basic way.        Figs. 4.2 and 4.3      should be used as a reference point 
(Pascual Marqui  et al ., 2002 ). 

   A.    The location of frequency generators 

   Surprisingly, there are still some unknown certainties about exactly where various 
frequencies may be generated. The theories that have the most evidence fall into 

FIGURE 4.3      Left hemisphere medial view of expected current source density distribution 
(see also color plate).    

FIGURE 4.2      Left hemisphere lateral view of expected current source density distribution 
(see also color plate).    

Left hemisphere
lateral view

BETAs
DELTA

ALPHA1

Left hemisphere
medial view

ALPHA2
DELTA

THETA
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three categories. The fi rst is the pacemaker theory that explains that the rhythmic 
frequencies are generated thalamically and drive the cortical activity. The second is 
that the cortex produces the frequency characteristics and imposes those upon the 
thalamus and, fi nally, the third is a combinatory theory that there is a dynamic pro-
cess occurring between the thalamus and the cortex ( Nunez, 1995 ).  Nunez (1995) 
asserts that if the coupling is strong enough in this third model that the frequen-
cies may not be able to be identifi ed with a single structure. It has been thought 
for some time that it is known which structures of the brain are responsible for 
the generation of various electrical potentials and frequency bands ( Steriade, 2005 ). 
However, these experiments may only localize the properties of a tested structure, 
and it is my assertion that it is important to consider all of the possible structures 
involved when interpreting the LORETA. For now I’ll just remind the reader that 
we are seeing the voltage refl ection in the cortex via LORETA that is the summa-
tion of the contribution of many structures to the electrical occurrence. 

   During the awake resting state the brain is producing electricity within all fre-
quency bands. There is however an expected distribution of magnitude, which is 
illustrated in Fig. 4.4   . It can be seen that alpha has the maximum magnitude values 
followed by delta, theta and the beta band has the lowest.  Within the beta band , as 
the frequency increases the magnitude decreases. This basic spectral distribution 
is consistent although there are slight variations depending upon electrode site. 
There would be considerable variation across activation states of the individual. 
For this chapter I will only describe the awake resting condition unless otherwise 
stated. Of course in the awake resting state it is very common for the investigator 
to record and analyze both the eyes-closed and eyes-open conditions. The previ-
ously mentioned spectral properties continue to hold true with the apparent dif-
ference being that in the eyes-closed condition the alpha frequency band should 
have much higher amplitudes than in the eyes-open condition in the occipital 
(and immediately surrounding) electrode sites. 

  As previously indicated I am proposing a very systematic and straightforward 
method for using LORETA as a tool to aid in diagnosis and understanding of 
the individual client or subject in three steps. The fi rst step of any EEG derived 
evaluation method is to carefully examine the raw unfi ltered EEG data. This most 

10 20 Hz

uV

FIGURE 4.4      Expected frequency spectral distribution.    



 TABLE 4.1            

 Frequency 
Band Name 

 Frequency Range Localization Descriptors 

Delta Delta is the slowest, typically evaluated 
in the quantitative analysis including 
LORETA, and has the Greek letter 
designation of delta. Differing analysis 
systems and investigators are not 
consistent on the defi nitive bottom 
end of the frequency band ranging 
from 0.32     Hz up to 1.5    Hz. This is 
primarily due to differences of opinion 
in theory, thoughts on artifact vs. 
content, and technological capabilities 
(e.g. amplifi er specifi cations). It is more 
agreeable   that the delta band will go 
up to 3.5     Hz or 4     Hz. 

 Delta has been described as being generated 
from different structures. Delta activity can be 
found in two types. One type can be found to 
be generated in the cortex but its substrates are 
not well established (Steriade, 2005). The other 
is originating from the thalamus. Delta should be 
localized to the orbital frontal cortex, and
may extend into the medial prefrontal region 
of the frontal lobe in the LORETA image. 
Please see the red color indicated as Delta in 
       Figs 4.2 and 4.3 .

 Delta is primarily associated with sleep due to 
its predominance during sleep. It is additionally 
prominent in infants. Delta prominence in non-
infants has been reported to be correlative with 
slowed cognitive processing, learning diffi culties/
disabilities, and even attention defi cits. 

Theta Theta is defi ned as the frequency from 
4     Hz up to 7.5     Hz or 8     Hz. 

 Theta waves may be described in the classic 
EEG literature as rhythmic slow activity. At 
the most basic level the theta is likely to be 
controlled by the septohippocampal cholinergic 
system (Steriade, 2005). Theta was fi rst observed 
in the hippocampus of the rabbit, and later in 
humans as well (Buzsaki, 2006)  . Theta should be 
localized to the anterior cingulate gyrus and may 
extend superior into the frontal cortex in the 
LORETA image. The activity is represented by 
the blue color and labeled as Theta in  Fig. 4.3 .

 Theta can be rhythmic or arrhythmic, and appear 
as square shaped often looking like a cursive 
r (r) in the raw complex waveform. Theta is 
most commonly associated with creative and 
spontaneous state. As an individual goes into a 
drowsy state the prevalence of the theta wave 
increases. Theta in excess has been contributed 
  to the presence of attention defi cits and other 
complaints that are consistent with an individual 
not being engaged but rather dissociated. 



 TABLE 4.1       ( Continued)

Alpha The alpha band is represented by the 
frequencies from 8     Hz to 12     Hz or 
13    Hz. This frequency band is theorized 
to be primarily cortically generated, 
but it has been argued and assumed 
that there may be both corticothalamic 
as well as corticocortical systems 
involved (Niedermeyer, 2005). 
Niedermeyer (2005) says that : 
 “ No neurophysiological or 
psychophysiological alpha rhythm 
theory has yet found general 
acceptance, and there are still 
uncertainties about the origin and 
psychophysiological signifi cance of this 
remarkable phenomenon. And yet, our 
insights into the nature of the alpha 
rhythm have been deepening ” .

See Alpha 1 and Alpha 2 Increased amplitudes of alpha have been found to 
be correlative with a variety of complaints. The 
best established is with depressed mood (major 
affective disorder). It has been shown that 
both elevated central alpha (Prichep and John, 
1992)  , as well as frontal asymmetry of alpha 
(F3      �      F4) (Davidson  et al ., 2002, Davidson, 
1998)  , may be an indication of emotional 
regulation defi cits. 

 Decreased amplitudes of alpha have conversely 
been indicated in the presence of anxiety 
spectrum disorders, and have been incorporated 
into several models of addiction (Prichep and 
John, 1992)  .

 Additionally, it has been reported and is 
theoretically sound   that other complaints may be 
present with alpha aberrations. These complaints 
are varied and have been reported to range from 
attention defi cits to pain regulation. Due to the 
complexity of the alpha rhythm it is likely to 
have an infl uence in a wide variety of clinical 
presentations. 

(Continued)



 TABLE 4.1       ( Continued)

 TABLE 4.1            (Continued)

 Frequency 
Band Name 

 Frequency Range Localization Descriptors 

 Alpha 1  Alpha 1 is defi ned as the frequency 
from 8     Hz up to 10    Hz. This low-
frequency range of alpha is observed 
as the alpha below the posterior 
dominant rhythm. 

 The lower frequency of alpha (8–10     Hz) should 
be localized to the occipital lobe and the visual 
cortex in the LORETA image. Please see the 
green color indicated as Alpha 1 in        Figs 4.2 
and 4.3 .

 The low alpha or alpha 1 band are refl ective of 
an unaware state of relaxation. They are present 
in a state of awake, predominant in eyes-closed 
condition, and perhaps meditative with no 
attention or awareness of the surroundings. This 
frequency band is more diffusely distributed in the 
eyes-closed condition as a result of the withholding 
of stimuli to the visual cortex. From this model 
we can associate the alpha 1 frequency as an  “ idle ”
rhythm, or one of decreased cortical activation. 

 Alpha 2  Alpha 2 is the faster component of 
the alpha band, and is defi ned as the 
frequency from 10     Hz up to 12     Hz or 
13     Hz. 

 Alpha 2 should be localized to the precuneus 
areas of the medial parieto-occipital cortex in 
the LORETA image. Please see the pink color 
indicated as Alpha 2 in  Fig. 4.3 .

 Alpha 2 is most commonly associated with a 
state of awake and alert, but alpha 2 differs from 
alpha 1 as it has a generalized awareness of the 
surroundings with a focus on nothing specifi c. I 
refer to this state as “gaping cognizance of stimuli.” 
The individual in this state has a wide and deep 
recognition of all sensory input, and holds focus on 
no specifi c thought or stimuli. 

Beta Beta activity is simply defi ned as 
any rhythmical activity that is above 
13     Hz. This would of course exclude 
the posterior alpha rhythm if the 
individual’s alpha was increased above 
13     Hz. The beta frequency is generally 
accepted to be generated primarily by 
the corticocortical systems. 

 See Low Beta and High Beta.  When beta is elevated it has been associated with 
anxiety spectrum complaints. It may be associated 
with irritability or agitation as well as sleep 
disturbance and addictions (Prichep and John, 
1992).   



 TABLE 4.1       ( Continued)

 TABLE 4.1       (Continued)

 Low Beta  Low beta is defi ned as the frequency 
from 13     Hz up to 21    Hz. 

 Low beta should be localized to the frontal 
cortex bilaterally, and may extend slightly 
posterior into the temporal cortex in lesser CSD 
values in the LORETA image. Please see the 
blue color indicated as betas in  Fig. 4.2 .

 The low beta is primarily a refl ection of activation 
of the cortex. Beta will increase under cognitive 
challenge as a result of increased cortical 
requirements of the task, and this will also change 
the location of maximal low beta activity in the 
LORETA image. 

 High Beta  High beta is defi ned as the frequency 
from 22     Hz up to 35    Hz. 

 High beta should be localized to the frontal 
cortex bilaterally, and may extend slightly 
posterior into the temporal cortex in lesser CSD 
values in the LORETA image. Please see the 
blue color indicated as betas in  Fig. 4.2 .

 The high beta is most associated with higher 
levels of concentration. Beta will increase under 
cognitive challenge as a result of increased cortical 
requirements of the task and, just as with low beta, 
this will also change the location of maximal high 
beta activity in the LORETA image. 
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basic and essential step cannot be skipped—just because it is not discussed here, 
do not believe that LORETA is exempt from this step. A skilled investigator will 
begin to formulate hypotheses about the individual, and will begin to correlate 
complaints with fi ndings in the EEG. Once the EEG has been examined, and 
carefully artifacted to remove any noise contribution to the signal that is not to 
be considered, the spectral LORETA analysis can be computed and the resultant 
images produced. 

  The second step in the interpretation method is to consider the frequency 
maxima distribution. Simply, does the localization within each frequency band 
match that described above? After making this consideration for each frequency 
band we can move to the third step of interpretation. If any frequency band were 
not localized as expected we would then derive some meaning from the atypical 
distribution. Examples of this will be following in the next section of this chapter. 

  The third step is to consider the amount of  CSD of the given frequencies. 
From this I specifi cally mean to consider if the frequency spectral distribution 
follows what was expected (refer to  Fig. 4.4 ). If it does not, then we have another 
data point for interpretation. This step is to evaluate the circumstance where the 
maximum CSD of a given frequency band is determined to have the expected 
localization but may be aberrant in the amount or ratio. 

  A fi nal step can be added, which is to consider a reference database comparison. 
I have found that this fi nal step is often unnecessary and, when the investigator has 
suffi cient understanding of the EEG, the spectral properties and localization  of  the 
database will confi rm their already determined fi ndings. While this does have a 
certain utility for conveying exactly how far outside expected limits the individual 
might be, it is not necessary for understanding the presentation of the individual. 

   Often a database can be misleading if the fi rst three steps are not followed 
with understanding. Simply fi nding a statistical anomaly in the individual’s data 
does not necessarily imply a clinical relevance, and may cause the investigator to 
improperly determine a structure or frequency to be a contributor to the presen-
tation when there are no other indications of such. If steps 1–3 do not indicate 
that the fi nding is correlative to the problem, certainly the fi nding of a database 
aberration should not be considered. It may be nothing more than a statistical 
 “ red herring. ” Even if it is a legitimate fi nding in the absence of clinical correla-
tion and the fi nding’s presence in steps 1–3, it should not be considered. The goal 
is to understand this individual and not to simply point out ways in which they 
are different from a reference population, which may be attributable to individual 
characteristics and not  clinical relevance   .  

   VI.    INTERPRETIVE EXAMPLES 

   In order to demonstrate the principles I propose, let’s follow a few examples. 
Again, I will remind the reader that this assumes that the EEG has already been 
carefully examined and artifacted in each of the following examples. 
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    Figure 4.5    illustrates the delta frequency band localized to Brodmann area 19, 
which is in the sensory cortical area in the medial and lateral aspect of the occipi-
tal lobe. This area is part of the extrastriate visual cortex that surrounds the pri-
mary visual cortex, and which processes visual information ( Williams  et al., 2005 ). 
Recalling that delta is a frequency which is most predominant in the sleep state, it 
is no surprise that this individual has presented to the clinician with complaints of 
a visual processing learning disability. 

  The individual presents with complaints of mood regulation diffi culties, and 
the clinician is trying to differentiate between bi-polar disorder and a combina-
tion of ADHD and possible depression. After performing an EEG and eLORETA 
analysis,  Fig. 4.6    demonstrates the theta frequency maximum atypically distributed 
to Brodmann area 13, located in the associational cortical area in the insula. Being 
part of the associational cortex, it is involved in visceral sensory and emotional 
processing ( Williams  et al ., 2005 ). 

   Figure 4.7    identifi es a diffuse distribution of beta 1 (low beta) across the occipital 
and parietal cortex. The frequency maximum is localized to the Brodmann area 40 
which is part of the associational cortical area in the inferior parietal lobe, including 

FIGURE 4.5      Displayed are the horizontal (left), sagittal (middle), and coronal (right) sections 
through the voxel with maximal current source density localized to Brodmann area 19 ;   Precuneus in 
visual processing learning disability case (see color plate).    

FIGURE 4.6      Displayed are the horizontal (left), sagittal (middle), and coronal (right) sections 
through the voxel with maximal current source density localized to Brodmann area 13 ;   Insula in 
bi-polar disorder case (see color plate).    
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the supramarginal gyrus. It is primarily involved in spatial orientation and semantic 
representation. This particular example was chosen to illustrate the point of correlat-
ing complaints with fi ndings. This individual did not complain of diffi culties around 
spatial orientation or semantic representation. She complained of sleep irregularities, 
particularly of diffi culty going to sleep. She additionally had a presentation of mixed 
anxiety and inattentive spectrum complaints. When the beta was noticeably maximal 
in the occipital and parietal, it was necessary to also evaluate the alpha/beta ratio. 

   In fact there were two fi ndings in the eLORETA that were valuable to the 
diagnostician. Firstly, the consideration of the alpha localization was indicated. The 
alpha was appropriately localized to the occipital cortex. However the alpha/beta 
ratio was 3.0. Although there are no well-defi ned ratio guidelines for the alpha/beta 
ratio in the eLORETA, it is my experience that the alpha is typically 8–10 times 
larger than the beta CSD in the occipital cortex of the eyes-closed condition. This 
provided the information that is correlative with the anxiety spectrum complaints. 
It was not just that the beta was atypically localized, but also that it was out of 
proportion in the spectral distribution. Secondly, the beta is absent frontally. This 
absence of beta frontally is correlative with the complaints of inattention. The lack 
of cortical activation frontally has been well established as playing a role in the 
regulation of attention. 

  While these examples are limited, I think that they illustrate the method of 
aligning the spectral distribution and the frequency maxima localization with the 
function of the structure, and making interpretation based upon the knowledge of 
the EEG frequency band attributes. 

  VII.    CASE EXAMPLE OF PRE-POST 
NEUROFEEDBACK TRAINING 

  To illustrate the importance and effect of frequency localization use, I’ll describe a 
case from our teaching clinic. The 22-year-old client presented with complaints of 

FIGURE 4.7      Displayed are the horizontal (left), sagittal (middle), and coronal (right) sections 
through the voxel with maximal current source density localized to Brodmann area 40 ;   Inferior 
Parietal Lobule in anxiety and inattention case (see color plate).    
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general cognitive defi cits with specifi c problems around attention and academic 
performance. The client also had secondary complaints processing social cues, and 
his family indicated that he would often not get jokes or understand sarcasm. It 
was unclear if the client had the diagnostic criteria for ADHD or if the presenta-
tion resulted more from  a learning disability. After performing sLORETA analysis 
on the acquired EEG, I found that the client had an atypical localization of theta 
frequency to the occipital cortex. 

  Immediately, it was determined that the fi nding was in fact a slowed posterior 
dominant rhythm, or slowed alpha. The slowed alpha, or theta band, was maximally 
localized to Brodmann area 40, Parahippocampal Gyrus. Brodmann area 40 is the 
cortical component of the limbic system, and is involved in limbic associational 

FIGURE 4.8      Displayed are the horizontal (left), sagittal (middle), and coronal (right) sections 
through the voxel with maximal current source density in the theta (4–7.5    Hz) band localized to 
Brodmann area 30 ;   Parahippocampal Gyrus illustrating slowed alpha generator (see color plate).    

FIGURE 4.9      3-D surface sagittal image of theta (4–7.5    Hz) of the left hemisphere with maximal 
current source density localized to Brodmann area 30; Parahippocampal Gyrus illustrating slowed alpha 
generator (see color plate).    
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integration ( Williams  et al., 2005 ). Not only does the slowed alpha correlate with 
the complaints of decreased cognitive processing, but additionally the localization is 
correlative to the client’s secondary complaints of processing and integrating social 
cues. Based upon these fi ndings, a scalp neurofeedback protocol was developed to 
decrease theta (4–7.5    Hz) and to increase alpha (9–12    Hz) at site POZ. The goal of 
the training was to  “speed up ” the alpha, and to normalize the localization of both 
alpha and theta. 

   Following 30 neurofeedback sessions the client reported complete symptom 
relief. He had began to experience improvements after six sessions, and this con-
tinued until session 24 when he indicated that he was noticing a plateau of effect 
from the neurofeedback training. He and his family indicated that his symptoms 

FIGURE 4.10      Displayed are the horizontal (left), sagittal (middle), and coronal (right) sections 
through the voxel with maximal current source density in the theta (4–7.5    Hz) band localized to the 
Anterior Cingulate post neurofeedback (see color plate).    

FIGURE 4.11      3-D surface sagittal image of theta (4–7.5    Hz) of the left hemisphere with maximal 
current source density localized to the Anterior Cingulate post neurofeedback (see color plate).    
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were no longer present. At that time it was suggested that he continue to session 
30 to reinforce the positive learning that had occurred. He was discharged from 
the treatment plan at that time. Post sLORETA analysis indicated that the atypi-
cal distribution of theta had been normalized, and his posterior alpha was in the 
8–12    Hz range. 

  VIII.    ADVANCED INTERVENTION—LORETA 
FEEDBACK 

   It wasn’t long after myself and colleagues from the University of Tennessee, Brain 
Research and Neuropsychology laboratory, under the direction of Dr. Joel Lubar, 
began to utilize the LORETA technique for analysis that we began to consider 
whether we could use the method as a tool for intervention. We specifi cally had 
in mind LORETA feedback, a method for operant conditioning of deeper corti-
cal structures. In a matter of a few years the fi rst project to perform such analy-
sis was being defi ned. It was in 2001 at an annual meeting of the International 
Society of Neurofeedback and Research (Society for Neuronal Regulation at that 
time) that we demonstrated in a workshop a participant’s LORETA in real time 
(Lubar et al., 2001 ). As technology has advanced, the LORETA neurofeedback 
method has been refi ned and developed further, and validated for the fi rst time 
as a technique that was able to be implemented ( Congedo et al., 2004 ). Since that 
time several projects have followed which continue to demonstrate the utility of 
the method, and which  are  now expanding to explore the specifi c populations 
and techniques that might be able to be implemented ( Canon et al ., 2007 ). 

   Currently there are new studies being developed and carried out in the area of 
LORETA feedback. Additionally, there is some very exciting work taking place 
at the University of Alberta in Canada by the principle author , Douglas Ozier, in 
the area of chronic pain utilizing the updated algorithm of sLORETA for feed-
back with exact localization. So far these studies are replicating others fi ndings in 
the areas of fMRI feedback with clinical populations, and they look to be a more 
cost-effective than fMRI feedback for treating deep cortical structures, and simul-
taneously are more specifi c than traditional scalp neurofeedback. 

   Ozier hypothesizes that regions of the cortex will show increased activation in 
the condition of pain catastrophize versus the condition of regulate pain ( Ozier et al .,
2008). During a trial investigation, a pilot subject participated in sLORETA feed-
back. The subject performed a baseline recording, and then was asked to  “upreg-
ulate pain. ” In fact, as Ozier had predicted there was a cortical activation. One 
of the areas that showed a signifi cant difference in Brodmann area 9 and 24  .
Brodmann area 9 participates in prefrontal associational integration. Brodmann 
area 24 is the associational cortical area in the anterior part of the cingulate gyrus; 
this area is part of the cortical components of the limbic system which is involved 
in the affective dimensions of pain ( Williams  et al ., 2005 ). 
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    IX.    CONCLUSIONS 

  The fi eld of neurofeedback and quantitative electroencephalography is constantly 
evolving. As technology advances and our understanding of the complex mecha-
nisms of the brain systems increases, we will always be updating our windows 
to inquire and our reasoning for interpretation . At the present time, LORETA 
inverse solutions give us a reliable and cost-effective measure to use in a clini-
cal and research setting. When the combination of frequency aberration in local-
ization and value is paired with knowledge of brain structure and function, the 
investigator can draw conclusions and interpretations based on objective data that 
is consistent with the presentation of clinical complaints. Of course this is not 

FIGURE 4.12      Displayed are the horizontal (left), sagittal (middle), and coronal (right) sections 
through the voxel with maximal current source density in the beta 4 (24–28    Hz) band localized to 
Brodmann areas 9 and 24 (see color plate).    

FIGURE 4.13      3-D surface sagittal image of beta (24–28    Hz) of the left hemisphere with maximal 
current source density localized to Brodmann areas 9 and 24 (see also color plate).    
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completely objective, and is greatly dependent upon the knowledge and ability of 
the investigator. 

  There are many different approaches to interpretation of EEG, QEEG and 
even LORETA methods. The fundamentals and understanding of the underpin-
nings of the EEG are required, but standardization of the interpretation to a large 
part is not even desirable.  “Because there is an element of science and an element 
of art in a good EEG interpretation;  it is the latter that defi es standardization ”
(Niedermeyer, 2005 ). 
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    I  .    INTRODUCTION 

   This chapter discusses the technical background, and initial clinical results 
obtained in an implementation of live Z-score-based training (LZT) in an EEG 
biofeedback system. This approach makes it possible to compute, view, and process 
normative Z-scores in real-time as a fundamental element of EEG biofeedback. 
While employing the same type of database as conventional QEEG post-process-
ing software, LZT software is confi gured to produce results in real-time, suiting it 
to live assessment and training, rather than solely for analysis and review. 

   The Z-scores described here are based upon a published database, and com-
puted using the same software code that exists in the analysis software, when used 
in “dynamic JTFA ” mode. The database includes over 600 people, age 2 to 82. The 
system computes real-time Z-scores using JTFA (joint time frequency analysis) 
rather than using the FFT (fast fourier transform), which is more commonly used 
for obtaining post-processed results. As a result, Z-scores are available instantaneously, 
without windowing delays, and can be used to provide real-time information. 

   Live Z-scores can be used either for live assessment or for feedback training, 
depending on how the system is confi gured and used. When used for assessment, 
live Z-scores can be viewed during data acquisition, and can also be recorded and 
reviewed, as a simple, fast assessment. When used for training, the Z-scores must be 
integrated in some fashion into the feedback design, so that they are used to con-
trol displays, sounds, or other information, for purposes of operant conditioning 
and related learning paradigms. 

     EEG biofeedback training using live 
Z-scores and a normative database 
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  When used for training, the targeting method is important. There is a con-
siderable range of possible approaches, ranging from the obvious use of a single 
Z-score as a training target, to more complex approaches that combine Z-scores 
in various ways, to produce more comprehensive training information. Upon fi rst 
consideration, Z-scores can be used simply as an alternative means to produce a 
single target, for example to train a particular amplitude, amplitude ratio, or coher-
ence value. While the core Z-score software in different systems may be uniform, 
there are further refi nements regarding the incorporation into useful feedback 
including visual, auditory, or vibrotactile information. It is in this level of integra-
tion and system design that much of the  “art ” of Z-score biofeedback resides. 

  When combining Z-scores, one might initially consider presenting multiple 
targets to the trainee, and instructing them to train using several bar graphs, or 
similar displays. This may lead to complexity, and diffi culty in presenting a simple 
and intuitive display. However, it is also possible to combine Z-scores internally 
to the software, and to present a simple feedback display to the trainee, such as a 
single graph or animation, that refl ects the combined results. When doing so, we 
may have concern that the individual needs to  “sort it out ” or somehow  “fi gure 
out” what is expected. However, this tendency to complicate both the system and 
the trainee’s task may be unnecessary. 

   In the case studies shown here, Z-score training was accomplished with two 
or four channels of EEG. This provides an enormous amount of potential infor-
mation in the form of Z-scores, and begs for a way to manage it. Protocols and 
entire approaches were innovated on-the-fl y, as clinical changes and EEG obser-
vations motivated increasingly integrated yet simple-to-use protocol designs. We 
have found that it is possible to use combined Z-scores for training, and that up 
to 248 such scores can be used simultaneously with four channels, and with a 
simple and intuitive user interface. Even though the feedback may be controlled 
by an exceedingly complex internal design, when simple and intuitive feedback 
displays are presented, the trainee’s brain does indeed appear capable of  “sorting 
out” the targeted brain state, quickly, and effi ciently. Key issues here relate to the 
methods for selection and decision-making relative to a plethora of Z-scores, and 
the reporting of meaningful results and statistics. 

  When inspecting individual live Z-scores, it is observed that their typical values 
are not the same as those observed when using post-processed QEEG results, as 
is explained in technical detail below. Initially, this was a cause for confusion and 
concern, until the underlying reasons are understood. To pursue this, let us use 
height as an example, rather than an EEG metric. To view a live Z-score in this 
case is analogous to watching an individual in action, for example playing a game, 
or working, in contrast to standing still. Post-processed Z-scores may be com-
pared to taking single height measurements of individuals standing still, and using 
the data to produce a population statistic. The population statistics of static height 
might typically produce, for adult males, for example, a mean of 5 feet 10 inches, 
and a standard deviation of 2–3 inches. Thus, if an individual has a standing height 
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of 6 feet 3 inches, that would be considered tall, perhaps more than 3 standard 
deviations out, and hence produce a Z-score of 3 or more. 

   However, if individuals are working or playing, for example jumping up and 
down, then the range is considerably larger. For anyone playing basketball to be 
6 feet 3 inches above the ground is not so unusual, and may produce a Z-score 
of 2 or even less. Based upon this consideration, it can be understood that, if an 
individual has a conventional QEEG Z-score of 3 for a particular parameter (say 
absolute power), then when they are evaluated using live Z-scores, their score may 
be more like 2, or even less. This is not a problem or defect in the system, it is a 
natural consequence of watching a live statistic, versus a static statistic. 

   Despite this difference in the quantitative characteristics of live versus static 
Z-scores, LZT can be used as a valid and effective training paradigm, and is con-
sistent with established QEEG-based practice. Live Z-scores can be used to train 
a combination of variables including absolute and relative power, power ratios, 
coherence, phase, and asymmetry. When used in this manner, the system is no 
longer targeting just a single variable or attribute. Rather, the possibility arises of 
training the brain in a complex multidimensional manner, so that it learns a com-
prehensive brain state. For example, if an individual learns to self-regulate along 
the concentration/relaxation dimension, but also learns to regulate the amplitude 
relationship between different frequency component bands, or between different 
sites, or the connectivity between sites, then a more complex target is produced. 
This may be thought of as moving the biofeedback training in the direction of 
a complex task such as riding a bicycle or reading a book, rather than simply 
 “ bench pressing ” a single parameter, such as theta amplitude, up or down. 

  When viewed in this way, live Z-score training is not simply a convenience 
or a method for establishing training targets. It is a way to comprehensively 
defi ne a brain state, and to train the individual to fi nd and sustain it. More sig-
nifi cantly, it provides an entirely new conceptual framework for designing pro-
tocols. It amplifi es the value of the QEEG, and the QEEG signifi cantly informs 
the use of Z-score training. LZT can be used as a combination GPS and naviga-
tor for the brain. It guides the trainee in a set of complex relationships including 
absolute and relative neuronal activation, as well as neuronal connectivity and inter-
operation. Rather than simply instructing the trainee to  “make this larger ” or  “do
more of that, ” it provides a comprehensive feedback refl ecting a balanced, coordi-
nated set of neuronal activities and relationships. 

  Nor is LZT limited to a strategy or  “training to the norm. ” With LZT, we can 
also choose to up-train or down-train any components we like, including combina-
tions of components, or relationships between components; so we can train to a 
Z-score of  �2 or �3, or  �2 or �3, or even  �6 if we choose. The use of Z-score 
training does not dictate the targets used to create contingent feedback; rather, it casts 
targets in a new dimension. It is also important to emphasize that using Z-scores 
does not automatically relegate us to the domain of normalizing the EEG, although 
that is certainly an obvious and valuable option. For example, simultaneously
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normalizing multiple coherences in a single band between F3 and P3 is a promis-
ing direction for those with language challenges. At the same time, we can tweak 
any metrics we like up or down, based on judicious choices and stated goals. The 
use of Z-scores really provides an alternative to the concept of thresholding, and 
provides us with  “portals ” through which we can shoot the metrics, based on our 
own needs and persuasions. 

   LZT can also be combined with other protocol approaches, if the system and 
software will allow it. For example, the situation may arise in which conventional 
alpha or SMR enhancement training is desired, but it is also desired to main-
tain a normal connectivity metric. In other words, it may be desirable to train an 
individual to produce 12–15    Hz in a particular area, but to get rewards only inso-
far as the connectivity between certain areas is normal. As another example, one 
may wish to encourage synchronous alpha across the head, while at the same time 
ensuring that a collection of Z-scores is in the normal range. 

  When employing LZT, the conceptual and quantitative framework underlying the 
EEG training may differ from that commonly encountered, while at the same time, 
certain familiar elements may remain. For example, the size of the Z-score targets, 
expressed in  “standard deviations, ” may replace the concept of threshold in conven-
tional training. When multiple Z-scores are used, then the number of Z-scores that 
are within a certain target range may become a training goal, replacing the traditional 
“how big ” or  “how much ” of some metric such as amplitude or coherence. 

  Despite this shift in thinking, the ultimate performance of feedback and training 
can be achieved without any change in the trainee’s task or conceptual load. For 
example, it is possible to convert the results of multiple Z-scores into a single met-
ric, and to train on that metric using a conventional trend line, bar graph, anima-
tion, or sound. In the clinical studies described here, one such approach has been 
to use a large number of Z-scores, possibly all that are available, to set a  particular 
target size, and to use the number of achieved targets as the training variable, by 
watching that quantity on a graph, and using the current score as a parameter to 
control sound and visual feedback. Despite this rather radical shift in thinking, it is 
still possible to use a familiar feedback mechanism so that the trainee is not aware 
of any change in the underpinnings, and experiences only a change in the exact 
brain state(s) that are accompanied by reward feedback. 

   Some comments are in order regarding the overall role of LZT in the EEG 
biofeedback arsenal. One regards the idea that LZT training somehow obviates 
the need for the QEEG. The thinking is that, since LZT incorporates norma-
tive scores into its operation, there is less (or no) need to perform a full-head 
assessment. We do not agree with this point of view. The conventional QEEG 
remains an essential tool for assessing the overall condition of the trainee, and to 
plan interventions. There may be situations in which simply training to the norm 
may not be indicated. In any case, it is essential that the therapist understands the 
anticipated changes, and is prepared to deal with them. For example, a client may 
be expected to change as a result of feedback training, and it is the clinical train-
ing and experience of the clinician that will be needed to deal with these changes. 
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  The second consideration is how LZT impacts the need for the clinician. We 
do not see LZT in any way reducing the role of the clinician, any more than an 
autopilot in a commercial airliner obviates the need for a trained, experienced 
pilot, or a laser-guided laparoscopic surgery obviates the need for a good surgeon. 
LZT ultimately provides a new targeting method, and a new way to teach the 
brain to achieve desired states. However, the core goal remains to treat an individ-
ual, which is the role of the clinician. Someone is needed to determine optimal 
placement, protocols, and clinical actions, and to oversee the process. 

  Two additional comments are in order. One has to do with what LZT can do 
in regard to peak performance and mental fi tness, and the other has to do with 
how it relates to  “normal ” individuals. 

  There has been concern expressed regarding the possible effects of LZT on 
otherwise “normal ” people. It has been posited that LZT training may  “dumb
down ” individuals, by training them to a normal, hence mediocre, population. 
Ultimately, this is something that only experience can reveal. We have seen vari-
ous reactions in this situation. 

  We have seen cases in which a normal or high-performing individual actually 
fi nds LZT training benefi cial, pleasant, relaxing, and stimulating. In one situation, 
we observed an individual (a workshop attendee) who showed a slightly high C4 
SMR signal, as well as mild hypo-coherence between C3 and C4. This may be 
interpreted as a  “high-performance ” EEG, since C4 SMR training is well rec-
ognized as a benefi cial treatment, and also a mild amount of inter-hemispheric 
independence is not necessarily a bad trait. When given a comprehensive Z-score 
training, this individual reported benefi ts including being more relaxed, yet feeling 
energized. These are consistent with the fact that she received two components of 
training via LZT. The fi rst was a mild  “squash” training on the motor strip in the 
12–15   Hz range (energizing), as well as some coherence up-training on the motor 
strip (relaxing). 

   In another situation, however, we observed another workshop attendee who 
showed more markedly pronounced motor strip SMR, and further informed us 
that he had developed the habit of sitting very still, and attending to his clients. 
When presented with LZT training, he simply reported that he did not like it. 
This is consistent with fi ndings that individuals who have their alpha or SMR 
 “ where they like it ” do not respond well to training that attempts to alter it. In 
summary, LZT training may be fi ne for certain individual from the normal spec-
trum, and may be undesirable for others. 

  With regard to peak performance and related issues, it should be noted that 
LZT does not automatically target the attributes typically used in this realm. For 
example, one common training approach is to encourage global alpha synchrony. 
While LZT could be used to target this type of EEG change, if one wants to 
increase alpha synchrony there are more direct methods to do so. LZT might 
be of value in monitoring such training, but is not specifi cally benefi cial when 
the goal is simply to  “make more alpha. ” Another peak-performance paradigm, 
the “squash” protocol, is also not specifi cally targeted using LZT. In this case, the 
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goal is to acquaint the trainee with a  “low voltage fast ” (activated) state of EEG, 
in contrast to  “high voltage slow ” (relaxed) state. Again, we do not see LZT in any 
way replacing this approach, although it can provide a valuable adjunct. A third 
form of training that is not addressed by LZT is alpha/theta training, in which the 
goal is to achieve an altered, hypnogogic state of consciousness, useful for thera-
peutic purposes. 

  When put in context, LZT is a signifi cant advance, and may prove revolution-
ary. At the core, it remains a form of operant conditioning, which teaches the 
brain to exercise the cycle of concentration and relaxation, in a systematic and 
defi ned manner. What has changed is the source of information informing the 
feedback, providing a biofeedback version of the  “$1000 golf lesson. ” The follow-
ing technical details and clinical case studies provide insight into its clinical utility, 
and possible ultimate effectiveness. 

    II.    DESIGN OF THE INSTANTANEOUS 
Z-SCORE NORMATIVE DATABASE 

  The number of subjects (N      �     625), selection criteria, age range (2 months to 
82 years), cross-validation tests, demographics, and other details of the Z-score 
normative database have been published, and are recommended reading for those 
interested in more detail than is briefl y reviewed in this chapter (see  Thatcher
et al., 1983, 1986, 1987   ; Wolf and Thatcher, 1990;  Thatcher, 1998 , 1999 ;Thatcher
et al., 2003 ). There are four basic concepts used in the design of Z-score biofeed-
back as described below: 

   A.    Use of Gaussian probabilities to identify  
“de-regulation ” in the brain 

  The fundamental design concepts of Z-score biofeedback were fi rst introduced by 
           Thatcher (1998, 1999, 2000a, 2000b, 2000c)   . The central idea of the instantaneous 
Z-score is the application of the mathematical Gaussian curve or  ‘bell shaped ’ curve 
by which probabilities can be estimated using the auto and cross-spectrum of the 
electroencephalogram (EEG) in order to identify brain regions that are deregu-
lated and depart from expected values. Linkage of symptoms and complaints to 
functional localization in the brain is best achieved by the use of a minimum of 
19-channel EEG evaluation so that current source density and LORETA source 
localization can be computed. Once the linkage is made, then an individualized 
Z-score protocol can be devised. However, in order to make a linkage to 
symptoms, an accurate statistical inference must be made using the Gaussian 
distribution. 
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  The Gaussian distribution is a fundamental distribution that is used through-
out science, for example the Schrodinger wave equation in Quantum mechanics 
uses the Gaussian distribution as basis functions ( Robinett, 1997 ). The application 
of the EEG to the concept of the Gaussian distribution requires the use of standard 
mathematical transforms by which all statistical distributions can be transformed 
to a Gaussian distribution ( Box and Cox, 1964 ). In the case of the EEG, trans-
forms such as the square root, cube root; log 10, Box–Cox, etc. are applied to the 
power spectrum of the digital time series in order to approximate a normal distri-
bution (Gasser  et al. 1988 ; John  et al. 1987, 1988;  Duffy et al. 1994 ;         Thatcher et al.  
2003, 2005a, 2005b ). The choice of the exact transform depends on the accuracy 
of the approximate match to a Gaussian distribution. The fact that accuracies of 
95–99% match to a Gaussian are commonly published in the EEG literature encour-
aged Thatcher and colleagues to develop and test the Z-score biofeedback program. 

    B.    Application of Gaussian probability distributions 
to instantaneous Z-score biofeedback, and why 
JTFA Z-scores are smaller than FFT Z-scores 

  The second design concept is the application of the Gaussian distribution to aver-
aged “instantaneous” time domain spectral measures from groups of normal sub-
jects, and then to cross-validate the means and standard deviations for each subject 
for each instant of time (           Thatcher, 1998, 1999, 2000a, 2000b ). The cross-validation 
is directly related to the variance of the distribution (         Thatcher et al., 2003, 2005a, 
2005b). However, in order to achieve a representative Gaussian distribution it is 
necessary to include two major categories of statistical variance: 

    1.   The moment-to-moment variance or within session variance. 
    2.   Between subject variance across an age group.    

   In the case of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) there is a single  “integral ” of 
the power spectrum for each subject and each frequency and, therefore, there 
is only between subject variance in normative databases that use non-instanta-
neous analyses such as the FFT. Thus, there is a fundamental and important dif-
ference between an instantaneous Z-score and an integrated FFT Z-score, with 
the former having two sources of variance while the latter has only one source of 
variance.  Figure 5.1    illustrates the relationship between an FFT-based normative 
database versus an  “instantaneous” or joint time frequency analysis (JTFA) data-
base, such as used for the computation of instantaneous Z-scores. 

    C.    Simplifi cation and standardization 

  The third design concept is simplifi cation and standardization of EEG biofeedback 
by the application of basic science. Simplifi cation is achieved by the use of a single
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FIGURE 5.1 JTFA normative databases are instantaneous and include within session variance 
plus between subject variance. In contrast, FFT normative data only contains between subject vari-
ance. t � time, s � subjects and SDt � standard deviation for the within session and SDs � standard 
deviation between subjects. Thus FFT Z-scores are larger than JTFA Z-scores, and a ratio of 2:1 is not 
uncommon. (From Thatcher et al., www.appliedneuroscience.com)

metric, namely, the metric of the  “Z-score ” for widely diverse measures such 
as power, coherence, and phase delays. Standardization is also achieved by EEG 
amplifi er matching of the frequency response of the normative database amplifi ers 
to the frequency characteristics of the EEG amplifi ers used to acquire a compari-
son subject’s EEG time series. 

    D.    Individualized EEG biofeedback protocols 

  A fourth and intertwined clinical concept in the design of Z-score biofeedback is 
 “ individualized ” EEG biofeedback, and non-protocol drive EEG biofeedback. The 
idea of linking patient symptoms and complaints to functional localization in the 
brain as evidenced by  “deregulation ” of neural populations is fundamental to indi-
vidualized biofeedback. For example, deregulation is recognized by signifi cantly 
elevated or reduced power or network measures such as coherence and phase 
within regions of the brain that sub-serve particular functions that can be linked 
to the patient’s symptoms and complaints. The use of Z-scores for biofeedback is 
designed to  “re-regulate ” or  “optimize” the homeostasis, neural excitability, and 
network connectivity in particular regions of the brain. The functional localiza-
tion and linkage to symptoms is based on modern knowledge of brain function as 
measured by fMRI, PET, penetrating head wounds, strokes and other neurological 
evidence acquired over the last two centuries (see  Heilman and Valenstein, 1993 ;
Braxis et al., 2007; the Human Brain Mapping database of functional localization 
at:  http://hendrix.imm.dtu.dk/services/jerne/brede/index_ext_roots.html ). 
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  Thus, the false concern that Z-score biofeedback will make exceptional peo-
ple dull and an average individual a genius is misplaced. The concept is to link 
symptoms and complaints, and then monitor improvement or symptom reduc-
tion during the course of treatment. For peak-performance applications, a care-
ful inventory of the client’s personality style, self-assessment of weaknesses and 
strengths, and identifi cation of the client’s specifi c areas that they wish to improve 
must be obtained before application of Z-score biofeedback. Then, the practitio-
ner attempts to link the client’s identifi cation of areas of weakness that they want 
improved to functional localization as expressed by  “deregulation ” of deviant neu-
ral activity that may be subject to change. 

  As mentioned previously, the instantaneous Z-scores are much smaller than the 
FFT Z-scores in NeuroGuide™ which uses the same subjects for the norma-
tive database. Smaller Z-scores when using the instantaneous Z-scores is expected. 
One should not be surprised by a 50% reduction in JTFA Z-scores in comparison 
to FFT Z-scores, and this is why it is best to fi rst use 19-channel EEG measures 
and the highly stable FFT Z-scores to link symptoms to functional localiza-
tion in the brain to the extent possible . Then use the Z-score program inside of 
NeuroGuide™ to evaluate the patient’s instantaneous Z-scores in preparation 
before the biofeedback procedure begins. This will allow one to obtain a unique 
picture of the EEG instantaneous Z-scores of each unique patient prior to begin-
ning Z-score biofeedback. 

  The clinician must be trained to select which Z-scores best match the patient’s 
symptoms and complaints. A general rule is that the choice of Z-scores to use 
for biofeedback depends on two factors obtained using a full 19-channel EEG 
analysis: 1) scalp location(s) and, 2) magnitude of the Z-scores. Deregulation by 
hyperpolarization produces slowing in the EEG, and deregulation due to reduced 
inhibition produces deviations at higher frequencies. The direction of the Z-score 
is much less important than the location(s) of the deviant Z-scores, and the link-
age to the patient’s symptoms and complaints. 

   It is possible to review a patient’s EEG prior to designing a Z-score biofeed-
back protocol. The Z-score biofeedback program inside of NeuroGuide™ is the 
same program as used by BrainMaster and other EEG system providers.   

    III.    INSTANTANEOUS Z-SCORES ACCESSED 
FROM INSIDE OF NEUROGUIDE™ 

    Figure 5.2    is an example of the instantaneous Z-score screen inside of 
NeuroGuide™ while the instantaneous Z-scores are being reviewed. 

  A P4 and C4 theta and delta deviation from normal is evident as well as bilat-
eral occipital delta deviations from normal. There is diminished alpha and theta in 
the instantaneous Z-scores, but on the average the dynamic FFT provides a much 
clearer picture of the right parietal and right central Z-scores. For illustration 
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FIGURE 5.2 Screen capture from NeuroGuide™ in the Demo mode from a patient with right 
parietal and right central injury. Instantaneous Z-scores are on the right; EEG traces are on the left. 
Depress the left mouse button and move the mouse over the traces. Move the mouse to the right bor-
der and watch a movie of the dynamic Z-scores. Download the free NeuroGuide™ Demo at www.
appliedneuroscience.com (see color plate)

purposes only, a biofeedback protocol would be to reward Z-score values less than 
and greater than 2 standard deviations in the theta frequency band in P4 and C4; 
most of the feedback rewards will automatically occur in the delta and theta fre-
quency band. As mentioned previously,  Fig. 5.2  is an example of an individual-
ized Z-score biofeedback procedure after reviewing the patent’s EEG using the 
same instantaneous Z-score program that is employed in the live Z-score DLL 
and incorporated into EEG biofeedback systems. 

    IV.    IMPLEMENTATION OF THE Z-SCORE 
BIOFEEDBACK 

   Step one is to compute means and standard deviations of instantaneous absolute 
power, relative power, power ratios, coherence, phase differences, and amplitude 
asymmetries on selected age groups of normal subjects from the 19-channel 
10/20 electrode locations using the within session and between session variance as 

Click View � Dynamic JTFA � Color Maps to view instantaneous power,
coherence, phase, amplitude asymmetry, derivatives and phase reset
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described previously. The inclusion/exclusion criteria, number of subjects, num-
ber of subjects per age group, cross-validation procedures, and other details of the 
means and standard deviation computations are published ( Thatcher et al, 1987 ;
2003).

   Step two is to develop a dynamic link library (DLL) that can be distributed to 
EEG biofeedback system manufacturers, which allows the manufacturers to inte-
grate the instantaneous Z-scores inside of their already existing software environ-
ments. The DLL involves only four command lines of code, and is designed for 
software developments to easily implement the instantaneous Z-scores by passing 
raw digital data to the DLL and then organizing the Z-scores that are returned in 
less than one microsecond. This rapid analysis and return of Z-scores is essential 
for timely feedback when specifi c EEG features are measured by the complex 
demodulation JTFA operating inside of the DLL. 

   V.    JTFA COMPLEX DEMODULATION 
COMPUTATIONS 

  The mathematical details of complex demodulation used to compute the instan-
taneous Z-scores as contained in the Applied Neuroscience, Inc.  “DLL ” are pub-
lished in Otnes and Enochson (1977) , Granger and Hatanaka (1964),  Bloomfi eld 
(2000), and  Thatcher et al. (2008) . Complex demodulation is a time domain 
digital method of spectral analysis whereas the fast fourier transform (FFT) is a 
frequency domain method. These two methods are related by the fact they both 
involve sines and cosines; both operate in the complex domain, and in this way 
represent the same mathematical descriptions of the power spectrum. 

  The advantage of complex demodulation is that it is a time domain method 
and less sensitive to artifact, and it does not require windowing nor even inte-
gers of the power of 2 as does the FFT. The FFT integrates power in a frequency 
band over the entire epoch length and requires windowing functions, which can 
dramatically affect the power values, whereas, as mentioned previously, com-
plex demodulation does not require windowing (Otnes and Enochson, 1972)  .
Complex demodulation was computed for the linked ears and eyes-open and 
eyes-closed conditions for all 625 subjects in the normative database.   

    Figure 5.3    is an illustration of the method of complex demodulation for the 
computation of power, coherence and phase. The mathematical details are in 
 Thatcher  et al. , 2007 .

   VI.    Z-SCORES AND QEEG NORMATIVE 
DATABASES 

    Matousek and Petersen (1973)  computed means and standard deviations in one-
year age groups, and were the fi rst to use Z-scores to compare an individual to 
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TABLE 5.1 Center frequencies and bandwidths of the Z-score biofeedback DLL and 
NeuroGuide

Center Frequency Band Width

Delta  2.5 Hz  1–4 Hz
Theta  6.0 Hz  4–8 Hz
Alpha 10.0 Hz  8–12 Hz
Beta 18.5 Hz 12–25 Hz
Hi-Beta 27.5 Hz 25–30 Hz
Beta 1 13.5 Hz 12–15 Hz
Beta 2 16.5 Hz 15–18 Hz
Beta 3 21.5 Hz 18–25 Hz
Alpha 1  9.0 Hz  8–10 Hz
Alpha 2 11.0 Hz 10–12 Hz
Gamma 1* FFT only 30–35 Hz
Gamma 2* FFT only 35–40 Hz
Gamma 3* FFT only 40–50 Hz

* � NeuroGuide only

FIGURE 5.3 Diagram of complex demodulation. Left is a sine wave as input, which is multi-
plied by the sine and cosine waves at the center frequency of a given frequency band as described in 
Table 5.1, which transforms the digital time series to the complex plane. A 6th order Butterworth low-
pass fi lter is used to shift the frequency to zero where power at the center frequency is then calculated 
using the Pythagorean theorem. Complex numbers are then used to compute coherence and phase as 
described in Appendix, section 4.0. (From Thatcher et al., 2007, www.appliedneuroscience.com)
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the normative database means and standard deviations. The Z-score is an excellent 
statistic defi ned as the difference between the value from an individual and the 
mean of the population divided by the standard deviation of the population or 

Z
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i�
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  John and collegues (John et al., 1987) expanded on the use of the Z-score for clini-
cal evaluation, including the use of multivariate measures such as the Mahalanobis 
distance metric. A direct normalization of the Gaussian distribution using Z-scores 
is useful in comparing individuals to a QEEG normative database. That is, the stan-
dard score form of the Gaussian is where the mean   �   0 and standard deviation   �    1 
or, by substitution into the Gaussian equation for a bell shaped curve, then 
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   where Y      �     Gaussian distribution and the Z-score is a deviation in standard devi-
ation units measured along the baseline of the Gaussian curve from a mean of 
0 and a standard deviation   �     1, with  deviations to the right of the mean being 
positive and those to the left negative. By substituting different values of Z then 
different values of Y can be calculated. For example, when Z      �     0, Y      �      0.3989 
or, in other words, the height of the curve at the mean of the normal distribution 
in standard-score form is given by the number 0.3989. For purposes of assessing 
deviation from normal, the values of Z above and below the mean, which include 
95% of the area of the Gaussian, are often used as a level of confi dence necessary 
to minimize Type I and Type II errors. The standard-score equation is also used 
to cross-validate a normative database, which again emphasizes the importance of 
approximation to a Gaussian for any normative QEEG database. 

   A.    Standardization by amplifi er matching 
and QEEG normative databases   

   Surprisingly, matching of amplifi er frequency characteristics as a standard was 
largely neglected during much of the history of QEEG normative databases. In 
1982 to 1987 E. Roy John and colleagues  formed a consortium of universities 
and medical schools that were using QEEG who met several times over a few 
years; the consortium was one of the supporters of the edited volume by John 
titled “Machinery of the Mind ” ( John, 1990 ). One of the important issues con-
sistently raised at the consortium meetings was the need for  “standardization. ” In 
the 1980s it was technically diffi cult to match different EEG systems because of 
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the infantile development of analysis software. This forced most QEEG users to 
use relative power, because absolute power was not comparable between differ-
ent EEG machines. There was no frequency response standardization between 
different EEG machines, and thus there was no cross-platform standardization 
of QEEG. 

   It was not until the mid 1990s that computer speed and software develop-
ment made amplifi er matching and normative database amplifi er equilibra-
tion a possibility. The fi rst use of standardized matching of amplifi ers was to the 
University of Maryland (UM) database ( Thatcher et al., 2003 ). The procedure 
involved injecting microvolt calibration sine  waves into the input of amplifi ers 
of different EEG machines, and then injecting the same microvolt signals into 
the normative database amplifi ers, thus obtaining two frequency response curves. 
Equilibration of a normative QEEG database to different EEG machines is the 
ratio of the frequency response curves of the two amplifi ers that are then used 
as coeffi cients in the power spectral analysis. This was an important step because 
suddenly absolute power Z-scores and normative database comparisons became 
possible. 

  The frequencies in absolute power are independent of each other, and are not 
distorted. It is always best to use absolute values whenever possible and not rel-
ative values, or even ratios. A ratio can change due to the denominator, or the 
numerator, and one cannot determine which has changed without evaluating the 
absolute values used to compute the ratios. 

  A simple method to exactly match the frequency characteristics of different 
amplifi ers, by amplifi er equilibration, is to calibrate the amplifi ers using microvolt 
sine waves at discrete frequencies from 1–40    Hz, and inject the sine waves into the 
inputs of the EEG amplifi ers (see  Fig. 5.4   ). Then take the ratio of the microvolt 
values at each frequency, and use the ratios to exactly equate the spectral output 
values at different frequencies for different amplifi ers. This method creates a uni-
versal equilibration process so that microvolts in a given amplifi er are equal to 
microvolts in all other amplifi ers, including the normative database amplifi ers. By 
equilibrating amplifi ers, direct comparisons between a given patient’s EEG and 
the normative database means  and standard deviations are   valid and meaningful. 

    B.    General method to produce a valid 
instantaneous Z-score EEG database   

    Figure 5.5    illustrates a step-by-step procedure by which the Z-instantaneous-score 
normative EEG database was validated, and sensitivities calculated. The left side of 
the fi gure is the edited, artifact clean, and reliable  digital EEG time series, which 
may be re-referenced or re-montaged, and is then analyzed in either the time 
domain or the frequency domain. 
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et al., 2003.)
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    C.    Age groupings of the instantaneous 
Z-score normative population   

  The selected normal subjects are grouped by age, with suffi ciently large sample 
size, and the means and standard deviations of the EEG time series and/or fre-
quency domain analyses computed for each age group. Transforms are applied 
to approximate a Gaussian distribution of the EEG measures that comprise the 
means. Once approximation to Gaussian is completed, Z-scores are computed for 
each subject in the database, and leave one out Gaussian cross-validation was com-
puted in order to arrive at an optimum Gaussian cross-validation sensitivity. Finally, 
the Gaussian validated norms are subjected to content and predictive validation 
procedures such as correlation with neuropsychological test scores and intelligence, 
etc., and also discriminant analyses, neural networks, and outcome statistics, etc. 

  The content validations are with respect to clinical measures such as intelligence, 
neuropsychological test scores, school achievement, clinical outcomes, etc. The pre-
dictive validations are with respect to the discriminative, statistical, or  neural network 
clinical classifi cation accuracy. Both parametric and non-parametric statistics are used 
to determine the content and predictive validity of a normative EEG database. 

   Thatcher and Lubar (2008)  show the number of subjects per year in the nor-
mative EEG lifespan database. It can be seen that the largest number of subjects 
are in the younger ages (e.g., 1–14 years, N      �     470) when the EEG is chang-
ing most rapidly. As mentioned previously, a proportionately smaller number of 
subjects represent the adult age range from 14–82 years (N      �     155). The Z-score 
normative database includes a total of 625 carefully screened individual subjects 
ranging in age from 2 months to 82 years. In order to increase the time resolution 
of age, sliding averages were used for the stratifi cation in NeuroGuide™, and for 
instantaneous Z-scores ( Thatcher et al., 2003 ). Two-year means were computed 
using a sliding average with 6-month overlap of subjects. This produced a more 
stable and higher age resolution normative database, and a total of 21 different age 
groups. For the 21 age groups, age ranges, and number of subjects per age group 
see Thatcher and Lubar (2008) .  

   VII.    CASE STUDY 1: JACK 

   In recent years, several neurofeedback approaches have been used to treat human 
epilepsy but only two have received extensive research and publication. The fi rst, 
and original approach, as determined by  Sterman and Friar (1972)    enhances 
SMR activity while inhibiting the lower frequencies. The second, as illustrated by 
Kotchoubey  et al. (2001)   , trains patients to control slow cortical potentials. Both 
techniques are effective in reducing seizure activity. 

   Recent advancements in the reliability of QEEG databases, most notably 
single-HZ bins and broadly-based coherence determinations, have led to the 
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development of a third approach to the normalization of EEG in patients with 
epilepsy. These innovations have made it possible to more precisely characterize 
the power and coherence abnormalities of drug-resistant epilepsy. As demon-
strated by Walker (2005) , the general methodology is to identify the most signifi -
cant abnormalities and train those areas with neurofeedback. Abnormal magnitude 
(power) indices are addressed fi rst followed by deviant coherence values. This 
treatment method, combined with Z-score training, eventually proved successful 
with a client with medication-resistant, focal epilepsy. 

   Jack was a three-year-old male. The client’s epilepsy was expressed as atonic, 
absence, and myoclonic seizures. After approximately one year of symptom-based 
neurofeedback treatment that produced brief periods of seizure control, Jack suf-
fered a mild concussive head injury in the right orbital region. His seizure activ-
ity increased signifi cantly. Three to four hundred microvolt inter-ictal epileptiform 
discharges were observed in the raw EEG trace. His paroxysmal activity began 
to generalize with a multi-spike focus. These new clinical developments proved 
resistant to symptom-based neurofeedback training. A new treatment strategy was 
developed that consisted of 2-channel inhibit protocols followed by coherence 
training based on the abnormalities revealed in a QEEG analysis. 

  These protocols were focused on the slower frequencies that tend to propagate 
seizure activity. The inhibit training had an immediate positive effect on seizure 
frequency, as well as the frequency and voltage of the patient’s spike and wave 
complexes. The patient gained seizure control during this phase of treatment. 
Coherence training was begun with a focus on hypo-coherence in the lower fre-
quencies. Seizure activity reappeared during the coherence phase of training. 

  This pattern was repeated during a subsequent trial of inhibit-  and coherence-
based training. The client gained seizure control during the inhibit phase of train-
ing only to relinquish it while undergoing coherence work. It appeared that the 
patient was responding negatively to traditional coherence training as evidenced 
by the second QEEG ( Fig. 5.7   ). A slight variant in this round—the paroxysmal 
activity reappeared during the end of power training—suggested power training 
alone was not enough. Since standard coherence training seemed to make the 
patient worse, another form of coherence training was needed. 

  Traditional coherence training attempts to move coherence in a linear fashion 
from greater to lesser, or vice versa. Coherence is rewarded only when it moves 
in one direction. Z-score range training reinforces coherence when it remains 
inside a range of positive and negative Z-scores—a ceiling and a fl oor. Coherence 
is allowed to fl uctuate between hyper-coherence and hypo-coherence. Z-score 
training exercises coherence within a range that can be altered as the trainee 
improves performance. The band of Z-scores trained can be narrowed, shaping the 
coherence toward less deviance. 

  This form of coherence training may be superior to traditional methods. Initial 
clinical results suggest that unlike conventional coherence approaches, Z-score 
coherence range training is less likely to produce the iatrogenic effects common to 
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overtraining. Two rounds of standard coherence training had not produced positive 
clinical results with Jack. After several weeks of Z-score coherence range training, 
he gained lasting seizure control. The post-treatment brain maps reveal a largely 
resolved set of coherence values ( Fig. 5.8   ). As of the time of writing, the patient 
has maintained seizure control with a brief lapse for over one and one half years .

  That lapse occurred when the patient was removed from medication, and a 
24-hour video EEG was performed in an attempt to eliminate medication. 
In addition to the seizure activity, the test revealed continuous spike and wave 

FIGURE 5.6 Jack’s fi rst QEEG revealing abnormal slow wave activity in central and parietal 
regions combined with delta and beta coherence abnormalities (see color plate).
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complexes during slow wave sleep. This prompted the review of a previous over-
night EEG which had determined that, at that time, the patient had reached the 
diagnostic criteria for electrical status epilepticus during slow wave sleep (ESES). 
ESES is a rare disorder that causes neuropsyhological impairment in almost all 
cases according to Tassinari and colleagues (Tassinari et al., 2000) . Despite a positive 

FIGURE 5.7 Signifi cant increase in hypo-coherence in all bands after traditional coherence training 
(see color plate).
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seizure prognosis, ESES leaves 50% of children diagnosed with the syndrome 
with profound cognitive defi cits (Tassinari and Galanopoulou, 1992, 2000)  .
The most recent overnight EEG revealed a signifi cant reduction in the fre-
quency and magnitude of inter-ictal epileptiform discharges. While he no longer 

FIGURE 5.8 Substantial remediation of abnormal coherence values after Z-score coherence range 
training (see color plate).
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met the criteria for ESES, the continued presence of spike and wave activ-
ity created a signifi cant vulnerability to the development of cognitive dysfunc-
tion. Additionally, Jack could not be without medication for his seizure disorder. 
For those reasons, it was determined that another round of neurofeedback was 
indicated.

  The client sat for an additional course of 2-channel inhibit and coherence 
training. This time Z-score monitoring and training were employed from the 
beginning of treatment with two positive clinical effects. Because of the soft-
ware’s ability to reveal instantaneous coherence and magnitude values compared 
to Neuroguide’s  normative database, it was possible to alter clinical decisions that 
were initially based on the QEEG. Three coherence and four magnitude proto-
cols were indicated by the QEEG. Traditionally, these protocols would be trained 
approximately fi ve times each, totaling 35 sessions. The observation of absolute 
power values during inhibit training indicated resolution of those deviances in less 
than fi ve sessions at several locations. Moreover, the Z-score software suggested 
far less deviance in slow wave activity at two locations than did the QEEG. After 
repeated monitoring of those sites, demonstrating fl exibility within normal limits, 
they were eliminated from the training regimen. 

  At the end of power training, a Z-score assessment of coherence revealed sig-
nifi cant differences from the results of the QEEG suggesting that the resolution of 
magnitude impacted coherence in a normative direction. Four 2-channel coher-
ence Z-score range training sessions at three locations comprised the connectivity 
protocols in this round of treatment. At 20 total sessions, this treatment course was 
approximately one-third to one half the number of a traditional neurofeedback 
treatment course of 30–40 sessions. In this case the shortened treatment is the 
direct result of the combination of symptom resolution and the observation of 
less deviant magnitude and coherence values made possible by real-time Z-score 
monitoring. 

  The client has been seizure-free for one year since his brief lapse. He is cur-
rently prescribed a small fraction of his anticonvulsive medication with possi-
ble elimination in the near future. The patient tested into a gifted and talented 
program,  and is thriving in the fi rst grade with no indication of cognitive 
defi cit. 

   VIII.    CASE STUDY 2: JOHN 

   John, a seventy-three-year-old Caucasian male, presented in treatment after suffer-
ing a brain tumor. A pre-treatment biopsy of the tumor caused hemorrhaging in 
the left temporal lobe just below T5. He submitted to several rounds of chemo-
therapy resulting in the complete elimination of all evidence of the cancer. At pre-
sentation the client could not read or drive due to right vision fi eld neglect. He 
struggled to use the telephone, listen to the radio, watch television, or make sense 
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of conversation. The patient suffered with Acoustico-agnostic Aphasia, an inability 
to recognize phenomes ( Luria 1973 ). In addition, expressive speech was severely 
compromised. He had diffi culty with articulation and word fi nding. He struggled 
to sustain attention and concentration. Moreover, the client had memory defi cits 
such that he would forget the activity he was engaged in while performing it, and 
would often have trouble recalling the simplest instructions immediately after they 
had been given. He was frequently in a state of confusion and befuddlement. 

  The client’s QEEG revealed increases in absolute and relative power of 
delta and theta in the area of his hemorrhage, and diffuse increases of absolute 
power of 6 and 7    Hz ( Fig. 5.9   ). There were decreases in coherences of delta and 
theta—some greater than fi ve standard deviations— involving the entire left hemi-
sphere. The client completed approximately 66 sessions of traditional 2-channel
inhibit and coherence training. All his symptoms improved. He was better able to 
drive, talk on the telephone, read, and watch television. There were several defi -
cits that had not completely resolved. He experienced words  “jumping around ”
on the page while he read. He was unhappy with his processing speed. 
Accustomed to reading several papers per day, he now struggled to read one. The 
patient continued to exhibit right vision fi eld neglect. He often labored with 
word fi nding diffi culty. 

  The client submitted to another QEEG. It revealed little change in left hemi-
sphere coherence and power values from the fi rst QEEG ( Fig. 5.10   ). The left 
hemisphere remained almost completely disconnected from the right. However, 
the second QEEG discovered increased hyper-coherence in delta, theta and high 
beta in the right, undamaged hemisphere. Several studies suggest this shift as a 
possible compensatory mechanism in patients with traumatic brain injury (Just 
and Thornton, 2007, 2005). The Z-score software confi rmed the fi ndings of the 
second QEEG. Two-channel inhibit training based on a reading difference map 
was employed in the occipital and temporal lobes to immediate positive effect. 
The magnitude deviations were substantially improved with a rapid remediation 
in symptoms. The client reported that the words on the page no longer moved 
and he was reading more effi ciently. 

   Right vision fi eld neglect was still evident. Despite signifi cant improvement 
in reading, the client reported that he often  “missed” the last several words of a 
sentence. The patient reported that the right rear tail light of the car traveling in 
front of him was not perceptible. A four-channel Z-score protocol targeting 23 
training parameters was employed. Included in that protocol were delta and theta 
absolute power, and delta, theta, and beta coherence. Simultaneously, 6–7    Hz was 
inhibited in all four channels. Visual, memory, and association areas were targeted. 
This protocol was based on a combination of the results of the QEEG and visual 
inspection of the real-time Z-score values ( Fig. 5.11     ) .

  After three sessions, the trained Z-scores showed remarkable movement toward 
normative values. Absolute power and coherence indices improved, in some cases 
demonstrating fl exibility of almost two standard deviations. All Z-scores revealed 
a shift toward more plasticity and less deviance ( Fig. 5.12   ). The patient reported 
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FIGURE 5.9 John’s fi rst QEEG demonstrating focal slow wave activity over the area of the hem-
orrhage, and theta abnormalities in occipital, parietal and temporal lobes with left hemisphere hypo-
coherence and right hemisphere hyper-coherence (see color plate). 

that his right vision fi eld neglect was greatly improved. He was consistently able 
to read the last several words of each sentence. He reliably observed the right rear 
tail light of cars preceding him. Several sessions later, he stated that he was able to 
perceive the cars stopped at intersections on his right. 
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FIGURE 5.10 After 60 sessions of traditional inhibit and coherence training. Note the signifi cant 
increase in hyper-coherence in the right hemisphere (see color plate).
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FIGURE 5.11 Four-channel Z-score protocol based on the QEEG and this Z-score assessment 
(see color plate).

FIGURE 5.12 After three sessions of training, Z-scores reveal substantial remediation (see color 
plate).

   Birnbaumer (2007) has suggested that if the neuronal assemblies adjacent to 
the injury, rather than the homolog in the contra-lateral hemisphere, assume the 
function of damaged neurons more recovery is possible. Incorporating this strat-
egy to address the client’s expressive speech diffi culties, a protocol targeting the 
left hemisphere was developed. 

   In addition to the damaged area of the surpramarginal gyrus, Broca’s area, the 
ventral frontal and posterior parietal lobes were trained (Illustration 10) . Twenty-
six training parameters including delta and theta absolute power and coherences 
of delta, beta and gamma were employed. After 11 sessions of Z-score training the 
measures had improved substantially. Coherence values were demonstrably more 
fl exible, frequently moving within one standard deviation. Absolute power indices 
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including the damaged area of the temporal lobe that had resisted traditional 
training, demonstrated similar remediation ( Fig. 5.13   ). More importantly, the cli-
ent was able to express himself with much more precision. More often appropri-
ate and precise nouns such as  “barn ” took the place of the more general  “animal
house. ” Overall, the improvement in the production of coherence in conversation 
was marked, and confi rmed by report of family and friends. 

   IX.    CASE STUDY 3: SL 

  This section will describe the experience of two of the chapter authors, Lambos 
and Stark, with Z-score training in SL, a seven-year-old right-handed male who 
was brought to us by his parents for help with discipline problems, both at home 
and in the classroom, and a possible diagnosis of ADHD. As per our usual proce-
dures, we carefully interviewed the child and his parents, and conducted appropri-
ate neuropsychological testing as well as a 19-channel QEEG. 

   S’s history includes a normal vaginal delivery following an unremarkable gesta-
tion. He developed normally, and met developmental milestones within normal 
time periods. He was breast-fed, and has had few infectious disease problems. No 
head trauma, encephalitis or other common causes of insult to the brain were 
reported. With respect to his school experience, S has been a rapid learner but 
his teachers noted a tendency to become easily excited and aggressive with other 
children. Some teachers and professionals felt he could be classifi ed as ADHD. 
The interview revealed that his home environment was somewhat chaotic. 
S is the oldest of four children age 2 to 7, all of whom we would describe as 
highly active. During his interview, S approached levels of activity that could be 

FIGURE 5.13 First Z-score training of F3/P3/F7/T5. Note the damage in the temporal area at 
T5 refl ected in abnormal absolute power Z-scores, and the signifi cant deviation in connectivity mea-
sures (see color plate).
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classifi ed as hyperactive. His mother reported that she is constantly dividing her 
attention among the children and S’s   due to his hyperactive behavior. 

  We collected neuropsychological data from the Conner’s parent and teacher 
rating scales, and administered the Connors CPT-II, and the NEPSY neuropsy-
chological battery  for children. His results on the neuropsychological tests showed 
both strengths and weaknesses in the standard scores, but none of the NEPSY 
domains were statistically signifi cant. Both the Connor’s scales and the CPT-II 
showed a mixture of normal responding, inattention and impulsivity. The only sta-
tistically signifi cant measure on the CPT-II was perseverations. The test reported 
an equal probability of his belonging to the ADHD and non-clinical populations. 
Observation of his behavior during testing showed the majority of his diffi culties 
were associated with excess activity rather than an inability to attend. 

  After analyzing his QEEG results (see below), we decided to train S with tar-
geted EEG-biofeedback using the BrainMaster Z-score normalization protocol 
over four channels using the  “Percent Z-OK ” protocol. The threshold for percent 
Z in target was initially set at 85%, and the range of Z-scores was initially set at 
� /     �     2.0. Sensors were placed at sites F3-F4/P3-P4 as per the QEEG results. 
Following 21 sessions of Z-score training with these parameters, we conducted 
a second QEEG, which is shown below  compared to the pre-training results 
(QEEG #1). The results are described below for the eyes-closed and eyes-open 
recording conditions, respectively. 

   A.    Eyes-closed condition 

   Raw tracings, amplitude frequency distributions and Z-score frequency distributions: See        Figs 
5.14A and 5.14B     . Even in the raw wave and amplitude by frequency graphs, nor-
malization of S’s EEG pattern is obvious. The large aberrant wave forms seen in 
frontal sites (presumably caused by motor activity) during Q1 decreased signifi cantly, 
and the overall distribution approached normality. More importantly, his Z-score 
distribution in the eyes-closed state following training was entirely within  �/� 1.5 
standard deviations of the reference population mean with the single exception of 
his dominant frequency, which we deemed not to be of clinical concern. S’s brain 
function in the eyes-closed state has normalized as a result of EEG biofeedback. 

   Z-scored summary information (brain maps): See        Figs 5.15A and 5.15B     . The change 
in S’s brain function is most apparent in the Z-scored summary maps. All of the 
measures with the exception of phase lag completely normalized in every frequency 
band except for the low 1–4    Hz delta range, and these signifi cantly improved. Some 
coherence and amplitude asymmetry in the delta range remained, but these are dif-
fi cult to interpret, and we view these as having less diagnostic relevance than the 
other bands (columns). The single area that remained in need of complete normal-
ization was phase. Overall, the reduction in neural disregulation  is exceptional. We 
have rarely seen improvements of this magnitude over the course of 20 sessions. 
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   Source localization (LORETA): See        Figs 5.16A and 5.16B     (Pascqual Marqui  et al.,
1994;  Pascual-Marqui, 1999 ). These maps show a marked reduction in localized 
aberrations and network communication measures consistent with the previous 
maps. Visually, the changes are just as striking. The extreme disregulations in parietal 
lobe areas, which include the pre-motor cortex, have completely normalized. The 

(A)

FIGURE 5.14A Q1, FFT frequency distribution, eyes-closed (see color plate).

(B)

FIGURE 5.14B Q2, FFT frequency distribution, eyes-closed (see color plate).
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(A)
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FIGURE 5.15A Q1, FFT summary EC (see color plate).

(B)
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FIGURE 5.15B Q2, FFT summary EC (see color plate).
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(A)

FIGURE 5.16A Q1, LORETA @ 30 EC (see color plate).

(B)

FIGURE 5.16B Q2, LORETA @ 30 Hz EC (see color plate).

dorsolateral cortex is closely associated with executive function and response inhibi-
tion, and this fi nding predicts signifi cant increases in S’s ability to control disruptive 
behaviors. SKIL network maps also show signifi cant improvements in coherence and 
co-modulation at all areas. Phase measures showed more modest improvement or 
less reduction of signifi cant deviations than did power, coherence or co-modulation.   
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(A)

FIGURE 5.17A Q1, coherence @ 30 EC (see color plate).

(B)

FIGURE 5.17B Q2, coherence @ 30 EC (see color plate).

  The conclusion for the eyes-closed analysis is that S’s pattern of neural disregu-
lation has improved dramatically. Clinical improvements are expected to corre-
spond to the improvement in brain functioning. 

   B.    Eyes-open condition 

    Raw Tracings, Amplitude Frequency Distributions and Z-Score Frequency Distributions:
See       Figs 5.19A and 5.19B     . Similar to the eyes-closed condition, normalization 
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of S’s raw wave EEG pattern is obvious. Motor ticks causing large aberrant 
wave forms seen in frontal sites during Q1 have decrease in both frequency and 
amplitude, and the overall distribution is again approaching normality. Although at 
fi rst glance the high Z-scores in the 23–30    Hz beta range seem to have increased 
in magnitude, the diminution in delta amplitudes in Q2 has caused the scale of 
the Z-score graph to change from Q1 to Q2, and the relative scores are close. 
Site F7 remains signifi cantly elevated in Q2, but this site is close to the junc-
tion of the massiter and frontalis (jaw and forehead) muscles, and appears to be 

(A)

FIGURE 5.18A Q1, comod @ 30 EC (see color plate).

(B)

FIGURE 5.18B Q2, comod @ 30 EC (see color plate).
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muscle artifact. This is confi rmed by examination of the raw wave patterns as well 
as by inspection of the summary maps in        Figs 5.20A and 5.20B       . All other sites are 
within the normal range of the reference population. Similar to the eyes-closed 
data, S’s brain function in the eyes-open state has normalized as a direct result of 
EEG biofeedback .

(A)

Z-score of Absolute Frequency

FIGURE 5.19A Q1, FFT frequency distribution, eyes-open (see color plate).

(B)

Z-score of Absolute Frequency

FIGURE 5.19B Q2, FFT frequency distribution, eyes-open (see color plate).
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FIGURE 5.20A Q1, FFT summary EO (see color plate).

(B)

Montage: Deymed
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FIGURE 5.20B Q2, FFT summary EO (see color plate).

    Z-scored summary information (brain maps): See        Figs 5.20A and 5.20B . The change 
is S’s brain function is also signifi cant, although some coherence aberrations 
remain in the beta frequency bands. Interestingly, phase measures are improved 
relative to the eyes-closed condition. The low 2–4    Hz delta range measures 
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(A)

FIGURE 5.21A Q1, LORETA @ 5 Hz EC (see color plate).

approach normalization in Q2 relative to Q1; these have signifi cantly improved. 
Some coherence and amplitude asymmetry in the delta range remain, but these 
are diffi cult to interpret in any case, and have less diagnostic relevance than the 
other bands (columns). The reduction in neural disregulation remains striking. As 
with the eyes-closed condition, we are greatly encouraged by these results. 

    Source localization (LORETA): See        Figs 5.21A and 5.21B     . The LORETA 
analyses (Pascual Marqui  et al., 1994;  Pascual-Marqui, 1999 ) once again showed 

(B)

FIGURE 5.21B Q2, LORETA @ 5 Hz EC (see color plate).
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a marked reduction in localized disregulation. Visually, the changes are similarly 
striking. SKIL network maps in DATA mode, i.e., within subject comparisons 
that do not use the SKIL reference database, also show signifi cant improvements 
in coherence and co-modulation at all areas. Once again, phase measures show 
the need for continued training. The conclusion for the eyes-open analysis is 
thus consistent with the eyes-closed condition: S’s pattern of neural disregulation 
has improved dramatically. Clinical improvements were noticed in training ses-
sions and recording in session notes, and conform to markedly improved behavior 
reported by his teachers in school, and at home as reported by S’s parents. 

(A)

FIGURE 5.22A Q1, coherence @ 20 EO (see color plate).

(B)

FIGURE 5.22B Q2, coherence @ 20 EO (see color plate).
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    X.    CONCLUSIONS 

   Considering all of the data presented above, and the historical data at hand, 20 
sessions of targeted EEG-biofeedback training using the Z-score normalization 
protocol resulted in signifi cant normalization of S’s neural functioning. Phase lag 
and related measures continue to show patterns outside the reference population 
norms, but all other measures normalized. His parents reported signifi cant clinical 
and behavioral improvements in his presenting symptoms, which was also obvious 
to us in his training sessions. 

(A)

FIGURE 5.23A Q1, comod @ 20 EO. (see color plate)

(B)

FIGURE 5.23B Q2, comod @ 20 EO (see color plate).
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    I.     INTRODUCTION 

   The appearance of alpha–theta neurofeedback coincides with a major shift in 
the course of psychotherapy, one which appears to be leading us toward a much 
broader and more complex paradigm that might be described as  neurobehavioral 
therapy. Neurobehavioral therapy approaches brain, mind, emotion, feeling and 
their behavioral expressions as a multilevel matrix, a complex functional system 
of many dimensions—physical and perceptual, local and non-local, quantum in 
nature—about which mechanisms of change are just beginning to be understood. 
Ongoing research into the structure, function and development of the brain/mind 
system and its interrelationship with the physical body is taking us there whether 
we want to go there or not. 

   Freud, trained as a neurologist, may have presaged this turn of events when, in 
1914, he said,  “All our provisional ideas in psychology will someday be based on 
organic substructure ” (quoted in Schore, 1994) . Freud also told us that the uncon-
scious is the home of our emotions which, he said, were often dissociated from 
normal thought processes, and largely unavailable to us in waking consciousness 
(LeDoux, 1996) . The late Eugene Peniston may have given us an elegant pro-
cess, increasingly supported by emerging neurobehavioral research, to unlock 
the unconscious and alter perceptions, rewrite personal history, heal the self and 
enhance one’s life. 

   In support of Peniston’s work, the burgeoning fi eld of neuroscience has pro-
vided groundbreaking studies in areas such as neuroplasticity (e.g., Buonomano 
and Merzenich, 1998) , the malleability of memory (e.g., Cozolino, 1994) , and 
the physics of neurological function ( Cowan, 2008 ). These relatively recent con-
cepts tend to merge with and extend the extensive research already published in 
the areas of learning and retrieval (e.g.,        Budzynski, 1971, 1997 ; Cowan, J., 1993; 
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Hartmann, 1997 ; Rossi, 1986 ), the mind–body connection (e.g.,        Manchester, 
1995, 1997 ; Manchester et al., 1998   ;       Perry, 1992, 1997 ;Wolpe  et al., 1993   ;         White, 
1994, 1995, 1996 ; Wuttke, 1992 ), and neurochemistry (e.g., Blum, 1994 ; Bower, 
1996;       Pert, 1993, 1997 ). All of these concepts impact and lend credence to the 
workings of the alpha–theta deep-state approach to neurobehavioral healing, as 
we will discover. 

  The purpose of this chapter, then, is to introduce and describe the alpha–theta 
protocol, explain how and why it works to the extent current research supports 
such explanations, and discuss some implications for its use in clinical practice. 
The central thesis of the chapter is that alpha–theta neurotherapy, specifi cally the 
Peniston protocol of alpha–theta neurofeedback therapy and its modifi cations, 
provides a powerful therapeutic medium by which neurobehavioral healing can 
and does take place. In that connection, we propose to show that there is signifi -
cant support for the effectiveness of this healing process, as well as provide some 
insight into the mechanisms by which it may work, in the literature of neurosci-
ence, neurotherapy and related fi elds. 

  The chapter has four distinct parts. First, we reprise the original research of 
       Peniston and Kulkosky (1989, 1991) , and defi ne the nature and function of the 
protocol itself. Next, we offer some explanations as to its broad range of effective-
ness, both literature-based and theoretical. Then we discuss some of the ways in 
which the protocol opens a multilevel matrix of healing, effective on a wide range 
of seemingly disparate diagnoses. Finally, we describe how alpha–theta neurofeed-
back may be used effectively in a multi-modality approach to treating addictions, 
mood disorders and emotional trauma. 

    II .    THE PENISTON PROTOCOL 

  With the publication of the research of  Peniston and Kulkosky (1989) , the fi eld 
of neurotherapy began to come into its own, growing into and expressing Freud’s 
original, almost forgotten, promise. Peniston’s initial focus was a population of 
alcoholics, all of whom had been heavily addicted for more than 20 years and 
had been in rehabilitation unsuccessfully four to fi ve times. Using his protocol 
of alpha–theta brain wave training combined with imagery of desired outcome, 
he was able to show reduction to elimination of craving for alcohol. The study 
showed an 85% success rate for the elimination of the alcoholic behavior of the 
men in the experimental group. Not fully trusting this level of success, Menninger 
  did its own private follow-up study 36 months later (Walters, personal communi-
cation). They talked to each study subject, their wives and their family members, 
and found that the original outcomes were holding. The men were still free of 
alcohol dependence and, more importantly perhaps, their lives were more func-
tional as confi rmed by many family members ’ comments on how much the sub-
jects’ moods and behaviors had changed. 
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  Intrigued by the signifi cant changes in their original subjects ’ moods and affect ,
Peniston and Kulkosky (1991)  subsequently extended their research to a population 
of Vietnam veterans who were hospitalized for post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). 
Peniston and Kulkosky randomly assigned 29 pre-screened Vietnam theater veterans 
with 12 to 15 year histories of chronic combat-related PTSD to one of two groups. 
The fi rst (BWT) group received alpha–theta brainwave neurofeedback training 
while the second (CT) group received traditional medical treatment, i.e., psychotro-
pic drugs, and combined individual and group therapy. The BWT group received 
a modifi ed quantitative EEG, and both groups were administered the Minnesota 
Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) before and after completion of the study. 
The BWT group showed both a signifi cant improvement in scores across testings, 
and signifi cantly better scores than the TC  group on the post tests. In follow-up 
studies, by 30 months after treatment all 14 subjects comprising the TC  group had 
relapsed, while only three of the 15 BWT subjects had relapsed by then. 

   Perhaps the most remarkable outcome of both of these studies was the major 
personality shifts that were recorded in the scales of their pre- and post-Minnesota 
Multiphasic Personality Inventories (MMPI) and Millon Clinical Multiaxial 
Inventories (MCMI). According to these well-validated inventories most of the 
pathology of these personalities had normalized ( Peniston and Kulkosky, 1990 ). 

  The protocol originally used by Dr. Peniston in his research began with sev-
eral sessions of thermal biofeedback and autogenic training as a relaxation tech-
nique, and as pre-training for EEG feedback. In the original research the protocol 
involved fi fteen 30-minute sessions, typically performed twice a day, 5 days a 
week, on Veterans Administration Hospital in-patients. In today’s typically out-
patient settings there are many versions of this original confi guration, with the 
most common employing the original thermal and autogenic training followed by 
approximately 30 EEG feedback sessions conducted once daily four or fi ve times 
a week, and including an imagined scene of the rejection of the undesired behav-
ior and/or imagery of desired outcome. The agreed-upon scenario is introduced 
at the beginning of each EEG session, and repeated at the beginning of each ses-
sion throughout the treatment. 

  This visualization of the desired state also includes images of being already 
healed as an explicit way of instructing the unconscious to make it so, thus avoid-
ing ambiguities that may leave the door open to unintended interpretations. 
Moreover, inundating the unconscious with mental rehearsals of new conditions, 
and clear intentions of desired change, seems to effect healing and change both 
physiologically and psychologically ( Green  & Green, 1977 ; Achterberg, 1985 ;
 Simonton and Simonton, 1978 ). 

  Imagery is one of the earliest forms of healing. There is archaeological evidence 
suggesting that the techniques of the shaman using imagination for healing are at 
least 20,000 years old, with vivid evidence of their antiquity in the cave paintings in 
the south of France. Asclepius, Aristotle, Galen, and Hippocrates, often regarded as 
the fathers of medicine, used imagery for diagnosis and therapy ( Achterberg, 1985 ). 
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Drs. Dean Ornish, Bernard Siegel, Norman Shealy, Larry Dossey, and Dr. Carl 
Simonton collectively emphasize the role of the imagination in healing. Imagination 
is now known to have a measurable effect on one’s physical condition. That 
is, images may communicate with tissues and organs, even cells, to effect change 
(Simonton and Simonton, 1978 ;Achterberg, 1985 ; Rossi, 1986 ; Siegel, 1986 ). 

   Peniston’s original electrode placement was 01, monopolar, referenced to 
linked ears and a forehead ground with feedback tones of the computer reward-
ing attainment of clinician-set thresholds of increasing alpha and theta brain wave 
amplitudes. Current placements might be CZ, PZ, or O2 with ear-based refer-
ence and ground. At our Institute we generally set the electrode at P4, near the 
area of the brain associated with boundaries of the self, and we set thresholds to 
assure at least 70% positive feedback with a warning signal for excessive delta 
(sleep wave) amplitudes. Each clinician seems to have his or her own variations 
on the theme, and today’s more sophisticated software makes it easier to create the 
 “ dance” between alpha and theta frequency bands. Regardless of the differences in 
placement, and varying ideas on feedback, results seem to be consistently positive 
in treatment of addictions and other symptomology. 

   Hand warming with autogenic training and temperature biofeedback preceded 
the deep-state sessions of Peniston’s original protocol. Hand warming has been 
used in the fi eld of biofeedback for many years as an effective tool to correct 
hypertension and other symptoms of sympathetic overarousal, and many alpha–
theta clinicians still begin with this practice. It can be helpful in teaching one to 
relax and be calm in any situation. Hand warming trains the circulatory aspect of 
the sympathetic branch of the autonomic nervous system involved in the  “fi ght or 
fl ight ” response. In the fi ght or fl ight response, the body is alerted and blood fl ow 
is increased to the major organs. This can become a chronic stress response. To 
counter this state, as the peripheral circulation is increased with training, the body 
relaxes. In addition, rhythmic diaphragmatic breathing may be taught to still body 
functions and focus attention. 

   Some clinicians believe that preparing the patient with a layman’s explanation 
of the brain (e.g., the limbic area and neurochemistry), and some of the ways it 
effects change, gives the patient both a conscious and an unconscious understand-
ing of the process which, along with the clarifi cation of goals, helps create a clear 
intention for the desired outcome. This is expected to enhance the effect of imag-
ery of the desired outcome. 

    III.    THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ALPHA–THETA 
NEUROTHERAPY 

   Researchers and clinicians in the fi eld of neurotherapy have proposed many theo-
ries for the apparently remarkable success of alpha–theta brain wave training. Is 
it practical to take this protocol apart in its different aspects to fi nd its power, or 
would this be reductionist thinking akin to examining the vocal cords to see how 
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one is a talented singer and another is not? The power of this protocol seems to 
lie in its non-linear interaction with many aspects of the brain/mind, and it may 
be of greater value to examine how these aspects contribute to an overall impact 
that creates a positive outcome for most patients treated. 

  Empirical science, as we know it, seeks to understand reality from the point of 
view of the fi ve senses. However, alpha–theta neurofeedback, while it contains ele-
ments of the fi ve senses, by its very nature takes one beyond the fi ve senses to abili-
ties that may lie latent within us all. This protocol seems to represent a technology 
designed for the induction of higher states of consciousness and insight, helping to 
alter one’s relationship to self and the world as a result of what is seen and under-
stood in those higher states. That is, alpha–theta is a transpersonal therapy. 

  Toward the end of his life, Abraham Maslow, one of the major pioneers in 
humanistic psychology, called attention to possibilities beyond self-actualization 
in which the individual transcended the customary limits of identity and experi-
ence. In 1968 he concluded,  “I consider Humanistic, Third Force Psychology, to 
be transitional, a preparation for a still  ‘higher’ Fourth psychology, transpersonal, 
transhuman, centered in the cosmos, rather than in human needs and interest, 
going beyond humanness, identity, self-actualization, and the like ” ( Maslow, 1968 ;
Walsh and Vaughan, 1980 ). This protocol seems to express Maslow’s vision, at least 
to some degree, even as his vision is progressively being fl eshed out by research in 
neuroscience. In the paragraphs that follow we describe some of the more impor-
tant aspects of brain/mind function that may contribute to the remarkable impact 
of the alpha–theta protocol. 

   A .    Autopoiesis and the malleability of memory 

   Life is not a static condition but a process.  Rose (2005)  states:  “Not only dur-
ing development but throughout the lifespan, all living organisms are in a state 
of dynamic fl ux which insures both moment by moment stability (homeostasis) 
and steady change over time (homeodynamics) ”. It is the  process of self-creation 
known as  autopoiesis. Autopoiesis sees the brain in a constant state of non-linear 
development and redevelopment down to the dendrites themselves, which may 
extend into the synapse and retract with startling frequency, some extensions last-
ing only a few days ( Trachtenberg  et al., 2002 ). Thus we are as humans both being 
and becoming at once, and at all levels of existence. 

  The earlier, linear view of the brain is based on the idea of specifi city, which looks 
at the seeming invariants of the human brain as it develops. The emerging, dynamic 
(quantum) view of the brain focuses more on plasticity or the variations that develop 
as the brain adapts to environmental contingencies (Rose, 1994) . We propose that neu-
rofeedback in all its forms rides on the back of neural plasticity and may be described 
more by developmental systems theory, of which autopoiesis is a specifi c expression, 
than by anatomy alone. Systems are inherently non-linear and heuristic. Applied to the 
brain, systems theory recognizes that the brain is in a constant state of change along 
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a continuum of probable shifts, and that its momentary stability, or homeostasis, is a 
point of pure potential along such a continuum. Neuroplasticity tells us that the brain 
can be directed in that process of change by appropriate interventions. This may be 
one of the reasons neurofeedback so confounds medicine’s rigid view of science. It is 
not that the effectiveness of neurofeedback is not provable; rather, that medical science 
has yet to incorporate systems theory in its approach. 

   Consequently, the effectiveness of alpha–theta neurofeedback may be explained 
in large part by a psychological concept related to neuroplasticity known as the 
malleability of memory. The malleability of memory is a behavioral manifestation 
of the plasticity of neural systems ( Cozolino, 2002 ). Conversely, the plasticity of 
memory opens an avenue to the alteration of neural systems.  Cozolino (2002) 
illustrates how revisiting and re-evaluating early experiences from the adult per-
spective can allow the neurological rewriting of one’s history. That is, the intro-
duction of new information or new scenarios can modify affective reactions, and 
alter the nature of memories. 

  Alpha–theta neurotherapy facilitates this process by giving the patient and the 
empathetic therapist fairly direct access to unconscious processes that allow the 
reception and processing of memory-altering information. Alpha–theta software 
creates the dance between the alpha and theta amplitudes, called  crossovers, which 
indicate that the brain is potentially in its most receptive state. In this state the 
patient not only has the opportunity to change the emotional content of the past, 
but can redirect his or her potential future from that new foundation. May this not 
be a form of Freud’s organic sub-structure underlying the psychodynamic process? 

    B.    State-dependent memory and retrieval 

   Malleability of memory depends in part on states of consciousness and arousal, 
known to psychology as the concept of  state-dependent memory and retrieval, or 
state-context dependent learning and retrieval as Jon  Cowan (1993)  has expressed 
it.        Budzynski (1971, 1997)  reported that a predominance of theta in the EEG was 
the ideal state for rescripting or reimprinting the brain, eliminating destructive 
behaviors or attitudes that are a result of scripts laid down in childhood (during 
a period when the child lives predominately in open focus) and replacing them 
with more suitable and more positive scripts for a mature adult.  Rossi (1986)  states 
that each time we access the state-dependent memory, learning, and behavior pro-
cesses that encode a problem, we have an opportunity to reassociate and reorga-
nize, or reframe, that problem in a manner that resolves it. This reliving, releasing, 
and rescripting may be one of the few ways in which an adult can modify old 
scripts, and store new information in the subconscious. 

  The surfacing of memories from early childhood during the alpha–theta brain 
wave training fi ts observations of state-dependent memory. Because informa-
tion learned while in one state of consciousness may be more diffi cult to access 
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when in another state of consciousness, the natural shift in dominant brain wave 
frequencies during maturation could result in dysfunctional childhood learning 
being preserved in the unconscious as an adult. To gain access to most of these 
state-bound memories, one may have to return to the state in which they were 
created, that is, a  theta state, that state of consciousness just above sleep character-
ized by a dynamic balance between the alpha and theta frequency bands. 

   In utilizing the Peniston protocol of alpha–theta neurotherapy there is often a 
profound alteration in the state of consciousness of the patient. As subconscious 
(emotional) memories become more available to conscious (episodic) process in 
this deeply altered state, traumatic memories are often released and appear as fl ash-
backs from the past. As these fl ashbacks are relived in the context of current adult 
resources and perceptions, the subconscious memories may become more readily 
available for healing and alteration. 

    C.    Causative properties of consciousness 
and arousal states 

  The reader may recall at this point that brain wave frequencies are correlated with 
various states of consciousness or arousal. To recapitulate briefl y, a predominance 
of beta waves (approximately 13    Hz and higher) signals a state encompassing the 
thinking process with its accompanying ego reactions. In this state one is focused 
on the external world, while at the opposite end of the arousal spectrum one is 
basically disassociated from the external world and exhibits a predominance of 
delta, or sleep waves (0–4    Hz). With a predominance of theta waves (4–8    Hz) one’s 
focus is on the internal world. This is the theta state described earlier, a world of 
hypnogogic imagery where a number of alpha–theta patients have encountered an 
 “ inner healer ” who represents their shift out of victim consciousness into empow-
erment. Alpha brain waves (8–13    Hz) may be considered a bridge from the exter-
nal world to the internal world, and vice versa. 

  In everyday existence, the ideal state of the ego may well be a state of poise 
between the inner world of self and the outer world of objects. With some addicts, 
and patients previously exposed to major trauma, alpha amplitudes can be low, creat-
ing an infl exibility that keeps one from shifting readily between inward and outward 
states (M. Sams, personal communication, May 1996). Patients exhibiting low alpha 
amplitudes may tend to avoid those internal states where one does the work to fi nd 
awareness of self. As one increases alpha amplitudes via neurotherapy, such patients can 
gain the ability to shift with greater ease and appropriateness. Any overly intense con-
cern with the outer world is tempered, and the individual may gain detachment with 
a sense of humor and loss of ego-centeredness. As one turns inward and attains deeper 
states, sensorimotor awareness tends to decrease, and consciousness centers on ques-
tions concerning the meaning of life. Patients exposed to these states usually describe 
the latter experience as serene and peaceful, providing them with new abilities and 
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possibilities. They seem to develop a powerful coping skill, and may have access to
such inner calm no matter what is occurring in their environment ( Wuttke, 1992 ). 

  A related notion is suggested by the work of Thom  Hartmann (1997) , who 
states:  “Everybody is familiar with the edge between normal waking consciousness 
and sleep: it’s often a time of extraordinary feelings, sensations, and insights, partic-
ularly as we move from sleep into wakefulness. When the brain is brought to the 
edge of the world of God, the place of  ‘true ’ consciousness, a fractal intersection 
occurs. An unstable and dynamic system is created, and, like the rainbow colors 
of water and oil, new energies and visions are created ”. The Peniston alpha–theta 
protocol seems to enhance this ability to shift states, to move to this edge. In such 
states many aspects of the self involving wisdom and insight may be encountered 
and awareness of earlier traumas occurs, making them more accessible for healing. 

    D.    Neural function in the effectiveness of alpha–theta 
neurotherapy 

   Robert Boustany (personal communication, 1998), a biophysicist involved in neu-
rofeedback research, suggests that, since NMDA (N-methyl D-aspartate) receptors 
act as a double lock and key to encoded patterns of behavior in the individual 
(LaMantia and Katz, 2001 ), activation of NMDA receptors in the region of the 
hippocampus may be essential to personal transformation. As proposed, this acti-
vation may occur in the amygdala and a few other areas. 

  The use of the term  encoded patterns indicates that individuals learn certain sur-
vival response patterns while they are very young and the brain is still forming. 
These patterns are refl ected in the subtle structure of the brain and are correlated 
with behavior. They may be considered as electro-chemical circuits that respond 
in specifi ed ways. The response patterns encoded in the brain of the young child 
lead to unconscious responses later in life, some of which may be maladaptive. 
As an older child or as an adult, a cognitive awareness that a certain behavior 
causes problems will not change the behavior until the person develops enough 
emotional pliability to handle that insight. Alpha–theta neurofeedback may be one 
means of creating more adaptive behavior by encouraging the development of 
suffi cient emotional pliability to facilitate change in these encoded patterns. 

  The hypothesis relating to NMDA receptors seems particularly well demon-
strated in the treatment of alcoholism. The excitatory neurotransmitter glutamate 
has a protective effect against alcohol, and is expended in the process of reducing 
the effects of inebriation. It also relates to the functioning of NMDA receptors. 
Glutamate is required at the fi rst stage of the two-stage process of reaching long-
term potentiation (LTP) in NMDA receptors. Long-term potentiation refers to 
patterns of synaptic activity in the central nervous system that produce a long-
lasting increase in synaptic plasticity ( laMantia and Katz, 2001 ). Without LTP in 
certain brain regions, individuals show rigid aversion to change. Although ade-
quate levels of glutamate normally are required for LTP, certain types of repeated 
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stimulation and theta wave production also are reported to facilitate LTP, effects 
of which may persist for hours or even days. In the absence of suffi cient gluta-
mate, training to enhance theta amplitudes (relative to other frequencies) using 
neurofeedback is believed to facilitate LTP in certain cells of the hippocampus, 
with resulting decreases in rigidity and an increased ability to access and change 
encoded patterns of maladaptive behaviors. 

  In the alcoholic, glutamate is present in reduced quantities; consequently, the 
process of LTP is reduced. When LTP is reduced, individuals tend to be tense and 
rigid, and have great diffi culty spontaneously producing high-amplitude theta waves. 
Nevertheless, with a suffi cient number of alpha–theta neurofeedback sessions, these 
persons ’ brains often become capable of producing such waves. In treating alcohol-
ism, the capability of producing high-amplitude theta waves developed during the 
alpha–theta protocol can result in a more adaptive individual, as indicated by pre–post 
MMPI 2 testing. This may explain how individuals who have undergone the alpha–
theta protocol tend to recognize both cognitively and emotionally the nature of their 
behavior, and seem generally more able to walk away from addictive behaviors. 

   Moreover, the individual who has undergone the alpha–theta neurofeedback 
protocol is likely to have remarkable insights into the underlying reasons for his 
or her addiction, which is a strong indication that learning, fl exibility, and adapt-
ability have increased. Expressed in another way, a process known as  phase transition  
occurs in which a new neural pattern begins to take the place of the old encoded 
patterns ( Cowan, 2008 ). This neural process is explained in more detail below. 

   In summary, Boustany’s  explanation asserts that in addiction, as in other con-
ditions, NMDA receptors act as a double lock and key on encoded patterns of 
behavior. When LTP occurs in the appropriate NMDA receptors, the individ-
ual can gain conscious access to these patterns, change them using both inner 
resources and those offered in the therapeutic environment, becoming in the pro-
cess more adaptable, more physically predisposed to stop alcohol use, and emo-
tionally more able to embrace the need for change 

    E.    Phase transition and alpha–theta’s effectiveness 
with trauma 

   In trauma the brain suffers a confl ict shock that induces a state of involuntary 
homeostasis engendered by survival terror. This is expressed via a neural network 
already sensitized to stimuli seen as a potential threat to one’s existence ( Iverson 
et al., 2008 ). The result is the separate generation of both unconscious (emotional) 
memory and conscious (episodic) memory ( Stein and Kendall, 2004 ), which may 
generalize, distorting the individual’s pattern of noticing of  what is in the envi-
ronment (hypervigilance), and can result in inappropriate, even aberrant responses 
(abreactions, repetition compulsion). Survival terror shuts down aspects of auto-
poiesis, the process of becoming , with both behavioral and, in chronic cases espe-
cially, measurable physiological consequences ( Bower, 1996 ). 
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  The alpha–theta protocol works to neutralize the cause of the stuck pattern by 
introducing a much desired new condition or pattern while the brain is residing 
predominantly in the frequency band (theta), at which such change is most likely 
to be activated. Alpha–theta software rewards the brain for remaining largely in 
a theta state, described earlier as a dynamic balance, or dance, between the theta 
and alpha frequencies, even as the brain overall tends to be at rest. The brain at 
rest tends to produce random frequency patterns, opening the door to a potential 
phase transition into a new pattern ( Cowan, 2008 ), in this case  one suggested by 
the scenario of desired outcome recited to the person during the induction phase 
of each session. Support in the form of adjunctive treatments and individual or 
group psychotherapy  amplifi es the new state while participation in related com-
munity or religious activities can provide external verifi cation of the new state. 

  With addiction the process appears similar to that described in the previous sec-
tion. The brain in its way is convinced that it cannot survive without the exogenous 
substance of choice or a reasonable substitute. It will cause the organism to manipu-
late, rationalize, avoid, lie, cheat, steal and worse to maintain the existing chemical 
homeostasis. Certain aspects of addictive behavior, then, may be described as affects of 
survival terror. The alpha–theta protocol can introduce the possibility of a more desir-
able state (i.e., escape from annihilation), while adjunctive procedures such as cranial 
electrical stimulation (CES) and cognitive behavioral therapy, along with detoxifi ca-
tion, dietary management and appropriate supplement therapies, support the oppor-
tunity for a phase transition to a recovery process. 

    F.    Importance of the patient–therapist relationship 

   In most forms of therapy the relationship between the patient and his or her ther-
apist is a key ingredient of the neurobehavioral healing process.  Brugental (1987) 
states,  “The art of psychotherapy  . . .  insists that what goes on inside the therapist, 
the artist, is crucial to the whole enterprise ”. Others such as Dr. Edgar Wilson 
have reported brain wave synchrony between healer and patient at the time of 
peak effectiveness ( Cowan, 1993 ). Similarly,  Fahrion  et al. (1993)  found that this 
interpersonal EEG synchrony was highest during times of apparent healing, espe-
cially in the alpha frequencies between left occipital areas of the practitioner and 
the patient. Clinicians have reported a number of instances in which the thoughts 
of the therapist in another room simultaneously seemed to infl uence the subject 
matter of a patient’s spontaneous imagery. In short, within the arena of therapy, 
and in deep-state, open focus therapy especially, there is no objective observer. 

   Neurotherapy clinicians generally agree that trust of the therapist and rapport 
between therapist and client are crucial to successful treatment.  White and Martin 
(1998) state that the quality of the patient–therapist relationship appears to be 
a signifi cant component in the healing process, especially during any period of 
abreaction/catharsis. The therapist’s empathy with, and sensitivity to, the patient’s 
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experience during the highly charged, vulnerable theta state supports the atmo-
sphere of trust required for the patient to let go. The seasoning of the therapist, not 
so much by years lived as by the degree to which he or she has resolved their own 
traumas, may have awakened an  “inner healer ” that connects with the patient’s 
own latent inner healer and offers hope. While the exact nature of any such con-
nection may be diffi cult to measure, the idea fi nds support in Bell’s theorem 
(Herbert, 1988 ), which states that two entities, once in connection, remain in con-
nection and continue to affect each other. The therapist and patient can no longer 
be considered as separate and independent units, because both are affected in the 
process of healing. 

    G.    Summary of the effectiveness of alpha–theta 
neurofeedback 

  The alpha–theta protocol taps into aspects of neural functioning only partly 
describable by traditional views of the brain, and only recently begun to be more 
fully defi ned by scientifi c research. The brain is in a lifelong autodynamic process, 
so change is its nature. Autodynamic change is also the ally of alpha–theta, mak-
ing neural networks malleable and responsive to new information, however intro-
duced. Neuroplasticity and its behavioral corollary, the malleability of memory, 
allow the alpha–theta patient to alter the impact of the past and effectively rewrite 
his or her history. 

  These concepts allow us to theorize that, by rewarding the patient for remain-
ing predominantly in the theta state, state-dependent memories are retrieved 
and their emotional charges integrated and neutralized in a process of long-term 
potentiation induced by emotional identifi cation with the desired outcome. By 
this same process new, more functional perceptions are implanted, effective for 
emotionally healthier living in the waking state. This process may also be viewed, 
in Jack Cowan’s (2008) terms, as a  phase transition, in which neural networks in 
a resting state may be benignly perturbed with new information, embodied in 
emotional identifi cation with desired outcome, to shift to a more functional pat-
tern. A critical factor in this process is the empathic therapist who, as an invol-
untary participant, provides support and the sense of safety that encourages the 
patient to go into the slow wave resting state where neurological shifts, which we 
call healing, can occur. 

  As the fi eld of neurotherapy comes of age we are fi nding that many seem-
ingly disparate diagnoses are being treated successfully using the Peniston protocol. 
In addition to Peniston and Kulkosky’s (1989, 1990, 1991) published research on 
populations presenting with alcohol addiction and post-traumatic stress disorder, 
Dr. Carol        Manchester (1995, 1997 ; Manchester et al, 1998 ) reported achieving 
integration of dissociative identity disorder in 30–60 alpha–theta sessions, a dis-
order usually requiring years of therapy, and even then with inconsistent results. 
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Brownback and Mason (1998)  have reported similar results. Psychological disorders, 
including affective disorders, personality disorders,  “rage-aholism, ” eating disorders, 
substance abuse, and relational dysfunctions (including marital confl ict and codepen-
dency) presumably are being successfully treated ( White, 1994 ). Somatic complaints, 
hypertension, cardiovascular problems, chronic fatigue, and immune dysfunction 
(Schummer, 1995) were reported to be improved using the alpha–theta protocol. 

   Several clinicians have been offering peak performance training, and there 
is now a certifi cation in this specialty. Several have worked successfully with 
Olympic athletes (R. Patton, personal communication, April 1991) and inter-
national sports teams such as the Italian World Cup soccer team, whose neuro-
feedback training program was covered by  The Wall Street Journal   . Similarly, at the 
Institute we have achieved favorable outcomes with a number of amateur, college 
and professional athletes. 

   Further, addictions and dissociative identity disorder (DID) frequently present 
with multiple diagnoses. It is not unusual for a DID patient to meet the diagnostic 
criteria for several currently described psychiatric disorders, including depression, 
borderline personality disorder, somatization disorder, substance abuse, bulimia, 
anorexia nervosa, and panic disorder. Addicts frequently present with multiple 
diagnoses and the literature is clear on the negative effect of these conditions 
on recidivism ( Wolpe  et al., 1993 ; Continuum, 1993 ), and yet these patients are 
reported to be good candidates for this protocol of an altered state therapy. 

  In our work at the Enhancement Institute in Houston, multiple diagnoses are 
being addressed with a high degree of favorable outcomes as measured by the 
MMPI and the MCMI administered both pre- and post-treatment. For example, 
the Institute had two post-doctoral fellows conduct an outcome analysis focusing 
on the fi ve scales of depression found in these two personality tests. The population 
was 44 heterogeneous patients taken in order of presentation, all but six of whom 
had primary diagnoses other than depression. In four of the fi ve scales they found a 
statistically signifi cant reduction (p   �   0.001) in depression (       White, 1995, 1996 ). 

  The appearance of additional research and clinical reports describing the mul-
tiplicity of disorders being addressed, most of them quite successfully, has aroused 
quite a few skeptics. Speaking for many such skeptics Dr. Russell Barkley, one of 
the most vocal early critics of neurofeedback, publicly stated during an interview 
by Russ Mitchell for the  Eye to Eye with Connie Chung television show ( Mitchell, 
1994):  “We have a rule of thumb in this business. The more things you claim you 
can cure, the less effective your treatment is likely to be. It’s a good rule of thumb 
to keep in mind ”.

   It may indeed be a good rule to keep in mind; yet, we see consistently favor-
able shifts in individuals presenting with multiple diagnoses after undergoing the 
Peniston protocol. What accounts for the far-reaching effects of this protocol on 
so many disorders? Since we are working with brain and central nervous system 
regulation with all its manifestations, perhaps alpha–theta helps access the source 
of the problem. With the feedback tones of a computer set to reward the produc-
tion of alpha and theta frequencies, the slowed cortical activity may simply set the 
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stage for generalized healing in the form of retrieval, resolution and phase shifts to 
higher states of consciousness ( Wuttke, 1992 , Cowan, 2008 ). 

   Perhaps it may be that trauma is simply trauma after all, despite its many appar-
ent causes and the many guises it takes in presenting symptomology. Perhaps the 
alpha–theta protocol has helped pull back the curtain, not only on a largely sin-
gular way of encouraging the brain to let go of trauma, but on trauma itself as a 
largely singular condition with many manifestations. 

   In support of this idea, Colin  Ross (1989) , an authority on dissociative iden-
tity disorder (DID), writes that the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-IV) 
(American Psychiatric Association, 1994 ) should have a category for chronic 
trauma disorder, of childhood or adult onset, with or without DID. Ross sees 
chronic trauma disorder as a single fi eld with distinct regions. The various regions 
could be called affective disorder, eating disorder, substance abuse disorder, and so on. 
More than one region of the fi eld may be activated simultaneously in a given 
patient, and can occur in different combinations in different patients. 

  This would be a hierarchical diagnosis of which currently disparate diagnoses 
were a part, forming a sort of decision tree with chronic trauma disorder as the 
overarching diagnosis, and with modifi ers for periods of onset (childhood/adult), 
nature of onset (acute/chronic), and whether or not DID were present. The 
various regions (e.g., affective disorder) and sub-regions (e.g., depression) then 
become branches. For instance, chronic trauma, childhood onset, would become 
the source out of which currently defi ned disorders and their multiple symptoms 
fl ow. From this point of view, the stress effects of trauma, from whatever source, 
may be seen as a single diagnosable condition modifi ed by its specifi c expressions. 

  This view of trauma, and the apparent facility with which alpha–theta neuro-
feedback deals with its myriad symptoms, may give more than an answer to skep-
tics; it may offer signifi cant clues to its effective treatment as well.   

    IV .    ALPHA–THETA NEUROFEEDBACK IN THE 
NEUROBEHAVIORAL TREATMENT OF TRAUMA 
DISORDER

   A .    A closer look at trauma disorder 

   Earlier in this chapter we described the onset of trauma as an overwhelming 
situation inducing survival terror ( Iverson  et al., 2008 ) which creates an implicit 
(unconscious) memory imprint and an explicit (conscious) memory imprint. 
These memories reside in different structures of the brain, i.e., the amygdala and 
the hippocampus, respectively, which are usually mediated by the orbital fron-
tal cortex ( Stein and Kendall, 2004 ). According to a number of researchers these 
structures, and especially the hippocampus, once overwhelmed by the onslaught 
of stress chemicals, produce fractured memories. For instance, the hippocampus 
may store conscious memory of a traumatic event as sights, sounds, smells, tastes 
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and bodily sensations, but lacking a clear narrative. This leads to post-traumatic 
expression in ways described by the various emotional and behavioral fi elds we 
currently see as disparate diagnoses, e.g., affective disorders (anxiety, depression), 
behavioral disorders, and the like. 

  The literature is clear as well that susceptibility to trauma depends in large part 
on the person’s perception of the event, and that something as intangible as one’s 
perception of an event alters the chemistry of the body ( Pert, 1997 ). For instance, 
Iverson and his colleagues (2008) found in their recent study involving British 
armed forces personnel that  “personal appraisal of threat to life during the trauma 
emerged as the most important predictor of post-traumatic stress symptoms ”.

   Predictors of susceptibility to the effects of survival terror, as well as resilience 
in the face of it, also are well documented in the literature, but the most impor-
tant single predictor appears to be adverse childhood events. For example, in one 
recent study from the US Army Medical Research Unit in Heidelberg 4,529 
male soldiers who had not been deployed to the confl ict in Iraq were surveyed in 
2003. Then, in 2004, a separate group of 2,392 male soldiers were surveyed three 
months after returning from duty in Iraq. The results of this study confi rmed a 
close relationship between adverse childhood experiences and  “key mental health 
outcomes” ( Cabrera  et al., 2007 ). Other studies suggest that one-third of indi-
viduals who suffered physical or sexual abuse or neglect in childhood developed 
trauma disorder ( New York Times, Health Guide  3/29/2008) .

  The neurological process of childhood sensitization arising from abuse or 
neglect is well documented (e.g., Schore, 1994 ; Siegel, 1999 ; Cozolino, 2002 ; Stein
and Kendall, 2004 ). Bruce        Perry (1992, 1997) , a specialist in childhood trauma 
and attachment disorder, states that prolonged alarm reactions induced by trau-
matic events during infancy and childhood can result in altered development of 
the central nervous system (CNS). 

   He hypothesizes that with this altered development one would predict a host 
of abnormalities related to catecholamine regulation of affect including anxi-
ety, arousal/concentration, impulse control, sleep, startle, and autonomic nervous 
system regulation. That is, a child who is reared in an unpredictable, abusive, or 
neglectful environment may have evoked, in his or her developing CNS, a milieu 
that will result in a poorly organized, dysregulated CNS catecholamine system. 
Schneider (1998)  states that a child who lives in a constant state of fear from abuse, 
particularly in the fi rst year, frequently shows an overdevelopment of the sympa-
thetic pathways. Then, when the child encounters a traumatic episode later in life, 
the now-vulnerable system from childhood may elicit symptoms of trauma disor-
der emerging from a heightened excitation of both the sympathetic and parasym-
pathetic systems. Even if the brain itself is not injured, the old symptom-eliciting 
circuits apparently remain. 

   On the other hand, if the infant’s or young child’s caregiver engages in fre-
quent face-to-face attunement, using mirroring and mediating techniques, he or 
she facilitates the development of the right orbito-frontal cortex, which mediates 
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functions of the amygdala and hippocampus, promoting autonomic regulation and 
resiliency to subsequent stress or trauma (Schore, 1994) .

   Blum ( Miller and Blum, 1996 ) offers further information on the brain’s abil-
ity to mediate stress. His research proposes a reward defi ciency syndrome (RDS), 
caused by a variant of the Al allele of the dopamine receptor gene (DRD2), which 
reduces one’s ability to autonomously achieve pleasure states. To feel pleasure or 
relief from pain, the brain’s receptors must be stimulated with large amounts of 
dopamine, particularly in times of high stress.        Pert (1993, 1997)  has shown how 
stress elicits neuropeptides, and that the whole body undergoes physical changes 
when it is under stress. It follows that a person with a shortage of dopamine and 
other pleasure-related chemicals, genetically induced or otherwise, may be pre-
disposed to manage stress poorly. Blum cites one report indicating that 59% of 
Vietnam veterans diagnosed with PTSD showed this DR2 gene variant ( Miller
and Blum, 1996 ). 

   Other predictors of susceptibility to trauma disorder that researchers generally 
consider important are pre-existing psychological disorders, genetic predisposi-
tions, and inadequate support systems. There are additional predictors of suscep-
tibility which may have been discussed elsewhere in this book. They tend to join 
those we’ve mentioned to defi ne a single perceptual framework toward which 
they all seem to lead: the perception of helplessness, powerlessness and ineffi cacy 
that erodes resilience and causes the individual to crumble—and his or her neural 
systems to become overwhelmed—in the face of traumatic events. 

  Without effective intervention these individuals tend to lead a fear-based life 
in which they evaluate as life-threatening many events or situations others may 
consider simply bothersome. The already sensitized systems of such individuals are 
incapable of mediating substantial stress, yet such levels of stress may be instigated 
in many instances by their own way of looking at things, which in turn reinforces 
the activation of their sensitized neural systems. Standard treatment regimens tend 
to focus on resolution of the trauma itself rather than on redirecting this systemic 
loop. These approaches may help the person to integrate implicit emotional mem-
ories into the explicit (conscious) memory system, and then reframe those memo-
ries in a way that defuses the trauma ( Stein and Kendall, 2004 ), but the underlying 
perceptual set that fuels the belief systems of the ego tends to remain unaltered for 
the most part. Consequently, the person remains susceptible to new trauma. 

  Alpha–theta neurofeedback, on the other hand, bypasses the ego’s belief systems 
by encouraging the person to remain in a theta state, a frequency band below 
those at which the ego is operative. The alpha–theta protocol then can break the 
sensitization loop at the source of the negative perceptual set itself. In the theta 
state, painful unconscious memories of adverse childhood circumstances or events, 
even those of very early childhood, may be reframed by having an empathetic 
therapist give the person, repetitively over a signifi cant number of sessions, a sce-
nario of desired outcome that depicts the person as already healed, empowered 
and effi cacious. The presenting symptomology usually is resolved in the process. 
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Other supportive therapies can reinforce the phase shift to a new perceptual 
framework in which the person is much more resilient to major stressors, and to 
stress overall. The following section shows the clinician how this may be accom-
plished with a high proportion of favorable outcomes based on a multi-modal 
model we have developed and used successfully for some time. 

    B.    Resolving trauma with alpha–theta neurofeedback: A 
multi-modality model 

  Alpha–theta neurofeedback often is used as a stand-alone therapy, and as such it 
has been shown to work effectively to resolve symptoms of many disorders. Many 
therapists have done excellent work using the alpha–theta protocol by itself. On 
the other hand, a review of Peniston’s original research shows that it was con-
ducted in the context of support provided by an in-patient environment with 
an ongoing twelve-step program in place. In our experience we have found that 
the resolution of trauma disorder symptoms frequently benefi ts from more than 
alpha–theta alone, that the use of additional primary therapy modalities may be 
required, and that treatment often can be enhanced by selectively including one 
or more adjunctive modalities. 

   Moreover, as research and clinical practice have progressed it seems increasingly 
clear that many factors previously not considered can impinge on the alpha–theta 
treatment domain, affecting the quality and nature of the outcome. One major 
function of a multi-modality model is to identify the most impactful contributing 
factors, and deal with them in the treatment plan. Here are some examples com-
piled from case fi les of the Enhancement Institute. 

      ●    A number of trauma patients have presented with excessive cortical slowing 
attributable to an attention defi cit condition (ADHD) or a mild head 
injury (TBI). The specifi c patterns become evident from a quantitative EEG 
(qEEG) administered to incoming neurofeedback patients. From its results 
one can prescribe a number of appropriate neurofeedback training sessions 
for the person prior to undergoing the alpha–theta protocol in order to 
increase the brain’s resilience during the time of slow-wave feedback. 

      ●    Patients presenting with high stress, substance abuse, and insomnia or other 
conditions indicating a potentially signifi cant neurotransmitter imbalance, 
can be given a neurotransmitter panel and receive targeted amino acid 
therapy (TAAT) to bring their neurochemistry into better balance, thus 
facilitating treatment outcomes. 

      ●    When a person presents with numerous medications, chronic health 
problems, dietary defi ciencies or physical impairments, they undergo a 
medical evaluation prior to treatment and its results are expected to impact 
the overall treatment program (e.g., benchmarks for reducing medication). 
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The Institute retains a medical director for this purpose; other practices may 
refer the person to a physician in their referral network or to the person’s 
own medical provider. 

      ●    In order to gain a picture of the patient’s mental and emotional state prior 
to the onset of treatment, it helps to administer one or more psychological 
profi les. The profi le(s) helps the practitioner see pathologies that might 
otherwise remain undetected, and also provides a pretreatment baseline. One 
would be well advised to administer   these profi les again at the conclusion of 
treatment as a means of assessing overall improvement. 

      ●    A number of persons present with acute conditions (e.g., suicidal 
ideation) or major life problems (e.g., impending divorce), indicating 
the need for one-on-one intervention. These persons receive immediate 
psychotherapeutic attention and ongoing therapy sessions as part of their 
treatment plan. 

      ●    If substance abuse disorder presents, the person is required (1) to fi nd, attend 
and undergo the program of an appropriate 12-step or faith-based support 
group during the treatment period, and (2) to break contact with enablers. 
The therapist has to monitor these requirements, and might also have the 
person undergo periodic unannounced drug testing during the period of 
treatment. 

      ●    Families and other caregivers frequently have an impact on the person’s 
perception of treatment. With the person’s consent we fi nd it helpful to 
engage family and/or regular caregivers in the treatment process with 
periodic updates and opportunities for them to get their questions answered.    

  Another major function of a multi-modality model is to augment and amplify the 
impact of the alpha–theta protocol. Supportive treatments such as support groups, 
ocular light therapy (OLT), cranial electrical stimulation (CES), low energy neu-
rofeedback (LENS) (Larsen, 2005) , cognitive behavioral therapy, life skills coach-
ing or family therapy, as well as acupuncture and other forms of body work (e.g., 
Rolfi ng, Reiki, cranio-sacral therapy and deep-tissue massage) can have a signifi -
cant impact on the alpha–theta healing process when administered before, after or 
during the alpha–theta treatment protocol, as indicated by the initial evaluation 
and testing process. 

  The interactive modalities such as psychotherapy, beta training, and cognitive 
behavioral therapy are best administered in-house because they directly impinge 
on the alpha–theta process of healing. In addition, therapies such as CES and 
LENS can be easily and relatively inexpensively administered in-house with 
proper training. These two modalities also may have a broader use in the practice. 
Specialized modalities, such as the various forms of body work, can be referred 
out to the practitioner’s referral network. The Institute maintains a room with a 
massage table for body workers to come in on a contract basis to work on speci-
fi ed patients. 
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  From this matrix of treatment options the overall framework of a treatment pro-
gram begins to emerge, one that can be tailored to each patient’s specifi c needs. It 
begins with (a) an evaluation phase in two parts: (1) testing, including personality 
inventories and a qEEG, and (2) consultation and agreement on a treatment plan. It 
continues through (b) a treatment phase with up to three elements: (1) the alpha–
theta protocol, (2) supportive treatment modalities (e.g., beta neurofeedback and/or 
individual psychotherapy), and (3) adjunctive modalities such as cranial electrical 
stimulation (CES) or body work. Other primary therapies generally are conducted 
either before (e.g., beta training), during (e.g., psychotherapy) or after the alpha–theta 
protocol proper (e.g., LENS sequences). The program concludes with (c) a post-test-
ing and fi nal evaluation phase. The effectiveness of this format may be illustrated best 
by using an actual situation; consequently, we present in the following paragraphs a 
case study using alpha–theta in the multi-modality context. 

    C.    Resolving trauma using alpha–theta in a 
multi-modality context: A case study 

   CS, a sixty-year-old male, came to our offi ce for his fi rst appointment March 29, 
2006. At this fi rst meeting he presented with severe anxiety, depression, insom-
nia, and excessive worry. He reported that he had no suicidal tendencies, and said 
that in the past he had been upbeat even though haunted by chronic anxiety. His 
medications at intake were Xanax, Zoloft, Diovan and Armour Thyroid, plus peri-
odic use of Ambien or Seroquel. 

   By way of history, CS had entered the hospital the previous September with 
an anxiety attack. He stated that he had three anxiety attacks in college. He also 
stated that his mother, who was periodically abusive, had an alcohol problem and 
may have been addicted to prescription drugs, was subject to anxiety attacks as 
well. He mentioned in that connection that his father was demanding and some-
times verbally abusive, yelling at him and demeaning him for perceived shortcom-
ings. In 1993, at his employment, CS was feeling pressure to complete a major 
project when his past anxiety reasserted itself and he began to feel depressed. He 
then saw several physicians, and took the medications they prescribed to help his 
depression and anxiety. The next year his mother died leaving him an estate so 
that he could retire and avoid the anxiety of work pressure. He played golf fre-
quently and enjoyed playing duplicate bridge three times a week as a Silver Life 
Master, stabilized with successive medications. 

   In early 2006 CS underwent a thorough physical examination which showed 
he had developed a stenosis, or degenerative constriction, of the aorta. He was 
prescribed Biovan for this condition. After this news, however, he began having 
panic attacks, a strong conscious fear of death, an emergent fear of heights, melan-
choly, hypertension, and intensifi ed insomnia largely unmitigated by sleep medica-
tions. Generally upbeat despite his underlying anxiety, he became despondent and 
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increasingly passive with diminished affect. CS experienced panic attacks during 
hurricanes Katrina and Rita, even after it became clear that they would largely 
bypass Houston, where he lived. These developments drove CS to seek treatment 
at the Institute. 

   His initial testing and evaluation consisted of an intake interview, a quantita-
tive EEG (qEEG), the MMPI-2 and MCM-II personality profi les, an integrated 
visual/auditory test of attention (IVA), a medical evaluation, a neurotransmitter 
panel, and extensive personal history and health questionnaires. 

   Prior to testing, however, the physician at the Institute became concerned 
about the effect of CS ’ high dosage of thyroid medication (Armour Thyroid 
60   mg/d) on his symptoms, and referred him to an endocrinologist for further 
evaluation. During this appointment CS made a statement the endocrinologist 
construed as being suicidal and, startled, she sent him directly to a nearby psychia-
trist who immediately hospitalized him in the mental lock-up. After four days he 
returned to us, on a completely different complement of medication, for his test-
ing and evaluation. 

  The results of CS ’ qEEG, adjusting for the effects of medication, showed insuf-
fi cient alpha and signifi cant overall disorganization. The IVA indicated no signifi -
cant defi cits in visual and auditory attention. Neurotransmitter testing revealed 
extremely low catecholamine levels and sub-optimal serotonin. The results of CS ’
personality profi les substantiated high levels of anxiety and dysthymia in a person 
appearing needy of approval, highly dependent and relatively self-absorbed, with 
possible addictive tendencies. A medical evaluation revealed that CS had not slept 
for the previous four nights and that he refl ected the symptoms of high stress, but 
was otherwise in good physical condition. 

   In diagnostic terms we can see that the primary presenting conditions are anx-
iety and dysthymia. However, a closer look at CS ’ history reveals a person with 
adverse childhood experiences, a previous history of emotional problems, and a 
possible genetic susceptibility to trauma. Further, his reactions to the discovery of 
his stenosis indicated that CS perceived the condition to be potentially fatal, bring-
ing fear of death (annihilation in ego’s terms) to consciousness, much like the 
immediacy of death may strike the soldier in battle ( Cabrera  et al., 2007 , Iverson  et
al., 2008 ). This perception by CS was generally confi rmed in personal interviews. 
Such a perception would have been suffi ciently potent to decisively pierce the 
armor of upbeat amiability CS had built up against the fears of a child trauma-
tized by abusive parents and, perhaps, the demands of life. At this point CS faced 
in full force the feelings that had lingered below the surface for decades, venting 
from time to time in the form of anxiety and depression. This interpretation of 
the situation, pieced together from reviews of testing and evaluation, history and 
personal interviews, justifi ed a diagnosis of trauma disorder of which anxiety and 
dysthymia were symptoms. 

   In an attempt to get at cause, we developed an intensive outpatient treatment 
program for CS with alpha–theta neurofeedback at its core supported by two 
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types of waking-sate neurofeedback as well as several adjunctive therapies. This 
was the sequence: 

      ●    CS began treatment with up to 20 sessions of standard neurofeedback 
training for general reorganization and brain resilience. Concurrently with 
this initial protocol CS did 20 half-hour sessions of ocular light therapy 
(OLT) in the green (calming) spectrum and 20 half-hour sessions of cranial 
electrical stimulation (CES) while resting in our energy enhancement 
system ( www.eesystem.com ). Both adjunctive modalities were designed 
to mitigate anxiety by helping to stimulate and normalize the command 
centers of the brain: the pituitary, pineal and hypothalamus. CS also began 
a targeted amino acid therapy (TAAT), consisting of oral administration 
of medical grade amino acid formulas twice daily, to normalize 
neurotransmitter levels. He also began a program of progressive, moderate 
reduction of drug dosages in cooperation with his psychiatrist. 

      ●    This phase of treatment was followed by 30-plus sessions of alpha–theta. 
CS met with his alpha–theta therapist, discussed his desired outcomes, and 
together they developed a healing and empowering scenario especially 
languaged for the subconscious to take on in place of its encoded patterns 
of early trauma. CS began sessions at the rate of four times a week, tapering 
at the end of the protocol to twice weekly for two weeks, then once weekly 
for two weeks. CS was encouraged to refrain from alcohol consumption 
while he was undergoing alpha–theta, which he did. 

      ●    At the conclusion of alpha–theta CS was administered a LENS map and 
underwent two sequences of LENS neurofeedback, helping to consolidate 
the gains made during the foregoing program. Following this modality 
CS again took the MMPI and MCMI inventories for comparison with 
pretreatment levels.    

   CS responded well to this program from the beginning. The metrics of his neu-
rofeedback sessions indicated a signifi cant reduction both in mean amplitudes 
and in the variability of amplitudes throughout the observed spectrum, implying 
better organization. He began to feel somewhat better, partly because his brain 
was functioning better and partly because his condition was getting considerable 
attention. During the alpha–theta protocol CS ’ affect progressively improved. He 
undertook on his own to progressively change his diet, reducing his consumption 
of red meat and starches and increasing his consumption of vegetables and whole 
grains. By the time he completed his LENS training he seemed to be in a con-
sistently brighter mood. He reported that his brain seemed sharper than ever. His 
family reported that CS had returned to his positive and upbeat self. 

  The results of CS ’ immediate post-treatment testing showed him to be symptom-
free. On the MCMI-II only the desirability and histrionic scales remained elevated: 
CS still liked to be liked and still felt free to express his feelings. A third adminis-
tration of the MMPI and the MCMI at approximately 18 months post-treatment 
showed that the results of treatment were holding well (       Tables 6.1 and 6.2     ).   



 TABLE 6.1       CS—Millon Clinical Multiaxial Inventory-III (MCMI-III)    

   Pre 5–2006  Post 9–2006  Follow-up 3–2008 

   Disclosure  51 38 48
   Desirability 80 94 94
   Debasement 52 0 0
   Schizoid 48 24 12
   Avoidant  47 0 0
   Depressive  67 20 20
   Dependent 87 30 60
   Histrionic  87 87 92
   Narcissistic  73 73 75
   Antisocial 60 22 52
   Sadistic 34 0 9
   Compulsive  51 58 58
   Negativistic  22 0 0
   Masochistic 67 0 20
   Schizotypal 39 0 0
   Borderline  69 20 20
   Paranoid  0 0 0
   Anxiety 78 0 0
   Somatoform  62 0 0
   Bipolar: Manic  48 12 12
   Dysthymia  71 0 0
   Alcohol Dependence  60 15 30
   Drug Dependence  45 30 45
   Post-Traumatic Stress  45 15 15
   Thought Disorder  60 0 0
   Major Depression  60 20 20
   Delusional Disorder  60 25 25

 TABLE 6.2       CS—The Minnesota Report (MMPI-2)    

   T Score Pre 5–2006  Post 10–2006   Follow Up 3–2008

   Hs—Hypochrondriasis  51 48 48
   D—Depression  70 45 40
   Hy—Hysteria  59 52 47
   Pd—Psychopathic Deviance  57 40 42
   Mf—Male/Female  44 44 42
   Pa—Paranoia  42 46 49
   Pt—Psychasthenia 77 49 47
   Sc—Schizophrenia  56 49 45
   Ma—Mania 53 47 43
   Si—Social Introversion  49 38 40
   MAC-R  53 48 46
   APS 65 38 44
   AAS 41 41 41
   PK 50 38 38
   MDS 46 37 42
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   V. CONCLUSION 

  The Peniston protocol of alpha–theta neurofeedback therapy has shown itself to 
be a powerful healing modality. Emerging research, especially in the areas of neu-
roplasticity and related concepts, combines with well-supported psychological 
concepts to explain its effi cacy, while developments in the area of brain function 
are now beginning to explain the mechanisms by which may work . Combined 
with appropriate supportive therapies and adjunctive treatments, alpha–theta’s 
effectiveness can be amplifi ed to provide a powerful multi-modality means of 
dealing with causal factors of trauma disorder. 
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   This chapter provides information about the voluntary control of cerebral blood 
fl ow as a form of neurofeedback. The formal name of the process is hemoenceph-
alography, but we have shortened the term to HEG for ease of pronunciation. A 
list of FAQs (frequently asked questions) can be found at the end of this chapter. 
For those who are unfamiliar with the concepts involved with HEG, reading the 
FAQs fi rst may make the rest of the chapter easier to understand. 

   Natasha had been blind for three years as a result of toxic encephalopathy. Her 
SPECT study showed severe hypoperfusion in the right medioposterior temporal 
lobe. This is exactly where face and object recognition begins. Her visual process-
ing functions were destroyed by exposure to toxic hydrocarbon emissions from 
freshly laid asphalt paving in the atrium next to her art studio. Although her brain 
continued to receive visual input, she was no longer able to make sense out of this 
data. She had become functionally blind. Differential diagnosis ruled out a con-
version disorder. She was certifi ed legally blind by the Braille Institute. 

   Hemoencephalography (HEG) and Hyperbaric Oxygen (HBO) helped her 
recover her sight after three years. She now proudly drives her own car. She has 
20/20 vision—better than before the toxic exposure. 

    I. HEG AS A FORM OF NEUROFEEDBACK 

   The training of body functions to achieve restoration to health is now broadly 
accessible through complex instrumentation which is capable of capturing a 
variety of body responses. The term  biofeedback refers to the process of  “ feeding 
back” physiological signals non-invasively from externally reached areas of the 
body. The feedback has the intent of teaching control over these signals. It has a 
long and respected history of assisting people in the management of troublesome 
physiological and emotional conditions. The term  neurofeedback is a distinctive subset
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of biofeedback. It makes use of physiological signals that originate within the 
brain, as opposed to signals that originate from other sites such as cardiac or skel-
etal muscle activity. Neurofeedback includes both electroencephalography (EEG) 
and hemoencephalography (HEG) feedback. 

  Hemoencephalography (nirHEG) is the system developed by Hershel Toomim. 
The term, introduced by Marjory and Hershel Toomim at the AAPB annual meeting 
in 1995 (Toomin, 1995) , implements near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) to voluntarily 
control cerebral blood fl ow changes through increasing blood oxygen levels. The 
process involves the use of light in red and near infrared wavelengths (blood color) 
instead of magnetic fi elds as in functional magnetic resonance imaging (f  MRI). 

   Passive infrared hemoencephalography (pirHEG) is the system developed 
by Jeffrey Carmen. This system increases voluntary cerebral blood fl ow changes 
through exerting changes in brain thermal activity. The process involves the use of 
light in far infrared wavelengths. 

   A .    Details of nirHEG development   

  Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) emerged from the work of F. F. Jobsis in 1977 
(Proctor  et al., 1982 ). Jobsis invented non-invasive infrared monitoring of the 
oxygen content of brain tissue and blood fl ow. Britton Chance, Department of 
Biochemistry and Biophysics at the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, 
with his students, developed signifi cant progress in the measurement of intercellu-
lar oxidation through his systematic efforts (Chance, 1962 ; Chance et al., 1988 ). 

  Hershel Toomim, while concurrently investigating a new fi eld of training brain 
waves using an electroencephalograph, sought to understand the physical principle 
of how brain wave training succeeded. Toomim’s study was to investigate if there 
was a lasting blood fl ow change in the brain area being trained, in line with studies 
by  Ingvar and Anders (1976) . Alas, the history of development of a line of research 
is frequently replete with events that block its progress. Toomim’s experiment used 
what was at the time the gold standard of brain blood fl ow measurement: single 
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). In this test a bolus of radioac-
tive material is injected into a vein. As the material circulates in the blood stream 
some of it lodges in brain tissues where it can be detected with a radiation scanner. 

  The experiment was planned as follows. The experiment was to train an 
individual to achieve a lasting change in brain waves that could be detected by 
SPECT blood fl ow activity. The experiment required SPECT studies before and 
after brain wave training. Arrangements were made with Dr. Russ Hibler of the 
Union Memorial Hospital in Baltimore, Maryland to do the SPECT studies 
with two Ph.D. psychology students ( Julie Weiner of N.Y. University and Jean 
Scammon of the University of Maryland) to conduct the experiment. As poli-
tics would have it, a new doctor was appointed to be in charge of the Nuclear 
Medicine Service at Union Memorial Hospital who withdrew his support. In the 
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meantime a Britton Chance study ( Chance et al., 1988 ), measuring brain blood 
oxygenation with near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), provided an alternative 
method for conducting the experiment. 

  The spectroscope idea presented by Britton Chance’s paper was a simple model 
for Toomim to build. Even without a stimulus, simply through self regulatory 
control, it was possible to easily control the readings. Testing began with volun-
teers who had various brain disorders such as ADHD, toxic encephalopathy, stroke, 
aging memory loss, depression, and even schizophrenia. Every test result turned to 
gold. All these people improved. One person who regained his memory wrote a 
testimonial saying  “He has a gold mind. ” HEG was born! This instrument pro-
vided the makings of a new way to exercise the brain. 

  Toomim describes the use of the instrument experience thus: nirHEG shines 
a light on your brain.  “A light on my brain? How can you do that? ” Have you 
ever shone a fl ashlight on your palm and noticed that the dark side glows? Light 
travels through your tissue. Your skull is like that. It’s not dark in there! It glows 
like a lampshade lighted from the outside. Light that gets in can also get out. Light 
coming out is the color of your brain. 

  Your brain changes color and warms when you use any part of it. Metabolism 
makes it warmer and bright red when you are using it, cooler and purple when 
you aren’t. If you have seen the blood being drawn from your arm for a blood test 
you have seen the dark purple blood collect in the evacuated vial. On the other 
hand, when you cut yourself you see bright red blood. Blood turns red when it 
collects oxygen from your lungs or the air. 

FIGURE 7.1      Present nirHEG sensor. Training area is marked by the white disc. Cerebral blood 
fl ow dynamics from the nir perspective.    
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   Blood arrives in your lungs as used blood, a deep purple color. It absorbs oxy-
gen and leaves your lungs bright red to begin its journey to your brain. It may 
come as a surprise that your brain is the most voracious user of fresh red blood in 
your body. Your brain weighs about three pounds, about one fi ftieth of your body 
weight, yet at rest it uses about one fi fth of all the fresh blood leaving your heart. 
It uses about 10 times as much blood per pound as the rest of your body. 

  When you use your brain it uses more blood. To keep your brain alive it has to 
be very careful in the way it uses blood. It keeps the blood supply to a minimum 
when it is at rest, and calls for more blood only in the nuclei being used at any time. 
When you use a nucleus it turns red. This feature has led to the important advance 
in the brain science we are seeing today a powerful scientifi c tool, the functional 
magnetic resonance imager (f  MRI).  With this instrument we can see the red areas 
being used at any time. We can see what parts of your brain are red when you talk, 
sing, or even think. Great instrument—too bad it costs so much. These are volun-
tary functions, right? So you can voluntarily change the color of your brain! 

   Now what is hemoencephalography? It is the poor man’s f  MRI. 
Hemoencephalography (HEG), literally brain blood graphics, is a form of neu-
rofeedback whereby voluntary increases in cerebral blood fl ow form the basis of 
cerebral exercise. 

   Cerebral exercise has been shown to increase synaptogenesis (more synapses) 
and angiogenesis (more capillaries and arterioles) in rats (Diamond  et al., 1977) .
Further work with humans has reinforced this concept ( Taub  et al., 1993 ; Maguire 
et al., 2000 ). We now know that physical exercise improves brain function via 
angiogenesis, and mental exercise improves brain function by both synaptogenesis 
and angiogenesis. Your brain actually grows when you exercise it, just like a mus-
cle does. It gets larger. And, like a muscle, your brain gets tired when you exercise 
it. Also, like a muscle, it wastes away when you don’t use it. As Marion Diamond 
said “Use it or lose it. ” (Diamond, 1964). This suggests it is continually shrugging 
off old cells and building new ones. When the rate of loss equals the rate of cell 
gain, your brain is stable. 

  You might ask where it fi nds the room to grow. The brain has fl uid fi lled spaces 
called ventricles. These spaces are fi lled with cerebral spinal fl uid (CSF) that is con-
tinually being secreted and absorbed to maintain a constant pressure in your brain 
and spinal cord. New tissue displaces CSF. The growth is very small; Einstein’s 
brain was hardly larger than the normal variation in brain sizes. 

  We harness HEG in the service of brain exercise. nirHEG shines a light through 
the skull onto the brain. Refl ected light is the color of the brain. pirHEG moni-
tors the radiation of excess thermal energy. Brain color and temperature is our 
clue to brain use. You can change the color and temperature at will. When you 
choose a brain action, like solving a problem, your brain requests more oxygen 
and glucose from the blood stream. As fresh oxygenated blood infuses the request-
ing tissue it becomes redder. As it uses the new blood-borne nutrients it warms. 
The increased blood fl ow then helps maintain thermal homeostasis in these cells. 
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  The NIR probe light, refl ected from the redder tissue, informs a computer of 
the change in color, it  warms as the new energy is used. We can harness the com-
puter to control a display of sound and video as a lure toward more energy use. 
We fi nd we can control the computer display. We get tired when we overdo it. We 
have a brain gymnasium! 

  The brain is built of many compartments, each for a basic function. Vision, for 
example, resides in the back of the brain. So it is with functions like speech, mus-
cle control, face recognition, etc. Each has its own nucleus. Our brain gymnasium 
can work with most of these. We merely have to exercise the chosen nucleus. 

  A simple experiment shows the loss of effi ciency due to training at a distance 
from the module of primary interest. Two nirHEG headbands were simultaneously 
activated. One was at the top of the head at Cz, and the other was just above 
where the eyebrows meet at Fpz. Sound feedback, the only feedback, derived from 
the top site, Cz, was supplied to the subject for the fi rst 5 minutes. A high level of 
action at the Cz headband was measured. The sound was then switched for control 
by Fpz, the frontal site, without the testee’s knowledge. Choice of the headband 
controlling the sound required the operator only to press a different computer 
key. The testee unknowingly, by following the feedback, activated the headband 
that was the source of the sound. He began with the sound from the Cz headband 
then, after 5 minutes, sound was switched to the Fpz headband. Activation posi-
tion on the head, by brain activation, followed the sound feedback as well. 

  As you can see in  Fig. 7.2    there was a subsequent switch in the elicited activity 
from the top of head site to the frontal site. During the fi rst 5 minutes the frontal 
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FIGURE 7.2     The ratio of Fpz at the end of the graph to that at the end of 5 minutes is approxi-
mately 3 to 1. Treating at the prefrontal cortex for prefrontal disorders is three times more effective 
than training at Cz for this disorder.    
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activity at Fpz increased to a value approximately one third as large as the action 
at the top site, Cz. After the switch this activity at Fpz rapidly increased to about 
the level achieved earlier at the top site, Cz. Action at the sound source, now at 
Fpz, is shown in the lower panel to be about three times higher than when the 
controlling source was at Cz. 

   Selection of brain nuclei to train is an art/science in itself. At fi rst thought 
it seems as though the training positions should be dictated by Quantitative 
Electroencephalography (QEEG), and that behavioral defi cits in standard devia-
tions from normal would be a good guide. It turns out to be not so simple. 

   Behavioral defi cits, when mapped onto brain nuclei, need emphasis not given 
by standard deviations. Emphasis needs to be placed on the map in deviation val-
ues that represent the behavioral importance of that position to the behavioral 
defi cit being investigated. 

  The frontal lobes, especially the prefrontal region, represent the most recent 
evolutionary changes in the human brain. Because of this, there have been fewer 
iterations making “software bugs ” more likely than  parts of the brain that have had 
more evolutionary years to become refi ned. 

  As shown in  Fig. 7.3    the prefrontal cortex is the most likely source of aberrant 
behavior. Behavior becomes a useful guide to best locate treatable areas. Effi ciency 
of training is dependent on choice of selected brain areas. Brain areas remote from 
the primary origin of disorder reduce training effi ciency; training in these areas 
requires more sessions. 

   However,  Fig. 7.4    nevertheless illustrates that a remote effect exists. In this 
SPECT study, a measure of abnormal blood fl ow, one can see the posterior cingulate 
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FIGURE 7.3      Number of references using brain imaging for locating specifi ed brain disorders. 
Note the predominance of the prefrontal cortex.    
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gyrus becomes more normal (the yellow area) even though the training was at the 
prefrontal cortex. 

   Given that behavioral defi cits are the presenting symptoms, behavioral tests 
were applied before and after each 10 sessions as a guiding record of prog-
ress. Selected tests were MicroCog, Beck Depression Inventory, Beck Anxiety 
Inventory, TOVA, SCL90, and Elaine Aron’s Sensitivity Test. 

   MicroCog, a computer administered and scored test, was selected because its 
subtests are readily mapped to well-known behavioral traits and point to involved 
brain nuclei. The advantage is that poor response on a behavioral subtest points to 
the brain position involved that needs improvement ( Fig. 7.5   ). 

  To partially satisfy the need for a method of fi nding an appropriate brain train-
ing location, and also because of dissatisfaction with a single reference for train-
ing positions, Toomim developed a questionnaire in order to establish important 
behavioral/cognitive areas for training. He used the categories as named in the 
MicroCog Test, including: Mental Control, Reasoning and Calculation, Memory, 
Spatial Processing, Response Time, Processing Speed, Processing Accuracy, and 
Cognitive Profi ciency to categorize behavioral/cognitive activities. Responses 
to the questionnaire established the behaviorally important areas reported by the 
patient, and helped to measure improvement in behavioral categories in relation 
to a scale set to 100 for changes in hemoencephalography. Details of the question-
naire can be found on the web site  www.Biocompresearch.org .

  The TOVA (test of variables of attention) is also useful as a measurement of 
behavioral/cognitive change. It was originally designed to optimize medica-
tion dosage for attention defi cit disorder. The test constructs a race between two 
brain pathways to reach the motor strip, activation areas C3 and C4. One route, 

Before HEG After HEG

FIGURE 7.4      Hypoperfused (blue) area shrinks after 23 sessions of HEG training at Fp1 and Fp2. 
Illustrated here is the remote effect. In this SPECT study, a measure of abnormal blood fl ow, one can 
see the posterior cingulate gyrus becomes more normal even though the training was at the prefrontal 
cortex (see also color plate)    .
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the impulsive one, has primitive evolutionary advantages in activating life-saving 
action with a minimum of thought. Another cognitive pathway, a later, slower 
development, takes time for thought. A fast brain can afford that time. If an early, 
timely non-response decision reaches the muscle activation area in the brain, a 
correct non-response can be made. Otherwise, in error, it seems the thumb on the 
button has a mind of its own, and an incorrect button press occurs. The number 
of incorrect button presses becomes the basis for a score where 100 is the score 
for the average number of errors made by a population of normal subjects distrib-
uted by age and education level. 

   B.    Details of pirHEG development 

  In 1997, while Hershel Toomim was developing the concept of near infrared spec-
troscopy as a way to monitor cerebral blood fl ow, Jeffrey Carmen had been explor-
ing the use of infrared detection without direct contact with the skin as a way to 
monitor body thermal behavior. Initially he had applied this concept to the task of 
training fi ngers and hands to increase blood fl ow. Training for increased blood fl ow 
using contact thermometry had already been well established in the biofeedback 
fi eld as a training procedure for relaxation in general, and migraine treatment in 
particular. Training without the need for skin contact was a new concept. 

  The infrared detector used had a round fi eld of view approximately 32    mm in 
diameter. It responded to infrared wavelengths in the 7–14 micron range, respond-
ing to signal changes with a very fast settling time of 80     milliseconds. 
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FIGURE 7.5      Effectiveness of nirHEG brain exercise is shown in improved cognitive characteris-
tics. MicroCog relates cognitive changes in points per session on a 100 point scale for various trained 
behavioral functions.    
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  The results of this experimentation with infrared thermal monitoring yielded 
outcomes that were at least equivalent to contact thermometry and, in some cases, 
appeared to be more effective. There were three advantages for using a non-con-
tact infrared system for monitoring human body thermal behavior. Firstly, the 
infrared sensor had a larger area of skin to which it responded. Secondly, since it 
was non-contact in nature it did not infl uence the thermal behavior of the surface 
being measured. Thirdly, the response time was very fast, taking about 80 millisec-
onds  to reach 67% of the ultimate detected level. 

   Having validated the use of non-contact infrared technology as at least equiva-
lent in effi cacy to contact thermal training, the technology was applied to a disor-
der that was known at the time as refl ex sympathetic dystrophy (RSD). The term 
has subsequently been renamed as Complex Regional Pain Disorder (CRPD) to 
  refl ect more current understanding of the mechanism. This is a condition involv-
ing extreme pain of unknown etiology. Typically a relatively minor injury pro-
duces extreme pain in part or all of a limb. Typically also, there is a resting pain 
level that never drops to zero, and an episodic pain level that is almost intoler-
able, stimulated by minimal sensory stimuli to the affected area. The extreme pain 
resulting from even slight skin contact precludes the use of contact thermal train-
ing, although on a theoretical basis this type of training made sense as a physi-
ologically-based behavioral treatment for RSD. 

   It was hypothesized that if a person with RSD were trained to increase blood 
fl ow to the symptomatic area, pain might be reduced, and possibly the disorder 
itself would become less severe. The use of non-contact infrared temperature 
training seemed like a natural fi t. It worked quite well, more or less. The tech-
nique was very effective in training the RSD sufferer to increase blood fl ow to 
the affected area. The negative side to this observation was that the increase in 
blood fl ow was accompanied by an extreme increase in pain. In essence, the treat-
ment backfi red but also validated the use of non-contact infrared technology for 
training control over thermal activity. 

  A second focus for application of pirHEG was in migraine headache events. 
The generally accepted theory of migraine pathophysiology involved excessive 
dilation of extra-cranial and intra-cranial blood vessels ( Diamond, 1994 ). If the 
migraine sufferer could learn to voluntarily constrict these excessively dilated 
blood vessels, control over migraine activity might be achieved. However, attempts 
to teach people to reduce cerebral blood fl ow proved to be a complete fail-
ure. Physiologically this type of control may be a very diffi cult thing to achieve. 
Although cerebral blood fl ow responds to brain demand by increasing supply to 
the demand areas, the mechanism to create a local reduction in demand for blood 
is much less clear. To reduce localized cerebral blood fl ow would require reduc-
tion of brain activity in that area. It is very diffi cult to will a particular brain mod-
ule to work less intensively, since attention to that function generally causes an 
increase in activity. It is the physiological equivalent to  “not thinking about a pink 
elephant. ”
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   Concurrently with the observation that training people to reduce cerebral 
blood fl ow was very diffi cult, the theories of migraine pathophysiology began 
to change ( Goadsby, 2001 ). The newly evolving theories centered around exces-
sive brain excitability and irritability. Blood vessel behavior was hypothesized 
to be a correlate rather than a cause of migraine pain. Also, at about this same 
time, Carmen became aware of Toomim’s work using NIR technology to train 
increases in brain activity in the prefrontal cortex. 

  Toomim observed that when individuals learned to increase brain activity in 
the prefrontal cortex, using the NIR technology, global brain control improved. 
Carmen hypothesized that it might be possible to achieve a similar training 
effect using non-contact infrared technology, and that the improved brain func-
tion might in some way be helpful with migraine management. This hypothesis 
was consistent with the newer theories regarding migraine pathophysiology. The 
effects turned out to be even stronger than anticipated. Toomim had been cor-
rect on two points. Firstly, it became clear that it was very easy to learn to increase 
brain activity using blood fl ow as a dependent variable. Secondly, increases in brain 
activity in the region of the prefrontal cortex resulted in a brain that functioned 
under better self-regulation. 

  This somewhat convoluted but serendipitous series of events led to a conver-
gence between the ideas being explored independently by the two authors. They 
met for the fi rst time at the Society for Neuronal Regulation conference in 1999, 
at which time they began to share ideas and plan cooperative research. 

   Carmen continued to develop this process with a major emphasis on the treat-
ment of migraine headaches. In 2004 Carmen reported on the treatment of 100 
migraine patients, using the passive infrared process. The reported effect for the 
more than 90% of migraine sufferers who continued for six sessions was a signifi -
cant improvement in their migraines ( Carmen, 2004 ).

   Carmen reports the following as treatment guidelines:  “I have established the 
following treatment guideline for session frequency and number of sessions. Once 
symptoms stabilize, I start to spread out the number of days between sessions. This 
process continues until or if the symptoms start to return. The effect of this pro-
cess is that some people will end up needing to have practice sessions indefi nitely, 
while others spread appointments out quickly, stabilize and never need another 
session. ”

    C.    Cerebral blood fl ow dynamics 
from the PIR perspective 

  The electromagnetic spectrum represents a continuum. Although all the wave-
length bands have some characteristics that they share with all the other bands, 
there are also characteristics unique to each band. For example, X-rays can pen-
etrate living tissue and can be recorded when they exit. Microwaves do not pass 
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through living tissue, but produce a heating effect as they transfer energy to the 
tissue. Within the infrared range of wavelengths (wavelengths longer than visible 
red light),  NIR is close in frequency to visible light, but carries very little infor-
mation regarding thermal activity. The wavelengths used by  PIR are longer, and 
respond to changes in thermal activity, especially in the range of human body 
temperature. 

           The signal acquisition in the PIR system represents a conversion of excess 
brain thermal activity into a temperature equivalent. It is a very sensitive system 
for measuring and feeding back changes in regional thermal output of the brain. 
Its main usefulness is in  “exercising ” brain function. The underlying physiologi-
cal mechanism is cellular metabolism. The dependent variable that is being mea-
sured to refl ect these metabolic changes is cerebral blood fl ow. It is the change 
in regional cerebral blood fl ow that accounts for most of the transfer of thermal 
energy from metabolizing cells to the external environment. 

  The mechanism of infrared radiation and detection of this metabolic thermal 
waste product has been intensively studied in the rat brain by  Shevelev (1992) ,
and the human brain ( Shevelev, 1998 ). He found a high degree of correlation 
between localization of thermal activity and localization of conditioned neural 
responses. He determined the relative contribution of increased thermal output to 
be predominantly a function of local cerebral blood fl ow increases with a smaller 
but signifi cant contribution coming directly from local metabolic activity. 

FIGURE 7.6     This is the current pirHEG sensor mounted on the forehead at Fpz, effectively 
covering a fi eld of view 32     mm high by 46mm wide .   
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  There are parallels between the infrared detection system used with pirHEG 
and those infrared detection systems that already exist in nature. The PIR infrared 
sensor functions in a very similar manner to the infrared detection system of the 
pit viper. The pit viper monitors environmental thermal changes through the use 
of an infrared sensing organ. With this detection system, the pit viper monitors 
changes in the thermal environment produced by the motion of prey animals. In a 
similar manner, the PIR detector monitors changes in the environment. However 
the environment of interest is inside the skull, and the changes are the result of 
brain activity variations rather than physical motion. 

             For training purposes, the PIR headset detects changes in infrared radiation 
from the forehead. This radiation rises and falls with changes in regional cerebral 
blood fl ow, which in turn rises and falls in response to changes in regional cellular 
metabolism. The training signal is converted into analog and digital information 
that the individual can easily interpret. However it is not very useful as diagnostic 
data. The useful diagnostic data gets lost in the process of averaging across a large 
fi eld of view for the purpose of feedback. Useful diagnostic data can be obtained 
from an infrared camera that presents pictures of the patterns of prefrontal cortical 
blood fl ow as the excess heat exits the forehead. 

   In terms of the specifi c signal components, some of the IR signal originating 
from brain tissue passes directly through the skull and surface tissues, and radiates 
directly into the environment in much the same way the beam from a fl ashlight 
would pass through a piece of translucent plastic. Secondly, some of the signal 
is absorbed by the skull and surface tissue as heat, which then gets reradiated as 
infrared. The pirHEG system measures a complex composite of these two signals. 

FIGURE 7.7      The wavelengths used in the NIR system are shorter than those used in the PIR 
system. The primary difference between short wavelength infrared and long wavelength infrared is 
that the longer wavelengths are sensitive to heat in the range of human body temperature whereas 
short wavelength infrared is insensitive to heat in that range. Both systems are based on photon detec-
tion, making them immune to electrical signal artifacts. By contrast, EEG neurofeedback is based on 
electron detection (see color plate).    
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Since it measures only wavelengths longer than visible light, the visible intensity 
of light in the room has no effect on the signal. 

   Carmen’s original work with the PIR system involved focal sensor placements 
that were consistent with the symptoms of the patient. He abandoned this focal 
approach in favor of a single Fpz placement for all interventions. Others using the 
PIR system have continued to use a variety of placements. Both approaches pro-
duce positive effects. The probable reason for the positive effects of the Fpz place-
ment is that it picks up a large portion of the prefrontal cortex, and has the effect 
of gently increasing smooth arousal regulation. Toomim has followed a different 
path. He began his work mostly targeting brain areas directly under the forehead, 
but in recent years has begun to target a wide variety of brain locations. 

    D.    Infrared thermography 

    Using the Infrared Camera to Monitor Localized Changes in Brain Function 

  A very useful technique for monitoring cerebral blood fl ow in the prefrontal cor-
tex is the use of infrared thermography. By defi nition, long wave infrared signals 
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FIGURE 7.8     The wavelengths used in the PIR system are between 7 and 14 microns. The Pit 
Viper uses this portion of the electromagnetic spectrum for hunting. Image reproduced with permis-
sion from Exergen Corporation ( Pompei and Pompei, 1996 ).   
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have no perceptible color when viewed by the human eye and, in fact, are not 
detectable by the human eye. However, some specially designed cameras are sensi-
tive to those wavelengths. The use of such a camera can help monitor brain activ-
ity in those parts of the skull that are not covered by hair. The pattern changes 
viewed by this type of camera are meaningful as a pre-/post-session measure, and 
also as a change measure over multiple sessions. For people who are not bald, the 
area that is most easily monitored is the forehead. Fortunately the forehead is in 
the very front of the frontal lobes  , which is a region of special interest. 

  This fi rst image ( Fig. 7.9   ) is the fi rst stage of a precision infrared image capture. 
The camera captures wavelengths between 7 and 14 microns, and registers them on 
a grayscale with a 320   �   240 pixel resolution. The two image sequence is presented 
as an example of the type of precision the infrared camera is capable of providing .
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FIGURE 7.9      Calibration gives all images a common thermal reference (see color plate).    

FIGURE 7.10      The fi nal step in the sequence is the introduction of  false color. This is called  false 
color because wavelengths in this frequency have no color. The computer injects the color to make it 
easier for human interpretation of the image. This is an image of a  “normal forehead. ” (see color plate)     
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         Although the use of an infrared camera is not an essential part of the pir HEG 
system, its use can provide real time monitoring of cerebral blood fl ow changes. 
Both Hershel and Carmen have been using infrared imaging technology to moni-
tor brain activity changes. 

    Using the Infrared Camera to Record Pre-/Post-Treatment Effects 

   One of the unanticipated benefi ts of developing the two separate HEG systems 
independently has been the evolution of different diagnostic and treatment styles. 
While Toomim emphasized cognitive testing and SPECT imaging to monitor 
treatment effects, Carmen developed a method of imaging brain activity in the 
prefrontal cortex by using an infrared camera. This is performed before and after 
each session. One of the fascinating aspects of this imaging is that it is very easy 
for a person to attribute meaning to the image. After a few sessions, people tend 
to be able to report what the image will look like prior to capturing the image. 
Typically, productive sessions produce a reduction of thermal variability in the 
image. Typically also, the baseline image taken before each session shows similar 
reductions in variation over time, paralleling symptom improvement. 

       Typically, for individuals who are left lateralized for language, dark areas on the 
forehead represent areas of relatively low brain activity. Dark areas in the center of 
the forehead are seen in individuals with attentional and emotional control dif-
fi culties. The dark region over the left eye is often seen in individuals with depres-
sion, however in this instance it is indicative of his language function diffi culties 
rather than depression. Images must be captured without the person talking; oth-
erwise the language side of the forehead produces too much thermal energy to 

FIGURE 7.11      This is an example of a pre-session image captured with infrared camera. This 
image is of a 16-year-old male with severe concentration problems and severe word fi nding problems 
(see color plate).    
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capture subtle patterns. Talking during image capture can represent artifact since it 
hides the baseline image, but because of that effect infrared imaging can also be a 
useful tool for helping to determine language lateralization. 

      Of equal importance to the reduction of thermal variability is the change in 
symptoms, even in such a short period of time. After a 25-minute pirHEG session, 
this young man’s word-fi nding problems cleared up completely, and attentional pat-
terns normalized. It is important to realize that the improvement initially does not 
last more than a day or two. That was the case here. In some situations, the symptoms 
eventually subside and don’t reappear. However in other situations such as this one, 
the symptoms remain under control for a limited length of time. He can manage 
excellent symptom control for three to four weeks, after which the control fades. 

  With continued practice there are permanent improvements in brain function 
causing behavior patterns to permanently change. However, under intense stress 
people tend to revert to older stable behavior patterns. In other situations, the 
older stable behavior patterns are so strong that even without intense stress these 
patterns tend to re-emerge. This last response pattern describes the young man in 
these images. In his case he obtained his own HEG system, and practices with it 
when he feels the need.    

    II .    A NEW PARADIGM 

   HEG represents a new paradigm. The two described techniques use light to access 
brain changes. They differ in the colors of light they use. Both depend on recording 

FIGURE 7.12      Post-session image. Previously dark areas on the forehead are lighter. Previously 
light areas on the forehead are less intense. There is less variability across the forehead. In this post-
session image, the pinna of the left ear has a large increase in thermal output. Sometimes it is seen on the 
non-language side instead. Research on temperature changes of the pinna has not confi rmed its meaning, 
although the general consensus is that it is probably related to language activity ( Schiffer, 1998 ) (see 
color plate).    
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changes in characteristics of blood when changed during the course of brain 
metabolism. Carmen’s PIR instrument measures the thermal waste product of 
cellular metabolism that is emitted through the forehead. This system uses long 
wavelength infrared light in the range of 7–14 microns (wavelengths sensitive to 
body temperature). Toomim’s NIR instrument uses relatively short wavelengths, 
680 and 850 nanometers (wavelengths sensitive to color). Blood warms and 
changes color as it is used as a result of oxygen and glucose metabolism. The gen-
eration of heat is also the result of oxygen and glucose metabolism. 

  The process of passive infrared hemoencephalography (pirHEG) seems similar 
in response characteristics and effects to the near infrared hemoencephalography 
(nirHEG) system. Reports from clinicians who have used both suggest similarities; 
especially similar responses to cognitive focus. As cognitive focus increases so does 
the signal. Experience with both systems suggests that the cognitive and affective 
state that produces a signal increase in the PIR system will also produce a signal 
increase in the NIR system. 

   One of the differences between the two systems is the size of the area of brain 
activity being monitored. Toomim’s work has evolved in the direction of speci-
fi city of site monitoring, with a sensor that can target specifi c areas. Carmen’s 
work has evolved in the direction of generalized monitoring, creating a sensor 
that has a very large fi eld of view. Consequently, some of the differences in func-
tion between the two systems can be attributed to sensor specifi city. 

   HEG has been used successfully in the treatment of attention defi cit hyperac-
tivity disorder of the inattentive and also hyperactive type, autistic spectrum dis-
orders, bipolar disorder, traumatic brain injury, age-related memory loss, stroke, 
migraine headaches, epilepsy, Tourette’s disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder, 
depression, schizophrenia, and toxic encephalopathy. We should point out that 
we are not typically talking about curing these disorders. We are talking about an 
intervention that reduces their severity, albeit sometimes dramatically so. 

  All these disorders (and many others) share a common element. Along with 
other symptoms, they represent a response by the brain to relatively minor stimuli 
that is excessive in terms of both rate and magnitude. This suggests that increasing 
the level of control the brain exerts over its own activities may be useful across a 
wide variety of disorders or dysfunctions. 

  We have learned that brain exercise via HEG has benefi cial results. We have 
also learned that an approach that is too aggressive has the potential to produce 
side effects. The number of sessions, selection of brain nuclei, duration of sessions, 
and client sensitivity must all be considered in any treatment plan. Side effects will 
be discussed separately in this chapter. Typically they represent over-training or 
exhaustion of the area being targeted. 

  To     avoid confusion in describing the concept of hemoencephalography, we 
decided to give suitable names to these two instruments. Toomim’s system uses near 
infrared light and thus became known as    nirHEG. Carmen’s system required no 
light source and was passive, so in this regard it became known as passive ,   pirHEG. 
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   pirHEG differs a bit from nirHEG in the nature of the cognitive and affec-
tive approach to increasing the signal output. For a person to increase the out-
put of the PIR signal requires a simultaneously high level of  “mental effort ”
(Pribram and McGuinness, 1975 ), combined with a relaxed, non-frustrated emo-
tional state. Of particular interest is the effect of frustration. Even a very small 
level of frustration blocks the signal from increasing or may even produce a signal 
decrease. However, relaxation in the absence of mental effort has the same effect. 
The process requires a simultaneous combination of mental effort and a relaxed 
affective state. nirHEG is similar but is a little more tolerant of emotional dis-
comfort. This may be due to the difference in technology or the difference in the 
volume of brain tissue monitored. At this point it is unclear which difference is 
responsible. 

   A .    Human frontal lobes and behavioral pathology   

  The frontal lobes are the most recent evolutionary development of the human 
brain. The frontal lobes probably began to take their present form around 50,000 
years ago ( Jerison, 2007 ). In terms of evolutionary development, human frontal 
lobes have not had much time to be refi ned. Using a software analogy, the frontal 
lobes are still in  “beta” format. 

   One of the major functions of the prefrontal region of the frontal lobes is 
smooth regulation of other brain modules so that they all work together. Damage 
or dysfunction of this region allows other modules to operate in an unregulated 
manner. In reviewing the DSM IV ( American Psychiatric Association, 1994 ), it 
can be seen that many if not most of the diagnostic categories represent excesses 
of rate and magnitude in response to stimuli that are not very signifi cant. 

  The latest hypotheses accounting for the aberrant action noted by the QEEG 
is that the prefrontal cortex determines the linkages between modules. Failure of 
this executive control system to adequately control the applicable modules results 
in improper operation of these modules. Unregulated brain modules operate in a 
manner inconsistent with a smoothly functioning organism. 

   For daily activities that are not emergency response activities, the brain works 
best when excitation and inhibition are smoothly regulated. This has often been 
named the  “executive ” system (Goldberg, 2001) . It permits and favors careful 
thinking and analysis of life’s challenges. This regulation is initiated in and regu-
lated by the prefrontal portion of the frontal lobes. When the prefrontal cortex 
is functioning in a sub-optimal manner, the relationship between excitation and 
inhibition is compromised, resulting in other brain modules operating in an inde-
pendent, unregulated manner. 

  A literature search for prefrontal cortex executive yielded 137,000 responses. 
A typical response:  Tomita and Hyoe (1999) “The prefrontal cortex in intimately 
involved in emotion, memory, judgment, and error detection. ” Also it is noted 
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that:  “Interactions between the thalamus and the cortex mediate shifts in our states 
of consciousness, the sleep-wake cycle, quiet rest, or attention. Imbalances in the 
communication between thalamus and cortex is at the core of a host of psychi-
atric and neurological conditions. Yet, most of our ideas about thalamo-cortrical 
communication are based on sensory systems, but little is known about high-order 
association areas of the cortex that govern our thoughts, emotions, and actions ”
(Zikopoulos and Baras, 2007 ). 

  The frontal lobes, especially the prefrontal lobes, manage the balance between 
activation and inhibition for the rest of the brain (Chow and Cummings , 2007). 
As HEG science and clinical effi cacy advance more and more, selection of training 
areas must follow the advancing understanding of brain functional connections. A 
recent advance has taken the thalamus and basal ganglia into consideration. The 
thalamus is controlled via the basal ganglia. We all know how we can focus atten-
tion at will on whatever we want. There must be some brain nucleus that makes 
focus possible. Now, evidence is available that the basal ganglia are  involved in 
focus. It connects prefrontal areas to the thalamus. The thalamus is an informa-
tion distributing nucleus. Except for the sense of smell all sensory organs send 
their information to the thalamus. From the thalamus information is distributed 
to function specialized nuclei. 

  We are all familiar with the highly variable intensity we perceive from our 
senses. The perceived intensity is controlled by the thalamus. We are also well 
aware that we can change the perception intensity at will by merely focus-
ing on what we want to investigate. Two primary prefrontal areas have been 
found to activate separate individual basal ganglia focusing connections to the 
thalamus. One frontal position intensifi es our responses while the other quiets 
these responses.These prefrontal areas are Brodmann’s area 9, AFz, for quieting 
instructions to the thalamus, via the basal ganglia and the subthalamic nucleus, 
and the orbitofrontal areas between the eyebrows, Brodmann’s areas 11 and 12, 
AFpz, then  to the basal ganglia and thence to the subthalamic nucleus of the 
thalamus. 

  The thalamus, on receiving appropriate stimulation, then distributes intensity-
controlled activation to function-specifi c nuclei in the cortex. With these two 
functions we have an accelerator between the eyebrows to intensity  activity, and 
a brake at the middle hairline to quiet cerebral activity. These two areas serve in 
a balancing act to maintain an appropriate equilibrium between excitement and 
passivity. From the standpoint of neurotherapy we can arrange an appropriate bal-
ance by using nirHEG to appropriately adjust the tipping point between these 
levels ( Viamontes and Beitman, 2007 ). 

  If the prefrontal cortex is functioning in a sub-optimal manner, improving its 
function will improve self-regulation. Even if the prefrontal cortex is functioning 
adequately, increasing the level of inhibition may also compensate for malfunction-
ing brain modules far removed from the front of the brain as illustrated in  Fig. 7.2 
(Toomim and Carmen, 1999 ).   
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    III .    BASIC HEG CONCEPTS 

  A summary of the basic concepts which can be gleaned from this chapter is as 
follows: 

    1.   The brain is very plastic and has been shown to change as required to 
enhance its ability to deal with a challenge. 

    2.   Brain exercise is a basic brain repair and growth promoting technique. 
Education level increases age of AD onset. Physical exercise increases 
brain angiogenesis. Brain exercise increases synaptogenesis and 
angiogenesis. Memory increases correlate with synaptic number 
increase. Brain nuclei volume has been shown to increase with 
brain use. 

    3.   Brain activity can be measured non-invasively by cerebral tissue 
oxygenation and by brain blood temperature. fMRI measures the 
magnetic moment of deoxygenated hemoglobin and is an accepted 
scientifi c standard of brain activity. Blood temperature has been shown 
to correlate highly with brain metabolism. The Fick method of 
measuring energy use of the brain, the gold standard, depends on 
oxygen depletion in exiting venous blood vs. newly entering arterial 
oxygenated blood.    

    4.   Brain activity is controlled voluntarily. Every voluntary body action or 
thought is consciously controlled. Body action/thought can be initiated by 
intent. Blood fl ow increases in affected brain nuclei to supply the energy 
that fuels the brain for life support, actions and thought. 

    5.   Brain tissue oxygenation is easily measured by an external light operated 
spectrophotometer. Brain blood temperature, affected by brain metabolism, 
can also be used to train brain improvement. It is measurable with an 
infrared radiation sensitive thermometer. 

    6.   With guidance from the blood fl ow or temperature mediated 
measurements, brain blood fl ow can be increased at will to levels 
beyond those reached in normal living. This is easily demonstrated 
with use of oxygen or temperature measuring instruments. We 
hypothesize that this higher than normal activity in the prefrontal 
cortex allows the brain to manage other brain modules that may 
otherwise malfunction. 

    7.   Oxygen increase measurements   with an external infrared spectrometer, 
voluntarily raised to maximum, routinely exceed 10% and have been 
shown to increase 100%. 

    8.   Published studies have shown clinical improvements in brain function 
resulting from repeated brain exercise guided by temperature or 
oxygenation measurements.    
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   A.    Cautions, precautions, side effects 

  Although both authors are very enthusiastic about the use of this new technol-
ogy, any system capable of having a powerful effect on the human brain has also, 
by defi nition, the ability to cause problems. Both forms of HEG have similar 
side effect profi les. Although the exact mechanism of these side effects remains 
unknown, most are consistent with the symptoms that would be expected from 
fatigue of the prefrontal cortex. 

   Headache: This is an interesting phenomenon because although it is described 
as a  “headache, ” people often report that there is no real pain. The sensation is 
that of frontal throbbing rather than actual pain. It is likely that this represents 
a perception of a sensation with which the person is unfamiliar, and is due to 
increased cerebral blood fl ow to the prefrontal cortex. The sensation usually dis-
sipates within one minute of stopping the session. This may not be due to frontal 
fatigue as much as the presence of an unfamiliar sensation. 

   Fatigue of the prefrontal cortex: If someone is trained for too long or too 
intensively, especially during the fi rst session, that person may experience a gen-
eral loss of self-regulation for the balance of that day. The symptoms are usually 
an exaggeration of the person’s typical symptoms. Support for the hypothesis of 
frontal fatigue comes from the fact that the following day, after a night’s sleep, the 
symptoms are dramatically reduced. 

   Diffi culty initiating and maintaining sleep: It is unclear if this represents exces-
sive arousal or failure of inhibition. Typically the person leaves with a high level of 
mental alertness but has diffi culty sleeping that evening. This is especially true if 
the fi rst session takes place late in the day. The effect is dimished after the fi rst few 
sessions. The solution is to conduct the fi rst few sessions in the morning if at all 
possible. 

    B.    Overall training guidelines for both HEG systems 

    Applications: Both forms of HEG have been applied to a wide variety of condi-
tions and disorders. It is becoming apparent to both of us that people who have 
focal brain modules that are malfunctioning, and people with arousal and inhibi-
tion diffi culties, are likely to benefi t from a trial with HEG technology. 

    Sensor location: Training locations should be carefully selected, based on current 
scientifi c knowledge of brain function. This is likely to change as knowledge of 
brain mechanisms becomes more precise. Both PIR and NIR systems can be used 
to target localized brain functions. The NIR system design is more effi cient at tar-
geting small areas while the PIR system is more effi cient at targeting large areas. 
Hershel has primarily emphasized targeted placements while Jeff has primarily 
emphasized a frontal central training location. 
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    Intensity and duration: The intensity and duration of training during each session 
should be guided by sensitivity and gentleness. Aggressive training is more likely 
to produce temporary side effects with no increase in training effectiveness. 

    Session frequency: Acceptable gains, possibly even maximum gains can be 
obtained with a frequency of once per week. HEG effectiveness is based on brain 
growth. Sessions that are too close to each other may not allow suffi cient time to 
recover from brain exercise. The exact recovery and growth time varies with each 
individual, but sessions that are more frequent than twice a week are probably not 
a good idea. 

  Because some readers may be more familiar with EEG technology and dynamics 
than HEG, we decided to end this chapter with FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions). 
The answers will be provided by each of us, which will serve to demonstrate simi-
larities and differences in personal perspectives as well as instrumentation.   

    IV.    FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

   Q: I have heard that PIR measures brain temperature. Is that true? 
   Jeff: No, at least not in the strictest sense. Having the display look like tempera-

ture was in retrospect a mistake, but it is too late to undo it. What is being mea-
sured is a thermal waste product from increased levels of cellular metabolism. This 
process of getting rid of extra heat is what keeps brain cells from overheating. The 
bare human forehead makes a nice exiting location for excess heat, as well as a 
convenient location for PIR and NIR sensors. 

   Q: If PIR measures thermal waste, what does NIR measure? 
   Hershel: nirHEG measures the color of brain blood fl ow. Higher demand 

placed on a brain requires energy to maintain life. The brain lives on glucose 
(sugar) and oxygen. Increased demand speeds the fl ow of capillary blood. Fresh 
blood enters the capillaries and brings oxygenated blood to the neural network. 
Fresh oxygen colors the brain red. In nirHEG we strive to make the brain as red 
as possible. With this effort we voluntarily speed blood fl ow and thereby exer-
cise the targeted brain module. This is a natural activity. We do it all the time. We 
breathe life into our brains to solve problems, experience love, even to move. 

   Q: Can a person really be trained to directly control cerebral blood fl ow? 
   Hershel: No. This is a common misunderstanding of HEG. Both forms of HEG 

monitor changes of blood fl ow. However it is cellular activity, not blood fl ow, that 
is being trained. Using other means of inducing increases in cerebral blood fl ow 
does not alter focal symptoms. 

   Jeff: We agree on this. It is even possible that a person cannot be trained to 
directly control either cerebral blood fl ow or brain waves. Both blood fl ow and 
brain waves represent dependent variables. They are responses to brain cellular 
demand. However they are reliable in their response, and make convenient data to 
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measure. In both cases, what is being trained is brain cellular activity rather than 
the dependent variables being monitored. 

   Q: Why does the brain demand localized increases in blood fl ow? 
  Hershel: Blood supply is determined by the load put upon localized areas. Often, 

in distant brain modules, poor operation can be traced to poor prefrontal con-
trol (see  Fig. 7.7 ). Locating the most effi cient training position is a science in itself 
largely dependent on existing prefrontal cortex nerve trunks and brain physiology. 

  Jeff: It is well known that the increase in blood supply is a response to increased cellular 
requirements for oxygen and glucose. What is less well known is that an equally impor-
tant function is thermoregulation. A brain that overheats is at risk of self-destruction. 
Increased blood fl ow is one way to help maintain thermal stability. Humans have a 
forehead that is free from body hair, making the forehead a useful location from which 
excess brain heat can be transferred from within the skull to the external environment. 

   Q: Where on the head are the HEG sensors placed? 
   Hershel: NIR training is very targeted, based on symptoms and localized brain 

mechanisms. The forehead has widely varying effective areas. Each has a clearly 
defi ned function. There are areas for increasing and others for decreasing activity, 
areas for right brain emotional and others for left brain logical enhancements. The 
choice of training areas is determined by the needs of the client. 

  Jeff: This is an area in which Hershel and I have moved in opposite directions. 
Initially, I tried to apply PIR technology over a wide variety of skull placements based 
on neuropsychological assessment. This made intuitive sense. However, the strongest 
effects I found were always from frontal placements. For reasons partially related to dif-
ferences in language lateralization, I have standardized on sensor placement at Fpz. It 
is possible to run into trouble by training the wrong side of the brain if the person has 
language lateralization on the right side of the brain rather than the left. Depression is 
one serious example in which training on the  “wrong ” side of the brain may worsen 
symptoms. Maintaining the sensor at Fpz avoids that problem. Another possible rea-
son for my observations regarding differential placement effectiveness is the difference 
between PIR and NIR technology. PIR lends itself to monitoring larger more gener-
alized changes whereas NIR lends itself to very focal measurement. 

   Q: What do you mean by generalized versus focal sensor placement? 
   Hershel: nirHEG lends itself beautifully to targeted placements. Because of the 

relatively small volume of brain tissue activity monitored, it can selectively moni-
tor brain activity in a specifi c area while ignoring brain activity in adjacent areas. 
This can be very valuable in treatment of stroke where there is a penumbra of 
viable tissue surrounding the scar tissue damaged by the stroke. 

  Brain modules normally talk to each other. In autism, viable brain modules are 
often isolated from other brain modules by inadequate nerve connections. Activating 
viable brain modules wherever they exist, that often have never been used, exercises 
the connecting nerves and aids in development of supporting brain areas. 
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   Jeff: pirHEG has a relatively large fi eld of view. The original sensor monitored 
a circular area with a diameter of about 32    mm.The new sensor developed in 
2007 monitors the same vertical response but expands the horizontal response to 
a 46    mm wide oval. It may be that the large volume of brain activity monitored 
lends itself more to a single central placement. 

   Q: So, if these two systems are so different, which one is better to use in a clinical 
setting?

   Hershel and Jeff: This is an area in which we both completely agree. We feel 
there is a place for each type of technology, and that ideally a clinician should 
have access to both. Now, if you are new to HEG, reading these FAQs may help 
make the details of this chapter make more sense. 
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    I.   OVERVIEW 

   If the language of the brain lies in its neuronal coding, then the expression of the 
brain lies in its rhythmicity and timing. The rhythmicity is due to the selective 
synchronization and desynchronization of the encoding within billions of pools of 
neurons which provide the sensory activity of everything that is sensed, thought, 
or done.  Berger (1929)  observed all four main rhythms—the alpha, beta, theta, and 
delta—in his very fi rst EEG recording. It should come as no surprise, therefore, 
that since the earliest EEG studies, interest has turned toward rhythmic sensory 
stimulation, and its possible effects on brain function. 

   Auditory or visual stimulation (AVS) can take a wide variety of forms, gen-
erating different subjective and clinical effects. The simplest form of stimulation 
is to present a series of arbitrary light fl ashes or sound clicks to a subject, and 
investigate the resulting subjective or EEG effects, whereas audio -visual entrain-
ment (AVE) would involve stimulation at a particular frequency. This  “open loop ”
stimulation is not contingent on the EEG brainwave in any way. From this basic 
form, changes can be made in the type of stimulation, without dependence on 
the EEG waves. 

   Clinical reports of fl icker stimulation appear as far back as the dawn of modern 
medicine. It was at the turn of the twentieth century when Pierre Janet, at the 
Salpêtrière Hospital in France, reported that by having his patients gaze into the 
fl ickering light produced from a spinning, spoked wheel in front of a kerosene 
lantern, there was a reduction in their depression, tension and hysteria ( Pieron, 
1982). With the development of the EEG, Adrian and Matthews published their 
results showing that the alpha rhythm could be  “ driven ” above and below the nat-
ural frequency with photic stimulation ( Adrian and Matthews, 1934 ). This discov-
ery prompted several small physiological outcome studies on the  “ fl icker following 
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response, ” the brain’s electrical response to stimulation (       Bartley, 1934, 1937 ; Durup 
and Fessard, 1935 ; Jasper, 1936 ; Goldman et al ., 1938 ; Jung, 1939 ;Toman, 1941 ). 

   In 1956, W. Gray  Walter published the fi rst results on thousands of test subjects 
comparing fl icker stimulation with the  subjective emotional feelings it produced 
(Walter, 1956 ). Test subjects reported all types of visual illusions and in particular 
the “whirling spiral, ” which was signifi cant with alpha production. Finally, in the 
late 1950s, as a result of Kroger’s observations as to why US military radar opera-
tors often drifted into trance, Kroger teamed up with Sidney Schneider of the 
Schneider Instrument Company, and produced the world’s fi rst electronic clinical 
photic stimulator—the  “Brainwave Synchronizer. ” It had powerful hypnotic quali-
ties, and soon after studies on hypnotic induction began to be published ( Kroger 
and Schneider, 1959 ; Lewerenz, 1963 ; Sadove, 1963 ; Margolis, 1966 ). 

   In the  “open-loop” system of visual stimulation, fl ickering or fl ashing light 
can be replaced with sine wave and other types of modulated light. Generally, the 
more elaborate the photic stimulation, the greater the potential for the brain to 
interpret and respond. For example, sine-wave modulated light has a signifi cantly 
greater effect on endogenous rhythms than a simple fl ickering light. In the case of 
auditory stimulation, simple clicks can be replaced with modulated or  “warbling ”
sounds, or with binaurally presented  “beats. ” In the case of binaural beats, two dif-
ferent signals are presented to each ear, and the reconstruction of the frequency 
difference or  “beat” is performed within the brain itself. 

   It is also possible to introduce dependence of the stimulation on the EEG wave, 
so that it becomes EEG-driven, or  “closed-loop, ” or  “contingent. ” Contingent 
stimulation is produced when the parameters of the feedback are determined 
by the properties of the EEG. There is a variety of ways to achieve closed-loop 
control of feedback. These include both direct (phase-sensitive) and indirect (fre-
quency or amplitude-sensitive) methods. Contingent stimulation greatly increases 
the possibility for learning to occur, and learning may even occur without con-
scious effort ( “volition ”). When the brain is presented with information (including 
stimulation that refl ects EEG information), the possibilities for classical condition-
ing, operant conditioning, concurrent learning, and self-effi cacy arise. 

There is a variety of ways to make the stimulation contingent on the EEG, 
and these include approaches described by Carter et al. (2000) , Davis (2005)  and 
Collura (2005) . These methods can be broken into two types: phase-sensitive and 
frequency-sensitive. In phase-sensitive feedback, the photic stimulation is deter-
mined by the exact details of the EEG wave, including the timing of peaks and 
valleys ( Davis, 2005 ). The original Roshi I and Roshi II devices employed a pro-
prietary algorithm that converted the complex EEG waveform into a pattern of 
fl ashes. The resulting stimulation was EEG-dependent, and refl ected the details of 
the time behavior of the signal. 

  With frequency-sensitive methods, some EEG frequency parameters are fi rst 
determined, such as peak or dominant frequency, and then the stimulation rate is 
set based upon this information ( Russell, 1996 ; Ochs, 1994 ; Carter and Russell, 
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1993). It is further possible to control the onset and end of stimulation using EEG 
parameters. For an overview and bibliography of the technical and physiological 
issues see Collura (2002). 

  As EEG equipment improved, so did a renewed interest in the brain’s evoked 
electrical response to photic and auditory entrainment, and soon a fl urry of stud-
ies was completed ( Barlow, 1960 ;Van der tweel and Lunel, 1965   ; Kinney, 1973; 
 Townsend, 1973 ; Donker, 1978;  Frederick et al., 1999   ; Chatrain  et al ., 1959). 

    II .    EVIDENCE OF SENSORY EFFECTS OF AVE 

  Published work in AVE tends to fall into one of three categories: 1) Subjective expe-
riential effects of AVE, 2) EEG changes associated with AVE with possible diagnostic 
value, and 3) clinical applications of AVE. The fi rst type of work has been reported 
by  Huxley (1954) , Budzynski et al. (1999, 2007) , and others. These have shown that 
rhythmic information can produce unique sensory experiences, associated with the 
properties of the stimulation. These can include sensations such as activation, relax-
ation, or discomfort, visual experiences, and  “twilight” states. 

  Aldous Huxley (1954)  was among the fi rst to articulate the subjective correlates 
of what he described as the  “stroboscopic lamp. ” In his view,  “we descend from 
chemistry to the still more elementary realm of physics. Its rhythmically fl ashing 
light seems to act directly, through the optic nerves, on the electrical manifesta-
tions of the brain’s activity. ” He described subjective experiences of incessantly 
changing patterns, whose color was a function of the rate of fl ashing. Between 10 
and 15 fl ashes per second, he reported orange and red; above 15, green and blue; 
above18, white and gray. He also described enriched and intensifi ed experiences 
when subjects were under the effects of mescaline or lysergic acid. 

  In his view, the rhythms of the lamp interacted with the rhythms of the brain’s 
electrical activity to produce a complex interference pattern which is translated by the 
brain’s apparatus into a conscious pattern of color and movement. He remained mysti-
fi ed, however, by one subject who reported seeing an abstract geometry described as a 
“Japanese landscape ” of surpassing beauty, charged with preternatural light and color. 
Clearly, this simple procedure elicited brain responses far more complex than a simple 
interference pattern involving basic rhythmic interactions. It comprises the fi rst report 
of the subjective responses to a simple, non-contingent stimulation. 

  The second type of work is reported by Gray Walter (1956), Regan (1989) 
, Collura (1996, 2001) , Silberstein  et al. (1990) , and  Frederick  et al. (1999, 2004) .
These studies have shown that stimulation can produce both transient and lasting 
changes in the EEG.  Collura (1978)  articulated the relationship between the low-
frequency and high-frequency components of the steady-state visual evoked poten-
tial as refl ecting anatomically and physiologically distinct response mechanisms, and 
also demonstrated that the short-term waxing and waning in the steady-state visual 
evoked response refl ects short-term changes in attention. It has been found that 
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contingent stimulation has signifi cantly greater effect in producing lasting changes, 
when compared to non-contingent stimulation. 

  The third type of work has been reported by Evans (1972) , Hammond (2000) ,
Carter and Russell (1993) , Ochs (1994)  and ( Siever, 2007 ). This approach empha-
sizes clinical changes and applies the various forms of AVE, in an effort to delin-
eate the visible effects which can be used therapeutically. When an empirical 
approach is used, benefi ts may be observed that would not be expected, based 
upon fi rst principles. Clinical benefi ts have included improvements in attention 
and concentration, and reduction of depression. 

   Evans (1972) was particularly interested in the potential for simultaneous 
visual, auditory and tactile stimulation to assist with severely retarded children, 
and reported promising results.  Davis (1999)  developed a different type of EEG-
controlled nonvolitional method that used parameters of the EEG signal to control 
light fl ashes. This approach incorporates particular aspects of the EEG signal in 
real-time. Hammond’s (2000) report employs this system in a single case study that 
demonstrated effi cacy in the case of depression. More recently, Davis has devel-
oped an open-loop method ( “pRoshi”) that provides similar stimulation dynam-
ics, but does not utilize EEG control ( Davis, 2005 ). Carter  et al. (2000)  described a 
method that extracts a determination of the dominant frequency in the EEG and 
uses this information to determine the frequency of stimulation. Both stimulation 
and entrainment are then non-contingent, consisting of a brief presentation of 
open-loop stimulation. They have reported clinical benefi ts, particularly in rela-
tion to learning and attention. 

  Additional clinical studies explored the use of photic entrainment to induce 
hypnotic trance ( Kroger and Schneider, 1959 ; Lewerenz, 1963 ), to augment anes-
thesia during surgery ( Sadove, 1963 ) and to reduce pain, control gagging and 
accelerate healing in dentistry ( Margolis, 1966 ). More recently, the induction of 
dissociation was explored ( Leonard  et al., 1999 ; Leonard,  et al., 2000 ), which aided 
the understanding of dissociative pathology and development of better techniques 
for relaxing people suffering from trauma and post-traumatic stress disorder 
(Siever, 2006 ). 

    III.    PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF AVE SYSTEMS 

   Srinivarsan (1988)  described a method to make the intensity of photic stimulation 
directly related to the instantaneous amplitude of the subject’s EEG alpha wave. 
The stimulation was thus both phase-locked to, and proportional to, the size of 
the alpha signal. He reported enhanced alpha amplitude when subjects attended 
to the stimulator, with concomitant subjective reports consistent with enhanced 
alpha activity. Systems such as these do not appeal to any need for operant con-
ditioning, or for instructions to the test subject. These methods are thus deemed 
 “ nonvolitional ” in that they do not depend on the volition (intent) of the subject. 
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Collura (2005, 2007)  has further described a nonvolitional method that employs 
selective photic entrainment at a predetermined fl icker frequency, but which is 
presented contingent on the EEG meeting certain criteria. This approach can be 
used to inhibit particular EEG rhythms, and is also a nonvolitional method. 

  The following single-session example demonstrates the capability of EEG-
controlled photic entrainment, when applied in an extinction learning model, to 
reduce excess theta activity. The trainee complained of not being able to control 
the level of their theta, and that it was known to be in excess in previous EEG 
analyses. The sensor was placed at Oz, and a single channel of EEG was used. The 
method was based on  Collura (2005) , as a means of reducing the theta activity by 
nonvolitional EEG-controlled training. The following results were obtained dur-
ing a 60-minute test session with a 5 -minute photic training period beginning at 
minute 30, with no additional instructions given to the trainee (see  Fig. 8.1   ). 

  The chart shows theta (4.0–7.0    Hz) amplitude as a function of time, during a 
test session. Minutes 1–30: conventional neurofeedback. Minute 30: Contingent 
photic stimulation (14    Hz peripheral white LEDs fl ashed when theta      �      threshold) 
begins. Minute 35: Contingent photic stimulation is withdrawn. The continued 
effect of the learned extinction is evident. Minute 47: Trainee is talking, motion 
artifact is present. 

  The initial 30 minutes of monitoring showed the expected high levels of theta, 
averaging above 20 microvolts peak-to-peak. During this time, conventional feed-
back was presented in the form of bar graphs and sounds indicating when theta was 
below a threshold. At minute 31, photic stimulation was introduced, so that fl ashes at 
14 per second were delivered, whenever the momentary theta value exceeded a second 
threshold value. For the next 5 minutes, the trainee experienced the intermittent 
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FIGURE 8.1      Effect of contingent photic stimulation on excess theta.    
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14   Hz photic stimulation in both eyes, using peripheral LED glasses, so that they could 
continue to watch the EEG biofeedback display. At minute 35, the stimulation was 
discontinued, and the trainee continued to watch the neurofeedback display, as before. 

    Figure 8.1  shows that the theta amplitude changed abruptly, from its standing 
level of over 20 microvolts to a level below 10 microvolts, within the 5-minute 
learning period. Moreover, the theta amplitude remains at the new level well after 
the removal of the stimulation, and does not show any tendency to recover or 
“creep up ” for the remainder of the session. The  “blip ” at minute 47 occurs when 
the trainee is talking, basically remarking that  “my theta level is staying down. ”

  It appears from these results that the effect of the 5-minute learning interval was 
to produce a sustained change in theta activity that persisted well after the stimula-
tion was withdrawn. Therefore, in contrast to  “open-loop” stimulation, this method 
produces a robust and clear learning effect that is lasting. Furthermore, this learning 
did not depend on intention, as the trainee was given no instructions. Rather, the 
training was nonvolitional. The learning process was thus a result of intrinsic brain 
processes mediating the change directly, as a result of the effect of the stimulation on 
theta production. 

  A variety of modifi cations of audio -visual entrainment have been tested, with 
promising results.  Rozelle and Budzynski (1995)  used a prototype  “EEG-Driven 
AVS ” device developed by Ochs to augment neurofeedback in the success-
ful treatment of a stroke client. This device sampled the client’s EEG then auto-
matically adjusted the AVE frequency to either lead or lag the dominant EEG 
frequency.  Davis (1999)  has developed a different type of EEG-controlled non-
volitional method that uses parameters of the EEG signal to control light fl ashes. 
This approach incorporates particular aspects of the EEG signal in real-time. 
Hammond (2000)  describes the application of this system in a single case study 
that demonstrated effi cacy in a case of depression. 

  More recently, Davis has developed an open-loop method that provides similar 
stimulation dynamics, but does not utilize EEG control ( Davis 2005 ). Finally, a model 
of photic entrainment using EEG and cerebral blood fl ow feedback is eminent, which 
extracts a determination of the dominant frequency in the EEG, and uses this infor-
mation to establish the frequency of stimulation. Entrainment is then non-contin-
gent, consisting of a brief presentation of open-loop stimulation.  Carter  et al. (2000) 
reported clinical benefi ts, particularly in relation to learning and attention. 

    IV.    HARMONICS AS A FUNCTION OF 
ENTRAINMENT

  Although photic entrainment can be shown to produce subjective and physiological 
effects as a result of cortical stimulation, it is another issue entirely to conclude that 
it interacts with or produces endogenous rhythms. If, for example, a light fl ashing at 
10 fl ashes per second produces EEG responses at 10 cycles per second, this does not 
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imply that the fl ashing is producing an  “alpha” rhythm. Endogenous rhythms are 
associated with particular thalamocortical and corticocortical mechanisms, and are 
self-sustaining (Sterman, 1996) . Responses to fl ickering light, on the other hand, 
are produced by the same mechanisms that produce simple evoked potentials, and 
thus involve sensory and perceptual mechanisms that are different from the innate 
cortical rhythmic generators. This is confi rmed by the fact that photic  “entrain-
ment” effects in the EEG are invariably seen to vanish when the stimulation is with-
drawn. In other words, the EEG is not  “entrained” in the sense of  “driving ” an alpha 
rhythm. Rather, a repetitive evoked potential is produced, whose frequency content 
is simply related to the stimulating fl ashes, and the presence of these frequencies 
refl ects an entirely different mechanism and functional anatomical basis when com-
pared with endogenous rhythms. 

  Harmonics are also commonly seen in the EEG responses to photic stimulation. 
Again, these do not need to be interpreted as  “beta” or  “gamma” rhythms produced 
by the stimulation. Rather, the presence of higher harmonics is understood as a 
simple product of the complex waveform that is elicited. True beta, gamma, and 
similar high-frequency EEG rhythms are produced by particular cortico-cortical 
mechanisms, and are modulated as a function of cortical excitability. When a visual 
evoked response is produced, it has its own low-frequency and high-frequency 
components, regardless of the frequency of stimulation. The high-frequency com-
ponents are the primary cortical responses, and low-frequency components refl ect 
secondary cortical mechanisms. It so happens that when the stimulation occurs at 
certain rates, the overlapping of the separate evoked potential components rein-
forces a particular component, due to the linear superposition of the waveforms. 
Thus, the frequencies elicited by repetitive stimulation refl ect different neuronal 
mechanisms than those producing endogenous rhythms. 

  As a result, the benefi ts of AVE are not simple or  “automatic. ” That is, by stimu-
lating at or near the alpha frequency, for example, we should not expect to elicit 
the same effects as the brain producing its endogenous alpha rhythm. There may be 
subjective correlates to the stimulation that resemble an alpha state, but this is not an 
intrinsic alpha state. In furthering the fi eld, both the short-term and long-term EEG 
and clinical effects of the stimulation must be studied, in order to produce solid 
scientifi c and clinical rationale. 

   V.    EFFECTS OF AUDIO-VISUAL   ENTRAINMENT 

  AVE is believed to achieve its effects through several mechanisms simultaneously. 
These include: 

   A.   Altered EEG activity 
    B.   Dissociation/hypnotic induction 
    C.   Limbic stabilization 
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    D.   Improved neurotransmitter production 
    E.   Altered cerebral blood fl ow.    

   It is important to delineate the difference between audio-visual stimulation (AVS) 
and audio -visual entrainment (AVE). Watching TV, a car driving by, or being at a 
noisy mall or theme park all constitute AVS, where there is a great deal of stimula-
tion; all of it, however, is quite random and unorganized. This type of stimulation 
doesn’t necessarily leave a signifi cant imprint on one’s psyche, cerebral blood fl ow 
or brain wave activity. 

  AVE is a subset of AVS where constant, repetitive stimuli of the proper frequency 
and suffi cient strength to  “excite” the thalamus, and neo-cortex, must be present. 
These stimuli do not transfer energy directly into the cortex as TV and radio waves 
do into a tuned circuit, nor in the same manner as placing a tuning fork near another 
tuning fork that is vibrating at the same frequency thus making the silent fork  “hum”
as well. The direct transmission of energy from AVE only goes so far as to excite retinal 
cells in the eyes, and pressure-sensitive cilia within the cochlea of the ears. The nerve 
pathways from the eyes and ears carry the elicited electrical potentials into the thala-
mus. From there, the entrained electrical activity within the thalamus is  “amplifi ed ”
and distributed throughout other limbic areas and the cerebral cortexes via the  cortical 
thalamic loop. In essence, AVE involves the continuous electrical response of the brain 
in relation to the stimulus frequency, plus the mathematical representation (harmonics) 
of the stimulus wave shape.  Figure 8.2    shows the visual pathways for visual entrain-
ment.  Figure 8.3    shows an occipital record of square wave visual entrainment at 2, 4, 8, 
12 and 20    Hz ( Kinney  et al., 1973 ). 

FIGURE 8.2      Visual pathways.    
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   A .    Altered EEG activity 

  The effects of AVE on the EEG are primarily found frontally, over the sensory-motor 
strip, and in parietal (somato-sensory) regions, and slightly less within the prefron-
tal cortex. It is within these areas where executive function, motor activation and 
somato-sensory (body) awareness are primarily mediated. It is believed this is why 
AVE lends itself well for the treatment of such a wide variety of disorders including 
PTSD, panic, anxiety, depression, cognitive decline, and attentional disorders. Eyes-
closed AVE at 18.5    Hz has been shown to increase EEG brain wave activity by 49% 
at the vertex (CZ) (the only site examined in this study). Auditory entrainment (AE) 
is the same concept as visual entrainment with the exception that auditory signals 
are passed into the thalamus via the medial geniculate, whereas visual entrainment 
passes into the thalamus via the lateral geniculate ( McClintic, 1978 ). At the vertex 
(with the eyes-closed) AE produced an increase in EEG brain wave activity by 21% 
(Frederick  et al., 1999 ). Successful entrainment leads to a meditative kind of dissocia-
tion, where the user experiences a loss of somatic and cognitive awareness. 

  Only a sine wave produces a single harmonic. Complex waves are made up of 
a multitude of harmonics; it is therefore reasonable to expect that a non-sine wave 
stimulus can generate harmonics in the brain.  Figure 8.4    shows a combination sine-
square stimulus with a second harmonic that shows up in the EEG record of this 
subject. 

    B.    Dissociation/hypnotic induction 

   Dissociation occurs in varying degrees when we meditate, exercise, enter a hypnotic 
trance, read a good book, become involved in a movie or enjoy a sporting event. 
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FIGURE 8.3      Visual entrainment effects on the occiput.    
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We get drawn into the present moment and let go of thoughts relating to our 
daily hassles, hectic schedules, paying rent, urban noise, worries, threats or anxiet-
ies and the resultant, often unhealthy, mental chatter. Dissociation involves a  “dis-
connection” of self from thoughts and somatic awareness, as is experienced during 
deep meditation. As dissociation begins (after approximately 4–8 minutes) from 
properly applied AVE, a  restabilization effect occurs where muscles relax, electro-
dermal activity decreases, peripheral blood fl ow stabilizes (hand temperature nor-
malizes to 32–33° C), breathing becomes diaphragmatic and slow, and heart rate 
becomes uniform and smooth. Visual entrainment alone, in the lower alpha fre-
quency range (7–10    Hz), has been shown to easily induce hypnosis ( Lewerenz, 
1963); and it has been shown that nearly 80% of subjects entered into a either a 
light or deep hypnotic trance within 6 minutes during alpha AVE ( Kroger and 
Schneider, 1959 ), as shown in  Fig. 8.5   . Additional studies have shown that AVE 
provides an excellent medium for achieving an altered state of consciousness 
(Glickson, 1987). 

    C.    Limbic stabilization   

  The amygdala is activated by fear, anxiety and stress (the fi ght-or-fl ight response), 
and the hypothalamus controls all autonomic functioning including muscle ten-
sion, electrodermal response, heart rate, arterial tone, body temperature, eating and 
satiety. Because AVE can be used to produce hand-temperature normalization, 
muscle relaxation, reduced electro-dermal activity, reduced heart rate and reduced 
hypertension, it is speculated that AVE may produce a calming effect on these 

FIGURE 8.4      Brain map in 1     Hz bins during 8    Hz AVE ( “SKIL ” analysis—eyes-closed).    
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limbic structures. AVE therefore lends itself very well to stabilizing panic and anx-
iety. When using white light as the stimulus, measures of fi nger temperature, elec-
tromyograph (EMG), electro-dermal response (EDR), and heart-rate variability 
(HRV) have been dramatically improved within 10 minutes. 

    Figure 8.6    shows increasing (normalizing) fi nger temperature in one sub-
ject.  Figure 8.7    shows decreased electrodermal response using white-light AVE 
(DAVID system) at alpha frequencies. Notice that the normalization effect begins 
following roughly 6 minutes of AVE. 
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    D.    Improved neurotransmitter production   

   People under the infl uence of long-term anxiety eventually develop  adrenal fatigue  
(hypo-adrenalis), characterized by exhaustion and fatigue ( Wilson, 2001 ). And as 
both serotonin and norepinephrine production shuts down in the brain, depres-
sion sets in ( Sapolsky, 2003 ). In one study of AVE, blood serum levels of serotonin, 
endorphine, and melatonin all increased considerably following 10    Hz, white-light 
photic stimulation ( Shealy et al., 1989 ). Several clinical studies showed declines in 
depression, anxiety and/or suicide ideation following a treatment program using 
AVE, e.g.,  Gagnon and Boersma, (1992) ; Berg and Siever, (2004) .

    E .    Altered cerebral blood fl ow   

  SPECT and FMRI imaging show that hypo-perfusion of cerebral blood fl ow (CBF) 
is associated with many forms of mental disorders ( Rubin et al., 1994 ) including   
anxiety and depression ( Wu  et al., 1992 ; Cohen,  et al., 1992 ), attentional problems 
(Teicher  et al., 2000 ), behavior disorders, and impaired cognitive function ( Mortel 
et al., 1994 ; Hirsch  et al., 1997 ).

AVE has been shown to increase brain glucose metabolism overall by 5%, and 
to increase CBF in the striate cortex, peaking at a 28% increase at 7.8     Hz.( Fox and 
Raichle, 1985 ). This, coincidentally, is the  Schumann Resonance, the frequency that 
electro-magnetic radiation propagates around the earth ( Schumann, 1952 ;       Bliokh 
et al., 1980 ; Sentam, 1987 ). In addition, AVE has been shown to increase CBF 
throughout various other brain regions including frontal areas ( Mentis et al., 1997 ;
 Sappey-Marinier  et al ., 1992 ).   
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   VI.    CLINICAL PROTOCOLS  WITH  FREE-RUNNING 
AUDIO  -VISUAL ENTRAINMENT 

   Hundreds of  thousands of people have successfully used audio -visual entrainment 
(AVE) to reduce or manage the symptoms of their disorders, syndromes, and ail-
ments. To date, a number of AVE-related studies with clinical outcomes have been 
completed, and more are in progress. A number of the studies with clinical impli-
cations are listed below: 

   Attention defi cit disorder         4 (n      �      359, school children) 
   Academic performance in college students         2 (n      �      22, college students) 
    Improved cognitive performance in seniors         4 (n      �      86) 
    Reduced falling in seniors         1 (n      �      80, seniors) 
    Dental—during dental procedures     2 (n      �      36) 
   Temporo-mandibular joint dysfunction         2 (n      �      43, middle-aged) 
    Seasonal affective disorder         1 (n      �      74, middle-aged) 
    Pain and fi bromyalgia         3 (n      �      66, middle-aged) 
    Insomnia     1 (n      �      10, middle-aged) 
   PTSD      �600 cases (public, police and military) 
    Migraine headache         1 (n      �     7)
    Hypertension         1 (n      �      28) 
    Stroke         1 (n      �     1)   

   A .    How AVE protocols (sessions) are designed 

  Since the inception of the original DAVID1 in 1984, designing sessions has been 
a multifaceted approach, and a lengthy process. Session designs are drawn from 
personal experience, results from clients and from practicing health profession-
als. The DAVID Session Editor ( Fig. 8.8   ) is a valuable tool for allowing clinicians 
free reign over their customized session design. The Editor allows independent left 
and right frequency control from 0–25.5    Hz, including a steady-on state on either 
side. Intensity of light, type of auditory tone and heart beat pacer, plus its pitch and 
volume are also adjustable. Various waveforms (sine wave, triangle wave, sine-square 
combination, and square waves) of the light stimulation are also pre-settable. 

  Stimulation in the left visual fi eld of both eyes and left ear evokes activity in the 
right hemisphere of the brain whereas stimulation in the right visual fi elds of both eyes 
and right ear evokes activity in the left hemisphere of the brain. Therefore, when this 
guide refers to left or right brain it is referring to the activity or side of the brain that 
is being activated. For example,  “Left Brain Beta/Right Brain SMR ” means that a beta 
frequency of auditory and visual stimulation is being presented to the right visual fi elds 
and right ear to produce a response in the left side of the brain, and SMR stimulation
would come from the left side to produce a response in the right side of the brain. 
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    B.    Components of a session 

  As shown in  Fig. 8.9   , AVE sessions generally comprise three sections: an ini-
tial induction process, body, and ending. With eyes-closed AVE, the induction 

FIGURE 8.8      DAVID session editor.    
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process is crucial in dissociating the user so that: a) the cortical-thalamic entrain-
able rhythm can maximize, and b) there can be calming of the autonomic nervous 
system as seen in       Figs. 8.7 and 8.8 above. Most sessions in the DAVID systems 
begin with a 0.5    Hz difference between the left and right stimuli. This sets up 
a slow beat frequency, which is quite dissociating. A unique randomization pro-
cess, which follows the frequency offset, also begins following the fi rst minute 
of AVE. In the case of simple alpha, theta and delta sessions, this randomization 
continues until the target frequency is reached. Complex sessions do not generally 
require randomization as the complexity of the session provides its own dissocia-
tive induction. All DAVID sessions end with a  “soft-off  ” process, where the ses-
sion fades out gently, so as not to startle the user ( Siever, 2000 ). 

    C.     “ Rules of thumb ”

  As with any intervention, there are guidelines as to when to receive treatment, 
and what the treatment should look like. In order to achieve the best results from 
AVE, we recommend the following as guidelines or  “rules of thumb. ”

   1.   Drink a glass of water before every AVE session. Do this for at least the fi rst six 
sessions and particularly with depression,  ADD/ADHD, and cognitive decline 
in seniors where a condition of hypoperfusion of cerebral blood fl ow exists. 

    2.   Close your eyes during the session for best effects, although keeping your 
eyes open is not harmful. 

    3.   Use beta sessions in the morning,  not  at night. 
    4.   Use the SMR session in the morning or early afternoon, and the longer 

 “ Dissociative SMR ” at night for the anxious-mind/quiet-body type of 
insomnia. 

    5.   Use 10     Hz alpha and theta sessions in the afternoon. 
    6.   Use slower alpha sessions in the afternoon, evening or at bedtime, but not 

in the morning. 
    7.   Use delta sessions at night only.     

    D.    Session frequency ranges and types 

   By and large, the AVE frequency chosen is the same as is typically chosen for neu-
rofeedback. About a dozen key session types can be identifi ed. Session elements 
include a frequency, the time needed to induce a dissociative/meditative state of 
mind (the fi rst crucial step toward deep induction), and a fading at the end. AVE 
sessions can span the entire brain wave range from sub-delta up to 25    Hz, and 
independently for each hemisphere. Beyond 25    Hz the effects of AVE diminish, 
and anxiety can be elicited. Marvin  Sams (2007, personal communication)  has 
also found that AVE up around gamma (40    Hz) can produce severe negative side 
effects. However, there are unique AVE sessions which are over and above tradi-
tional, straight-on entrainment. These are listed below. 
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    1.     Beta 18–22     Hz 

  Beta stimulation in the 18–22    Hz range has been shown to be the most effective 
for improving energy cognition (mental performance) and attention, and, to a lesser 
degree, for reducing depression. Beta has been proven useful for clearing mental  “fog ”
in people with fi bromyalgia ( Berg et al., 1999 ). However, AVE above 20    Hz may 
produce anxiety. Beta sessions increase arousal in non-ADHD users, whereas those 
with ADD-ADHD often fall asleep. A study treating seasonal affective disorder (SAD) 
using 20    Hz AVE showed large reductions in anxiety, depression, and carbohydrate 
cravings, while eliciting weight loss ( Berg and Siever, 2004 ). Beta sessions are best 
used right after wakening, while the user is in bed, and run for 20 minutes. 

            Figures 8.10, 8.11 and 8.12        show results of the SAD study in 2004.  Figure 8.10 
shows reductions in depression (BDI or Beck Depression Inventory) while 
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Fig. 8.11  shows improvement in mood and sociality.  Figure 8.12  shows increased 
energy and reduced carbohydrate cravings. During the 2-week pre-test condition, 
the participants had an average weight loss of 3 pounds (1.36    Kg). They had further 
weight reductions of 6.5 pounds (4.3    Kg) during the two-week treatment condition. 

    2 .    Low beta/sensorimotor rhythm 

  The SMR (sensorimotor rhythm) is the idling rhythm for the motor strip—the 
long thin area located on top of the head between the ears ( McClintic, 1978 ). 
As SMR increases, a person’s body becomes more relaxed. Hyperactive (ADHD) 
children have very little SMR activity. In cortical regions outside of the motor 
strip, 12–15    Hz is considered to be low beta. Low beta relates to relaxed atten-
tion such as reading or engaging in a relaxing hobby such as knitting. SMR has 
also been used successfully with View-hole  “Tru-Vu Omniscreen TM  ” eyesets to 
improve reading speed and comprehension. Budzynski  et al. (1999)  used 14 Hz 
audio-visual stimulation to increase peak alpha frequency and A3/A1 ratios (11–
13    Hz/7–9     Hz), which in turn enhanced mental clarity. 

   Use SMR for: 

      ●    Relaxed attention. 
      ●    Quieting the body down. 
     ●   Reading with the View-hole Omniscreen eyesets. 
      ●    Insomnia—  “chattery ” mind but relaxed body.    

  There are two variations of SMR. One variation is in keeping with Hauri’s (1982) 
neurofeedback studies in which he found that uptraining in the 12–15    Hz fre-
quency band helped reduce insomnia in people suffering from insomnia of the 
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 “ racy-head, ” relaxed-body type. The AVE session is typically 40 minutes with a 
long dissociated, randomized front end to help with sleep onset. The second vari-
ation involves ADD/ADHD children with whom this session is used with eyesets 
containing view-holes for reading. The session is then played while the person 
reads. No dissociation is added. Both left and right stimulation are locked in phase. 
Self-reports from these users indicate that visual tracking, attention, comprehen-
sion, and retention are improved. 

    3.    Alpha sessions 

  The alpha AVE sessions in the range of 7–10    Hz are the most commonly used. 
They are used for meditating, going to sleep, calming anxiety and reducing 
post-traumatic stress syndrome (PTSD) symptoms. Clients have come into our 
offi ce immediately following a panic attack, and they have been tense, pale and 
exhausted. Following a Schumann session these same clients have left feeling 
relaxed, calm, grounded, and stable for up to 2 days. Nothing settles down an irri-
tated amygdala and hypothalamus as alpha AVE does. Most of the time people fall 
asleep during a slow alpha (7–9     Hz) session. 

   However, like meditation, deep relaxation and temperature biofeedback, alpha 
sessions can, in some cases, make the user unsettled and anxious if repressed mem-
ories begin to surface, although this is rare. People who are  “controller ” types and 
 “ guarded ” don’t generally like alpha sessions (or AVE sessions at all) because they 
feel like they are losing their control. People who have experienced trauma also 
often resist  “giving in ” to the session, not realizing that AVE may be the best thing 
for them. 

  Sometimes, continued daytime use of slowed alpha sessions can make a per-
son feel sluggish, moody, and  “foggy-headed. ” Brain maps we have done show that 
slowed alpha sessions often dramatically reduce depression but may increase depres-
sion as well. Presently, we don’t know how to predict which way a person will go, 
so make mental body/mind checks when using these sessions during the daytime. 
Night-time use is okay, because our brainwaves slide through slow alpha and theta 
on the way to sleep. Afternoon use is also generally okay if the user falls asleep dur-
ing the session. 

  All sessions have a natural element of dissociation just by the very nature of 
AVE. However, extra  “chatter” reducing dissociation is achieved by using two 
slightly different frequencies, and randomization during the fi rst portion of the 
session (see section on Dissociation above). 

   Jaw tension and degradation of the joint and its cartilage, more formally known 
as temporo-mandibular dysfunction (TMD), is often a direct physiological outcome 
in response to stress ( Yemm, 1969 ). Auditory entrainment at 10    Hz, plus EMG 
biofeedback has been shown to directly reduce the symptoms of TMD ( Manns
et al., 1981 ). A study by  Thomas and Siever, (1989)  showed that many people with 
chronic TMD show  dysponesis or bracing (tensing up) when asked to relax. AVE 
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at 10    Hz produced deep masseter muscle relaxation and fi nger warming within 
6 minutes. Cagnon and Boersma (1992)  found that alpha AVE was effective in 
reducing chronic pain from back injury.  Anderson (1989)  found that alpha AVE 
effectively reduced migraine, and          Siever (2003)  found that alpha AVE normalized 
breathing and heart rhythms in minutes. 

  Alpha AVE at 10    Hz has also been shown to reduce jaw tension (         Siever, 2003 )
during wide mouth opening. AVE has been used to reduce jaw pain, patient anxi-
ety and heart rate during dental procedures ( Morse and Chow, 1993 ). During this 
study, it was found that the most stressful part of a root canal procedure was dur-
ing the injection (needle). With alpha AVE alone, heart rate was reduced signifi -
cantly. With increased dissociation by listening to a relaxation tape, heart rate was 
further reduced. 

  A study by  Williams,  et al. (2006)  found that as seniors approached 80 years of 
age, their ability to correctly identify real-language trigrams (three-letter words) 
versus fake words became impaired. They also found that seniors over 80 had dif-
fi culty remembering words they had heard previously in a test where they were 
required to identify random word-pairs. Based on the premise that healthy alpha 
near 10    Hz is associated with peak mental performance, a row of light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) along the top of the computer testing monitor was fl ashed for 
just one second at a variety of frequencies (9    Hz, 9.5    Hz, 10    Hz, 10.2    Hz, 10.5     Hz, 
11   Hz, 11.5    Hz, and 500    Hz, as a control) just before the task occurred. As 
expected, the seniors ’ performance was best following 10.2    Hz, in accordance with 
maximal healthy alpha production, as shown in  Fig. 8.13   .
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    4 .    Alpha/theta and theta 

  Alpha/theta is a  “twilight” state between awareness and sleep. It is associated with 
deep relaxation and creative insights ( Budzynski, 1976 ). The alpha/theta range 
spans roughly from 7 to 8.5    Hz.The Schumann session (7.8    Hz) is likely the most 
popular of all AVE sessions ( Fig. 8.14   ). Alpha/theta training is popular among 
neurofeedback practitioners for reducing the impact of stress. As has been shown 
in PET studies, a strong association exists between the perfusion of cerebral fl ow 
and slow wave EEG activity ( Leuchter et al., 1999 ). However, a study by  Fox and 
Raichle (1985) , found that visual entrainment at 7.8    Hz brought about the largest 
increases in cerebral blood fl ow of all frequencies spanning from 1 to 60     Hz.
Therefore, the  metabolism effect of AVE will typically normalize aberrant slowed-
alpha activity, even with AVE stimulation at the same aberrant frequency, as seen 
in this 22-year-old lady with ADD and fi bromyalgia.  Figure 8.15    shows the pre-
AVE aberrant EEG activity. The post 7.8    Hz AVE results ( Fig. 8.16   ) were taken 20 
minutes following the cessation of the Schumann session. 

  Alpha/theta AVE provides an ideal time to practice heart rate training since 
autonomic activity is very low, thus an excellent breathing pattern may be eas-
ily achieved. A heartbeat pacer is added to sessions in the DAVID devices for 
these reasons. With the assistance of AVE, the user releases restricted and  “chesty”
breathing patterns, and begins diaphragmatic breathing quite effortlessly. 

    5 .    Delta 

   Sleep studies conducted within our offi ce have shown that delta stimulation does 
not generally help with anxiety-based insomnia. Delta AVE does however reduce 
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FIGURE 8.15      QEEG results on Skil Database—pre-AVE.    

FIGURE 8.16      QEEG results on Skil Database—post 7.8    Hz AVE.    
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insomnia in those with fi bromyalgia ( Berg et al., 1999 ). This coincides with 
Hauri’s neurofeedback study with insomniacs. 

    6.    Sub-delta 

  We believe that sub-delta (1–1.5    Hz) impacts the hypothalamus because of the 
way it has normalized both pain and hypertension in non-anxious, non-depressed 
clients. It also has been useful in re-establishing sleep in those with mid-night 
awakenings. 

    7 .    ADD/ADHD sessions 

  AVE sessions for treating ADD and ADHD generally comprise complex frequency 
stimulation. For instance,  Carter and Russell (1993)  developed a session to treat 
ADD/ADHD in school children. It provided entrainment at 10    Hz for 2 minutes, 
18   Hz for another 2 minutes followed by one minute of silence, and repeated this 
pattern three times. They also noted that a second group using AVE and auditory 
entrainment with cassette tapes had greater improvement than those using AVE alone. 
A study by  Budzynski et al. (1999)  used an AVE device called  Biolight for college stu-
dents struggling with academic problems. Volunteers, at least one quarter of whom 
were university students , were randomly divided into a treatment (AVE) group and a 
waiting list control group. The Biolight produced one minute alternations of 14 and 
22   Hz for 20 minutes. Following 30 sessions, mean alpha frequency and high/low 
alpha increased during memory tasks. Both groups ’ grade point average differences 
between the fall and spring quarters (they were trained during the winter quarter) 
showed that the AVE group had improved signifi cantly over the controls. 

  A study of 99 children showed that treatment with AVE was more effective for 
inattention than using medications such as Ritalin and Adderall ( Micheletti, 1998 ). 
Another study (n      �     30) provided group treatment for 10 school children at a time 
who had attention defi cits ( Joyce and Siever, 2000 ). The session presented beta 
stimulation (19–21    Hz) to the left hemisphere and SMR (12–15    Hz) to the right 
hemisphere with a minute of alpha stimulation. Michael Joyce later conducted a 
follow-up ADD study involving 204 children from seven schools in Minnesota. 
Following 30 AVE sessions, there were reductions in anxiety, depression, inatten-
tion, and hyperactivity. On average, children from grades 1 to 11 showed average 
improvements in oral reading profi ciency on the Slosson-R assessment of about 
one year ( Joyce, 2001 ;         Siever, 2003 ).   

    E.    Special sessions for older adults 

   Cognitive decline in older adults is an ever-growing problem, not only because 
the numbers of older adults are increasing, but longer life increases the likelihood 
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of loss of memory and decline in cognitive performance. Cerebral blood fl ow has 
been shown to drop with age ( Hagstadius and Risberg, 1989 ; Gur,  et al., 1987 ). It 
has also been shown that an increase in overall theta activity is the best and earliest 
indicator of cognitive decline ( Prichep  et al ., 1994 ). 

  Tom Budzynski developed the fi rst  “Brain Brightening ” AVE session for seniors 
(Budzynski et al., 2007 ). Participants were from two seniors ’ homes in Seattle. Ten 
seniors were simultaneously treated from a multiple DAVID system. Budzynski’s 
session presented randomized light intensity, pulse-tone volume, and frequency 
from 9–22    Hz. The idea was to frequently initiate the orienting response while 
entraining with faster frequencies. Both of these effects helped to inhibit slow-
wave alpha, and therefore improve cognition. Roughly 65–75% of the participants 
showed improvements for the measures of the Microcog computerized continu-
ous performance test (CPT), shown in  Fig. 8.17   .

    F.    Depression session 

   Depression is the most common psychiatric disorder by far. About 14% of the 
population will experience clinical depression in their lifetime. Of these, an 
alarming 15% will unfortunately commit suicide ( Rosenfeld, 1997 ). While acute 
(mild) stress seems to enhance mental function, chronic (severe) stress impairs hip-
pocampal function which, in turn, may lead to multiple sclerosis, anxiety, depres-
sion, post-traumatic stress disorder, cognitive decline, and Alzheimer’s disease ( Esch
et al., 2002 ). As shown in  Fig. 8.18   , the Depression AVE session utilizes right-sided 
AVE at 19–20    Hz (left brain stimulation), and left-sided AVE at 10    Hz (right brain 
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stimulation). This approach normalizes the asymmetry in brain  “alpha” activity 
that is typical of depression ( Rosenfeld, 1997 ). Results have been seen 20 minutes 
later in QEEG records. Subjective case reports suggesting the effects may last up 
to 3 or 4 days. 

  Falls are the leading cause of injuries and injury-related deaths among persons aged 
65 and older ( Fife and Barancik, 1985 ; Hoyert,  et al., 1999 ). They are the cause of 
95% of hip fractures in senior women (Stevens and Olsen, 1999). Hip fractures in turn 
are associated with decreased mobility, onset of depression ( Scaf-Klomp et al., 2003 ), 
diminished quality of life, and premature death ( Zuckerman, 1996 ). A study by  Berg 
and Siever (2004)  showed that by treating with the depression AVE session, depres-
sion as recorded on the geriatric depression scale (GDS) was reduced signifi cantly ( Fig. 
8.19  ), while balance and gait as measured with the Tinetti assessment tool ( Tinetti, 
1986) were improved ( Fig. 8.20   ). As depression lifted, balance and gait improved.   

   VII.    APPLYING AVE WITH NEUROFEEDBACK 

   Neurofeedback (NF) and AVE complement each other. Many practitioners use 
photic entraining eyesets with view-holes during NF sessions. By manually adjust-
ing the AVE frequency to be the same as the NF frequency, or by doubling the 
inhibition frequency, a patient can get a sense of what it  “feels” like to make or 
inhibit that particular frequency. This speeds up the NF process considerably. In 
addition, an AVE device can be taken home to augment the session. Regardless 
of the approach, clinicians who combine the AVE with NF report that the typical 
40-session NF process may often be reduced to 10 NF sessions. The use of AVE 
in the fi rst couple of weeks of training can sharply decrease the patient’s tension, 
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and reduce the frustration that many patients experience during the early sessions 
of NF. 

   VIII .    CONCLUSION 

  A large and growing body of research and clinical experience demonstrates that 
AVE quickly and effectively modifi es conditions of high autonomic (sympa-
thetic and parasympathetic) activation and over- and under-aroused states of 
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mind, bringing about a return to homeostasis. AVE exerts a powerful infl uence on 
brain/mind stabilization and normalization by means of increased cerebral fl ow, 
increased levels of certain neurotransmitters, and by normalizing EEG activity. 
AVE is proving to be a safe and cost-effective treatment, especially for the large 
numbers of disorders associated with dysfunctions of the central and autonomic 
nervous system. 
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    I.     INTRODUCTION 

   Music’s power to elicit or calm emotions, stimulate memories, energize, improve 
mental states, entertain, and heal has been recognized for centuries by civilizations 
around the world ( Schullian and Schoen, 1948 ; Campbell, 1993 ; Sacks, 2007 ). 
Over the centuries armies have used the cadence of music to march to war, and 
babies all over the world fall to sleep with lullabies. Music is present in all cul-
tures. In fact, the sub-title of a recent book refers to music as  “a human obsession ”
(Levitin, 2006 ). A connection between healing and music is implied in the fact 
that Apollo was the Greek god of both music and medicine, and its links are sup-
ported by a long history of successful use of music therapy with many disorders. 
A recent report of a connection between learning and music stated that listening 
to Mozart music may enhance some learning abilities ( Rauscher  et al ., 1995 ). 

   Given these reports, it is not surprising that cognitive neuroscientists increas-
ingly are joining with physiologists, musicians, music therapists and cognitive psy-
chologists, and together are seeking to better understand the mechanisms through 
which music exerts it effects. With rapid developments in functional neuroimag-
ing, a great deal is being learned about the neurology and neuropsychology of the 
musical experience. 

   The fi eld of music therapy has a long history of using music in various ways to 
help restore, improve or maintain mental and physical health ( Magee and Wheeler, 
2006). Specifi c examples include: (1) brain injured clients playing musical instru-
ments and/or listening to selected music to capitalize on the organizing properties 
of rhythm as an aid to synchronization of movements; (2) melodic intonation ther-
apy being invoked where aphasic persons with intact ability to verbalize through 
singing are encouraged to sing (intone) selected words or sentences, with the 
melodic aspects gradually fading out with continued practice; and (3) behavior 
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modifi cation training incorporating music used as a powerful reinforcement (by 
providing a patient with the opportunity to listen to a favorite music piece) for 
engaging in desired behaviors. 

  A related and relatively new approach is brain music treatment (BMT) 
(Mindlin, 2006 ). It is a form of neurofeedback which involves converting aspects 
of a person’s brain electrical activity (EEG) into two musical fi les recorded on a 
CD. The person then listens to these selections over a period of a few weeks. The 
specifi c underlying mechanisms have not been determined. Nonetheless, high 
rates of success in improving sleep patterns have been achieved through decreasing 
anxiety when using a relaxing fi le, and promoting focus and sustained attention 
when using an activating fi le. In this chapter we describe the clinical practice of 
BMT, review existing scientifi c literature on the topic, speculate on mechanisms 
for the therapeutic effectiveness of BMT (with special emphasis on entrainment/
disentrainment of brain electrical activity as a possible mechanism), and discuss 
the future promise of BMT as a therapeutic modality. 

    II .    BRAIN MUSIC TREATMENT AS A 
THERAPEUTIC MODALITY 

   BMT was developed in the early 1990s at the Moscow Medical Academy in 
Russia. Following long-term efforts of a group of neurophysiologists, clinicians 
and mathematicians led by Dr. Ya I. Levin, an algorithm was developed which 
effectively translates brain rhythms into music. The use of such  “brain music ” as a 
treatment modality was expanded in Europe, and then introduced into the United 
States a few years ago by the fi rst author, Dr. Galina Mindlin. Prior to this, Dr. 
Mindlin had worked closely with Dr. Levin conducting research on neurological 
and other physiological variables in clients complaining of insomnia, anxiety and 
mood disorders. BMT proceeds as practiced by Dr. Mindlin are discussed in the 
following paragraphs. 

After a brief diagnostic evaluation, each prospective patient completes two self-
report type instruments: a subjective sleep scale and the Beck Depression Inventory. 
The former paper and pencil test includes the main contents of the Athen’s Sleep 
Scale, allowing a quick assessment of one’s insomnia, while the latter scale helps to 
determine depression and whether mood state is a factor in the sleep disorder.

   If accepted for BMT, a client is evaluated by gathering 5–7 minutes of brain 
electrical activity (EEG), sampled from four scalp electrode sites (F3, F4, C3, C4 
in the International 10–20 Electrode Placement System; monopolar, referenced to 
linked ears). The client is asked to sit with eyes closed, stay awake and try to main-
tain a state of relaxation. Data gathering commences when the EEG wave forms 
are relatively artifact-free, and appear to be refl ecting such a state. The recorded 
EEG data then are translated into two musical fi les, and recorded on studio 
equipment. These fi les include a relaxing fi le which is derived from slower wave 
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components of the person’s EEG, and an activating fi le derived from the faster 
rhythms. Translation is accomplished using a  “brain sound compiler ” developed in 
the 1990s by D. G. Gavrilov ( Levin, 1998 ). 

   A .    Translation of EEG patterns to music 

  Tayloring the music into a personalized form is complex. Prior to translation, EEG 
wave patterns are edited and  “cleaned” by removal of artifacts, transients and other 
abnormal features. Only edited epochs are translated into music. During translation, 
the EEG is registered and divided into 1-second intervals. By using harmonic Fourier 
expansion, each interval is transformed into frequency spectra, i.e., common frequency 
ranges (delta, theta, alpha, beta). Subsequently, K parameters are calculated using the 
ratios of frequency powers for each 1-second interval, i.e., K  � Ptheta/Pbeta. The 
EEG patterns then are converted into a musical map consisting of 36 notes of three 
piano octaves (small, fi rst and second), eight duration segments, and eight volume gra-
dations to be used for conversion of K parameters into musical sounds. 

  The formulation of the music itself is composed of a number of steps pro-
grammed into the computer. Eighteen transformation algorithms in the com-
piler program allow for selection of one of 120 musical instruments for each EEG 
channel. Specifi c EEG parameters involved include percent power for fi ve fre-
quency ranges, and peak power frequency for each channel. Resulting musical 
compositions are derived from the compiler program’s ability to vary volume and 
musical tempo from each channel, transpose the music of each channel to differ-
ent octaves, make changes in musical parameters such as legato-staccato, add major 
and minor chords, and analyze the note patterns of each channel ( Levin, 1998 ). It 
is believed that these procedures establish optimal rhythmic and tonal parameters 
for infl uencing brain neurophysiology to help create desired states of mind. 

    B.    The brain music procedure 

   It is recommended that patients listen to their relaxing BMT recordings every 
night before falling asleep, and during the night anytime their sleep gets inter-
rupted. Upon awakening patients listen to their activating fi le. During the day a 
person can listen to the BMT fi les as needed to help to promote a desired state. 
For example, to decrease feelings of being overwhelmed or anxious, or before 
going to a meditative state, a person would listen to his or her relaxing fi le. In 
order to increase focused attention, or more effi ciently accomplish some men-
tal or physical activity, a person would listen to his or her activating fi le. Positive 
results usually are reported within 3 to 4 weeks. 

   Since a patient’s brain wave pattern is altered with BMT toward more adap-
tive functioning as his or her condition improves, it is recommended to repeat 
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the recording and prepare new musical fi les after about 3 or 4 months to make 
an adjustment to any new brain wave pattern which may have developed. Some 
patients report a plateau or reduction of original positive effects after months of 
listening to their original fi les. In such cases one may have become desensitized 
to the therapy, and/or EEG patterns may have changed signifi cantly. In such cases 
having a new EEG evaluation and obtaining modifi ed music fi les is recommended 
in order to provide continuing improvement. In a few cases it may be necessary to 
have repeat EEG evaluations and new music fi les prepared a third or even fourth 
time in order to maintain optimal momentum of therapeutic effects. 

  There have been no reports of lasting negative side effects of BMT. However, 
about 5–7% of patients have reported a light headache or dizziness during the 
fi rst days of BMT which would cease after about a week. Many people have been 
able, under their physician’s supervision, to decrease or eliminate their psychotro-
pic medications while maintaining the gains experienced after BMT. This suggests 
that this type of treatment either increases the effi ciency of some medications, 
and/or stimulates one’s  “natural” production of defi cient neurochemicals.   

    III .    SUMMARY OF BMT RESEARCH AND 
CLINICAL FINDINGS 

   Existing research on use of BMT with anxious insomniacs is promising. In one 
double blind study ( Levin, 1998 ) 58 patients ranging in age from 18 to 60 years 
(mean   �     43 years) served as participants. All were assessed as free from  “severe 
mental or somatic pathology. ” The majority were women (60.3%). Duration of 
illness ranged from one month to 20 years (mean   �     30 months), and the mean 
frequency of insomnia was 5.4 times per week. Complaints of diffi culty going 
to sleep were reported by 84.5% of participants, of frequent night waking by 
75.9%, and of early morning awakening by 51.7%. Sixteen reported experiencing 
all three sleep diffi culties. Eighty-fi ve percent had used sleeping medications (pri-
marily benzodiazepines), and 15% had been using various  “plant-derived ” sleeping 
medications. All stopped taking any psychotropic agent prior to BMT. 

   Forty-four participants (experimental group) were exposed to recordings of 
their own  “brain music, ” and fourteen (control group) to that of other patients. 
The music was derived from an individual’s EEG segments corresponding to dif-
ferent sleep phases. Four electrode sites (monopolar leads) were involved: right and 
left forehead, and right and left center. Each participant listened to the BMT tape 
before going to sleep over a 15-day period. Before and after measures were taken, 
including psychological testing with the MMPI and state-trait anxiety inventory 
(STAI), a questionnaire on which participants subjectively rated various sleep 
parameters on a fi ve-point scale, and (for all but 12 participants) nocturnal sleep 
polyography including EEG and EMG. Before/after differences for each group 
were assessed using non-parametric statistics. 
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  At the end of BMT the experimental group showed signifi cant improvement 
on all subjective characteristics of sleep, with greatest changes in duration of sleep 
and evaluation of sleep quality. Signifi cant decreases on anxiety measures and on 
the depression and hypochondriasis scales of the MMPI also were found for those 
in the BMT group. Polysomnographic EEG measures revealed increases in power 
in the alpha frequency range, and reductions in power of the beta range, as well 
as signifi cant increase of total sleep time, decrease in sleep onset time, increase in 
duration of delta and REM sleep, decrease in nocturnal awakenings, and increase 
in number of completed sleep cycles. 

  The control group also showed signifi cant improvement on all subjective sleep 
measures, as well as on the anxiety measures and the MMPI depression scale. 
However, other than an increase in alpha frequency power, the control group 
showed no signifi cant improvements in the more objective physiological measures 
(even though 50% had increases in duration of sleep, reduction in time taken to 
go to sleep, and number of movements during sleep). These results suggest that, 
while BMT has a high placebo effect, the experimental group’s greater gains on 
objective measures supports it as a highly effective non-pharmacological approach 
to treatment of insomnia which goes beyond any placebo value it may have. 

   In a smaller, double blind study by  Kayumov  et al. (2002) , 18 participants with 
chronic insomnia of at least 2 years duration, and scores above 50 on the Zung 
self rating anxiety scale, were randomly assigned to listen to their own brain music 
recording or the recording of another patient for 4 weeks. The experimental 
group consisted of seven females and three males with a mean age 41.6 years, 
while the control (placebo) group contained fi ve females and 3 males with a mean 
age of 42.8 years. Participants from both groups had slightly elevated scores on a 
depression inventory prior to beginning BMT. The Athens insomnia scale, Zung 
anxiety scale, and actigraphy (objective measures of movement) were used to assess 
subjective and objective quality of sleep before and after BMT. Statistical analysis 
involved independent samples T-tests with Bonferoni correction. 

   Both groups showed signifi cant positive changes in sleep quality on the insom-
nia scale following BMT, with no signifi cant difference between groups. However, 
while both experimental and control groups had reduced scores on the anxiety 
scale, the former group’s improvement was signifi cantly greater. Actigraphic mea-
sures showed signifi cantly decreased intervening wakefulness and increased total 
sleep time following BMT, but only for the experimental group. Sleep onset 
latency did not change signifi cantly. The authors concluded that BMT is a useful 
alternative to pharmaceutical therapy for treating insomnia and anxiety. 

    Levine  et al. (1999)  summarized fi ndings from 250 patients suffering from 
insomnia, anxiety-related disorders and/or depression who were evaluated before 
and after 14 days of exposure either to brain music based on their own EEG  
or on the EEG of another. It was not clear whether this was one study involv-
ing patients with different diagnoses, or a compilation of results of several stud-
ies. Although they noted that the studies were of a double blind type, few details 
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of research design were provided. They reported statistically signifi cant decreases 
in levels of anxiety and depression based on before/after scores on a Spielberger 
anxiety scale and the Beck Depression Inventory. 

   Other signifi cant changes for those receiving  “authentic” BMT occurred on 
EEG measures, including  “normalization of interhemispheric interrelations ” and 
 “ recuperation of right hemisphere function ”, and on polysomnographic mea-
sures, including total sleep duration, increased delta sleep and REM duration, and 
decreased movement and wakefulness during periods of sleep. Subjective evalu-
ation of improvement by participants and by their physicians indicated  “excel-
lent” or  “good” ratings by 88.7% of participants, and by 84.1% of their physicians. 
Fifty percent of those who listened to brain music based on others ’ EEGs reported 
improvement but primarily only during the fi rst days of  “treatment, ” with dimin-
ishing effects in coming days. 

  To date, the fi rst author and 18 BMT providers located in various locations 
in the United States have treated approximately 1,300 patients with insomnia, 
anxiety, mood disorders, ADHD, headaches and substance dependence. Patients 
with insomnia have demonstrated roughly the same effectiveness rate as shown in 
controlled research studies: 82–85% effectiveness. The sleep onset time generally 
decreases, by self-report, from about an hour to 10 minutes. Number of awaken-
ings dropped from four or fi ve to one or two on average. Patients, overall, report 
good nights ’ rests after BMT. 

   Patients with anxiety (generalized anxiety disorder) report signifi cant decreases 
in anxiety symptoms and worry in about 80% of cases. The majority of patients 
with panic disorder report being panic attack-free after the treatment. Patients 
with social phobia who were instructed to listen to their relaxing BMT fi le 15–20 
minutes before public speaking reported feeling much more relaxed and worry-
free while  “on stage. ” More than half the patients with insomnia and anxiety have 
been able to decrease the initial dosage of their medications, and about 30% of 
such patients were able to use BMT as their main treatment. 

   Patients with mood disorders (depression; bipolar disorder) reported that BMT 
helps bring them to more desired mood states. Depressed patients reported that 
listening to their activating fi le every morning, and during the times of day they 
feel withdrawn, unmotivated and otherwise depressed, was especially helpful in 
terms of their mood. Many bipolar patients were able to regulate their mood labil-
ity by listening to the relaxing fi le. The effectiveness rate (self-report) in patients 
with mood disorders was about 80%, and about 25% were able to reduce the dos-
age of their medications when using BMT as a complementary treatment. 

   Patients with ADHD listen to the activating fi les early in the morning, and 
around noon—the times they usually take their dosage of prescribed stimulants. 
Additionally, they are instructed to listen to their activating fi le 15–20 minutes 
before engaging in tasks which require sustained focus of attention. Most patients 
report increases in concentration and peak performance after a course of BMT. 
Some have been able to reduce the dosage of their medications under physician 
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supervision, and some have used BMT as stand-alone treatment. Good results also 
have been observed with headache patients, both tension headache and migraine. 
After regularly listening to BMT fi les, patients commonly report overall decreases 
in frequency and intensity of headaches. During the aura phase when the para-
sympathetic system is activated and many patients feel dizzy,  “heavy ”, “weak ” or 
hypotensive, they are instructed to listen to the activating fi le to increase arousal 
and activate the sympathetic nervous system. If a migraine attack occurs, they may 
listen to the relaxing fi le to decrease arousal. 

   Certainly, there is need for data from controlled research to support the many 
clinical successes noted, and help clarify neurophysiological mechanisms of BMT. 
Currently, the main author is principal investigator for a study on effectiveness 
of BMT with insomnia at St. Lukes-Roosevelt Hospital. It is hoped that results 
of this research will facilitate multi-center studies in the United States needed to 
confi rm the many clinically observed benefi ts. 

  While existing research supports the therapeutic value of BMT, there has been 
very little written regarding theories of its effectiveness. Various possibilities are 
discussed in the following section. 

    IV .    THEORETICAL VIEWPOINTS 

   Undoubtedly, some health care professionals and prospective patients are skepti-
cal when introduced to this new form of treatment. However, many people sense 
either intuitively, or through awareness of the power of music and the neurologi-
cal basis of the musical experience, that the notion of translating brain activity 
into music is worth pursuing, even if a specifi c theoretical rationale is unclear. 
Persons working with EEG recordings who also are familiar with music have 
noted for some time the many apparent parallels between components of music 
and components of EEG wave forms, e.g., pitch/frequency, volume/wave ampli-
tude, harmony/phase relationships and synchrony among wave forms. This 
connection was implied by the title of one of the fi rst books published on neuro-
feedback,  A Symphony in the Brain: The Evolution of the New Brain Wave Biofeedback  
(Robbins, 2000 ). 

   Some early attempts to translate brain waves into music occurred in 1965 
when Alvin Lucier composed the fi rst piece of music generated from human brain 
waves ( Brouse, 2004 ). Subsequently, several others, perhaps most notably David 
Rosenboom at the Laboratory of Experimental Aesthetics at York University in 
Toronto ( Rosenboom, 1990 ), have actively pursued the EEG/music connection. 
However, most of this study has been related to music as art. It has been only 
in very recent years that  “brain wave music ” has been used as a healing modal-
ity. Despite many apparent music–EEG parallels, some have disputed their practi-
cal relevance. Perhaps unaware of BMT and the work of Rosenboom and others, 
Kline et al. (2002)  state that attempts to convert EEG to audible frequencies has 
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resulted more in cacophony than symphony. They cite diffi culty in removing arti-
facts and limited spatial resolution of the EEG as major impediments to accurate 
conversion. 

  Apart from any fascination with EEG and musical wave form similarities, some 
scientifi c research demonstrates that different types of music affect EEG measures 
(Levitin, 2006 ; Petsche and Etlinger, 1998 ). And, EEG-derived brain music seems 
to modify EEG activity, as evidenced by the occasionally slowed rate of prog-
ress following weeks of successful BMT training. The need for a new EEG evalu-
ation and translation in order to enable continuing therapeutic progress further 
augments the understanding that the music has modifi ed the initial EEG pattern. 
Below,  we speculate on theoretical mechanisms by which music’s therapeutic 
effects may occur, the possible mechanisms of EEG-music interactions, and BMT’s 
unique potential for therapeutic value. 

   Dating back to at least the eighteenth century, it was speculated that the 
mechanical effects of sound vibrations on various body substances and organs 
accounted for many of music’s effects (Roger, 1748, as cited in  Schullian and 
Schoen, 1948 ). Related, updated support for the effect of sound vibrations on the 
body include fi ndings that acoustic vibrations directly stimulate the autonomic 
nervous system by way of vagus nerve–ear connections ( Rider, 1997 ). 

   Regarding BMT in particular, evidence from recent unpublished studies sug-
gests that the mechanisms of its effi cacy are a result of its effects on neurotrans-
mitters, hormones and other neurochemicals. In one study at the University of 
Toronto ( Kavumov  et al., 2003 ) levels of night melatonin in saliva increased nine-
fold after a course of BMT. This suggests that serotonin, which plays a signifi cant 
role in sleep regulation, also is signifi cantly increased after BMT. This fi nding is 
supported by clinical data indicating that many patients taking melatonin-enhanc-
ing medications prior to starting BMT were able to give it up when their  “natu-
ral” melatonin production increased. 

  Changes in dosage and cessation of multiple symptom-alleviating drugs have been 
documented. Many patients with depressive disorders report decreases in symptoms 
after BMT, and are able to decrease their dosages of SSRIs and other medications 
commonly used for depression. And, many patients diagnosed with ADHD are able 
to quit using stimulant medications. These observations suggest that BMT infl uences 
seratonin, norepinephrine and dopamine levels. Research now in progress, or in plan-
ning stages, using self-report and objective measures such as fMRI, PET and QEEG 
to study BMT effects are expected to clarify the role of BMT-induced neurochemi-
cal changes in the positive effects of this treatment modality. 

   However, it is the central nervous system (CNS) which mediates perception 
of musical structures, and enables meaning and aesthetic value to be assigned to 
music. And, as noted earlier, the rhythms of the CNS (i.e., the EEG) are affected 
by music. Therefore, it seems logical that the CNS and, more specifi cally the EEG, 
should be a focus of attempts to understand the dynamics of music therapy in 
general, and of BMT in particular. This will be discussed in the following section. 
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   A.    BMT: Is it operant feedback or entrainment? 

  BMT is a form of EEG biofeedback (neurotherapy) since a person’s EEG is being 
“fed back, ” albeit in an edited and translated form. A main theory of EEG biofeed-
back’s effectiveness is that it is a form of operant conditioning. That is, when a client 
is motivated to obtain feedback during neurotherapy (e.g., to see their score increase 
on a feedback screen, or successfully play a video game), the feedback serves as a 
reinforcement, thus increasing the likelihood that the EEG state eliciting the feed-
back will be more likely to occur in the future. Since neurotherapy training protocols 
usually are designed so that feedback is given only when certain poorly regulated or 
otherwise abnormal aspects of the client’s EEG are moving in the direction of nor-
malcy, this reinforcement presumably facilitates one’s learning to develop and regu-
late mental states associated with normalization of the EEG. Neither music therapy 
nor BMT have such state-dependent requirements for feedback. Rather, both appear 
to involve entrainment of EEG as can occur with use of light/sound equipment or 
other sources of sensory stimulation which expose clients to rhythmic sensory stimu-
lation of varying complexity.       1    

    B.    The concept of entrainment   

  The effects of music may be due partially to its functioning as a means of entrain-
ment. The concept of entrainment has a long history, dating back to 1665 when 
the Dutch physicist Huygens observed that pendulums of two clocks placed on 
a common support would become synchronized with each other. The concept 
has since been applied widely in mathematics, and in the physical, biological and 
social sciences. Although specifi cs of defi nitions vary at least slightly, entrainment 
basically is  “a process whereby two rhythmic processes interact with each other in 
such a way that they adjust towards and eventually  ‘lock in ’ to a common phase or 
periodicity ” ( Clayton  et al ., 2005 ). 

   Neurologists, neurotherapists and neuroscientists interested in neuronal regula-
tion are well aware that simple, repetitive photic stimulation, e.g., a fl ashing light 
or a tone, can  “drive ”(entrain) one’s EEG so that the dominant EEG frequency 
becomes or approximates that of the stimulus. This is the rationale for the photic 
driving component of medical EEG evaluations, as well as for the audio-visual 
stimulation or auditory-visual entrainment (AVS or AVE) sometimes used by 
neurotherapists and others to help clients modify abnormal EEG frequencies. The 
latter might be used, for example, to increase the power or duration of higher 

    3  Traditional neurofeedback also may involve entrainment in that operantly trained rhythms may, 
in turn, entrain other internal rhythms. And, there may be an operant conditioning component to 
BMT in that positive internal changes may be sensed and serve to facilitate continuing listening to the 
musical fi les.    
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frequency activity in a client with abnormally excessive power at lower frequen-
cies by exposing him or her to lights embedded in goggles fl ashing at a beta level 
frequency such as 25    Hz. It should be noted here, however, that this also could be 
conceived of as disentrainment, if it is assumed that the excessive lower frequency 
power had been dysfunctionally entrained in some manner at an earlier time. 

  Many positive effects of entrainment (or disentrainment) via auditory and/or 
visual stimulation have been reported ( Sevier, 2007 ). These effects often are attrib-
uted to normalization and/or regulation of abnormal brain electrical activity. Some 
critics have claimed that effects are temporary, and advocate learned self-regulation 
of EEG activity with the aid of EEG biofeedback equipment rather than simply 
having EEG changes imposed via AVS type equipment. In regard to this, it may 
be that temporary effects of exposure to rhythmic sounds or other oscillating stim-
uli are due to the difference between resonance and entrainment. In the former, a 
vibratory pattern generates or amplifi es the same pattern in another medium, but 
the vibratory pattern in the second medium ceases when that in the fi rst is with-
drawn. If no entrainment occurs, any effects are temporary. 

  While it remains for future research to determine the relative value of AVS and 
EEG biofeedback, both can be conceived of as means of bringing order to disor-
dered brain activity—one through entrainment by ordered (consistent/rhythmic) 
external stimuli, and the other through operant conditioning and unconscious, 
semi-conscious or conscious self-regulation of the disordered brain activity using 
biofeedback equipment and an appropriate neurotherapy training protocol.    

    C.    BMT as entrainment   

   If, as suggested above, AVS, traditional music therapy, and other specifi c approaches, 
including BMT, involve use of external rhythms to infl uence internal rhythms via 
entrainment, are there any reasons why BMT should be an especially effective 
approach to healing? Listening to many different types of music or other orga-
nized sound, or being exposed to naturally rhythmic stimuli such as sounds of 
a waterfall, mountain stream or ocean waves very often is perceived as creating 
at least temporary improvements in our mental states. Do all of these rhythmic 
sounds entrain and, therefore, organize internal rhythms in an equally positive 
manner, or may BMT have greater healing potential? 

   One answer to these questions may lie in the statement sometimes made by 
BMT practitioners that  “the brain  ‘recognizes ’ the translated musical selections, ”
presumably because they are based on the individual’s specifi c brain wave patterns. 
This may mean that features of the rhythms involved in the brain music, even 
though somewhat modifi ed in the translation process, are close enough to those of 
one’s ongoing brain electrical activity to facilitate entrainment more readily than 
if the features were more  “foreign. ” Perhaps relevant to this, many music therapists 
use a related technique sometimes referred to as the  “iso-moodic” principle in 
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which they choose musical selections to  “fi t ” the presumed mood of a client (e.g., 
depressed mood), then gradually incorporate other selections to move the person 
toward a more desirable mood. 

  While it may be true that a great variety of music and other rhythmic stimuli can 
entrain body rhythms, including the EEG, randomly chosen or even self-selected 
stimuli may not entrain as effectively, or may even entrain in a negative manner rela-
tive to one’s psychological and physical health. It can be speculated that an individ-
ual’s brain electrical activity and other physiological rhythms have developed over 
time in a highly idiosyncratic manner due to genetic and experiential infl uences, 
and entrainment by many external and internal rhythms, thus creating a one-of-a-
kind “body symphony ” which can be more or less chaotic or harmonious. By trans-
lating selected, edited components of a client’s own EEG into music, BMT may 
function in a unique manner to more reliably produce benefi cial entrainment or 
disentrainment of body rhythms. 

  As noted by Clayton  et al. (2004), entrainment is not a simple process. For exam-
ple, it can occur to varying degrees over varying time periods, with only a certain 
optimal degree being benefi cial, and too little or too much being useless or even 
harmful. Optimal entrainment may occur more readily to a stronger, more intense 
signal than to a weaker oscillating signal, to a signal which is of a slightly differ-
ent frequency than the one being entrained, or to one which is not consistent but, 
rather, is fl exible and incorporates random variation. Furthermore, it may take time 
before any optimal degree of entrainment is achieved. Given these facts, the use of 
musical selections based on recorded individualized EEG signals (as involved in the 
translation algorithms in BMT) could be uniquely conducive to optimal entrain-
ment for the following reasons: 

    1.   The intensity of the music may give it especially strong entrainment 
potential. 

    2.   The somewhat less than real-time processing involved in gathering EEG 
data, and the editing ( “cleaning”) of it prior to translating it to music, 
may necessarily change its characteristics to the degree that the entraining 
stimulus (the music) is slightly different from the frequency of the to-be-
entrained oscillatory activity (the client’s EEG). 

    3.   EEG signals, or at least those as recorded and used in the BMT translation 
algorithms, may contain random variability which then is refl ected in the 
music. 

    4.   Listening daily to the BMT music over a period of several weeks allows 
ample time for an optimal degree of entrainment to occur.    

   Complex rhythmic stimuli such as brain electrical activity and music involve 
more components than frequency alone. Tempo and harmonic, melodic and 
intensity features, for example, are involved, and may all entrain to some degree 
during any process involving entrainment between two or more such com-
plex rhythmic signals. This is in contrast to the relatively simple rhythmic signals 
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involved in photic driving and most AVE equipment, and suggests that the more 
complex stimuli may enable  “richer, ” more encompassing, and perhaps longer 
lasting healing effects. Given the above reasoning, it seems entirely possible that, 
through use of sophisticated technology, BMT effectively and uniquely enables 
optimal entrainment, and creates enduring improvement in mental state.   

   V.    POSSIBILITIES FOR THE FUTURE OF BMT 

  Although the existing controlled research supports the effi cacy of BMT as a treat-
ment for insomnia and some anxiety disorders, its reported value for other disorders 
is based on clinical observations and anecdotal reports. Thus, there is a pressing need 
for well-designed research, especially for these other disorders. BMT lends itself well 
to controlled, double blind research. For example, it is a simple matter to provide 
“sham” music to control group participants, such as that based on another person’s 
brain waves, or random, unknown musical selections. This is in contrast to traditional 
neurofeedback and some other auditory stimulation approaches where participants 
easily become aware of false feedback, and/or ethical concerns about potential harm 
may more readily be raised. Although there is great need for research on the fre-
quently reported value of BMT for specifi c disorders such as ADHD, depression, 
autism, learning disabilities, headache and substance abuse, there also is a need for 
research on the relative effectiveness of BMT in comparison to other traditional and 
complementary/alternative approaches regarding such factors as speed and perma-
nence of symptom removal, negative side effects and cost–benefi t ratio. 

  While BMT in its present form is considered a very effective treatment modal-
ity, it likely will evolve, with applications to a wide variety of conditions. There 
have been clinical reports that combining BMT with more traditional neurofeed-
back has advantages with certain clients, and this may become more common in 
the future ( Mindlin and Rozelle, 2006 ). As computer speeds increase and EEG 
hardware and software permit more accurate artifact rejection, localization of 
abnormalities and accurate measurement of more EEG parameters, it may prove 
possible, and therapeutically valuable, to incorporate data from more electrode 
sites and from other aspects of the EEG into the algorithms involved in creating 
individualized brain music. Parameters such as phase relationships, and other mea-
sures of neural connectivity are among such possibilities. 

   Brain music might be coordinated with color and/or tactual stimulation to 
provide a sort of  “psychedelic brain music. ” And, if one accepts the concept of a 
 “ body symphony, ” music based on rhythmic body processes such as respiration 
and heart rhythms might be added to brain wave measures to have a  more holistic 
impact. Of course, there is a possibility that too many measures could be incor-
porated. To do so would create an extremely complex  “package” which could be 
extremely diffi cult to research. And, until perfected, it could invite many errors in 
translation, some of which might have adverse effects. Perhaps creating optimal 
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entrainment in only one system (i.e., brain electrical activity) can enable that sys-
tem to entrain other bodily systems in a therapeutic manner. Thus,  “keep it sim-
ple” may be the best approach. 

   VI .    SUMMARY 

   BMT is a new treatment technique which combines aspects of neurofeedback and 
music therapy. It involves sampling a client’s EEG from four electrode sites, trans-
lating selected components of the EEG to individualized  “brain music ” recorded 
on a CD, and having the client listen to this music regularly over a period of sev-
eral weeks. The CD contains two musical fi les—one to facilitate a relaxed state 
and one to induce activation. Controlled research supports the value of BMT in 
the treatment of insomnia and some anxiety disorders, while extensive clinical 
experience suggests its value for a wider range of disorders. It has proven to be a 
cost-effective treatment, with special advantages being lack of side effects, and the 
fact that clients listen to the CD when they wish in their own homes. Many cli-
ents have been able to reduce or completely eliminate medications. 

  Exact reasons for BMT’s therapeutic effects are unknown. In this chapter we spec-
ulated on various reasons for its effi cacy, including mechanical effects of sound vibra-
tions, and infl uences upon neurochemicals. It was suggested that the ordered rhythms 
of the music may entrain, or disentrain, clients ’ EEG rhythms, creating greater order 
in formerly more or less chaotic brain electrical activity. It was speculated that BMT 
may have advantages over other healing approaches using rhythmic external stimula-
tion because the brain music is based on each individual client’s extremely unique 
EEG activity and, therefore, may be more readily  “recognized ” and  “accepted” by 
the central nervous system as a source of entrainment. Also, it was suggested that, as 
compared to rhythmic stimulation by fl ashing lights or simple tones, the music may 
enable a  “richer ” entrainment involving features common to both EEG activity and 
music, such as harmonics and phase relationships among waveforms. 

  There is much need for further controlled research on BMT, including its value 
with regard to  various mental disorders, and comparison of its cost–benefi t ratio 
to that of traditional and other complementary/alternative treatment approaches. 
BMT of the future may be based on EEG from more sites, and may involve trans-
lation of other body rhythms to music. However, it also may be that increasing the 
complexity of BMT in this manner would interfere with optimal entrainment or 
otherwise prove to be counter-productive.   
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    I  .    INTRODUCTION 

   It is a privilege to contribute this chapter on neurofeedback and substance use dis-
order. While neurofeedback has been employed since the 1970s in the treatment 
of alcoholism and other addictions, it remains less than a mainstream treatment. 
This is not to imply that there are clearly successful and effi cacious treatments for 
addictions that dominate the clinical mainstream. The treatment of addictive dis-
orders remains based on short- and long-term strategies that employ and integrate 
various individual and group-based therapeutic interventions, case management, 
residential structure, values-based programs, cognitive behavioral therapies, phar-
macological interventions, motivational techniques, and other methods. Addictive 
disorders are complex and associated with other comorbid conditions, and it 
seems unlikely that a simple and single approach will satisfy the needs of patients. 

   This chapter is addressed to the clinician that has limited experience with the 
techniques to be described, and is meant as an introduction to the topic. The 
information presented here can be found in greater detail in several recent reviews 
(Sokhadze et al., 2008 ; Sokhadze  et al., 2007a ;         Trudeau 2000, 2005a, 2005b ), 
which are a must read for anyone who wants to pursue the treatment of chemical 
dependencies using neurofeedback. These peer reviewed papers address the issues 
of validating the science of neurofeedback for addictive disorders, and offer com-
prehensive annotated reviews of the literature. 

   It is important to point out at the beginning of this chapter that neurofeedback 
is used as an add-on treatment to other therapies, namely 12-step programs, and/or 
cognitive behavioral therapies or other types of psychotherapies or residential pro-
grams. Neurotherapy is not validated as a stand-alone therapy for addictive disorders. 
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Secondly, it is important to point out that many persons with substance use dis-
orders have comorbid conditions that need to be considered in designing a treat-
ment plan that incorporates neurotherapy. These include conditions such as MTBI 
or ADHD, which may require separate neurofeedback treatment for those specifi c 
conditions either preceding neurofeedback treatment for addiction, or incorpo-
rated into it. There are also conditions such as affective disorders and anxiety dis-
orders that occur commonly in substance use disorders that may respond well 
to neurofeedback protocols for addictive disorders. These conditions may require 
separate assessments during the course of therapy to determine response and the 
need for changing protocols or adding other treatments, i.e., medication or psy-
chotherapy to integrate into the treatment plan. 

   Substance use disorders (SUDs) include disorders related to the taking of a 
drug of abuse (including alcohol), and represent the most common psychiatric 
conditions that can result in serious impairments in cognition and behavior. Acute 
and chronic drug abuse results in signifi cant alteration of the brain activity detect-
able with quantitative electroencephalography (QEEG) methods. The treatment of 
addictive disorders by electroencephalographic (EEG) biofeedback (or  neurofeed-
back, as it is often called) was fi rst popularized by the work of Eugene Peniston, 
and became popularly known as the Peniston protocol (         Peniston and Kulkosky, 
1989, 1990, 1991 ). This approach employed independent auditory feedback of two 
slow brain wave frequencies, alpha (8–13    Hz) and theta (4–8    Hz) in an eyes-closed 
condition to produce a hypnagogic state. The patient was taught prior to neuro-
feedback to use what amounts to success imagery (of sobriety, refusing offers of 
alcohol, living confi dent and happy) as they drifted down into an alpha–theta state. 
Repeated sessions resulted in long-term abstinence, and changes in personality 
testing. 

   Because the method worked well for alcoholics, it has been tried in subjects 
with mixed substance dependence and stimulant dependence—but with limited 
success until the work of Scott and Kaiser ( Scott and Kaiser, 1998 ;       Scott et al.,
2002, 2005 ). They described treating stimulant abusing subjects with attention-
defi cit type EEG biofeedback protocols, followed by the Peniston protocol, with 
substantial improvement in program retention and long-term abstinence rates. 
This approach has become known widely as the Scott–Kaiser modifi cation (of the 
Peniston protocol). A third approach to neurofeedback in substance use disorders 
is to use QEEG-guided neurofeedback, although the effi cacy of this method has 
not been studied as extensively. 

  This chapter will be divided into several sections: In the fi rst section we will 
review SUD prevalence and describe QEEG changes typical for the most wide-
spread drugs of abuse (alcohol, marijuana, heroin, cocaine, and methamphetamine). 
The second section will focus on treatment employing EEG biofeedback in SUD. 
First the Peniston protocol (alpha–theta training) will be described. In the second 
part of this section a description of the Scott–Kaiser modifi cation (beta training 
followed by alpha–theta training) will be given, along with some discussion of a 
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rationale for why this approach may be more successful with stimulant abusers. 
A third section will look at clinical implications of comorbidities in neurobiofeed-
back treatment of alcohol and drug abuse, with an eye towards integrating and 
individualizing treatment approaches. A rationale for the application of QEEG-
guided neurofeedback intervention in SUD in conjunction with other therapies 
will also be given. 

  The fourth section will discuss how neurofeedback can be integrated with 
other therapies. This section includes discussion of some current research that 
looks beyond set protocol approaches to neurofeedback treatment of substance 
use disorder. These approaches focus on components of therapy such as reten-
tion enhancement and enhancement of cognitive behavioral and other thera-
pies. A fi nal section will discuss further directions for clinical research in this area, 
emphasizing that even though neurofeedback is probably an effi cacious ancillary 
treatment for SUD, it is still a technique that is developing. 

    II.    SUD PREVALENCE AND QEEG CHANGES 

   Drug addiction can be described as a mental disorder with idiosyncratic behav-
ioral, cognitive and psychosocial features. The substance use disorder commonly 
referred to as  “drug addiction ” is characterized by physiological dependence 
accompanied by the withdrawal syndrome on discontinuance of the drug use, 
psychological dependence with craving, the pathological motivational state that 
leads to the active drug-seeking behavior, and tolerance, expressed in the escala-
tion of the dose needed to achieve a desired euphoric state. Drug addiction is a 
chronic, relapsing mental disease that results from the prolonged effects of drugs 
on the brain ( Volkow  et al., 2003 ). Drug addiction can take control of the brain 
and behavior by activating and reinforcing behavioral patterns that are directed to 
compulsive drug use ( Di Chiara, 1999 ). 

  The incidence of SUD is staggering, leading to behavioral, cognitive and 
social adverse outcomes that incur substantial costs to society. For instance, in 
2002, it was estimated from the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Service 
Administration that 22 million Americans have a substance abuse or dependence 
disorder, and 2 million of them were current cocaine users ( SAMHSA, 2004 ). 
According to the 2004 revised  National Survey on Drug Use and Health, nearly 12 
million Americans have tried methamphetamine, and 583,000 of them are chronic 
methamphetamine users. The specifi c illicit drugs that had the highest levels of 
past year dependence or abuse in 2005 were marijuana, followed by cocaine and 
pain relievers. Marijuana was the most commonly used illicit drug (14.6 million 
past month users). In 2005, it was used by 74.2% of current illicit drug users. 
Among current illicit drug users, 54.5% used only marijuana, 19.6% used mari-
juana and another illicit drug, and the remaining 25.8% used only an illicit drug 
other than marijuana in the past month ( SAMHSA, 2006 ). 
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   Fatal poisoning, which include overdoses (ODs) on illicit drugs, alcohol, and 
medications, is the leading cause of injury death for individuals age 35–44, and 
the third leading cause of injury death overall, trailing motor vehicle accidents 
and fi rearm-related deaths (CDC, 2004). Heroin-related ODs have increased at 
an alarming rate in portions of the US and other countries ( Darke and Hall, 2003 ;
Landen et al., 2003 ), and OD has surpassed HIV infection as the primary cause of 
death for heroin users. Not surprisingly, heroin is frequently associated with opi-
oid-related ODs, both as a single drug and in combination with other substances 
(CDC, 2004). 

   Many patients seeking treatment for addiction have multiple drug dependen-
cies and psychiatric comorbidities. Information from epidemiological surveys 
indicates that drug addiction is a common phenomenon, and is associated with 
signifi cant effects on both morbidity and mortality. Large individual and societal 
costs of drug abuse make research and treatment of drug addiction an imperative 
problem (French  et al., 2000) . Recently, through intensive clinical neurophysiolog-
ical research and biological psychiatric studies, many specifi c components of cog-
nitive, emotional, and behavioral defi cits typical for substance use disorders have 
been identifi ed and investigated. However, the practical values of these cognitive 
neuroscience and applied psychophysiology-based treatment (e.g., neurofeedback) 
fi ndings depend on a further integration of these methodological approaches; this 
will be discussed later in this chapter in sections three and four. 

  The following paragraphs will summarize some of the important fi ndings 
observed in EEG in SUD. From the 11 classes of substances listed in the DSM-IV 
(American Psychiatric Association, 2000 ), this chapter will discuss alcohol, canna-
bis (marijuana), heroin, and the psychostimulants cocaine and methamphetamine. 
For a more complete and annotated review of EEG in SUD please see the review 
paper by Sokhadze  et al ., (2008) .

   A .    EEG in alcoholism 

   Electroencephalographic alterations have been described in alcoholic patients 
mainly in the beta and alpha bands ( Bauer, 1997, 2001ab; Costa and Bauer, 
1997;  Finn and Justus, 1999 ; Franken  et al., 2004 ;       Rangaswamy  et al., 2002, 2004 ;
       Winterer  et al., 2003a, 2003b ). Decreased power in slow bands in alcoholic 
patients may be an indicator of chronic brain damage, while increase in beta band 
may be related to various factors suggesting cortical hyperexcitability (Saletu-
Zyhlarz, 2004). Abnormalities in resting EEG are highly heritable traits, and are 
often associated with a predisposition to alcoholism development ( Finn and Justus, 
1999).  The studies on the effects of alcohol dependence on EEG coherence can 
be summarized as lower frontal alpha and slow-beta coherence in alcohol-depen-
dent patients with some topographical coherence abnormality differences between 
alcohol-dependent males and females. 
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    B.    EEG in marijuana abuse 

   Several lines of evidence suggest that cannabis may alter functionality of the pre-
frontal cortex, and thereby elicit impairments across several domains of complex 
cognitive function. Several studies in both humans and animals have shown that 
cannabinoid exposure results in alterations in prefrontal cortical activity, provid-
ing evidence that cannabinoid administration may affect the functionality of this 
brain area ( Block et al., 2002 ; Egerton  et al., 2006 ; O’Leary  et al., 2002 ; Whitlow 
et al., 2002 ). QEEG studies on acute THC  exposure reported a transient dose-
dependent increase in relative power of alpha, decrease in alpha frequency, and 
decrease in relative power of beta at posterior EEG recording sites ( Lukas et al.,
1995; Struve  et al. , 1994 ;Trudeau  et al. , 1999 ). 

  Chronic marijuana abuse is known to result in a number of physiological, percep-
tual and cognitive effects, but persistent QEEG effects from continuing exposure to 
THC have been diffi cult to demonstrate ( Wert and Raulin, 1986 ). However, recent 
studies by Struve and his colleagues (         Struve  et al., 1998, 1999, 2003 ) have demonstrated 
a signifi cant association between chronic marijuana use and topographic QEEG pat-
terns of persistent elevations of alpha absolute power, relative power, and interhemi-
spheric coherence over frontal cortex, as well as reductions of alpha mean frequency. 
Another important QEEG fi nding was the elevated voltage of all non-alpha bands 
in THC users. A third QEEG fi nding involved a widespread decrease in the relative 
power of delta and beta activity over the frontal cortical regions in marijuana users. 

    C.    EEG in heroin addiction 

  Only few studies have investigated QEEG changes in heroin addicts. QEEG changes 
in heroin addicts in the acute withdrawal period have been described as low-voltage 
background activity with diminution of alpha rhythm, increase in beta activity, and 
large amounts  of low-amplitude delta and theta waves in central regions (Fingelkurts 
et al., 2006a, 2006b; Franken  et al., 2004;  Polunina and Davydov, 2004 ). In general, pro-
nounced desynchronization is characteristic for acute heroin withdrawal, but spectral 
power of EEG tends to normalize almost completely after several weeks of abstinence 
(Costa and Bauer, 1997 ; Papageorgiou  et al., 2001 ; Shufman et al., 1996 ). The most con-
sistent changes in EEG of heroin addicts were reported in alpha and beta frequencies, 
and included defi cit in alpha activity and excess of fast beta activity in early heroin absti-
nence. The excess of beta appears to reverse considerably when heroin intake is stopped 
for several months, and therefore it may be viewed as an acute withdrawal effect. 

    D.    EEG in cocaine addiction 

   Qualitative and quantitative EEG measures are highly sensitive to the acute 
and chronic effects of neurointoxication produced by cocaine, as well as effects 
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from withdrawal and long-term abstinence from cocaine use. Acute effects of 
smoked crack cocaine have been shown to produce a rapid increase in absolute 
theta, alpha, and beta power over the prefrontal cortex, lasting up to half an hour 
after administration of the drug (       Alper et al., 1990, 1998 ; Costa and Bauer, 1997 ;
Herning  et al., 1985 ; Noldy et al., 1994 ;         Prichep  et al., 1996, 1999, 2002 ; Roemer
et al., 1995 ). The increase in theta power was reported to correlate with a positive 
subjective drug effect, while the increase in alpha power was reported to correlate 
with nervousness ( Reid et al. , 2006 ). 

   QEEG measures are also sensitive to the acute and chronic effects of cocaine, as 
well as effects from withdrawal and long-term abstinence from cocaine use. Some 
EEG characteristics observed in cocaine addicts are considered to be due to the 
neurotoxic effects, whereas some EEG characteristics in cocaine addicts may also 
indicate a predisposition toward the development of cocaine addiction. During 
protracted abstinence from cocaine, long-lasting increases in alpha and beta bands 
together with reduced activity in delta and theta bands are seen ( Alper et al., 1990 ;
Prichep  et al., 1996 ; Roemer et al., 1995 ). Several recent studies employing QEEG 
techniques have demonstrated an association between the amount of beta activity 
in the spontaneous EEG and poor program retention and relapse in cocaine abuse. 

    E .    EEG in methamphetamine addiction 

   Only few studies have examined the QEEG consequences of methamphetamine 
dependence. They report that methamphetamine-dependent patients exhib-
ited signifi cant power increase in delta and theta bands as compared to non-
drug-using control (       Newton  et al., 2003, 2004 ). QEEG patterns associated with 
acute withdrawal and recent abstinence in methamphetamine dependence have 
not yet been suffi ciently described. One study reported that abstinent metham-
phetamine-dependent patients had increased EEG power in the delta and theta 
but not alpha and beta bands ( Newton  et al., 2003 ). In general, QEEG studies in 
methamphetamine addiction are in accordance with other neurocognitive studies 
(e.g.,  Kalechstein et al., 2003 ), suggesting that methamphetamine abuse is associ-
ated with psychomotor slowing and frontal executive defi cits. 

    F.    P300 abnormalities in cocaine, methamphetamine 
and heroin addiction, and alcoholism 

  The P300 is the most widely used EEG parameter in psychiatry and other 
clinical applications. The P300 is the component of the event-related potential 
(ERP) occurring 300–600    ms post-stimulus ( Polich  et al., 1994 ; Pritchard, 1981 ). 
The amplitude of P300 refl ects the allocation of attentional resources, while the 
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latency is considered to refl ect stimulus evaluation and classifi cation time. The 
P300 is usually obtained in oddball paradigm, wherein two stimuli are presented 
in a random order—one of them frequent (standard) and another one rare (target) 
(Polich, 1990 ; Polich and Herbst, 2000 ). 

   Most ERP studies of P300 did not differentiate among patients character-
ized by histories of either cocaine, or cocaine and alcohol, or heroin dependence 
(Cohen et al., 2002 ; Hada et al., 2000 ; Kouri  et al., 1996 ; Porjesz  et al., 2005 ;
Porjesz and Begleiter, 1998 ). Across all the patient groups, P300 was signifi cantly 
reduced in amplitude relative to P300 ERPs recorded from individuals with no 
history of alcohol or drug dependence. The latency of the frontal and parietal 
P300 was reported to be delayed, and amplitude reduced to novel non-targets 
in cocaine and alcohol-dependent subjects compared to controls in auditory and 
visual three-stimuli oddball tasks (Biggins  et al., 1997; Fein,  et al., 1996; Herning 
et al., 1994a; Kouiri  et al., 1996;  Patrick  et al., 1997 ; Polich,1990 ). Continued absti-
nence from heroin, and from cocaine and alcohol, was shown to be associated 
with a trend toward P300 normalization (       Bauer, 2001a, 2001b ). 

   Several studies have investigated ERP changes associated with methamphet-
amine abuse and dependence (       Iwanami  et al., 1994, 1998 ). In general, chronic 
psychoactive substance abuse and drug dependence are associated with delayed 
and attenuated cognitive ERP in auditory and visual oddball tasks. 

    G.    QEEG and ERP abnormalities in addiction: 
Psychopharmacological effects or trait markers? 

  Whether QEEG alterations and P300 decrements found in most of SUD are only 
a coincident  “marker ” of vulnerability or make a direct etiologic contribution to 
risk for substance dependence is still unknown. The P300 reduction and abnormal 
QEEG patterns are seen in mental disorders that often are comorbid with substance 
abuse, such as conduct disorder, ADHD, bipolar or major affective disorder ( Bauer, 
1997;       Bauer and Hesselbrock, 2001, 2002 ; O’Connor et al., 1994 ; Friedman and 
Squires-Wheeler, 1994 ). Reduced P300 amplitude related to prefrontal brain dys-
function may suggest that a defi cit in inhibitory control is an underlying mechanism 
shared by different psychopathologies ( Clark et al., 1999 ;  Tarter  et al., 2003 ). 

  Taken together, the fi ndings converge on the conclusion that there exists an 
inherited predisposition for an externalizing psychopathology that includes 
ADHD, conduct disorder, and substance abuse. PTSD seems to heighten the risk 
for addiction as well. Thus, the reviewed fi ndings support the hypothesis that 
addicted subjects may manifest a P300 amplitude reduction and QEEG abnor-
malities as a trait refl ecting central nervous system (CNS) disinhibition, which 
may be a predisposing factor for addiction liability, resistance to drug habit extinc-
tion, and relapse vulnerability.   
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    II .    STUDIES OF EEG BIOFEEDBACK ON 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT 

   A .    The Peniston protocol (alpha–theta feedback) 

  The early studies on self-regulation of alpha rhythm elicited substantial interest in 
potential clinical applications of alpha biofeedback for SUD treatment ( Nowlis 
and Kamiya, 1970 ). Several uncontrolled case studies and conceptual reviews 
on alpha EEG training for alcohol and drug abuse treatment were reported but 
the impact of alpha biofeedback training as an SUD therapy was not signifi cant 
(Brinkman, 1978 ; DeGood and Valle, 1978 ; Denney  et al., 1991 ;       Goldberg et al.,
1976, 1977 ; Jones and Holmes, 1976 ; Passini  et al., 1977 ;Tarbox, 1983 ; Sim, 1976; 
Watson  et al., 1978 ). The bulk of the literature to date regarding EEG biofeedback 
of addictive disorders is focused on simultaneous alpha and theta biofeedback. 

  The technique involves the simultaneous measurement of occipital alpha 
(8–13   Hz) and theta (4–8    Hz), and feedback by separate auditory tones for each 
frequency representing amplitudes greater than pre-set thresholds. The subject is 
encouraged to relax, and to increase the amount of time that signal is heard , that 
is to say, to increase the amount of time that amplitude of each defi ned bandwidth 
exceeds the threshold. A variety of equipment and software has been used to acquire, 
process and fi lter signal, and though there are differences in technique inherent with 
equipment and software, their impact on clinical outcome is unknown. 

  Alpha–theta feedback training was fi rst employed and described by Elmer 
Green and colleagues ( Green  et al., 1974 ) at the Meninger Clinic. This method 
was based on Green’s observations of single lead EEG during meditative states 
in practiced meditators, during which increased theta amplitude was observed 
following initial increased alpha amplitude, then drop-off of alpha amplitude 
(theta/alpha crossover). When the feedback of alpha and theta signal was applied 
to subjects, states of profound relaxation and reverie were reported to occur. The 
method was seen as useful in augmenting psychotherapy and individual insight. It 
could be seen as a use of brain wave signal feedback to enable a subject to main-
tain a particular state of consciousness similar to a meditative or hypnotic relaxed 
state over a 30- or 40-minute feedback session. 

  The fi rst reported use of alpha–theta feedback in an SUD treatment program 
was in an integrated program started in 1973 at Topeka VA that included group 
and individual therapies. Daily 20-minute EEG biofeedback sessions (integrated 
with EMG biofeedback and temperature control biofeedback) were done over 
6 weeks, resulting in free, loose associations, heightened sensitivity, and increased 
suggestibility. Patients discussed their insights and experiences associated with bio-
feedback in therapy groups several times a week, augmenting expressive psycho-
therapy ( Goslinga, 1975 ;Twemlow and Bowen, 1976 ; 1977;  Twemlow  et al., 1977 ). 
These initial studies advanced the utility of biofeedback-induced theta states in 
promoting insight and attitude change in alcoholics, with the assumptions that 
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biofeedback-induced theta states are associated with heightened awareness and 
suggestibility, and that this heightened awareness and suggestibility would enhance 
recovery. Outcome data regarding abstinence were not reported. 

   In the fi rst reported randomized and controlled study of alcoholics treated 
with alpha–theta EEG biofeedback,  Peniston and Kulkosky (1989)  described pos-
itive outcome results. Their subjects were in-patients in a VA hospital treatment 
program—all males with established chronic alcoholism and multiple past failed 
treatments. Following a temperature biofeedback pre-training phase, Peniston’s 
experimental subjects (n      �     10) completed 15 30-minute sessions of eyes-closed 
occipital alpha–theta biofeedback. Compared to a traditionally treated alcoholic 
control group (n      �     10), and nonalcoholic controls (n      �     10), alcoholics receiving 
brainwave biofeedback showed signifi cant increases in percentages of EEG record 
in alpha and theta rhythms, and increased alpha rhythm amplitudes (single lead 
measurements at international 10–20 system site O1). 

  The experimentally treated subjects showed reductions in Beck depression 
inventory scores compared to the control groups. Control subjects who received 
standard treatment alone showed increased levels of circulating beta-endorphin, 
an index of stress, whereas the EEG biofeedback group did not. Thirteen-month 
follow-up data indicated signifi cantly more sustained prevention of relapse in 
alcoholics that completed alpha–theta brainwave training as compared to the con-
trol alcoholics, defi ning successful relapse prevention as  “not using alcohol for 
more than six continuous days ” during the follow-up period. 

   In a further report on the same control and experimental subjects,  Peniston 
and Kulkosky (1990)  described substantial changes in personality test results in the 
experimental group as compared to the controls. The experimental group showed 
improvement in psychological adjustment on 13 scales of the Millon clinical mul-
tiaxial inventory compared to the traditionally treated alcoholics who improved 
on only two scales, and became worse on one scale. On the 16-PF personality 
inventory, the neurofeedback training group demonstrated improvement on seven 
scales, compared to only one scale among the traditional treatment group. This 
small n study employed controls and blind outcome evaluation, with 80% posi-
tive outcome versus 20% in the traditional treatment control condition at 4-year 
follow up. 

  The protocol described by Peniston at Fort Lyons VA cited above is similar 
to that initially employed by Twemlow and colleagues at Topeka VA, and Elmer 
Green at the Menninger Clinic, with two additions: temperature training, and 
script. Peniston introduced temperature biofeedback training as a precondition-
ing relaxation exercise, and an induction script to be read at the start of each 
session. This protocol (described as follows) has become known as the  “Peniston 
protocol, ” and has become the focus of research in subsequent studies. Subjects 
are fi rst taught deep relaxation by skin temperature biofeedback employing auto-
genic phrases, and have at least fi ve sessions of temperature feedback. Peniston also 
used the criteria of obtaining 94 degrees before moving on to EEG biofeedback. 
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Subjects then are instructed in EEG biofeedback and, in an eyes-closed and 
relaxed condition, receive auditory signals from EEG apparatus using an interna-
tional site O1 single electrode. A standard induction script employing suggestions 
to relax and  “sink down ” into reverie is read. An example of such a script modi-
fi ed after Peniston that was used in the neurofeedback lab at Minneapolis VA by 
one of the authors (DLT) follows: 

  “ With your eyes closed—allow yourself to relax completely—as you listen to the 
tones—tell your brain to make more alpha waves—allow yourself to sink down into 
a mentally alert and relaxed state—imagine what your brain looks like—imagine the 
subconscious part of your brain—tell the subconscious part of your brain to guide 
you—see yourself in a drug/alcohol using situation with the people you have used 
with—see yourself being offered drugs/alcohol—see yourself rejecting drugs and 
alcohol by getting up and saying  “no thanks ” and leaving the situation and your using 
friends behind—ask your subconscious brain to mellow out your personality—sink 
down into a reverie state letting your thoughts fl ow—completely relaxed—do it ”.  

  When alpha (8–12    Hz) brainwaves exceed a pre-set threshold, a pleasant tone 
is heard and, by learning to voluntarily produce this tone, the subject becomes 
progressively relaxed. When theta brainwaves (4–8    Hz) are produced at suffi ciently 
high amplitude a second tone is heard, and the subject becomes more relaxed and, 
according to Peniston, enters a hypnagogic state of free reverie and high suggest-
ibility. Following the session, with the subject in a relaxed and suggestible state, a 
therapy session is conducted between subject and therapist where the contents of 
the imagery experienced are explored (         Peniston and Kulkosky, 1989, 1990, 1991 ;
 Saxby and Peniston, 1995 ). 

  A number of case series studies have replicated the initial fi ndings of Peniston 
in terms of personality, mood, and long-term abstinence with alcoholics; however, 
attempts to employ alpha–theta with mixed substance abuse, especially stimu-
lants, has not met with the same success (Bodenhamer-Davis and Calloway, 2004; 
DeBeus et al., 2002 ; Fahrion  et al., 1992 ; Finkelberg  et al., 1996 ; Kelly, 1997 ). For 
a complete review of studies, and a critical discussion of effi cacy and specifi city of 
the Peniston protocol, please see Sokhadze  et al ., (2008) .

   The Scott–Kaiser modifi cation of the Peniston protocol 

    Scott and Kaiser (1998)  describe combining a protocol for attentional train-
ing (beta and/or SMR augmentation with theta suppression) with the Peniston 
protocol (alpha–theta training) in a population of subjects with mixed substance 
abuse, rich in stimulant abusers. The beta protocol is similar to that used in ADHD 
(Kaiser and Othmer, 2000 ) and was used until measures of attention normalized, 
and then the standard Peniston protocol without temperature training was applied 
(      Scott et al., 2002, 2005 ). The study group is substantially different than that 
reported in either the Peniston or replication studies. The rationale is based in part 
on reports of substantial alteration of QEEG seen in stimulant abusers associated
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with early treatment failure likely associated with marked frontal neurotoxic-
ity and alterations in dopamine receptor mechanisms. Additionally, pre-existing 
ADHD is associated with stimulant preference in adult substance abusers, and is 
independent of stimulant associated QEEG changes. 

  These fi ndings of chronic EEG abnormality and high incidence of pre-existing 
ADHD in stimulant abusers suggest they may be less able to engage in the hypna-
gogic and auto-suggestive Peniston protocol. Furthermore, eyes-closed alpha feed-
back as a starting protocol may be deleterious in stimulant abusers because the 
most common EEG abnormality in crack cocaine addicts is excess frontal alpha 
(Herning  et al. , 1994b ; Prichep  et al. , 2002 ). 

   Using their approach, Scott and Kaiser ( Scott and Kaiser, 1998 ;       Scott et al.,
2002, 2005 ) described substantial improvement in measures of attention, and also 
of personality, similar to those reported by Peniston and Kulkosky. Their experi-
mental subjects underwent an average of 13 SMR-beta (12–18    Hz) neurofeed-
back training sessions followed by 30 alpha–theta sessions during the fi rst 45 days 
of treatment. Treatment retention was signifi cantly better in the EEG biofeedback 
group, and was associated with the initial SMR-beta training. One-  hundred-
and-twenty-one  in-patient drug program subjects randomized to condition, fol-
lowed up at one year, were tested and controlled for the presence of attention and 
cognitive defi cits, personality states and traits. The experimental group showed 
normalization of attention variables following the SMR-beta portion of the neu-
rofeedback, while the control group showed no improvement. Experimental sub-
jects demonstrated p      �     0.005 level signifi cant changes beyond the control subjects 
on fi ve of the ten scales of the MMPI-2. Subjects in the experimental group were 
also more likely to stay in treatment longer, and more likely to complete treat-
ment, as compared to the control group. Finally, the one-year sustained abstinence 
levels were signifi cantly higher for the experimental group as compared to the 
control group ( Scott et al. , 2005 ). 

  The approach of beta training in conjunction with alpha–theta training has 
been applied successfully in a treatment program aimed at homeless crack cocaine 
abusers in Houston, Texas, with impressive results ( Burkett  et al., 2003 ). Two-
hundred-and-seventy  male addicts received 30 sessions of a protocol similar to 
the Scott–Kaiser modifi cation. One-year follow-ups of 94 treatment completers 
indicate that 95.7% of subjects are maintaining a regular residence; 93.6 % are 
employed/in school or training, and 88.3 % have had no subsequent arrests. Self-
report depression scores dropped by 50%, and self-report anxiety scores by 66%. 
Furthermore, 53.2% reported no alcohol or drug use 12 months after biofeedback, 
and 23.4% used drugs or alcohol one to three times after their stay, a substantial 
improvement from the expected 30% or less expected recovery in this group. The 
remaining 23.4% reported using drugs or alcohol greater than 20 times over the 
year. Urinalysis   results corroborated self-reports of drug use. 

  The treatment program saw substantial changes in length of stay and comple-
tion. After the introduction of the neurofeedback to the mission regimen, length of 
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stay tripled—beginning at 30 days on average, and culminating at 100 days after the 
addition of neurotherapy. In a later study the authors reported follow-up results on 
87 subjects after completion of neurofeedback training ( Burkett  et al., 2005 ). The 
follow-up measures of drug screens, length of residence, and self-reported depression 
scores showed signifi cant improvement. It should be noted that this study had limi-
tations, since neurofeedback was positioned only as an adjunct therapy to all other 
faith-based treatments for crack cocaine abusing homeless persons enrolled in this 
residential shelter mission, and was an uncontrolled study. Yet the improvement in 
program retention is impressive, and may well be related to the improved outcome.    

    III .    COMORBIDITIES OF SUD AND 
IMPLICATIONS FOR INDIVIDUALIZED 
NEUROFEEDBACK 

  There are several conditions commonly associated with addictive disorders that have 
known neurophysiological aberrations. The co-occurrence of alcohol and other 
substance use disorders with other psychiatric disorders has been widely recognized. 
Co-occurrence of SUD and other psychiatric diagnosis (e.g., PTSD, antisocial per-
sonality disorder, ADHD, unipolar depression, etc.) is highly prevalent ( Biederman 
et al., 1995 ; Drake and Walach, 2000;  Evans and Sullivan, 1995 ; Grant et al., 2004 ;
Jacobsen  et al., 2001 ). Persons with co-occurring other mental disorders and SUD 
have a more persistent illness course, and are more refractive to treatment than those 
without dual diagnosis ( Brown  et al., 1995 ; O’Brien  et al., 2004 ; Schubiner et al.,
2000; Swartz and Lurigio 1999 ). In designing a treatment plan employing neurobio 
feedback it is important to consider comorbidities that may require either modifi ca-
tion of protocol and/or ongoing assessment regarding response. 

  Depression occurs in approximately 30% of chronic alcoholics ( Regier  et al., 1990 ). 
In treatment settings, these depressed patients can be challenges to the clinician, as they 
may not respond as well to treatment as other patients, may have greater relapse, attri-
tion, and readmission rates, and may manifest symptoms that are more severe, chronic, 
and refractory in nature ( Sheehan, 1993 ). Several neurofeedback approaches have been 
described as effi cacious for depression ( Rosenfeld, 2000 ), and may be considered as 
part of a treatment plan. It should also be noted that alpha/ theta training alone for 
alcoholics has been effective for associated depression. 

   Independent of other psychiatric comorbidity, ADHD alone signifi cantly 
increases the risk for SUD. Associated social and behavioral problems may make 
individuals with comorbid SUD and ADHD treatment-resistant ( Wilens  et al.,
1998). In males ages 16–23, the presence of childhood ADHD and conduct dis-
order is associated with non-alcohol SUD ( Manuzza  et al., 1989 ). Childhood 
ADHD associated with conduct disorder in males is an antecedent for adult non-
alcohol SUD and antisocial personality disorder ( Wender, 1995 ). The incidence 
of ADHD in clinical SUD populations has been studied, and may be as high as 
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50% for adults and adolescents ( Downey  et al., 1997 ; Horner and Scheibe, 1997 ). 
Adult residual ADHD is especially associated with cocaine abuse, and other stimu-
lant abuse. ADHD alone has positive treatment outcomes of just under 80% when 
treated by neurofeedback ( Monastra et al. , 2005 ). 

  Rates of PTSD occurring in persons primarily identifi ed with or in treatment for 
substance abuse vary from 43–59% ( Breslau  et al., 1991 ;Triffl eman et al., 1999 ). Cocaine 
abusers are three times more likely to meet diagnostic criteria for PTSD compared 
to individuals without a SUD ( Cottler et al., 1992 ). Methamphetamine-dependent 
individuals are at greater risk to experience particular psychiatric symptoms, particu-
larly PTSD in females ( Kalechstein et al., 2000 ). Alpha–theta training alone has been 
reported as an effective treatment of PTSD ( Peniston and Kulkosky, 1991 ). 

  Finally, pharmacotherapies for comorbid conditions such as ADHD, PTSD, 
affective disorders, anxiety disorders, and other psychiatric conditions may work in 
concert with neurofeedback therapies for addictions. This is discussed more exten-
sively in the following section IV. INTEGRATING NEUROTHERAPY WITH 
OTHER THERAPIES.  .

   A .    QEEG-guided neurotherapy 

  A number of substance-specifi c QEEG abnormalities have been discussed in sec-
tion II of this chapter. It may make good sense clinically to consider specifi c neu-
rotherapy treatment of these QEEG aberrations either in place of or preceding 
alpha–theta therapy. Applicable neurotherapy approaches are attractive alternative 
therapies for coexisting or underlying conditions in SUD clients who have high-
risk behaviors for medication treatment, such as overdosing, abuse, or poor com-
pliance. While there are no published systematic studies of neurotherapy treatment 
of co-occurring depression, TBI, ADHD, PTSD, or drug neurotoxicity on the 
course and outcome of addictive disorders, several recent reports of neurotherapy 
for addictions based on QEEG fi ndings, which in turn may be related to comor-
bidities, have been presented. Basically, this technique involves the use of QEEG 
to identify patterns of EEG that deviate from standardized norms, and individual-
ized EEG biofeedback protocols to correct them. 

    DeBeus et al. (2002)  are in the process of a randomized controlled study of 
neurotherapy for SUD that examines the difference between QEEG-based treat-
ment, research-based (Scott–Kaiser)  treatment, and wait-list control for alco-
hol- and drug-dependent outpatients. Preliminary results are promising. While 
historically alpha–theta training has been the accepted approach in treating alco-
hol and drug dependency, this study suggests QEEG-based training is a viable 
alternative, demonstrating similar outcomes for personality change and abstinence 
rates. Future directions include determination of those likely to benefi t from one 
of the particular treatments or a combination of the two, and analysis of long-
term abstinence rates. 
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   Gurnee (2004)  has presented data on a series of 100 sequential participants with 
SUD who were treated by QEEG-based neurotherapy, with marked heterogeneity
of QEEG sub-types and corresponding symptom complexes. In this clinically 
derived scheme, QEEG’s that deviate from normative databases, mainly with excess 
alpha amplitude, are associated more often  with depression and ADD. Those with 
defi cient alpha amplitude are associated with anxiety, insomnia, and alcohol/drug 
abuse. Beta excess amplitude is associated with anxiety, insomnia, and alcohol/drug 
abuse. Central abnormalities are interpreted as mesial frontal dysfunction, and are 
associated with anxiety, rumination, and obsessive compulsive symptoms. The thera-
peutic approach is to base neurotherapy on correcting QEEG abnormalities, i.e., 
train beta excess amplitude down when present, while monitoring symptoms. 

    B.    QEEG-guided relapse prevention 

  There are tentative fi ndings suggesting that QEEG variables may be used to 
predict those alcoholics and drug abusers most at risk for relapse. For instance, 
Winterer  et al. (1998)  were able to predict relapse among chronic alcoholics with 
83–85% success, signifi cantly outperforming prediction from clinical variables. 
Although they found more desynchronized (less alpha and theta, and more beta 
activity) over frontal areas in alcoholics in general, those individuals who relapsed 
displayed even more of this activity. 

  Bauer (2001a)  obtained EEG data on alcohol-, cocaine- or opioid-dependent 
patients after 1–5 months sobriety. Those who had relapsed by 6 months later were also 
characterized by increased beta (19.5–39.8    Hz) activity relative to those maintaining 
abstinence. Relative beta power was superior to severity of the alcoholism, depression 
level, antisocial personality disorder, childhood conduct problems, family history, or age as 
predictors, and was unaffected by their substance of abuse. The EEG differences between 
relapse-prone and abstinence-prone groups was found to be related to the interaction 
of two premorbid factors: childhood conduct disorder and paternal alcoholism. 

  These fi ndings receive further support from          Bauer (2001a, 2001b, 2002)  and from 
Prichep  et al. (1996)  who also found that beta activity was predictive of treatment fail-
ure. They found two clusters among cocaine addicts. One had more severe damage 
(alpha), and tended to remain in treatment. Those with less severe alpha excess, and 
more beta activity, tended to leave treatment. They also discovered that drop-outs could 
not be determined from anxiety, depression, or demographics.   

    IV .    INTEGRATING NEUROTHERAPY 
WITH OTHER THERAPIES 

   A.    Twelve-step programs 

  Historically, neurofeedback has been employed in 12-step programs, and has been 
compatible with developing key personal insights into concepts such as powerlessness, 
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character defects, and rebuilding traumatic memories, as well as spiritual insights. 
Because of the transformational model of 12-step programs, alpha–theta training 
has been easily accepted as a potential component and, to date, there have been 
no reports of incompatibility. 

    B.    Pharmacotherapies 

  Pharmacological interventions for SUD have wide acceptance in certain situations. 
Aversive therapy for alcohol dependence, for example disulfuram or neuropeptide 
blocking therapy such as naltrexone, has been employed in alcoholics. Other new 
drugs designed to decrease alcohol consumption, binge drinking, or produce aversive 
reactions, regularly become available. There have been no studies on the combined 
effects of neurofeedback with these therapies but there is little reason to believe 
that there would be interactions. Peniston anecdotally described aversive effects on 
exposure to alcohol occurring in subjects who underwent alpha–theta training for 
alcoholism but who were on no aversive medication. There is a possibility that alpha–
theta neurofeedback may potentiate aversive drug therapies for alcoholics. 

   Opioid substitution, i.e., methadone maintenance, or agonist antagonist ther-
apies for opioid addiction are well accepted and widely acknowledged as effi -
cacious. There is no study of neurofeedback per se in conjunction with these 
pharmacotherapies, but there is no reason to think that they could not be 
employed either in cases where there is a commorbidity such as ADHD, where 
stimulants might be a second choice, or anxiety where sedative type medication 
may be less than desirable because of abuse risk. 

  While effective agonist and antagonist pharmacotherapies as well as symp-
tomatic treatments exist for opioid dependence, neither agonists nor antago-
nists have been approved as uniquely effective for treatment of stimulant abuse 
or dependence ( Grabowski  et al., 2004 ). There is no current evidence supporting 
the clinical use of carbamazepine (Tegretol) , antidepressants, dopamine agonists 
(drugs commonly used to treat Parkinson’s and restless leg syndrome), disulfi ram 
(Antabuse), mazindol (an experimental anorectic), phenytoin (Dilantin), nimodip-
ine (Nimotop), lithium, and other pharmacological agents in the treatment of 
cocaine dependence ( De Lima et al., 2002 ;  Venneman  et al., 2006 ). There is con-
tinued interest in developing pharmacotherapies that may be effective in stimulant 
abuse treatments. 

    C.    Cognitive behavioral therapies 

   Successful strategies for behavioral treatment in drug addiction may include: 

    1.   Interventions aimed to decrease the reward value of the drug, and 
simultaneously increase values of natural reinforcement. 
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    2.   Approaches aimed to change stereotype conditioned drug-seeking 
behaviors. 

    3.   Methods to train and strengthen frontal inhibitory control ( Sokhadze
et al. , 2007a ;  Volkow  et al. , 2004 ).    

   Since stressful events can result in relapse to drug-taking behavior ( Koob and 
Le Moal, 2001 ), an adjunct treatment strategy is to interfere with the neurobio-
logical responses to stress. Current research with neurobiofeedback and addictive 
disorders is geared toward the use of EEG feedback to enhance one component 
of a cognitive behavioral therapy scheme. The research schemes described below 
also use more sophisticated electrophysiologic techniques such as brain electri-
cal source localization and event-related potential (ERP) analytical approaches to 
temporally and spatially localize brain events. 

   Rex Cannon, Joel Lubar and Deborah Baldwin of the Brain Research and 
Neuropsychology Laboratory at University of Tennessee in Knoxville are study-
ing “Self-Perception and Experimental Schemata in the Addicted Brain. ” They are 
performing this research with three goals in mind. 

   Firstly, to attempt to reconcile and integrate data from all disciplines involved 
in addiction research in order to develop a novel approach for neurophysiological 
study pertaining to SUD, and conceivably determine and describe EEG source 
generators that are instrumental in the processes of self-perception and experien-
tial schemata utilizing a recently developed assessment instrument. 

  Secondly, to utilize this information to develop an integrative treatment model for 
addictive disorders based on this research, involving novel group processing methods 
and spatial specifi c neurophysiological operant learning (LORETA Neurofeedback). 

  Thirdly, to utilize both the assessment and neurophysiological data for devel-
opment of statistical models for possible diagnostic and predictive purposes, and 
to provide a means for a neurophysiological treatment effi cacy measure (       Cannon 
et al. , 2006, 2007 ; Congedo, 2003 ; Congedo et al. , 2004 ). 

  To date, studies identifying neural source generators in self-perception schemata 
and their relationship with substance use disorders using QEEG and standardized 
low resolution electromagnetic tomography (sLORETA) are scant. This research 
is designed to assess the neural activation patterns relative to schemata regarding 
the self in recovering addicts, and identify possible generators in the cortex as 
compared to controls, with the hypothesis that there is dendritic pruning early 
in developmental phases that contributes to frequency-specifi c activity in neuro-
nal populations in the ventromedial portions of the prefrontal cortex and limbic 
regions. Furthermore, it is proposed that these neural pathways hinder the inte-
gration of affect, cognition, reward and decision-making processes, and adversely 
infl uence the perception of self, and self in relation to experience and the devel-
opment of adaptive schemata and personality characteristics. 

  In a current study at the University of Louisville, Tato Sokhadze and his col-
leagues ( Sokhadze, 2005 ; Sokhadze et al., 2007a ; Sokhadze  et al., 2007b)  utilize 
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dense-array QEEG/ERP variables and measures of behavioral performance on 
mental tasks (reaction time, accuracy) to explore the cognitive functions in patients 
with cocaine abuse/dependence diagnosis. This research also studies recovery of 
these functions during bio-behavioral intervention based on an integrated neu-
rofeedback (NFB, Scott–Kaiser protocol) and motivational enhancement therapy 
(MET) in an outpatient population.  The purpose of this research is also to charac-
terize changes in cognitive functioning associated with success rate of three arms 
for cocaine addiction treatment (MET, NFB, and combined MET   �   NFB). Prior, 
during, and subsequent to the above bio-behavioral therapies, individual differ-
ences in QEEG and dense-array ERP are assessed during cognitive tasks contain-
ing drug-related and generally affective cues, and during cognitive tasks aimed to 
test cortical inhibitory capacity, selective attention, response error processing, and 
cortical functional connectivity.   

   V.    FURTHER RESEARCH 

  While it is not the aim of this chapter to be an exhaustive treatise on the state 
of research in neurobiofeedback and addictive disorders (the appended references 
to recent review papers fi ll that function), it is still necessary to point out that 
neurotherapy is a new and developing fi eld. Substantially more information is 
needed about many aspects of neurobiofeedback and SUD to validate clinical 
utility and effi cacy. 

   More information is needed regarding QEEG-guided biofeedback and addic-
tive disorder. Specifi c patterns of QEEG abnormality associated with specifi c 
substance use toxicity, such as those found in stimulant abuse or alcohol abuse 
or with comorbidities such as ADHD, PTSD or TBI, suggest underlying brain 
pathologies that might be amenable to individualized EEG biofeedback. These 
approaches would likely be individualized rather than protoco-based, and would 
be used independently or in conjunction with classic alpha–theta training. QEEG 
patterns and abnormalities depend signifi cantly on whether the subject is still 
currently using, the chronicity of use, and the current stage withdrawal or 
protracted abstinence. A neurofeedback protocol selected for an individual client 
with SUD should be directly related to the level of current substance use or absti-
nence, especially in such classes of drugs as heroin, where withdrawal syndrome 
results in substantial physiological manifestations, including transient QEEG 
changes. 

   Even though there are no reported systematic studies of EEG biofeedback 
treatment of commonly occurring comorbidities of substance use disorders, it 
makes sense that clinical EEG biofeedback treatment study protocols consider the 
presence of ADHD, TBI, PTSD , depression and drug associated neurotoxicity. It 
is probable that this approach may improve outcome, especially in conventional 
treatment-resistant participants. 
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  Unfortunately, only a few large-scale studies of neurofeedback in addictive dis-
orders have been reported in the literature. Most, if not all, of the recommendations 
previously made regarding further research (         Trudeau 2000, 2005a, 2005b ) have yet 
to be implemented. These recommendations are summarized as follows: 

    1.   Studies require external, systematic replicability of brain wave feedback 
methods and results in diverse populations with control condition treated, 
and traditionally treated matched control groups. 

    2.   Details need to be given regarding equipment used and technical 
specifi cations, including details about amplifi cation, fi ltering, spectral 
extraction, windowing, and other pertinent information needed by 
neurofeedback specialists for replication and comparison. Any attempt 
at drawing a common picture from QEEG data is diffi cult due to 
signifi cant methodological differences, such as different defi nitions of 
frequency bands, different fi ltering methodology, number of channels, 
reference choice, etc. 

    3.   The essential components and durations in brain wave feedback required 
for therapeutic advantage need to be stated, including double-blinded 
studies that control for all other possible therapeutic effects. 

    4.   Open clinical trials that investigate effi cacy of the types of protocols used 
for ADHD, PTSD, depression, and TBI remediation with SUD subjects 
comorbid for those conditions need to be reported. 

    5.   Open clinical trials that assess the effi cacy of EEG biofeedback in 
addressing the specifi c QEEG changes of chronic alcohol, heroin, cannabis, 
and stimulant abuse need to be reported. 

    6.   The physiological and psychological processes of the therapeutic effects of 
EEG biofeedback, including studies of QEEG and ERP changes, need to 
be investigated and reported. 

    7.   Studies need to adhere to clearly defi ned outcome measures of established 
validity.    

   Considering advances in ERPs, sampling rates and array density, other impor-
tant recommendations for future development of the fi eld should be listed: 

      ●    Increased number of channels in EEG and ERP recording (e.g., higher 
spatial sampling rate) have become available leading to important 
developments related to brain activity source localization. 

      ●    There are several specifi c functional diagnostic tools from the cognitive 
neuroscience arsenal that are very specifi c to test addictive disorders. Among 
those should be mentioned cue reactivity tests using QEEG and ERP 
measures. Cue reactivity is a very sensitive test of motivational relevance 
of drug-related items ( Carter and Tiffany, 1999 ) that can be detected using 
electroencephalographic methods. 
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      ●    Besides more traditional neurocognitive tests (TOVA, IVA      �      Plus, etc.) 
well recognized in neurofeedback research (e.g., in studies on effectiveness 
of neurotherapy in ADHD treatment) there might be used more relatively 
standardized tests with EEG/ERP recording to assess executive functions in 
addicts. Among those tests we may mention Continuous performance test 
(Go-NoGo task), Stroop test, Eriksen fl anker test, etc. Some of these tests 
are suffi ciently sensitive to assess recovery of cortical inhibition function 
commonly known to be impaired in patients with SUD. 

      ●    Testing emotional reactivity and responsiveness in addiction is another 
important domain where QEEG and ERP methods may help to obtain 
more effective evaluation of the affective state of recovering addicts.    

  Another important objective for future neurofeedback treatment for SUD 
should be attempts to integrate neurotherapy with other well-known behavioral 
interventions for drug abuse, such as cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) ( Crits-
Christoph  et al., 1999 ), and motivation enhancement therapy (MET) ( Miller
and Rollnick, 2002 ), etc. As a population, drug addicts are very diffi cult to treat, 
characterized by a low motivation to change, and reluctance to enter treatment 
programs. CBT and MET are powerful psychotherapeutic interventions to bring 
about rapid commitment to change addictive behaviors. These behavioral thera-
pies are especially useful to enhance compliance of the drug-dependent individu-
als, and facilitate their neurofeedback treatment engagement. 

   EEG biofeedback treatment of ADHD may be important in prevention for 
children and adolescents at risk for developing SUD. It may be possible that EEG 
biofeedback therapy of childhood ADHD may result in a decrease in later life 
SUD ( Wilens  et al., 1998 ). There have been no reported studies of the effect of 
neurofeedback treatment on prevention of SUD in ADHD subjects to date. 

  There are several very important applications of the neurofeedback proto-
cols for enhancement of cognitive performance in healthy subjects (reviewed in 
Vernon, 2005 ). This promising new line of neurofeedback-based cognitive neu-
roscience research has signifi cant potential to elucidate neurobiological mecha-
nisms explaining how neurofeedback training may alter and enhance cognition 
and behavioral performance in patients with SUD as well. 

   Drugs of abuse can impair cognitive, emotional and motivational processes. 
More QEEG and cognitive ERP research is needed to characterize the chronic 
and residual effects of drugs on attention, emotion, memory, and overall behav-
ioral performance. More research is needed also to relate cognitive functional-
ity measures to clinical outcome (e.g., relapse rate, drug screens, psychiatric status, 
etc.). Such QEEG/ERP studies may facilitate the translation of clinical neuro-
physiology research data into routine practical tools for assessment of functional 
recovery both in alcoholism and addiction treatment clinics. 

  We believe that some of the above described QEEG assessments at the pre-
treatment baseline might be useful as predictors of clinical outcome and relapse 
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risk. Incorporation of cognitive tests with EEG and ERP (e.g., P300) measures 
into cognitive behavioral and neurofeedback-based interventions may have signif-
icant potential for identifi cation of  whether certain QEEG/ERP measures can be 
used as psychophysiological markers of treatment progress (and/or relapse vulner-
ability), and also may provide useful information in planning cognitive behavioral 
and neurotherapy treatment in substance abuse comorbid with mental disorder. 

  With the advances made in the last several years, it is hoped that continued 
interest will be generated to further study brain wave biofeedback treatment of 
addictive disorders. Effectiveness in certain hard to treat populations (conventional 
treatment-resistant alcoholics, crack cocaine addicts, cognitively-impaired sub-
stance abusers) is promising. The prospect of an effective medication-free, neuro-
physiologic, and self-actualizing treatment for a substance-based, brain impaired, 
and self-defeating disorder such as SUD is attractive. 
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      I  .    INTRODUCTION 

   This chapter is a modifi cation and update of a paper evaluating EEG and TBI in ath-
letes ( Thatcher, 2006 ). The update in this chapter includes a more general review and 
analysis of quantitative EEG (QEEG) for the evaluation of the locations and extent of 
injury to the brain following rapid acceleration/deceleration trauma, especially in mild 
traumatic brain injury (TBI). The earliest use of QEEG was by Hans Berger in 1932, 
and since this time over 2,000 peer reviewed journal articles have been published in 
which QEEG was used to evaluate traumatic brain injury. Quantitative EEG is a direct 
measure of the electrical energies of the brain and network dynamics which are dis-
turbed following a traumatic brain injury. The most consistent fi ndings are: 

    1.   Reduced power in the higher frequency bands (8–40     Hz) which is linearly 
related to the magnitude of injury to cortical gray matter.  

    2.   Increased slow waves in the delta frequency band (1–4     Hz) in the more 
severe cases of TBI, which is linearly related to the magnitude of cerebral 
white matter injury.  

    3.   Changes in EEG coherence and EEG phase delays which are linearly 
related to the magnitude of injury to both the gray matter and the white 
matter, especially in frontal and temporal lobes.    

   A review of QEEG reliability and clinical validation studies showed high predic-
tive and content validity as determined by correlations between QEEG and clini-
cal measures, such as neuropsychological test performance, Glasgow coma scores, 
length of coma, and MRI biophysical measures. Inexpensive and high speed 
QEEG NeuroImaging methods were also discussed in which the locations of 
maximal deviations from normal in three-dimensions were revealed. Evaluation of 
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the sensitivity and specifi city of QEEG with a reduced number of EEG channels 
offers the feasibility of real-time monitoring of the EEG using Blue Tooth tech-
nology inside of a helmet, so that immediate evaluation of the severity and extent 
of brain injury can be accomplished. Finally, QEEG biofeedback treatment for the 
amelioration of complaints and symptoms following TBI is discussed. 

  An important fact to keep in mind when evaluating the clinical consequences 
of traumatic brain injury is that the brain, while only constituting about 2% of our 
body weight, consumes approximately 60% of blood glucose (Stryer, 1988). In other 
words, an approximately two and 1/2 pounds of soft tissue consumes approximately 
60% of the total energy of the body, as much as muscles in active contraction at 
every moment of time (Stryer, 1988) . A pertinent question is  ‘how is this dispropor-
tionate amount of energy utilized? ’ The answer is that most of the brain’s metabolic 
energy is transformed into electricity by which the essential perceptual, cognitive, 
emotive, regulatory, and motor functions are carried out at each moment of time. 

  The human brain is vulnerable to traumatic injury by the fact that it sits on a hard 
bony vault. Rapid acceleration/deceleration forces often result in contusions or bruis-
ing of the frontal and temporal lobes, which are located at the interface between the 
soft tissues of the brain and the hard bone of the skull. For example, because of physics 
even blunt impacts to the occipital bone result in frontal and temporal brain injuries 
(Ommaya, 1986; 1994 ; Sano et al., 1967 ). In addition to linear percussion forces, rapid 
acceleration/deceleration often produces shear forces in which different regions of the 
brain move at different rates, resulting in stretching of axons with effects on the myelin 
and on conduction velocities. Similarly, rotational forces can also be imparted to the 
brain, and both the shear and rotational forces can damage the cerebral white matter 
as well as brain stem structures even in whiplash injuries ( McLean, 1995 ; Ommaya 
and Hirsch, 1971 ). The duration of reduced brain function following traumatic brain 
injury can be many years, even in the case of mild head injuries in which there is no 
loss of consciousness ( Ommaya, 1995 ;Barth  et al., 1983 ;Rimel et al., 1981 ). 

    II .    ELECTROCHEMISTRY AND THE 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM 

  The electroencephalogram, or EEG, is typically recorded at the scalp surface with 
reference to the ear, and represents the moment-to-moment electrical activity of 
the brain. The electroencephalogram, or EEG, is produced by the summation of 
synaptic currents that arise on the dendrites and cell bodies of billions of cortical 
pyramidal cells that are primarily located a few centimeters below the scalp sur-
face. The synaptic currents involve neurotransmitter storage and release which are 
dependent on the integrity of the sodium/potassium and calcium ionic pumps 
located in the membranes of each neuron. Metabolic activity is the link between 
EEG/MEG and PET, SPECT and fMRI which are measures of blood fl ow 
dynamics. Glucose regulation and restoration of ionic concentrations occurs many 
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milliseconds, seconds, and minutes after electrical impulses and synaptic activity 
and, therefore, blood fl ow changes are secondary to the nearly instantaneous elec-
trical activity and metabolic activities that give rise to the EEG at each moment 
of time ( Thatcher and John, 1977 ). 

  The effects of traumatic injury on the electrical activity of the brain, due to 
injury to the number and integrity of ionic channels and electrical generators, and 
on the network dynamics involved in the distribution and coordination of the 
electrical energy, is easily measured with the EEG using high speed modern and 
inexpensive computers. As would be expected, EEG measurements are sensitive 
and accurate in the detection and evaluation of the effects of rapid acceleration/
deceleration on brain electrical activity. This fact is supported in the sections that 
follow with citations to a vast scientifi c literature of EEG studies showing similar 
effects of traumatic brain injury, as would be expected when a small and energetic 
mass of tissue is suddenly accelerated and banged against a hard bony vault. 

    III .    AMERICAN ACADEMY OF NEUROLOGY AND 
QUANTITATIVE EEG 

  In 1997 Marc Nuwer, as a spokesperson for the American Academy of Neurology 
(AAN), published a non-peer reviewed opinion paper that acknowledged the wide-
spread use of  “Digital EEG ” in support of visual examination of EEG traces by a neu-
rologist. In the same AAN opinion paper, QEEG was arbitrarily limited to the less 
worthy category  “experimental ” as distinct from  “clinically acceptable ” ( Nuwer, 1997 ). 
This is important because the outdated, fl awed and politically motivated 1997 ANN 
position opposing applications of QEEG still holds sway in 2008; it still infl uences 
insurance companies and it still restricts the availability of twenty-fi rst century tech-
nology to people with serious clinical problems including brain injury in athletes. 

  One is struck by the fact that the less worthy categories of QEEG according to 
the Nuwer 1997  opinion involve a variety of serious neurological and psychologi-
cal problems such as traumatic brain injury, learning disabilities, language disorders, 
schizophrenia, depression, addition disorders, obsessive compulsive disorders, and 
many others ( Nuwer, 1997 ). One is also struck by the fact that the AAN has not 
revised its 1997 opinion given the prior and current scientifi c literature and schol-
arly rebuttals ( Hughes and John, 1999 ; Hoffman et al., 1999 ;Thatcher et al., 1999 ).

  Another remarkable fact is that the 1997 AAN assignment to the  “unworthy ”
category occurred without a proper review of the scientifi c literature—without 
any citations that rebutted the prior 20 years of quantitative EEG studies. It is 
also remarkable that the AAN position paper supported visual examination of 
the EEG tracings as the  “Gold Standard ” for acceptance in courts and for third 
party reimbursement, when it is well known that subjective visual examination of 
EEG traces is unreliable and inferior to quantitative analyses ( Cooper et al., 1974 ;
       Woody, 1966, 1968 ; Niedermeyer and Lopez Da Silva, 1995). 
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  The lack of objectivity, low reliability, and reliance on subjective opinion in the 
visual analysis of EEG tracings is well known by neurologists; for example, the pri-
mary textbook that neurologists are required to study before taking an EEG examina-
tion states: 

There is simply no fi rm rule concerning the manner in which the reader’s eyes and 
brain have to operate in this process. Every experienced electroencephalographer has 
his or her personal approach to EEG interpretation. This is also true for the manner 
in which the EEG report is written. Although standardization is an important goal 
in many areas of EEG technology, experienced electroencephalographers should not 
abandon a certain individualistic spirit …. ( Niedermeyer and Da Silva, 1995, p.185–86 )  

  As mentioned previously, in response to the 1997 Nuwer opinion paper in oppo-
sition to quantitative EEG,  Hughes and John (1999)  wrote a rebuttal that included 
258 publications, and systematically categorized and analyzed the consistency 
and high sensitivity of quantitative EEG studies in all of the areas that the AAN 
labeled as  “experimental. ” They also showed that the sensitivity and specifi city 
of the AAN’s alleged  “clinically valid ” categories often had lower sensitivity and 
specifi city than the category that the AAN labeled as  “experimental, ” thus further 
proving that the opinion paper was biased and arbitrary. The  Hughes and John 
(1999) rebuttal was the fi rst paper to show that the  Nuwer 1997  position paper 
was a sham, and it was followed by two additional rebuttals that cited the scientifi c 
literature and pointed out misrepresentations and omissions in the 1997 Nuwer 
AAN opinion paper ( Hoffman et al ., 1999 ;Thatcher et al. , 1999 ). 

  The arbitrary and subjective opinion of the AAN is also contradicted by the 
fact that the National Library of Medicine database lists over 90,000 QEEG stud-
ies published since 1970 involving a wide variety of clinical conditions, thus prov-
ing that there is a very widespread use and acceptance of this technology. The 
disconnect between the 1997 Nuwer AAN opinion p aper is further contradicted 
by a search of the National Library of Medicine database using the search words 
 “ EEG and traumatic brain injury ” which resulted in 2,020 citations, with the 
majority of these articles involving quantitative EEG and not visual examination 
of EEG tracings drawn by ink pens or on a computer display. A similar search of 
the National Library of Medicine database for each of the restricted or alleged 
experimental uses of QEEG also yields a larger number of clinical publications. 

   Below is a partial list of organizations that, in contrast to the AAN, support or 
certify by examination trained and experienced Ph.D.s and M.D.s in EEG and 
QEEG including the use of QEEG for the evaluation of mild to severe traumatic 
brain injury. The list below helps demonstrate that the AAN does not constitute 
the relevant community using QEEG nor is the AAN a representative of the users 
of QEEG. The list of organizations below represents many more individuals than 
the membership of the AAN who do not use QEEG. 

    1.   American Medical EEG Society 
    2.   American Board of EEG and Clinical Neurophysiology 
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      3.   American Psychological Association 
      4.   EEG and Clinical Neuroscience Society 
      5.   International Society for NeuroImaging in Psychiatry 
    6.   International Society for Brain Electrical Activity 
      7.   American Board of Certifi cation in Quantitative Electroencephalography 
   8.   Biofeedback Certifi cation Institute of America 

    9.   Association for Applied Psychophysiology and Biofeedback 
    10.   International Society for Neural Feedback and Research 
    11.   Society for Applied Neuroscience    

  The large list of organizations and the large number of Ph.D.s and M.D.s that sup-
port the use of QEEG for the evaluation of TBI shows that the AAN  “does not 
represent the relevant community ” in a court of law. The defi nition of the  “rel-
evant community ” is critical in medical-legal issues for the admission of evidence 
in a court of law under both Frye and Daubert criteria which are: 

    1.   Acceptance by the relevant community of users of the methodology, and 
    2.   Reliability.    

  Neurologists are in the minority of those using QEEG technology and, therefore, 
the fi rst prong of Frye is not met by the ANN when it opposes admission of QEEG 
because neurologists do not represent the relevant community of users of QEEG. For 
example, in a July 2004 deposition      1    Dr. Nuwer admitted that he had never personally 
used QEEG for the evaluation of traumatic brain injury, and he was asked to guess 
the number of neurologists that use QEEG. Dr. Nuwer responded by estimating less 
than 100 neurologists use QEEG. This number is less than 1% of the total number of 
users of QEEG technology and, therefore, as a matter of mathematical fact Nuwer 
and the AAN do not represent the relevant community of users of the technology. 

   Under Frye and Daubert standards, if there are over 16,000 users of a technol-
ogy that has produced over 70,000 peer reviewed scientifi c articles then how is it 
possible that Dr. Nuwer represents the opinion of a  “relevant ” or majority com-
munity when there are less than 1% of neurologists who even use the technol-
ogy? The second prong of Frye is easily met by the facts because the reliability of 
QEEG is often 90–99% ( Thatcher et al. , 1999 ; 2003). 

    IV.    DEFINITIONS OF DIGITAL EEG AND 
QUANTITATIVE EEG (QEEG) 

  The AAN defi ned digital EEG as  “ …  the paperless acquisition and recording of 
the EEG via computer-based instrumentation, with waveform storage in a digital 
format on electronic media, and waveform display on an electronic monitor or 

    1  State of Florida vs. Samuel Harris case No. 05-2001-CF-041393-AXXX-XX.    
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other computer output device. ” The primary purposes of digital EEG is for effi -
ciency of storage, the saving of paper, and for the purposes of visual examination 
of the EEG tracings. The 1997 AAN position paper concluded that  “Digital EEG 
is an excellent technical advance and should be considered an established guide-
line for clinical EEG. ” ( Nuwer, 1997, p. 278 ). 

  The American Academy of Neurology opinion paper ( Nuwer, 1997 ) then 
attempted to create a distinction between digital EEG and quantitative EEG by 
defi ning quantitative EEG (qEEG or QEEG) as  “the mathematical processing of dig-
itally recorded EEG in order to highlight specifi c waveform components, transform 
the EEG into a format or domain that elucidates relevant information, or associate 
numerical results with the EEG data for subsequent review or comparison. ” ( Nuwer, 
1997, p. 278 ). However, the reality is that there is no clear distinction between digital 
EEG and quantitative EEG because both involve mathematical transformations. For 
example, the process of analog-to-digital conversion involves transforms by analog 
and digital fi ltering, as well as amplifi cation, sample and hold of the electrical scalp 
potentials and remontaging and reformatting the EEG. Clearly, digital EEG involves 
mathematical and transformational processing using a computer, and therefore the 
distinction between quantitative EEG and digital EEG is weak and artifi cial. 

   It would appear that the AAN’s artifi cial distinction between digital EEG and 
quantitative EEG is aimed to support the practice of visual examination of EEG 
tracings, which is highly unreliable and insensitive ( Cooper et al., 1974 ; Woody, 
1966; 1968) while at the same time downplaying modern advances in quantitative 
EEG, which is more reliable and more sensitive than visual examination alone. 
Indeed, simultaneous  QEEG with visual examination of EEG tracings can signifi -
cantly aid a competent clinician in their assessment of a patient’s problems. 

   V.    SIMULTANEOUS CONVENTIONAL EEG 
TRACINGS AND QUANTITATIVE EEG 

    Figure 11.1    illustrates a common modern quantitative EEG analysis which can 
be activated rapidly by a few mouse clicks on a small home computer using free 
educational software or by using inexpensive FDA registered commercial QEEG 
software. EEG traces are viewed and examined at the same time that quantitative 
analyses are displayed so as to facilitate and extend analytical power. 

  Common sense dictates that the digital EEG and QEEG when simultaneously 
available facilitate rapid, accurate and reliable evaluation of the electroencephalogram. 
Clearly, the AAN’s distinction between digital EEG and quantitative EEG needs to be 
revisited, and a new and more clinically useful position should be adopted by the AAN. 

   Since 1929, when the human EEG was fi rst measured ( Berger, 1929 ), modern 
science has learned an enormous amount about the current sources of the EEG 
and the manner in which ensembles of synaptic generators are synchronously 
organized. It is known that short distance local generators are connected by white 
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Examples of QEEG analyses

BESA
BioSemi
BrainMaster
Cadwell
CapScan
DeyMed
Lexicor
MindSet
Mitsar
NeuroNav
NeuroPrax
NeuroScan
Nicolet
NuAmps
ProComp
XLTEK
etc.

Z Score

FFT

Pre- vs. post-treatment statistics 
and Z-score EEG biofeedback

FIGURE 11.1      Example of QEEG analyses in which calibrated EEG digital data are imported; test–
retest and split half reliabilities are computed; spectral analyses are performed (FFT) and compared to 
a normative database (e.g., Z Scores); discriminant analyses and color topographic maps are produced; 
three-dimensional source localization is measured; and objective pre-treatment vs. post-treatment, or 
pre-mediation vs. post-medication, statistics  within a few minutes using the same computer program 
(see color plate).    

matter axons to other local generators that can be many centimeters distant. The 
interplay and coordination of short distance local generators with the longer distant 
white matter connections has been mathematically modeled and shown to be 
essential for our understanding of the genesis of the EEG ( Nunez, 1981 ; 1995; 
 Thatcher and John, 1977 ;Thatcher et al ., 1986 ). 

  The fi rst QEEG study was by Hans        Berger (1932, 1934)  when, recognizing 
the importance of quantifi cation and objectivity in the evaluation of the electro-
encephalogram (EEG), he used the Fourier transform to spectrally analyze the 
EEG. The relevance of quantitative EEG (QEEG) to the diagnosis and prognosis 
of traumatic brain injury (TBI) stems directly from the quantitative EEG’s ability 
to measure the consequences of rapid acceleration/deceleration to both the short 
distance and long distance compartments of the brain as well as to coup   counter-
coup patterns, focal contusions and neural membrane damage. 

   In this chapter I will fi rst briefl y review the present state of knowledge about 
the reliability, validity and diagnostic value of QEEG in TBI, with special empha-
sis on the integration of QEEG with MRI and other imaging technologies. I will 
also briefl y discuss EEG biofeedback as a possible treatment to help ameliorate 
symptoms following traumatic brain injury. 
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   VI.    TEST–RETEST RELIABILITY OF QEEG 

  The clinical sensitivity and specifi city of QEEG is directly related to the stability 
and reliability of QEEG upon repeat testing. The scientifi c literature shows that 
QEEG is highly reliable and reproducible ( Hughes and John, 1999 ; Aruda  et al ., 
1996;  Burgess and Gruzelier, 1993 ; Corsi-Cabera  et al., 1997;  Gasser et al., 1985 ;
Hamilton-Bruce  et al., 1991 ; Harmony  et al., 1993 ; Lund et al., 1995 ; Duffy et al ., 
1994; Salinsky et al ., 1991 ; Pollock  et al ., 1991 ). 

  The inherent stability and reliability of QEEG can even be demonstrated with 
quite small sample sizes. For example,  Salinsky et al. (1991)  reported that repeated 
20-second samples of EEG were about 82% reliable, at 40 seconds the samples were 
about 90% reliable, and at 60 seconds they were approximately 92% reliable.  Gasser 
et al. (1985)  concluded that:  “20 sec. of activity are suffi cient to reduce adequately the 
variability inherent in the EEG ” and Hamilton-Bruce  et al. (1991)  found statistically 
high reliability when the same EEG was independently analyzed by three different 
individuals. Although the  QEEG is highly reliable even with relatively short sample 
sizes, it is the recommendation of most QEEG experts that larger samples sizes be 
used, for example, at least 60 seconds of artifact-free EEG, and preferably 2–5    minutes 
should be used in a clinical evaluation ( Duffy et al., 1994 ; Hughes and John, 1999 ). 

   VII .    PRESENT USE OF QEEG FOR THE 
EVALUATION OF TBI 

  As mentioned previously, the National Library of Medicine lists 2,020 peer 
reviewed journal articles on the subject of EEG and traumatic brain injury. The 
vast majority of these studies involved quantitative analyses and, in general, the 
scientifi c literature presents a consistent and common quantitative EEG pattern 
correlated with TBI. Namely, reduced amplitude of the alpha, beta and gamma 
frequency bands of EEG (8–12    Hz, 13–25    Hz and 30–40    Hz) ( Mas et al., 1993 ; von 
Bierbrauer et al., 1993 ; Ruijs et al., 1994 ; Korn  et al., 2005 ; Hellstrom-Westas, 2005 
Thompson et al., 2005 ; Tebano  et al., 1988 ;       Thatcher et al., 1998a, 2001a ; Roche
et al., 2004 ; Slewa-Younan, 2002;  Slobounov  et al., 2002 ), changes in EEG coher-
ence, and phase delays in frontal and temporal relations (           Thatcher et al., 1989, 
1991, 1998b, 2001b ;       Hoffman et al., 1995, 1996a ;Trudeau  et al., 1998 ;       Thornton, 
1999, 2003       2   ; Thornton and Cormody, 2005). 

    2   Thornton (1999)  incorrectly claimed that he used and tested the  Thatcher et al. (1989)  discrimi-
nant function. The facts are that Thornton did not use the  Thatcher et al. (1989)  discriminant function 
but instead used a modifi ed and invalid version of the discriminant function, and the fi ndings in his 
study regarding the  Thatcher et al. (1989)  discriminant function should be ignored. What is important, 
however, is that Thornton obtained high sensitivity and specifi city using his own discriminant function 
which was developed independent of the  Thatcher et al.  (1989)  discriminant function.    
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  The reduced amplitude of EEG is believed to be due to a reduced number 
of synaptic generators, and/or reduced integrity of the protein/lipid membranes 
of neurons (           Thatcher et al., 1997, 1998a, 2001b ). EEG coherence is a measure of 
the amount of shared electrical activity at a particular frequency, and is analogous 
to a cross-correlation coeffi cient. EEG coherence is amplitude independent, and 
refl ects the amount of functional connectivity between distant EEG generators 
(Nunez, 1981, 1994 ; Thatcher et al., 1986 ). EEG phase delays between distant 
regions of the cortex are mediated in part by the conduction velocity of the 
cerebral white matter, which is a likely reason why EEG phase delays are often 
distorted following a traumatic brain injury (       Thatcher et al., 1989, 2001a ). In gen-
eral, the more severe the traumatic brain injury then the more deviant the QEEG 
measures (       Thatcher  et al ., 2001a, 2001b ). 

   Quantitative EEG studies of the diagnosis of TBI typically show quite high 
sensitivity and specifi city, even for mild head injuries. For example, a study of 
608 mild TBI patients and 103 age-matched control subjects demonstrated dis-
criminant sensitivity   �     96.59%, specifi city   �     89.15%, positive predictive value 
(PPV)   �     93.6% (average of Tables II, III, V) , and negative predictive value 
(NPV)   �     97.4% (average of Tables III, IV, V)  in four independent cross-valida-
tions. A similar sensitivity and specifi city for QEEG diagnosis of TBI was pub-
lished by  Trudeau  et al. (1998) , Thornton (1999) , and  Thatcher et al. (2001b) . All 
of these studies met most of the American Academy of Neurology’s criteria for 
diagnostic medical tests of :

    1.   The “criteria for test abnormality was defi ned explicitly and clearly. ”  
    2.   Control groups were  “different from those originally used to derive the 

test’s normal limits. ”  
    3.    “ Test–retest reliability was high. ”  
    4.   The test was more sensitive than  “routine EEG ” or fMRI and PET 

 “ neuroimaging tests. ”  
    5.   The study occurred in an essentially  “blinded ” design (i.e., objectively and 

without ability to infl uence or bias the results).     

   VIII.    DROWSINESS AND THE EFFECTS OF 
MEDICATION ON QEEG   

  Artifact removal is important in order to achieve high reliability and validity in 
the clinical assessment of EEG. Drowsiness is an artifact that is easy to detect, 
and is rarely a problem in EEG recording, especially when the fi rst 30 seconds to 
2   minutes of a recording session are utilized in the analysis as this is a time period 
in which it is diffi cult for patients to become drowsy. Eyes-open EEG analysis is 
another method used to avoid drowsiness. When the EEG recording is excessively 
long, then careful examination of the EEG to detect and remove drowsiness is 
necessary. Drowsiness is characterized by reduced amplitude of alpha activity in 
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posterior regions, slow eye movements and, with deeper levels of drowsiness, theta 
rhythms in the frontal lobes. Focal deviations from normal cannot be explained by 
drowsiness; for example, drowsiness does not occur in only a single or a localized 
region of the brain. 

   Medications of various types can also affect the EEG. However, there is 
no evidence that a given medication only affects a localized and isolated region 
of the brain, or one hemisphere, and not the other hemisphere, as different recep-
tor types that medication acts on are widely distributed and never exclusively 
present in only one region of the cortex (Wauguier, 2005). Consequently, the 
use of remontage procedures, such as the Laplacian montage, eliminates diffuse 
and global electrical fi elds produced by medication. For example, the Laplacian 
sets spatially common fi elds equal to zero and enhances focally present electri-
cal activity, which can then be correlated with the point of impact on to the 
patient’s skull in the case of traumatic brain injury, and by Low Resolution 
Electromagnetic Tomography (LORETA), in order to localize abnormal EEG 
activity. In addition, it appears that EEG coherence and phase delays are not very 
sensitive to effects of medications. This fact was illustrated in a QEEG study of 
608 TBI patients in which no differences in an EEG discriminant function 
were observed when patients on medication were compared with patients with 
no medication, or when different types of medications were compared ( Thatcher
et al ., 1989 ). 

    IX.    PREDICTIVE VALIDITY OF QEEG IN THE 
EVALUATION OF TBI—NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL 

   Predictive (or criterion) validity has a close relationship to hypothesis testing by 
subjecting the measure to a discriminant or cluster analysis or to some statisti-
cal analysis in order to separate a clinical sub-type.  Nunnally (1978)  gives a use-
ful defi nition of predictive validity as:  “when the purpose is to use an instrument 
to estimate some important form of behavior that is external to the measuring 
instrument itself, the latter being referred to as criterion [predictive] validity. ” For 
example, science  “validates ” the clinical usefulness of a measure by its false posi-
tive and false negative rates, and by the extent to which there are statistically sig-
nifi cant correlations to other clinical measures and, especially, to clinical outcomes 
(Cronback, 1971;  Mas et al., 1993 ; Hughes and John, 1999 ). 

  Another example of predictive validity is the ability to discriminate  traumatic 
brain injured patients from age-matched normal control subjects at classifi cation 
accuracies greater than 95% (       Thatcher et al., 1989, 2001b ;Thornton, 1999 ). Another 
example of predictive validity is the ability of QEEG normative values to predict 
cognitive functioning in TBI patients (           Thatcher et al., 1998a, 1998b, 2001a, 2001b ). 
Table 11.1    shows correlations between QEEG and a variety of neuropsychologi-
cal tests, and serves as another example of clinical predictive validity and content 
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 TABLE 11.1       Correlations between neuropsychological test scores and QEEG 
discriminant scores in TBI patients (N      �      108) (from  Thatcher et al ., 2001a ). 

   Pearson Product-Moment Correlation  Correlation  Probability 

    WAIS Test—scaled scores

   Vocabulary  �0.416 0.05
   Similarities  �0.640 0.001
   Picture arrangement  �0.576 0.01
   Performance  �0.504 0.01
   Digit symbol  �0.524 0.01

    BOSTON Naming Test

   # of spontaneous correct responses  �0.482 0.05

    WORD Fluency Test—total correct words      

   COWA  �0.568 0.01
   Animals �0.630 0.001
   Supermarket  �0.709 0.001

    ATTENTION Test—raw scores      

   Trail Making A—Response Time     0.627 0.001
   Trail Making B—Response Time     0.627 0.001
   Stroop—Word  �0.427 0.05
   Stroop—Color  �0.618 0.001
   Stroop—Color      �   Word  �0.385 ns

    WISC Test—executive functioning—raw scores      

   Perseverative responses     0.408 0.05
   % Concept. level responses  �0.200 ns
   Categories completed  �0.187 ns
   Design fl uency – # originals  �0.454 0.05
   Design fl uency – # rule violations     0.304 ns

    WECHSLER Memory Test—raw scores      

   Logical memory II  �0.382 ns
   Visual production II  �0.509 0.01
   Digit span (forward      �     backward)  �0.336 ns
   Digit span (forward)  �0.225 ns
   %-tile rank forward  �0.300 ns
   Digit span (backward)  �0.213 ns

    CVLT Test—raw scores

   Recall — List A  �0.509 0.01
   Recall — List B  �0.554 0.01
   List A — short-delay free  �0.518 0.01
   Semantic Cluster ratio  �0.162 ns
   Recall Errors — free intrusions     0.409 0.05
   Recall Errors — cued intrusions     0.520 0.01
   Recognition hits  �0.595 0.01
   Recognition false positives     0.280 ns
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validity. As seen in  Table 11.1 , relatively strong correlations exist between QEEG 
measures and performance on neuropsychological tests. Also, as the severity of TBI 
increases then there is a systematic increase in deviation from normal EEG values 
which correlates to a systematic decrease in neuropsychological test performance 
(          Thatcher et al., 1998a, 1998b, 2001a, 2001b ). Such relationships between clinical 
measures and the EEG demonstrate the predictive validity of EEG in the evaluation 
of TBI as well as normal brain functioning (       Thatcher et al., 2003, 2005c ). 

  The reliability and stability of the QEEG discriminant function was evalu-
ated by comparing the discriminant scores at baseline to the discriminant scores 
obtained upon repeated EEG testing at 6 months and 12 months after the initial 
baseline EEG test. No statistically signifi cant differences were found between any 
of the post-injury periods up to 4 years post-injury, thus demonstrating high reli-
ability even several years after injury ( Thatcher et al ., 2001a ). 

  The results of a cross-validation analysis of the QEEG and TBI are shown in  Fig. 
11.2  . In this study, quantitative EEG analyses were conducted on 503 confi rmed TBI 
patients located at four different Veterans Affairs hospitals (Palo Alto, CA; Minneapolis, 
MN; Richmond, VA; and Tampa, Fl), and three military hospitals (Balboa Naval 
Medical Center, Wilford Hall Air Force Medical Center, and Walter Reed Army 
Medical Center).  Figure 11.2  shows histograms of the distribution of QEEG TBI 
discriminant scores in the 503 TBI subjects who were tested 15 days to 4 years 
post-injury. It can be seen that the distribution of the QEEG discriminant scores, 
and thus the severity of the injury, varied at the different hospitals. The VA patients 
exhibited more deviant QEEG scores than the active duty military personnel which 
was consistent with the clinical evaluations, including neuropsychological testing. 

   Table 11.2    shows the results of multivariate analyses of variance in which sta-
tistically signifi cant differences in neuropsychological performance were predicted 
by the QEEG discriminant score groupings. The group which had lower EEG 
discriminant scores was associated with higher neuropsychological functioning 
when compared with the group which had higher EEG discriminant scores. 

    X .    THE USE OF FEWER ELECTRODES TO 
EVALUATE THE EFFECTS OF TBI 

  As the number of recording channels decreases, then the ability of quantita-
tive EEG measures to detect the consequences of rapid acceleration/decelera-
tion forces should diminish. This is what is expected for a measure to be valid 
(predictive validation). A test of this assumption was carried out by system-
atically reducing the number of EEG recording channels from fi ve to two, and 
then recomputing the best discriminant function to distinguish mild TBI patients 
from age-matched normal control subjects. The analyses still showed quite high 
sensitivity and specifi city in discriminanting age normals from TBI patients. 
Figure 11.3    shows ROC curves (receiver operator curves) of discriminant accuracy 
for 2-, 3-, 4- and 5-channel EEG which range from 74–97.3% discriminant accuracy. 
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FIGURE 11.2      Histograms showing the QEEG discriminant score distribution from 503 TBI 
outpatients located at four different Veterans Affairs hospitals (A), and three military hospitals (B). 
Normal      �      0 and most severe TBI      �      10 (from  Thatcher et al ., 2001a ).    
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 TABLE 11.2       Results of multivariate analyses of variance between low and high EEG 
discriminant score groups in a cross-validation study ( Thatcher et al. , 2001a ). 

   Multivariate Analyses:  F-ratio Probability 

    WAIS Test—Scaled Scores

   Vocabulary    8.7448  0.0038
   Similarities    6.3690 0.0130
   Picture arrangement    8.2771  0.0048
   Performance   13.2430  0.0004
   Digit symbol   21.0620 0.0001

    Boston Naming Test

   # of spontaneous correct responses    4.8616 0.0290

    Word Fluency Test—total correct words      

   COWA    5.2803  0.0230
   Animals 14.0170 0.0003
   Supermarket  18.8370 0.0001

    Attention Test—raw scores      

   Trail Making A—Response Time    7.6953  0.0064
   Trail Making B—Response Time    4.6882 0.0324
   Stroop—Word  16.5080 0.0001
   Stroop—Color    9.6067  0.0024
   Stroop—Color      �    Word    4.3879 0.0383

    WISC Test—executive functioning-raw scores      

   Perseverative responses  ns ns
   % Concept. level responses  ns ns
   Categories completed  ns ns
   Design fl uency — # originals  ns ns
   Design fl uency — # rule violations  ns ns

    Wechsler Memory Test—raw scores      

   Logical memory II    3.9988 0.0484
   Visual production II    7.1378 0.0089
   Digit span (forward      �     backward)  ns ns
   Digit span (forward)  ns ns
   %-tile rank forward  ns ns
   Digit span (backward)  ns ns

    CVLT Test—raw scores

   Recall — List A  ns ns
   Recall — List B  ns ns
   List A — short—delay free    7.0358  0.0089
   Semantic cluster ratio  ns ns
   Recall errors — free intrusions  ns ns
   Recall errors — cued intrusions  ns ns
   Recognition hits  ns ns
   Recognition false positives  ns ns
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  Predictive and content validity were further tested by correlating the 2–5-channel 
QEEG discriminant scores with performance on a series of neuropsychological tests in 
the same subjects ( Thatcher et al., 2001a ).  Table 11.3    shows the correlation of different 
EEG TBI discriminant functions with neuropsychological test scores in the same group of 
TBI patients as in Figure 11.3 . As the number of EEG channels increases from two leads 
to fi ve leads, the strength of correlation to neuropsychological test performance increases. 
This is what is expected if a measure has predictive validity and is cross-validated by 
correlation with clinical measures, such as a neuropsychological test (content validity). 
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Four electrode leads—F7, O1, P3, C3
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Five electrode leads—F7, O1, P3, C3, F8
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FIGURE 11.3      Receiver operating characteristics curves (ROC) of TBI discriminant functions 
using different numbers of electrode leads. As the number of leads increases from two to fi ve, the dis-
criminant accuracy correspondingly increases.    
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  The use of a small number of QEEG leads is important because a simpler, easier-
to-apply and easier-to-use methodology is desirable. For example, the use of Blue-
Tooth wireless technology with fi eld effect transistors and amplifi ers inside of a 
football helmet is possible. Such technology is inexpensive, and can be used to 
evaluate an individual’s response to TBI and rapid acceleration/deceleration forces 
in real-time, and can lead, therefore, to more accurate assessments and a more 
complete understanding of the consequences of an injury. 

TABLE 11.3       Two-to fi ve-channel EEG discriminant functions and correlations to 
neuropsychological test scores in mild TBI patients (N      �      63). 

   Pearson Product-Moment Correlation 

   NeuroPsych Tests  5 LEADS 4 LEADS  3 LEADS  2 LEADS 

    WAIS TEST-Scaled Scores  

   Vocabulary  0.285 0.235 0.173 0.094
   Similarities  0.475 0.432 0.339 0.253
   Picture arrangement  0.398 0.38 0.243 0.094
   Performance  0.249 0.198 0.142 0.29
   Digit symbol  0.454 0.281 0.212 0.188

    Boston Naming Test  

   # of spontaneous correct responses  0.360 0.366 0.252 0.132

    Word Fluency Test—total correct words  

   COWA  0.496 0.519 0.604 0.457
   Animals 0.501 0.501 0.514 0.372
   Supermarket  0.599 0.531 0.465 0.495

    Attention Test—raw scores  

   Trail Making A—Response Time  �0.526 �0.545 0.44 � 0.274 
   Trail Making B—Response Time  �0.469 �0.475 0.376 � 0.296 
   Stroop—Word     0.256     0.229  0.157    0.149 
  Stroop—Color     0.464     0.416  0.315    0.373 
   Stroop—Color      �   Word     0.249     0.199  0.064    0.11 

    WISC Test—executive functioning—raw scores  

   Perseverative responses  �0.404 �0.47 0.369 0.17
   % Concept. level responses     0.289     0.303 0.293 0.28
   Categories completed     0.265     0.273 0.28 0.273
   Design—Fluency — # originals     0.193     0.178 0.18 0.112
   Design—Fluency — # rule violations  �0.166 �0.058 0.043 0.079

   Sig. level P   �   0.05   �     �   or   �     �   0.246
  Sig. level P   �   0.01   �     �   or   �     �   0.318  
Sig. level P   �    0 .001     �       �     or     �       �      0.399   
Sig. level P      �      0.0002      �       �      or      �       �      0.441 
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    XI .    EXAMPLES OF CONTENT   VALIDITY OF QEEG 
AND TBI EVALUATION 

   Content validity is defi ned by the extent to which an empirical measurement 
refl ects a specifi c domain of content. For example, a test in arithmetic operations 
would not be content valid if the test problems focused only on addition, thus 
neglecting subtraction, multiplication and division. By the same token, a content-
valid measure of cognitive decline following a stroke should include measures of 
memory capacity, attention, and executive function, etc. 

  There are many examples of the clinical content validity of QEEG in ADD, 
ADHD, schizophrenia, compulsive disorders, depression, epilepsy, TBI, and a wide 
number of clinical groupings of patients as reviewed by  Hughes and John, (1999) .
As mentioned previously, there are 258 citations to the scientifi c literature in the 
AAN rebuttal review by  Hughes and John (1999) , and there are approximately 
1,672 citations to peer reviewed journal articles in which a quantitative EEG was 
used to evaluate traumatic brain injury. 

  Content validity of QEEG is also demonstrated by strong correlations with 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) which provides much more than just a struc-
tural picture by which the spatial location of EEG generators can be identifi ed 
(Thatcher et al., 1994 ; Thatcher, 1995 ). For example, the spectroscopic dimen-
sions of the MRI can provide information about the biophysics of protein/lipid 
water exchanges, water diffusion, blood perfusion, cellular density, and mitochon-
drial energetics (Gilles, 1994). The marriage of QEEG with the biophysical and 
structural aspects of MRI offers the possibility of much more sensitive and specifi c 
diagnostic and prognostic evaluations, not to mention the development and evalua-
tion of treatment regimens in TBI. A recent series of studies has helped pioneer the 
integration of QEEG with the biophysical aspects of MRI for the evaluation of 
TBI (         Thatcher et al., 1997, 1998a, 1998b ). These studies have provided MRI with  
quantitative methods to evaluate the consequences of rapid acceleration/decelera-
tion and to integrate the MRI measures with the electrical and magnetic properties 
of the QEEG as they are affected by TBI (         Thatcher et al., 1998a, 1998b, 2001b ). 

    Figure 11.4    shows an example of the relationship between gray matter damage, 
as measured by MRI T2 relaxation time, and the QEEG in which there is a nega-
tive linear relationship between the magnitude of injury and the amplitude of the 
QEEG at higher frequencies ( Thatcher et al., 1998a ). This same study showed that 
damage to the cerebral white matter as measured by MRI T2 relationship was 
positively related to the magnitude of the injury and to the magnitude of delta or 
low frequency activity of the EEG. In a subsequent study, the inverse relationship 
between T2 relaxation time and EEG amplitude was demonstrated for the alpha 
frequency band ( Thatcher et al ., 2001b ). 

   Other examples of QEEG and content validity in the evaluation of TBI can be 
found in a recent study by  Korn  et al. (2005)  which showed a strong correlation 
between QEEG and SPECT (content validity). Consistent with other TBI studies, 
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FIGURE 11.4     T2 gray matter and EEG beta (13–22    Hz) frequency scattergrams. Representative 
scattergrams between the log 10 EEG amplitude in the beta frequency band on the y-axis and T2 relax-
ation time on the x-axis. A, B, C and D are scattergrams based on different MRI slices. This is an 
example of content validity in which there is a strong relationship between EEG and a different clini-
cal measure, in this case the MRI (from  Thatcher et al ., 1998a ).    

Korn  et al. (2005)  found reduced power in alpha and increased power in the delta 
frequency band in mild TBI patients which was evident many months post-injury. 
As mentioned previously, lesions of the white matter as well as MRI T2 relaxation 
time deviations from normal in the white matter are correlated with increased 
delta activity in the QEEG (       Gloor  et al ., 1968, 1977 ;Thatcher et al ., 1998a ). 

    XII.    QEEG CURRENT SOURCE LOCALIZATION 
AND TBI 

    Figure 11.5    shows the axial, coronal and sagital views of the current sources 
of the QEEG in a TBI patient. This is just one of many examples in which the 
QEEG provides an inexpensive and accurate neuroimage of the focal source of 
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abnormal EEG patterns in a patient who was hit by a blunt object in the right 
parietal region. In  Fig. 11.5 , the focal location of the injury is clearly evident, 
and is validated by the CT scan in which a right hemisphere epidural hematoma 
developed following the injury. The method of source localization called Low 
Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography (LORETA) developed by Pascual-
Margui et al. (1994) is a well-established and inexpensive neuroimaging method 
based on QEEG (it is free at:  http://www.unizh.ch/keyinst/NewLORETA/
Software/Software.htm ), which is also helpful in the evaluation of coup contra-
coup patterns. 

  The use of LORETA as a QEEG neuroimaging tool for the evaluation of mild 
TBI has also been published by  Korn  et al. (2005) . In this study the generators 
for abnormal rhythms in mild TBI patients were closely related to the anatomical 
locations as measured by SPECT, thus providing additional concurrent validation 
of QEEG and TBI. 

Right Hemisphere

Left Hemisphere

Z-Scores Full View

Hemi-Views

FIGURE 11.5      Example of the use of Low Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography (LORETA) 
to evaluate the effects of TBI involving a patient hit with a bat on the near right parietal lobe. The 
lower left panel is the digital EEG and QEEG that are simultaneously available for the evaluation of 
the EEG with the Key Institute LORETA control panel superimposed on the EEG. The upper and 
right panels are examples of the location of Z-score deviations from normal, which were confi ned to 
the right parietal and right central regions and are consistent with the location of impact (see color 
plate).      
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    XIII .    QEEG BIOFEEDBACK 

   Quantitative electroencephalographic biofeedback, often referred to as  neurofeed-
back or EEG biofeedback, is an operant conditioning procedure where by an indi-
vidual modifi es the amplitude, frequency or coherency of the neurophysiological 
dynamics of their own brain using a computer and quantitative methods ( Fox 
and Rudell, 1968 ; Black, 1973 ; Lubar and Lubar, 1984 ). The exact physiological 
foundations of this process are not well understood, however, the practical abil-
ity of humans and animals to directly modify their scalp recorded EEG through 
feedback is well established ( Fox and Rudell, 1968 ; Hetzler et al., 1977 ; Sterman, 
1996). Because computers and transforms are used in EEG biofeedback training, 
the designation QEEG biofeedback fi ts the defi nitions of QEEG as defi ned by 
the American Academy of Neurology ( Nuwer, 1997 ). 

  An emerging and promising treatment approach is the use of quantitative EEG 
technology and computerized EEG biofeedback training for the treatment of mild 
to moderate TBI ( Thatcher, 1999b ). One of the earliest QEEG biofeedback studies 
was by  Ayers (1987)  who used alpha EEG training in 250 head injured cases, and 
demonstrated a return to pre-morbid functioning in a signifi cant number of cases. 
Peniston  et al. (1993)  reported improved symptomology using QEEG biofeedback 
in Vietnam veterans with combat-related post-traumatic disorders.  Trudeau  et al.
(1998) reported high discriminant accuracy of QEEG for the evaluation of combat 
veterans with a history of blast injury. More recently, in a biofeedback study of 14 
TBI patients Hoffman et al. (1995)  reported that approximately 60% of mild TBI 
patients showed improvement in self-reported symptoms and/or in cognitive per-
formance as measured by the MicroCog assessment test after 40 sessions of QEEG 
biofeedback.  Hoffman et al. (1995)  also found statistically signifi cant normalization 
of the QEEG in those patients that showed clinical improvement. 

   Subsequent studies by        Hoffman et al. (1996a, 1996b)  confi rmed and extended 
these fi ndings by showing signifi cant improvement within 5–10 sessions. A simi-
lar fi nding of QEEG normalization following EEG biofeedback was reported by 
Byers (1995) ,Tinius and Tinius (2001) ,       Bounias et al. (2001, 2002) ,Wing (2001) ,
Laibow  et al. (2001) , and Schoenberger  et al. (2001).  Ham and Packard (1996) 
evaluated EEG biofeedback in 40 patients with post-traumatic head ache. They 
reported that 53% showed at least moderate improvement in headaches, 80% 
reported moderate improvement in ability to relax and cope with pain, and 
93% found biofeedback helpful to some degree.  Thornton and Carmody (2005) 
reported success in using QEEG biofeedback for attention defi cit disorders in 
children with a history of TBI. An excellent review of the QEEG biofeedback 
literature for the treatment of TBI can be found in  Duff (2004) .

  A recent advancement in EEG biofeedback is the use of real-time Z-scores 
to guide the biofeedback protocol (             Thatcher, 1998, 1999a, 2000a, 2000b ). The 
central clinical concept in the design of Z-score biofeedback is  “individualized ”
EEG biofeedback or non-protocol-driven EEG biofeedback. The idea of linking 
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patient symptoms and complaints to functional localization in the brain as evi-
denced by  “deregulation ” of neural populations is fundamental to individualized 
biofeedback. For example, deregulation is recognized by signifi cantly elevated or 
reduced power or network measures such as coherence and phase within regions 
of the brain that sub-serve particular functions that can be linked to the patient’s 
symptoms and complaints. 

  The use of Z-scores for biofeedback is designed to  “re-regulate ” or  “opti-
mize” the homeostasis, neural excitability and network connectivity in particular 
regions of the brain. The functional localization and linkage to symptoms is based 
on modern knowledge of brain function as measured by fMRI, PET, penetrating 
head wounds, strokes, and other neurological evidence acquired over the last two 
centuries (see Heilman and Valenstein, 1993; Braxis  et al., 2007   see  the Human 
Brain Mapping database of functional localization at:  http://hendrix.imm.dtu.dk/
services/jerne/brede/index_ext_roots.html ). 

  The concept is to link symptoms and complaints, and then monitor improvement 
or symptom reduction during the course of treatment. For head injury patients, a 
careful inventory of the client’s personality style, neuropsychological profi le, tests of 
memory and attention, etc. are fi rst obtained. Then a QEEG analysis is run using 
a minimum of 19 electrode locations according to the International 10/20 system 
of electrode placement. Identifi cation of the deviant frequencies and locations, and 
coherence and phase measures are then obtained by comparing the patient with a 
well-constructed and FDA registered normative database. 

   Linkage of the patient’s symptoms to functional localization of deviant activity 
is further enhanced by three-dimensional source localization (e.g., low resolution 
electromagnetic tomography or LORETA) ( Pascual-Marqui  et al., 1994 ;      Thatcher 
et al., 2005a, 2005b ). Then, the practitioner attempts to link the patient’s clinical 
symptoms and complaints to functional localization as expressed by  “deregulation ”
of deviant neural activity that may be subject to change. A Z-score biofeedback 
protocol is then implemented with careful monitoring of the patient’s progress as 
well as pre-treatment vs. post-treatment statistical analyses. 

    XIV .    SUMMARY 

   In summary, QEEG is a reliable, objective, clinically-sensitive, and inexpensive 
method to evaluate the effects of rapid acceleration/deceleration injuries to the 
brain. Reduced EEG power in the higher frequencies,  and frontal and temporal 
changes in coherence and phase are the most consistently reported changes in the 
QEEG following traumatic brain injury. Clinical correlations between the QEEG 
and neuropsychological test performance, length of coma, Glascow coma score, 
post-traumatic amnesia, and MRI biophysical measures are all convergent and sys-
tematic, and can be relied upon to help determine the degree of brain injury and 
likely affects on cognitive functioning. 
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   Repeat QEEG testing does not result in a  “learning effect ” as occurs with 
repeated neuropsychological testing, and repeat QEEG testing can be nearly in 
real-time . Follow-up QEEG measures can help evaluate the rate and extent of 
recovery from trauma in paralyzed and immobile patients. Finally, QEEG bio-
feedback is a procedure that is increasingly used to ameliorate the effects of brain 
injury, especially mild TBI. Neuropsychological and other clinical measures are 
important, and integration with other imaging modalities is encouraged and made 
easy using high speed desktop computers ( Thatcher et al ., 1994 ). 

   QEEG biofeedback is a treatment regimen that marries the basic science of 
QEEG and TBI with a cost-effective method of symptom amelioration. The fact 
that the effects of mild TBI can be detected with 2–5 electrodes emphasizes the 
practical and cost-effi cient aspect of this technology in the evaluation of ath-
letes (see Figure 11.3  and  Table 11.3 ). For example, Blue Tooth technology and 
amplifi ers inside of a football helmet can evaluate the neurological status of a 
head-injured athlete in real-time, and combined neuropsychological and QEEG 
measures thus can be used to ameliorate the effects of brain injury as well as to 
understand the long-term consequences and rates of recovery from TBI. Similar 
head-mounted electrode helmets in active duty military personnel can be used to 
evaluate the extent and nature of traumatic brain injury on the battle fi eld itself, 
or in nearby medical facilities. 
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    I.     INTRODUCTION 

   Interest in the relationship between neural functions and emotions has focused 
particularly on comparisons of activation in the left and right dorsolateral frontal 
cortices. Beginning with the investigations of Davidson and colleagues (       Davidson 
et al., 1985, 1989, 1990a ; Davidson, 1992 )  , the alpha EEG frequency has been 
used as a measure of hypoactivity, and there has been general agreement among 
researchers that mood is more positive when the right dorsolateral prefrontal cor-
tex is more hypoactive than the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. 

   A practical application of this theoretical approach was developed when 
Dr. J. Peter Rosenfeld and colleagues designed an experiment in which they dem-
onstrated that cortical asymmetry (A-score) could be modifi ed in normal subjects by 
using a simple operant conditioning program ( Rosenfeld  et al., 1995 ). Their fi ndings, 
in which nine of 13 subjects were successfully trained, were replicated by  Allen  et al.
(2001). Encouraged by these results, neurofeedback protocols were developed to try 
with a small group of clinical patients who were suffering from various mood disor-
ders ( Baehr and Baehr, 1997 ; Baehr et al., 1997 ), (         Hammond, 2000, 2005a, 2005b ). 

   In this chapter we will review the extensive theoretical literature that has been 
published since Davidson’s original investigations. We will review the results of the 
Baehr group’s  fi rst study, and present follow-up data from one to 10 years post-
therapy. In addition, we will report on studies ( Baehr  et al., 1999 ) utilizing the asym-
metry protocol to study shifts in mood (Baehr, 2000), and on studies of asymmetry 
changes in women who suffer from premenstrual dysphoric disorder ( Baehr et al., 
2004). We will also report on other asymmetry protocols designed to alleviate 
depression (         Hammond, 2000, 2005a, 2005b ). 
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    II .    A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

   A .    Frontal EEG asymmetry and emotions 

  The development of a theory regarding cortical frontal asymmetry and emotions, pro-
posed by Davidson and colleagues (       Davidson  et al., 1985, 1989, 1990a ;Davidson, 1992 ),
evoked the interest of the scientifi c community worldwide. An approach—avoidance 
model, developed by          Davidson 1993, 1998a, 1998b ;         Davidson et al., (1990b, 1999a, 
1999b), was based on studies demonstrating that hyperactivity in the left frontal cor-
tex was associated with approach behavior and positive mood, while hyperactivity in 
the right prefrontal cortex was associated with avoidance behavior and negative mood. 
(Sutton and Davidson, 1997 ). An advantage of this model was that it provided a way of 
assessing both normal affective behavior, and also pathological states such as depression. 

  A scale designed to measure behavioral inhibition and behavioral activation (Carver 
et al., 1994) provided an objective way to test Davidson’s theoretical approach. While 
data supported a signifi cant relationship of left frontal activation and the behavioral 
activation scale (BAS), no statistically signifi cant relationship between right frontal acti-
vation and the behavioral inhibition scale (BIS) was found ( Harmon-Jones and Allen, 
1997; Coan and Allen, 2003 ). The possibility that hypoactivity in the right frontal cor-
tex may be related to the BIS was not considered in this study.  Davidson (2004)  sug-
gests that there is a relationship between the activity of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) 
and affect. He states that activity in the PFC is related to its ability to inhibit its input 
from the sub-cortical centers. In a complicated circuitry involving the amygdala, the 
hippocampus, the cingulate, the left and right dorsolateral cortex, and other structures, 
he explains that the infl ux of negative stimuli can be modulated in this way. 

   In 2003 and 2004 Coan and Allen reviewed over 80 articles published since 
Davidson’s original work, basically supporting the fi ndings that there is a relation-
ship between resting EEG asymmetry in the frontal cortex and in emotions or 
emotion-related constructs. They re-examined the many existing studies for the 
purpose of investigating state and trait features of frontal cortical asymmetry and 
then, in the later study, looked at activation in the right frontal cortex in terms of 
infl uencing behavior. While many studies supported Davidson’s results (e.g.,  Allen
et al., 2004a ; Harmon-Jones, 2000 ; McFarland et al., 2006 ; Pizzagalli et al., 2005 ;
Sutton and Davidson, 1997 ; Tomarken and Davidson, 1994 ), not all researchers 
were able to replicate them ( Allen et al., 2004a , Hagemann et al., 1998 ; Hagemann
et al., 1999 ; Hagemann et al., 2001 ; Debener et al., 2000 ; Reid et al., 1998 ; Allen
et al ., 2004b ; Davidson, 1998 ; Hagemann, 2004 ; Coan and Allen, 2004 ). 

  The consensus is that a number of factors may contribute to the discrepan-
cies, such as comorbidities, differences in referencing (Cz, linked ears or an aver-
age reference), artifacting, statistical methods, montage, methodology (EEG, MRI, 
Petscan, Glucose Metabolism, blood fl ow), selection of subjects (Davidson’s criteria
for inclusion was for subjects who had extreme or stable asymmetry over time), 
and individual differences in response to the testing situation (Coan and Allen, 
2006, Harmon-Jones, 2006 , Papousek and Schulter, 2006 ). 
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  A new approach to studying the functional aspects of frontal asymmetry was 
developed to resolve some of the inconsistent fi ndings. Coan and Allen (2006) pro-
posed a capability model of individual differences in frontal EEG asymmetry. They 
point out that all of the studies to date have depended upon resting (inherent) asym-
metry that might be classifi ed as dispositional models of personality. The implica-
tion is that basic traits will determine how an individual will behave in different 
situations. The capability model on the other hand is an alternative, interactive way 
to look at approach and avoidance states when the individual is confronted with 
an emotionally signifi cant task. By presenting emotional challenges to an individ-
ual one can determine the degree to which individuals may utilize approach and 
avoidance responses. EEG correlations with affect were most signifi cant when sub-
jects were presented with emotions of fear and sadness. The reactions to emotional 
manipulation were so clear that issues of reference schemes were minimized. 

    B.    Frontal EEG asymmetry and mood disorders 

   In citing research on stroke patients where the severity of depression was related 
to the location of a lesion (left frontal pole lesions were associated with greater 
negative feelings than lesions near the right frontal pole) a theory was devel-
oped regarding left frontal hypoactivation and depression ( Robinson et al., 1984 ;
Henriques and Davidson; 1991,  Gotlib et al., 1998 ). Numerous studies have 
explored the ramifi cations of this theoretical construct. Inheritability and stabil-
ity of the asymmetry trait have been studied (Coan, 2003) . Developmental studies 
showed that infants with right frontal activity reacted more to maternal separation 
than did those with left frontal activation ( Tomarken  et al., 1990 ), and adult stud-
ies demonstrated that right frontal activity was associated with negative responses 
to fi lm clips ( Tomarken  et al ., 1990 ;Allen et al ., 2001 ). 

  Brief mood shifts brought about by happy and sad thoughts resulted in changes in 
frontal asymmetry in both depressed and normal control subjects ( Baehr, 2002 ). Daily 
changes in frontal alpha asymmetry were shown to correlate with changes in affect in 
therapy sessions ( Rosenfeld et al, 1996 ). Right frontal activation measured in a rest-
ing state was found in adults with current, remitted and past depressions (       Henriques 
and Davidson, 1990, 1991 ; Gotlib et al., 1998 ). Right frontal activation was found in 
non-depressed adolescent daughters of depressed mothers ( Tomarken  et al., 2004 ). 
The frontal asymmetry has also been found in infants under the age of one that were 
born to depressed mothers (       Dawson  et al., 1992a, 1992b ), even as young as at 3–6 
months ( Field et al., 1995 ) and at one month of age ( Jones  et al., 1997 ). 

  This may result from either a genetic predisposition to depression that has been 
passed on, and/or it may result from an over- or underactivation of brain areas that 
mediate different emotions in the infant whose frontal lobe begins to be increas-
ingly active at about 8 months of age. However, genetic studies of twins provided 
only limited evidence of heritability of frontal asymmetry patterns ( Smit et al., 2006 ;
Anokhin et al., 2006 ). For the most part, these studies imply that right frontal cortical 
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EEG may predict both state and trait individual differences in affect, although not all 
studies confi rm these results ( Debener et al., 2000 , Allen  et al., 2004 ;Vuga,  et al., 2006 ). 

  Allen et al., (2003) studied subjects over an 8- to 16-week period. They 
acknowledged that while trait-like aspects of alpha asymmetry were characteristic 
of depressed individuals, state changes also occurred. Changes were not related to 
changes in the severity of the depression. However,  Askew (2001)  found a strong 
correlation between alpha asymmetry scores and the Beck depression inventory 
(P   �      0.0001), and on the MMPI-II depression scale (P      �      0.0001). 

  The roles of early experiences and plasiticity as factors in patterns of asymmetry 
were explored by  Davidson (1994) .Vuga  et al., (2006)  studied long-term stability for 
frontal EEG asymmetry in adults with a history of depression, and non-depressed 
controls. They found that resting asymmetry refl ected a moderately stable condition in 
adults.  Deldin and Chiu (2005)  found that depressed persons could respond to a brief 
cognitive restructuring task, with positive changes also occurring in alpha asymmetry. 

  An asymmetry with more fast-frequency activity in the right hemisphere has 
even been found to remain in the architecture of sleep in depression (         Armitage 
et al., 1992, 1993, 1995 ). Research has further suggested that the right hemisphere 
may be specialized for processing negative affect ( Ahern and Schwartz, 1985 ;
 Joseph, 1999 ; Ladavas  et al ., 1984 ; Schwartz  et al ., 1975 ). 

  Along with the frontal electrophysiology fi ndings in depression there also seems 
to be an inverse relationship between frontal alpha asymmetry and parietal asym-
metries. More specifi cally, depressed patients without signifi cant anxiety appear to 
have decreased right parietal activation (more alpha at P4 than at P3) ( Allen et al., 
1993; Bruder  et al., 1995 ; Davidson  et al., 1985 ;       Henriques and Davidson, 1990, 1997 ;
Schaffer et al., 1983 ;Tenke  et al., 1993 ). These fi ndings are also congruent with neu-
ropsychological test fi ndings that have consistently identifi ed right parietotemporal 
defi cits in functioning in depressed subjects (Bruder, 1995;  Heller et al., 1995 ; Jaeger 
et al., 1987 ). Recent research ( Bruder  et al., 2007 ) has also verifi ed an inverse parietal 
alpha asymmetry in grandchildren of depressed parents and grandparents, compared 
with controls without a parental and grandparental depression history. 

   In summary, in spite of inconsistencies there is overwhelming support for the-
ories relating EEG frontal cortical asymmetry (state and/or trait dependent) and 
emotions, both normal and pathological. These studies have provided a substantial 
theoretical basis for research, and for the development of clinical EEG biofeedback 
protocols designed to train depressed subjects to alter their brainwave patterns.   

    III .      CLINICAL USE OF ASYMMETRY PROTOCOLS 
FOR TREATMENT OF DEPRESSION: BAEHR/
ROSENFELD STUDIES 

  There are assessments (as opposed to treatment outcome studies) that have used the 
Rosenfeld protocol. Eleven non-depressed age-matched controls and 13 depressed 
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patients participated in a study to compare frontal alpha asymmetry mean for a 
baseline session with the percentage of time in the session when asymmetry scores 
were greater than zero. It was found that the percent index was a better discrimi-
nator of the two groups than was the asymmetry score ( Baehr et al., 1998 ). An 
A-score of 58% is the cut-off point between depressed and non-depressed subjects. 
As mentioned,  Askew (2001)  also provided further validation for this measure in 
fi nding a strong correlation between alpha asymmetry scores and the Beck depres-
sion inventory and the MMPI-II depression scale. 

  The phenomenon of brainwave asymmetry and emotions has been further 
explored by Baehr and colleagues (Baehr  et al., 2000  ) . Twenty-two subjects, 
including 14 patients being treated for depression and 8 non-depressed subjects, 
were asked to think of a happy or sad thought while alpha asymmetry measures 
were being taken at cortical sites F3 and F4, referenced to CZ. Sixty-three percent 
of the subjects demonstrated the ability to change their frontal alpha asymmetry 
in accordance with voluntarily produced thought change. The remaining 37% of 
the subjects remained either in the positive alpha asymmetry range (R      �     L), or in 
the negative alpha asymmetry range (L      �     R). 

   In a study of premenstrual dysphoric disorder ( Baehr et al., 2004)    evidence was 
found of changes of frontal asymmetry during the luteal phase of the menstrual 
cycle that was consistent with severe mood swings. They observed two monthly 
cycles for fi ve women diagnosed as having PMDD, and one monthly cycle for 
fi ve non-PMDD control subjects. They found that the asymmetry percent scores 
for the fi ve PMDD women, and for the fi ve control subjects, before and after the 
Luteal phase were typically within the normal non-depressed range. However the 
asymmetry scores for the PMDD group fell into the negative range during 
the Luteal period while the control subjects remained stable. 

   A .    Replication studies 

  A single case study of an adolescent patient who was treated for depression using 
the EEG asymmetry biofeedback protocol replicated our results ( Earnest, 1999 ). In 
a study of 18 women using the asymmetry protocol, John  Allen et al. (2001) , dem-
onstrated that frontal asymmetry could be manipulated to train subject’s left or right 
frontal alpha asymmetry. Self-reported emotional responses to fi lm clips and facial 
EGG were consistent with expressions predicted from the EEG training efforts. 

  Two other papers (       Hammond, 2000, 2005b ) have been published on the 
neurofeedback treatment of depression, both of which built on the same robust 
foundation of frontal asymmetry research.  Hammond (2000)  utilized a protocol 
designed to increase left frontal beta activity (15–18    Hz and 12–15    Hz) in the left 
frontal cortex at electrode sites FP1 and F3 in a successful single case study. He 
later reported ( Hammond, 2005b ) on the successful treatment of seven of eight 
subjects using the same protocol. 
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    Baehr et al. (1999)  presented the results of a pilot study in a previous edition of 
this book A review of that research along with follow-up data will be presented, 
followed by a detailed review of Hammond’s research. 

    B.    Review of previous research 

   In 1994 Baehr and Rosenfeld introduced their protocol to fi ve depressed patients 
who were being treated with psychotherapy, and a sixth patient who was seen in 
another clinic. (Detailed case studies are presented in Chapter 8 of the previous 
edition of this book [ Baehr et al., 1999 ]). They agreed to participate in a study 
to assess the effectiveness of this approach. ( Baehr et al, 1997 , Baehr et al., 1999 ).     1    
Using the alpha asymmetry protocol, they assessed and trained depressed patients 
to reallocate brainwave amplitude so that the amplitude of alpha was greater in the 
right frontal cortex then in the homogolous left frontal cortex. The application of 
this protocol requires scalp electrodes at two active sites, F3 and F4, a reference 
at Cz, and the ground at Fz. (Most of the above reported studies have used a standard 
EEG montage utilizing 19 or more sites). 

    C.    Procedures 

  The Beck depression index (BDI) and the Minnesota multiphasic personality inven-
tory-2 (MMPI-2) were administered to assess emotional functioning before and after a 
series of approximately 30 sessions of EEG asymmetry training designed to increase the 
difference between right and left alpha magnitude.      2   ,       3   Prior to neurofeedback training 
the patients were trained to use diaphragmatic breathing exercises and autogenic sug-
gestions such as  “I feel quite relaxed ”, and  “warmth is fl owing down my arms into my 
hands and fi ngers ” to promote relaxation and hand warming. This technique serves to 
reduce EEG artifacts caused by muscle tension. The patients were also encouraged to 
focus their thoughts on pleasant, unemotional imagery during EEG training sessions. 
They sat in a reclining chair with their feet elevated, and were encouraged to maintain 
a relaxed state, closing their eyes and moving as little as possible. 

    1  We thank Carolyn Earnest for providing us with data for one client in this study. This is a different 
subject than the one reported in a replication study ( Earnest, 1999 ).    

    2  The Baehr/Rosenfeld protocol utilized the index ([R      �      L]/[R      �     L]) X 100 as the asymmetry 
index or A-score, where R and L represent right and left frontal alpha magnitude (microvolts) respec-
tively. The higher the value of this index, the less depressed the patient is assumed to be (see earlier 
parts of this chapter and  Rosenfeld, 1997 ).    

    3  One patient who was initially diagnosed Bipolar remained in therapy for several years after the 
study terminated. She will be presented later in this chapter.    
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  The patients were seen once or twice a week for hour-long sessions for an aver-
age of 30 sessions that consisted of approximately 50% brainwave biofeedback fol-
lowed by 50% psychotherapy. During biofeedback, scalp sites F3 and F4, referenced 
to Cz, were recorded. Impedances were 5 ohms or less, as measured by an EIM 
electrode impedance meter. The threshold was set at zero so that A-scores below 
zero represented greater left than right alpha magnitude, and A-scores above zero 
represented the reverse asymmetry. Alpha rhythm refl ects cortical hypoactivity; 
therefore an increase in left frontal activation corresponds to decreased alpha and a 
positive change in the asymmetry score. To assess signifi cant A-score change, we rely 
on our previous study ( Baehr et al., 1998 ), in which we found that A-scores  �58% 
of time over threshold were typical of non-depressed normal control subjects, while 
A-scores  �58% of the time were representative of the depressed population. 

  The EEG data for A-score training were recorded either on a four-channel 
unit or on a neurosearch 24-channel unit (both by the Lexicor Corp). Fast fou-
rier transforms (FFTs) were derived on Blackman-Harris  windowed analog sig-
nals over 1-second epochs ( Harris, 1978 ). This device also outputs the mean value 
over the entire session each day as a mean asymmetry score, which is manifested 
as a positive or negative asymmetry score, and as a mean percentage score, refl ect-
ing the percentage of time that the difference between the right and left alpha 
magnitude is greater than zero (A-score  �0). A bell tone or a clarinet tone that 
fl uctuates in pitch (the greater the A-score, the higher the tone) was used as a 
reinforcement when the asymmetry score exceeded zero. 

    D.    Results 

  Each subject was his own control in this study that utilized pre- and post-treatment 
data. Five of the six subjects were able to increase their percent of time over thresh-
old to the normal range. The sixth subject, whose depression was diagnosed as non-
endogenous, increased her asymmetry score but fell just short of reaching the cut-off 
score of  �58%. Four of the six subjects showed signifi cant improvement on the BDI 
and on the MMPI. A comparison of the patients   �   pre- and post-MMPI-2 depres-
sion scales indicate a signifi cant change. For three patients the pre- to post-depression 
score differences exceeded two times the standard error of measurement, (SEm), and 
for one patient, one (SEm)  Table 12.1   .

   Five of the six subjects scored above 9 on the BDI, while four of the six scored 
below 9 in the post-test (in  Table 12.1 scores below 9 on the BDI are considered 
to be within the normal range). 

    E .    Longitudinal data 

   Five of the six subjects were available for follow-up. In our fi rst longitudinal study 
three subjects (Bob, Celia, and Ann Rose in  Table 12.2   ) were evaluated one to fi ve 
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 TABLE 12.1       Pre- and post-alpha asymmetry training measure of depression for the 
MMPI-2 and BDI, and the percentage of time asymmetry is greater than zero scores 

   MMPI-2 MMPI-2 BDI BDI A% A\%

   Subjects Pre-alpha  Post-alpha  Pre-alpha  Post-alpha  Pre-alpha  Post-alpha 

   Bob 76 54a 21 03 48 84
   Celia 74 62b 40 04 57 80
   Katy n/ac n/a 07 25 50 69
   Ann Rose  64 47a n/a 01 49 69
   Catherine  62 36a 11 01 59 64
   Diedre  n/a n/a 34 18 36 55

  Reprinted from Baehr, E.  et al . (1999) 
  a  Two SEM p      �      0.0005 
  b  One SEM p      �      0.0025 
  c  N/A, tests were not administered 

 TABLE 12.2       5-year follow-up: The Beck depression inventory (BDI) scores *  , and the 
percentage of time asymmetry is greater than zero (PTAA) scores are shown for three 
subjects before and immediately after termination of therapy 

   BDI BDI BDI PTAA   PTAA  PTAA 

   Subject Before 
therapy 

 After 
therapy 

 Follow-up one to fi ve 
years later 

 Before 
therapy 

 After 
therapy 

Follow-up one to 
fi ve years later 

   Bob 31 03 03 (1 year)  48% 84% 86% (1 year) 
   Celia 40 04 04 (3 years)  57% 86% 66% (3 years) 
   Ann Rose  n/a 02 03 (5 years)  49% 69% 69% (5 years) 

  Reprinted from: Baehr, E.  et al . (2001) 
  *  BDI score      �      9, and PTAA scores      �      58 are in the non-depressed range 

years after therapy ( Baehr et al., 2001 ). All subjects maintained asymmetry scores 
and Beck depression scores in the normal range ( Table 12.2 ). 

  Three subjects were available for evaluation 10 years after fi nishing therapy. 
One of these subjects, Ann Rose, participated in both follow-up studies. Katie 
was the formerly bi-polar patient, and Catherine was formerly diagnosed as hav-
ing unipolar depression. All subjects maintained asymmetry scores in the normal 
range, and all had Beck depression scale scores in the normal range ( Table 12.3   ). 

    F.    Treatment of a bipolar patient 

  Research has found that bipolar disorder quite commonly has a different EEG pat-
tern than unipolar depression, where alpha is often reduced ( Knott and Lapierre, 1987 ;
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Clementz et al., 1994 ), beta elevated ( John  et al., 1988 ; Prichep and John, 1986 ), and 
where manic and depressive phases may be characterized by different EEG patterns 
(Flor-Henry and Koles, 1984 ;Koek  et al., 1999 ). 

  Thus, while we may wish to view the Baehr/Rosenfeld asymmetry protocol 
as a signifi cant treatment innovation for mood disorders, it is apparent that it does 
not work in the same way for everyone. For example, in the case of the person 
diagnosed with bipolar depression, improvement occurred in terms of eliminat-
ing mood swings, but the patient remained in a dysphoric state at the end of the 
30 sessions of treatment. This case also was complicated by reactions to psycho-
tropic medications. She remained in neurotherapy and psychotherapy therapy for 
an additional fi ve years. Her asymmetry eventually normalized, and at a 10-year 
follow-up she reported that she was neither bipolar nor dysphoric. Her asymme-
try ratio was within the normal range,  �58%, (Baehr, 1998) as was her BDI score 
of 2. She continues to use a minimal amount of medication. 

    G.    Adjunctive treatments with the Baehr/Rosenfeld 
asymmetry protocol 

   Training Breath and Heart Rate Variability 

   Since the fi rst Baehr study, they have refi ned the relaxation techniques prior to 
training with the Asymmetry protocol. All of the sessions begin with 10 min-
utes of training to balance the sympathetic and parasympathetic activity of the 
autonomic nervous system, as described by  Elliott and Edmonson (2006) . Using 
a combination of programs, patients are trained to use breathing to regulate heart 
rate variability ( Elliott and Edmonson, 2006 ; Childre and McCraty , 1999). When 
successful, patients report that they feel calmer and in better control of responses 
to stress and depression. Validation of this technique has been reported in two new 
studies: Rotenberg    et al., (2007) found a relationship between major depressive 
respiratory sinus arrhythmia, and Karavo das et al. (2007) found that improvement 

 TABLE 12.3       10-year follow-up: The Beck depression inventory (BDI) scores *  ,
and the percent of time asymmetry is greater than zero (PTAA) scores are shown 
for three subjects before and immediately after termination of therapy 

   BDI BDI BDI PTAA  PTAA  PTAA 

   Subject Before 
therapy 

 After 
therapy 

 Follow-up 
10 years later 

 Before 
therapy 

 After 
therapy 

 Follow-up
10 years later 

   Katy 7 25 02 50% 69% 75%
   Catherine  11 01 02 59% 64% 72%
   Ann Rose  n/a 01 02 49% 69% 61%

 * BDI score      �      9, and PTAA scores      �      58 are in the non-depressed range 
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in symptoms of major depressive disorder occurred with short-term biofeedback 
treatment to increase heart rate variability. 

    Other Adjunctive Therapies 

  The Baehr group considers neurofeedback training for depression as one part of a 
comprehensive treatment protocol, which may also include entrainment devices, 
nutritional counseling, exercise programs, and ongoing psychotherapy. The lab set-
ting where the neurofeedback treatment occurs, and the alliance with the thera-
pist, also may be important factors, as yet unanalyzed, in the treatment situation. 
Some question is raised as to whether the positive effects observed would also 
occur in a lab setting where a therapist was not present. 

  This group is currently assessing alpha asymmetry in a normative population. 
They believe that the crucial next step for their research is to demonstrate that 
appropriate control cases do not improve clinically as much as clinical cases who 
are administered the asymmetry protocol.    

    IV.    THE HAMMOND DEPRESSION PROTOCOL 

    Hammond (2000)  used the Baehr/Rosenfeld protocol described above for three 
sessions with a case of medication-resistant depression accompanied by anxi-
ety and obsessional rumination. The patient’s score on the protocol was 36.1, 
representing a severe asymmetry. However, as chance would have it, the patient 
had considerable diffi culty in changing his asymmetry score, which was actu-
ally worsening in his scores in sessions 2 and 3. Hammond was familiar with the 
frontal asymmetry EEG research, as well as neuroimaging research (e.g., Baxter 
et al., 1985, 1989 ;       Bench et al., 1992, 1993 ; George et al., 1994 ; Liotti et al., 2000 ), 
and evidence from work by  Sterman (1999 , also later published in  Sterman and 
Kaiser, 2001 ) suggesting that the area anterior to electrode site F3 also appears to 
be hypoactive in depression. Therefore, he considered what other neurofeedback 
treatment strategy might address this asymmetry. 

  It was decided to reinforce beta activity while inhibiting alpha and theta activity 
in the left frontal area at electrode sites Fp1 and F3. Within one session the patient 
reported sensing an improvement. At the completion of treatment the MMPI 
depression scale had improved from 97 T-scores to 56 T-scores. Somatic symptoms 
(gastritis, headaches, achiness, and preoccupation with health) dramatically improved, 
as did his overemotionality, anxiety and rumination, and fatigue. MMPI and reports 
from the patient demonstrated that he had become less withdrawn, more active, 
sociable, and less distrustful. There literally was more  “approach ” behavior, and the 
changes were maintained at an 8½ month follow-up. 

  As a result of this successful case outcome this protocol continued to be used. 
Clinical experience demonstrated that occasionally a patient reported becoming 
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overactivated from the reinforcement of 15–18    Hz beta, reporting feeling some-
what more irritable, anxious, and having some diffi culty falling asleep. Therefore, 
the protocol was modifi ed so that while inhibiting alpha and theta activity, 
15–18   Hz beta was reinforced for 20–22 minutes, and then the reinforcement 
band was changed to 12–15    Hz for the last 8–10 minutes. No further overactivia-
tion side effects were seen after that modifi cation. On occasion a patient was also 
found to demonstrate considerable delta activity in the left frontal area, in which 
case delta might also be inhibited. 

   Following other successful clinical experiences,  Hammond (2005b)  reported 
on another case series of nine consecutive patients with a primary presenting 
complaint of depression, which was confi rmed on the Minnesota multiphasic 
personality inventory (MMPI). The only other selection criterion was that each 
patient had a screening assessment of three 2-minute samples with the Baehr/
Rosenfeld protocol to ascertain the presence and degree of the frontal asymme-
try (predisposition to depression). As reviewed earlier in this chapter, percentage 
scores greater than 60 suggest that there is not a predisposition to depression, 
while percentage scores of 58 or less suggest the presence of a predisposition. The 
mean percentage score for this sample was 40.05, and their mean score on the 
MMPI depression scale was 93.75 T-scores—a serious level of depression. Whereas 
patients in medication studies are often moderately depressed, seven of the eight 
patients in this series were judged to be seriously to severely depressed, with only 
one being moderately depressed. Cases cited by        Baehr et al. (1997, 2001)  involved 
relatively mild depression in the 62–64 T-score range on the MMPI, with an aver-
age asymmetry protocol score of 51.3. 

  The outcomes reported by  Hammond (2005b)  differed in four ways from 
the Baehr/Rosenfeld cases. Firstly, the sample was signifi cantly more depressed. 
Secondly, the Fp1 and F3 protocol was different. Thirdly, treatment duration was 
only approximately two-thirds the length. And fi nally, concurrent psychotherapy and 
relaxation training was purposely not provided to better determine treatment effects 
from purely the neurofeedback, without contamination from relaxation or cognitive 
therapy. Eight of the patients completed training, requiring an average of approxi-
mately 21 thirty -minute sessions (10 � hours) of neurofeedback, with no other psy-
chotherapy provided. Seven of eight patients made very substantial improvements, 
and one other patient dropped out after fi ve sessions because he was  “too busy. ” The 
patient who prematurely terminated showed signs of questionable motivation from 
the beginning, seeming to be in treatment primarily to please his wife and daughter. 
Many of the patients were on medication at the time of initial testing, but were no 
longer on medication at the completion of treatment. 

   Pre–post changes on the MMPI may be seen in  Figure 12.1   . There was a mean 
decrease in the depression scale of 28.75 T-scores. One patient showed improve-
ment from severely depressed to normal, and two improved from being seriously 
depressed to normal. Three showed improvement from severe to mild depression, 
and one showed improvement from moderately depressed to mildly depressed. 
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One case who was severely depressed only showed mild improvement. This was 
an individual who had lost his wife to cancer a year earlier, and issues surrounding 
this loss seemed likely to need to be addressed; he was referred for psychotherapy 
for these issues. Classifying this last case, and including the drop-out as failures, 
this represents 77.8% of cases who made signifi cant improvements. The average 
length of follow-up for these cases was about 1 year, with a range from 2 years in 
two cases, to 4 months in the case of the individual who only mildly improved. 

   It is fortunate that the MMPI was used as an outcome measure, rather than 
only a measure of depression. MMPI results (see  Figure 12.1 ) have commonly 
found not only decreases in depression, but also in other scales measuring anxi-
ety, obsessive rumination, withdrawal, and introversion, while ego-strength has 
improved. The decreases in being withdrawn are congruent with what we would 
expect when an approach motivation area of the brain is being activated. 

   In total Hammond has treated at least three-dozen depression cases using this 
depression protocol, with consistently positive results in an estimated 75–80% of 
cases. Anecdotal reports from other clinicians using this protocol have also been 
positive. In ongoing clinical practice, other psychotherapeutic techniques (self-
hypnosis training, respiration biofeedback training, cognitive therapy, bibliotherapy) 
are often added to treatment, but by far the largest component of treatment has 
remained the use of the Hammond depression protocol. Occasionally the protocol 
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FIGURE 12.1      Hammond depression protocol: Average MMPI pre–post changes for eight cases.    
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has been done eyes-closed when a patient was simply producing too much eye 
movement artifact and, in each case where this alteration has occurred, the out-
comes remained positive. It should be added that clinical experience in the treat-
ment of obsessive-compulsive disorder (       Hammond, 2003, 2004 ), supported by 
research ( Maihofner et al., 2007 ) implicating the left frontal area in OCD, has also 
been suggestive that this protocol may prove helpful as one of the modules in 
OCD treatment with neurofeedback. 

   V.    OTHER NEUROFEEDBACK STUDIES 
WITH DEPRESSION 

  A unique form of neurofeedback, the Low Energy Neurofeedback System (LENS) 
(Hammond, 2007b ; Ochs, 2006 ) has also been used with mood disturbances. LENS 
training differs from other forms of neurofeedback in that it introduces a tiny radio 
frequency signal which is only about the intensity of the output coming from a 
watch or radio battery, i.e., far, far weaker than the input you receive from simply 
holding a cell phone to your ear. This very low intensity input is introduced down 
the electrode wires for only a few seconds (e.g., often just 1–7). Its frequency varies 
depending on the dominant brain wave frequency from moment-to-moment, and 
it is designed to gently nudge the brain to become more fl exible and self-regulat-
ing, reducing excess amplitude and variability of the brain waves.  Larsen  et al. (2006) 
recently reported on a case series of 20 patients where over the course of 20 sessions 
there was a signifi cant decrease in self-ratings of depression. Ratings decreased from 
an initial average of almost 8 (on a 0–10 scale) to less than 5 in just six sessions, and 
to less than 3½ at the end of 20 sessions. 

   Neurofeedback training to increase alpha and theta, while inhibiting faster beta 
frequencies, has also been found to produce signifi cant improvements in depres-
sion in alcoholic and post-traumatic stress disorder populations—in randomized, 
control group studies ( Peniston and Kulkosky, 1990 ; Peniston  et al., 1993 ) as well 
as in a case series ( Saxby and Peniston, 1995 )—populations where one may expect 
an excess of fast beta activity to often be prominent, and which is quite different 
from the EEG patterns usually seen in depression. 

   Research in Europe ( Hardman  et al., 1997 ; Kotchoubey  et al., 1996 ; Rockstroh 
et al., 1990 ) using neurofeedback to alter slow cortical potentials has also dem-
onstrated that it can be used to alter hemispheric asymmetries, and thus may also 
hold potential for use in the treatment of depression. 

   VI.    SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

  A robust body of research has validated that there is a biological predisposition to 
depression (and to becoming withdrawn) which is associated with a frontal asymmetry 
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wherein there is less activity in the left frontal area. Although pharmacologic treat-
ment for depression is widespread, reviews (e.g.,  Antonuccio  et al., 1999 ; Greenberg 
et al., 1992 ; Hammond, 2007 ; Kirsch  et al., 2002 ; Kirsch and Sapperstein, 1998 ;
Moncrieff, 2001 ) have documented that antidepressants, on average, only have an 
18% effect over and above placebo effects, and yet they are associated with signifi -
cant side effects such as sexual dysfunction, insomnia, increased suicide risk, diarrhea, 
nausea, anorexia, bleeding, forgetfulness, and withdrawal syndromes. 

  Thus alternatives are needed to the invasive treatments commonly utilized by 
 “ biological psychiatry, ” namely medication, electroconvulsive therapy, transcranial 
magnetic stimulation, and neurosurgery, which are commonly associated with side 
effects. Studies (e.g.,  Elkin et al., 1989 ; Hollon et al., 1992 ; Hollon,  et al., 1991 )
that have compared psychotherapy with medication have found that treatment 
outcomes are generally comparable or better than pharmacologic treatment, and 
when drop-out rates are taken into account drug treatment alone produces worse 
outcomes than psychotherapy. 

   However, the authors have found that neurofeedback offers an additional non-
invasive treatment alternative with depression. While more controlled research is 
certainly needed, neurofeedback that is targeted to altering the frontal asymmetry 
found in depression has consistently produced favorable results in a majority of 
clinical cases. LENS neurofeedback, slow cortical potentials training, and the use 
of alpha/theta neurofeedback training with an alcoholic or PTSD population also 
appear promising in the treatment of depression. 
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    I.     INTRODUCTION 

   Reactive attachment disorder (RAD), the focus of this chapter, is a condition of unre-
mitting terror that disrupts the development of the self and renders  “the other ” unrec-
ognizable. Empathy and trust cannot emerge. It is a disorder that has been refractory to 
treatment as it has been all but impossible to address the psychic programing of fear and 
distrust with standard psychotherapy. This chapter will argue that neurofeedback can 
and does rewrite this program, fi rst in the brain and, over time, in the mind. 

   RAD can be seen as a discrete diagnosis. However, as attachment dynamics and 
their effects on brain development are better understood, it is becoming increasingly 
clear that early unrepaired attachment disruption is implicated in a wide range of 
severe disorders. It is a central premise of this chapter that where attachment issues 
prevail, the core affect is fear. Neurofeedback quiets fear. In doing so, it enriches 
the capacity for attachment and the ability to engage in meaningful relationships, 
including psychotherapy. It may be possible to generalize the effi cacy of neurofeed-
back, then, in enhancing the treatment of any disorder that has attachment disrup-
tion at its root and fear as its aftermath. Attachment theory and the imperative of 
attachment in human beings offer practitioners a central ethical principle to guide 
their practice. Neurofeedback providers must understand the primacy and process of 
attachment, assess for attachment breaks, and pursue the repair of attachment. 

   Through neuronal regulation, neurofeedback has the potential to promote the 
human birthright of attachment, love, empathy and trust.  

    II  .    REACTIVE ATTACHMENT DISORDER: CASE 
STUDY   

   Sammy was three years old when he arrived at Rob and Judy’s home for emer-
gency placement. He had been in foster care for a year, and this was his fourth 
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placement. He had been removed from his former foster home after attempting to 
set a fi re, and from the placement before that after a serious attempt on the life of 
his 17-month-old sister. Judy and Rob were not parents, and had never intended 
to become foster parents. They were not prepared for how their quiet life was 
about to change. Few would be. 

  Sammy had been diagnosed with reactive attachment disorder, post-traumatic 
stress disorder, ADHD, and dissociation. He had been hospitalized on at least one 
occasion for failure to thrive, and on another after he fell or was dropped from a third 
fl oor window. His birth parents were themselves foster children who had met in resi-
dential care. Sammy had reportedly been left alone in a crib for days at a time. He 
had been physically and sexually abused. He was malnourished. With the exception 
of several graphic expletives and  “no, ” he was essentially non- verbal. He responded, 
when he chose to, with one of these words or a gesture. He hoarded food and ate 
it under the table. Every night at bedtime he screamed and fought until he fi nally 
fell into an exhausted sleep around midnight, a sleep riddled with night terrors. He 
crawled on his hands and knees crying,  “No, no, no. ” He awoke at 5 a.m., and was 
in constant motion throughout the day. He defecated on the fl oor; he masturbated 
incessantly, and made explicit sexual gestures when he was diapered at night. He 
screamed, arched his back, attempted to bite, and sobbed in heart-wrenching terror 
when he was held or restrained. It was not hard to understand why the Department 
of Social Services saw Sammy as the most troubled child in their custody. 

  Within a week of coming to live with Judy and Rob, Sammy began neuro-
feedback. His foster parents had to hold him in the chair to get through even 
10 minutes of training. However, the night after the fi rst session, he slept for 
12 hours, without night terror. Initially, Sammy trained 5 days a week and he was, 
in very short order, able to cooperate with playing the game. Within 6 weeks, Judy 
reported the following changes. 

   “ Sammy is eating normally, not trying to grab our food and not overeating. He 
is no longer preoccupied with food. He is slowly gaining weight. He’s sleeping 
12 hours a night. He still needs frequent  ‘holding sessions, ’ but he has also begun 
to ask for them. He seems surprised at himself when he does. He is more cooper-
ative and less clingy. He has many fewer episodes of rage and, with prompting, will 
make eye contact. He has remorse and he’s not so selfi sh. He seems to be getting 
cause and effect. And he is able to play calmly and asks us to read him books! ”

  A few weeks later, she told me about an interchange between them.  “We’d had 
a long and rough day. I asked him why he thought it was so tough. He started 
to cry, real, wet tears, and said,  ‘I want you! ’” After 3 months, now training two 
to three times a week, Sammy was becoming an emotionally expressive child. 
He could still go dark behind the eyes, but he no longer went blank. He was 
no longer dissociating. He was becoming, increasingly, spontaneously, relational. 
All sexual gesturing had stopped. He was listening, and doing what was asked 
of him. He was no longer hoarding food. and at times was even able to share it. 
He was toilet-trained. His speech was still seriously delayed but it was improving. 
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He was using simple sentence structure, and working cooperatively with his parents 
to learn articulation. After 6 months, Rob and Judy began the adoption process. 

  Sammy is now 10 years old, and Rob and Judy’s adopted son. He continues neu-
rofeedback training at home. He still exhibits self-defeating (non-aggressive) control 
battles at school, and requires a one-to-one aide to keep him focused. I was surprised 
to learn that he had failed a recent reading test. Months earlier, I’d run into the family 
at the supermarket. As we waited to check out, I picked up a magazine on the brain 
and said,  “Sammy, this could be about you. ” He took it and read the beginning of the 
article aloud, with few mistakes. When I asked him why he’d failed that test when he 
could read so well, he shrugged. He didn’t know. Control battles are inherent to attach-
ment disorder. They are the remnants of fi ghting for survival. He rarely gets into these 
battles with his parents. These are adults that he has begun to trust. But, given the ter-
rible reality of his fi rst 3 years, trusting, and generalizing that trust, will not come easily. 
His default belief is that he will be left, and he may never entirely believe otherwise. 
(The experience of neurofeedback providers with these children and adults supports 
the growing awareness in the fi eld of psychology that the effects of abandonment and 
neglect outweigh the effects of trauma.) 

  Attachment theory as it stands today goes a long way in helping us under-
stand the terrible emotional turmoil and troubling behaviors of a boy like Sammy. 
The work of Allan          Schore (1994, 2003a, 2003b)  and Daniel Siegel (1999)  on the 
effects of attachment on brain development and, in turn, on affect regulation, fur-
ther elucidates the nature of Sammy’s profound terror. Sammy’s response to neu-
rofeedback provides another vital piece of information. It strongly suggests that 
attachment disorder is encoded in the frequency domain of the brain, and that 
it can be addressed with biofeedback to the brain in that domain. Sammy’s abil-
ity to gain regulation with training is not unique. His response, and that of many 
like him, takes attachment theory and treatment into a new realm—the electrical 
realm of the brain, the realm of neurofeedback. 

    III .    AN OVERVIEW OF ATTACHMENT THEORY 

   John  Bowlby (1988)  could be considered the  “father of mothering. ” He was a 
British psychoanalyst, and a contemporary of Anna Freud and Melanie Klein. 
Although most of the reigning theorists of his time acknowledged that the 
mother–infant relationship was important, Bowlby was pretty much alone in 
maintaining that the quality of this early attachment set the developmental course 
for the infant into adulthood. He advanced the idea that the child’s early attach-
ment experience is central to healthy development as well as to our understanding 
of the development of psychopathology. In his book of collected lectures,  A Secure 
Base  (1988)  , Bowlby states his premise with simplicity and common sense. 

 Briefl y, it seems clear that sensitive loving care results in a child developing confi -
dence that others will be helpful when appealed to, becoming increasingly self-reliant 
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and bold in his explorations of the world, co-operative with others, and also – a very 
important point – sympathetic and helpful to others in distress. Conversely, when a 
child’s attachment behavior is responded to tardily and unwillingly and is regarded as 
a nuisance, he is likely to become anxiously attached, that is apprehensive lest his care-
giver be missing or unhelpful when he needs her and therefore unwilling to leave her 
side, unwillingly and anxiously obedient, and unconcerned about the troubles of others. 
Should his caretakers, in addition, actively reject him, he is likely to develop a pattern of 
behaviour in which avoidance of them competes with his desire for proximity and care, 
and in which angry behaviour is apt to become prominent. ( Bowlby, 1988 )  

   It may be diffi cult to understand how such a thesis could be challenged, but it 
was vigorously rejected by most of Bowlby’s contemporaries and, in some quar-
ters, continues to be challenged today. Only one of his contemporaries, Ronald 
Fairbairn, agreed with Bowlby. As discussed by  Karen (1994) , Fairbairn believed 
that the fundamental drive in human beings was not  “pleasure seeking ” but  “per-
son-seeking, ” and he too argued that psychopathology originated in disruptions 
in early relationships. The British Psycho-Analytic Society, the think tank of psy-
chological theory in post-war England, marginalized them both. But Bowlby per-
sisted, and in 1954 Mary Ainsworth, a developmental psychologist, designed the 
research model that would provide the data to substantiate his theory. She was to 
make a profound contribution to the understanding of the role of attachment in 
human development. 

  While living in Uganda, Ainsworth developed the test that would come to be 
known as the Strange Situation (Ainsworth, 1954) . She sought to understand if a 
baby’s separation from its mother was harmful, as Bowlby’s theory predicted, and, 
if so, under what circumstances. The Strange Situation tests the security of the 
baby’s attachment to its mother by placing mother and baby in a playroom new 
to the baby, and assessing the baby’s response to the entrance of a kindly stranger, 
to the mother’s leaving, to the stranger’s leaving, and to the mother’s return. She 
was able to discern patterns of infant response to the mother and, from this, to 
establish categories of attachment. The Strange Situation has since been replicated 
thousands of times. It is a reliable and cross-culturally valid measure of attachment. 

   On the basis of its responses to its mother in the Strange Situation, a baby (age 
12–14½ months) can be assigned to one of four categories that best describe the 
tenor of its attachment. The categories are secure; insecure, ambivalent; insecure, 
avoidant; and, the fourth, based on more recent work by Mary Main and Judith 
Solomon (1986), disorganized/disoriented, or, as it has come to be known, the 
 “ D” type .

The securely attached [seek] their mother when distressed, [seem] confi dent of her 
availability, [are] upset when she leaves them, eagerly greet her upon her return, and 
warmly [accept] and [are] readily comforted by her soothing embrace. The avoidantly 
attached [seem] to depend less on their mother as a secure base; sometimes [attack] her 
with a random act of aggression; [are] far more clingy and demanding than the secure 
children in the home environment; and, despite in some cases being just as openly upset 
by the mother’s departure in the Strange Situation, [show] no interest in her when 
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she return[s]. The ambivalently attached [tend] to be the most overtly anxious; like the 
avoidant children, [are] also clingy and demanding at home; like the secure, [are] upset 
when abandoned by the mother in the Strange Situation; but who, despite wanting her 
desperately when she return[s], arch away angrily or [go] limp in her embrace, so that 
they could not be soothed. ” (Karen, p. 176, 1994)   

  The “D” children show no clear strategy to manage either the separation from or 
the reunion with the mother. Eighty percent of those in this category have a con-
fi rmed history of abuse. A child suffering disorganized attachment might, on the 
mother’s return, stare into space or approach her walking backwards. This seminal 
research begun by Ainsworth supported Bowlby’s hypotheses that attachment pat-
terns could be observed and generally categorized, and that these patterns were of 
signifi cance in the development of children. 

    IV .    ADULT ATTACHMENT CATEGORIES 

  The effects of the mother–infant attachment seem to be enduring. A longitudinal 
study led by Alan  Sroufe (1995) , in progress in Minneapolis, Minnesota, continues 
to fi nd highly signifi cant correlations between categories assigned during infancy 
and the child’s developmental course. Main’s research suggests the same continuity. 
Along with Carole George and Nancy Kaplan, Mary Main designed the Berkeley 
adult attachment interview (1986), a psychological assessment equivalent to the 
Strange Situation for babies. 

  Main’s adult categories are  “secure–autonomous, ”“dismissing of attachment, ” and 
“preoccupied with early attachment. ” She found that  “secure–autonomous ” adults 
described having at least one parent who provided them with a secure base during 
childhood. They talked about their parents coherently and realistically. There were 
some in this category who had had less than happy attachment histories. These peo-
ple seem to have come to terms with their histories, and generally showed little evi-
dence of self-deception. Those who fell in the category  “dismissing of attachment, ”
did just that. They often had little memory of their childhoods, and felt little inclina-
tion to talk about this time in their lives. They were the avoidant children, grown up. 

  The preoccupied group tended to speak of their childhoods as if they were 
living them with hurt and anger still fresh and unresolved. They had the hall-
marks of the ambivalently attached child. They cannot, as it were,  “leave the side ”
of their pasts. The correlations are robust. Furthermore, attachment histories seem 
to be transmitted from parent to child. Peter Fonagy, an attachment researcher in 
London, was able to predict infant classifi cations in the Strange Situation with 
75% accuracy based on pre-natal interviews with the mothers. 

   Most attachment researchers take pains to emphasize that attachment catego-
ries are not diagnoses, and that poor attachment is not, in and of itself, pathology. 
Nonetheless, as Schore, Siegel and others are exploring extensively, and as Bowlby 
knew in his bones, early attachment disruption is a central issue in most serious 
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psychological disorders. Without appropriate early intervention, insecure and 
disorganized attachments present a signifi cant risk factor for some forms of 
personality, conduct or affective disorders. 

  There are still developmental theorists who dispute the centrality of attach-
ment in human development. Some prefer to highlight inborn temperament as 
the critical factor in an individual’s course over time. Others feel that attachment 
theory gives insuffi cient weight to events or relationships later in life. They tend 
to emphasize the importance of fate. But to borrow from Winnicott , there is no 
infant without a mother. It is very diffi cult, if not impossible, to understand the 
infant, and the adult that infant becomes, outside of the relationship with the 
mother. There is no doubt that each baby arrives with some unique aspects of self 
in wait, but that  “self  ” will be expressed, perhaps even at the genetic level, through 
the baby’s relationship with its parents, most profoundly with its mother. 

  The seemingly endless debate of nature versus nurture that is embedded here, 
may, over time, be put to rest through the practice of neurofeedback. Inherently, 
the success of neurofeedback suggests the hypothesis that both the baby’s nature 
and its nurture are etched in the circuitry of its brain, and that the baby lives by 
the rules of both as they interact within him or her. It seems clear that these rules 
also largely govern how a baby will respond to the uncertainties of fate. 

   V.    ALLAN SCHORE AND THE NEUROBIOLOGY 
OF AFFECT REGULATION 

  Three years after Bowlby’s death, with debate still raging, Allan Schore published 
his fi rst seminal work on attachment,  Affect Regulation and the Origin of Self: The 
Neurobiology of Emotional Development (1994).  Throughout his work, Schore weaves 
a tapestry of attachment theory, psychoanalytic theory, brain development, and 
affect regulation. He argues in his fi rst book, and two subsequent ones ( Affect
Dysregulation and Disorders of the Self [2003a] and Affect Regulation and the Repair 
of the Self [2003b]), as does Siegel in  The Developing Mind (1999), that attachment 
patterns affect not only the developing psychology of the infant but also his devel-
oping brain, particularly, and most importantly, the right hemisphere. 

  The right hemisphere is the fi rst to develop and it does so, preferentially over 
the left, for the fi rst 18–24 months of life. It is the part of the brain primarily 
responsible for the regulation of affect. The amygdala of the right hemisphere 
comes on line during the fi fth month in utero. This part of the limbic brain is 
devoted to the organism’s survival through the encoding of fear memory. Schore 
calls the right orbital- frontal cortex (ROC)  “the greater amygdaloid area ” because 
of the number of interconnections between these two parts of the brain. He 
goes on to say that,  “most signifi cantly, in the cortex, the orbitofrontal region is 
uniquely involved in social and emotional behaviors, and in the homeostatic regu-
lation of body and motivational states ” (Schore, p. 195, 2003b). 
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   One of the primary roles of the ROC is to inhibit the amygdala, and to medi-
ate the impulses it generates neuroelectrically, neurochemically and behaviorally. 
When the ROC fails to develop normally, the amygdala dominates brain response. 
Fear and rage can fl ood the circuits, and direct the motivational system of the 
individual. Fear rises as the fi rst response to most situations, even to those that for 
others, with adequate ROC development, would not evoke fear. In attachment 
disorder and its most pathological sequela, sociopathy, fear is often far from evi-
dent, but it is there. Fear, in fact, may well be the affect that underlies the develop-
ment of most if not all personality disorders. 

   Schore makes the case that the critical development of the right prefrontal 
cortex depends on  “good-enough” attachment between mother and baby. The 
mother’s ability to regulate her baby’s affect in the cradle of attunement, expressed 
through eye contact, facial expression, holding, vocal tone and prosody, and   the 
song of her voice, depends on the mother’s right prefrontal cortex, the part of the 
brain that maintains her capacity to  “autoregulate ” her own emotional state. With 
such capacities intact, the mother is able to attune to her baby, to quiet the storms 
of distress, amplify the experiences of delight, and allow periods of rest, relax-
ation and quietude. Schore argues convincingly that through these interactions, 
the mother is developing the baby’s right prefrontal cortex, making it increasingly 
possible for the baby to regulate the full spectrum of affect as he or she grows and 
matures. 

The orbitofrontal regions are not functional at birth. Over the course of the fi rst year, 
limbic circuitries emerge in a sequential progression, from the amygdala to anterior 
cingulate to insula and fi nally to orbitofrontal. (Schore, p. 41, 2003b) 
  …  as a result of attachment experiences, this system enters a critical period of matura-
tion in the last quarter of the fi rst year, the same time that working models of attach-
ment (The Strange Situation) are fi rst measured. ” ( Schore p. 42, 2003b )  

  The mother’s capacity to regulate herself builds her baby’s brain structure, particu-
larly the ROC, and with it her baby’s ability to internalize her. 

   Perfect attunement is impossible. Life, mood and circumstances impinge on 
even the most gifted and well-adjusted mother. When misattunements occur, the 
mother who is able to autoregulate can and does make emotional repair. This 
repair allows the baby to regain his regulation. The mother’s capacity for regula-
tion in turn permits her awareness of misattunements and her capacity for emo-
tional repair.  “The internal working model ” (Bowlby) becomes one that includes 
the restoration of the relationship after it has been stressed. Many patients in psy-
chodynamic therapy, particularly those with challenging attachment histories, dis-
cover that they lack any belief that relationships, once broken, can be repaired. 

   Schore concludes that  the prefrontal cortex of the mother becomes the prefrontal cor-
tex of the baby. The regulation of the right hemisphere, where all primary affect 
is housed, promotes brain growth, and with it a coherent and stable unconscious 
internal working model of relatedness. When the mother is reliable, predictable 
and empathic, the baby develops a reliable sense of self and other. This sense of self 
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emerges from healthy right hemisphere development and the affect regulation it 
affords; with it a sense of the other, the one who has been engaged with him or 
her in the process of learning affect regulation, also emerges. This is the essence of 
the title of Schore’s fi rst book,  Affect Regulation and the Origin of Self. Daniel Stern 
also describes this beautiful dance of emergence in his book,  The Interpersonal 
World of the Infant (1985). The self can only develop in the presence of the other, 
and can only truly and wholly develop in the embrace of an attuned, regulating 
mother—the secure base. 

  When the mother is not emotionally and physically present, and there is no 
other who takes up the vital relationship as wholeheartedly and single-mindedly 
as the  “good-enough” mother, the baby’s working model of relationships becomes 
chaotic. The underdeveloped ROC cannot inhibit limbic fi ring, and the psyche is 
overwhelmed by the amygdaloid storms of fear and aggression. Whatever model is 
set down in the crucial early stage of right hemisphere development will become 
a central aspect of the template for all future relationships.      1    

   Schore is almost single-handedly responsible for rescuing attachment theory 
from years of psychodynamic and psychoanalytic neglect. Not only did he salvage 
the work of many long-suffering attachment theorists and researchers who pre-
ceded him, he has been able to locate these dynamics within the structures and 
biology of the brain. Neuroimaging is for him what Ainsworth and the Strange 
Situation were to Bowlby. These studies are beginning to bear them both out. 

   Schore brought Bowlby into the millennium of the brain. Brain development 
depends on good enough mothering. When an infant suffers prolonged attach-
ment breaks that are left unrepaired, he or she runs a substantial risk of severe 
psychopathology. 

   VI .    REACTIVE ATTACHMENT DISORDER AND A 
HISTORY OF TREATMENT FAILURE 

   Reactive attachment disorder (RAD) is a profound relational disorder that devel-
ops before age 5 (DSM IV). It is highly refractory to treatment, and without treat-
ment can and often does lead to antisocial personality in adulthood. In addition 
to symptoms described in the DSM IV, those working with this disorder list the 
following behaviors and incapacities as typical of attachment disorder in children 
and adults: 

      ●    Lack of cause-and-effect thinking 
      ●    Lack of remorse or regret 

    1  The child too contributes to the quality of attachment with its mother. This is most clearly seen 
in children diagnosed with autism, PDD and Asperger’s Syndrome. These children also suffer from 
right hemisphere over arousal but come by it neurologically not interpersonally.    
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      ●    Lack of empathy 
      ●    Blaming others 
      ●    Superfi cially charming 
      ●    Poor eye contact 
      ●    Chronic nonsensical lying 
      ●    Repetitive useless questions 
      ●    Cruelty to animals and/or children 
      ●    Poor peer and family relationships 
      ●    Lack of ability to give and receive affection 
      ●    Demanding and clingy 
      ●    Learning disabled 
      ●    Speech problems 
      ●    Controlling and bossy 
      ●    Preoccupied with blood, fi re, gore and knives 
      ●    Abnormal eating patterns 
      ●    Stealing 
      ●    Destructive—particularly to others and to material things 
      ●    Provoking anger in others 
      ●    False allegations of abuse.    

  These symptoms are understood psychodynamically as a fundamental lack of trust 
and as attempts to control the behavior of others, and, clearly, they are. They are 
also highly suggestive of right hemisphere damage, damage that, in this disorder, 
is interpersonally caused. In neurofeedback cosmology, they are all symptoms of 
overarousal that strongly suggest the need for right hemisphere training.      2    

   Given the severity of symptoms and, even more importantly, the lack of real-
ness of  “the other ” to the person with RAD, it is easy to understand why thera-
pists have reported routine failure in treating these patients. The initial endeavor 
of psychotherapy does not necessarily require that a patient care about their treat-
ment or about themselves. It does require that the patient in some way care about 
the therapist and the therapist’s response to him or her. Using this criterion, RAD 
is self-defi ning as a disorder that cannot be treated. The RAD patient by defi ni-
tion lacks the capacity to care about the therapist. The therapist barely exists and 
when he or she does, it is as a needs-gratifying object or as a thin cognitive trace 
against a stark, usually unrecognized, backdrop of absence. This patient cannot care 
about the other because there is no other. The patient lives within the darkly mir-
rored refl ection of the original infant state, one in which they had no experience 
of mother and, as a result, no experience of the reality of self and other. Since the 

    2  Studies have shown that the right hemispheres of habitual criminals are up to 25% smaller than 
those of non-habitual criminals. Attachment disorder, and for that matter its most common adult out-
come, antisocial personality, is not only seen in those identifi ed as criminals but in all strata of society, 
including executives of major corporations whose relationships with their employees and customers is 
entirely instrumental.    
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therapist does not materialize in this mind, the therapist and the therapy have no 
impact. Therapy with the unattached is like boxing with ghosts. 

  All traditional approaches to therapy have failed with this population, and the 
non-traditional therapies, particularly those that use holding techniques, have 
come under assault.  “Holding therapy ” is, in its best practice, an attempt to reach 
the wildly aroused brain of the unattached child through containing his or her 
highly agitated body. For most of these children, holding evokes a deeply encoded 
yearning so laced with fear that is expressed either as active rage, with kicking, 
biting, shrieking, spitting and arching the back, or as passive rage, in the form 
of going limp and averting the eyes. These are the behavioral expressions of the 
amygdala with no cortical inhibition. 

  Although “holding” can help these children by providing both a sense of neu-
rological containment and with it the experience of the physical reality of the 
other, these gains often come at great cost to the parents and the therapists trying 
to use it. It is exhausting for everyone to try to contain this level of terror, rage 
and anguish. But conscientious therapists were up against their failures  to help 
these children without having any other way to directly impact their arousal. These 
patients cannot participate meaningfully in either play or talk therapy. Medications 
are rarely of much help. And the consequences of treatment failure with this pop-
ulation are devastating: to the RAD individual (although he rarely perceives this), 
to his family, and to society as a whole. Prisons, many political systems, and all too 
much of corporate culture are built to house the unattached adult. 

   VII .    NEUROFEEDBACK AND THE TREATMENT 
OF REACTIVE ATTACHMENT DISORDER 

   RAD is routinely misdiagnosed. (I am using the diagnosis  reactive attachment disor-
der throughout this chapter somewhat reluctantly. Bessel van der Kolk and others 
are attempting to change this diagnosis and to broaden it to  developmental trauma 
disorder, a more accurate and hopefully less controversial diagnosis.) This condi-
tion can be labeled as ADHD, bipolar disorder, conduct disorder, explosive disor-
der or even Aspergers. Learning disabilities and speech problems that are usually 
co-morbid with RAD can further confound the diagnostic process. Although both 
speech and learning are associated with the left hemisphere, their ontological roots 
lie in the right. Speech develops from the song of prosody, sung in motherese. 
The left hemisphere adds words to the song when it begins its developmental 
surge late in the second year. 

   Learning depends on cause-and-effect thinking, the  “cognition ” of the right 
hemisphere, mediated by the ROC. A baby learns cause-and-effect through reli-
able, predictable parental responses to its needs: a baby is hungry, it cries, and it is 
fed. This interaction repeated over and over, reliably, provides the underwriting of 
cause-and-effect thinking. Without it, all subsequent learning is greatly impaired. 
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If we haven’t learned this already as psychotherapists, we quickly see in our prac-
tice of neurofeedback that no diagnosis is as discreet as it appears in the DSM IV 
and, further, that a diagnosis does not always help us in our protocol decision pro-
cess. As we will see, however, the diagnosis of attachment disorder should always 
take us to its source—the right hemisphere. 

   Schore writes,  “. . . current brain research …indicates that the capacity for expe-
rience-dependent plastic changes in the nervous system remains throughout the 
life span. In fact, there is very specifi c evidence that the prefrontal limbic cortex, 
more than any other part of the cerebral cortex, retains the plastic capacities of 
early development ” (Schore, p. 202, 2003b). This is the very capacity that neuro-
feedback exploits. 

  Although neuronal plasticity is now recognized and accepted, it remains 
vaguely defi ned. It is often assumed the plasticity means change in brain structure 
that allows an uninjured part of the brain to take up the duties and responsibilities 
of an injured part. Joseph describes it this way: 

  . . .  experience acts to organize neuronal interconnections and the establishment of not just 
synapses but  vast neural networks [italics mine] subserving a variety of complex behaviors and 
perceptual activity. Indeed, the brain is exceedingly plastic and is capable of undergoing tre-
mendous functional reorganization not just over the course of evolution, but within a few 
years, months, or even weeks of a single individual’s lifetime. (Joesph, p. 663, 1996)   

   In talking about brain development in children who grow up in neglectful or 
abusive homes, he goes on to say: 

Given the immature state of not just the neocortex but various limbic nuclei, it may 
well be expected that a failure to receive proper stimulation may result in a signifi cant 
reduction of those neurons, dendrites and axons and their  associated neural circuits [italics 
mine], which subserve  ‘normal ’ social-emotional intellectual development. Moreover, 
given that abnormal experience , including emotional and sexual trauma, also act to 
stimulate the brain, it is likely that abnormal experiences would result in the establish-
ment of abnormal neural circuits. (Joseph, p. 664, 1996)   

  When Joseph speaks of  “associated neural circuits, ” he is not speaking metaphori-
cally. He is, without making it explicit, suggesting that the brain organizes itself 
through its electrical mechanisms (its circuitry). When we train the brain with 
neurofeedback, we are, it appears, appealing to the frequency-dependent proper-
ties of neuronal plasticity. We seem to be discovering that the brain has a  “func-
tional neuronal plasticity, ” and that this plasticity resides in the frequency domain 
of the brain. Once we see that neurofeedback can promote functional plastic-
ity, and we recognize that attachment disorder lies in the part of the brain that 
remains the most plastic—the right hemisphere and particularly the right   orbital 
cortex—we can see how neurofeedback can enhance the treatment of RAD 
when it is integrated into relational psychotherapy. 

  As we have seen through Schore’s work, Bowlby’s internal working model 
forms in the right hemisphere. As we have seen in the fi eld of neurofeedback, it 
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is etched there in the circuitry of the brain. All children and adults who have had 
serious attachment problems show an inability to quiet their arousal. Survival fear 
drives them. Among the most important of its functions, neurofeedback regulates 
affect. More specifi cally, and most importantly, it quiets fear. Just as Schore’s theory 
would predict, as baseline fear is calmed, the self and other begin to emerge. 

  The unique contribution of neurofeedback to the treatment of attachment dis-
order is the reorganization and stabilization of the affect. As speculated, these plastic 
capacities lie primarily in the frequency domain of the brain. When we train the 
right hemisphere to reduce high arousal, we observe that the trainee responds to 
their life with less reactivity and with less fear. In both children and adults, I have 
witnessed a positive impact on every symptom of attachment disorder listed above. 
As arousal quiets, one sees less agitation and anger, better judgment, more empa-
thy, greater capacity for remorse, and a generalized capacity for pro-social behavior. 
These patients begin to grasp cause-and-effect and, with this, have an increas-
ing ability to learn. They report less fear. Therapy is now possible because the self 
begins to organize and recognize not only itself but also the actuality of the other. 

  A case study will help to illustrate this process. A 60-year-old man who had 
grown up with a drunken mother and an abusive, distant father came to me for 
treatment. He reported returning from school and routinely fi nding his mother 
passed out in the living room of his suburban home. He had been hospitalized 
with severe asthma for weeks at a time every year of his childhood. As an adult he 
was hated at his work place, he thought his mother was actively scheming to make 
his life miserable, he had hostile and distrustful relationships with his children, he 
described his third marriage as a  “workable partnership, ” and he said he had never 
felt any emotion other than anger. 

  Within three sessions of neurofeedback training at the right temporal area, he 
was  “awed ” by the changes he felt in himself. His neuronal and emotional plastic-
ity were unmistakable. By the time he stopped after 40 sessions, he was well liked 
in his new position in the company, and he had separated from his emotionally 
damaged and damaging wife. He commented frequently on  “the new universe ”
that was opening to him. He felt things. His paranoid view of his mother dis-
solved, and he was able to adopt a more sophisticated understanding that she did 
the best she knew how to do. He forgave his father, and he reconnected with his 
children. Before beginning to train, we had worked together for a year in psy-
chodynamic psychotherapy. He had not been able to understand forgiveness as a 
concept, much less be able to actually forgive. His logics were forged in fear, and 
he believed them. But as fear subsided with neurofeedback training, he was able 
to feel attachment to others and a new sense of self. His case suggests that Schore 
is correct—that plasticity endures and with it the latent capacity for attachment. 
When fear no longer engulfs them, even those with drastic attachment histories 
can rediscover the capacity for interpersonal connection within themselves. 

  There is a growing consensus that all effective therapy relies on affect regulation. 
Through the work of Marsha  Linehan (1993)  and her well-validated treatment, 
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dialectical behavior therapy, affect regulation has become a central tenet in behav-
ior therapy. As we have seen, it is the heart and soul of Schore’s honing of psycho-
analytic theory and his expansion of attachment theory, and Siegel’s exploration 
of the developing mind. Regulation of affect is what neurofeedback does best, 
particularly heightened or fear-based arousal. It is what right hemisphere train-
ing does. It follows then that neurofeedback training of the right hemisphere may 
well increase the effectiveness of all therapies for disorders where overarousal is a 
critical problem. 

   VIII.    PROTOCOLS 

  I enter the discussion of protocols with caution. Neurofeedback training is a 
dynamic, evolving process, engaged with a dynamic, emerging system: the brain in 
relation to itself; the brain in relation to another brain; the brain in relation to mind  ;
and the developing mind in relation to the mind of another. Although all theory 
and most neurofeedback practice direct us to the right hemisphere with disorders 
of attachment, all protocols are designed for the individual, not for the diagnosis. 

  The experience to date in training those with attachment disorders, whether 
as children or adults, suggests that training at T4, P4, T4-P4, T4-F4 and T4-AF4 
at reward frequencies from 10–13    Hz and lower, while inhibiting 0–6    Hz, are the 
most effective and generally well-tolerated protocols. I have encountered those 
who have met criteria for this disorder who have had diffi culty with temporal 
lobe training but who did well at C4 and C4-P4. In these cases, it appeared that 
the contraindication for temporal lobe training may have been head injury at this 
or the contralateral site. In addition, there have been reports that some children 
with RAD, those that don’t respond well to right hemisphere training, will expe-
rience better results with a brief amount of C3-C4 protocol added to the right 
side training. (Personal conversation with Catherine Rule, 2004). 

  To date, most of the QEEG data related to RAD suggest that T6 and FZ might 
also be useful sites. T6 sits over the fusiform gyrus, the part of the brain that spe-
cializes in facial recognition and understanding of facial expression. Q fi ndings 
may well refl ect one of the central issues in the development of attachment dis-
order, i.e., the lack of reciprocal gaze and the interplay of faces that typify   the 
attachment dance between mother and infant: 

  . . .  excessive developmental cell death in specifi c groups of face processing neurons in 
the developing right fusiform gyrus, the area that decodes facial stimuli would be asso-
ciated with  . . .  the psychopath’s mindblindness to fearful faces. (Schore, p. 300, 2003a)   

   In exploring this site  to date, I have not found signifi cant benefi t over T4 and 
other T4 based bipolar protocols. But Schore and these Q fi ndings suggest we 
more fully explore the potential of training at T6. The argument for T4 and, as we 
will see, for FPO2, is that they may provide a more geographically direct appeal 
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to the regulation of the amygdala, and therefore provide more quieting of fear. 
FZ too has a geographical advantage. It sits above the anterior cingulate cortex 
(ACC), a structure that inhibits the amygdala. In most cases, rewarding FZ at 
5–8   Hz or lower has signifi cantly quieted fearfulness with the added benefi t of 
easing the perseveration so typical of those with attachment problems. 

  It is important to note here that I have not found it necessary to use a QEEG 
to diagnose or address the symptoms and regulation issues of RAD. In the great 
majority of cases to date, training has been straightforward: right side, low-frequency 
reward, with over 150 sessions to be expected. I do recommend a  “Q” in those cases 
where the patient does not stabilize, where you suspect seizure activity or brain 
injury, or when you see negative and unexpected effects from training. In this, I am 
not recommending against a QEEG, as many of these patients will have histories 
of confi rmed or presumptive head injury and/or seizure.       3    I am, instead, bowing to 
the pragmatics of cost and availability of QEEG, and reporting that I have not in 
my practice found it necessary to effectively treat the high arousal of these patients. 

   A.    Negative effects   

   Using left hemisphere training is likely to evoke negative training effects in people 
who meet criteria for attachment disorder. This was brought home to me, early 
in my career, after several left side beta sessions with a young Aspergers patient. 
She liked how it made her feel: bold and confi dent. After several weeks of this 
training, she reluctantly confessed that she had begun a life of petty crime at her 
school, stealing both food and money. She had not done this before, and she was 
not drawn to doing it again—after we changed the training back to the right 
hemisphere. She recognized the sociopathic element in her and she felt, as I do, 
that this element was promoted by left hemisphere training. 

   In looking at training outcomes and phenomena, it is important not to be con-
founded by diagnosis. Aspergers, like autism and like RAD, is a severe disorder of 
affect regulation marked by heightened emotional arousal and requires most, if 
not all, training on the right hemisphere. RAD can be conceptualized as an  “emo-
tional autism. ” I have seen similar effects in attempting to address left hemisphere 
defi cits in the RAD population. When I tried training Sammy on the left side for 
his speech diffi culties, he got sneaky and hurt the cat. A woman with a terrible 
and unresolved attachment history who had been warming up to her infant son, 
withdrew from him. I started to call these responses  “left hemisphere effects. ”

  This preliminary data led me to think that the left hemisphere of these indi-
viduals belonged in jail. Scheming replaces cause-and-effect; coldness replaces 
warmth. In all of these cases I was rewarding in the beta range, and these effects 

    3  In personal conversation, Jay Gunkleman estimated 10% of this population will have seizure activ-
ity, and Ed Hamlin estimated a number as high as 20%.    
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may have been driven as much by frequency as by site. There is emerging clinical 
data that claims we can train the left hemisphere as needed, at much lower fre-
quencies, and not encounter negative reactions. But the caution remains. 

   I have seen similar problematic outcomes with interhemispheric homolo-
gous site protocols, regardless of the reward frequency. Even patients without a 
presumptive history for RAD have exhibited fl atness, coolness, rigidity, anger, and 
lack of empathy with overuse of these protocols. Unlike those with RAD who 
would not notice these effects, and wouldn’t mind them if they did, many of these 
patients have recognized them and have subsequently stopped or limited the dura-
tion of interhemispheric training. I have found these effects training interhemi-
spherically at all homologous sites from the sensory motor strip to the prefrontal 
poles. To date, I have not seen them with interhemispheric training posterior to 
the central strip, but I look for them. 

   Interhemispheric protocols seem to be particularly helpful in conditions such 
as migraine. When these conditions occur in those with attachment disorder and 
they must be addressed, the practitioner is cautioned to pay close attention to the 
effects that interhemispheric protocols have on the patient’s capacity for interper-
sonal connection, and adjust training duration accordingly. In my experience so 
far, as little as 3 minutes of interhemispheric training can stabilize the brain against 
migraine without negatively affecting attachment. 

    B.    Alpha–theta training 

  In addition to these concerns about left hemisphere and interhemispheric proto-
cols, I want to add a note of caution about the use of alpha–theta training with this 
population. A case in point is a young woman who spent the fi rst year of her life 
in a poor and understaffed third world orphanage. She was adopted at age one. She 
had her fi rst serious emotional breakdown after visiting the orphanage as a young 
adult. She had had many problems growing up, including many on the symptom list 
for RAD, and came to me directly from a long-term psychiatric hospitalization. She 
was diagnosed with ADHD, post-traumatic stress disorder, bipolar illness, learning 
disability, and alcoholism. Even with this highly presumptive history and symptom 
formation, she had never been diagnosed with attachment disorder. 

  She stabilized quickly with eyes-open, right hemisphere training. Within 3 
months of training two to three times a week, she was off lithium, out of a day 
treatment program, back at work part-time, and headed back to college. At about 
this juncture in the training, which was now integrated into meaningful talk therapy, 
she said something that could become a neurofeedback koan:  “I have never been 
more myself and never known less who I am. ” As her right hemisphere organized, 
her identity was emerging. Without the internalized mother, however, she lacked a 
mirror, and found herself hard to recognize. Part of my function as her therapist was 
to become  “the mirror, ” the attuned other, who could refl ect her, back to her. 
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   She was doing well when we decided to see if we could deepen her recovery 
through the introduction of alpha–theta training. She had tried some sessions sev-
eral months earlier, and reported only that she heard moaning or chanting. This 
time she had done six sessions over a weekend. At the end of this time, she refused 
to do neurofeedback in any form. She had always come to her sessions beautifully 
dressed and well groomed. Her appearance was an important issue for her. After 
this long weekend, she arrived slightly disheveled. She did not like how she felt, 
which was diffi cult for her to describe, and she was angry and withdrawn from 
me. The struggle to regain our therapeutic alliance lasted weeks. 

   One day she told me that her dog was sick. Her only ongoing and secure 
attachment was with her dog; she loved him. This was a crisis. I asked her about 
his illness, and she told me that she hadn’t been feeding him regularly! She also 
told me that she hadn’t had the garbage collected for two months, since that 
weekend of alpha–theta training. I was struck by the enormity of emotional replay 
that she was engaged in. It seemed as though alpha–theta training had left her in a 
place that she knew as an infant. She seemed to be back at the orphanage; a place 
fi lled with garbage, where innocent and powerless children went hungry, where 
no mother cared for her. 

  Another patient with a history of profound neglect, poverty and trauma ini-
tially felt some relief with alpha–theta training, but kept her visualizations tightly 
controlled and scripted. She was unable to abandon herself to state, out of fear. 
A young patient who was diagnosed with dissociative identity disorder, and whose 
mother had suffered the same diagnosis, repeatedly tried alpha–theta training but, 
each time, pulled the electrodes off within minutes, in a state of indescribable, 
uninhabitable fear. Although not strictly or solely attachment disordered, both of 
these women had suffered absolute abandonment as infants. They were, I think, 
both attempting to shut down access to the unbearable state of  “no mother. ”

  It is unlikely that alpha–theta training creates a de novo state. The experience 
one has is probably one already known to the brain/mind, and recalled in this deep 
state training. If this speculation proves to be accurate, then we might assume that 
states of bliss and oneness, often reported by those training in alpha–theta, relate 
to early blissful fusion experiences between mother and infant. My adult adoptee 
had had no such experience nor had the two women who were raised in homes 
that echoed with the psychological absence of their mothers, and with all the chaos 
that ensues from neglect. They did not, as it were, have this default position. Secure 
attachment in the fi rst 2 years may then be a critical factor in alpha–theta outcomes. 

  At the same time, I recognize that many colleagues report successful alpha–
theta training with people who have poor attachment histories. These differing 
outcomes pose an interesting question. Might it be the case that the history and 
expectation of trainer has both subtle and powerful effects on outcomes? Might it 
be that the density of  “no mother ” in the experience of the trainer, coupled with 
that of the trainee, is powerful enough to overwhelm a positive outcome? Since 
so much of what we are observing and experiencing in the alpha–theta training 
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seems to be occurring in the realm of subtle energies, this seems a credible 
hypothesis. This is a topic for further study and speculation elsewhere. For now, 
these cases should serve as a caution. Alpha–theta training may not be indicated 
for this population. 

    C.    FPO2 training 

    LeDoux (1996)  agrees with Schore about the importance of the prefrontal cortex 
in quieting fear.  “Humans with prefrontal damage become oblivious to social and 
emotional cues and some exhibit sociopathic behavior. This area receives inputs 
from sensory processing systems …and is also intimately connected with the 
amygdala and the anterior cingulate region ” (LeDoux, p. 278, 1996). According to 
LeDoux, the amygdala has two primary pathways: one thalamic and one cortical. 

Information about external stimuli reaches the amygdala by way of the direct pathways 
to the thalamus (low road) as well as by the pathways from the thalamus to the cortex 
to the amygdala. The direct thalamo–amygdala path is a shorter and thus a faster trans-
mission route … However, because the direct pathway bypasses the cortex, it is unable 
to benefi t from cortical processing …This can be very helpful in dangerous situations. 
However, its utility requires that the cortical pathway be able to override the direct 
pathway. (LeDoux, p. 164, 1996)   

   He uses the example of walking along a wilderness path and seeing a snake. The 
amygdala activates the prefrontal cortex and we fl ee or freeze, before we have 
time to process that this snake is in fact a rope left behind by a careless hiker. 
The correct identifi cation is an example of the cortical override. As we have seen, 
a well-functioning ROC allows this override function. Without it, our wilder-
ness explorer will continue to react to the rope as if it were a snake. Even when 
he knows better, it is diffi cult to communicate the reality to the non-verbal and 
powerful amygdala. We see this kind of  “kindling” as a central to post-traumatic 
stress disorder, but it is a liability in all fear-based disorders. 

   In 1998, I began to explore the effi cacy of training the prefrontal cortex at the 
site that I named FPO2. This site is off the 10–20 system and lies in the corner of 
the right eye, beneath the ridge of the orbital socket, where the eyebrow and the 
bridge of the nose meet. This is the endpoint of amygdala’s projection, and seems 
to be as close to the amygdala as we can get on the cranium. I began the explo-
ration at 8–11    Hz with a 2–7 inhibit, and presently train at frequencies as low as 
3–6   Hz and lower, generally with a 0–6    Hz inhibit. The hope was to exploit the 
limited afferent pathways to the amygdala, to quiet its reactivity. Clinical anecdotal 
evidence now abounds that training FPO2 reduces fear, and appears to impact 
fear memory. When FPO2 training is effective, people no longer believe or act on 
their post-traumatic impulses. 

   One colleague told me the following story. Several years before our encoun-
ter, he had been badly injured when a drunk driver, traveling in the wrong lane, 
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crashed headlong into his car. He had been so traumatized by this accident that 
he had avoided taking that route ever since, even though this made his commute 
considerable longer. Two days after I trained him briefl y at FPO2, he was driving 
home late and saw the headlights of a car coming directly at him on the wrong 
side of the highway. He swerved, pulled off and avoided the collision. He was 
amazed both at how calm he had been and that his old fear had not ignited. He 
had responded to the fear-inducing stimuli appropriately, but the event apparently 
did not create a post-traumatic kindling of the amygdala, a part of the brain quite 
prone to this terrible cascade. 

  A patient of mine, however, did suffer this exact cascade during FPO2 train-
ing. She has a history of severe emotional, physical, and sexual assault as a child 
in the context of profound parental absence. By the age of 30 she had suffered a 
stroke and had seizure and migraine, as well as severe PTSD. Within 3 minutes of 
FPO2 training she felt twitching in her face, a symptom that signaled the onset 
of seizure, and she was alarmed. We stopped the training and she did not go into 
seizure. Instead, over the next 2 weeks she regained memory of 9 years of her 
childhood that had not been available to her before that FPO2 training. We had, it 
appeared tapped directly into fear-based memory. Needless to say, our therapy was 
then turned to processing and integrating these memories. 

  This was a challenging epoch for her and I recently asked her, a year or so after 
this episode, whether she would ever train at FPO2 again. She said,  “Oh, defi -
nitely. It was very rough, but it gave me a large part of my life back. ” The scope of 
this chapter allows only a brief discussion of the role of the therapist, but this case 
study suggests how important therapeutic competence is when working at this 
level with neurofeedback. Neurofeedback practitioners must be present for what 
comes up, must recognize what they see, and then be able to work it through, 
interpersonally and therapeutically. 

  We don’t always trigger fear memory. In fact, in my experience to date, we usu-
ally do not. After training at FPO2, my young Aspergers patient reported her fi rst 
 “ experience of moral compunction. ” She read her stepfather’s face in response to 
her threatening behavior and felt, for the fi rst time, that she  “just could not do 
that to him. ” FPO2 training softened the response of an RAD mother to her tod-
dler, and he responded quickly and warmly to her new presence. 

   Perhaps the most profound case is that of a mother in her thirties with a his-
tory of incest, neglect, and physical abuse who became pregnant with her third 
child after the onset of training. Although she was a devoted mother who had 
already addressed a lot of her past in psychotherapy, her two older children suf-
fered the effects of her history and their father’s with disregulation of their own. 
She had suffered severe post-partum depressions after both births. When fetal 
movement began in this pregnancy, she described the baby as  “almost aggressive, ”
kicking her hard, doing somersaults, rarely quiet and then for only short periods. 
Such activity in pregnancy can be predictive of rapid cycling bipolar disorder in 
children ( Papolos and Papolos, 2000 ). 
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   I introduced FPO2 as a regular part of the mother’s training during the fi fth 
month. During the training, she reported that the fetal movement quieted sig-
nifi cantly, something it had not done at T4 earlier in the session. Over the next 
month, with FPO2, fetal movement became graceful and fl uid. The mother 
reported that there was no more aggressive kicking, and no more somersaulting. 
She felt bonded to the baby in utero in a way that she had never known was 
possible. After birth, her baby demonstrated remarkable levels of self-regulation. 
She didn’t fuss, she slept well, she was weaned easily from the breast, she didn’t use 
pacifi ers or suck her fi ngers, and she rarely needed soothing. Her mother suffered 
no post-partum depression. The baby remains friendly and happy as her baseline 
mood, and she attracts people to her. 

   I can only begin to speculate on the method of action. It might be as straight-
forward as quieting the mother’s fear, and her high stress level quieted the baby  .
It is clear that the effect on fetal movement was specifi c to FPO2. It seems fair 
to assume some correlation between this level of fetal activity and hyper-arousal 
in the prenatal infant. It is the case that the amygdala comes on line in the fetal 
brain at 5 months in utero, the same time that fetal movement begins. Although 
we were training the mother to quiet her amygdala activity, perhaps this directly 
signaled the baby’s to quiet as well. It was a clear and undeniable in-session effect 
that deepened over the course of training in the next 4 months. 

  We will only be able to know the effects of the training on this mother and 
baby as the child grows up. Even if the benefi ts were unequivocal, such a case 
would clearly have to be replicated and validated before we can know if there is 
widespread application of FPO2 in helping mothers to bond to their babies, and 
for the babies to achieve such levels of self-regulation. This I have to leave for the 
researchers. 

   Given the present levels of insecure attachment in the US, this is vital research. 
But maternal infant bonding is not only a priority in the US; it is or should be a 
priority worldwide. Neglected, abandoned and orphaned children are at great risk 
of attachment disorder, and the subsequent development of sociopathic person-
ality. There are 35 million AIDS orphans alone. What does this portend for our 
common welfare?   

    IX.    THE ROLE OF THE THERAPIST 

  The scope of this chapter does not permit a full discussion of the role of the thera-
pist who uses neurofeedback. This topic stirs controversy in the fi eld ,and requires 
a chapter of its own to adequately begin to explore the implications for the 
therapy and for the therapist once neurofeedback is introduced. But in brief, this 
chapter postulates that neurofeedback enables affect regulation, thereby enhanc-
ing the patient’s capacity for attachment. Neurofeedback, however, cannot pro-
vide the patient with someone to attach to. This is the role of the therapist: new 
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attachment object, interpreter, and guide, someone who can accurately discern 
the effects of training and teach the patient to do the same, ultimately becoming a 
companion on the brain/mind journey. (For attachment disordered children, this 
is primarily the job of the parents.) 

   For patients who have suffered unrepaired attachment disruption, neurofeed-
back does not obviate the need for psychotherapy; it makes psychotherapy pos-
sible. The attuned presence of the therapist is needed as much if not more than it 
ever has been. The therapist’s primary role, however, has changed. He or she is no 
longer the patient’s primary affect regulation system. There is a new clinical chal-
lenge. Now the therapist needs to discern and understand the changes in state, 
trait, and even identity that are likely to occur and, as mentioned earlier, to mirror 
and validate these changes as they happen. 

  A brief case study will illustrate this new therapeutic challenge. My Aspergers 
patient was struggling with feelings she was having about her brother’s situation at 
school. After listening for a while, I told her that those feelings were empathy. She 
smiled, relieved and said,  “So, that’s what empathy feels like. Now I know. ” There 
are pragmatic implications as well. Because I believe that neurofeedback is about 
creating the capacity for attachment, I am always in the room with my patient, 
and I set my system up so that I can look at them, as well as at the screen, while 
they are training. In addition my sessions are often longer than an hour and, as 
needed, I will talk with patients during training. 

    X .    CONCLUSION 

   Neurofeedback cannot by itself address the problem of attachment disorder, 
but attachment disorder is nearly impossible to treat without it. Neurofeedback 
offers hope to children and adults who have suffered the devastating personal 
circumstances that lead to this disorder, something as subtle as maternal depres-
sion, or as horrifying as the parental neglect and abuse that Sammy endured. 
Neurofeedback optimizes right hemisphere frequency properties that permit the 
regulation of affect and, as Bowlby highlights, most importantly allows the unat-
tached to become  “sympathetic [empathic] and to help others in distress. ” When 
fear, the affect of attachment disorder, is reduced, the self and the other emerge in 
empathic engagement with one another. 

  Optimally, neurofeedback will be used within the holding environment of an 
attuned therapist or, in the case of a child, an attuned parent. (Neurofeedback can 
also help the parent and the therapist achieve this attunement). We are hard wired to 
relate to each other, and to seek out others who enhance our sense of connection 
and well-being. Therapeutic settings, unfortunately, are not readily available in most 
of the world, but the entire world needs its citizens to be securely attached. I would 
argue that right hemisphere training could go a long way toward achieving that goal 
even when used in institutional settings. It would be far better than nothing at all. 
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   In summary, good enough attachment underwrites brain development that in 
turn gives rise to affect regulation. To the extent that affect regulation fails, the 
human being fails. Because the attachment disordered lack the capacity for empa-
thy, trust and love, they cannot establish healthy peer relationships or marriages, 
and cannot raise secure children. My experience training those with attachment 
disorders suggests an ontological approach to neurofeedback. As in the develop-
ing brain, and in the optimal fi rst relationship between mother and infant, the fi rst 
order of business should be affect regulation and the enhancement of attachment. 

  Attachment disorder may be the worst human tragedy. It degrades or destroys 
the elemental humanity of its victim, and propagates disaster in every realm it 
touches—the family, the school, the group, the institution, and the society. 
Neurofeedback addresses attachment disorder. It makes interpersonal therapies 
possible, which in turn allow other secure relationships to develop. 

   Neurofeedback is a relational technology. When used properly, brain wave 
training effectively quiets fear and reactivity, the greatest barriers to the ability to 
love. The fi rst goal of our work as neurofeedback practitioners should be to secure 
and deepen human attachment. This is the ethical imperative of our fi eld. 
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    I  .    INTRODUCTION 

     As a scientist who has worked for many years in the fi eld of neurofeedback and who 
has published numerous papers on this topic in respected scientifi c journals, I am con-
vinced that this method is as effective as any, and far more benign than most, in achiev-
ing improved functional regulation in the human brain. 

 M. Barry Sterman   

   Sterman’s words, taken from the introduction he wrote for  The A.D.D. Book: New 
Understandings, New Approaches to Parenting Your Child ( Sears and Thompson, 1998 )
sum up the content of this chapter. It provides an overview of how individuals 
with attention defi cit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) can learn better regulation 
of their brain function. After reviewing briefl y the current status and history of 
the diagnosis, there are guidelines to help practitioners develop effective neuro-
feedback (NFB) interventions for people with this disorder. Using quantitative 
electroencephalography (QEEG) for assessment, then combining that assessment 
data with knowledge about the client’s symptoms and how they correspond to 
known functional neuroanatomical areas of the brain, the NFB provider can cus-
tomize an intervention that can directly improve brain function in a way that is 
harm-free and lasting. 

   Note that the emphasis here is on approaches that have published research 
behind them. NFB came out of research labs, and is based on learning theory 
and on neurophysiology. It is important to honor that tradition and collect data 
to track learning curves within and across sessions, and to also collect outcome 
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data, whether the practitioner is working in clinical or research settings. Joel 
and Judy Lubar, whose theta–beta training model for intervention with ADHD 
is the accepted standard in the fi eld, are exemplars of successful clinician scien-
tists. They combine a rigorous scientifi c approach with exquisite therapeutic skills 
while remaining open to innovation. Joel published the fi rst paper about using 
NFB in the treatment of a hyperactive child more than 30 years ago ( Lubar and 
Shouse, 1976 ). He is still extending the fi eld through teaching other professionals, 
through the work of those who have been his graduate students at the University 
of Tennessee, and through the development of newer approaches, such as his cur-
rent interest in LORETA-based NFB. 

  While this chapter deals primarily with NFB, the reader must keep in mind 
that interventions for ADHD should utilize a multi-modal approach, and be indi-
vidualized according to each client’s profi le and needs. Training the brain will not 
readily transfer to better classroom performance if the teenager stays up till 2 a.m.
playing video games, sleeps in, skips breakfast, and arrives late to class with home-
work incomplete. Common sense dictates that approaches that encourage sensible 
diet, good sleep hygiene, and regular exercise will enhance neurofeedback results. 
That is why  The A.D.D. Book ( Sears and Thompson, 1998 ) contains advice on all 
those matters in addition to sections on diagnosis, behavior management, medica-
tions, ways to promote learning, and the legal entitlements of children with the 
diagnosis of ADHD. A chapter on neurofeedback is tucked in there, too, which 
helps parents recognize that it should be considered one of the options for help-
ing their child. 

  Combining NFB with concurrent coaching in learning strategies appears to be 
helpful for clients with ADHD ( Thompson and Thompson, 1998 ). Thus a whole 
chapter in The Neurofeedback Book ( Thompson and Thompson, 2003 ) is devoted to 
metacognition, which involves awareness of how one learns and remembers things 
so that one can consciously apply strategies to guide performance. Though no spe-
cifi c research has been conducted about the additional benefi t of devoting some 
of each NFB training session to learning strategies, it has been part of the Lubars ’
methods from the beginning. We concur with their view that it helps with the 
acquisition and generalization of the skill of paying attention while doing school-
work if some of the training is done while the client is maintaining their focus (as 
indicated by auditory feedback contingent upon reduced theta and increased beta) 
while concurrently doing reading, writing or math tasks. 

   Increasingly, the synergistic effect of combining NFB and regular biofeedback 
(BFB) is being utilized ( Thompson and Thompson, 2007 ). The central nervous 
system that we are infl uencing with NFB has numerous and complex intercon-
nections both within the brain and with other systems in the body. In particular, 
areas of the mid-brain and the brain stem connect with structures and functions 
infl uenced by the sympathetic nervous system and the various branches of the 
vagus, the well-named  “wandering nerve, ” as discussed by Stephen Porges in pub-
lications about his polyvagal theory (       Porges, 2003, 2004 ). 
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   Oscillatory phenomenon, like respiration and heart rate variability, are 
of particular relevance when the goal is to achieve calmer functioning, as is 
the case with those who are hyperactive and impulsive, or in those who have 
co-morbidity with anxiety. The importance of heart rate variability training is 
evident, with the Spring 2008 edition of the magazine  Biofeedback (Volume 36, 
Number 1) dedicated to this topic. A fuller discussion of these factors, and of how 
to combine NFB and BFB, is found in Chapter 15 of this book. Here, it suf-
fi ces to say at the outset that the bigger mind–body picture needs to be kept in 
mind even though this chapter focuses on cortical functions as refl ected in EEG 
activity .

    II.    BACKGROUND TO ADHD 

   A .    Etiologies 

   Multiple causes can produce the symptoms of ADHD but there is no ques-
tion about heredity playing the largest role in this neurologically-based disorder. 
Barkley’s review of numerous twin studies found the genetic contribution ranged 
from 50–95%, and averaged 80% or higher. He notes that this makes ADHD 
about as heritable as height. Environment can play a role in how the symptoms 
are expressed, but child-rearing styles do not produce ADHD. Toxic exposure 
increases the risk of a child developing ADHD, including maternal smoking or 
alcohol use, increased lead levels in infant and toddler years, and, in some vul-
nerable individuals, streptococcal infections. With strep infections an immune 
response of antibodies may sometimes destroy cells in the basal ganglia (reviewed 
by  Barkley, 2006 ). 

   Diet can play a role in some children but is not a factor for most of them. Food 
dyes and additives are most often the culprit, not sugar. Observations concern-
ing adverse behavior after ingesting sugar are likely due to reactions to the other 
ingredients in the sweet treats consumed by children. Consumption of high fruc-
tose corn syrup has sky-rocketed in the American diet as it gets added to so many 
processed foods, and corn is one of the top seven foods that produce allergic reac-
tions. An elimination diet can be helpful in some cases of ADHD in establishing 
food–mood connections, and it makes sense to have children take a multivitamin, 
mineral, and an omega-3 essential fatty acid supplement, such as fi sh oil ( Sears and 
Thompson, 1998 ). 

   Lifestyle factors (TV viewing and computer games) are not the source of 
ADHD but can exacerbate the symptoms, especially since the hyper-focus charac-
teristic of those with ADHD (found in both the  “inattentive ” and the  “combined”
sub-types) is often displayed by being  “glued to the screen. ” Violent themes have 
been shown to increase aggression in children so excessive exposure could con-
tribute to co-morbidity with oppositional defi ant disorder and conduct disorder. 
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    B.    Prevalence 

   Currently, the most frequent pediatric application of NFB (also known as  EEG
biofeedback) is for ADHD ( Gruzelier and Egner, 2005 ). It is also the condition for 
which there is the most published research relating to NFB, as can be readily seen 
by scanning the bibliography maintained by psychologist Cory Hammond on the 
web site of the International Society for Neurofeedback and Research (www.
isnr.org). In early 2008 there were 84 citations under the heading ADD/ADHD, 
Learning and Development Disabilities, and Academic Cognitive Enhancement. 
This burgeoning amount of research is not surprising given that ADHD, the most 
prevalent diagnosis treated by child psychiatrists, currently represents the biggest 
market for NFB services. 

   Prevalence rates are high for ADHD—7.4%  of school-aged children were con-
sidered to have this disorder in studies using DSM-IV criteria in the United States 
and Australia. Use of that 1994 version of the  Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
the American Psychiatric Association  (American Psychiatric Association, 1994) 
yields higher prevalence rates than were found in earlier studies using DSM-III 
or DSM-III-R, as is thoroughly reviewed by Russell  Barkley (2006) . Whether this 
is due to changing criteria, greater awareness of the condition among physicians 
and the public, a true increase in incidence, or some combination of these factors 
is unclear. 

   Usually male to female ratios are about 3:1 in children. Using parental reports 
of symptoms rather than a doctor’s diagnosis, prevalence rates are even higher; for 
example, a telephone survey covering 3,082 children for the National Health and 
Nutrition Examination Survey found 9% of the children age 8–15 qualifi ed for 
a diagnosis of ADHD with 11.8 % of the boys and 5.4% of the girls meeting the 
criteria. (This would extrapolate to 2.4 million children in the USA, not count-
ing children age 7 and younger, or teens above age 15.) Parents were asked about 
symptoms between 2001 and 2004. With respect to medical management, 39% 
were on medications for ADHD at the time of the survey, and 48% had received 
treatment in the last year. The poorest children had the highest rates of symp-
toms but were the least likely to be treated with medications. In 2000, 3% of the 
school-aged population in the USA was taking prescribed stimulant medication 
(American Academy of Pediatrics, 2000). 

   Rates in adults are also high (about 5%), and it is estimated that 66% of 
people diagnosed in childhood will continue to have the traits and a degree of 
impairment in adulthood ( Barkley, 2006 ;Wender, 1995 ). This disorder has a high 
media profi le, in part due to the publication of popular books on the subject, 
like Edward Hallowell and John Ratey’s  Driven to Distraction ( Hallowell and Ratey, 
1994). They are both Harvard trained physicians who, after becoming psychiatrists, 
realized they themselves had ADHD. Their book increased awareness and reduced 
the stigma of adult ADHD when it appeared in 1994. Thom Hartmann’s books 
have also been a boon, starting with  Hunters in a Farmer’s World, as they highlight 
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the positive aspects of creativity, high energy, and tenacity found in those with 
ADHD. 

  An ADHD industry has evolved encompassing books, magazines, videos, medi-
cations, dietary supplements, local and national organizations, ADHD coaches, and 
neurofeedback practitioners. Increased awareness is in part due to the education 
of physicians and the general public by drug companies, especially since direct to 
consumer advertising of drugs was legalized. With fewer than 10% of adults with 
ADHD being actively treated for their disorder, it was estimated in 2003 that the 
 $ 2-billion-a-year market for drug treatments for ADHD could double if affected 
adults sought treatment ( Business Week     , 2003). 

  There is increasing concern within the British Medical Association, ( Magnus, 
2008), about the use of stimulants by people without ADHD who want to increase 
alertness, such as truckers, athletes, poker players, and students. The BMA’s medical 
ethics committee is looking at the question of the use of stimulants for performance 
enhancement. The article by Magnus mentions that more than 16% of students on 
some campuses are using methylphenidate (Ritalin) without a prescription, accord-
ing to the Journal of American College Health. The United States consumes 90% of 
all methylphenidate produced, with Britain ranking second, and Canada third. This 
is not surprising given that response to a stimulant is very similar whether one has 
ADHD or not. 

  The non-specifi city of stimulant effects was fi rst established in NIMH studies by 
Rapaport and his colleages (Rapaport  et al., 1978, 1980)  with the fi rst study deal-
ing with children, and the second reporting on adults who received dextroamphet-
amine. A study with Ritalin was done more recently (Spencer  et al., 1995) , and it too 
indicated that adults with and without ADHD respond in the same manner. These 
studies are reviewed in the fi nal chapter of a detailed book that presents the state of 
knowledge at the turn of the century concerning ADHD and medications, ( Solanto, 
Arnsten,  & Castellanos, 2001 ). This text also has, as an appendix, a reprint of Charles 
Bradley’s classic 1937 paper describing the fi rst use of stimulants in behavior-disor-
dered children. 

    C.    Interventions 

   Ritalin (trade name for methylphenidate) has been used in the treatment of 
ADHD since 1955, and is considered a safe drug, though it does have frequent 
side effects, particularly appetite suppression (14%), abdominal pain (11%), insom-
nia (8%), and headache (13%). (Rates are from pooled data of four clinical trials 
reviewed by Connor [2006].) Ritalin is no longer under patent, and a number of 
new delivery systems for methylphenidate have been brought to market with an 
emphasis on slow release products that allow once a day dosing, such as Concerta 
and Biphentin (available in Canada). Adderall, a mixture of amphetamine salts, 
has even higher rates of the symptoms of anorexia (22%) and insomnia (17%). 
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Amphetamines are stronger than methylphenidate in terms of mg/Kg effects and, 
in children who respond to both, the Ritalin dose is typically twice as high to 
have equal effi cacy. 

   Sudden death occurred in 12 children and adolescents taking Adderall XR 
between 1999 and 2003, which prompted Canadian authorities to take it off the 
market. It was allowed back on the market after about 8 months, with the proviso 
that its  “black box ” warning include the caution that it not be used in children 
with cardiac defects because all stimulants increase heart rate and blood pressure. 
The manufacturer successfully argued that, although the risk of sudden death 
existed with Adderall, it was no greater than the risk with other stimulants. Deaths 
with prescribed Ritalin have mainly been associated with the concomitant use of 
Clonidine, which reduces blood pressure as a side effect, especially if one of the 
medications was abruptly withdrawn. 

  With respect to non-stimulants, Canadian authorities took Cylert (pemoline) 
off the market after the death of a teenager from liver failure. In the USA the 
manufacturer just stopped producing the medication without the FDA taking any 
offi cial action. As there is concern about the use of stimulants, drug companies 
are responding by bringing new non-stimulants to market for the treatment of 
ADHD, such as Strattera (atomoxetine). But none of the drugs are without side 
effects. About 25% of children and 50% of adults are non-responders when a stim-
ulant is prescribed and, even when drugs do work, the effect is lost as soon as the 
drug wears off ( Bradley, 1937 ;Wender, 1995 ). 

  A large review of the literature was done in the early 1990s concerning the 
effects of stimulants on children with ADHD. By that time there were over 
2,000 research publications on the topic so James Swanson at the University of 
California, Irvine, who coordinated the review, decided to make the task manage-
able by just reviewing review articles. There was research support for stimulant 
medication being effective for the short-term management of behavior. Evidence 
is still scant for broader gains, such as in academic ability ( Swanson  et al., 1993 ;
Connor, 2006 ). Neurofeedback, on the other hand, is associated with behavioral, 
cognitive, and academic gains ( Lubar and Lubar, 1984 ;       Lubar , 1991, 1997 ; Lubar
et al., 1995 ; Linden et al., 1996 ;Thompson and Thompson, 1998 ) and the results 
appear to last (Lubar, 1995) .

  The largest study to date of interventions for ADHD which did not include a 
NFB group, and which did not follow up on drug-treated children after medica-
tion was discontinued, concluded that medication was the most effective inter-
vention. Combining drugs with behavior modifi cation improved the percent of 
cases with successful treatment, but not to a statistically signifi cant degree. Behavior 
modifi cation alone was effective to a degree, but the limitation of that approach is 
that it does not generalize. Behavior only improves in settings where the contin-
gencies are in place (Barkley, 2006). 

  This book by Barkley is the defi nitive review of all the research on ADHD, and 
it updated the literature review to cover the nearly 1,000 papers that had appeared 
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on ADHD since the second edition done in 1998. Yet NFB receives not a single 
entry in the subject index in this otherwise very thorough book. There is brief 
mention of QEEG as an aid in diagnosis, which concludes that it is  “showing 
some promise in accurately distinguishing children with ADHD from nondisabled 
children. ” Barkley views ADHD as a disability with no redeeming features, and 
he rejects the idea that it is associated with creativity. His books and research deal 
only with the  “combined type ” of ADHD, not the  “inattentive type ”, and he sees 
a lot of children who have ADHD plus co-morbidity with oppositional defi ant 
disorder (ODD) or conduct disorder (CD), which may contribute to this more 
negative view. 

   NFB practitioners, on the other hand, usually are working with motivated 
families willing to invest time and money in their child’s improvement, which 
typically is associated with less ODD and CD. The most common co-morbidity 
seen at our ADD Centre is with learning disabilities in children, and with anxi-
ety and/or depression in adults. Though people with ADHD are never easy to 
work with, neurofeedback practitioners may have a slightly easier time in terms 
of client characteristics than do child psychiatrists. NFB must always be carefully, 
indeed painstakingly, done but the observation that NFB response rates can be 
higher than medication response may be due to less co-morbidity. Lubar men-
tions 70–90% positive outcomes (Lubar and Lubar, 2001) . Medication response 
rates are typically 70–75% to a single drug, and patient physicians with patient 
patients can get drug response rates up higher if they try different drugs, such as 
alternate stimulants, anti-depressants, and anti-seizure medications. 

   It is perhaps natural that long-term researchers like Russell Barkley and Keith 
Conners, who have had much of their work funded by drug companies and thus 
are steeped in double-blind, placebo-controlled studies as the gold standard, do 
not embrace NFB, which they regard as  “scientifi cally unproven. ” More impor-
tant for the growth of the fi eld, however, is the observation that non-medication 
approaches have high appeal with parents. In a study done in southern Germany 
(Fuchs et al., 2003 ), for example, parents could choose between methylpheni-
date and NFB as treatments, and 22 out of 34 selected to have their children in 
the NFB group. The study thus had the weakness of lack of randomization, but 
respecting parental choice is also part of ethical practice, and must be considered 
when doing research in clinical settings. NFB can, of course, be combined with 
medication. 

   Since stimulant medication has been shown to be the most effective interven-
tion for ADHD, then NFB should logically be considered the most promising 
non-medication approach because there are a number of studies that show effi cacy 
of NFB to be equal to that of methylphenidate in terms of reduction of ADHD 
symptoms ( Fuchs et al., 2003 ; Monastra et al., 2002 ; Rossiter, 2004 ; Rossiter and 
LaVaque, 1995 ). Unlike stimulant medications, whose effects last only as long as 
the child has the drug in their system ( Bradley, 1937 ; Swanson  et al., 1993 ), NFB 
has the added advantage that the results do not disappear when training stops 
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(Lubar, 1995;  Monastra et al., 2002 ). Additionally, stimulants are effective only 
for the short-term management of behavior ( Swanson  et al., 1993 ; AMA, 1998) 
whereas NFB has been shown to be associated not only with decreased symp-
toms but also to be associated with better performance on academic and intellec-
tual functioning measures ( Linden et al., 1996 ; Lubar et al., 1995 ;Thompson and 
Thompson, 1998 ). 

  Those doing NFB need not be anti-medication since clearly medication is 
helpful, especially in very hyperactive children. It is easier to do quality feedback 
in a child who can sit still. Using pills while training skills makes sense for some 
children. Most often the child can be weaned to a lower dose or completely off 
the drug with enough training.   

    III .    DIAGNOSIS OF ADHD 

   A.    DSM-IV criteria 

  ADHD is a neurological disorder yet it has traditionally been diagnosed on 
behavioral criteria. The DSM-IV criteria are well known and available elsewhere 
Barkley (2006) ; Sears and Thompson (1998) . DSM-IV-Text Revision lists symp-
toms in three areas: inattention, hyperactivity, and impulsivity. The symptoms must 
be present (six out of nine symptoms of inattention and/or six out of nine hyper-
active–impulsive symptoms)  “to a degree that is maladaptive and inconsistent with 
developmental level. ” Symptoms must occur across two areas (such as home and 
school), must cause signifi cant impairment in functioning, be present before the 
age of seven, and not be due to any other diagnosis, such as pervasive develop-
mental disorder. 

  There are three sub-types: 314.00 ADHD, inattentive type; 314.01 ADHD, 
hyperactive-impulsive type; and 314.01 ADHD, combined type. Medications 
work best for the combined type, and that group receives most of the research. 
The hyperactive–impulsive type is rarely diagnosed since most children who are 
hyperactive and impulsive are also inattentive so they meet the criteria for com-
bined type. NFB is effective for both inattentive and combined type (deBeus, Ball, 
et al ., 2006) .

   DSM criteria are largely developed by and for researchers. Prior to 1994 the 
categories were attention defi cit disorder, either with hyperactivity or without 
hyperactivity. Those terms make more sense to parents. In particular, parents of 
daydreamers (ADHD, inattention) never understand why  “hyperactivity ” appears 
in their child’s diagnosis. Today one often fi nds the designations ADD (for ADHD, 
inattentive type) and ADHD (for ADHD, combined type) used. Historically the 
terms  hyperkinetic disorder of childhood  and  minimal brain dysfunction  were used. 

   DSM-IV guidelines make diagnostic criteria clear but one still has to be vigi-
lant about other conditions that can mimic the symptoms. These include medical
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problems such as thyroid disease, allergies/food sensitivities, nutritional problems, 
chronic ear infections, and sleep apnea. There is also the large issue of co-morbidities, 
and whole books have been written on that topic (Brown, 2000) . The most com-
mon co-morbidity in children is learning disabilities. If oppositional defi ant disor-
der is present it increases the chance that conduct disorder will develop, and that 
leads to a poor prognosis for outcome. Other neurological problems that have 
overlap with ADHD symptoms include Tourette’s syndrome, Asperger’s disorder, 
Bipolar disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, 
generalized anxiety disorder, and personality disorders. 

    B.    EEG patterns 

  The most common pattern found in ADHD is excess slow wave activity in the 
frontal regions. That fi nding parallels documentation of less activation using 
imaging techniques, including positron emission tomography (PET) that refl ects 
metabolism, single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) that refl ects 
perfusion (blood fl ow), and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). 
Another way of assessing brain activation—event-related potentials (ERPs)—also 
indicates differences in ADHD, especially lower amplitude and delayed P300 
responses ( Kropotov  et al ., 2007 ). 

  There are numerous ways of looking at sub-types of ADHD based on EEG 
patterns. Excess theta activity is the most common type, as refl ected in theta–beta 
ratios using single channel QEEG that have 98% specifi city and 86% sensitivity 
(      Monastra et al., 1999, 2001 ). There can also be excess alpha activity, usually in 
the lower alpha range (8–10    Hz), and Lubar mentions excess  ‘thalpha’ (6–10     Hz) 
being seen in older clients (adolescents and adults). Another pattern, identifi ed by 
Clarke, is excess beta. Clarke and his colleagues in Australia have published a great 
deal on this subject ( Clarke  et al., 2001 ). They use a very broad frequency range 
for beta (above 12    Hz and going up to about 25    Hz), which makes it harder to 
determine what mental state the excess beta group represents. It may be consis-
tent with our own observations of spindling beta occurring in narrow frequency 
ranges above 20    Hz (the range specifi c to each person), which we named  “busy-
brain” ( Thompson and Thompson, 2006 ).   

    IV .    NEUROFEEDBACK FOR ADHD 

   A .    History 

  The practice of neurofeedback for ADHD has three main streams of infl uence 
that have joined to form a larger river that meanders but has one main direction. 
The fi rst of the streams was the work of Joe Kamiya, who learned about EEG 
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from William Dement, the sleep researcher who started the fi rst sleep clinics in 
America. Kamiya started research concerning alpha frequencies (8–12    Hz) at the 
University of Chicago in the 1950s, and established that subjects could tell when 
they were producing alpha. The work was not published till the 1960s, and by that 
time he was in California and continuing research that included the relationship 
between alpha and relaxation and, more generally, the exploration of conscious-
ness (Kamiya, 1979).   

   Kamiya’s infl uence is still apparent, and he continues to remind our fi eld of our 
link with the origins of psychology in the late 1800s when it was closer to phi-
losophy and there was an emphasis not only on the measurement of phenome-
non but also on personal introspection. When we encourage a client to fi gure out 
what mental activity is associated with increasing particular frequencies, such as 
ruminating being found in conjunction with  “busy-brain ” beta frequencies above 
20    Hz, we are utilizing things learned from that early work. 

  The next stream was a torrent of research from the labs of M. Barry Sterman. 
Now professor emeritus at UCLA, and still very active in clinical work and 
innovative in QEEG analysis with his SKIL database, he was primarily a sleep 
researcher doing animal studies involving EEG in the 1960s when he noticed, 
while training cats, that there was a momentary stillness before the  “performance ”
of a bar press for food. During those alert yet still periods there were bursts of 
spindle-shaped, synchronous EEG activity occurring across the sensory and motor 
areas of the cortex. This could be seen clearly with recordings from implanted 
electrodes. He labeled this very specifi c rhythmic pattern  sensorimotor rhythm  
or SMR, and its peak frequency was at 14    Hz. (The range used today is usually 
13–15   Hz in adults, and 12–15    Hz in children since frequency ranges move a little 
higher with age.) 

   It was a specifi c brain wave signature associated with being motorically 
motionless and mentally vigilant, ready to perform. He established that these spin-
dle-like bursts of activity originated in the thalamus and projected to the areas of 
the cortex located across the sensorimotor strip, and he showed that the cats could 
learn to voluntarily increase that activity if given a food reward contingent upon 
its production. Sterman and one of his graduate students were the fi rst to publish 
on operant of conditioning of brain wave activity ( Wyrwicka and Sterman, 1968 ). 
These fi ndings led to further research that established that increasing SMR activ-
ity correlated with a decrease in the frequency, duration, and severity of seizures 
that have a motor component. 

   His research group subsequently moved from pure animal research to include 
work with humans, teaching individuals with epilepsy how to use the SMR to 
control seizures. Sterman later used the same EEG measurement techniques to 
assess mental functioning, in particular the ability to pay attention, in air force 
personnel, including top-gun pilots. Sterman’s work is the bedrock of the practice 
of neurofeedback because it emphasizes the application of learning theory, and 
the importance of tracking data. He also foreshadowed the range of applications 
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 of  NFB by studying EEG in both serious medical disorders and optimal perform-
ers. The fi rst lecture he gave in Canada, in Banff in 1993 at a meeting of the 
Northwestern Biofeedback Society, was entitled  “From tonic-clonic to Top Gun. ”

  The third stream, and the one most directly linked to NFB for ADHD, came 
from the hills of Tennessee where Joel Lubar, already a full professor at the 
University of Tennessee at age 28, got a prestigious grant to study in Sterman’s 
labs for a few months, and then built on the observation that epileptics treated 
with NFB not only showed reduced seizure activity but also became less restless 
and hyperactive. He did careful studies concerning NFB for epilepsy (including 
one with an ABA design that established the specifi c effects of uptraining versus 
downtraining SMR), and pioneered using SMR and other EEG states to teach 
individuals with ADHD how to achieve behavioural stillness and improve atten-
tional states. 

   He was the fi rst to publish on the successful training of a hyperactive child 
(Shouse and Lubar, 1976), and he and his wife, Judith Lubar, have published 
and taught extensively about neurofeedback since that time. For an overview of 
Lubar’s work concerning ADHD, see  Lubar (2003)  and his now classic  Lubar
(1991).

  The river that is now meandering has some currents and eddies that are not 
mainstream, such as doing bipolar training across the hemispheres. These may 
prove to be very helpful approaches but are not discussed in this chapter due to 
lack of published outcome data. For a readable journalist’s review of the fi eld, see 
Jim Robbins ’ A Symphony in the Brain (1998)    . It was carefully researched, and a 
new edition is soon to be published. The important thing to remember from the 
history is that EEG biofeedback is a discipline that has its origins in research labs, 
and it is still fi rmly planted in applied neuroscience, not belief systems.   

   V.    SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF USING NFB 

   A .    Theta/SMR and theta/beta approaches 

  While recognizing that there exists a range of approaches to providing NFB ser-
vices, this chapter presents only approaches for which there is published research. 
Thus approaches based on the pioneering work done by Joel Lubar, who fi rst 
published on the successful treatment of a hyperkinetic child in 1976, are advo-
cated. Decreasing theta and increasing faster activity, SMR or beta, while also 
inhibiting higher frequencies most infl uenced by muscle artifact, is central to 
Lubar’s training methods. Other important components include doing part of the 
training sessions on task (for example, while reading or listening), and tracking 
learning curves both within and across sessions. 

  There will also be mention of successful, research-supported interventions 
based on training slow cortical potentials, as done by Nils Birbaumer, Ute Strehl 
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and their colleagues at the University of Tuebingen in southern Germany ( Leins
et al., 2007 ). An excellent recent study compared outcomes with SCP training 
and theta/beta neurofeedback. Although SCP work is much fussier to do, as evi-
denced by the fact that the head psychologist in the group did that training with 
the children whereas the NFB group’s training was done by graduate students, 
both groups had successful outcomes, and they did not differ statistically. This is 
a pleasing fi nding since NFB is easier to do. A third approach to treating ADHD 
that has shown measured results is that used by Juri Kropotov and his group in 
St. Petersburg, Russia ( Kropotov  et al., 2007 ). Their training stresses beta enhance-
ment without theta suppression. Perhaps the most impressive new entry into the 
research fi eld is the husband and wife team of Mario Beauregard and Johanne 
Levesque at the Université de Montreal, who have used fMRI as the outcome 
measure to establish changes in brain function after NFB training for ADHD. 

  The objective of NFB training is that the client gain self-regulation skills with 
respect to their brain function; for example, being able to recognize different cog-
nitive states, such as daydreaming or focused attention. More importantly, as they 
do suffi cient training, clients should be able to produce the mental state appropri-
ate for the task at hand. At our ADD Centre we do progress testing at no charge 
after 40 sessions have been completed, usually on a twice a week schedule. If it is 
determined that further training is needed (progress is being made but goals are 
not yet reached on some measures), sessions are typically tapered to once a week. 

   Lubar is still advocating the careful theta–beta work at central locations that he 
pioneered in the mid-seventies; this reportedly produces consistently good results 
in 70–90% of cases (Lubar and Lubar, 1999) . The higher rates are achieved when 
there is appropriate patient selection, and enough sessions are done to learn the 
task, which is to shift EEG activation towards a normal, age appropriate pattern. 
Exclusion criteria mentioned by the Lubars include family dysfunction (unless 
therapy is done concomitantly), young age (longer attention span is not yet 
expected), lower intelligence, primary diagnosis of depression (not just reactive to 
the problems of having ADHD), and non-prescription drug use. 

  With respect to intelligence, Tanju Surmeli in Istanbul has done work with 
lower functioning children, including some with Down’s syndrome, and has 
reported on increased IQ scores as well as improved attention (Surmeli, 2007)  .
Of 17 subjects in a series of 8- to 15-year-olds with severe learning problems, 13 
had below normal IQ scores. NFB training was done with the Lexicor Biolex 
software, and was based on QEEG assessment data analyzed using E. Roy John’s 
NXLink normative database. Retesting on the WISC-R after 6 months showed 
signifi cant improvement in all 17 children, and post-test scores on the TOVA were 
signifi cantly improved in nine children ( Surmeli and Ertem, 2007 ). 

  There is both a conscious component to the learning, dependent on a degree 
of introspection, and unconscious learning that takes place during neurofeedback 
training. The unconscious learning is associated with changes in brain activation; 
for example, Sterman documented increases in sleep spindle density at night, and 
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smoother transitions during sleep stages when daytime training for increased 
SMR was done. Unlike general biofeedback where changes are not maintained 
unless there is ongoing practice, changes with NFB training do appear to last. 

   Joel Lubar, who has done so much of the ground-breaking work concern-
ing NFB for ADHD, has reported on a retrospective study with 52 students who 
received training when they were in elementary school, and were then followed 
for up to 10 years. He found that, in those who showed the desired changes in 
EEG patterns, gains were maintained into the college years, particularly with 
respect to school performance, completion of tasks, and better peer and family 
relationships (Lubar, 1995) . He stresses that it is important to see EEG changes 
that indicate that learning has taken place. When they did a study using 19-lead 
QEEG before and after training with 17 subjects, the 11 subjects who showed 
that they had learned the task by exhibiting a greater than 30% reduction in their 
theta–beta ratios showed changes in their brain maps, whereas the six subjects 
without signifi cant reductions did not ( Lubar et al ., 1995 ). 

    B.    Assessment 

  The EEG assessment is done in the context of a broader evaluation that includes 
history taking, current symptoms, medical information, discussion of diet, sleep 
and exercise, and goals of training. There will also likely be a continuous per-
formance test, such as the test of variables of attention (TOVA), the integrated 
visual auditory (IVA), continuous performance test (CPT), or the Conners ’ CPT. 
Psycho-educational assessment with intellectual testing using the Wechsler scales 
(WISC-IV for children and the new WAIS-IV for adults at the present time), and 
academic screening for basic subjects is also helpful, both for knowing the client’s 
strengths and needs when it comes to strategies, and in order to facilitate pre–post 
comparisons. 

  With respect to EEG, our recommendation is to always do a single-channel 
assessment at CZ to start, and then determine what other information is needed 
with respect to EEG for that client. At the ADD Centre NFB intervention is 
based on parameters determined by assessment fi ndings rather than the applica-
tion of a protocol. This approach considers a triad of factors, and all three should 
supply convergent data. We have referred to this as the  decision-making triangle  
(Thompson and Thompson, 2003 ) where the three corners represent: 

    1.   The client’s problems and objectives. 
    2.   The EEG pattern observed 
    3.   Understanding of the functions of the cortical area where EEG fi ndings 

differ from expected values.    

   If a 19-lead QEEG is done (quantitative electroencephalographic assessment) it 
yields considerable additional data about communication between different cortical 
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sites (coherence) that can also be considered. Note that you are using quantita-
tive EEG as soon as you put numbers to your EEG measurements. QEEG can 
be done with a single channel, two channels, 19 channels, or even dense arrays of 
over 200 channels. The cover of  National Geographic for March 2005 shows a dense 
array of electrodes on a Tibetan monk, an indicator of how interested the general 
public is becoming in neuroscience. 

   In an ideal setting where time and money were not issues, one would want 
to do a 19-lead assessment on every client. In practice, one can often proceed 
with straightforward cases of ADHD with a single-channel assessment at the ver-
tex. The fi ndings with respect to theta–beta power ratios can be compared to the 
norms from the multi-site study coordinated by Vince Monastra and Joel Lubar 
(Monastra et al., 1999 ; Monastra et al., 2001 ). They measured theta (4–8    Hz) and a 
wide range beta (13–21    Hz), and calculated power ratios in picowatts (the square 
of the microvolt ratios). The Pw measure was used to provide larger numbers: it 
is more impressive to reduce a ratio from to 9 to 4 in picowatts than from 3 to 
2 in microvolts. This incredibly helpful work allows the practitioner to set goals 
and realistic time lines for the client based on how deviant their initial score is. 
Training at CZ has a number of advantages. In addition to norms being available 
for that location, it is relatively free of eye movement and EMG artifact as com-
pared to sites closer to the eyes of jaws . It straddles the frontal and the sensorimo-
tor cortex so it is a good refl ection of where the problems are with ADHD, which 
is primarily a frontal lobe disorder (though infl uenced by deeper structures, such 
as the striatum). 

   Neurologists, on the other hand, primarily look at wave forms without quan-
tifying how much activity there is at particular frequencies. They want to identify 
wave forms that are abnormal, such as spike and wave activity that indicates epi-
leptiform activity. With respect to assessment of ADHD, physicians do not gener-
ally recommend referral to a neurologist. Nevertheless, Small (1993)  found that 
in studies of children with ADHD 30–60% showed abnormal fi ndings, including 
generalized and/or intermittent slowing. In a paper reviewing the clinical utility 
of QEEG in childhood attention and learning disorders, E. Roy John’s group in 
the Psychiatry Department at New York University School of Medicine mention 
that the most comprehensive study found 48.5% of a group of 66 hyperactive 
children had EEG abnormalities. Findings included focal slowing, and also 14-Hz 
and 6-Hz spiking. 

  These statistics need to be kept in mind because people doing neurofeed-
back are not expert in abnormal brainwaves. We are dealing with more subtle 
differences in terms of how much of a particular activity there is at a particular 
location, and whether it is an amount appropriate for the person’s age and the 
condition (eyes-open, eyes-closed, on task). But we have to be able to recognize 
abnormalities and make an appropriate referral to a neurologist if we see anything 
unusual that might require medical intervention, such as activity indicative of 
a seizure.   
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   VI .    SETTING UP AN INDIVIDUALIZED 
NEUROFEEDBACK TRAINING PROGRAM 

  The details of deciding on the parameters for training depend on the complex-
ity of the case, and whether you have single-channel, two-channel or 19-chan-
nel assessment data to use. In the simple cases of ADHD without co-morbidity 
in which you just need a single-channel assessment at CZ, you will see a pattern 
when you look at a spectral array that averages your assessment data. You deter-
mine which frequency range shows the excess slow wave activity, and whether 
the dip is more in the SMR or beta 1 (15–18     Hz) range. 

   Symptoms get correlated with the EEG profi le; for example, low SMR in asso-
ciation with a child who is restless, fi dgeting, and gets distracted if his sock is not 
on straight, is a clear cut case. You will want to set the parameters to enhance 
SMR activity because that is associated with more appropriate inhibition in 
the brain: essentially reducing the sensory input and reducing the motor out-
put by affecting thalamo-cortical pacemakers. Just like the cats in Sterman’s early 
experiments, the child will need to fi nd the mental state associated with being 
motorically still yet mentally vigilant. (Sterman also did experiments in which he 
rewarded cats for reducing SME and they became twitchy cats with tails and ears 
fl icking.) As a bonus, sleep will probably improve, given Sterman’s early fi nding 
of increased sleep spindle density, correlated with smoother transitions between 
stages of sleep and greater sleep effi ciency, when SMR is increased. 

   Concurrent with SMR enhancement you will set two inhibits: one for slow 
waves and one for EMG artifact. The slow waves will be the frequencies that are 
high for that individual so it will vary across clients: 2–5, 3–7, 4–8, 4–19, 6–10, 
or whatever applies. Make sure the slow frequencies are real EEG, and not eye 
blink, by carefully artifacting your sample. (For more details on artifacts see  The
Neurofeedback Book ( Thompson and Thompson, 2003 ),  The Art of Artifacting     , and 
articles by Lubar. 

  With EMG you choose higher frequencies that are most affected by muscle ten-
sion in the jaws, neck, and shoulders. EMG can affect frequencies down into the 
alpha range so you want to monitor it so that you are not fooled into thinking you 
are seeing increased SMR or beta when really the child is just tensing their jaw 
or pushing their tongue against their palate. If you have seen a busy-brain pattern, 
which is common in adults and can be seen in some children, usually ones who 
have anxiety as part of the symptom picture, then use 23–35    Hz as your inhibit 
(Thompson and Thompson, 2006 ). Monastra suggests suppressing 22–30    Hz while 
enhancing SMR for ADHD, H-I sub-type (Monastra, 2006;  Monastra et al., 2005 ). 

   If the child has no hyperactivity, and SMR is not too low, then you will again 
have slow-frequency inhibits in the theta to low alpha range, and an EMG inhibit 
(or busy-brain inhibit that doubles as an EMG inhibit), but the enhance frequencies 
will more likely be 15–18    Hz for beta activation. In terms of placement, both could 
be done at CZ. Some people advocate doing SMR at C4 if there is hyperactivity, 
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and the beta at C3. There is a review of protocols used in research studies in 
an article by Monastra (2006) . A very detailed account of how training is done 
at the ADD Centre, including such things as how to set thresholds, is found in 
the methods section of our 1998 case series review  of outcomes in 111 cases of 
ADHD (98 children and 13 adults) (Thompson and Thompson, 1998). There is 
also an excellent review in the Lubars ’   chapter in the fi rst edition of  Introduction to 
Quantitative EEG and Neurofeedback. The question of referential (monopolar) ver-
sus sequential (bipolar) is covered there. 

   Recently, a detailed treatment of the question of the most appropriate mon-
tage for different situations appeared, done by two highly respected and experi-
enced people, Les Fehmi and Tom Collura, which is worth reading ( Fehmi and 
Collura, 2007 ). Essentially it comes down to understanding that you are measur-
ing a potential difference between the two electrodes. If one is over an active site 
and the other over a relatively neutral site, like an ear lobe, then you can assume 
that the activity you are measuring is from the scalp location. With sequential 
placement, usually at FCz and CPz (either side of CZ), you still have a potential 
difference but the amplitude will be smaller due to common mode rejection. This 
is helpful sometimes in reducing artifact that is in common, such as EKG or EMG 
from the jaws. The downside is that you do not really know what is changing at 
either site: it could be one site increasing, one decreasing, or a change in the phase 
relationship of the activity at the two sites. Lubar notes sequential placement may 
give the brain more ways to learn the task. 

  This chapter is not a how-to manual but a guide to NFB for ADHD. For 
details of how to do this work see  Thompson and Thompson (2003) , the methods 
section of our 1998 paper, papers written by Lubar (1984; 1991; 2003; 2008) over 
the years, or papers by Vince Monastra (1999; 2001), and  Gruzelier and Egner 
(2005). The chapter by Joel and Judy Lubar in the fi rst edition of  Quantitative 
EEG and Neurofeedback    covers issues such as: tracking learning curves; training 
on task; determining length of training and termination criteria; adjunctive tech-
niques; follow-up, and the appropriateness of refresher sessions when needed. 

   VII .    EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE, RESEARCH 
DESIGN, AND COMBINED TREATMENTS 

  At the present time, ADHD is one of the two NFB applications for which there 
is enough research to meet the criteria for effi cacious treatment status accord-
ing to standards approved by the Association for Applied Psychophysiology and 
Biofeedback; that is, there are a suffi cient number of controlled studies published 
in peer reviewed journals to establish Level 4 effi cacy. Effi cacy means there is evi-
dence of benefi t in controlled research, especially randomized controlled trials. For 
the exact criteria and details see  Yucha and Gilbert (2004) , which can be down-
loaded at no charge from www.aapb.org. The other condition with established 
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effi cacy is epilepsy, which was the fi rst disorder treated clinically after Sterman’s 
work involving operant conditioning of brain wave activity in cats indicated that 
increasing sensorimotor rhythm (SMR) made the cats resistant to seizures. For an 
understanding of this work, which provides a scientifi c basis for the use of NFB 
to reduce hyperactivity and increase sustained attention, read Sterman’s original 
paper ( Wyrwicka and Sterman, 1968 ) and his review article in the January 2000 
issue of the journal  Clinical EEG ( Sterman, 2000 ), a volume devoted to neuro-
feedback interventions. 

   Laurence Hirshberg and the other guest editors of an issue of  Child and 
Adolescent Psychiatric Clinics of North America that was devoted to  “Emerging 
Interventions ” reviewed the less stringent guidelines for measuring evidence-based 
treatments published in 2002 by the American Academy of Child and Adolescent 
Psychiatry. Those journal editors concluded that  

 Specifi c recommendations based on the body of empirical evidence currently available 
suggest the EBF [EEG biofeedback] be considered by clinicians and parents as a fi rst-
line treatment for ADHD when parents or patients prefer not to use medication and as 
an empirically supported treatment choice when signifi cant side effects or insuffi cient 
improvement occurs with medication ( Hirshberg  et al ., 2005 ).   

  They note further that EBF may be used in combination with psychopharmacol-
ogy or psychotherapy. With respect to cost–benefi t ratio, they remark that the ini-
tial cost is high, especially since insurance companies may not cover the treatment, 
but there might be a cost advantage over long-term use of medication if results 
last. Finally, they point out that fi nding a practitioner and judging their compe-
tence may be diffi cult. That problem is often discussed in the professional organi-
zations devoted to biofeedback, and all maintain member lists on their web sites 
to help the public fi nd providers ( www.aapb.org , www.bcia.org , www.isnr.org ,
 www.applied-neuroscience.org ). To keep up to date with skills, and thus enhance 
the image of NFB, practitioners should join at least one organization and seek 
credentialing by the Biofeedback Institute of America. BCIA now offers certifi -
cation based on experience for  “old hands ” in the fi eld in addition to the usual 
route of didactic course work, multiple-choice written examination, self-training, 
and supervised practice. 

   Note that the web site for the National Resource Center on AD /  HD, a pro-
gram of CHADD, has an information sheet that critiques NFB as an alternative 
treatment for AD /  HD. It notes that the CHADD Professional Advisory Board 
(PAB) rates NFB at Level 2 Effi cacy ( “possibly effi cacious ”) on the APA scale, 
and also just at the second level  “Option” according to the AACAP guidelines. It 
mentions that some researchers rate the effi cacy higher. The PAB is clearly more 
stringent. And there is the comment that, even if effi cacy were established, NFB 
is costly and cumbersome. The article reviews eight controlled studies concerning 
NFB, and fi nds them all fl awed in one way or another: lack of control group; if a 
waiting list control were used then criticism that it was not a sham control; and 
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lack of randomization in four of the studies. The two randomized, blind studies 
with credible control groups were cited: video games designed to improve atten-
tion and cognition in the Orlandi and Greci study (2004) , and sham feedback in 
the deBeus et al. study (2006) . The criticism for those two was that the studies 
were presented at meetings so  “Neither of these has yet undergone peer reviewed 
publication ”. Clearly CHADD is going to hold NFB to a very high standard, but 
at least it is being mentioned. 

  As contrasted to effi cacy, which requires controlled research, effectiveness can 
be established through evidence of usefulness in clinical settings. In real-life set-
tings it is recognized that interventions are combined, and so measurement of 
outcomes in everyday clinical practice are used in effectiveness research. A good 
model for this kind of research in the NFB fi eld is the paper by  Monastra et al.
(2002) that studied 100 students who received combined community care inter-
ventions (medication, parent counseling, school consultation) with 51 of the fami-
lies choosing to also have neurofeedback training for their child. Half thus received 
the intensive community care interventions plus about 40 sessions of neurofeed-
back (range 34–50 sessions). There was no random assignment to groups. 

  After a year, both groups were tested on and off medications. Both groups 
showed equivalent improvements as measured by TOVA scores. The encourag-
ing fi nding for those in the NFB fi eld was that parents and teachers rated the 
neurofeedback group as more attentive and less hyperactive/impulsive. Even 
more impressive was the fi nding that, when medication was removed (a one-
week wash-out period), those gains in parent and teacher ratings were maintained. 
Additionally, when the students were retested on the TOVA, improvements were 
still there in the NFB group but those who had not received NFB lost their gains 
and went back to baseline. 

  As Charles Bradley had observed in his 1937 study ( Bradley, 1937 ) using 
benzedrine for children with behavioral problems in an in-patient setting, the 
benefi cial effects of administration of a stimulant are apparent within hours of 
administration of the drug, and disappear as soon as the drug is out of the child’s 
system. Most encouraging was follow-up after 2 and 3 years post-treatment, with 
the NFB group maintaining their superior results on the TOVA and still showing 
the EEG changes. Additionally, 70% in the NFB group had reduced their medica-
tions by at least half whereas 85% in the other group had increased the dose. 

   By way of comparison with the Monastra  et al. study (1999), the largest con-
trolled study of interventions for ADHD ( ‘combined type ’ only) done to date, is the 
14-month multi-modal treatment study of ADHD (MTA Cooperative Group) .
It included community comparison (CC) as one of the four groups. In fact, 
the CC group was an active treatment group with 67% of the children receiv-
ing medication. The intensive medication management group (MedMgt) differed 
in that they had their methylphenidate carefully titrated for optimal dose using 
double-blind, placebo-controlled medication trails, three times per day dosing, and 
intensive monthly follow-up with parents. The other two groups were behavior 
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management alone (Beh), and combined medication plus behavior management 
(Comb). 

   Of the 289 subjects assigned to the MedMgt and Comb groups 11% did not 
complete titration of medications. Of the 89% who did, 68.5% received meth-
ylphenidate with an average starting dose of 30.5    mg per day. Non-responders 
to methylphenidate (n      �     26) were placed on dextroamphetamine, and a further 
32 children did not receive medication because they had done best on placebo. At 
the end of the 14-month active treatment phase the average daily dose was 31.2 in 
the Comb group, 37.7 for MedMgt, and just 22.6 mg/day for CC. At the conclu-
sion of the 14 months of active treatment the best outcomes were in the Comb 
group (68% successful outcomes based on a DSM-IV rating scale) but improve-
ment was not statistically better than MedMgt (56% successful). Both were signifi -
cantly better than Beh (34%) and CC (25%). 

   Success was defi ned as a score of 1 or less on the SNAP-IV questionnaire 
where symptoms rated  “not at all ” receive 0,  “just a little ” receive 1,  “pretty much ”
gets 2, and  “very much ” gets 4. The total score is divided by the number of items, 
so a 1 means the symptoms are mild. At 24-month follow-up, however, bene-
fi ts were less apparent in the two groups who had received intensive medication 
management with success rates of 48%, 37%, 32% and 28% respectively. Results at 
36 and 48 months are pending. One question of interest will be longer-term 
effects on growth, since the results to date determined there was a bit more than 
1   cm/year reduction in height gain, and about 2.5    kg/year less weight gain in chil-
dren on methylphenidate. 

   Management with medication is the accepted standard of care for ADHD 
and, rather than comparing to a placebo, the World Medical Association in their 
Declaration of Helsinki advocates comparing a new treatment to a proven treat-
ment if one exists. Writing from Paris where the WMA is based, Peter  O’Neil
(2008) recently reported on proposed revisions to that document. It was last 
revised in 2000 with guidelines designed to limit placebo trials after controversy 
developed regarding a placebo-controlled study involving HIV-positive women 
in the developing world. Half were given azidothymidine to see if shorter-course 
treatment would be as effective as the proven longer-course treatment, and the 
other half were given placebo. 

  The women had entered the study hoping that they would not pass their ill-
ness on to their babies, yet half were relegated (with random assignment to have 
a proper design) to an increased chance of their children dying of AIDS. Some 
ethicists defended the study, arguing that the women would likely have received 
no treatment had the trial not been conducted, and the drug industry and some 
academics opposed the Declaration, saying that restrictions on placebos were 
impractical and would impede research. Double-blind placebo-controlled studies 
continued to be the gold standard, although there has been further articulate criti-
cism from some quarters, including the book  The Truth about the Drug Companies  
written by a former editor of the  New England Journal of Medicine, Marcie Angell 
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(2005). She sides with the WMA guidelines, and points out that the main benefi t 
of placebo-controlled studies is that they allow drug companies to bring copy-
cat drugs to market and increase their profi ts; examples would be new, expen-
sive forms of methylphenidate, like Concerta and Biphentin, that became popular 
once Ritalin was no longer under patent. 

   In studies like the early one by  Rossiter and LaVaque (1995) , and the more 
recent one done in southern Germany by Fuchs and his colleagues ( Fuchs et al .,
2003), neurofeedback has been compared to medication and found to have equiv-
alent effectiveness. They  thus meet the ethical guidelines of the WMA. Those 
studies can be criticized for lack of random assignment but the data should not be 
ignored.  Beauregard and Levesque (2006)  did do random assignment in a com-
parison of NFB and medication in subjects with ADHD. The NFB group had 
signifi cantly better performance on Digit Span (an auditory working memory 
task), on a continuous performance test, and on Stroop interference. The Conners ’
parent rating forms showed signifi cant reduction in inattention and hyperactive-
impulsive sub-scales compared to the group receiving stimulant medication. 

  This study by Beauregard and Levesque performed with random assignment 
showed even stronger results than the other comparisons of NFB versus medi-
cation in that NFB was not just equivalent to, but actually superior to, treat-
ment with stimulant medication. One of the most impressive aspects of the 
work done in Montreal by Marcus Beavregard and Johanne Levesque is that 
they have used fMRI as a pre–post measure. In a study comparing those who 
received NFB with a wait list control group, only those in the active treatment 
group showed changes in activation patterns using fMRI after 40 sessions of NFB 
done three times a week. The areas affected were the left caudate, lateral prefron-
tal cortex, and right anterior cingulate. These are all areas that have been shown, 
in other research using a variety of brain-imaging techniques, to differ in those 
with ADHD. 

  The above studies  and 11 others using neurofeedback for treatment of ADHD 
that were found through a PubMed review  covering the period March 1981 
to May 2007 were reviewed by Maggie Toplak of the Psychology Department 
of York University in Toronto ( Toplak  et al., 2007 ). She and her colleagues also 
reviewed six studies involving cognitive behavioral therapies, and six involving 
cognitive therapies (such as working memory training). With respect to NFB they 
concluded,  “There is good reason to continue rigorous experimental investiga-
tions using neurofeedback, as the evidence is demonstrating some amelioration 
of performance on both cognitive and behavioral outcome measures. ” They com-
mented further that ADHD is a disorder where we should be trying to create a 
strong multi-modal approach addressing all the components of ADHD. 

  Multi-modal approaches have always been advocated by leaders in the neuro-
feedback fi eld, as evidenced by Joel and Judy Lubar’s (1999)    in which they note that 
NFB is not a stand-alone therapy. They mention specifi cally that it can be com-
bined with medication. The Lubars also include advice concerning the importance 
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of family assessment (including Judy’s specialty of genograms), family therapy if 
there is dysfunction, and intervention for co-morbidities such as depression. 

   The A.D.D. Book ( Sears and Thompson, 1998 ), which was the fi rst book written 
for parents that had a chapter on neurofeedback, includes chapters on medications 
and diet as well as lots of information on behavior management and learning strate-
gies in sections that give advice on setting up for success at home and school. Vince 
Monastra (2004)  similarly covers multi-modal interventions in the publication, 
Parenting Children with ADHD: 10 lessons that medicine cannot teach  . His book, which 
is published by the American Psychological Association, makes favorable mention of 
NFB in passing, but does not dwell on it because the emphasis is on approaches like 
diet and management techniques that parents can implement themselves. 

   People practicing  neurofeedback should not feel in competition with other 
approaches, or be anti-medication. Sometimes it is pills  and skills that are needed. 
Sometimes medication can be reduced, or avoided entirely, if self-regulation skills 
are adequately learned, but the goal is always to acquire self-regulation, not to stop 
medication, though that is a bonus in the view of most parents. We reported on a 
case series of 111 consecutive clients with ADHD treated with NFB ( Thompson
and Thompson, 1998 ), and 29 of the 98 children in that study (30%) were taking 
methlyphenidate (Ritalin) when they started NFB. About 80% (23 children) had 
discontinued the medication by the time they completed 40 sessions of training, 
fi ve more reduced the dose they were taking, and one was on the same dose. 
Vince Monastra counsels parents to watch for worsening behavior as the child 
taking stimulants proceeds in their training because they may start to show over-
dose effects once NFB is producing changes. 

  We encourage practitioners to add other biofeedback modalities to NFB with 
older adolescent and adult clients to enhance self-regulation, with respiration and 
heart rate variability training among the most promising. Some children are also 
suitable candidates but others would fi dget more with sensors on their fi ngers, or 
a breathing belt/respiration sensor. You can teach diaphragmatic breathing to chil-
dren without actual biofeedback measurements by just teaching them to do belly 
breathing with their hand on their stomach as they pretend they are infl ating a 
balloon in their tummy as they breathe in, and defl ating it as they breathe out. 

   Functional neuroanatomy supports a systems theory of neural synergy whereby 
various components augment one another, such as SMR enhancement and dia-
phragmatic breathing both infl uencing muscle spindles as used in a case of a 
woman with advanced Parkinson’s disease ( Thompson and Thompson, 2002 ), or 
listening exercises, such as SAMONAS sound therapy and heart rate variability 
training both infl uencing the strapesius muscle in the inner ear so that it responds 
appropriately to sounds and voices. One should always be on the lookout for the 
right combination of interventions for a particular client to maximize positive 
outcomes. Just as medication should not be used as a sole intervention, NFB can 
be the core approach for empowering people with ADHD to manage their symp-
toms, but it should not be the only one. 
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   VIII.    THE INTERNATIONAL SCENE AND FUTURE 
DIRECTIONS

  There is international research that is exciting and ongoing from areas as geo-
graphically diverse as England, Australia, Austria, Germany, and Russia. In London 
fi nal data analysis is being done on an ADHD study initiated by John Gruzelier 
that used Captain’s Log cognitive training as a control group . Gruzelier and his 
graduate students are responsible for doing research that answers many of the fun-
damental questions in the NFB fi eld, things that had been assumed but not explic-
itly tested. John Gruzelier and Tobias Egner (2005) review much of this work. 
For example, studies done at Imperial College London using healthy subjects sup-
ported the hypothesis that enhancing SMR over sensorimotor cortex will reduce 
impulsive behavior. One study involved giving music students ten 15-minute ses-
sions of increasing beta 15–18    Hz at C3, and SMR 12–15    Hz at C4. Reduction 
in commission errors on a continuous performance test correlated with positive 
success at increasing SMR. 

  Training to enhance SMR and beta did not, in a different study, enhance musi-
cal performance. Musicality in students at the Royal College of Music was signifi -
cantly enhanced only by alpha–theta training. Gruzelier postulates that increasing 
theta may have had benefi cial effects on memory as well as producing a state 
of deep relaxation that might enhance feelings of relaxation and well-being. Of 
interest to those doing NFB for ADHD is that high level music students would 
have the opposite EEG profi le to people with ADHD—they would produce lots 
of beta and be capable of being very still for long periods of time. Thus the train-
ing that benefi tted music students was to help them access states that come nat-
urally to those with ADHD; that is, more theta. The main point of the various 
studies is that training is both site-specifi c and frequency-specifi c in its effects. 
Gruzelier has now moved on to Goldsmiths College, after 25 years at Imperial 
College, and his research is shifting to include virtual reality. 

   In Sydney, Adam Clarke’s group at the University of Wollongong have col-
laborated with pediatricians in Sydney to produce interesting papers, includ-
ing a few about the beta excess sub-type of ADHD. Also based in Australia, the 
Brain Resource Company continues to build an impressive database correlat-
ing EEG with other parameters. At the University of Salzburg, which hosted the 
Biofeedback Foundation of Europe meeting in 2008, Wolfgang Klimesch’s group 
has done work that includes studies on peak individual alpha and enhanced cog-
nitive performance .

   Juri Kropotov’s group in St. Petersburg has designed QEEG equipment 
(Mitsar), and created a database that includes not only Russian subjects but 
200 Swiss schoolchildren. Kropotov’s innovative work with ADHD emphasizes 
uptraining beta. They are reluctant to do theta inhibit protocols due to the pos-
sibility of decreasing hippocampal theta around 6    Hz that is linked to memory. 
Their studies are notable for including ERP data (event-related potentials) in 
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addition to QEEG data. In a recent study involving 86 children ages 9–14 years 
they compared good and poor performers (as determined by performance during 
training sessions) on a GO/NOGO task, and found that only the good performers 
showed changes in their ERP responses. The changes were in the frontal-central 
area, and appeared to refl ect increased activation that was associated with 15–22 
sessions of beta training. Each session had consisted of 20 minutes of enhancing 
the ratio of power in the 15–18    Hz range with power in the rest of the spectrum 
with C3-Fz placements, and then doing 7–10 minutes of training to increase the 
ratio of 12–15 Hz   compared to the rest of the spectrum with C4-Pz placements. 

  On the horizon is a proposed international study on ADHD. Also drawing 
interest to training the brain is work showing that one can do feedback using 
fMRI ( DeCharms  et al., 2004 ). People have been showing EEG changes after 
training for decades, and Sterman showed operant conditioning of brain waves 
back in 1968 with cats as the subjects. However, medical people are more likely 
to be impressed with training brain activation using high tech and very expen-
sive equipment. EEG work continues to be the less expensive, less invasive pro-
cedure, and it has the best temporal resolution. The fMRI would have greater 
spatial resolution, but the calculations involved before giving feedback mean it is 
a slower process, even though DeCharms uses the phrase  “real time fMRI ” in his 
title. 

  Another possibly fruitful avenue is QEEG-based coherence training. This 
involves two-channel work, and is based on coherence abnormalities (either 
hypercoherence or hypocoherence) found when analyzing data from 19-lead EEG 
recordings. There is no set coherence abnormality established for people with 
ADHD but this work is, in any event, always individualized. Coherence training 
may be particularly helpful for people who have co-morbidity with learning dis-
abilities ( Walker and Norman, 2006 ), or for those who have acquired attentional 
problems due to head injuries ( Walker  et al ., 2002 ). 

   Many people are excited about the possibilities of Z-score training. This 
approach uses database information about the degree of deviation from the data-
base mean (a Z-score has a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1), and allows 
goals to be set for the individual according to how much they deviate from the 
mean at a particular site (say CZ) for a particular frequency. The goal is normal-
ization so one might choose a feedback parameter of being within the range 
of plus or minus 1.5 when using Z-scores. (If using T-scores with a mean of 
50 and an  s.d. of 10, the equivalent range would be 35–65. If using standard scores 
with a mean of 100 and an  s.d. of 15 it would be 77.5–122.5.) A more strin-
gent criterion would be plus or minus 2, which would encompass two-thirds  
of a normally distributed population. Due to its newness, there are no published 
reports regarding outcomes of treatment but there are anecdotal reports concern-
ing Z-score training being helpful. Manufacturers of biofeedback equipment and 
practitioners have invested considerable money into the development of Z-score 
feedback. 
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   Finally, there is low resolution electromagnetic tomography (LORETA)-based 
feedback. Joel Lubar has been experimenting with this, and feels it has great 
potential. The idea is that the source of abnormal activity measured on the scalp 
can be identifi ed by the mathematical calculations of LORETA, developed by 
Roberto Pascual-Marqui at the KEY Institute in Zurich ( Pascual-Marqui  et al ., 
2002). This allows feedback to be done while this source localization program is 
actively running. It may also allow NFB to infl uence deeper cortical structures 
more directly. Being able to train more directly the activity of the cingulate gyrus, 
which is often identifi ed as the source of dysfunction, may prove to be key. The 
biggest challenge is that LORETA analysis has to be done on artifact-free data 
and, obviously, when running continuous EEG there is going to be artifact—from 
eye movements, muscle contractions, EKG, and so on. Thus feedback must be 
inhibited in the presence of artifacts so that you are not training something false. 
Lubar is currently refi ning such methods ( Lubar, 2008 ). 

    IX.    CONCLUSION 

   Studies have supported the observation that neurofeedback can be as effective as 
stimulant medication in reducing the symptoms of ADHD (Rossiter and LaVaque; 
1995;  Fuchs et al., 2003 ; Monastra et al., 2002 ). There is also evidence of signifi cant 
improvements in measures of intelligence, academic performance, and behavior 
(Lubar and Lubar, 1984 ;       Lubar , 1991, 1997 ; Lubar et al., 1995 ; Linden et al., 1996 ;
Thompson and Thompson, 1998 ). Even as we await further research meeting 
stringent criteria regarding random assignment of subjects, and more follow-up 
studies regarding maintaining gains, NFB has established itself as a key component 
in the treatment of ADHD that adds to positive outcomes. It is not easy work and 
it needs to be done carefully, always keeping in mind that there should be evi-
dence of learning, as measured by EEG parameters as well as transfer of the self-
regulation skills to everyday life. 

  Neurofeedback fi ts into the twenty-fi rst century Zeitgeist concerning health 
maintenance and self-regulation; that is, skills, not just pills. The real power of NFB, 
and the reason it should become the preferred intervention for ADHD, is that it 
empowers the child, or adult for that matter, to achieve changes through their own 
efforts, and thus gain the means and motivation to realize their full potential. 
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    I  .    INTRODUCTION 

   The goal of this chapter is to broaden practitioners ’ understanding of Asperger’s 
syndrome (AS), a disorder along the continuum of autistic spectrum disorders 
(ASD). AS is becoming a relatively common diagnosis in schoolchildren who are 
very bright intellectually but totally inept socially ( Nash, 2002 ). They are usually 
initially misdiagnosed as having attention defi cit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). 
This chapter emphasizes how to use neurofeedback (NFB) plus biofeedback 
(BFB), in conjunction with coaching in learning strategies (metacognition) to 
address the major symptoms observed in AS. We are developing an understanding 
of how feedback can improve a person’s cognitive, emotional, and even physical 
functioning, and have named this a systems theory of neural synergy (STNS). The 
name underscores the fact that NFB plus BFB infl uence dynamic circuits, and 
emphasizes that no matter where we enter the nervous system with an interven-
tion the larger system adjusts as it seeks a new balance. If the intervention is done 
correctly, the new equilibrium will bring out the individual’s potential. 

   This chapter is divided into four sections. Section I gives a general overview 
of Asperger’s syndrome including background, a historical note, information 
on prevalence, and a description of symptoms that includes the authors ’ clini-
cal observations. Section II correlates symptoms with functional neuroanatomy 
and electroencephalographic (EEG) fi ndings. Four key groups of symptoms are 
discussed in the order that they are usually addressed using NFB intervention, 
namely: 

    1.   ADHD symptoms of inattention and impulsivity.  
    2.   Anxiety and affect modulation.  
    3.   Empathy, affect interpretation and expression, and social interaction.  
    4.   Executive function diffi culties.    

                       Asperger’s syndrome intervention: 
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   Section III further highlights brain areas found to be dysfunctional in ASD, and 
cites research fi ndings for each of seven key regions that are repeatedly found to 
differ when compared to people with typical development. They are: 

      ●    Prefrontal cortex 
      ●    Hippocampal gyrus 
      ●    Amygdala with its connections to the orbital and medial frontal areas 

of the brain 
      ●    Fusiform gyrus 
      ●    Superior temporal gyrus containing the auditory cortex 
      ●    Anterior insula and the anterior cingulate (both part of the limbic system 

or emotional brain), and 
      ●    Frontal and parietal-temporal mirror neuron areas.    

   Lack of normal functioning in these critical areas of the brain can be seen 
using the quantitative electroencephalogram (QEEG). A comparison to data-
base norms can be combined with low resolution electromagnetic tomography 
(LORETA) to ascertain which cortical area is the source of abnormal EEG activ-
ity measured on the surface of the scalp. LORETA is a mathematical procedure 
developed by Roberto Pascual-Marqui of the Key Institute in Zurich. In addition, 
this section briefl y summarizes theories to explain the functional neuroanatomical 
fi ndings in ASD. 

   Section IV is concerned with intervention. It provides an overview of the use 
of NFB plus BFB for managing the symptoms of AS. It provides a summary of 
what to do, and a discussion of why it is effective. A review of results with cli-
ents diagnosed with AS seen at the authors ’ centre is summarized, with pre- and 
post-training testing results. An important observation from this review is that the 
signifi cant results were not due to a small number of cases with very dramatic 
improvements skewing the results but, rather, were obtained with virtually every 
case improving in one or more key areas. 

    II .    SECTION I: BACKGROUND, HISTORICAL 
NOTE, PREVALENCE, AND SYMPTOMS 

   A.    Background 

   Clinicians in North America have been paying increasing attention to people with 
Asperger’s disorder since it became recognized as a diagnosis by the American 
Psychiatric Association (2004). These children and adults show qualitative impair-
ments in social interaction plus restrictive, repetitive and stereotyped patterns of 
behaviors, interests, and activities. These diffi culties produce signifi cant impairment 
in functioning in everyday life, despite the person having normal to very high 
intelligence, and without a history of cognitive or language delay. A somewhat 
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broader range of symptoms is associated with Asperger’s syndrome (AS), as will be 
described below. 

   Since the fi rst author was diagnosing AS before the DSM-IV was developed, 
and also because the criteria for AS fi t better with clinical experience, and because 
it is more widely used internationally, Asperger’s syndrome is the nomenclature 
chosen for this chapter. Similarly, we prefer referring to the autistic spectrum of 
disorders as described by Lorna  Wing (2001)  rather than using the DSM-IV cat-
egory of pervasive developmental disorders, the grouping under which Asperger’s 
disorder falls. 

    B.    Historical note 

   In 1944, the Viennese pediatrician Hans Asperger published a description of a 
group of boys with an unusual constellation of symptoms. They were like little 
professors with advanced knowledge in their special areas of interest, but they 
were socially inept. Asperger used the term  autistischen Psychopathen ( autistic
psychopathies), borrowing the term  autism from Bleuler (1911) , and using  psychopa-
thy to indicate a personality disorder rather than a psychiatric illness. When his 
work eventually became more widely known, it was referred to as  Asperger’s syn-
drome  ( Wing, 1981 ;Wing and Gould, 1979 ). 

   Lorna Wing, a British psychiatrist and autism expert who was largely respon-
sible for bringing this interesting diagnosis to the attention of English-speaking 
professionals, set out the following criteria for Asperger’s syndrome ( Wing, 2001 ). 
Those with AS have well-developed language skills that are, nevertheless, a bit 
odd with respect to the use of pedantic language, and a lack of normal prosody 
(rhythm, intonation, and pitch). They show impaired social interaction, and have 
limited non-verbal communication with little facial expression or use of gesture. 
They show resistance to change and like routines, repetitive activities, and spend-
ing time learning about their special interest areas. They have excellent rote mem-
ory for things of interest. They show poor motor coordination, and often have an 
odd gait and posture. Asperger noted that they did not fi t in socially, made their 
parents ’ lives miserable, and drove their teachers to despair ( Cumine et al., 1998 ). 
These continue to be the problems that bring them to the attention of mental 
health professionals today. 

  Asperger died in 1980 without ever meeting Wing, and before his astute obser-
vations and eponymous diagnostic grouping really became known in Britain or 
the USA. His original work was eventually translated into English, and published 
in a textbook about Asperger’s syndrome and autism written by Ute  Frith (1991) 
(Asperger, 1991) . It was 50 years after Asperger’s initial paper was published that the 
disorder bearing his name was offi cially recognized in the USA through inclusion in 
the DSM-IV. By the time Tony  Attwood (2007)  was writing his second book about 
AS, however, there were over 2000 publications and 100 books on the subject. 
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    C.    Prevalence 

   Estimates of prevalence of AS range from 2 per 10,000 in school-aged children 
(Fombonne and Tidmarsh, 2003 ) to a higher estimate of 36 per 10,000 people 
(Ehlers and Gillberg, 1993 ). The Autism Society in Canada estimates that there 
are 15,000 people diagnosed with AS, which would translate into a prevalence 
of roughly 5 per 10,000 people. The condition is much more frequent in boys 
(Gillburg and Billstedt, 2000 ); indeed, Hans Asperger’s original sample was all 
boys. Recent estimates place the male to female ratio at 4:1, which was the ratio 
found in the Ehlers and Gillberg survey, and also the ratio found by Tony  Attwood 
(2007), an Australian psychologist specializing in AS, when he reviewed hundreds 
of cases he has assessed in his clinic in Brisbane. 

  Among engineers, computer specialists, and eccentric,  “absent-minded profes-
sors, ” prevalence seems to be much greater, though this has not been formally 
measured. In Silicon Valley, California, the rates are particularly high, and AS was 
dubbed the  “geek syndrome ” in an article in  Time magazine  ( Nash, 2002 ). This 
makes sense because vocations which require logical, sequential thinking without 
much emotional content or social understanding suit people with AS, and they 
are experts in their areas of intense special interests. Here is an example of a future 
professor.          

  A high school student was brought by his mother for assessment because of 
suspected learning disabilities and attention defi cit disorder. He could not pass 
ninth grade English, despite his mother being a teacher. Reading comprehen-
sion (at least, for reading assigned in English class) was weak, he seemed to be 
daydreaming in class, and organizational skills were terrible. In the fi rst inter-
view he was diagnosed with Asperger’s. The AS presumably came from his 
father, a dairy farmer totally engrossed in cows who actually tried to disin-
heret his son because of his lack of bovine interests. The boy’s obsession was 
dinosaurs. He read papers from the  Acta Paleontologica Polenska    avidly, and cor-
responded with university professors about issues of classifi cation, especially 
concerning winged dinosaurs. After NFB training combined with coaching 
in strategies (including how to deal with Romeo and Juliet so he could pass 
Grade 9 English), he was eventually able to graduate high school and go on 
to university studies in paleontology. His mother called only once to discuss 
a concern after his training was completed: now that he was being invited to 
parties, she wondered how to handle the possibility of teenage drinking.      

  When one looks at data for the wider grouping of autistic spectrum disor-
ders (ASD) the numbers being diagnosed have become very high indeed.  Coben
(2007) cites the most recent prevalence estimates from the Centers for Disease 
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Control and Prevention in the United States to be 1 in 150 for ASD. The same 
principles that are developed in this chapter for intervening with AS apply to 
ASD, and so we will include case examples of children with diagnoses of autism 
in this chapter. 

    D.    Asperger’s syndrome traits: The authors ’ observations   

  The following description of AS traits is culled from both reading about AS and 
the clinical experience of the authors. Anecdotes are gleaned from history-taking 
done with clients, and parents of clients, over the past 15 years (1993–2008). 

   Clients with AS are a heterogeneous group. None have all of the traits, 
and some show opposite patterns to the common ones mentioned here. For 
example, although most children with AS are profi cient in language areas, there 
is the occasional child with AS who is mathematically inclined, excels in spatial 
reasoning rather than language, loves LEGO or other building toys, and dislikes 
reading. In a similar vein,  Alvarez (2004)  noted that the way personality interacts 
with the symptomatology of the disorder and deviance, and with the develop-
mental delay, is exceedingly complex. Most people we have seen with AS have 
rather high IQs. Perhaps this should not surprise us, since most of the Wechsler 
Intelligence Scale subtests can be done using verbal mediation and logical left 
hemisphere skills. Nevertheless, AS traits can be found in conjunction with all lev-
els of intelligence ( Wing, 2001 ) and there can also be co-morbidity with specifi c 
learning disabilities. Superb verbal skills, for example, constitute a main feature 
of those with AS but, in rare cases, there is a coexisting learning disability in the 
language area. 

  Although unusual, there are a few clients with Asperger’s who are great art-
ists. The vast majority whom we have assessed, however, showed reluctance when 
asked to draw a person (d-a-p). We think that this may be related to their prob-
lems in reading people. Often clients with AS would produce a drawing with 
facial features hidden, or draw a detailed train or airplane with the person just a 
tiny head in the window. We have found that, after NFB intervention, there are 
quite dramatic changes in the d-a-p task. This has proven to be an interesting and 
reliable way to gauge clinical improvement. 

  Those with AS tend to be endearingly honest (no social lies and sometimes too 
open about personal topics), and one often feels they would have a smoother time 
if the world were a better place; that is, if people would say what they mean (clear 
communication without confusing fi gures of speech, pretence or sarcasm), keep 
to rules and routines, and be kind. There are some differences in their speech, 
such as pedantic phrases, and a tone of voice that lacks prosody and is monotone. 
When upset, they can be very loud. Their temper tantrums will be inappropriate 
for their age, and may be triggered by things that seem trivial to others. Though 
usually they show fl at affect, when upset they will overreact.          
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  Yelling, anger and impatience are all counter-productive when dealing with 
someone with AS. If a client with Asperger’s is out of control and digging in their 
heels, one usually fi nds that they are trying to control the situation to reduce anxi-
ety. The clinician should therefore teach the parents how to be fl exible, and model 
for the child the calmness that one wants to see, not escalate the confrontation. 

   Children with AS can often interact well with those younger than themselves 
and with adults. If you ask the mother of a young child with AS what happens 
when he goes out on the playground, she will usually tell you that her little boy 
wants to have friends. He will go immediately over to others and begin talking, 
but he does not seem aware of the social rules of how to enter a conversation. He 
launches immediately into his special area of interest. The other children simply 
do not understand where he is coming from, and soon they just start playing with 
each other as if he were not even there.          

  A boy who did not cry after his grandfather died, explaining that Grandad was 
old and old people are expected to die, burst into tears when his mother put 
the wrong kind of jam in his sandwich.      

   Six-year-old Matthew’s special interest was Superman. The other children were 
choosing teams for a game of baseball. Matthew ran over to them, pushed one 
boy to get his attention, and began talking about kryptonite, a substance lethal 
to Superman. The other children looked at him as if he had just arrived from 
outer space, and then went on with their game.      

   In this example, the other children listened a bit, and then simply ignored 
Matthew. However, this diffi culty in reading social cues and responding appro-
priately can have more detrimental effects to the child’s self-esteem if the other 
children not only ignore him, but tease him, bully him, and ostracize him from 
the group. Maintaining friendships with AS is very diffi cult for the child with 
AS. One hears repeatedly that the child makes friends quickly but cannot keep 
friends. On the other hand, when Matthew was with children who were a couple 
of years younger, it was a different story. Then he was able to dominate and con-
trol the activities, getting them to play games about superheroes. 

  Another example of not realizing that a personal special interest may not be 
important to others, and inappropriately forcing this interest on to other people, 
comes from Stephen.          

   Steven, age 12, had a special interest in cars. When he fi rst arrived for training 
he would burst into an offi ce and barrage the client and trainer sitting there 
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   In addition to their inappropriate initiation of interaction with peers, most 
people with AS demonstrate motor clumsiness ( Weimer  et al., 2001 ) and a lack of 
interest in competitive sports. Disinterest in team sports may be due both to skill 
defi cits and to spatial awareness problems that make it hard for them to get a sense 
of the game. Avoidance of sports is another factor that makes normal social inter-
action with their peer group diffi cult, especially as they get into adolescence and a 
lot of their peers ’ main interest will be sports. (Hint: those with AS sometimes like 
bowling.) Certainly they do better in individual rather than team sports, and often 
benefi t from private rather than group instruction. 

   Despite their impressive vocabularies, those with AS can have communication 
problems because they tend to be literal and have diffi culty with fi gurative lan-
guage. They will follow instructions to the letter. This may get them in trouble, 
particularly at school. If a boy with AS is asked if he would like to do math now, 
he may just continue reading his book, believing he was being given a choice. 
Two more examples of taking things literally follow.          

with questions about their make of car and license plate number. He would go 
from offi ce to offi ce doing this until he was brought under control. If the cli-
ent was obviously upset when he burst in, it made no difference to his behav-
ior. This boy had a previous diagnosis of attention defi cit hyperactivity disorder 
before coming to the ADD Centre, and such behavior was seen as impulsive. 
From the perspective of AS functioning, it can be viewed as an attempt to feel 
more comfortable in a new situation by introducing something familiar—
talking about cars. 

  After about 20 sessions of neurofeedback Steven’s hyperactive and impulsive 
behavior was greatly decreased, and his behavior became calm. After 40 sessions 
our staff, his parents, and the schoolteachers had all noticed that his social 
awareness had shifted. He was actually thinking of the reaction of others before 
he did things. In the clinic, instead of interrupting one staff after another, he 
would arrive and, if he wanted to ask permission to do something, he would 
silently stand by the author’s open door and wait until he was asked what he 
would like, which was often permission to make a cup of tea if he had arrived 
early for his session.      

   Six-year-old Michael, told by his teacher in fi rst grade that she did not want to 
see him out of his seat, kept the seat of his chair pressed to his buttocks when 
he got up. Another fi rst-grader named Sam, given the same admonition, went 
under the desks to get to the pencil sharpener. Both these children were con-
fused when sent to the offi ce. Each thought that the teacher did not see him 
out of his seat, and that he had sincerely tried to do as he was told.      
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  Although they may be excellent readers and have prodigious memories for 
facts, students with AS have problems reading social cues, and thus struggle with 
reading comprehension when it involves emotional insight, innuendo, or infer-
ence. Words with double meanings can be very confusing, too. Given the sen-
tence, “Mary tore up the letter and shed a tear.” the child might wonder how 
you can shed a tear (reading  ‘tear’ as the present tense of  ‘tore ’). 

   Mathematics is frequently the weakest subject due to weak spatial reasoning 
skills. Most people with AS just do not see the relationships in the number pat-
terns so necessary for understanding many aspects of math. They also have trouble 
with money concepts, time concepts, and reading the clock. In this respect there 
is overlap in symptoms between AS and non-verbal learning disorder (NVLD), a 
learning style in which verbal IQ is much higher than performance IQ. Spatial 
reasoning weaknesses also mean they will have great diffi culty with organizing 
themselves and their things. Though they may be obsessively tidy about their own 
collections of things of interest, be it model cars or Yugioh cards, you cannot just 
tell them to tidy their room because they will not know where to begin. Their 
desk or their locker will also be messy, and papers get lost in backpacks. 

  There is also overlap with pragmatic language disorder (PLD) since the speech 
and language differences are in practical applications; such things as holding con-
versations (they talk about their interests too much and fail to read non-verbal 
cues), tone of voice (loud or monotone), or failure to keep the other person’s 
viewpoint in mind when explaining things.          

  John, an adolescent, spoke of a female teacher he enjoys, and his trainer remarked 
in a pleasant tone that Miss X. sounded like a nice person. When John described 
something nasty a male teacher did, the clinician used a different tone of voice 
and said, in a very sarcastic tone while shaking his head,  “Boy! He’s a nice guy! ”
John, missing the sarcasm in the trainer’s voice, was completely confused as to 
why anyone would call this terrible man a nice guy.      

  Tony  Attwood (2007)  considers non-verbal learning disorder and pragmatic 
language disorder to be diagnoses equivalent to AS, just looked at from a particu-
lar perspective—that of a learning disabilities specialist, and that of a speech and 
language pathologist. We do differentiate, because those with NVLD usually have 
better social skills (though they may have problems with boundaries and invad-
ing other people’s space), and those with PLD also have better social skills and 
do not have the motor clumsiness, such as diffi culty tying shoelaces. Nor do they 
have the same emotional differences, such as having  “melt-downs ” if routines are 
changed, or the intense special interests. 

   In comparison to autism, there is an increased likelihood of seeking social 
interaction ( Khouzam et al., 2004 ) and, as noted previously, some aspects of speech 
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and language may be advanced in those with AS but are delayed or absent in 
those with autism. 

   For the most part, individuals with AS are very honest, and take people at their 
word. Perhaps this is a refl ection of their being quite concrete and literal. They 
do not understand the unwritten rules of a social hierarchy. A third grade student 
with AS matter-of-factly told the supply teacher that she was not allowed to yell 
in the classroom. They may talk to a teacher as if they were equals rather than 
showing appropriate deference. They do not understand that there are sometimes 
exceptions to the rule.          

   Jane fell and sprained her ankle in the school corridor. The strict rule at the 
school was that you never put your books on the radiator. Sam saw Jane fall, 
put his armful of books on the radiator, then helped Jane to stand up. John, a 
student with AS, was very upset and went into a tirade about Sam putting his 
books on the radiator.      

  The child with AS may appear bossy, may act like a little policeman, and may be 
called a tattle-tale. When others break the rules it upsets the person with AS. One 
boy in kindergarten was very well behaved except that he would cry when other 
children broke the rules. In general they are sweet, socially naïve children who do 
not present many problems in their pre-school years, but who have diffi culty with 
peer interactions once they start school. They become more withdrawn, and often 
seem depressed in their teen years due to increasing social isolation and awareness 
of not  “fi tting in ”.

  In contrast to their diffi culties in initiating and maintaining peer group relation-
ships, the mothers of AS clients often relate how good their child is with adults. 
She may tell you that he is polite and quite talkative, and that adults are often 
impressed by his verbal facility. With some of the brighter children you may note 
how they present like the  “little professors ” described by Asperger in his original 
paper. Although many, as adults, have problems with employment because their 
social skills lag so far behind their intellectual abilities, some will develop their spe-
cial interests into careers, and may even become professors in a fi eld where they 
possess vast, arcane knowledge. From a historical point of view, there has been a 
retrospective diagnosis of AS in Jonathan Swift, author of  Gulliver’s Travels, and the 
eccentric Dean of St. Patrick’s Cathedral in Dublin ( Fitzgerald, 2000 ). 

  Emotionally, AS clients appear to lack fi ne-tuning when reading and expressing 
emotion, and do not show the usual gradations of emotions. They do not react to 
situations where one would normally expect emotions but may overreact at other 
times, going quite suddenly from a placid stance to extreme anger or tears if upset 
by something, including things that seem trivial to others. They are very egocentric 
in their responses, and may appear to lack empathy. Sometimes sudden emotional 
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changes or their odd behavior will get them labeled aggressive, and they may then 
be designated as behavioral problems. They make easy victims for teasing, bullying 
or extortion. They may copy behavior from books or television, not realizing it is 
inappropriate outside of that context. Since they lack street smarts, they are the ones 
“left holding the bag. ” With the promise of  “I’ll be your friend if you… ” others can 
set them up to do things that get them laughed at or in trouble.          

   Seven-year-old Michael was dared by the other boys to kiss Jane. He did, and 
was suspended from school for sexual harassment.      

  Those with AS have intense special interests, and are soothed by doing them, 
reading about them, or carrying around something related to them. Retreating 
into a special interest area is a way to cope and feel less anxious.          

   One fi ve-year-old, whose special interest was weather, took over the inter-
view that had started with a remark about the rainy day and explained what a 
barometer was. Then he gave instructions for making one. Instead of cartoons 
on television, he watched the weather channel. Though only in kindergarten, 
he could read at a third grade level; he scanned the shelf full of attractive story 
books and then looked in the science section for something on meteorology. 

   Fourteen-year-old Jason had a fascination with guns and could tell you 
the ballistic details of virtually any model, from rifl es to handguns. He felt less 
anxious if he had his special toy, a miniature water pistol, in his pocket. This 
resulted in him being suspended from school for carrying what appeared to be 
a weapon into the classroom.      

   Unusual behavior is often the product of anxiety, or simply not knowing what 
the correct behavior is in a new situation.          

   Eight-year-old Matt was taken to the airport to meet his grandparents. As soon 
as they appeared he was so excited that he broke away from his parents, ran up 
to his grandmother, and spat on her.      

  A change in routine may be very diffi cult, and they have trouble with transitions.          

  Trevor had an older brother who would be dropped off fi rst at his school and 
then Trevor was dropped off. When his older brother had a dentist appointment 
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   Change or ambiguity is diffi cult and anxiety provoking for those with AS, 
and they have trouble making choices. Other students love fi eld trips but those 
with AS dislike the change in routine. At our training center we have a large 
cabinet with all kinds of toys that can be purchased with the tokens earned dur-
ing a child’s training sessions. These children just cannot seem to make a choice. 
They save up an extremely large number of tokens, and may fi nally decide to get 
a certifi cate to purchase something at the mall, thus delaying making a choice 
even longer. 

  The attire of the person with AS may set them apart because they wear what 
is comfortable, rather than what is fashionable. ( Tactile sensitivity plus anxiety in 
new situations means getting electrodes on the fi rst time can be very diffi cult.) 
The teenager who wears sweat-pants to school when everyone else wears jeans 
likely has AS. This lack of sartorial acumen is due to a combination of sensory 
sensitivity and not reading fashion cues.          

and Mother tried to take Trevor to school fi rst, he refused to get out of the car. 
Trevor became so upset and clearly anxious that fi nally mother had to drive 
around and drop the older brother off at his school, take Trevor to his school, 
and then drive back to get his brother to take him to the dentist.      

   John was an adult who came to his fi rst appointment with his baggy, unkempt, 
much too large trousers hitched up with braces. His fi rst comment to 
the author was that she had made syntax errors when writing  “The A.D.D. 
Book, ” which he had been perusing in the waiting room. He came for train-
ing because he wanted to improve his concentration for playing bridge, which 
he taught and played competitively. About 2 years after he fi nished his neuro-
feedback training he returned dressed so well he could have been a model for 
Brooks Brothers clothing. He had brought a magazine that featured his byline. 
Now, in addition to teaching bridge, he was writing a column on the social 
aspects of bridge for a glossy publication.      

  To get more of the fl avor of people with this syndrome, read Tony Attwood’s 
books Asperger’s Syndrome: A Guide for Parents (1998) and Asperger’s Syndrome: The 
Complete Guide (2007), or read anything by Lorna Wing. For a more informal 
rendition of the symptoms, rent the movie  “About a Boy ” starring Hugh Grant, 
enjoy the novel  The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time ( Haddon, 2002 ) or 
the autobiographies  Pretending to Be Normal ( Willey, 1999 ) and Born on a Blue Day  
(Tammet, 2007 ).   
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    III .    SECTION II: SYMPTOM CORRELATION 
WITH FUNCTIONAL NEUROANATOMY AND EEG 
FINDINGS

   A.    Inattention and impulsivity: ADHD symptoms 
and signs 

  In our clinical experience (especially in the 1990s before AS was being broadly rec-
ognized), virtually all the children, and a majority of the adults, who were diagnosed 
with AS originally came for treatment due to ADHD symptoms that parents, part-
ners, and others felt were seriously affecting their ability to progress in school or 
function at work or home (Simpson, 2004). A British study found that children, 
on average, were fi rst diagnosed as having AS at age 11, and that they had had three 
previous assessments, usually with a diagnosis of ADHD, before they were diagnosed 
correctly ( Wing, 2001 ). Other studies have confi rmed the presence of ADHD 
symptoms in Asperger’s syndrome ( Corbett and Constantine, 2006 ). A person with 
AS is more in their own world, and demonstrates diffi culties with attention span 
when expected to pay attention to something someone else thinks is important. 
Diffi culties are both in sustaining attention and in fi ltering out extraneous data and 
shifting attention appropriately. Impulsivity, hyperactivity and hyper-focus on a per-
sonal area of interest are also symptoms that are often seen in both AS and ADHD 
clients. Steven barging in and asking about people’s cars, mentioned above, was a 
good example of symptoms that overlap between the two disorders. 

  In the early years of doing NFB we were always careful to recognize the ADHD 
symptoms that had been responsible for the parents coming to the Center. We could 
reassure parents that we could identify specifi c EEG patterns associated with ADHD 
(Jantzen  et al., 1995 ; Lubar, 1991 ; Mann et al., 1992 ), and suggest to the parents that, 
given the publications that have demonstrated the success of NFB to improve attention 
span, it was reasonable to expect an improvement in this area ( Fuchs et al., 2003 : Linden 
et al., 1996 ; Rossiter and LaVaque, 1995 ;Thompson and Thompson, 1998 ). It was also 
discussed with parents that, in our experience, improved attention span appeared to 
result in an improved ability to de-center; that is, see things from another’s perspective, 
and focus on needs and feelings that others were expressing. Although we just aimed 
for improved attention, when children and adults with AS underwent NFB training, 
people also noted a change in their ability to socialize appropriately. In addition, the 
children appeared much more confi dent, and free of their former anxiety. 

  These observations led us to further investigate what was known about the 
pathophysiology of Asperger’s, and to review where we had been placing the 
active electrode, and what frequency bands we had been enhancing and inhibit-
ing when our primary objective in these early years had only been to decrease 
the co-morbid symptoms of ADHD. We were asking the question of what, neuro-
physiologically, was in common to both ADHD and Asperger’s and, further, what 
was in common to both these disorders and anxiety? 
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    B.    Brain regions that underlie ADHD symptoms, and 
appropriate NFB training 

    Beauregard and Levesque (2006)  reviewed the literature showing abnormal func-
tioning of the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), the prefrontal cortex, and the 
caudate in children with ADHD during tasks involving selective attention. They 
demonstrated that neurofeedback can normalize these areas as shown by pre- and 
post-functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in 15 students diagnosed 
with ADHD who received neurofeedback training as compared to fi ve con-
trol subjects. The anterior cingulate has also been implicated in AS because it is 
involved in appropriate shifting and fi xating of attention. 

   In one study,  Landry and Bryson (2004)  showed that children with ASDs, 
when compared to normal children, and even to children with Down’s syndrome, 
have a distinct diffi culty with attention. They demonstrated that, once attention 
was fi rst engaged on a central fi xation stimulus, persons with autistic spectrum 
disorder had a marked diffi culty in disengaging their attention in order to shift 
attention to a second stimulus. Belmonte’s group ( Belmonte and Yurgelun-Todd, 
2003) studied visual selective attention comparing autistic subjects with normals. 
They noted that, in autism, physiological indices of selective attention are abnor-
mal even in situations where behavior is intact. They used functional magnetic 
resonance imaging (fMRI) while subjects performed a bilateral, visual-spatial 
attention task. In normal subjects, the task evoked activation in a network of cor-
tical regions including the superior parietal lobe. The subjects with ASD differed 
from normal activation patterns. 

  These studies parallel our EEG observations that clients with AS show EEG 
differences from the normal data base , and that the source of the abnormal activ-
ity, as determined by LORETA, is similarly in those locations: the anterior cingu-
late gyrus, the superior temporal gyrus, and the parietal cortex. 

  The use of NFB to train the brain to sustain attention has been well established, 
starting with the work of psychologists M. Barry Sterman and Joel Lubar in the 
early 1970s. Sterman in the late 1960s established that operant conditioning of 
brain wave activity in cats was possible. Cats could be trained to increase spindles 
of 12–15    Hz activity. He named this activity  sensorimotor rhythm (SMR) because it 
was seen across the sensorimotor cortex, and was associated with diminished sen-
sory input and motor output; that is, seen in an alert, still cat that was waiting for 
a signal before making a response. The SMR activity originated in the thalamus, 
and projected to the sensorimotor cortex. 

  The thalamus is the major source of rhythmic activity, including alpha (8–12    Hz), 
theta (4–8    Hz), and SMR(12–15    Hz). These frequency ranges are key ones used in 
NFB training paradigms, particularly those that address ADHD and seizure disorders. 
More recently, high amplitude, high frequency beta ( �20   Hz usually) has also been 
implicated in the symptoms of inattention ( Chabot and Serfontein, 1996 ; Chabot 
et al., 2001 ; Clarke  et al., 2001 ;Thompson and Thompson, 2006 ). We also frequently 
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observe this high frequency beta in clients with AS and other ASDs. Beta spindling 
refers to spindle-like bursts of high amplitude, synchronous beta in a very narrow 
(often single Hz) frequency band in the beta range. Beta spindling appears to be a 
cortical phenomenon that may signal cortical instability ( Gibbs and Knott, 1949 ;
Gibbs and Gibbs, 1950 ). However, it also appears in clients who complain of ADHD 
plus anxiety, or show manic or ASD symptoms. In these persons it correlates with a 
busy brain that may interfere with attention span; that is, they are distracted by inner 
worries or ruminations, or  they get stuck on things. 

   Often we note a dip in amplitude around 14    Hz over the central area of 
the cortex. When this is observed we have acted on the hypothesis, following 
Sterman’s work, that it may correlate with reduced sensorimotor rhythm (SMR) 
being produced by the thalamus. We have used NFB as a method for assisting the 
client to raise the average amplitude of the 13–15    Hz frequency band over the 
sensory-motor cortex. The result has been a decrease in impulsivity and hyper-
activity. It also is associated with less tactile sensitivity and less distractibility. In 
addition, we have emphasized using NFB to raise SMR in those clients who pre-
sented with very high amplitude high frequency beta (the so-called  busy-brain 
pattern) and a high ( �1.55) 23–35    Hz /13–15    Hz ratio ( Thompson and Thompson, 
2006). These clients improved. 

  It appears possible that one method for improving the stability of the cortex may 
be this SMR training ( Sterman, 2000a ). In addition, pairing the NFB training with 
BFB methods to reduce sympathetic drive, and thus normalize the limbic-cortical-
hypothalamic-adrenal axis has been effective. In particular, respiration and heart rate 
variability training appear to accelerate the acquisition of self-regulation skills in clients 
who present with the combination of ADHD and anxiety symptoms. The combina-
tion of NFB, BFB and strategies improves client performance in sessions and, eventu-
ally, in everyday life. (More of this is discussed below under the topic of anxiety.) 

   Some clients with ADHD exhibit very low arousal in relatively boring situa-
tions. They can actually fall asleep in the classroom or at work. In sessions when 
they suddenly feel sleepy (usually in association with having work of a boring or 
diffi cult nature to do) their electrodermal response (EDR) level drops dramati-
cally. In this group we have used EDR feedback (also called SC for skin conduc-
tance). They have learned to sustain their normal awake and aroused EDR level 
while also maintaining other biofeedback measurements at a healthy level, such as 
heart rate variability (HRV) levels that indicate that they are calm and relaxed. For 
excellent explications concerning heart rate variability read recent publications by 
 Gevirtz (2007) , and by  Gevirtz and Lehrer (2005) .

  There is one caveat to increasing SMR. When doing EEG feedback, we have 
been careful not to reward the 13–15    Hz activity at Cz or FCz if our assess-
ment at these sites already demonstrated a very high amplitude 14    Hz. This has 
been observed in some clients who have co-morbidity of depression and ADHD. 
It can be a very high amplitude spindling beta rather than true SMR, and this 
has also been observed in a small number of both adults and children who were 
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very impulsive. This is an unusual fi nding but, when present, rewarding 14–15       Hz 
can rather rapidly make these clients much worse. We had made the assumption 
that this beta was not really SMR originating from the thalamus and, indeed, in 
recent years when the assessment included LORETA, we found that this beta or 
spindling beta originated from Brodmann area 24 in the anterior cingulate gyrus. 
Clearly these complex clients with spindling beta also had anxiety symptoms, and 
this leads us into the next section. 

    C.    Anxiety and the modulation of affect responses 

  Although anxiety is often mentioned as a common co-morbidity with ADHD, 
especially in adults, in AS it is even more important. It is a central symptom. 
Usually there is a combination of anxiety and a defi ciency in the ability to modu-
late affective responses to what appear to others to be minor stressors. In part, 
anxiety may be related to diffi culty in distinguishing abstraction, innuendo and 
social meaning, which results in defensive withdrawal from emotionally laden 
social situations. That would be the psychodynamic explanation but, in terms of 
brain function, there appears to be atypical activation in areas of the brain related 
to anxiety such as the anterior cingulate gyrus. Attempts to cope with anxiety 
may result in other presentations of symptoms, as seen in disorders that have anx-
iety at their core, for example obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) and social 
anxiety disorder. 

   Having observed the overlap between anxiety, worry with ruminations, and 
ADHD symptoms in both adults and children, we looked for EEG patterns at Cz 
(children) and/or FCz (adults) associated with these symptoms, and found that 
it was beta, often a spindling beta, at frequencies above 19    Hz with the particu-
lar band width being specifi c to each client. When we reviewed the records of 
those clients who had also had a LORETA analysis of their 19-channel EEG we 
found a consistent pattern. The anterior cingulate gyrus, Brodmann area 24 was 
the source of the high frequency beta activity that was outside the Neuroguide 
database norms. Frequently the bursts of beta in the surface EEG appeared to be 
beta spindling (high amplitude, narrow frequency range, synchronous beta), which 
we named a  busy-brain pattern  ( Thompson and Thompson, 2006 ). 

  Whenever high amplitude, high frequency beta is observed we recommend 
that the client discover what mental state is associated with increasing it, and then 
decrease it. Most clients fi nd that decreasing it using NFB at FCz is associated with 
a calm state without anxiety and ruminations. Clients who show this activity are 
not necessarily AS; it is also helpful for athletes who engage in negative self-talk or 
people coming in for stress management (       Thompson and Thompson, 2007 ). 

    Figure 15.1    is an example of beta spindling in a child with moderate Asperger’s 
syndrome plus ADHD symptoms. He was an anxiously polite boy. The spindling 
beta in this nine-year-old boy’s record, seen at Cz, was consistently at 20     Hz. 
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  This boy trained down both the 20    Hz beta at Cz and his 4–8    Hz theta while 
increasing SMR (13–15    Hz). Clinically he improved during training. Interestingly his 
draw-a-person, always an interesting aspect of our pre- and post-assessment, changed 
from a tiny almost stick person to a full smiling fi gure. His theta/beta power ratio 
(4–8)2/(13–21)2 ratio dropped from 8.23 to 5.57. His attention quotient on the inte-
grated visual auditory continuous performance test (IVA) improved from a standard 
score of 80 before training to 100 (mid-average) on testing done after 40 sessions. 

  That reducing spindling beta, whose source is in the anterior cingulate (AC), 
helps people with AS should not be any surprise given the functions associated 
with the AC. Devinsky and his colleagues in 1995 did an excellent summary of 
the functions and the connections of the anterior cingulate, that banana shaped 
structure that wraps around the upper side of the corpus callosum. He and oth-
ers have noted that the AC appears to be central to affect regulation and control. 
It has executive functions, and it is critical in areas of attention and concentration 
(Devinsky  et al., 1995 ). But the AC is also well connected to areas in the limbic 
network including: amaygdala, periaqueductal gray, autonomic brain stem motor 
nuclei, ventral striatum, orbitofrontal and anterior insular cortices, and to the mir-
ror neuron system ( Carr  et al ., 2003 ). 

  The amygdala can assess the motivational content of, and assign emotional 
valence to, internal and external stimuli, while the medial frontal cortex con-
trols the behavioral responses. The AC may be thought of as the  ‘hub’ of affective 
control, and of decision-making. The AC regulates context-dependent behaviors. 

FIGURE 15.1     Beta spindling, 20    Hz; eyes-open is seen using the Infi niti instrument (Thought 
Technology) and the  “Clinical Success ” assessment screen (Thompson and Thompson, 1995) (see color 
plate).   
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It regulates emotional responses and behavior through the autonomic nervous sys-
tem (ANS), endocrine functions, and conditioned emotional learning. The mirror 
neuron system in conjunction with the limbic cortex is key to our understanding 
of the autistic spectrum disorders that include Asperger’s syndrome. 

  The amygdala-hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (AHPA) axis (see  The Neurofeedback 
Book, Thompson and Thompson, 2003b , pp. 106–108) controls the automatic and 
unconscious aspects of the stress response. This response system is controlled by inter-
action between brain stem nuclei (including autonomic nervous system nuclei and 
the locus coeruleus) and the limbic-hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis (LHPA). 
The frontal lobes and hippocampus have a major infl uence on this axis through 
connections to the anterior cingulate, amygdala and hypothalamus. These are the 
neuroanatomical connections of the cingulum and the uncinate fasciculus. 

   Cz and FCz are the surface sites that best refl ect activity in  “affective ” areas of 
the AC. Interestingly, we had been having success in lowering both ADHD symp-
toms and symptoms related to anxiety when we used a Cz or FCz site to train 
down frequencies that were high amplitude compared to the rest of the client’s 
EEG (typically theta 3–7    Hz or low alpha 8–10    Hz, and/or high frequency beta 
in the range 20–35    Hz), and train up sensorimotor rhythm (12–15 or 13–15     Hz, 
depending on the client’s profi le). Other symptoms, such as obsessive thinking, 
also decreased. In some clients this was related to anxiety, and at times a diagnosis 
of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) was made. The reader should refer to the 
work of E. Roy John and Leslie Prichep for more about EEG patterns in OCD 
(Prichep  et al ., 1993 ; Prichep and John, 1992 ). 

   In clients with AS, they all have intense special areas of interest, and that symp-
tom may also relate to the AC and its connections. The training that we were 
doing not only decreased the symptoms of ADHD and anxiety-related symptoms 
but it improved the AS client’s ability to modulate their affective responses. The 
example of Steven above is a good one. Instead of racing from offi ce to offi ce and 
immediately demanding that people answer questions related to his special area of 
interest (i.e., cars), he was able to enter the Center calmly and wait patiently until 
the trainer was ready for him. He even seemed to understand subtle social cues, 
which leads to the next area for discussion. 

    D.    Empathy and affect interpretation and expression 

   Clients with AS display both sensory and motor aprosodia. Sensory aprosodia 
refers to an inability to correctly interpret social innuendo, either verbal or non-
verbal; that is, they do not get the messages conveyed by tone of voice or gestures. 
Sensory aprosodia resulting from neurological damage has been reviewed by  Ross
(1981). Like AS clients, these individuals often cannot copy emotional tones of 
sadness or happiness. Motor aprosodia refers to an inability to use emotionally 
appropriate vocal tones in conversation. Research has demonstrated the diffi culties 
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adolescents have with humorous materials. Emerich found that the ability of ado-
lescents with Asperger’s syndrome to comprehend humorous material, such as 
picking funny endings for cartoons and jokes, was signifi cantly impaired ( Emerich 
et al ., 2003 ). 

  At our Center, a study was done to compare children with AS to a normal 
school group in terms of reactions to reading happy stories. The Asperger’s group, 
as measured by self-report using an adjective check list describing their mood, 
done before and after reading the passage, did not show a shift towards positive 
emotion. It was found that, after NFB training, the children with Asperger’s did 
identify more adjectives that signifi ed positive mood in the same way as matched 
normal controls ( Martinez, 2003 ). An example of these diffi culties in an AS client 
was 19-year-old Brian.          

   In his early sessions Brian would watch people and, if someone told a joke, 
he would see others smiling and laughing, and then he would burst into a 
forced laugh. After 40 neurofeedback sessions to decrease high frequency beta 
activity originating in the anterior cingulate at Brodmann area 24 (seen with 
LORETA analysis of the 19-channel QEEG and observed in the surface EEG 
at FCz), Brian not only picked up on humor and laughed appropriately, but he 
was also telling truly funny stories and jokes. Interestingly, staff were indepen-
dently commenting to the author that they actually felt that Brian was show-
ing empathy, and truly understanding of how others were feeling. His parents 
also noted this. 

  Theoretically the FCz NFB might have infl uenced both the anterior cin-
gulate and the medial prefrontal frontal cortex. Certainly this training would 
have addressed the beta spindling observed at FCz. The electrode was refer-
enced to the right ear because Brian, similar to the majority of our AS clients, 
demonstrated high amplitude, low frequency alpha at T6 compared to T5. Our 
assumption has been that this high amplitude alpha (in some clients it will be 
low amplitude beta 14–17    Hz) corresponded to relative inactivity at this site in 
the right hemisphere—an area involved in processing the emotional tone of 
language and gestures as well as spatial information.      

   But how would training at a central location account for the success of NFB 
at these right hemisphere sites that relate to the primary symptoms of sensory and 
motor aprosodia? A decrease in the symptoms of sensory aprosodia (right tempo-
ral-parietal cortex dysfunction), which is a key dysfunction in Asperger’s, might 
have a relatively simple explanation. We had been referencing to the right ear (or 
right mastoid) in some of the overanxious AS clients. All training with a referen-
tial montage ( “bipolar”) is done with the assumption that the ear reference elec-
trode will show minimal EEG activity. Could it be that the very high amplitude 
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slow waves in the T6 region were picked up by the ear electrode (through volume 
conduction), and were being inhibited by our training, albeit without us initially 
intending to have this effect? 

   However, this would not explain the changes observed in emotional tone 
(motor aprosodia). An alternative, or perhaps complementary, explanation is that 
we were normalizing the AC’s EEG activity, and that this had effects on many 
areas of the cortex, including the parietal temporal junction, and even the right 
frontal area where dysfunction corresponds to motor aprosodia. Note that this 
area in the right frontal lobe may also be a mirror neuron area. 

   Recent work on mirror neurons ( Iacoboni and Dapretto, 2006 ) notes the 
strong connections of these neurons to the limbic system, including the AC. 
Frontal cortex mirror neurons (emphasis on imitation and on intention and 
goal of actions) are found in the pars opercularis. The dorsal portion of the pars 
opercularis has a  “mirror ” function while the ventral portion may correlate with 
prediction of the sensory consequences of a motor action. This area is in the pos-
terior inferior frontal cortex (the homologous site in the left hemisphere would 
be posterior Broca’s area near F5) and the adjacent ventral prefrontal cortex. 
Parietal mirror neurons (emphasis on motoric description of action) are found in 
the rostral portion of the inferior parietal lobule. 

  The visual input (description of action, matching of imitation plan to the 
description of the observed action) to the mirror neuron system (MNS) comes 
from the posterior sector of the superior temporal sulcus. The MNS system is 
at the core of social learning, and appears to be responsible for the imitation of 
appropriate social interactions as well as for understanding the behavior and inten-
tions of others. An fMRI study demonstrated that activity of the MNS is corre-
lated with empathic concern and interpersonal competence ( Pfeifer et al ., 2005 ). 

  The importance of imitation in social learning has been well described 
(Meltzoff and Prinz, 2002 ). Imitation can be directly linked to the MNS. 
Structural abnormalities have been found in the MNS system in autistic spec-
trum disorders and are signifi cant in understanding ASD ( Hadjikhani et al., 2006 ). 
Delayed conductivity in the MNS for imitation has been found in ASD ( Nishitani
et al., 2004 ). It has also been shown that children with ASD have reduced activity 
in MNS regions during tasks that require the child to mirror facial expressions of 
different emotions ( Dapretto  et al., 2006 ). Given these fi ndings it is not surprising 
that defi ciencies in this system are being hypothesized to be a core defi cit in ASD. 

   Given the clear relationship of the MNS to ASD,  it seems reasonable to 
hypothesize that normalizing what we have termed the  hub of the affective ner-
vous system, the AC, may have been responsible for the normalizing of the sensory 
aprosodia symptoms in clients with Asperger’s who did training at our Center. It 
may also explain why resolution of AS D symptoms takes longer (60–80 or more 
sessions) than resolution of ADHD (40–60 sessions) because the infl uence over 
the involved area of the cortex is less direct. Perhaps the NFB has had its positive 
effects by changing the responsiveness of the MNS. We postulate that this may be 
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why, in most cases, we have not had to use NFB to directly activate the T6 area 
to ameliorate sensory aprosodia, F6 to assist in treating motor aprosodia, or F5 to 
more directly improve empathy. 

    Figure 15.2    is an example of the slowing so often seen in the right temporal-
parietal area when 19-lead EEG assessments are done in people with AS. 

  In addition to the high amplitude theta (3–7    Hz) or low frequency alpha 
(8–10   Hz) activity frequently observed at T6, another observation that may help us 
identify some Asperger’s clients could be the  “mu ” rhythm response. Mu occurs in 
the same frequency range as alpha but has a slightly different morphology: one end of 
the waveform will be pointed rather than rounded, and it is sometimes called a  wicket 
rhythm due to this shape. Recent research involving mirror neurons suggests that 
mu may prove to be a helpful index of MNS impairment in ASD ( Ramachandran 
and Oberman, 2006 ). In ASD there is a reduction in mu rhythm suppression during 
action observation ( Oberman  et al., 2005 ). Although lack of appropriate mu suppres-
sion may be a helpful indicator of diffi culty copying others, because mu is typically 
measured at C3 and C4 it is not often observed when the training is done at the 
vertex (CZ) as described above. That training has been successful. Thus, for the pres-
ent, mu has not become a target for NFB training at our Center, which has a clinical 
focus and thus stays with interventions that have shown their effectiveness, though 
mu will doubtless prove an interesting focus for research centers. 

   Figure 15.3    schematically, although simplistically, illustrates relationships between 
ADHD symptoms, anxiety, Asperger’s symptoms, and the anterior cingulate. 

FIGURE 15.2      (Eyes-open, linked-ear reference, 19-channel EEG) T6 and P4 show bursts of high 
amplitude slow wave 10    Hz activity. Contrast these sites with T5 and P3 where this resting activity is 
not observed.    
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    E .    Executive function diffi culties 

   Executive functioning requires the individual to integrate sensory information 
inputs, inhibit what might be immediate responses, and take the time to evaluate 
the inputs, formulate a plan of action that best uses all the available information, 
shift mental set to view the information from different points of view, initiate a 
response, and then monitor and evaluate the results of that response. All of this 
requires a good working memory, an intact frontal lobe, and good communication 
between parietal and frontal regions. The reader will note that a number of these 
functions are subsumed under the rubric of cingulate gyrus function by Devinsky, 
as discussed above ( Devinsky  et al., 1995 ). Others are considered functions of the 
dorsolateral frontal cortex. 

  AS clients do not seem to integrate all of these functions together easily, and 
executive functioning may be impaired in many clients with AS. One test that 
seems to address a number of the functions subsumed under the term  executive 
functioning is the Tower of London (ToL), (or Tower of Hanoi) test. This test is diffi -
cult for those with ASDs. The ToL requires the subject to move colored rings that 
are placed over three pegs of progressively shorter height, to match the arrange-
ment on the examiner’s pegs. The test requires the subject to inhibit immediate 
response, plan, shift mental set, use working memory, initiate a response, and then 
monitor and evaluate the results of that response. The required cognitive functions 
all depend on good prefrontal functioning. Interestingly, this prefrontal area is one 
that is also seen to be outside EEG database norms in our clients with Asperger’s. 

  This dysfunction is not unique to autistic spectrum clients, but is also found in 
clients with other frontal lobe problems including head trauma, ADHD, obsessive-
compulsive disorder (OCD), and Tourette’s syndrome. Another test that is also dif-
fi cult is the Wisconsin card-sorting test. This requires the subject shift mental set 
mid test, and try sorting the cards according to a new  “rule ” (from sorting by, say, 

Triple A � A

ADHD

ANXIETY
OCD
ANGER

Anterior Cingulate
Hub of affective and
Executive Control

ASPERGER’S

FIGURE 15.3      This fi gure emphasizes the central importance of the anterior cingulate in disorders 
that have in common clinically signifi cant anxiety symptoms.    
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shape, to sorting by color or number). Autistic spectrum clients  perseverate , and 
fi nd it very diffi cult to shift mental set. 

  We have started to include the ToL in our test battery for AS clients, and a pilot 
study has shown signifi cant improvements in the ToL after 40 sessions of NFB 
training. (Reported by Bojana Knezevic in her student award paper at the ToL 
annual meeting, September, 2007). The NFB was the same as described above at 
Cz for the children, and FCz for the adults. At least three studies have reported IQ 
gains of 10–12 points in people who received NFB training for ADHD ( Linden
et al., 1996 ; Lubar, 1991 ;Thompson and Thompson, 1998 ), and IQ tests certainly 
tap executive functions. 

  Perhaps the improvement on tests of executive functions is partly due to 
improvements in attention and impulsivity. However, one can also posit that the 
improvements seen in ADHD symptoms are, to a large part, due to improved exec-
utive functioning and/or decreased anxiety. It has to always be acknowledged how 
little we really know. However, although we will remain theorizing about the  ‘why, ’
the results of NFB plus BFB and metacognitive strategies are becoming indisput-
able. Clients who complete their training and demonstrate EEG changes improve 
by self report, by parent questionnaires, and on objectively measured parameters 
such as: ToL, WISC (or WAIS), wide range achievement test, and the test of variables 
of attention (TOVA). This same measured improvement has not been demonstrated 
with other treatment modalities, such as combinations of medications, psychothera-
pies, educational intervention, and behavior modifi cation for clients with AS.   

    IV.    SECTION III: REGIONS OF THE BRAIN 
IDENTIFIED AS DYSFUNCTIONAL IN AS 

   In the foregoing discussion of the major groups of symptoms addressed using 
NFB we touched upon different brain areas that might be responsible for the 
observed symptoms. Here we will briefl y expand on those discussions and suggest 
that, if there is a common axis of disturbed functioning in addition to the anterior 
cingulate, this axis probably includes the seven areas listed in the introduction. In 
our clients with AS, using QEEG assessment and LORETA, one or more of these 
seven areas has shown frequency band activity outside the database norms using 
Robert Thatcher’s Neuroguide program (Neuroguide Delux, 2.3.7, 2007). 

   In the recent research literature on autistic spectrum disorders, the seven areas 
of the brain that are repeatedly found to differ when compared to people with 
typical development are: 

   A.   Prefrontal cortex (the medial and orbital surfaces). 
    B.   Hippocampal gyrus .
    C.   Amygdala with connections to the orbital and medial frontal areas 

of the brain. 
    D.   Fusiform gyrus. 
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    E.   Superior temporal gyrus containing the auditory cortex. 
    F.   Anterior insula and the anterior cingulate, Brodmann areas (BA) 24 or 25 

for affect gating (both are part of the limbic system, the emotional brain). 
    G.   Frontal and Parietal-Temporal Mirror Neuron areas.    

   Our practical interest in these fi ndings, which come from research using a vari-
ety of imaging techniques, is that the lack of normal functioning in these critical 
areas of the brain can also be seen using a QEEG assessment with LORETA. 

   A .    Prefrontal cortex 

   Shamay-Tsoory and colleagues note that prefrontal lesions resulted in signifi -
cant impairment in irony and faux pas. The important areas are the orbito-fron-
tal and/or ventromedial areas of the prefrontal cortex (but not the dorsolateral 
areas) ( Shamay-Tsoory  et al., 2005 ). In contrast to the patient who has damage to 
the amygdala, who cannot correctly understand the signifi cance of another per-
son’s anger or aggressive behavior, the patient with orbital-frontal damage recog-
nizes the signifi cance of other people’s emotions but may fail to modulate their 
behavior as the social situation changes. This kind of impairment, when combined 
with amygdala dysfunction, could lead to diffi culty in correctly recognizing the 
intentions of others and, theoretically, this could lead to inappropriate behavior 
(Bachevalier and Loveland, 2006 ). 

  Wing notes that, as early as 1966, a positron emission tomography (PET) study 
demonstrated that, unlike normal subjects, those with Asperger’s syndrome did not 
show activity in the left medial prefrontal cortex during tasks that required them 
to consider what might be going on in another person’s mind ( Wing, 2001 ). This 
fi nding corresponds to our discussion above on decreased empathy.  Nikolaenko 
(2004) found that problems in metaphorical thinking are associated with decreased 
right hemisphere functioning. Frontal lobe dysfunction in Asperger’s was also 
noted by Shelley  Channon (2004) . In her research she fi nds that impairments in 
real-life problem-solving is associated with left anterior frontal lobe lesions. Her 
fi ndings fi t our discussion on defi ciencies in executive functioning. 

    B.    Hippocampal cortex—medial temporal cortex 

   Salmond and his colleagues (2005) have noted that studies of mnemonic func-
tion in high functioning autistic spectrum disorders (ASD) have suggested a pro-
fi le of impaired episodic memory with relative preservation of semantic memory. 
Such a pattern is consistent with a hippocampal abnormality. In these subjects 
imaging studies have measured gray matter density in the junction area involving 
the amygdala, hippocampus, and entorhinal cortex. Differences from normal were 
found that corresponded to this type of impaired mnemonic function. This might 
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also be consistent with our common EEG fi ndings of uncus, amygdala, and/or 
hippocampus being the source for activity that registers extreme compared to the 
normative database. 

   Structural abnormalities were also seen in these studies in the medial temporal 
lobes. Gunkelman notes that intense negative experiences increase cortisol release 
from the adrenal cortex, and that this can adversely affect the hippocampus, which 
has immune receptors. Because the hippocampus also functions as a memory 
comparator, which is required for both comprehension and recall, learning may 
be severely affected by stress (Johnstone  et al., 2007). We have noted above the 
importance of recognizing the effects of stress and anxiety in Asperger’s. All these 
observations appear to support the importance of the hippocampus in ASDs. 

   In our QEEG evaluations, we consistently fi nd EEG differences from the 
DBM in the temporal lobe regions, including the hippocampus, in our clients 
with AS and ASD. It is therefore always of interest to fi nd studies done using other 
research technologies that implicate this area. 

    C.    Amygdala 

  Richard Davidson and his group at the Institute for the Study of Emotion, in 
NIMH-funded studies, have published fi ndings related to the amygdala. This is of 
great interest because, when using LORETA, we often see the amygdala showing 
EEG frequency bands being more than two standard deviations from the neuro-
guide (NG) database mean (DBM). Davidson in one study notes that:  “Those in 
the autism group who had a small amygdala were signifi cantly slower at identify-
ing happy, angry, or sad facial expressions and spent the least time looking at eyes 
relative to other facial regions. Autistic subjects with the smallest amygdalae took 
40% longer than those with the largest fear hubs to recognize such emotional facial 
expressions. ” Furthermore,  “the autism subjects with small amygdala had the most 
non-verbal social impairment as children ” ( Nacewicz  et al., 2006 ). 

   Studies have also shown that irrational social behavior and social disinhibition 
result from amygdala damage ( Adolphs, 2003 ), and that the human amygdala is 
critical for the retrieval of socially relevant knowledge on the basis of facial infor-
mation ( Adolphs et al ., 2005 ). 

    D.    Fusiform gyrus 

   Using LORETA we often see abnormal EEG amplitudes in the right and/or 
left fusiform gyrus. This area has been implicated in face recognition. Davidson’s 
research has shown that autistic subjects have reduced activation of this face-pro-
cessing area on both sides of their brains while performing a face-processing task, 
whereas their well siblings showed this difference only on the right side. Davidson 
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and his colleagues feel that this suggests an  “intermediate pattern ” in the siblings 
(Dalton et al ., 2005 ). 

    E.    Temporal-parietal junction and the auditory cortex   

  We have discussed this area when referring to sensory aprosodia above. Anatomically 
this area at the junction of the parietal and temporal lobes includes part of the angu-
lar gyrus and, in the right hemisphere, it is a site homologous to Wernicke’s area 
in the left hemisphere. It corresponds in part to Brodmann area 39. The angular 
gyrus merges with the supramarginal gyrus, and is at the junction of visual, audi-
tory and touch centers. It is known to contain cells with mirror neuron properties 
(Ramachandran and Oberman, 2006 ). The auditory cortex’s function is in part to 
integrate diverse pieces of auditory information. In the left hemisphere dysfunction 
of the auditory cortex in the superior temporal lobe could lead to diffi culties inte-
grating diverse inputs into one meaningful whole. 

    F.    Anterior insula and the anterior cingulate 

  The anterior insula and the anterior cingulate are both part of the limbic system 
(the emotional brain). We have discussed the importance of this area in both ADHD 
and anxiety symptoms, and noted Devinsky’s summary in 1995 of the func-
tions and connections of the AC in the section above on anxiety ( Devinsky,  et al ., 
1995). The involvement of these areas in the mirror neuron system is reported by 
Carr who states that the AC is well connected to the insula and the amygdala and, 
with them, to other areas of the limbic network, and to the mirror neuron system 
(Carr  et al ., 2003 ). 

    G.    Mirror neuron areas   

  The areas described above are all connected to frontal, parietal, and temporal 
mirror neuron areas in what is called the mirror neuron system (MNS). Mirror 
neurons are groups of neurons that fi re when a person is watching and men-
tally mirroring the actions of another person. Young children learn to mirror and 
refl ect the behavior and feelings of others, starting with their mother. Think of 
how intently a baby watches its mother’s face; within a few weeks of birth a baby 
will start to mirror the expressions of the caregiver when held face-to-face in their 
lap. This mirroring system is crucial for the young child in order to understand 
the intentions and meanings of other people as expressed through non-verbal 
communication. The MNS is postulated to be responsible for the imitation of 
movements, and perhaps also to copying appropriate social interactions, as well as 
being necessary for understanding the behavior and intentions of others. 
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    F.    Other theories to explain AS symptoms 

  The mirror neuron system defi ciencies do not account for some of the other 
symptoms that are seen in autistic children, such as repetitive movements, 
the need to maintain sameness, and the hypersensitivity to sounds or to touch. 
Ramachandran and colleagues have therefore put forth a further theory that they 
labeled the salience landscape theory. They note the importance of the amygdala, and 
suggest that pathways from the sensory areas of the brain to the amygdala may 
be altered in ASD, resulting in extreme emotional responses to minimal stimuli. 
In effect, the individual with an ASD cannot distinguish salient from non-salient 
aspects of incoming information. They have suggested that self-stimulation might 
actually dampen these extreme responses and be self-therapeutic for the child 
(Ramachandran and Oberman, 2006, 2007 ). At our Center, parietal and amyg-
dala regions are both found to be outside the neuroguide database norms when a 
19-channel QEEG and LORETA analysis are done. 

   British researchers have focused on three functional groupings to cover the 
symptoms: 

    1.   Theory of mind (really theory of other’s minds) 
    2.   Central coherence (not to be confused with EEG coherence) 
    3.   Executive dysfunction ( Hill and Frith, 2003 ).    

  The theory-of-mind hypothesis proposes that a fault in any component of the 
social brain can lead to an inability to understand aspects of social communication 
(Abu-Akel, 2003; Dissanayake and Macintosh, 2003 ). These children do not  “read ”
the intentions of others, and may be gullible, literal and concrete, as described 
earlier in this chapter. The examples given in Hill and Frith’s paper are also well 
worth reading ( Hill and Frith, 2003 ). These authors describe possible malfunction 
in the medial prefrontal cortex, (anterior paracingulate cortex) , the temporal-pari-
etal junction, and the temporal poles. These are also areas referred to in the above 
discussion of mirror neurons. The amygdala may also be involved so there is over-
lap with the salience landscape theory. They mention fi ndings of less connectivity 
between the occipital and temporal regions, and that is a fi nding that we observe 
using coherence analysis in the EEG. It should be recognized that this theory does 
not account for the diffi culty in recognition of faces that can correspond to defi -
cits in the fusiform gyrus, another area that is often observed to be outside data-
base norms using surface EEG and LORETA. 

  Weak central coherence refers to a lack of appropriate connectivity between the 
posterior sensory processing areas of the brain and the more frontal areas that mod-
ulate responses to the sensory input ( ‘top-down ’ modulation). One result of this 
dysfunction may be piecemeal recall, rather than a recall that shows an understand-
ing of the total context ( Brock  et al., 2002 ). Brock’s group proposed that this could 
result from a reduction in the integration of specialized local neural networks in the 
brain caused by a defi cit in temporal binding (synchronized high-frequency gamma 
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activity) between local networks. They feel that temporal binding defi cits could also 
contribute to executive dysfunction in autism, and to some of the defi cits in social-
ization and communication. 

   Hill states that one cause of this defi cit could be a failure of normal develop-
mental ‘pruning ’ in early life, pruning that eliminates faulty brain connections and 
optimizes the coordination of neural functioning. This could be one neural basis 
for the apparent perceptual overload experienced by these individuals. This over-
load may, in turn, be partly responsible for their  ‘autistic’ withdrawal. Withdrawal 
from social interaction, and focusing on a narrow area of interest, results in a 
reduction of the quantity of unpredictable sensory inputs. 

  Executive dysfunction is the third cognitive theory discussed by  Hill and Frith 
(2003). As we noted above, executive functioning appears to be impaired in autistic 
spectrum clients. One test that seems to address many of the functions subsumed 
under the term  executive functioning is the Tower of London (ToL), also called Tower 
of Hanoi, test. We have previously described how this test requires the client to 
inhibit initial responses, plan, shift mental set, use working memory, and monitor 
their moves. It has been shown to be diffi cult for those with autism or Asperger’s. All 
the required cognitive functions depend on good prefrontal functioning. 

    G.    The polyvagal theory 

  The polyvagal theory developed by Stephen  Porges (2003)  provides the context 
for explaining how social engagement, in general, can go awry, as manifested in a 
number of disorders.  Porges (2004)  explains how the vagus, whose name means 
wandering nerve, can be the mediator of behavioral and physiologic features associ-
ated with autism. His theory helps in the understanding of the neural underpin-
nings of the symptoms observed in the continuum of autistic spectrum disorders, 
including Asperger’s syndrome ( Dykema, 2006 ;         Porges, 2003, 2004, 2007 ). This 
theory emphasizes dysfunction in autonomic regulation, and forces us to move 
away from our attempts to relate specifi c defi ciencies in AS to specifi c cortical 
defects by stressing the complex circuits involved in behavior. Functional neuro-
anatomy should not become a twenty-fi rst century version of phrenology. 

   Porges describes how three phylogenic levels of development relate to three 
autonomic nervous system circuits that are kept inconstant balance. They involve: 

    1.   The primitive, unmyelinated vagus. 
    2.   The ergotropic (energy generating) sympatheic nervous system. 
    3.   The tropotropic (calming down) parasympathetic myelinated vagus.    

   Porges ’ theory emphasizes holistic understanding of the human organism as 
elucidated by Walter Hess, who said in his address when receiving the Nobel Prize 
for Medicine and Physiology in 1949,  “Every living organism is not the sum of a 
multitude of unitary processes, but is, by virtue of interrelationships and of higher 
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and lower levels of control, an unbroken unity. ” The challenge is to integrate some 
understanding of dysfunction in discrete cortical regions, as discussed above, with 
differences in the client’s autonomic nervous system (ANS), both the sympathetic 
and parasympathetic branches. 

   Porges ’ theory helps us look at the feedback loops between the cortical areas 
discussed previously and the interaction of structures in the diencephalon, corpus 
striatum, midbrain, and brain stem regions that control the ANS. He has shown 
how a fundamental defi ciency in people along the autism continuum is the mis-
interpretation of a neutral environment as being threatening. He shows that this 
defi ciency can change normal ANS vagal activity and result in the symptoms 
observed in the ASDs, such as withdrawal from social interaction. 

  The polyvagal theory underscores the broader understanding of mind–body 
connections, and posits that many of the symptoms observed in children with 
ASD are not to be interpreted as being solely related to cortical defi ciencies. That 
everything is cortically based might be surmised from an emphasis on the mirror 
neuron system and, in particular, on the anterior cingulate (anxiety and attention, 
and links to the entire limbic system), the left frontal cortex (F5) involvement in 
empathy and in understanding the intentions of others, the right parietal temporal 
junction for an understanding of sensory aprosodia, and the right frontal (F6) area 
for motor aprosodia. We must now broaden this approach and see that each of 
these symptoms, and other symptoms such as not  “hearing ” others (which requires 
using the strapesius muscle of the middle ear) also involves complex interactions 
of cortical defi ciencies with structures within the diencephalon, corpus striatum, 
midbrain and brainstem regions, and thus various levels of the ANS. 

  In our earlier discussions we emphasized how the AC seems central to our 
understanding in that it connects to the amygdala, and to all of the cortical areas 
that are involved in the mirror neuron system. The AC also connects to the nucleus 
ambiguus, giving it control over aspects of the vagal parasympathetic efferents con-
trolling such important physiological functions as heart rate, while it receives vagal 
afferent feedback from such organs as the heart from connections relayed through 
the nucleus solitarus in the medulla of the brain stem. Given these two points of 
emphasis we can better understand why BFB of, for example, HRV, will infl u-
ence many of the symptoms seen in clients with AS via the vagal afferents to the 
brain stem. The vagal afferent sensory information is conveyed from the medullary 
nucleus of the solitary tract to the parabrachial nucleus and the locus coeruleus. 
These nuclei connect to the forebrain with links to the hypothalamus and amyg-
dala, and thereby providing  thalamic connections to the insula, orbito-frontal and 
prefrontal areas, all of which give feedback to the anterior cingulate. 

   One of these direct AC connections is to the brain stem nuclei and, in par-
ticular, to the nuclei controlling the ANS, such as the nucleus ambiguous and the 
nucleus of the solitary tract in the medulla. These nuclei control the autonomic 
nervous system including the parasympathetic myelinated fi bers that are linked to 
the cranial nerves that control facial expression, vocalization, and even listening. 
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Dysfunction in this parasympathetic system may be an additional way in which 
we can better understand diffi culties that AS clients have with  ‘hearing ’ emotional 
tone, listening to what others are trying to express, showing emotion through 
facial expression, and demonstrating emotion in their own tone of voice. 

  There is a balance between the anabolic and calming functions associated with 
parasympathetic (vagal) system and the catabolic and emergency reactions of the 
sympathetic system. Neurophysiologically, in response to threat, the central nucleus 
of the amygdala stimuates the dorsolateral periaqueductal gray, and activates the 
sympathetic system rostrally for fi ght or caudally for fl ight. In a safe environment the 
fusiform gyrus and the superior temporal gyrus actively inhibit the central nucleus 
of the amygdala so that the primitive sympathetic defensive systems are not activated, 
and the parasympathetic system predominates, thus allowing for social behaviors. 

  When there is dysfunction in the system, however, the result may be that even 
relatively minimal stress or tension results in a defensive withdrawal from social 
interaction as was described in the 1950s by child psychiatrist and autism expert 
Milada Havelkova ( Thompson and Havelkova, 1983 ). More recently, others such 
as Dykema have connected social behavior withdrawal  to this autonomic dysfunc-
tion ( Dykema, 2006 ). A major focus of our work with AS clients has been BFB to 
decrease sympathetic drive and increase parasympathetic tone by encouraging an 
increase in heart rate variability (HRV). An increase in vagal efferent tone inhibits 
the inherent high intrinsic rate of the sinoatrial node slowing the heart, increasing 
HRV and engendering a feeling of  ‘calm. ’

  The polyvagal theory provides a coherent explanation of why our work using 
BFB, in particular heart rate variability training, combined with NFB, with its 
hypothesized effects on AC function, has been successful in clients with Asperger’s 
syndrome.   

   V.    SECTION IV: INTERVENTION 

  Biofeedback is not a stand-alone intervention for AS. It can be combined with 
diet, medications, psychotherapy, behavior modifi cation, and specialized educa-
tion. Indeed, psychotherapy, behavior therapy, social training, and medications have 
reportedly been the most commonly used interventions for children who present 
with the symptoms of Asperger’s syndrome ( Jacobsen, 2003 ). These interventions, 
plus speech therapy, are also the most commonly tried interventions for ASD ( Green 
et al., 2006 ). The advice for intervention with AS also largely applies to high func-
tioning autism since there is much overlap in symptoms ( Bregman, 2005 ). 

  Diet should be discussed during the intake evaluation of  clients with AS since 
there is preliminary evidence that ASD in some individuals may involve the diges-
tive system and the immune system. The group called Defeat Autism Now! (DAN) 
encourages trying elimination diets that avoid wheat (because of gluten) and dairy 
products (because of casein), which they believe can have neuroinfl ammatory effects in 
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susceptible individuals. The basic theory is that some individuals with autistic spectrum 
disorders have a digestive problem so their bodies cannot handle the proteins found in 
gluten and casein. The Online Asperger Syndrome Information and Support (OASIS) 
website has done a Survey on Alternative Treatments and concluded that, although 
some individuals reported benefi ts, special diet regimens probably have higher success 
rates for autism than for AS ( Bashe and Kirby, 2005 ). 

  Although there is no specifi c pharmacological treatment for AS or, for that 
matter, any of the autistic spectrum disorders, psychotropic medications are 
used to treat symptoms ( Sloman, 2005 ). Many children with AS show hyperac-
tive behavior, and are placed on medications that range from stimulants and anti-
depressants to antipsychotics. The stimulants target hyperactive behavior, and 
the commonly used ones are methylphenidate, either Ritalin or the controlled 
release Concerta, and amphetamines such as Dexedrine and Adderall. Common 
side effects are appetite suppression and insomnia. Stimulants reduce the seizure 
threshold, and rates of seizure disorders are higher among people along the autistic 
spectrum, so that is one reason they should be used with caution. A second reason 
for caution is that anxiety is a primary symptom in ASDs, and it may be increased 
with these medications. A third caution is that a reasonable number of the ASD 
clients we have assessed have previously been given stimulants, and/or selective 
serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI), and suffered signifi cant side effects including 
unpredictable outbursts of anger and impulsive behavior. 

   In our EEG assessments these clients also demonstrated beta spindling in the 
raw EEG. For now this seeming association between beta spindling and side 
effects being reported by the client is only conjecture. However this observation 
would make a good future research study. EEG profi les can be used to better dif-
ferentiate which medications may or may not be useful for particular symptoms, 
so choice of medications may prove to be a little easier in future ( Prichep  et al ., 
1993; McCann, 2006 ). Suffi n and Emory (1995)  have reported on EEG patterns 
predicting drug response in those with ADHD, and these observations may per-
haps be extended to those with AS; namely, frontal excess theta responds best to 
stimulants, frontal excess alpha responds better to antidepressants, and coherence 
problems respond best to anticonvulsants (seizure medications). 

  To this we would add that when beta spindling or excess high frequency beta 
is observed in the raw EEG, one should be very cautious about using stimulants 
because they may make the patient’s symptoms worse. This is hypothesized to be 
because stimulant drugs increase beta, and result in a narrow focus that may be 
on an inner worry. Thus using stimulants for dealing with ADHD symptoms that 
present in someone with AS may actually worsen behavior. In general, one needs 
to balance skills and pills. As the person learns self-regulation skills, they should be 
able to reduce reliance on pills. 

  Some children with Asperger’s have angry outbursts and overreact to frustrations 
that seem trivial to others. For symptoms of anger, temper tantrums, and aggression, 
psychiatrists may prescribe Risperdal (risperidone), an anti-psychotic medication 
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with calming properties. This medication is given to decrease agitation and aggres-
sive outbursts, and increase social interaction. Although it has fewer extrapyramidal 
(Parkinsonian) side effects when compared to other commonly used neuroleptics such 
as haloperidol and thioridazine, it can cause signifi cant weight gain. 

  If targeting symptoms of anxiety, panic, obsessive-compulsive behavior, and 
depression, the psychiatrist usually starts with an antidepressant from the class of 
selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors (SSRIs). They may also try mood stabilizers 
or anticonvulsants like Neurontin and Tegretol; anxiolytics like Ativan and Valium; 
and antihypertensives like Catapres (clonidine). Sloman notes that most of the psy-
chotropic medications used in children have not gone through the evaluation neces-
sary to establish their effi cacy, tolerability, and safety. There is also the limitation that, 
“Medication does not ameliorate the basic defi cits in social interaction and com-
munication ” ( Sloman, 2005 ). Nevertheless, a wide range of drugs is prescribed for 
those with AS when their symptoms bother other people, or when diffi culties arise 
(usually in school settings) where they feel overstimulated or confi ned. 

   A.    Neurofeedback      �    biofeedback: What we do 
and why it is effective 

  Although we continue to emphasize the importance of diet, sleep, exercise, social 
skills training, and a good educational and extracurricular program, the primary 
approach for helping people with AS has become NFB      �     BFB and cognitive 
strategies, simply because this has proven most effective. 

  By combining knowledge of functional neuroanatomy with the foregoing theo-
retical discussions, a picture has emerged concerning the diffi culties experienced, both 
neuroanatomical and functional, by those with ASD. Quantitative electroencephalo-
graphic assessment (QEEG) can pinpoint cortical areas with abnormal activation and 
abnormal connectivity (coherence) as compared to database norms ( Thatcher et al., 
2003). These areas and/or connections can then be addressed using the neurofeedback 
approach. It must be emphasized that what follows are some commonly used sites 
and frequencies but, in all cases, the initial assessment results, either single-channel or 
19-channel assessment, lead to the fi nal decision as to the sites and frequencies to be 
addressed in order to  ‘normalize ’ cortical functioning. 

  As stated above, we address each of the symptom areas both individually and 
together. Attention span, impulsivity, and hyperactivity when present, are addressed; 
fi rstly, by down-training low-frequency activity between 2 and 10    Hz (whichever 
range is appropriate for each client, for example, 2–5    Hz, or 3–7    Hz, or 4–8     Hz, 
and so on) and higher frequency beta, most often somewhere between 19 and 
36   Hz at sites that depend on the assessment fi ndings. The most common start-
ing site for clients who have AS  is Cz in children, and between Cz and Fz (called 
FCz in this chapter) in adults. At the same time we frequently up-train SMR 
at the same site providing, as previously noted, the central site does not evidence 
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high amplitude spindling beta in this frequency range. We may also reward 
15–18   Hz beta while the subject is learning and/or carrying out the metacogni-
tive learning strategies that have been taught; for example, while reading and ana-
lyzing material that is emotionally descriptive ( Thompson and Thompson, 2003a ). 

  Anxiety is addressed by combining biofeedback (BFB) with the NFB. BFB 
includes heart rate variability training (with diaphragmatic breathing and heart 
rate monitoring), electromyogram (EMG) feedback, usually over the frontalis or 
over the trapezius muscle groups, and, when shown to be abnormal with the stress 
test, peripheral skin temperature and skin conduction (       Thompson and Thompson, 
2007). The NFB for affect modulation emphasizes down-training the high ampli-
tude, high-frequency beta that often originates in the anterior cingulate and/or 
the medial prefrontal cortex. The site for this training is based on a 19-channel 
assessment, and usually includes Fz or FCz. This activity may also be found in 
the anterior portion of the right frontal lobe and the site trained will, once again, 
depend on the assessment fi ndings using QEEG. 

  In many adult clients we will up-train alpha but we are careful not to up-train 
high-frequency alpha (11–13    Hz) if it is found to be very high compared to the data-
base norms (DBN) on the assessment profi le. This avoids actually making the anxiety 
symptoms more severe ( Rice et al., 1993 ;       Thompson and Thompson, 2007 ), which 
can occur with alpha training, though usually increasing alpha is associated with a 
relaxed state. We will usually up-train SMR (13–15    Hz) with a site over the motor 
cortex (C3, CZ, or C4). This SMR training will reinforce a calm, relaxed state. It may 
improve sleep by increasing sleep spindle density during sleep ( Sterman, 2000b ). 

  The following case example  displays the kind of complex fi ndings that often 
appear in our adult Asperger’s clients. The client was a 28-year-old man of high 
intelligence who was very much into his own areas of interest. He did not  ‘read ’
or appear to understand how others were actually feeling about his behavior. The 
subtleties of social interaction, particularly within his own family, escaped him. He 
had on several occasions become verbally aggressive and even physically violent 
with family members when he felt criticized. He was extremely egocentric. The 
following fi gures show signifi cant differences from the neuroguide (NG) database 
mean (DBM) in areas of the brain where the brain functions could correlate with 
the observed abnormal social behaviors. 

    Figure 15.4    from LORETA , using the Neuroguide database Z-scores, shows 
a clear anterior cingulate fi nding. It shows 4    Hz activity that is 1.86 standard 
deviations ( SD) outside the DBM for his age originating from Brodmann area 
(BA) 24.This indicates dysfunction in this location. Such dysfunction might be 
expected to correspond to his socially inappropriate behavior, and to his anxiety. 
This LORETA fi nding does correspond to the surface EEG fi ndings. 

   In Fig. 15.5    LORETA shows 17    Hz beta activity to be 2 SD below the DBM 
using NG in the right fusiform gyrus and at the parietal-temporal junction. 
Dysfunction in this location might be expected to correspond to a sensory apros-
odia, and to his inability to appropriately pick up cues from facial expressions. 
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FIGURE 15.4      Image from eyes-open condition, linked-ears reference, using NG. LORETA shows 
4    Hz activity at FCz, and   is 1.9 SD above the DBM (see color plate).    

FIGURE 15.5      LORETA image:  Z-scores, from eyes-open condition, linked ears reference (see 
color plate).    

   In Fig. 15.6   , LORETA shows 10    Hz alpha activity in the left prefrontal area 
to be 1.6 SD below the DBM using NG. Dysfunction in this location might be 
expected to correspond to his diffi culties with impulse inhibition. 

   In Fig. 15.7   the Z-scores demonstrated      �     2 SD at FCz due to beta spindling at 
26   Hz.Training to decrease spindling beta at FCz while increasing SMR, and car-
rying out biofeedback to increase HRV normalized the symptom picture to the 
degree that we did not have to proceed to other training sites. 
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  Defi ciencies in empathy are addressed by increasing the appropriate activity at 
frontal mirror neuron sites, such as F5, while decreasing spindling beta when present, 
and normalizing anterior cingulate activity at FCz. Affect and innuendo interpreta-
tion is addressed by decreasing slow wave activity or increasing normal 14–17    Hz 
beta at the T6 parietal-temporal junction, a frequent site for fi nding slowing, as 
described above. Motor aprosodia (lack of prosody) may be addressed by normalizing 
activity at F6. Again, the specifi c frequencies to be normalized at these sites are cho-
sen after the 19-channel assessment (SKIL, Sterman-Kaiser, 2007; Sterman, 1999). 

FIGURE 15.6      LORETA image from eyes-open condition, linked-ears reference.    

21 Hz 22 Hz 23 Hz 24 Hz 25 Hz

26 Hz

0 1�1 2�2 0 1�1 2�2 0 1�1 2�2 0 1�1 2�2 0 1�1 2�2

0 1�1 2�2 0 1�1 2�2 0 1�1 2�2 0 1�1 2�2 0 1�1 2�2

27 Hz 28 Hz 29 Hz 30 Hz

FIGURE 15.7      Brain map, linked-ear reference, eyes-open, showing standard deviations (SD) (see 
color plate).    
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   In addition to specifi c spatial reasoning, verbal interpretation and comprehen-
sion diffi culties, executive functioning for clients with AS includes the synthesis, 
integration, and appropriate modulation of all sensory information input: audi-
tory, visual and kinesthetic. Defi ciencies in these executive functions are addressed 
by careful assessment, and then NFB. The identifi cation of specifi c verbal and 
non-verbal learning disorders (NVLD) requires psycho-educational testing. 
Defi ciencies can then be linked to EEG fi ndings. Then an NFB intervention is 
designed to normalize the electrical activity over the appropriate cortical areas 
while the client is learning appropriate strategies, and also doing BFB. Usually the 
EEG feedback involves placement over Wernicke’s area for comprehension diffi -
culties, and right parietal areas for NVLD symptoms. The specifi c frequency ranges 
for enhance and inhibit are set according to assessment fi ndings for each case. 

  Whether it be comprehension or NVLD, or whether, as in the autistic child, 
it appears to be a lack of appropriate cingulate and prefrontal modulation of the 
sensory input from the parietal areas, the connectivity (coherence and/or comod-
ulation) will usually be outside the database norms. Commonly in Asperger’s and 
in NVLD, we observe a  ‘disconnect’ with hypo-coherence between right parietal-
temporal region (T4, T6) and the left frontal lobe (F5) combined with hyper-
coherence in the right hemisphere between parietal and temporal, temporal and 
frontal areas. Thus the differences from the normal database can be either too 
much or too little communication between specifi c sites. 

   Hyper-coherence between regions is an abnormality that is interpreted as 
resulting from a lack of appropriate differentiation of functioning between regions. 
This can negatively affect the client’s ability to effi ciently perform multiple tasks. 
It can lead to impaired decision-making when fast responses are needed. Hyper-
coherence is interpreted as indicating a lack of differentiation (and fl exibility) 
between functional regions. Hypo-coherence, on the other hand, is often inter-
preted as a  ‘disconnect’ between regions of the brain, i.e. an area of the brain is 
not communicating as it should with other regions. 

  Although we cannot effi ciently, until LORETA NFB is perfected, address spe-
cifi c fi ndings in the amygdala, orbital-frontal cortex, and the hippocampus, we know 
that the anterior cingulate is well connected to these areas. Our overall results seem 
to suggest that we may be affecting these areas by training at the central location to 
normalize the EEG fi ndings whose source is anterior cingulate activity. 

    B.    Case example   

  This rather severe case shows some of the fi ndings in a nine-year-old boy diagnosed 
as autistic. His language development was at a three-year-old’s level, and he made 
little eye contact. He would draw a stick fi gure if requested, but preferred to draw a 
repeating pattern he called a train. One of his brain maps is shown in  Fig. 15.8   .

   In Fig. 15.8  each of the circles (labeled 6 to 10    Hz) shows how much electri-
cal power there is at a particular frequency at various sites. The red  color means 
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that there is high amplitude activity at that frequency. It can be seen that 8–10     Hz 
activity (alpha) is high amplitude at T6. Indeed, it was found that the activity 
was      �     2 standard deviations (SD) above the database mean for boys of his age at 
this T6 site. As previously explained, this area plays an important role in processing 
sensory information and reading social cues. This is an important mirror neuron 
area at the junction of the parietal and temporal lobes. Dysfunction in this area 
from any cause may cause diffi culty interpreting emotions and innuendo, such as 
the hidden meanings in the other person’s tone of voice, or in their gestures. 

   In addition, at 6    Hz on the left side there is a darkened area between the two 
frontal lobes at Fz. Using LORETA this slow, 6 cycles per second activity was dis-
covered to come from an important area involved with emotional feelings, atten-
tion, and executive functioning, namely, the anterior cingulate. Too much slow 
wave activity suggests under-activation and, in a child with ASD, this parallels the 
symptom of not appropriately understanding or expressing emotion. 

   In other brain maps that were done on this child, other frequencies and sites 
showed up. Some of these fi ndings are discussed below. The next two pictures are 
LORETA images. They look like slices through the brain, like the pictures you 
might expect to see using MRI (magnetic resonance imagery) but these pictures 
are derived using Low Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography—LORETA for 
short. The three views are horizontal, sagittal and coronal. Each LORETA image 
shows the area that was the source of some of the abnormal activity seen on the 
surface of the cortex in various brain maps. 

  The LORETA image, shown in  Fig. 15.9   , shows a darkend area at a very impor-
tant mirror neuron site in the left frontal lobe. This indicates that the 20 cycles per 
second activity is far too high compared to the normative database at F5. 

  This child was unusual in ASD cases in that he had better visual analysis (could 
do computer games) and verbal tone recognition, yet verbal output was very poor 
with very little verbal communication. 

  As described above, recent literature has emphasized dysfunction in a small cen-
tral nucleus of neurons called the  amygdala. Dysfunction here can mean that the 
child cannot correctly interpret the emotions of other people, and it may also mean 
that they cannot control their own emotional responses. They may ignore things 
or, on the other hand, they may overreact. In the LORETA view in  Fig. 15.10   , the 
amygdala is shown to have far too much of a very slow wave (delta activity). 

FIGURE 15.8      Brain map, absolute power, linked-ear reference, eyes-open (see color plate).    
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  The next brain map, shown in  Fig. 15.11   , is a picture we frequently see in 
terms of a deviation at Pz. Here, 7    Hz activity is far above the normative database 
for boys his age. The area is at Pz on the surface, and is over important parietal 
areas needed for the synthesis and integration of all sensory (hearing, vision, kin-
esthetic) information. 

  In           Figs. 15.8–15.11  it is not the frequency (number of waves per second) of the 
wave that is necessarily important. What is crucial is the area of the brain where 
the electrical activity differs from normal, the function of that area, and whether 
the functions of that area correspond to the diffi culties that particular child is having. 

  An early study found signifi cantly increased coherence between hemispheres in 
autistic children as compared to three different groups: normals, a matched group 
of mentally handicapped children, and normal toddlers matched for mental age 
(Cantor et al., 1986 ). In the coherence patterns shown in  Fig. 15.12    (from the 
same nine-year-old boy with autism whose images are shown above), the red lines 

FIGURE 15.9      LORETA image from eyes-open, linked-ears reference showing 20    Hz activity 
source is in the inferior frontal gyrus, 1.59 SD      �     DBM in Neuroguide. We saw spindling 20    Hz beta 
at F5 (MNS) in raw EEG.    

FIGURE 15.10      LORETA image, eyes-open, linked-ears reference showing 1    Hz delta activity, 
amygdala and Uncus,      �      2.3 SD above the DBM in NG.    
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in the far right circle (high beta 25–30    Hz) show that far too many sites in the 
posterior regions of the brain, especially on the left side, are engaged in the same 
kind of activity at the same time as areas in the frontal lobes. There are faulty pari-
etal-frontal connections, both in the left hemisphere, which handles most language 
functions, and in the right hemisphere, which does more emotional processing. 

    Coben (2007)  has also discussed fi ndings of coherence differences in autistic 
spectrum disorders. Although not observed in these data, which are from a child 
with autism, a number of our cases of people with Asperger’s syndrome show a 
blue line (disconnect–hypo-coherence) between the right parietal-temporal area 
and the left frontal region. 

  The second coherence brain mapping was done at the time of progress testing 
after 40 sessions of training. Training had mainly emphasized beta and theta ampli-
tude normalization, and then coherence training of theta, alpha and beta was begun. 
At the time of progress testing he was more focused, as evidenced by normal range 
scores on the TOVA and IVA (Sanford and Turner, 2002) continuous performance 
tests, and much less anxious by parental report, including changes in questionnaire 
ratings. Childhood autism rating scale (CARS) ratings done by his parents have 
moved from the  ‘severely autistic ’ range into the  ‘mild to moderately autistic ’ range. 
He receives special direct instruction in academic areas, and is now doing oral read-
ing at a second grade level, up from a pre-primer (kindergarten) level. 

6 Hz

0 1�1�2�3 2 3 0 1�1�2�3 2 3 0 1�1�2�3 2 3 0 1�1�2�3 2 3 0 1�1�2�3 2 3

7 Hz 8 Hz 9 Hz 10 Hz

FIGURE 15.11      Brain map, relative power, eyes-open, Laplacian montage.    
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FIGURE 15.12      Coherence map before training: Coherence, eyes-open, linked-ears showing 
hyper-coherence between many sites (see color plate).      
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  The coherence shows particular improvement in theta and beta, especially high 
beta, bands ( Fig. 15.13   ). Now training will focus on decreasing delta coherence 
in the left hemisphere (F3-P3 and F7-P7) while also working on strategies for 
language comprehension. Training will also be done to increase coherence in beta 
between the two frontal lobes (blue  line). Coherence fi ndings are moving towards 
normal in this nine-year-old boy. His training was twice a week for his fi rst 40 
sessions so those gains were made over the course of 5 months; he now does 
training once a week and continues to improve. 

    C.    Typical training session steps for clients 
with Asperger’s syndrome 

  The training can be conceptualized as a progression of stages that address different 
aspects of the AS disorder. These are outlined in point form in fi ve steps below. In many 
cases not all fi ve steps will be needed. Symptoms may resolve after the initial two or 
three steps. However the actual work of the trainer during the sessions is more complex. 
It is described as four overlapping processes following the brief outline of steps. 

   Training Steps 

        1.    Address the ADHD symptoms : Begin by helping the client to be more 
 ‘ externally ’ oriented and calm. Decrease the dominant slow wave 
frequencies, and enhance 13–15     Hz activity. A common placement is 
at Cz referenced to the right ear, or C4 to the left ear, respectively. 
For an excellent discussion of electrode placement, monopolar (referential) 
as compared to bipolar (sequential), see Les Fehmi and Tom Collura’s article 
(2007). 

    2.    Deal with anxiety, (perseveration when present), and internal ruminative thinking  
   Decrease high amplitude19–22     Hz activity (when present). Also, decrease 
dominant high amplitude beta activity between 23–36     Hz (when present). 
Usually the electrode is placed at a site that may infl uence the activity 

Delta Theta Alpha Beta High Beta

Coherence

FIGURE 15.13      Coherence map after 40 sessions (see color plate).      
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of the cingulate gyrus, that is, between Fz and Cz. In addition, when 
beta spindling is also observed at another site (sometimes F6 or F5, and 
occasionally at Pz) then this beta frequency will be decreased at that site. In 
all adult clients a stress test is carried out, and biofeedback is added to the 
training program.     

    3.    Deal with the sensory aprosodia : Decrease dominant slow wave activity 
at P4 and T6, and increase low beta 14–17     Hz. Normalize coherence 
abnormalities (often hypo-coherence between T6 and F5, and hyper-
coherence between parietal and temporal/frontal areas). 

    4.    Deal with the motor aprosodia : Decrease dominant slow wave activity at F6. 
   5.    Deal with language delays (as in autism or AS with language-based LD): Decrease 

dominant slow wave activity and increase 14–17    Hz activity over Wernicke’s 
area and the angular gyrus, and normalize coherence in the left parietal-
temporal-frontal axis while doing reading comprehension exercises. Decrease 
dominant slow wave activity and increase 15–18    Hz activity over Broca’s area 
while reading and answering questions and organizing written work.    

   For all clients, decisions concerning training sites, bandwidths, and BFB param-
eters are made using the  “decision pyramid ” shown in  Fig. 15.14   . For EEG settings 
the bottom triangle fi ndings: symptoms—EEG fi ndings—anatomical functions 

Communication between
areas of the cortex

Client’s
Goals

The Decision
Pyramid

Client’s symptoms/
problem areas.
Client’s unique

responses to specific
measuring devices

and feedbacks

Neuroanatomy
Neurophysiology
Functions of
different areas

Functions/mental states
correlated with EEG
frequency band widths and
ANS and EMG responses.

FIGURE 15.14     The “decision pyramid. ” (Reprinted from  Thompson and Thompson, 2003 )     .
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of the areas noted to be outside database norms, must all correlate or training is 
delayed and a reevaluation of all the parameters takes place.   

    D.    The four overlapping processes for training AS 

   Treatment Stages 

  We have found that most clients derive benefi t from combining NFB with BFB 
and strategies. Clients get benefi t from beginning their training with relaxation 
techniques and BFB. However, strategies and BFB exercises cannot just be learned 
in the offi ce—they must be fully and consciously integrated into the client’s daily 
living. NFB is fundamentally different. NFB takes much longer to learn but, when 
EEG changes are achieved, it appears that they are unconsciously retained, and the 
corresponding mental state changes are long-lasting. It can be compared in this 
manner to learning a new skill, such as riding a bicycle, where the  “neurofeed-
back” is from the inner ear to the brain, and the acquisition of the skill of balanc-
ing is rapid and permanent. 

   Our treatment approach is conceptualized in four overlapping stages which 
overlap , and eventually merge as the person becomes more fl exible in mental 
functioning. With this gain in mental fl exibility, shifts to the appropriate mental 
state for the task at hand become largely automatic. 

   In the fi rst step the student learns to be able to turn on a mental state of external 
broad focus, aware of everything in their environment (open awareness) which, in a 
later stage, they learn to alternate with singular focus. In this mental state the client 
learns to breathe diaphragmatically at a rate of about six breaths per minute (BrPM). 
By practicing this, a balance occurs between sympathetic and parasympathetic sys-
tems, and there is also balance in natural biological oscillators (heart rate, respira-
tion, blood pressure). The resulting synchrony between heart rate oscillations (heart 
rate variability [HRV]) and respiration cycles of inhalation and exhalation is termed 
respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA). When breathing at 6 BrPM, HRV will be around 
0.1 oscillations per second (that is, 6 per 60 seconds). It will vary a little between 
individuals, and the breathing rate will be faster in children (about 8 BrPM). 

  The important emphasis at this stage is that the client’s breathing be comfort-
able. Overbreathing can cause cerebral and cardiac vasoconstriction which, when 
combined with the Bohr effect (oxygen less easily released from hemoglobin), can 
decrease oxygenation of the brain and heart by as much as 50% in a short time. 
In addition, the client must combine this relaxed diaphragmatic breathing with an 
increase in peripheral skin temperature, and a decrease in muscle tension. As previ-
ously noted, we generally initially use EMG sensors on the forehead or the trape-
zius muscle, but placement will vary depending on the client’s characteristic areas 
of muscle tension under stress. The stress test, as described elsewhere (       Thompson 
and Thompson, 2007 ), guides our choice of biofeedback modalities, and also helps 
the client visualize how tension affects their body. 
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    The second step is to use operant conditioning of brain waves in order that the 
client can train themselves to consciously move from a calm, alert readiness, open 
awareness, high alpha (11–13    Hz) and SMR (sensorimotor rhythm, 13–15     Hz) 
state of mind to a focused, concentrating state where they lower their dominant 
slow wave activity, desynchronize the alpha, and increase beta (15–18    Hz). This 
may require that they practice consciously shifting in and out of open awareness 
to this narrowly focused state. 

  When using Infi niti equipment there is a  ‘scripted ’ training session (a series of 
screens and instructions available from Biofeedback Foundation of Europe, 2007)   
to practice this control for optimizing performance in executives and athletes, but 
it also works very well in the client population that has AS. To improve focus they 
learn to control theta and low frequency alpha. To decrease interfering anxiety and 
ruminations they decrease high frequency beta. The sites and precise frequency 
bands are determined by the QEEG assessment either single- or 19-channel. 
Connectivity is normalized through coherence training. Clients train themselves 
to control, and perhaps to permanently change, their brain wave pattern. Mental 
fl exibility is the goal. 

   Here, again, there has to be a caution. As previously mentioned, a small num-
ber of clients may show very high amplitude, high-frequency alpha (12–13     Hz), 
which for them correlates with a brittle emotional state and sudden bursts of 
very high anxiety (       Thompson and Thompson, 2007 ). Though relatively rare 
in our practice, it is a concrete fi nding, and the trainer must actually move in 
the opposite direction to the training of most clients and train down the high-
frequency alpha. Similarly, there is another danger, but this time in the beta range. 
We emphasize the importance of enhancing SMR. As in Sterman’s work and 
writings concerning seizure disorders, in our experience this seems to stabilize an 
unstable and easily kindled cortex. However, as previously described, only rarely 
but quite defi nitely, we will see a client in whom we observe beta spindling at 
14 or 15    Hz. 

   It is important to note this because it makes it very diffi cult to reward the 
enhancement of SMR if beta spindling is present in the same frequency range. 
However, because spindling beta can be very consistent as to the site at which it 
is observed, it may be possible to reward SMR over a different part of the motor 
cortex. It is also possible to make a screen where the very low, general 13–15     Hz 
SMR can be enhanced, and a strong inhibit come into play if there is a sud-
den burst of very high amplitude waves in this frequency range. For the most 
part, these cautions about spindling beta are based on our clinical experience and 
require research studies. However, the caution concerning alpha is in the literature 
(Plotkin and Rice, 1981 ; Rice et al ., 1993 ;Thomas and Sattlberger, 2001 ). 

   The third step is to link a desired strategy and activity, such as studying or orga-
nizing materials to be learned, with breathing diaphragmatically and relaxing while 
in an effi cient mental state that normalizes the brain wave patterns. This linking of 
mental state to using cognitive strategies for work is classical conditioning. If the cli-
ent is working on a cognitive task, they receive continuous auditory reinforcement 
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for sustaining the mental state of externally oriented narrow focus while perform-
ing the task. If the feedback stops, the student immediately moves back to the 
operant conditioning mode of watching the display screen until the desired men-
tal state is again achieved. Training in metacognitive strategies is also used to assist 
in generalizing the processes learned during the NFB sessions. After this training, 
which pairs the learned effi cient mental state in the patient’s brain when he is con-
fronted with an applied strategy, the client will automatically go into an effi cient, 
active, mental state whenever they use cognitive strategies and begin to work. 

    The fourth step is to train the student in procedures which will help them to 
generalize this ability to produce calm, relaxed, alert, fl exible focusing to home, 
school and work situations. Breathing techniques and metacognitive strategies 
are examples of effective methods of doing this. We insist that our adolescent and 
adult clients pair the diaphragmatic breathing and relaxation, and broad open 
mental awareness, with routines in their daily living: getting out of bed, getting 
dressed, brushing teeth, eating breakfast, reading the paper, driving, answering the 
telephone, and so on. It is of no use to tell your client to practice twice a day for 
10 minutes. They simply will not do it. But if they link the 6 BrPM to daily activ-
ities it becomes part of their natural routine: the phone rings and they think about 
doing 6 BrPM, they come to a red light while driving and start their counting for 
6 BrPM—4 seconds in and 6 seconds out—while relaxing their shoulders.   

    E.    Adding metacognition to treatment 

  After doing 30 years of work with Asperger’s clients using psychotherapy and 
behavior therapy, it was sensible to integrate into our current work aspects of these 
approaches. The most useful appeared to be metacognitive strategies appropriate 
to the life situation of the particular client. Metacognition refers to thinking about 
thinking; that is, the client’s awareness of his own cognition, of how he perceives 
things, learns, and remembers things. For a lengthier explanation with examples, 
see the section on  ‘Executive Thinking Strategies ’ in The A.D.D. Book (Sears and 
Thomspon, 1998) or the 56-page chapter on metacognition in  The Neurofeedback 
Book ( Thompson and Thompson, 2003 ). Gifted students use metacognitive strate-
gies, whereas less successful students do not ( Cheng, 1993 ). 

  With many clients with AS they have superb decoding skills but reading com-
prehension lags. They need reading strategies for analyzing the emotional con-
tent of text and pictures. Social stories can be used. Practice in identifying facial 
expressions may be helpful. For some, where NVLD was a part of the clinical 
picture, strategies for performing spatial reasoning tasks, especially verbal media-
tion techniques (talking their way through it), are wonderfully helpful. Tackling 
these defi ciencies could improve self-esteem and accelerate improvements in the 
Asperger’s symptoms as well as the learning diffi culties. 

  For adults, techniques for understanding the needs, emotions and motivations of 
others can be useful in business as well as socially. For the adolescents and adults, writing 
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down their areas of concerns (the things about which they ruminate) takes very little 
time or space. If they agree to worry only at one time of day and to only open their 
book (to make a new entry) when a completely new concern starts to become a 
rumination, and to immediately stop and divert their thoughts at other times when an 
old rumination comes into mind, the positive effects can be quite remarkable. We call 
this little pocket diary book, SMIRB, for  “Stop-My-Irritating-Ruminations-Book. ”
Sometimes the simplest methods are the most effective, and this technique has many 
variations among people who do cognitive behavior therapy. The SMIRB method is 
formally termed  compartmentalization of concerns. It is further described in a chapter 
on stress management in        Thompson and Thompson (2007) .

    F.    Review of training results in clients with AS 

  We are preparing a case review for publication (Thompson  et al., in press) that 
summarizes the results of neurofeedback (NFB) training with more than 149 cli-
ents with Asperger’s syndrome and nine additional clients with autistic spectrum 
disorder (ASD) over a 15-year period (1993–2008). All charts were included for 
review where there was a diagnosis of ASD, and pre- and post-testing (after 40–60 
sessions) results were available for one or more of the standardized tests used. NFB 
was combined with training in metacognitive strategies and, additionally for ado-
lescent and adult clients, with BFB as has been described above. 

  The most common initial montage was referential placement at the vertex 
(CZ) for children, and FCz for adults, referenced to the right ear. Metacognitive 
strategies were taught when the feedback indicated that the client was relaxed, 
calm, and focused. Trainers shared strategies that typically covered the areas of 
reading comprehension, understanding/labeling emotions, spatial reasoning, and 
math. Using 1-tailed T-tests and a Bonferroni correction, signifi cant improvements 
were found on the following measures: 

      ●    Test of variables of attention (TVA). 
      ●    Attention quotients on the integrated visual auditory (IVA) continuous 

performance test. 
      ●    Australian scale for Asperger’s syndrome (published in  Attwood, 1998 ). 
      ●    ADD-Q (published in  Sears and Thompson, 1998 ). 
      ●    Conners ’ Global Index. 
      ●    SNAP version of the DSM-IV criteria for ADHD. 
      ●    Wide range achievement test. 
      ●    Wechsler intelligence scales (WISC or WAIS).    

  The average gain for the full-scale IQ score was about 9 points. A signifi cant 
decrease in EEG ratios was also observed for (4–8)/(16–20), and (3–7     Hz)/(12–
15   Hz). We cannot state precisely what the effi cacious treatment components were 
because it was not a controlled study but the outcomes were impressive, and pro-
vide pilot data to encourage further research.   
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   VI .    DISCUSSION   

  ADHD symptoms are a common initial presentation in those with AS. Neurofeedback 
(NFB) combined with coaching in metacognitive strategies is effective for ADHD 
(Thompson and Thompson, 1998 ), and helping people with stress management 
is facilitated by training using biofeedback (       Thompson and Thompson, 2007 ), so it 
seemed there was a rationale for working to improve the symptoms associated with 
AS. What had not been expected was that the training would ameliorate many of the 
core Asperger’s symptoms, occasionally even more rapidly than the ADHD symptoms, 
and that changes in social interactions, including developing friendships, would be 
seen. Clients with AS typically take more training sessions than those with attention 
defi cit disorder (60–80 sessions, or more rather than 40–60) but they do respond, often 
showing quite dramatic positive changes across a wide range of symptoms. 

  Perhaps our success with clients with Asperger’s has been due to (unwittingly in 
the early years) focusing our NFB work at FCz in adults and Cz in children refer-
enced to the right ear. We were reducing high amplitude theta (3–7    Hz) or low-fre-
quency alpha (8–10    Hz), and high-frequency beta (19–36    Hz) while increasing sensory 
motor rhythm (13–15    Hz). The high amplitude low-frequency alpha at T6 is close to 
the right ear electrode, and it may have been reduced due to the reference electrode 
being placed at that site as previously explained. Beta spindling (narrow frequency 
band, showing high amplitude, synchronous beta) may correspond to an unstable, eas-
ily kindled cortex so reducing this beta (Johnstone  et al., 2007) and increasing SMR 
might be expected to stabilize the cortex ( Sterman, 2000b ) and improve function-
ing. However, the most likely reason for the success of NFB was the focus of training 
being over the anterior cingulate gyrus, which has connections to all the key areas of 
both the limbic system and the mirror neuron system. 

  We cannot emphasize too strongly the importance of always including BFB, 
and in particular heart rate variability training, when doing NFB for people with 
ASDs. In children the BFB may not be done with sensors attached but they 
should be taught diaphragmatic breathing techniques. As a clinician, one looks 
for the combination that best helps a client realize their potential. In real life a 
brain–body separation is artifi cial. For our purpose of explaining why neurofeed-
back plus biofeedback can rebalance, and thus improve, mind–body functioning, 
we have developed a systems theory of neural synergy (STNS) which emphasizes 
that, no matter where we enter the nervous system with our interventions, the 
neural system will adjust to its own new balance and equilibrium. 

  Whether we train the brain (NFB) or we train the heart (BFB), the neural 
pathways do connect across the forebrain, the midbrain and the hindbrain as was 
described under the polyvagal theory above. In particular, the anterior cingu-
late connects with the brainstem, and that brings all the connections inherent in 
Porges ’ polyvagal theory into play. These considerations support the importance 
of recognizing the interconnectedness of the entire central nervous system and, in 
our work with Asperger’s syndrome, they support the combined use of NFB and 
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BFB. The NFB works from the top down. The BFB works from the bottom up in 
terms of CNS connections. The processes synergistically support each other. 

   VII.    CONCLUSION 

  This chapter describes the core symptoms of AS, and explains how we assess and 
intervene to help these clients. The rationale for the training is based on research 
fi ndings concerning brain function combined with observations of what differs in 
terms of EEG fi ndings. A combined approach is advocated. Neurofeedback is the 
core intervention that pulls the brain in the direction of typical functioning, using 
comparisons to database norms to establish the training goals. We are likely affect-
ing many complex cortical loops by training centrally over the anterior cingulate, 
including links to the mirror neuron systems. 

  When neurofeedback is augmented by peripheral biofeedback (especially 
effortless diaphragmatic breathing that enhances heart rate variability), there is a 
synergistic effect with neural circuits then being infl uenced not just from the top 
down (brain changes), but also from the bottom up by way of the complex inter-
actions and connections of the vagal nerve (both its myelinated and unmyelin-
ated fi bres). Everything is integrated with complex feedback loops, and thus we 
explain the results using a systems theory of neural synergy: a change in any part 
of the system can produce changes elsewhere. When two components of the sys-
tem are changed in a complementary fashion—as when diaphragmatic breathing 
is combined with SMR training, for example—the resulting new equilibrium is 
healthier than if either technique had been learned   separately. 

  The experience to date using neurofeedback is encouraging ( Coben, 2007 ;
Jarusiewicz, 2002 ; Thompson and Thompson, 1995 ; Thompson  et al., in press). 
The fi ndings of neuroscience research, including recent work on the mirror neu-
ron system, are supportive of an intervention that allows an individual to exer-
cise their brain and move towards normalization of EEG patterns. Training the 
brain—bringing inactive areas online and improving communication between 
different areas of the cortex using neurofeedback—and combining that with bio-
feedback for further self-regulation and calming will likely become an important 
component of the tool-kit of interventions for autistic spectrum disorders. It is 
particularly gratifying to work with those with Asperger’s syndrome because they 
so often have high intelligence, and there is great potential that can be realized. 
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    I.     INTRODUCTION 

   Pain is a necessary  “ evil. ”  To feel pain is to be forewarned that something is wrong in 
the body. Moreover, when the pain becomes chronic and debilitating, it is defi nitively 
related to more than a specifi c event or body area. It has been demonstrated that 
the chronic pain patient shows dysfunctional structural and emotional impairment 
in cortical regions ( Acerra and Moseley, 2005 ).  Fox and Raichle (2007)  indicate that 
long-term pain disrupts the balance of the  “  default mode network: (DMN), produc-
ing a widespread impact on overall brain function. These disruptions of the DMN 
are believed to be related to the associated depression, anxiety, sleep disturbances, and 
faulty decision-making which plague chronic pain patients.” Pain has become one 
of the most common symptoms for which patients are requesting medical attention 
(more than 80% of medical visits). This care has cost an excess of $80 billion each 
year in the US (as reported by the Institute of Medicine ( Osterweis  et al.,1987 ). 

   As defi ned by the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP),  “ Pain 
is unquestionably a sensation in a part or parts of body  but is always unpleasant 
and therefore also an emotional experience ” ( Merskey 1986 ). Pain symptoms have 
been evaluated and addressed variously over time, projecting numerous models for 
understanding the overall pain experience. From ancient times until Descartes, in the 
1700s, pain has been considered a disease condition. Thus, within this  “ biomedical 
pain model, ” pain is considered a symptom associated with physical damage, purport-
edly having an objective element connected with the sensation. However, identifying 
physical pathology does not predict severity of pain, intensity or level of disability 
(Holroyd  et al., 1999). 

    II  .    PSYCHOLOGICAL PAIN ASSOCIATED WITH 
PHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS 

   The fi rst attempt to integrate the physiological with psychological pain aspects was 
achieved by Melzak and Wall in 1965 through development of the  “gate theory ”
of pain. This theory incorporated the three systems that are involved in pain 
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experience: sensory-discriminative, motivational-affective, and cognitive-evaluative. 
This model integrates the notions that pain can be somatic as well as psychogenic. 

  In the light of the gate theory of pain control, one must understand the path-
ways involved in pain experience. In short, the pain is recorded by specialized 
peripheral sensory receptors, and the information is brought to the brain through 
the spinal cord, via afferent pathways. A half century ago, Penfi eld and Jasper (1954) 
 described these pathways wherein the brain receives the information in special-
ized centers and performs analysis of the pain’s intensity, quality, and the peripheral 
localization. This information is integrated in other areas as well, such as limbic 
system memory of pain, and the emotional encounter caused by the pain sensation. 
The brain and spinal cord also have the capacity for diminishing the pain sensation 
by sending, via efferent pathways, messages to reduce the pain experience (the pain 
control  “analgesia” systems  are described in any neurophysiology manual). 

  The psychological aspects described by the gate theory were revisited and considered 
incomplete by others ( Sufka and Price 2002 ). In spite of the limitations of the mecha-
nisms proposed within this theory ( Nathan, 1976 ), the gate theory of control of pain is 
considered to have provided an extraordinary contribution to the understanding that 
chronic pain includes brain function. The mechanisms of pain, incorporating peripheral 
receptors, pain pathways, and cortical and subcortical centers where pain is perceived, 
have  brought emphasis to the importance of the corticalization of pain. Understanding 
corticalization of pain ( Birbaumer et al., 1995 ), and neuroplasticity (Ramanchandran 
and Rogers-Ramanchandran, 2000), may explain why neurofeedback is such a valu-
able technique. Neurofeedback proposes that by teaching self-regulation, a patient can 
reduce or even eliminate pain sensations. Since the advent of the gate theory, numerous 
therapeutic modalities have evolved based on the neurophysiological mechanisms of 
pain (e.g., neurostimulation procedures, pharmacological interventions, behavioral treat-
ments, and neuromodulation techniques through neurofeedback). 

  There are no two individuals who perceive pain or other physical symptoms 
similarly. The perception of pain is based partially on an individual’s pain tolerance 
and pain threshold. The bio-psychosocial make-up determines the pain perception 
of different individuals as well. Often the subjective complaints cannot be cor-
roborated by any objective measurements. To understand chronic pain, we need 
to understand the distinction between  “disease” and  “illness. ”  To be  “diseased”
implies that an individual presents objective anatomic-pathological disturbances in 
their body, while  “illness” represents the  “subjective experience ” of that individual. 
Thus chronic pain, as a subjective phenomenon, must be evaluated using the bio-
psychosocial model that focuses on illness. 

    III .    THE BIO-PSYCHOSOCIAL MODEL OF PAIN 

  The intricate interaction among biological, psychological, and social aspects of 
one’s life must be considered. The biomedical model is too limited as a formulation 
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to understand the complexity of chronic pain syndromes. A comprehensive his-
torical perspective of the bio-psychosocial model is thoroughly presented by 
Gatchel and Turk (1996) and Turk and Gatchel (1999) , and also in Craig’s state-
ments including the theory on social learning mechanisms (1986). 

  Operant learning mechanisms of pain, as discussed by  Fordyce (1976) , repre-
sented a unique direction, and were expanded over the years by others such as  Cairns 
and Passino (1977) . Pain is a symptom that is acute as a response to an injury. If the 
pain persists for more than  6 months since the onset, it becomes chronic. Chronicity 
of pain is based on the respondent learning mechanisms. However, such learning 
theory approaches ignore the brain/body interface. Not only are the assaults on the 
body, which fi rst generated the experience of pain, ignored, but the brain’s emotional 
responses to bodily insults are not considered. To accomplish a successful self-regulatory 
program through the biofeedback/neurofeedback (BF/NF) treatment approach, con-
siderations should be given to evaluate the underlining etiologies of chronic pain syn-
dromes as well as overlapping diagnosis or co-morbidities (see  Table 16.1   ). For example, 
patients who suffered from chronic pain usually suffer from depression, anxiety, fatigue, 
sleep disorders, hypertension, and cognitive disabilities, diabetes, etc. ( Turk  et al., 1995 ). 

  The frequent pairing of chronic pain with several other chronic disabilities may 
not be coincidental. As  Baliki et al. (2008)  demonstrated in chronic pain patients, the 
default-mode network (DMN) shown by fMRI is imbalanced and shown to be dis-
rupted, and this disruption may account for the development of accompanying diag-
nostic conditions. Therefore, neurofeedback’s effect in restoring the brain functions 
in general may be based on its contribution to aid in the correction of this cortical 
disruption. These fi ndings are elaborated in the discussion section of this chapter. 

  There are various factors  perpetuating pain syndromes that contribute to the 
chronicity of pain, which also need to be addressed ( Table 16.2   ). 

   Pain is a symptom that affects many people in our society, causing an alarm-
ing dependence on pain medications ( Kudrow 1982 ; Mayo Clinic 2007 ; News-
Medical.Net 2007 ). Chronic pain’s effect on perpetuating other disabilities is 
enormous. According to the 2005 National Survey on Drug Use and Health, 
the incidence of new non-medical users of pain relievers is now at 2.2 million 

 TABLE 16.1       Etiology of Chronic Pain of our patients ’ population and Overlapping 
Diagnoses of our patients ’ population 

   Etiology of Chronic Pain  Overlapping Diagnoses 

   Head Injuries due to different accidents: STBI, MTBI, CVA  Anxiety and/or Depression 
   Work related injuries due to repetitive muscle activities  ADHD
   Post surgery  Asthma
   Post infl ammation (ie: post shingles)  Cancer – different localizations 
   Psychological or Idiopathic  Essential Tremor or Parkinson’s 
   Chronic degenerative diseases  Hypertension 
   Sleep Disorders 
   Memory impairment 
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 TABLE 16.2       Factors perpetuating and aggravating pain syndromes 

   1 Mechanical stressors  Structural asymmetry 
Poor Posture 

   2 Nutritional defi ciencies  Avitaminosis, 
Poor or imbalanced diet 

   3 Metabolic and 
Endocrinologic abnormalities 

 Hypothyroidism 
Hypoglycemia 
Hyperuricemia 

   4 Secondary Psychosocial Factors  Adjustment Disorder 
Psychosomatic Disorder 
Secondary Gain 

   5 Chronic Infections  Bacterial, viral, fungi, etc 
Immune Defi cit Syndromes 

   6 Sleep Disorders  Sleep Apnea 
Bruxism 

   7 Neurologic Disorders  Radiculopathies
Entrapment neuropathies 
Peripheral neuropathies 
Multiple Sclerosis 

   8 Rheumatologic Disorders  Osteoarthritis 
Rheumatoid arthritis 
Systemic lupus erythematosus 

Americans age 12 and older, surpassing the number of new marijuana abusers (2.1 
million). Also, more than 6 million Americans reported current non-medical use 
of prescription drugs—more than the number abusing cocaine, heroin, hallucino-
gens, and inhalants combined. 

    IV.    THE USEFULNESS OF BF/NF WITH 
CO-MORBIDITIES ASSOCIATED WITH CHRONIC PAIN 

  It would be erroneous and an oversimplifi cation to suggest that biofeedback/
neurofeedback alone would effectively assist the chronic pain patient to overcome 
co-morbidities associated with their pain. Other therapies that have been shown 
to be benefi cial in pain management are mentioned in  Mosby’s Complementary and 
Alternative Medicine (Freeman, 2004 ). They include behavioral modifi cation tech-
niques (Block et al ., 1980), acupuncture (Price and Meyer, 1995) and Chinese med-
icine, Alexander technique, Bachfl ower remedies, chiropractic, craniosacral therapy, 
Feldenkreis, Hellerwork, homeopathy, meditation, physiotherapy techniques such as 
heat, CES, TENS, ultra sound, laser, and Shiatsu, massage, yoga, etc. 

  Nonetheless, using BF/NF as a central modality, many of the causes, co-morbidities, 
and perpetuating factors of pain often have been addressed successfully with BF/NF 
techniques. These co-morbidities include high blood pressure and cognitive dysfunc-
tions ( Ibric and Grierson, 1995 ), and sleep disorders ( Ibric, 2001 ). NIH recommends 
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the use of BF/NF in pain syndromes and sleep disorders, and the same recommenda-
tions also are found in  Freeman (2004) . The addictive behaviors associated with chronic 
pain have been addressed with NF, resulting in remarkable success ( Ibric 2002 ; Guyol, 
2006). Some of the patients presented in the case study section of this chapter com-
pletely renounced their pain medication regimen, as the NF training progressed. 

   Biofeedback (BF) protocols designed to address the peripheral correlates of 
arousal, such as temperature (TMP), muscle tension (EMG), sweat gland activity 
(SCR), and heart rate variability (HRV), indirectly affect pain parameters. By com-
parison, neurofeedback (NF) directly affects the processing of pain perception. By 
modifying the electrical activity of the central processing units at cortical and sub-
cortical areas, the pain perception, pain memory and pain affect are modulated, 
and pain tolerance and pain thresholds enhanced. We also hypothesize that NF 
produces an enhanced process of analgesia, due to endorphine and enkephaline 
stimulation (see the discussion section of this chapter). 

  Over the last 50 years numerous studies reported biofeedback (BF) and relaxation 
as useful complementary techniques to medical approaches in treating acute and 
chronic pain syndromes ( Arena and Blanchard, 1996 ). Examples include: headaches 
(Brown 1974 ; Budzynski et al., 1973 ;Tansey 1991 ); temporomandibular joint (TMJ) 
pain ( Ham and Packard , 1996 ); neck, shoulder and back pain ( Carlsson 1975 ; Cairns 
and Passino, 1977 ); and myofascial pain syndrome (MPS) ( Toomim, 1987 ; Ibric, 1996 ). 
Early in its history neurofeedback (NF), or EEG-BF, as a sub-specialty of BF, was 
reported useful in epilepsy ( Sterman 1973 ), in obtaining a relaxation response (Jacob 
and Benson 1996) and enhancing creativity ( Brown and Klugg, 1974 ; Budzynski, 
1976; Fehmi, 1970 ; Green, 1972 , and        Kamiya, 1968 ), and in attention defi cit problems 
(Lubar, 1985 ; Tansey, 1993) . As the years went by, the applications of NF expanded 
to psychological and physical dysfunctions, such as migraine in children ( Siniatchkin 
et al. 2000, Kropp  et al., 2002 ), headaches ( McKenzie  et al., 1974 ), sleep disorders and 
pain syndromes (         Ibric and Jacobs, 1997, Ibric and Kaur, 1999, Ibric, 2000, 2001, 2002   ;
           Donaldson et al., 2004a-d ; Othmer, 2001 ) as well as depression, anxiety, and chronic 
fatigue (Rosenfeld  et al., 1995 ;       Hammond, 2000, 2001 ). 

   V.    OVERVIEW OF THE COMPLEXITY OF 
TREATING CHRONIC PAIN 

  This presentation of our clinic’s experience demonstrates the diffi culties in stylizing pro-
tocols for chronic pain treatment. The co-morbidities often overlap—one person’s pain 
experience itself is very unlike another’s, social and home conditions superimpose upon 
the chronic pain experiences, and the EEG patterns associated with pain demand their 
own unique training locations and training modifi cations. Over 10 years of practice, 147 
patients were referred to us for biofeedback training for different chronic pain syndromes, 
ranging from migraine to complex regional pain syndromes (see  Table 16.3   ). These patients 
had been previously treated with other modalities, but had little resolution of pain. 

   From the total of 147 patients who were statistically analyzed at the end of 
this chapter, 10 cases are presented in  Table 16.4   , and will be detailed below. 
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Three longitudinal studies (Case studies 8, 9 and 10) are included among these 
10 patients. Case number 10, presented in more detail, demonstrates the progress 
of NF training and its effects on subjective and objective measures. The QEEG 
evaluation of the real-time changes on connectivity during NF and HEG modi-
fi cation during a NF session are also shown to indicate the totality of changes 
of all measurements on the brain. The effi cacy study of the NF training in pain 
syndromes will conclude this chapter.   

 TABLE 16.3       Classifi cation of the pain syndromes of our 
patient population and the number of patients in each category 

   Main Pain Diagnostic and/or localization  No. of patients 

   Headache  & Migraines  58 total 
  (Headaches only)  (19)

   Neck  &  Shoulder Pain   9
   Back  & Leg Pain  30
   MFPS  & Fibromyalgia  10
   CRPS type I, II  13
   Abdominal pain of Different origins   7
   Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA)   3
   Other (e.g. Cancer pain)  17

 TABLE 16.4        The ten cases presented in detail in this chapter 

   Case 
Number

Age Sex Main Diagnostic  Co-morbidities #NF
sessions

   1 52 F RSD, POST MVA  Depression, Sleep disorders   15 

   2 67 F Headaches, Neck spasticity 
post meningitis, 
Gait dysfunction 

 Hypertension, Urinary 
incontinence

 145 

   3 33 M Neuropathy post TBI  &
spinal cord injury due to 
work accident 

 Addiction to Pain Killers    82

   4 20 F RSD left foot  NA    20

   5 63 M Idiopathic neuropathy  Hypertension    22

   6 62 M Neuropathy post 
laminectomy 

 Bipolar Depression, 
Addiction to Pain killers 

46

   7 35 F Myfascial pain, Headaches, 
TMJ

PTSD, Bruxism    16

   8 51 F TMJ/ RSD or Fibromyalgia 
post MVA 

Rheumatoid Arthritis    54

   9 60 F Chronic pain, upper/ lower 
back and legs 

 Parkinson’s 
Disease, Colon cancer, Leukemia 

56

   10 42 M Left inguinal chronic pain 
post surgery, mTBI 

 Kidney stones, Addiction to Pain 
Killers 

 112 
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FIGURE 16.1      Psycho-physiological evaluation on Biocomp instrument.    

   A .    Data collection of subjective and objective symptoms 

  Our clinic’s methods of evaluation of chronic pain patients are comprehensive, and 
include a complete medical history followed by a psycho-physiological profi le (PPP) 
using a Biocomp instrument. The PPP consists of measures of the peripheral level of 
arousal via electromyography (EMG), of skin temperature (TMP) and sweat gland 
activity, or skin conductance response (SCR), as patients are engaged in resting, then 
mental and emotional stress. An example of PPP is presented in  Fig. 16.1   .

  The evaluation process includes objective cognitive tests such as TOVA (test of vari-
ables of attention) or IVA (integrated visual and auditory), and the MAS (memory 
assessment scale). Results of stress tests, depression or CES-D ( Radloff 1977 ), anxiety 
tests, SCL-90R, and the level of pain evaluated with the chronic pain grade question-
naire (CPG) as VAS (visual analog scale) and/or the McGill questionnaire ( Melzack 
1975), are very important subjective parameters that aid in measuring progress. 

  The Electroencephalography (EEG) was obtained with an NF instrument, such 
as the Neurocybernetics or ROSHI. This provides us with information concerning 
electrical activity of the brain. We are especially interested in the sensory-motor area 
corresponding to the Penfi eld homunculus ( Fig. 16.2   ) (Penfi eld and Jasper, 1954) .

  A quantitative EEG (QEEG), using the Lexicor Neurosearch-24, gives us further 
important and detailed information regarding various parameters such as relative 
and absolute magnitude, asymmetry, phase, and coherence using various software 
programs, e.g., Neuro-Guide, Nx-Linx, NeuroRep and LORETA. We are using 
the QEEG primarily in cases of traumatic brain injuries (TBI). The results obtained 
guide us more precisely in designing an appropriate protocol to assist in the 
neuromodulation of the client’s pain perception. Recently we introduced the 
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Hemoencephalogram (HEG) measurements to monitor the blood perfusion in 
the NF trained areas in some of our chronic pain patients. (An example is pre-
sented in the case studies section.) 

    B.    Training strategies 

  The specifi c training strategy chosen is decided primarily by the BF modality that we, 
and others, have found to produce the best result in lowering the pain perception. 
In our practice, peripheral BF was useful in correcting the perception of tension 
headaches, myofascial pain syndromes, some TMJ, and in conducting neuromuscular 
re-education. Others have reported such BF useful as well, e.g.,  Sime (2004) .

  Nevertheless, in our practice NF has been the modality of choice in treating com-
plex chronic pain syndromes, such as fi bromyalgia, and RSD or complex regional pain 
syndrome I, CRPS type I ( Ibric, 1996 ). In certain complex pain syndromes associated 
with many co-morbidities, the NF training is enhanced by light and/or electromagnetic 
stimulation, using ROSHI instruments. In short, the ROSHI instrument, designed to 
aid in the neurofeedback training, uses an algorithm, developed by Chuck Davis, named 
complex adaptive modality. This involves extracting the error aspects of one’s EEG (for 
example, features such as transients) from the wideband EEG, and feeding back to the 
client non-error features of his or her brain activity in the form of colored LED light 
fl ashes and/or electromagnetic pulses, very much in real-time ( Ibric and Davis, 2007 ). 

  After a comprehensive evaluation ( Ibric, 1996 ), electrodes are placed in posi-
tions individualized for each case based on the type or localization of pain, and 
located according to 10/20 international system ( Jasper, 1958 ). 
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FIGURE 16.2      Penfi eld’s homunculus presenting the sensory and motor cortical areas where we 
fi rst analyze the EEG, and often where the NF training starts.    
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   Patients trained for 20 consecutive NF sessions, 45 minutes long, were then 
re-evaluated with the same battery of tests as those used at the intake. The number 
20, for the number of NF sessions, before fi rst re-evaluation followed the literature 
(Marzano et al., 2001 ) that describes the  “learning curve ” for any learned skill.  We 
also have found and reported earlier (Ibric and Dragomirescu, 2005) that 20 ses-
sions were  “necessary and almost suffi cient ” for the NF to be effective. The results 
of our statistical analyses on NF effi cacy are presented at the end of this chapter. 

  To monitor progress, stress tests and depression/anxiety scales were used peri-
odically, and the VAS for pain was used pre/post each NF training. NF was done 
either as  “traditional NF ” (audio-visual NF) using a Neurocybernetics system, 
and/or “NF enhanced by light or electromagnetic closed-loop EEG ” (CL-EEG), 
using the ROSHI instrument. For example, we had discovered earlier that myo-
fascial pain syndrome (MFPS) responded well to  “traditional NF, ” versus fi bromy-
algia, or CRPS (chronic repetitive pain syndrome) that required NF enhanced by 
light and/or electromagnetic CL-EEG to have positive results. The employment 
of various light colors (LED or light emitting diodes) in the  “eyesets ” or goggles, 
and electromagnetic stimulation, was determined case by case, taking into con-
sideration each person’s emotional response to colors. For example, it has been 
observed that red and indigo colors are useful in cases were pain is accompanied 
by depression, while green and blue are necessary to reduce associated anxiety. 
Patients with different pain syndromes required different numbers of NF sessions.   

   VI .      CASES STUDIES 1–7    

           Case 1      

    Patient description   : A 52-year-old female with refl ex sympathetic dystrophy (RSD) 
post-MVA, post-neck surgery. 

    Symptoms: Right side face shoulder/arm, right eyelid spastic ptosis, depression, 
sleep disorder. 

    Etiology : MVA 3 years prior to investigating BF. 
    Other therapies : Neck surgery, physical therapy, electrical stimulator implanted. 
    Medications: Antidepressants, Vicodin. 
    NF training: 15 sessions. NF protocols were done mostly at C3 site (where Beta 

[15–18 Hz] was enhanced while Theta [4–7 Hz] and High Beta [22–30 Hz] sup-
pressed.) Neurocybernetics was the instrument used. The C3 site corresponds to 
the right eye projection, at the sensory-motor area of the homunculus (see  Fig. 
16.1 above). 

   NF results: Patient was able to open the right eye as presented in Figs 16.3a and 
16.3b, and have minimal pain over the right face, neck, shoulder and arm. In parallel, 
after 30 minutes of NF, the EEG activity normalized ( Figs 16.3c and 16.3d   ). After 
the fi rst session, the eye stayed open  for 1 hour. As the NF continued, after each 
session the same effect occurred as described in the fi rst session, except that it was 
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FIGURES 16.3C      and 16.3D EEG presentations of Case 1 (recorded on Neurocybernetics), 
corresponding to  Figs. 16.3A and 16.3B  respectively.    

FIGURE 16.3B      Same patient as in Fig. 16.3a after 30 minutes of NF training, on Neurocybernetics
instrument trained at the C3 position/Beta (15–18     Hz) enhanced.    

FIGURE 16.3A      Patient with RSD—right eye presents palpebral ptosis—before NF.    
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sustained for a longer and longer time. After 15 sessions, NF training was terminated 
due to her family leaving the state. This case was presented at the Myofascial Pain 
Syndrome Symposium sponsored by Discovery International ( Ibric, 1996 ).     

        Case 2      

    Patient description: A 67-year-old retired actress (recently widowed) with chronic 
headaches, neck and low back pain, spasticity post-meningitis, and hypertension as 
co-morbidity. 

    Symptoms: Headaches, right side neck spasticity, gait dysfunction, depression/
anxiety, sleep disorders, memory and concentration impairments, urinary 
incontinence. 

   Etiology:  Three neck surgeries after an MVA that occurred 20 years prior to 
investigating BF. Last surgery was done a year before BF and that induced meningitis. 

    Other therapies : Surgery, psychotherapy, physical therapy, acupuncture. 
    Medications: Lorcet, Neurontin, Elavil, Restoril, Depakote, Norvasc, Baclofen, 

Hydrochlorothyazide, Duragesic patches, Synthroid, Cardura, Norco 10-350, 
Vitamin B complex, Vitamin E. 

   NF training: 145 sessions. Neurocybernetics and ROSHI instruments were 
used for her NF training. The electrode positioning varied from CZ to C3, or C4, 
C3-Cz, Cz-C4 and F3/F4, or C3/C4, enhancing either SMR, 15    Hz, or correcting 
coherence. EEG patterns modifi ed, from a great variability to a more stable activity. 

   NF results: Pain perception modifi ed and decreased to none, less depressed or 
anxious, better and more restful sleep, lowered blood pressure, better gait, and bet-
ter quality of life. Patient was able to enjoy travel, and she was able to move to a 
new house, which she was unable to do, since her husband died . Able to reduce her 
meds by half, under her physician’s supervision.     

        Case 3      

    Patient description: A 33-year-old retired construction engineer, neuropathy post-
TBI and spinal cord injury. 

    Symptoms: Neck, shoulder, upper/lower back, arms and legs pain, spasticity, 
tremor, gait dysfunction, memory problems, depression, panic attacks, sleep depri-
vation, neurovegetative deregulation (temperature fl uctuations with profuse sweats, 
paroxysmal tachycardia, blood pressure with large fl uctuations!), which were exa-
cerbated by Elavil (discontinued). 

   Etiology: TBI due to work injury that affected the brain stem (post-16 ft ladder fall). 
    Medications : Zoloft, Mirapex, Baclofen, Buspar, Vicodin, Sonata, Ambien, Elavil. 
    NF training : Total of 82 sessions. Protocols on NC (8) and on ROSHI (74). 
    NF   results: Decreased pain, tremor and spasticity reduced, less depression, better 

sleep, reduced medication. 
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  As an example, the Case 3 protocols were designed following the peripheral 
symptoms, such as for legs spasticity, and pain; the electrodes were placed over 
the central sensory motor area over the vertex at the Cz position. The ROSHI 
training was set for complex adaptive modality (CAM) for the light stimulation, 
to inhibit high beta frequency over 25    Hz, or HiBeta[I] . The effect was enhanced 
by using the electromagnetic stimulation, concomitantly. The hands tremor ceased 
when the electrodes were placed over the C3/C4 positions (where the motor 
control projection of the hands is located on Penfi eld’s homunculus), and the 
training was designed to enhance S14 (SMR 14) or SMR, 12–15    Hz (while Theta 
and HiBeta were discouraged). The sessions done on ROSHI I, monitored and 
recorded on Neurocybernetics, and the changes in EEG presentation shown in 
       Figs 16.4A and 16.4B     .

   In both       Fig. 16.4A and 16.4B  there are three panels. The fi rst, at the top, rep-
resents the EEG evaluation at the C3 position; the second, in the middle, is at C4 
position and the third, at the bottom, at Cz position. The changes, from before NF 
(Fig. 16.4A ) and after NF ( Fig. 16.4B ), in the amplitude and the variability of all 
the frequencies analyzed (Theta, SMR and HiBeta) are obvious.     

FIGURE 16.4A      Examples of brain waves of case 3 recorded on NC—before NF training on 
ROSHI.    
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FIGURE 16.4B      Examples of brain waves of case 3 recorded on NC—after NF training on 
ROSHI.    

        Case 4      

    Patient description : A 20-year-old student with RSD left foot. 
    Symptoms: Chronic pain of left foot migrating to the right, headaches, and 

cognitive dysfunctions due to meds. 
   Etiology: A heavy metal object fell on her left foot, 2 years prior to investigating BF. 
    Other therapies : Physical therapy, acupuncture. 
    Medications: Various antidepressants, Vicodin, Motrin. 
    NF training: 20 sessions. Protocols mostly over the central sensory area at the 

Cz or Cz/C4 positions using the Neurocybernetics (11) followed by the ROSHI 
(9) NF instruments. 

    NF results : Pain reduced from 8 (0–10 VAS) to 2–1. Able to return to school.     

        Case 5      

    Patient description: 63-year-old retired engineer with idiopathic neuropathy and 
hypertension as co-morbidity. 

    Symptoms: Pain in both legs , level 9 (0–10 VAS) anxiety, sleep disorder, 
hypertension. 
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    Other therapies : Physical therapy. 
    Medications : Neurontin, Norvasc. 
    NF training: 22 sessions. Protocols on NC Cz SMR (2), and on ROSHI (20) 

with light and electromag stimulation F3/F4 alpha inhibit. 
    Results: Pain reduction down to none, anxiety controlled, better sleep, reduced 

Neurontin.     

        Case 6      

    Patient description : 62-year-old writer with neuropathy post-laminectomy. 
    Symptoms: Chronic pain low back and legs, level 8 (0–10 VAS), depression, 

attempted suicide, addiction to pain meds. 
    Etiology : Laminectomy for chronic low back pain 8 yrs prior to NF. 
    Other therapies : Surgery, psychotherapy, Palade exercises, yoga. 
    Medications : Neurontin, Wellbutrin, Vicodin. 
    NF training: 46 sessions. Protocols on NC (4), Cz SMR, and on ROSHI (42), 

F3/F4 the protocols varied from AO[I] or alpha only inhibit (8), to S14 reward 
(4), B16 reward (16), B17 (5) and Sync enhance (9). The complex adaptive modal-
ity (CAM) of light stimulation was always used with ROSHI I. 

    NF results: Pain reduction down to none, no more depression, reduced meds, 
no more Vicodin. 

   Seven years after the NF training ended, the learned skills continued to benefi t 
the client, and enhanced his performance.     

        Case 7      

    Patient description: A 35-year-old student with MFPS, chronic headaches (multiple 
origins) and (PTSD), Bruxism. 

    Symptoms: Headaches due to dental problems or sinus infections or allergies, 
left TMJ, teeth grinding, depression, anxiety, anger, sleep disorders. 

    Other therapies : Chiropractic, massage therapy, sinus surgeries, psychotherapy. 
    Medications: Neurontin, Depakote, Vicodin, Acetaminophen, Motrin, Relafen, 

Diazepam, Lorcet, Relafen, Baclofen, Tegretol, Serozone, Lidocaine Infusions, 
Antihistamines (Zyrtec, NavCon-A, Albuterol, as needed). 

    NF training: 15 sessions. Protocols used as needed at Cz or C4 SMR and C3 
Beta (some sessions done with alternation of C3 beta followed by C4 SMR) using 
Neurocybernetics instrument. 

    NF results: Headache and TMJ pain reduced from 8–9 to 2–1, and emotional 
correction of depression. Anxiety reduced from 8 to 2–0. Improved cognitive 
functioning with the reduction of the meds. Three months post the 15th session 
the normalization of the brain wave activity sustained, and she was able to resume 
school.       
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  VII.    LONGITUDINAL CASE STUDIES (8–10) 

        Case 8    

    Patient description: A 51-year-old teacher with chronic neck/shoulder or N/S pain, 
and TMJ/RSD; co-morbidity, rheumatoid arthritis. 

    Symptoms: Severe chronic pain (left neck/shoulder, TMJ, ear), numbness of left 
hand; sleep disorders—insomnia, teeth grinding; fatigue, nervousness. 

    Etiology : MVA 4 years prior to investigating BF. 
    Medications: Relafen, Plaquenil, Prozac, Serozone (Elavil, Zoloft, Sinequal in the 

past), HRT for menopause. 
    BF : 2 sessions without any positive results. 
    NF training: 22 sessions on NC, resumed NF after a 5-month break, then con-

tinued to session 51 on NC, followed by three re-evaluations. 
   NF training: At Cz or C4—SMR enhanced, and theta and high beta discouraged. 
    NF results: TMJ and neck/shoulder pain level was lowered from 8–9 to 2–4, 

and was gradually reduced and kept at acceptable levels of 1–3 on the visual ana-
log scale, or VAS (see                Figs. 16.5–16.9             ) for a longer time, even after the NF ended. 

The pain reduction for session number (n) was estimated by subtracting from 
the declared pain at the end, the declared pain at the beginning of each session, or 
Postn-Pren. For every session n, the relative reduction of pain (Rn), compared to 
the pain perceived before the fi rst session (Pre1), was calculated by using the for-
mula: Rn � (Postn-Pren)/Pre1. (See for cases 8 and 9, the Figs 16.6 and 16.8, and 
Figs 16.11 and 16.13, respectively).

FIGURE 16.5A     TMJ pain, pre and post each NF session in time. Note: Session 22 done after a 
5-month break; session 51 marked the end of NF series; session 52 is a re-evaluation.    
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FIGURE 16.5B      N/S pain, pre and post each NF session in time. Note: session 22 done after a 
5-month break; session 51 marked the end of NF series; session 52 is a re-evaluation after another year.    
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FIGURE 16.6         TMJ pan relative reduction (Rn), based on VAS. Rn� (Pren�Postn)/Pre1. Pren and 
Postn are VAS values Pre and Post, respectively, in session number n.
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To quantify the clients’ learned control of pain over n sessions, we constructed 
the cumalative learning curves presented in Figs 16.7 and 16.9 and 16.12 and 
16.14, for cases 8 and 9 respectively. For example, the client, after session one 
learned to reduce pain in proportion R1, therefore C1 � R1. After a second ses-
sion the client learned from previous session (n�1) plus the current session (n), or 
Cn � Cn�1� Rn.

        Case 9      

   Patient description: 60-year-old housewife with chronic pain. Co-morbidities: 
Parkinson’s disease (PD), skin and colon cancer, chronic lymphatic leukemia (CLL). 

    Etiology: 2 years prior BF fell and injured left knee, diagnosed also with CLL 
and PD. 

   Symptoms: Severe lower back and left knee pain, level 8–9 (0–10 VAS), spasticity of 
left foot, numbness of the left hand, tremor, depression, anxiety, sleep disorder, tinnitus. 

   Medications: Cinemet, Trazadone, Zoloft, Lodosyn, HRT, Oscal and multivitamins. 
   NF training: Protocols total of 56 sessions on NC (Session 54 after a 6-month 

break; session 55 and 56 follow-up evaluations at 1½ and 2½ years after NF ended, 
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FIGURE 16.8     Neck/shoulder pain relative reduction (Rn), based on VAS. Rn    �    ( Pren–Postn)/Pre1.    
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respectively.), mostly at Cz position enhancing SMR and reducing high beta and 
theta.

    Results: Spasticity lowered form 8–10 to 3 post 20 sessions, and reduced to 
none after 50 sessions. Tremor more controlled and better after each session, 
imperceptible after 50 sessions. Pain reduction to 2–1, anxiety/depression con-
trolled, better sleep, reduced meds (under physician control). Pain continued to 
be under control even after 1½ or 2½ years,  after the NF training ended (see               Figs 
16.10–16.14            ).     
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FIGURE 16.10A      Case 9 presents the reduction of back pain following each NF session. Note: 
Session 54 after a 6-month break; session 55 and 56 follow up evaluations 1½ and 2½ years after NF 
ended, respectively .   

NF treatment effectiveness in knee pain control
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FIGURE 16.10B      Case 9 presents the reduction of knee pain following each NF session. Note: 
Session 54 after a 6-month break; session 55 and 56 follow up evaluations 1½ and 2½ years after NF 
ended, respectively .   
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Case 9—back pain 
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FIGURE 16.11      Back pain relative reduction (Rn), based on VAS. (Rn      �      (Pren – Postn)/Pre1.   

Case 9—back pain—learning curve 
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FIGURE 16.12     The learning curve for controlling back pain, following the NF training (C1      �      R1

and Cn      �      Cn    �     1      �      Rn).    
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FIGURE 16.13      Knee pain relative reduction (Rn), based on VAS. Rn      �      (Pren     –     Postn)/Pre1.   

Case 9—knee pain—learning curve 
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FIGURE 16.14     The learning curve for controlling knee pain, following the NF training (C1      �      R1

and Cn   �      Cn    �     1      �      Rn).    
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      Case 10    

    Patient description: A 42-year-old carpenter with left inguinal pain post-surgery and 
kidney stones (185 over the years), MTBI, chronic colitis, addictions to pain killers/
marijuana and smoking.   

    Symptoms : Depression/anger, chronic fatigue, left inguinal pain, low back pain. 
    Etiology: Hernia surgery and epidydimectomy 4 years prior to investigating BF; 

work injury (hit with a construction wood log of 2 by 4 at the posterior right 
side of the head). 

    Other therapies : Acupuncture, chiropractic, herbs. 
    Medications: Vicodin, Morphin (repeated ER visits), Iboprufen 2400 mg, 

Epinephrine. Note: All meds stopped since the NF training started to help (after 
the fi rst 15 sessions). 

    NF training: 112 neurofeedback sessions. N eurocybernetics (9); C4 SMR, C3 
Beta, P3 Alpha [E]; ROSHI (103); enhanced NF by light or electromagnetic 
closed-loop EEG: F3/F4 alpha only inhibit, AO[I]; theta only inhibit, TO[I], or 
theta 4, T4[I]; P3/P4, alpha only enhanced, AO[E]; C3/C4 or Cz SMR; F3/F7, 
synchronization inhibit, Sync [I]; Fp1/T3 Sync [I]. When NF was completed, 
continued the home training with a pROSHI (personal ROSHI entrainer/disen-
trainer, non-NF instrument). 

    NF Results: Pain reduction from 9–10 immobilizing pain to 3–1, and complete 
elimination of painkillers. Able to go back to work, and produced musical CDs 
due to enhanced mental performance. 

  The progress during the NF training monitored by periodic re-evaluations of the 
stress response, SCL-90R, and depression scale (CES-D) is shown in          Figs. 16.15A 
16.15B and 16.15C . These three fi gures show continued improvement 
of this patient’s subjective responses. The cognitive re-evaluation also shows 
increased mental performance, while during pain episodes altered cognition 
(Fig. 16.15D   ). 

   QEEG 

  The case’s 10 results of the QEEG connectivity map, using NeuroRep program, 
are presented in  Fig. 16.16A , and the response to the ROSHI light enhanced 
NF is shown in        Figs. 16.16B and 16.16C     . There are disconnected ( blue ) areas 
of the brain and other areas hyper-connected ( dark orange ). These data are 
part of an experiment we have done to evaluate real-time changes in the brain 
connectivity during NF, which is described in detail in  Hudspeth and Ibric 
(2004) and Ibric  et al., 2007  (in press). The nZ-score  in eyes-closed condition 
is 335 ( Fig. 16.16A ), which was lowered during the NF to 179 ( Fig. 16.16B ,)
and was still lower even after the NF stopped, nZ score 169 ( Fig. 16.16C ). 
Our interpretation, for the results obtained, is that the lower the nZ score, the 
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FIGURE 16.15A      Case 10: Stress test evaluations over the years of NF training.    

FIGURE 16.15B      Case 10: SCL-90R evaluations over the years of NF training.    
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FIGURE 16.15C      Case 10: Depression CES-D evaluations over the years of NF training.    
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FIGURE 16.16A      Case 10: QEEG—Connectivity map in eyes-closed condition (nZ score 335, 
shows a high level of disconnection).    
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FIGURE 16.15D      Case 10: Cognitive test IVA changes during the NF training period of 3 years 
since the NF training started. Observe that, due to pain, the fi rst evaluation shows lower values for 
the response control for auditory (RSA) as well as response control for visual (RCV) processing; even 
lower values are shown for the attention quotients for auditory (AA) and visual (AV). (Normal values 
are over 90). NF training produced normalization of the IVA parameters in subsequent measurements.    

better the brain should function. Therefore the NF, by modifying the connectivity 
parameters, proves to be an effective training tool for patients post-TBI and suf-
fering with chronic pain. 
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FIGURE 16.16B      Case 10: QEEG—Connectivity map in eyes-closed condition during the 
ROSHI NF training (nZ score 179 shows a reduction of the disconnection).    

FIGURE 16.16C      Case 10: QEEG—Connectivity map in eyes-closed condition after ROSHI NF 
training (nZ score 169 shows a continued correction of the connectivity).    
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FIGURE 16.17A      Case 10: HEG during the NF on ROSHI NF light enhanced.    

FIGURE 16.17B      Case 10: HEG during the NF on ROSHI, light and electromagnetic enhanced 
NF. The spike in HEG at the end of the training corresponded to patient’s expression of happiness, due 
to the complete resolution of pain for the fi rst time.    

   HEG (Hemoencephalography) was done during the NF training on ROSHI 
instrument.  Figs. 16.17A    and 16.17B shows that the perfusion of the frontal area 
increased and corresponded to lowering of the pain perception. 
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   VIII .    STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE NF 
EFFICACY IN PAIN SYNDROMES 

  The analysis of the responses to the NF training in our chronic pain patient group 
offered many interesting results, which are reported here. Firstly, we evaluated 
the relationship between the number of sessions and the outcome; secondly, we 
verifi ed the effi cacy of NF in cases treated for more than 19 sessions; thirdly, we 
checked if there is a correlation between the age of our patients to the number of 
sessions needed; and fourthly, we evaluated the infl uence of gender on the num-
ber of NF sessions needed to correct their pain perception. 

   Table 16.5    presents the total number of patients (147) used in the study, from 
which 52 were males and 95 females. The outcomes of the NF training in rela-
tionship to the number of NF sessions are presented. It can be seen that there is 
a direct correlation between the number of sessions and the positive outcome. 
When the NF training was done only for up to 19 sessions, the rate of success is 
very reduced (only three cases ameliorated), while in the case of the patients who 
completed more than 19 sessions of NF, the success rate was evident (68 out of 
74 cases with clinical signifi cant improvement (CSI), or 92%, and up to 95% total 
success if we consider all CSI cases plus two ameliorated).

We chose the value 20 (fi rst number  �19) as a minimal limit for the number of 
NF sessions (CSM), following the literature ( Marzano et al., 2001 ). We also found 
and reported previously (Ibric and Dragomirescu, 2005) from our patient group, 
and in particular from Cases 8 and 9 that a minimal number of 20 sessions was 
necessary to obtain CSI, or to attain 70–80% of the learning curve as Marzano 
described in his study on students ’ learning skills. 

   A .    NF training effi cacy relative to number of sessions (NS) 

  We compared NS for the three types of results obtained: Clinical signifi cant 
improvement   �     CSI, Ameliorated   �   A, and those without any positive results or 
zero results   �      0 results. The results are presented in   Tables 16.5 and 16.6   .

 TABLE 16.5         

 No. cases Positive results

   Number of patients with 1 NF session after evaluation  15 0
   Number of patients who completed 2–10 NF sessions  33 [1 ameliorated (A)] 
   Number of patients who completed 11–19 NF sessions  25 [3 A] 
   Number of patients who completed  � 19 NF sessions  74 [2 A  �  68 CSI*  � 70]
    Success rate CSI* �  68/74  � 92%     

  Success rate of POSITIVE RESULTS  �  70/74  �  95%     
  *CSI is abbreviation for  “Clinical Signifi cant Improvement ”  
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   Table 16.6  shows that the  “0 results ” were obtained in 73 cases, from which 
some were only evaluated  and had a minimum of one session, some with a maxi-
mum of 32, and with a median of 6 sessions. Amelioration was obtained in 6 
cases only, with a minimum of eight sessions, a maximum of 34, and a median of 
18.5 sessions. The lack of success in some of the cases where more than 20 NF 
sessions were completed may be linked to the complexity, as well as to a large 
numbers of co-morbidities and the duration of these pain syndromes (see the dis-
cussion section below for details regarding the distortion of the Default Mode 
Network dynamics of the brain). Therefore, it can be seen in  Table 16.6  that the 
NF effi ciency results are highly dependent on the number of sessions. In the same 
table there are other interesting observations. For example, the minimum num-
ber to show clinically signifi cant improvement (CSI) is 20. The differences (based 
on Kruskal-Wallis test) between medians 6.0, 18.5, 35.5 are signifi cant (p�0.001). 
(H � 104.79, DF = 2, P � 0.000). 

   Using the MINITAB program for plotting data presented in  Table 16.6   , we 
generated Fig. 16.18    showing that there are statistical outliers in the CSI and the 
 “ 0 results ” categories. These values are outside the Q 3       �      1/5(Q 3  � Q1) quartile 
interval in their respective subsets. 

 TABLE  16.6       The minimum (Min), maximum (Max) and the three quartiles [lower (Q 1 ), 
median (Me) and upper (Q 3 )] of NS (# Sessions) for the  “0 or no results ”, (0) ameliorated 
(A) and clinical signifi cant improvement (CSI) patients 

   Effi cacy 
Results

 Number of NF Sessions (NS) 

 Number of 
patients

 Minimum 
(Min)

 Lower Quartile, 
Q1 (25%) 

Median (Me) 
(50%)

 Upper Quartile, 
Q3 (75%) 

 Maximum 
(Max)

   0 results  73   1   2 6 13   32
   A  6   8 14  18.5 25   34
   CSI 68 20 27  35.5 64.5 250

   The differences (Kruskal-Wallis test) between medians 6.0, 18.5, 35.5 are signifi cant (p �  0.001). 
   (H  �  104.79, DF  �  2, P  �  0.000) 

TABLE 16.7       Case control study of the Effi cacy of NF training for  “more than 19 sessions ”  

   NF exposure  Cases—with
illness (0 effect) 

 Controls—without 
illness (Positive effect) 

   Exposed to enough NF training (More than 19 sessions)   4 70
   Not exposed to enough NF training (1–19 NF sessions)  69  4 

  From  Table 16.7 , a case-control study was considered and (Odd Ratio OR)   �   0 was 
obtained. Because one or more expected values are less than 5 we used the exact con-
fi dence limits according to the Fisher Exact test, and they are: exact lower 95% confi -
dence limit   �   0, and exact upper 95% confi dence limit   �   0.02. Because OR   �   1 and 
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the confi dence interval (0, 0.02) does not include 1, our data indicate that treatment 
with more than 19 sessions is a protective factor for chronic pain. This is consistent with 
other previous reports in the NF literature ( Lubar, 1985 , Steinberg and Othmer, 2004 ). 

    B.    Relationship between the patient’s age and the 
number of sessions (NS) of NF 

    Figure 16.19    shows a scatter diagram of age of our pain patient group versus log 
(NS). This was done for exploratory purposes only. The cloud of the data points 
is distributed, approximately, parallel to the horizontal axis.  This result shows that 
there is no correlation between the age of our pain patient group and the number 
of NF sessions needed, expressed as log (NS). 

    C.    Relationship between the patient’s gender and the 
response to the NS of NF 

   Table 16.8    presents the quartiles of NS for both sexes from the  “CSI” group 
of patients. According to the Mann-Whintey test, the two median values, 32 and 
46.5, for females vs. males respectively, are not signifi cantly different (p      �      0.128). 
This p value is very close to 0.1, which may be signifi cant from some statisticians ’
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FIGURE 16.18      Boxplot of number of NF sessions for  “0 results, ” ameliorated, and CSI patients. 
The areas of the boxes are proportional to the sample volumes. (See Table 16.6 for the values.)    
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standpoint. (Some statisticians accept the value 0.1 as a limit with statistic signifi -
cance, instead of 0.05. Therefore, the value p      �     0.128 we obtained is very close 
to 0.1. We consider then, if we would have increased the sample number for this 
analysis, we could possibly obtain a signifi cant difference between the responses of 
the two sexes in controlling pain through NF training.)               

    IX .    DISCUSSION 

  Why is neurofeedback useful in the modulation of pain perception? If we are to 
follow the localization of the central parameters of pain as mentioned above, we 
can design protocols that can rather directly address these parameters. For example, 
for pain intensity, by considering the SI area or the main sensory area over the cen-
tral SM, and following the homunculus map, we can address the pain intensity for 
the particular area that needs attention ( Tolle  et al., 1999 ). If the emotional issues 
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FIGURE 16.19     The scatter diagram shows statistical independence between log (NS) and the age 
of the pain patient group.      

 TABLE 16.8       The minimum (Min), maximum (Max) and the three quartiles 
[lower (Q1), median (Me) and upper (Q3)] of NS for the female and male CSI patients. 
(See Figure 16.20 for the Boxplot representation). 

   Sex  Number of sessions (NS) 

 Number of 
patients

 Minimum 
(Min)

 Lower Quartile, 
Q1 (25%) 

 Median (Me) 
(50%)

 Upper Quartile, 
Q3 (75%) 

 Maximum 
(Max)

   Female  40 20 24.5 32 60 250
   Male 28 20 31.5     46.5     73.5 164

    The differences (based on Kruskal-Wallis test for two groups equivalent to Mann-Whitney test or Wilcox 
on Two-Sample Test) between 32 and 46.5 are not signifi cant (H   �   2.314, DF   �   1, p  � 0.128) 
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are associated with the pain they are usually feeding the pain; then the area to 
address with NF training will be the anterior cingulate gyrus (Rainville, 1997). 

   Insofar as psychological factors are concerned, the cognitive processes of the 
patient are important to investigate in order to understand pain and disability. 
Coping mechanisms with chronic pain differ from patient to patient, as mentioned 
by  Hanson and Gerber (1990)  and Haythornthwaite  et al., 1998 . Psychological 
and social factors impacting on pain may change the level of arousal, and modify 
body chemistry. Thought effects on sympathetic arousal and muscle tension could 
be measured with peripheral BF. Thoughts apparently can change the body bio-
chemistry, producing endogenous analgesia. For example, Bandura (1987) exam-
ined and demonstrated the direct effect of cognitive control of pain on central 
opiod activity. And  Birbaumer et al. (1995)  and Maihöfner et al. (2003)  showed 
that the brain changes its functional organization at the level of the somato-sen-
sory cortex in chronic pain patients. Thus, it should not be especially surprising 
that NF, with its emphasis on volitional control, has been found useful in pain 
modulation as demonstrated by  Ibric (1996)  and             Donaldson et al. (1998, 2004) .

    X .    CONCLUSIONS 

   Pain or DOLOR is one of the fi ve symptoms described in any kind of infl amma-
tion process. That is why so many anti-infl ammatory drugs are administered at the 
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FIGURE 16.20      Boxplot of number of NF sessions for CSI patients: female (F) versus male (M) 
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fi rst sign of persistent and debilitating pain. However, when pain persists for lon-
ger than 6 months, and the symptoms are labeled as chronic pain, other medica-
tions such as morphine or its derivatives tend to be prescribed. A major problem is 
that often the pain is accompanied by other symptoms such as depression, anxiety, 
sleep disturbances, and decision-making abnormalities ( Apkarian  et al., 2004a ). As 
stated by  Baliki et al. (2008 , p. 1398),  “chronic pain hurts the brain, disrupting the 
default-mode network dynamics (DMN). ” Their study, using fMRI, showed that 

the brain of a chronic pain patient is not simply a healthy brain processing pain infor-
mation, but rather is altered by the persistent pain in a manner reminiscent of other 
neurological conditions associated with cognitive impairments ( Baliki et al. 2008, 
p. 1402 ).   

  In their study, these co-morbidities are found accompanying the pain syndromes, 
possibly having been produced by disrupted DMN. During a task, there are areas 
of activation while other areas are deactivated. The research of  Baliki et al. (2008) 
showed that chronic pain patients presented much smaller areas of brain deactivation 
in several key areas, suggesting widespread disruptions of the DMN, thus indicating 
that this phenomenon may underlie the cognitive and behavioral impairments. 

   During the last half century NF has become a state-of-the-art training 
modality. With each passing year, more sophisticated computer programs have 
been developed, and improved NF protocols designed based on comprehensive 
standardized evaluations. Adding QEEG evaluations has played an important role 
in enhancing NF by guiding training protocol designs. Training strategies evolved 
as more accurate electrode positioning, and more brainwave enhancement/
suppression possibilities became available. Specifi cally with regard to NF for pain 
syndromes, training is being dictated by the characteristics of pain and the multitude
of overlapping diagnoses. 

  There are many examples of clinical and research fi ndings of special signifi cance 
for the understanding and treatment of pain. For example, NF training applied 
over the frontal cortex has been found to be followed by a change in pain  affect as 
reported by patients with acute or chronic pain syndromes. And this effect correlates 
with the localization of the unpleasantness of the pain as described by  Rainville  et al.
(1997). Apkarian (2004b), using functional MRI techniques, revealed that chronic 
back pain appears in a different part of the brain (prefrontal cortex) than the dis-
comfort of burning a fi nger, for example. The acute sensory pain of the burned 
fi nger appears in the sensory part of the thalamus with projection into the cortical 
homunculus. That may explain why NF may be successful when applied to the areas 
of the brain corresponding to the peripheral perception of an acute pain. However, 
chronic back pain shows up in the prefrontal cortex. By contrast, with the acute 
pain representation, the chronic pain leaves an imprint in the prefrontal cortex; thus, 
it seems that the longer the suffering of pain, the more activity in the prefrontal area. 

   QEEG evaluations have provided similar results to fMRIs, and have guided 
NF practitioners to train the prefrontal cortex in patients who have suffered from 
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chronic pain for a very long time. This  “cumulative memory ” may be modulated, 
or erased through NF. 

   However, NF training in patients with acute or chronic pain syndromes, 
applied over the contralateral central cortex area corresponding to the peripheral 
painful regions, can bring signifi cant changes in the perception of pain, expressed 
as pain threshold and pain tolerance. There are no signifi cant differences between 
the number of NF sessions and the age of the patient population analyzed in this 
study. There are no signifi cant differences between the male and female responses 
to NF training regarding the change in pain perception. Thus, we can conclude 
that the ages of the pain patient population do not infl uence the response in 
modulating the pain perception. The number of NF sessions does infl uence the 
outcome. Twenty sessions were  “necessary and almost suffi cient ” to produce some 
positive effects on the pain perception and affect of our patients. 

   Due to the relatively small number of cases analyzed in this study, it was hard 
to determine how the different diagnostic cases responded to NF training. Also, 
we could not conclude that gender infl uenced the outcome like others observed 
(Derbyshire, 2008 ), since our sample population was too small. As a fi nal conclu-
sion, however, we can say that NF training, if carried out past 19 sessions, can 
modify pain perception and pain affect, perhaps permanently. Correction of sleep 
and emotional dysfunctions has also been noted. 

   NF training directly addresses cortical areas corresponding to pain perception, 
memory, and affect. NF, based on neuromodulation, achieves its positive and sus-
tained results largely through operant conditioning. However, it also can impinge 
favorably upon the pain experience indirectly through arousal regulation, as well 
as through enhanced central nervous system and autonomic nervous system sta-
bility, and improved homeostatic control. Commensurate with the neuroplastic-
ity of the nervous system, the localization of pain perception at the central level 
seems capable of being changed by events at the periphery (see work on the re-
mapping of the brain sensory area in amputees [Ramanchandran and Rogers-
Ramachandran, 2000]). The corticalization of pain perception described by 
Birbaumer et al. (1995) , Apkarian  et al. (2004 a and b) , and  Baliki et al. (2008)  also 
helps explain the basis of the pain modulation obtained through NF techniques. 

   DeCharms  et al. (2005) , using fMRI, reported that the anterior cingulate is an area 
involved in pain severity, and found the fMRI imaging to be responsive to feedback 
control. Since then greater attention has been given to the possibility of using fMRI 
in pain management. In 2007, the Institute of Medicine’s report states that functional 
imaging is under study and possibly can be used not only to detect brain areas affected 
by chronic pain, but also act as a therapeutic intervention. However, fMRI used in 
therapy may not be cost-effective. nfortunately, despite many clinical and research fi nd-
ings regarding EEG correlates of pain, and a great many cases of successful treatment of 
pain through NF, nothing was mentioned in this report about the promise of NF. 

  The use of QEEG as the basis for identifying the location and type of brain 
disturbances, or the effi cacy of using neurofeedback for modifying or eliminating 
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pain, should also be considered. The research and clinical cases cited in this chap-
ter attest to the fact that through the application of neurofeedback it is possible 
for pain patients to extend the brain’s natural self-healing powers, and perhaps 
re-establish a  “default mode network ” needed for optimal brain function. These 
non-invasive techniques, QEEG and NF, must continue to be integrated in the 
medical care for those who suffer with chronic pain. 
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   Nothing in the affairs of men is worthy of great anxiety. 
   Plato   

    I.     INTRODUCTION   

   Plato would decry the world citizens of today for their states of mind. But Plato 
does not live in the world of today, and the citizens of today respond to their 
stressful, fast-moving world with great anxieties. Looking into the mental health 
care system, the most common mental disorders in the United States are the anx-
iety disorders. Statistics from The World Health Organization indicate that 18% 
of the adult population in the United States suffers from some type of anxiety 
disorder. Data collected by the Anxiety Disorders Association of America, and 
published in the  Journal of Clinical Psychiatry ( Greenberg et al, 1999 ),   revealed 
that anxiety disorders in the United States consume almost one third of the total 
mental health bill for the nation. The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders, 4th edition (DSM-IV)  currently recognizes 14 types of anxiety disor-
ders, and notes that these disorders very often co-occur with each other, and with 
other mental health disorders. 

   This chapter will briefl y review defi nitions of anxiety and anxiety disorders, 
identify specifi c EEG and QEEG patterns which in clinical practice and/or 
research have been found to be correlates of some anxiety disorders, and cite neu-
rofeedback protocols for treating anxiety as suggested by experienced clinicians 
and/or by research. Augmenting procedures such as breathwork, muscle relax-
ation, heart rate variability training, AVE, EMDR, cognitive behavioral therapy, 
and other psychotherapy forms will be given only a brief mention since most of 
them are covered in detail in many other publications.  

          Anxiety, EEG patterns, 
and neurofeedback 

     Jane Price, M.A.   1    and     Thomas Budzynski, Ph.D.   2   
  1  Sterlingworth Center, Greenville, South Carolina, USA  
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    II.    THE ANXIETY STATE 

  The medicalization of anxiety states has undoubtedly contributed to the search for 
health care, given that the general attitude is that to be in an uncomfortable emo-
tional state is to be mentally disordered. Webster’s College Dictionary, 4th edition 
(2000)  defi nes anxiety as: 

    1.    “ A state of being uneasy, apprehensive or worried about what may happen; 
concern about a possible future event ”; and 

    2.   (Psychiatry)  “An abnormal state like this, characterized by a feeling of being 
powerless and unable to cope with threatening events (typically imaginary) 
and by physical tension, as shown by sweating, trembling, etc. ”    

  A question is, should psychiatry/psychology discriminate between the 
expressions of fear and anxiety? For example,  Cromer (2004)  notes that fear is 
the state of alarm elicited by a perceived serious threat to one’s well-being, while 
anxiety more often refers to a vague sense of being in danger, with inability to 
pinpoint the cause. The distinction between the layman’s view and psychiatry’s 
emphasis is that the anxiety disorders described in the DSM-IV possess an ele-
ment of exaggerated fear. Common symptoms in DSM-IV also include chronic 
worry, restlessness, muscle tension, sleep disturbance, and subjective feelings of 
distress. Psychiatry would say that while most, if not all, individuals occasion-
ally experience this distress, to be diagnosed with an anxiety disorder, symptoms 
must be abnormally severe, disabling, frequent, easily triggered and/or long lasting. 
How easy it is to slip into a diagnosed status. The therapist or anti-anxiety drugs 
often are substitutes for our family network, our community catchment, and our 
churches. 

    III.    ANXIETY TYPES WITH A FOCUS 
ON THE EEG PICTURE 

  The revised DSM-IV describes 14 types of anxiety disorders. While not oblivious 
of the vast number of behavioral symptom patterns describing anxiety, this chap-
ter on neurofeedback treatment of anxiety necessarily will be oriented to those 
types of symptom patterns which we know to date to show a discernible repeated 
EEG picture. Throughout this chapter, as in any discourse on anxiety, we must 
make treatment plans and goals tempered by a consideration of interaction with 
such factors as medications and co-morbidity of anxiety with physical illnesses, or 
mood, or other emotional disorders. All these considerations will affect research 
fi ndings and treatment outcomes. 
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   A.    Early treatment of anxiety using biofeedback/
neurofeedback   

   Anxiety as High Muscle Tension 

  In the years prior to the early 1960s anxiety often was defi ned, at least in part, as 
a high level of muscle tension, e.g., increased frontalis muscle readings by an elec-
tromyographic (EMG) instrument ( Budzynski and Stoyva, 1975 ). These researchers 
found that decreasing frontalis EMG levels by EMG biofeedback could alleviate both 
generalized and specifi c anxiety patterns, if the EMG was decreased to a low enough 
level so as to achieve  “spillover ” into the autonomic nervous system. ( Budzynski and 
Stoyva, 1975 ; Budzynski et al., 1980 ). Moreover,  Sittenfeld et al. (1976)  showed that 
decreasing frontal EMG levels with EMG biofeedback would increase the magnitude 
of alpha and theta EEG. However, the measuring instruments of the day limited the 
capability for direct analysis of the relationship of muscle tension with EEG changes. 
Better ways of analyzing the EEG with Fast Fourier computer chips relegated the 
use of surface EMG biofeedback more and more to the physical rehabilitation arena. 
Brain researchers studying anxiety, epilepsy and other disorders turned to measures of 
spectral analysis of EEG for correlates within various disorders. 

   The Study of EEG Correlates of Anxiety 

   During the 1960s there were several published studies concerned with EEG cor-
relates of anxiety.  Costa et al. (1965)  in a study of 72 fi rst-year medical students 
found a signifi cant negative correlation between alpha amplitude and scores on 
Welsh’s  “A” (anxiety) test.  Scherzer (1966)  examined hospital patients under nor-
mal baseline conditions, and then during an insurance claim examination. The 
EEG showed a lower amplitude and band frequency of alpha rhythm during the 
insurance claim examination. This fi nding seems to be similar in terms of EEG 
activity to that of an earlier study by  Cohn (1946)  who studied two types of 
anxiety clients: one group consisted of  “reactive types ” in which the anxiety was 
related to specifi c life situations, and the other group whose anxiety was more 
severe and chronic. The reactive type showed an intermittent low magnitude alpha 
which would manifest itself within 20 seconds of the initiation of deep breath-
ing. The chronic group showed a rhythmic, high amplitude beta between 18 and 
22    Hz in frontal leads, and these subjects did not respond to deep breathing.    

    IV.    ALPHA EEG BIOFEEDBACK PRIOR 
TO QEEG-BASED NEUROTHERAPY 

   Enhancement of alpha captured the attention of early clinicians, and remains a 
theme of treatment of anxiety even today. Studies on anxiety published prior 
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to the use of QEEG for determining EEG sub-types of anxiety involved neu-
rofeedback training to increase magnitude (and/or relative percentage) of alpha, 
most often at midline occipital sites ( Budzynski and Stoyva, 1972 ). It was widely 
believed that anxiety inhibited alpha, and that the training in alpha increase would 
counter the anxiety. 

  The alpha feedback procedure (a tone signaled the presence of alpha above a 
given threshold) was based on the early work of  Kamiya (1968)  who noted the 
calming, relaxing quality of the  “alpha state. ” In one study, for example, Alpha 
increase was intended to desensitize a client with thanataphobia. The client was fi rst 
trained to increase his alpha at O1 from approximately 10% up to 70–80%. Next, 
this “high percent-alpha state ” was used to counter the anxiety generated by the 
presentation of an individualized anxiety/fear hierarchy. Between visualizations of 
the anxiety scenes built into the hierarchy, the client would use the alpha feedback 
to bring himself back to a high-percent-alpha-state, and thus decrease his anxiety 
before starting the next visualization of the anxiety scene. When the client could 
visualize the scene for 20 seconds without anxiety he was progressed to the next 
scene up the hierarchy. The successful treatment took only four sessions ( Budzynski
and Stoyva, 1972 ; Budzynski, 1999 ). Follow-ups over a 35-year period revealed no 
return of the phobia. This was quite possibly the fi rst clinical application to a men-
tal disorder of what would later be called  neurotherapy (Budzynski, 1999). 

   Compilations of early anxiety neurofeedback research by Moore (2000)  and 
Hammond (2005a and b)  listed a number of studies which support alpha training. 
For example, Moore summarized seven studies of anxiety in which the protocol 
of alpha increase was used with success. Two of the studies also found anxiety 
decreases with an alpha  suppression protocol, although the level of anxiety decrease 
was not as great as that with the alpha increase treatment. Perhaps related to this, 
later sub-typing of anxious clients has revealed a global alpha patterning in a cer-
tain percentage of anxiety clients ( Gurnee, 2000 ; Demos, 2005 ). Moore (2000, 
p. 5)  concluded that,  “EEG-biofeedback was associated with clinical improvement 
in generalized anxiety, phobic disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder and PTSD. ”

    Rice et al. (1993)  studied  45 volunteers with an average of 3.8 years of reported 
anxiety, of whom 38 met the DSM-III criteria for general anxiety disorder 
(GAD). Eventually, there were nine clients in each of four protocol groups: a fron-
tal EMG, a decrease alpha, an increase alpha, and pseudo-meditation. Four treat-
ments were given in two one-hour sessions per week. Each session consisted of 
only 20 minutes of feedback in an eyes-closed condition. Only the frontal EMG 
and the alpha increase groups improved signifi cantly on the Welsh anxiety scale. In 
addition, only the alpha increase group showed reductions of heart rate reactivity 
to stress. The improvements were maintained 6 weeks after treatment. 

   Hammond (2005a)  suggested that three studies of phobic anxiety by Garrett 
and Silver (1976) were among the fi nest. The experiments involved random 
assignment, alternative treatment controls, and wait-list controls. In one study 
the group receiving the alpha enhancement treatment produced 33% more alpha 
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post-treatment, and all three feedback groups demonstrated signifi cant reductions 
in test anxiety. The untreated control group and the relaxation training group 
showed no signifi cant reduction. Another experiment combined phases of alpha 
enhancement and EMG feedback. Alpha production improved from 64–78%, and 
anxiety scores dropped signifi cantly compared to a non-treatment control group. 

  The extent of use of alpha feedback for mental disorders grew broader over 
the years. For example, Passini  et al. (1977) asked,  “Could alpha biofeedback help 
anxious alcoholics? ” Passini compared 25 anxious alcoholics to matched controls 
before and after 10 hours of alpha feedback training spread over 3 weeks. The 
alpha training produced signifi cant changes in both state and trait anxiety com-
pared with controls. The alpha group increased their eyes-closed alpha EEG from 
38–55%, while the controls decreased slightly. In an 18-month follow-up (Watson, 
Herder,  & Passini, 1978)  , close to identical results were still present. 

  Peniston and Kulkosky  (1991) used relaxation training and an alpha/theta proto-
col to produce a deeply relaxed state in alcoholics at a VA hospital. Subjects were also 
given practice at visualizing scenes that had alcoholic abuse themes. During the train-
ing the subjects fi rst relaxed and produced the alpha/theta EEG state, and then were 
given scenes from a hierarchy to be visualized while maintaining the deeply relaxed 
state. Earlier,        Budzynski (1976, 1986)  had noted that this deeply relaxed state could 
loosen the fully conscious brain’s defense mechanisms that otherwise would often 
block the assimilation of such positive words and imagery. Budzynski’s  “twilight learn-
ing” technique involved the shaping of a primarily theta state during which affi rmative 
verbal statements would be  “heard, ” and thus assimilated by the client in this semi-
conscious state (Budzynski, 1977) . The Peniston–Kulkosky Protocol, as it came to be 
called, appeared to be quite effective for the treatment of addictions, and even PTSD. 

  PTSD was the focus of two early studies by Peniston and Kulkosky  (1991) and 
Peniston  et al. (1993)  as  they applied the same protocol used for addictions to PTSD. 
In the fi rst randomized control group study they added thirty 30-minute sessions 
of the alpha–theta training to the typical VA hospital treatment program. Fifteen 
Vietnam veterans with PTSD given the alpha–theta training were compared to a 
control group of 14 who only received the traditional treatment. A 30-month fol-
low-up showed all 14 controls had relapsed, but only three of the 15 neurofeedback 
treated patients had relapsed. Moreover, 14 of the 15 neurofeedback group decreased 
their medication requirements but only one of the controls did so. 

   In a second study,  Peniston  et al. (1993)  selected 20 chronic PTSD VA patients, 
who also suffered from alcohol abuse, for the treatment. On a 26-month follow-
up, only four of the 20 reported some recurrence of nightmares and/or fl ash-
backs. The other 16 reported no PTSD symptoms. As a result of such fi ndings, 
Hammond (2005a, p. 133)  noted that fi nally it has been recognized that  “accord-
ing to APA Clinical Psychology Division criteria for effi cacious treatments, neu-
rofeedback qualifi es for the status of possibly effi cacious ” for PTSD. 

   In a more recent anxiety-related study, musical performance was enhanced 
with alpha/theta feedback. Students at the prestigious London’s Royal College 
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of Music were engaged in a randomized, blinded, controlled experiment wherein 
they had to perform before a group of judges (very stressful) as a baseline, after 
which they trained with alpha/theta feedback, beta feedback, physical exercise, 
Alexander Technique, and SMR feedback. They then performed again and were 
judged. Only the alpha–theta group improved on their musical performances. 
Not only that but this group experienced a number of other changes, e.g., cloth-
ing styles, bonding together, more creative in their musical ability, etc. (Egner and 
Gruzelier, 2003) .

   V.    QEEG CORRELATES OF ANXIETY SYMPTOMS 

  As implied in earlier paragraphs, interest in the EEG correlates of anxiety dates 
back to at least the middle of the twentieth century. Recently, a number of con-
temporary scientists have attempted to determine correlates between specifi c 
symptom patterns of anxiety and locations of EEG disturbances using QEEG 
(quantitative EEG) technology. Identifying QEEG sub-types could aid in diagno-
sis and in design of neurotherapy training protocols. 

   Several QEEG sub-types have emerged ( Demos, 2005 ; Gurnee, 2000 ;
Hammond, 2005b).  Figure 17.1    shows the six anxiety QEEG sub-types seen by 
Gurnee in a study of 100 anxiety clients. Note the percentages of anxiety clients 
with particular patterns, indicating that many of these clients show more than one 
pattern. Gurnee has noted that,  “most (anxiety clients) show 3 or 4 of the patterns 
and they are stable. In some cases you will fi nd one or two patterns in the eyes 
open and another one or two in eyes closed. All must be trained away for thor-
ough and lasting symptom resolution ”. (Gurnee, personal communication, 2008)   

  Anxiety sub-types also have emerged from other recent techniques. The 
LORETA (Low Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography) technique, which is 
generated via software from the usual 10/20 19-channel raw EEG information, 
is now used by neurotherapists to  “view ” deeper brain structures. According to 
Sherlin (personal communication, 2008), the most common anxiety pattern using 
LORETA is beta localized along the anterior cingulate or the midline cortex (more 
superfi cially). Sherlin also mentioned a second prominent pattern, and that is the 
mis-location of alpha (alpha not found where expected). The LORETA as a diag-
nostic tool and as a form of neurofeedback is discussed in Chapter 4 in this volume. 

  Amen’s SPECT scan sub-types of anxiety. The unique use of the SPECT scan 
by Amen and Routh (2003)  has resulted in a delineation of brain structures both 
neo- and sub-cortical which have been compromised in function. Amen has iden-
tifi ed seven types of anxiety based on his interpretation of single photon emission 
computed tomography (SPECT) scan data (Amen, 2004) . Most of the anxiety 
SPECT scans reveal heightened activity in the basal ganglia region. When the 
excessive activity is in the left basal ganglia it is associated with anxiety and irrita-
bility, which he calls  expressed anxiety. When the increased basal ganglia activity is 
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FIGURE 17.1      QEEG/topographic brain maps of  generalized anxiety disorder sub-types. (see 
color plate)    

on the right side there is anxiety, social withdrawal and confl ict avoidance. Panic 
attack patients may show excessive activity in both left and right basal ganglia. 
Increased activity in temporal lobes may also be associated with anxiety. When the 
increased activity is seen in the anterior cingulate, the individual may have trouble 
with repetitive thoughts about his or her anxiety. 
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   Here are Amen’s seven types of anxiety: 

   Type 1: Pure Anxiety is characterized by increased bilateral activity in the basal 
ganglia, seen in both baseline and concentration studies. 

   Type 2: Pure Depression is characterized by excessive activity in the deep limbic 
system both at rest and concentration. 

   Type 3: Mixed Anxiety and Depression—the deep limbic activity is joined by 
increased activity in the basal ganglia as well. 

   Type 4: Overfocused Anxiety/ Depression is characterized by excessive activity in 
the anterior cingulate gyrus, the basal ganglia, and/or the deep limbic system. 

   Type 5: Cyclic Anxiety/Depression results from excessive focal activity in the basal 
ganglia and/or deep limbic system. 

   Type 6: Temporal Lobe Anxiety/Depression stems from too much or too little 
activity in the brain’s temporal lobes, in addition to excess activity in the basal 
ganglia and/or deep limbic system. 

   Type 7: Unfocused Anxiety/Depression occurs when there is too little activity 
in the brain’s prefrontal cortex, in addition to excessive activity in the basal 
ganglia and/or deep limbic system.    

  Amen’s SPECT images provide a look at deeper levels of brain functioning just as 
LORETA does. 

   In the following sections we review samples of more recent research and clini-
cian-based opinions concerning EEG/QEEG correlates of several types of anxiety 
disorders, and the neurofeedback treatment which is undertaken. Clinicians, con-
fronted upon initial interview only with a history of symptoms of anxiety, may 
not have ready access to a QEEG to help locate the disrupted EEG areas of the 
brain. Rather than have a QEEG evaluation completed, some might rely on stud-
ies which can provide information about regions of disturbed EEG commonly 
associated with given patterns of anxiety. Let’s take a symptom pattern such as 
obsessive-compulsive disorder as an example. In a review article on uses of con-
ventional and quantitative electroencephalography in Hughes and John (1999)  cite 
work by  Small (1993)  who described two sub-types of OCD. One type exhibited 
increased alpha activity in the EEG, and the other type exhibited increased theta, 
predominantly in the frontal and frontotemporal areas. 

   A.    Obsessive-compulsive disorder 

  Advances in QEEG processing have produced signifi cant understandings about 
the EEG pathology, and how to approach OCD with neurofeedback treatment 
today. Research,  Tot  et al. (2002)  compared the EEG data gathered in a resting 
state and during hyperventilation of 22 unmedicated right-handed OCD patients 
with 20 right-handed  “healthy ” control participants matched for age and gen-
der. Members of the experimental group had a wide range of OCD symptoms, 
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but no co-morbid psychiatric disorder. The Yale-Brown obsessive com-
pulsive scale (Y-BOCS) was used to assess severity of symptoms. EEG data were 
collected from 14 monopolar electrode sites referenced to CZ. QEEG results 
indicated that the OCD group had signifi cantly higher relative power in delta, 
and greater theta frequencies at left frontotemporal regions, but only in the rest-
ing state. Greater left temporal theta activity correlated positively with higher 
Y-BCOS scores in the resting condition. 

  The authors also reported that visual analyses of raw EEG data revealed several 
instances of irregular theta activity in the OCD group especially at left frontotem-
poral sites. They note that the latter fi nding is similar to that of  Flor-Henry  et al.
(1979) who reported predominantly left hemisphere temporal and parietal EEG 
power spectral abnormalities in their sample of individuals with OCD. 

  Other researchers have examined OCD-EEG patterns in still more detail. 
Attempts by  Karadag et al. (2003)  to correlate four OCD sub-types with EEG and 
QEEG abnormalities revealed that in all sub-types dysfunction was found in fron-
totemporal regions. Karadag used the Maudsley obsessive compulsive question-
naire which defi nes and rates symptoms within four sub-groups of OCD: checking, 
doubting, cleaning and slowness. Participants who scored at or above cut-off scores 
on any of the defi ned sub-groups were classifi ed as OCD within that sub-group. 
EEG recordings of participants in each sub-group revealed that those in the checking 
group showed signifi cantly lower absolute alpha and beta frequency band power at 
P3, O1, and O2. These patients also had higher relative theta frequency band power 
at F2, F4, T5, T6, C3, O1, and O2 electrode sites than those in other sub-groups. 
The doubting sub-group had signifi cantly lower alpha asymmetry scores, and lower 
absolute alpha frequency band power at all frontal electrode sites (FP1, FP2, F3, F4, 
F7, F8, FZ,) and at some occipital and central electrode sites (C4, CZ, P3, O1). 

  Absolute theta band power was signifi cantly higher at electrode sites Fp1, F3, 
FZ, F4, C3, P3, P4, O1, O2; and relative delta band power at F3, F4, F7, F8, FZ, 
C3, PZ, O2 sites was signifi cantly higher in the doubting sub-group than in other 
OCD sub-groups. The cleaning sub-type had higher absolute delta frequency 
band power at frontotemporal sites F7, F8, T4, T6 than did any other OCD sub-
type. Participants of the slowness sub-type exhibited signifi cantly lower absolute 
beta band powers at temporal electrode sites T3 and T4. When comparing mild 
OCD to severe OCD, Karadag reported that those suffering from severe OCD 
exhibited signifi cantly lower relative alpha frequency band power at electrode sites 
FP2, F3, F4, F7, F8, C3, O2, PZ, and signifi cantly lower alpha band power at PZ. 
Those with severe OCD also exhibited signifi cantly higher absolute delta and 
theta band power at sites F7 and FZ compared to those with moderate and mild 
forms of OCD. In summary, excessive absolute power of lower frequency bands 
in frontal areas (but not limited to frontal) was a distinguishing feature correlated 
with obsessive-compulsive behavior. 

   Several other researchers tend to concur with Karadag about OCD and EEG 
patterns. Research by Pogarell  et al. (2006)  comparing EEG patterns of mixed 
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OCD patients with EEG patterns of healthy controls revealed differences in cor-
tical patterns. The EEG data of participants with OCD exhibited greater over-
all slowing of EEG activity primarily in the frontotemporal and frontal regions. 
This group also exhibited an increased delta and decreased power in the higher 
frequency bands of alpha and beta. The participants with OCD were subdivided 
based on their scores on the Yale-Brown  Obsessive Compulsive Scale (Y-BOCS) ,
and their EEG patterns compared. Those who scored high on the Y-BOCS  for 
compulsions were more likely to have low absolute power especially in the lower 
frequencies, while those who scored high for obsessions were more likely to have 
higher absolute EEG power especially in the alpha 2 and beta 1 frequency bands. 

   Because all of the above detail might confuse even the most OC of readers, 
we offer here an attempted summary of the results. Based on the above research 
regarding OCD, it is suggested that the disorder involves primarily frontotemporal 
and frontal EEG and QEEG abnormalities. More specifi cally: 1) Severe OCD cli-
ents showed lower relative alpha in frontal areas and at Pz, along with higher abso-
lute delta and theta at F7, Fz when compared to less severe OCD cases; and 2) 
More often the slowing was seen in the left frontotemporal area. 

    B.    Trait anxiety   

   Some of the more complex of the clients presenting with anxiety are the ones 
who suffer from trait anxiety. According to Spielberger (1983) ,

Trait anxiety refers to relatively stable individual differences in anxiety-proneness, that 
is, to differences between people, in the tendency to perceive stressful situations as dan-
gerous or threatening and to respond to such situations with elevations in the intensity 
of their state anxiety (S-Anxiety).   

   In contrast, state anxiety usually refers to an emotional state at a particular 
moment or relatively brief period of time. Along with long-term physiological 
symptoms associated with the chronic arousal and stress of trait anxiety is also the 
unresolved question of causality. No one event may have precipitated the onset of 
trait anxiety, and symptoms may present as mild to severe. 

   Studies attempting to correlate EEG patterns to high trait anxiety have found 
a difference in laterality patterns of regional brain activity at rest and during 
arousal-provoking states. A behavior activation system (BAS) and behavior inhibi-
tion system (BIS) model developed by Gray (cited by  Aftanas and Pavlov, 2004 )
has been used in related research. Goal-directed behavior is controlled by the 
BAS, and becomes activated when a positive stimulus is a reward, while the BIS 
is responsible for inhibiting ongoing behavior and for being alert to stimuli in the 
environment. It has been speculated that anxiety is increased in response to the 
activation of BIS.  Aftanas and Pavlov (2004)  examined how trait anxiety infl u-
enced EEG asymmetries during arousal and non-arousal states, and how those 
EEG patterns can be explained by the BAS and BIS theory developed by Gray. 
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   Participants were divided, based on the scores they received on the Spielberger 
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (1983), into two groups: a control group and a 
high trait anxiety group. They were asked to view and self-report on their emo-
tional state for each of several movie fi lm clips that varied in emotional valance. 
Participants who had high (trait) anxiety exhibited more beta 1 (12–18    Hz) activ-
ity in the right hemisphere with eyes open while viewing a neutral fi lm. With eyes 
closed, and in the presumably lowest arousal state, this group exhibited increased 
right parieto-temporal theta 1 activity (4–6    Hz) and beta 1 activity (12–18     Hz). 
When the same high anxiety group viewed a fi lm chosen to elicit more negative 
emotion, beta 1 power (12–18    Hz) decreased in the right parieto-temporal area. It 
was suggested that individuals who are anxious scan their environment for poten-
tial threats, and that BIS is alert to stimuli in the environment as evidenced by the 
increased beta 1 power in the right parieto-temporal area. 

  Aftanas and Pavlov speculated on the mechanisms which may account for these 
fi ndings. It is believed that when individuals with high anxiety are in an anx-
ious arousal state, they utilize an avoidant response to avoid the aversive stimuli. 
The BIS becomes more activated, which increases arousal as they recheck behav-
ioral options. This could be observed in the EEG as right parieto-temporal beta 1
desynchronizing, and bilateral alpha continuing to desynchronize. This change in 
EEG pattern is believed to refl ect the activation of the fl ight or fi ght response, 
which involves avoidance behavior. The asymmetrical parietal beta activity that is 
observed may be related to response and withdrawal behavioral responses. 

  In another attempt to associate anxiety with distinct types of brain electrical 
activity,  Heller et al. (1997)  examined 20 participants who self-reported very high 
trait anxiety, defi ned as anxious apprehension and worry (in contrast to anxious 
arousal). They noted that most former research on anxiety and EEG patterns had 
found right hemisphere abnormalities, and speculated that this may have been due 
to research participants more often being in states of anxious arousal (related to 
panic states or state anxiety) rather than being persons with high trait anxiety. They 
hypothesized that persons of the latter type may have more left hemisphere abnor-
malities, and that those relatively few earlier studies which reported left hemisphere 
abnormalities, or found no hemispheric differences, may have included more per-
sons suffering from high trait anxiety. They compared the brain electrical activity of 
their high trait anxiety group to that of a control group of 20 participants with low 
trait anxiety before (resting, eyes closed) and during listening to emotional narra-
tives which had been rated in earlier pilot studies as highly arousing and unpleasant. 

   Both groups had scored within normal limits on a depression inventory. The 
dependent variable was EEG alpha measured at scalp sites CZ, F3, F4, P3 and P4 
(with decreases in alpha presumably indicating increases in activation). In general, 
anxious participants had more left than right hemisphere activity as compared to 
controls. However, when listening to the narratives, anxious participants exhibited 
a selective increase in right parietal activity.  Heller et al. (1997)  suggested that, for 
the anxious participants, a decrease in right hemispheric activity resulted in the 
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increased magnitude of asymmetry in favor of the left hemisphere. They stated 
that this fi nding is consistent with other studies of individuals with trait anxiety 
or anxious apprehension associated with rumination. The greater activation in the 
right posterior region during reading of the narratives was believed to be  associ-
ated with anxious arousal associated with physiological hyper-arousal.   

   VI .    THE CONCEPT OF A DEFAULT MODE 
NETWORK (DMN) 

  It would seem that searching for the appropriate EEG pattern and selecting a proto-
col to fi t the patient is an intimidating clinical decision. Research on systemic func-
tional networks in EEG involving the concept of  “default mode network ” (DMN) 
may ease the decision-making process. The diversifi ed methods for examining sub-
types of anxiety through structural and EEG dynamic means may be consolidated in 
the near future, integrating a spate of studies pioneered by Fox, Raichle and a team 
of scientists at Washington University School of Medicine, by another team with 
Baliki, Geha and Apkarian at Northwestern University, and by others at Stanford 
and Shanghai Universities. This concept of  “default mode network ” was developed 
through neuroimaging studies by Posner  and Raichle ( Posner and Raichle, 1998; 
Raichle and Snyder, 2007 ), and emerged through efforts to explain the intrinsic 
activity of the brain while testing tasking  efforts (Raichle and MacLeod, 2001) .

  In essence, it was found, through fMRI measurements, that observed brain 
activity decreased (after task activity was subtracted) when subjects were asked to 
perform various tasks. Not only was an observed brain area of interest shown to 
decrease, but a network of brain areas showed a decrease during the task efforts. This 
“control of self-referenced activity ” has been called the default network, a resting-state 
mode of brain function noted to be airly impervious to the stimulation of tasking. 
The belief is that a functionally interconnected default system is required for inter-
nally directed mental activity at resting states. This default mode retains the integrity 
of the brain function when the brain is expected to undertake outside goal tasks 
(Gusnard  et al., 2001 ; Chen  et al., 2008 ; Fair et al., 2008 ; Greicius  et al., 2008 ). 

  The relation of this concept of DMN to chronic disease is another emerging 
line of research. The research to date supports the consideration that given that 
a default mode of activity maintains the integrity of the brain’s self-referenced 
activity, under the condition of a disorder such as chronic pain the default mode 
network dynamics becomes disrupted. Thus, chronic pain patients display changes 
in the at-rest default mode, and subsequent alterations in the DMN ( Baliki et al ., 
2006; Baliki et al., 2008 ). The research fi ndings buttressing this relationship arise 
from studies of chronic pain, one study of which associated the disruption with 
the medial frontal cortex, including the rostral anterior cingulated ( Baliki et al ., 
2006; Apkarian  et al., 2004 ). Altered DMN activity was also studied with some 
anxiety disorders, and observed by fMRI  to be located in the medial prefrontal 
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cortex, the posterior cingulated cortex, and the medial parietal cortex ( Zhao et al ., 
2007). It seems apparent that neurotherapists are treating a network which can 
have existing disruptions in differing locations. 

   VII .    FINDINGS FROM CLINICAL EXPERIENCE 

Nerves and butterfl ies are fi ne – they’re a physical sign that you’re mentally ready and 
eager. You have to get the butterfl ies to fl y in formation, that’s the trick. 

 Steve Bull 
 On speech anxiety:  “Learn to love your audience as you prepare to speak ”

 Tom Budzynski 

  At this stage in the application of a technology such as neurofeedback to a disorder 
such as anxiety, which can include a variety of EEG patterning, it is useful to sur-
vey the fi eld of clinicians who have obtained successful results with anxiety clients. 
In preparing this chapter, requests were posted on two of the major on-line QEEG 
and neurofeedback-related sites asking for comments from experienced clinicians 
regarding QEEG patterns commonly observed in clients with anxiety disorders, and 
regarding any specifi c neurotherapy training protocols found to be especially useful. 
Results of these personal communications are summarized in this section. It should 
be noted that most of these experienced clinicians employ, in addition to neurofeed-
back training, other therapy forms such as cognitive behavior therapy. 

    Hammond (2007)  mentioned the following QEEG patterns often associated 
with anxiety disorders: 

    1.   Asymmetry of frontal alpha. 
    2.   Excessive power in beta frequencies at parietal sites. 
    3.   Excessive power in beta frequencies at right frontal sites (commonly seen in 

panic disorder). 
    4.   Excessive power in beta frequencies at midline sites, especially CZ 

(associated with rumination, obsessing and insomnia).    

   His recommendations for neurofeedback training protocols for each of these four 
QEEG pattern types, respectively, were: 

    1.   Use of the  “frontal asymmetry protocol ” commonly used for depression. 
    2.   Reward increases in higher theta frequencies (6–8     Hz), and inhibit power in 

beta frequencies (20–34     Hz) at the parietal sites involved. 
    3.   Reward increases in power in alpha frequencies, and inhibit power in beta 

frequencies, using a bipolar electrode montage at right-side sites T4-F4  .
    4.   With client’s eyes closed, strictly inhibit power in the 19–34     Hz range at the 

relevant midline site(s).    

   Hammond (2005b)  subsequently noted that a frequently overlooked EEG pattern 
sometimes found associated with anxiety patterns is excessive power in the alpha 
band at various frontal sites, especially the frontal poles. 
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    McCarthy (2007)  reported that he often fi nds OCD to be accompanied by 
excessive power in the higher beta frequencies (21–30    Hz) at left frontal sites, 
especially F3. He noted that this often is accompanied by excessive power at 
slower frequencies, e.g., delta in the range of 1–4    Hz. In treating clients with this 
EEG pattern, he uses a training protocol which inhibits 21–30    Hz power at site 
F3 (and, when indicated, 1–4    Hz power), while concurrently rewarding increases 
in power in the 8–12    Hz range. He added that in some cases where there also is 
excessively decreased power at 14–18    Hz, he will try rewarding increases in that 
range. Finally, he stated that in some cases he has found  “standard alpha–theta 
training” to be effective. 

  Angelakis (2007) reported a frequently observed pattern where there is exces-
sive power at higher beta frequencies (18–30    Hz) around electrode sites C3, CZ 
and/or C4, accompanied by client complaints of both anxiety and problems with 
attention. He notes that this may be seen even when there is a normal theta to 
beta ratio, and may be accompanied by ADHD-like behaviors. He recommended 
inhibiting power in the 18–30    Hz range at the central site(s) where the excessive 
power was noted in the QEEG record. 

   Arns (2008)  emphasized that there is no single QEEG pattern associated 
uniquely with anxiety. However, he noted three patterns frequently encountered in 
clients with anxiety disorders and/or high scores on an anxiety scale. These were: 

    1.   Synchronous beta or beta spindles. 
    2.   Increased right frontal activity, e.g., lower alpha or higher beta, or beta 

spindles usually at site F4 or the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex area. 
    3.   Alpha peak frequency      �      11.5    Hz.    

   Regarding the latter, he cautions that downtraining peak frequency could have 
adverse effects on memory, given past research which has found an association 
between low peak frequency and poor memory. 

  Based on his many years of clinical experience with various types of electrophysi-
ological measures,  Natani (2008)  concluded that  “generalized anxiety disorder pro-
duces a  ‘low voltage fast ’ EEG, with elevated activity in high alpha through high beta. ”
He also noted that both state and trait anxiety  “produce beta blips at 30–32    Hz, and 
probably higher ”; and in those with high trait anxiety there is no rapid habituation 
as often occurs with state (acute) anxiety.  Thompson and Thompson (2007)  observed 
that anxiety usually corresponds to an increase in 19–22    Hz activity found in con-
junction with a decrease in 15–18    Hz activity measured at Cz. Rumination they claim 
is also associated with higher beta frequencies. The range that is elevated can be quite 
narrow and above 22    Hz, sometimes as high as 32–37    Hz. Bursts of activity in fre-
quencies in the mid-20s to low 30s have what Thompson and Thompson call a  “busy 
brain. ” Such a pattern also may correspond to worrying and sleep onset insomnia. 

   Each of these experienced clinicians has reported excessive or otherwise 
abnormal beta (often with decreased power in alpha), as a common EEG/QEEG 
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accompaniment of anxiety disorders. Frontal and central sites most often were 
implicated, although midline and parietal sites also were mentioned. All clinicians 
claimed to have had success treating clients with neurofeedback, usually by using 
training protocols designed to normalize the EEG or QEEG abnormalities noted. 
Given that there are several basic types of anxiety disorders, not to mention sub-
types of the basic ones, the consistency in these clinician reports was surprising. 

   VIII .    AUGMENTING PROCEDURES 
FOR ANXIETY CLIENTS 

   Since anxiety typically manifests as heightened muscle tone and increased arousal 
in terms of cardiovascular and autonomic activity, biofeedback of these variables 
as an initial stage of training may be considered. Before neurofeedback became 
popular these other parameters often were used to counter anxiety, sometimes in 
a desensitization paradigm. Biofeedback clinicians of that era often worked with a 
variety of  “stand-alone” units, e.g., individual EMG, peripheral temperature, and 
electrodermal response (EDR) devices. Thus, the anxious client fi rst learned to 
produce a relaxed musculature, warm hands, and low normal EDR. Most often 
abdominal breathing was taught as well. In many cases this training was enough to 
allow the client to wean away from Librium, Valium, or later, Xanax as they began 
to feel less anxiety. 

   In more recalcitrant cases these variables were monitored as a systematic desen-
sitization was carried out.  Budzynski et al. (1980)  designed a systems fl ow chart 
for carrying out this sort of training. Homework assignments involved a six-phase 
cassette tape relaxation training program along with the  “reminder dot ” approach 
described below. Today’s neurotherapists might well consider using biofeedback 
training as an initial phase to help insure a faster result with the neurofeedback 
treatment (see  Thompson and Thompson, 2007 ). 

   A .    Diaphragmatic breathing 

    Demos 2005  has noted that clients with excessive beta are usually reverse breath-
ers who will benefi t from breath-work training. Because anxious clients often 
breathe rapidly from their thoracic, upper chests, which can actually provoke a 
panic attack, an initial training protocol should be diaphragmatic breathing to an 
eventual rate of approximately 6–9 breaths per minute. Clients can be taught to 
identify this correct pattern by fi rst practicing while standing with their arms held 
straight overhead. This forces diaphragmatic breathing and most clients quickly 
assimilate the feelings associated with  “belly breathing. ” A second helpful training 
procedure is to have the client practice at home by lying on a bed with a heavy 
book on the abdomen, and making the book rise when inhaling and lowering it 
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on the exhalation. As clients become more comfortable with this breathing style 
they can gradually learn to slow the rhythm. 

    B.    Becoming aware of  “bracing efforts ”

   Stressed, anxious clients often have acquired a number of maladaptive cognitive 
and physical habits. The physical forms are: muscle bracing, fast thoracic shallow 
breathing, moist hands and/or feet, cold extremities, dry mouth, and pounding 
heart and/or arrhythmic beating. The cognitive habits are essentially the thoughts, 
however subtle, that evoke anxious feelings. In the case of PTSD and GAD the 
original evoking stimuli may have generalized over the years to the point where 
the anxiety-evoking cognitive process is not easily available to consciousness. 
Various forms of psychotherapy including EMDR ( Grand, 2001 ) may assist in 
uncovering and neutralizing these stimuli, however generalized they may be. 

  The training in awareness of muscle bracing and abnormal breathing, however, 
can assist the client in decreasing the anxiety episodes as they begin to occur. 
For example, a client who tends to have panic attacks can be taught to produce 
abdominal, slow breathing and relaxation of key muscles as the symptoms of an 
oncoming attack manifest. Clients can be instructed to retreat to a place where 
they can implement these procedures such as pulling off to the side of the road if 
driving, or retreating to a bathroom stall if available. 

   Budzynski has long employed  “reminder dots ” (small stick-on circles of bright 
colors available at offi ce supply stores) which are placed on wristwatch dials, cell 
phones, steering wheels, computer monitors, etc. The dots remind the client to 
check for bracing efforts, improper breathing and negative thought process and, 
if detected, to change them in a more adaptive direction. Incidentally, the color 
needs to be changed at least once a week or the client simply adapts to it, and the 
awareness drops off. 

    C.    Premack principle 

  High probability events can be used to reinforce lower probability adaptive behav-
iors and thoughts. Based on conditioning theory which dictates that following a 
low probability event immediately with a high probability event (HBE) increases 
the probability of occurrence of the lower probability event (LPE), the act of think-
ing or doing an adaptive action just before engaging in a high probability behavior 
(e.g., checking email, going through a doorway, or using a cell phone) will increase 
the likelihood of engaging in that adaptive behavior more often. Anxious clients 
can be taught to breathe properly and think a positive thought, e.g.,  “I can relax ”
before accomplishing the HPB. Clients will need to remember to do this until it is 
instilled as a habit. During that time the  “reminder dots ” will do the trick. 
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    D.    Brief guided relaxation technique 

  As society became more and more hurried, it was evident that many busy clients 
would simply not take the time to devote 30–45 minutes to relaxation training 
at home, or especially at work. Consequently, Budzynski developed a 12-minute 
deep relaxation program, now on CD, that features a blend of effective techniques. 
Besides a sequencing of soft binaural tones that proceed from a starting beta fre-
quency down through the alpha band to 8    Hz and then, in the last 3 minutes, up 
to 10    Hz, the CD features left-right  “whisper tracks ” (softly spoken but not sub-
liminal), an Ericksonian center track induction, and backgrounds of a mountain 
stream and an ocean. We have found that over the 12 years it has been in use, the 
CD/tape has seen suffi cient utilization by clients to constitute a clinic staple for 
homework. 

  The Revitalizer, as it is called, was recently compared with Mozart music at 
Seattle University in an attempt to lower blood pressure in the elderly (Tang  et al ., 
in press). Participants attended 12 sessions over 4 weeks during which they listened 
to either a Mozart sonata (MS), or the audio-guided relaxation training (ATP). 
Systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) blood pressures were recorded using an auto-
mated BP machine pre–post the intervention by assistants blinded to the group. 
The results showed the Revitalizer group decreased signifi cantly (p      �     0.015) in 
SBP compared with the Mozart group (8.9    mm vs. 6.0    mm) while the reduction 
in DBP was greater in the Revitalizer group (2.9    mm vs. 1.4    mm) compared with 
the Mozart subjects, but did not quite reach signifi cance (p      �     0.06). The research-
ers concluded that the decrease in SBP after the intervention is large enough to 
be clinically signifi cant, and may provide a supplemental method for lowering 
blood pressure in older adults.   

    IX.    VIRTUAL REALITY THERAPY FOR ANXIETY 

  While at the University of West Florida in 1993, Budzynski carried out a small 
(N   �     3) unpublished study of the effects of a 3-D shutter glass downhill skiing 
video vs. the same video viewed in the usual 2-D. The results indicated that the 
3-D version increased heart rate, frontalis EMG, and electrodermal response 
(EDR) as well as lowering hand temperature. It would appear that the visualiza-
tion in 3-D captures the  “interest ” of the autonomic nervous system more so than 
watching a fl at 2-D presentation. This shutter glass approach is probably not quite 
as compelling as true virtual reality but is considerably cheaper to set up. 

   Wiederhold and Wiederhold (2005)  have published a text on the use of virtual 
reality in desensitization in which they report successful treatment of a variety of 
phobias and anxieties with their VR system. Perhaps one day the neurotherapy 
screens, including LORETA’s can be produced in a virtual reality world. One can 
only imagine how this might accelerate the treatment time. 
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    X.    SUMMARY 

  That anxiety states are complex disorders is obvious, not only because of the mul-
tiple patterns of differences displayed by QEEG, fMRI and SPECT, but also due to 
the disparate manifest emotional/behavioral symptoms that may or may not cor-
relate with the above physiological measurements. Despite the diversity of EEG 
anxiety patterns, clusters of them often occur, constituting an emotional/behavioral 
clinical picture such as obsessive-compulsive disorder. 

  There are some QEEG patterns found by research, and/or through clinical 
experience, to be associated with general or specifi c anxiety disorders, and there 
are some neurofeedback training protocols rather consistently cited by expert clini-
cians as effi cacious for treatment of these disorders. For example, given a fairly clear 
anxiety-related behavioral state, or given one or more specifi c EEG/QEEG pat-
tern, attention to increasing posterior alpha power and/or decreasing beta power in 
frontal or temporal sites is a commonly reported approach. 

  If clinicians cannot clearly pinpoint the area of the brain for treating anxiety, 
they can take solace from the possibility that the brain does, in fact, appear to oper-
ate with a  “default mode network ” such that neurofeedback might resolve disrup-
tions in a widespread fashion. The brain tends to respond globally to neurofeedback 
treatment, and patients generally do get better. 
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    I  .    INTRODUCTION 

   During the last 10 years, many changes have occurred in the application of ethics 
in daily neurofeedback practice. Neurofeedback practice has matured considerably, 
and is in part due to: more research data being available; the expansion in clinical 
applications; the availability of effi cacy papers; the broader availability of continu-
ing education activities for practitioners; and the greater familiarity with neuro-
feedback by the general public, third-party payers, and regulatory agencies. These 
changes have necessitated updates in the application of ethical principles, laws, and 
in practice guidelines and standard. Practitioners will want to remain current on 
all of the laws, ethical principles, and practice guidelines and standards that are 
applicable to their practice activities. Changes often occur yearly in laws, rules, 
and regulations. Changes in professional ethical principles and practice guidelines 
and standards occur less frequently. In either case, ignorance is no excuse for vio-
lating a law, ethical guideline, or other guidance document. Continuing education, 
home study, and membership in various professional associations are all ways of 
remaining current. 

   Many uses of the electroencephalogram (EEG), hemoencephalography (HEG), 
light-sound stimulation, quantitative EEGs (QEEG), and some other neurofeedback 
technologies are not as experimental as they were 7–10 years ago. Several applica-
tions have moved into the realm of validated applications because of the amount 
of research and clinical support available. Of course, some applications are still rel-
atively new, thus insuffi cient clinical or research support exists to consider them 
validated. For example, the work by Birbaumer and Cohen on using magnetoen-
cephalographic biofeedback to promote brain reorganization in patients who have 
had strokes is very new ( Birbaumer, 2007 ). Other newer applications are quite 
controversial, for example the area of brain fi ngerprinting which uses the EEG to 
determine the truth about criminal behavior (Witchalls, 2004;  Thornton, 2005 ). 

         Ethics in neurofeedback practice 
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  Also of concern are areas in which many clinicians are active, but research 
studies have not yet been conducted. For example, many clinicians are sending 
EEG equipment home with clients so that they can do home training, yet scien-
tifi c studies to identify potential problems, effi cacy, and effi ciency are not available. 
The application of EEG biofeedback in telehealth situations is also in dire need of 
research studies. Practitioners have an ethical responsibility to remain current on 
the research and clinical data related to the areas in which they practice. Doing so 
increases the likelihood that the services that they provide will meet or exceed the 
expected standard of care. 

  So what are the ethical, legal, and professional neurofeedback practice issues 
about which practitioners should be concerned? Clearly neurofeedback has great 
potential for helping many clients with many different types of problems. The tech-
nology available today continues to expand rapidly in both hardware and software. 
Opportunities are also enhanced by the wide range of brain-related data available 
in other basic and applied neuroscience research using technologies such as func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). The number of practitioners providing 
neurofeedback services continues to increase, and can pose a potentially serious 
problem for the future credibility of neurofeedback if careful attention is not paid 
to training and verifi cation of practitioner competence via degree and certifi cation 
programs such as the Biofeedback Certifi cation Program of America (BCIA). 

   Caution is wise in terms of the claims made about the value of neurofeedback. 
Exaggerated claims, the provision of incompetent services that result in harm to 
clients, a lack of treatment progress, and the lack of a good clinical and research 
foundation can all seriously hinder the growth of this very useful technology and 
treatment approach in terms of acceptance and uses. All statements verbalized 
or printed should be accurate and balanced ( Striefel, 2004a ). All neurofeedback 
stakeholders need to work cooperatively to ensure that those who are providing 
neurofeedback services are competent in what they do, behave in an ethical and 
professional manner, and all need to encourage quality research and the collection 
of meaningful clinical data to support what practitioners do. 

    II.    CURRENT STATUS OF ETHICAL AND 
PROFESSIONAL ISSUES 

  The purpose of this chapter is to provide information on the current status of 
some of the ethical, legal and professional issues associated with neurofeedback 
services. The intent is to help practitioners provide services that meet the expected 
practice standards (duty of care) that clients, other health care professionals, and 
third-party payers expect, while simultaneously helping practitioners avoid unnec-
essary risks. At the outset it must be stated that from an ethical, legal and profes-
sional viewpoint,  neurofeedback is more similar to, than different from, other biofeedback 
applications ( Striefel, 1999a ). Many ethical issues encountered by neurofeedback 
practitioners are the same as those encountered by practitioners using other 
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biofeedback modalities, for example client confi dentiality, informed consent, need 
for clinical and research support, and fees and billing issues. In addition, conserva-
tive groups like state licensing boards are accepting more and more neurofeedback 
applications as being traditional interventions. 

  As always, newer, non-traditional biofeedback procedures require practitio-
ners to take extra precautions, e.g., during the informed consent process, to avoid 
unnecessary risks, and to maintain good working relationships with their clients, 
other practitioners, and third-party payers. It is also important to remember that 
 “ The ethical clinician never promises a cure and always makes it clear from the 
start that not everyone responds. ” ( Demos, 2005, p. 8 )

  A variety of issues associated with practicing neurofeedback will be discussed 
in the sections that follow. It is assumed that readers are familiar with the stan-
dards of practice and ethical principles for their own discipline, with those of the 
Biofeedback Certifi cation Institute of America, and with those of professional 
associations such as the Association of Applied Psychophysiology and Biofeedback 
(AAPB) and the International Society for Neurofeedback and Research (ISNR), 
for example. See AAPB (2003) and  Striefel (2004a)  for copies of the current ethi-
cal principles and practice guidelines, and standards of practice adopted by AAPB, 
and see Hammond et al. (2004)  for a copy of the standards for the use of the 
QEEG in neurofeedback. For more background information on professional ethi-
cal behavior in applied psychophysiology and biofeedback the reader is referred to 
             Striefel (1995a, 2003a, 2003b, 2004b) .

    III.    THE NECESSITY OF DEFINITIONS 

    Neurotherapy and neurofeedback are terms that are often used synonymously with 
electroencephalographic (EEG) biofeedback.  Demos (2005)  often uses the terms 
neurofeedback and neurotherapy interchangeably. Yet each term can have different 
connotations, and there are advantages and disadvantages to the use of each term. 
Striefel (1999a)  discussed many of the advantages and disadvantages of each term, 
so most of that information will not be repeated herein. 

   Some third-party payers pay for biofeedback services in general, and some 
even pay for EEG biofeedback. Because reimbursement codes currently exist for 
EEG biofeedback, but not for neurotherapy or neurofeedback, it may be useful 
to use the term  EEG biofeedback when dealing with insurance companies. One 
disadvantage of the term  EEG biofeedback is that it is not broad enough to cover 
all of the clinical applications and research efforts being used, e.g., hemoen-
cephalography and light-sound interventions.  Othmer et al. (1999)  have argued 
that EEG biofeedback does not fi t the medical model, and that we should move 
beyond the use of the  Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders: DSM-IV,
4th edition (American Psychiatric Association (APA), 1994)  of discrete, canoni-
cal disorders toward a spectrum theory of mental disorders. A potential problem 
with doing so is that reimbursement from third-party payers may be even more 
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diffi cult to obtain than it is when using the medical model. See  Othmer et al.
(1999) for more information on their disregulation model of psychopathology. 

    Hammond (2006a)  summarized some of the research documenting that abnor-
mal brain wave patterns are associated with a variety of medical conditions, and of 
course each medical condition fi ts well within the medical model. He also dis-
cussed what neurofeedback is and is not ( Hammond, 2006b ).  Gunkelman (2006) 
reported that many of the EEG abnormalities associated with various diagno-
ses based on the DSM are more similar than different. He called these similar 
EEG patterns,  phenotypes. Furthermore, specifi c phenotypes that exist across vari-
ous diagnostic categories may well respond to the same EEG treatment protocol. 
Research designed to support these positions is needed because, from an ethical 
viewpoint, it is important to practice in ways that maximize the probability of a 
client’s insurance company paying for needed services. However, doing so requires 
practitioners to operate within the legal and ethical guidelines that exist. 

  The term  neurofeedback easily encompasses both feedback and other applied 
psychophysiological approaches for modifying brain function.  Demos (2005, p. 3) 
defi nes it as,  “a Comprehensive Training System that promotes growth and change 
at the cellular level of the brain. ” However, the term  neurofeedback is still new 
enough that it may be unfamiliar to others such as third-party payers, and thus 
reimbursement issues can and do arise when it is used. 

  The terms  EEG biofeedback, neurotherapy, and  neurofeedback do not yet have defi -
nitions that are commonly accepted by all stakeholders. It seems important for 
professional associations like AAPB and ISNR to defi ne these terms before some 
other group defi nes them in some restrictive manner, e.g., imagine what would 
happen if the terms and the practice thereof were defi ned as the exclusive practice 
of medicine? At present, care should be taken in deciding what term to use with 
different stakeholders (e.g., patients, other professional health care providers, and 
third-party payers), and for different purposes, for example which term or terms 
are most readily understood by your referral sources, clients/patients, and insur-
ance company representatives? 

  Perhaps it is easier to educate managed care and other third-party payers by using 
the term  biofeedback when discussing EEG treatment applications with them, and to 
use the term  neurofeedback when using other brain-related treatment modalities (e.g., 
hemoencephalography or light-sound stimulation), or when communicating with the 
clients served. This chapter will generally use the term  neurofeedback because it is more 
representative of the broader implications of using EEG technology to train or treat 
individuals. Other terms will be used as needed in specifi c contexts. 

    IV.    PROFESSIONAL DECISION-MAKING 

   Practitioners make decisions daily about whether or not to accept a particular client 
for treatment. Numerous variables should be considered in such decision-making, 
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including but not limited to the symptoms, likely side effects and abreactions, 
diagnosis, duration of symptoms, previous treatments and their effectiveness, exist-
ing laws, and the client’s ability to pay. Practitioners must seriously consider their 
own demonstratable competence for treating the client’s problems, with or with-
out supervision or consultation, whether or not they can legally do so, and if the 
client’s needs would be better met if referred elsewhere. Perhaps the practitio-
ner should work cooperatively with other health care professionals to best meet 
the client’s needs. These are considerations that can produce ethical dilemmas in a 
clinician’s practice. Integration of healthy personal experiences and values, positive 
emotions, and good judgment serves to establish an ethical practice. 

   V.    CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ETHICAL 
PRACTICE 

  Practitioners need certain character traits and skills in order to be successful ( Striefel, 
1999a).  Fowers (2005)  defi nes character as the overall state of a practitioner in 
regard to virtue (i.e., the kind of person one is). Character strengths equal virtue.  “A
virtuous life is a life lived well as a whole, with a coherent, integrated set of aims, the 
strength of character necessary to pursue those ends, and the social bonds that give 
place and purpose to our activities ” ( Fowers, 2005, p. 5 ).  Striefel (1999a)  provided 
some defi nitions for some of the important character traits and skills as follows: 

      ●    Confi dence—belief in one’s ability to succeed or reliance on one’s own 
power to do what is right, proper or effective. It includes the degree of 
hopefulness or optimism that one has for dealing with a situation. 

      ●    Compassion—awareness of another’s distress and desire to help overcome 
it. It includes a concern, empathy, loyalty, sympathy and warmth for others 
who are in distress. 

      ●    Commitment—accepting one’s responsibility to carry out an obligation to 
a client. Degree of assurance that one will do what is right, i.e., doing what 
you know is right for those you serve. In general, the more committed a 
provider is to an ethical line of action, the less likely it is that personal and 
friendship related concerns will negatively infl uence his or her decision-
making or actions in resolving an ethical dilemma. 

      ●    Ethical competence—the ability to identify the appropriate ethical 
intervention when an ethical dilemma occurs, i.e., knowing what to do and 
how to do it. Ethical knowledge alone is not suffi cient for producing ethical 
behavior. A provider must also be committed to behaving ethically in spite 
of potential negative repercussions, and that takes character. 

      ●    Ethical resoluteness—refers to the likelihood that a provider will intervene 
ethically when an ethical dilemma occurs. It is the degree of confi dence that 
a provider has that he or she will follow through in doing what is ethically 
correct. 
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      ●    Ethical willingness—refers to whether a provider would do what he or she 
identifi es as being what he or she should do when encountering an ethical 
dilemma. It is a measure of motivation.    

   “ The best practitioners are those who are self-aware, focused on seeking ben-
efi cial outcomes for their clients, respectful of client autonomy, respectful of 
cultural differences, honest, suffi ciently courageous to confront diffi culties . . . ”
(Fowers, 2005, p. 21 ). One might add that practitioners need to be honest , gener-
ous, just, loyal, and fair to the interests of those they serve. Two major components 
of ethical decision-making are ethical competence and commitment. Practitioners 
need to develop both in order to practice in an ethical manner. 

   VI .    CAUTIONS AND CONTRAINDICATIONS 
IN USING NEUROFEEDBACK 

  It can be helpful for practitioners to be aware of issues in which other neurofeedback 
practitioners have had diffi culties with licensing boards, ethics  committees, lawsuits, 
and/or third-party payers. Awareness can lead to proactive rather than reactive activi-
ties. There is no one way to become or remain aware. Reading, attending conferences, 
interacting with other practitioners, and state licensing boards can all be helpful. 

  For example, at the 2007 ISNR meeting in San Francisco a discussion was held 
concerning a neurofeedback provider in Maryland who received a  “cease and desist 
order ” from the State Medical Board for practicing medicine without a license 
(Stokes, 2007 ). Mary Lee Esty, Ph.D., a licensed social worker, was using the Flexyx 
neurotherapy system (FNS), an early version of the low energy neurofeedback sys-
tem (LENS) developed by Len Ochs (see Ochs, 2006), and articles by other authors 
in the same issue of the Journal of Neurotherapy for a complete discussion of the 
LENS). The Maryland State Board of Social Work and the BCIA have both found 
Dr. Esty innocent of any wrongdoing, but the verdict by the state medical board is 
still out. The scope of practice for Dr. Esty allows her to diagnose and treat any con-
dition listed in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual IV (DSM–IV), but the state 
medical board is taking the position that the small electrical stimulation induced by 
the FNS is invasive, and therefore practicing medicine without a license. 

  Defending one’s self against a complaint, even if you win, will be expensive 
in time, dollars, energy, stress, reputation, future referrals, and professional contacts. 
Proactive behavior can decrease the likelihood of a practitioner having to deal with 
a licensing board, ethics committee, or the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). 
Some issues for each neurofeedback practitioner to consider and deal with in order 
to be in compliance with state licensing laws and the rules of the FDA follow: 

    1.   If you are licensed, what does the scope of practice for your license allow 
you to do? Are there any other licensing laws (e.g., the law for the practice 
of medicine) that restrict what you can and cannot do? Hint: In most states 
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the licensing law for physicians will have restrictions you did not even 
think about, such as those encountered by Dr. Esty. Can you diagnose and 
treat specifi c conditions and/or diseases, e.g., those listed in DSM IV, or 
can you only treat the symptoms of such conditions? Is all of the written 
information on your web site, advertising and promotional literature, your 
informed consent forms, billing forms, policies and procedures, and all of 
the verbal information you share with patients and others in compliance 
with what you are allowed to do? If not, take the steps needed to make it 
so. Use the services of an attorney to help you with this task if needed. 

    2.   If you are not licensed, can you legally practice neurofeedback in the 
state in which you are practicing? What steps do you have to take to be 
in compliance with the law? Because the issues of scope of practice and 
language used in promotional material are even more complex for those 
who are not licensed in a health care discipline than for those who are, legal 
consultation is strongly advised. 

    3.   What is the defi nition of neurofeedback, neurotherapy, applied 
psychophysiology, biofeedback, and what are the implications of the 
defi nitions used? Many states restrict the practice of biofeedback, and 
therefore neurofeedback and electroencephalographic (EEG) biofeedback, 
to those licensed in specifi c health care disciplines or supervised by same. 
It is risky to assume that one can practice outside the law and get away 
with it. Sooner or later such a practitioner will be called to task because 
of a jealous rival practitioner, a client compliant, or a diligent licensing 
board. Clearly, some equipment used does not fi t any of the commonly 
used defi nitions of neurofeedback because no physiological measurement 
is taken, e.g., electrical stimulation using an alpha-stimulation machine. So 
what is the practitioner doing? Is it within the scope of practice allowed 
for his or her license, and within the guidelines of practice allowed by 
the FDA? Perhaps some forms of stimulation, because of the way specifi c 
state laws are worded, can be defi ned as the practice of medicine in those 
specifi c states. How would you go about being in compliance with such 
laws and, if you consider them unjust, how would you go about getting the 
laws changed? 

    4.   Is the equipment you are using registered with the FDA, and what uses 
have they approved? According to Rick Jaffe, Dr. Esty’s attorney, the use of 
equipment not registered (approved) by the FDA, is considered by them 
to be equivalent to the use of street drugs ( Stokes, 2007 ). Do you want to 
try to defend your self against the wrath of the FDA? Licensed health care 
practitioners can use FDA approved equipment for  “off-label” uses provided 
that the use is within the scope of practice for that provider’s license. 
If you are not licensed you should probably seek legal advice from an 
attorney familiar with the FDA way of operating before using equipment 
 “ off-label. ”    
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  Being an active part of the state and national association for their discipline can 
help in educating the members of the Association and other practitioners concern-
ing neurofeedback practice and issues. Since state licensing board members tend 
to be selected from the membership of the state association for a discipline, being 
active therein can also help educate the state licensing board members. In general, 
because of their gatekeeping functions licensing boards tend to be conservative, 
thus practitioners should be proactive in terms of how they engage in the practice 
of neurofeedback. Planning ahead can help avoid problems later. Described below 
are some areas in which practitioners have been questioned by licensing boards or 
professional colleagues in the past, but the number of occurrences has decreased as 
practitioners, third-party payers, and consumers have become better informed. 

   A .    Effi caciousness of interventions 

   Have you ever struggled with the idea of whether a neurofeedback interven-
tion is an alternative, complimentary or mainstream intervention? Have you tried 
to decide which procedures are truly supported by existing research or clinical 
data? Practitioners engaged in applied psychophysiology- and/or neurofeedback-
related activities are daily faced with making decisions about what to tell clients 
concerning the published and clinical support for the clinical interventions that 
they are proposing to use to help the client overcome their presenting problem(s). 
Practitioners are ethically expected to clarify during the informed consent pro-
cess which procedures are effi cacious, which are experimental, and to get written 
informed consent for procedures that are, or might well be, considered experi-
mental (AAPB, 2003;  Striefel, 2004a ). Doing so is not an easy task. 

   Practitioners are advised to be honest, prudent, and to provide all the infor-
mation that a reasonable person would need in order to make decisions when 
explaining neurofeedback interventions to clients during the informed con-
sent process. According to  Beutler and Davidson (1995)  there is no one agreed 
upon standard for when a treatment approach is considered to be valid and reli-
able (effi cacious), and thus no longer experimental. Hopefully that is changing 
with the adoption of recommendations of the joint AAPB and ISNR Task Force 
on Effi cacious Treatments to use a template for that purpose ( La Vaque  et al ., 
2002). The template adopted is similar to those proposed and/or adopted by the 
American Psychological Association ( APA) (1993 ), AAPB ( Striefel, 1997a ), and 
Striefel (1998) . In fact, based on such a template and the number of research stud-
ies attesting to the effectiveness of EEG biofeedback,  Striefel (1998)  concluded 
that EEG biofeedback per se was no longer an experimental procedure, but rather 
a validated intervention. Individual EEG biofeedback applications are an entirely 
separate matter. 

  The template adopted by the joint task force has an eight point hierarchy 
ranging from anecdotal evidence to double-blind control studies ( La Vaque  et al ., 
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2002). The template is now being used to determine the effi cacy status of various 
areas of neurofeedback interventions. For example,  Monastra et al. (2005, p. 95) 
concluded that,  “EEG biofeedback was determined to be  ‘probably effi cacious ’ for 
the treatment of ADHD. ” Seventy fi ve percent of clients in the reviewed research 
studies made clinically signifi cant improvements. How many clinical interventions, 
including drugs, are you aware of that can make that claim? In addition, in 2004, 
ISNR published a proposed set of standards for the use of the QEEG in neuro-
feedback ( Hammond et al., 2004 ). As a practitioner you should be aware of the 
template, the standards, and the status and effi cacy of the interventions you use. If 
you are not, how can you obtain meaningful informed consent from your clients? 

  Even neurofeedback interventions that meet the new standards for validation/
effi cacy may well not be accepted by conservative groups that use a different stan-
dard ( Barkley, 1992 ), or by managed care organizations who have a profi t motivated 
approach to intervention. Managed care organizations do not seem to use any con-
sistent standard for deciding when a treatment is effi cacious. Their standard often 
seems to be one that allows them to refuse to pay for services. Newer treatments are 
usually held to a higher standard than existing treatments for proving their clinical 
effi cacy. In fact, many existing treatments ( biofeedback and otherwise) could not 
meet the requirement of having been proved in double-blind control studies. There 
is no one agreed upon standard for making decisions about when a procedure or 
approach is no longer experimental outside of the neurofeedback practitioner com-
munity, but hopefully that is no longer true within the neurofeedback community. 
Applying a standard, in this case the  “effi cacy template, ” to available data and pub-
lishing the results is a good place to start. 

  The ethical principles for many professionals require them to report actual or 
suspected ethical violations. Some professionals either do not know what neu-
rotherapy is, know of neurotherapy providers who do not explain to clients that 
a specifi c neurotherapy intervention is considered to be experimental by many 
professionals, or know of providers who make what they consider to be exag-
gerated claims about what neurotherapy can accomplish. They therefore consider 
such activities to be unethical, and thus they fi le an ethics complaint. 

   Trudeau (2001)  reviewed the work of several authors that compared the results 
of randomized controlled trials versus observational studies, and concluded that 
well designed observational studies are similar in validity to randomized con-
trolled studies. He concluded that observational studies can be as valid as random-
ized controlled studies in support of the clinical effi cacy of neurotherapy. How 
does such information impact the validation of treatments from your personal 
perspective? 

   Not all biofeedback practitioners consider neurofeedback to have enough doc-
umented research support for the various interventions to be effi cacious. Perhaps 
an annual symposium could be held to determine what the concerns of these 
biofeedback practitioners are, and how to address them as part of the approach 
for educating the public, other professionals not involved in biofeedback, and 
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third-party payers on the validity of different neurofeedback approaches. Newly 
published reviews using the  “effi cacy template ” could be highlighted at these 
symposia. 

   Some neurofeedback interventions may well need to be explained to consum-
ers during the informed consent process as not yet totally validated until: 

      ●    Suffi cient published research is available to convince most practitioners and 
other stakeholders that neurofeedback is effi cacious. The reviews applying 
the validation standards adopted by AAPB and ISNR should help in this 
process. 

      ●    Neurofeedback becomes one of the predominant treatment approaches for a 
particular problem or diagnosis. 

      ●    Third-party payers regularly pay for neurofeedback intervention. 
      ●    Neurofeedback is accepted by licensing boards, and is written into their 

state licensing laws and administrative regulations. 
      ●    Neurofeedback is regularly requested by consumers as the treatment they 

prefer for dealing with one or more of their problems ( Striefel, 1999a ).     

    B.    Informed consent 

   For practical purposes, neurofeedback practitioners should be familiar with the 
current literature, so that they can explain to potential clients the effi cacy status of 
various interventions so as not to mislead clients or third-party payers. To protect 
both the client and practitioner, informed consent should be well documented 
to make clear what was and what was not explained, including other treatment 
options, and the pros and cons of each. 

  Written informed consent is important for several reasons, including: a) the 
ethical principles of AAPB require that informed consent be obtained for all 
procedures, and that it be obtained in written form if the procedure is not yet 
demonstrated to be effi cacious (AAPB, 2003); and b) written informed consent 
provides documentation of what a client was or was not told, and to what they 
agreed, should later questions be raised by the client, a competitor, or a licensing 
board. Written informed consent has been very useful for several neurofeedback 
practitioners in dealing with situations that arose after the fact   ( Striefel, 1997b ). 

  The informed consent process should: 

    a)   Provide the client with all the information needed to make the required 
decisions. 

    b)   Provide the information so it is understood by the client as verifi ed by 
having the client answer questions about the information. 

    c)   Ensure that the client has the capacity to give consent (assumed unless there 
is evidence to the contrary, e.g., client has obvious mental disability). 

    d)   The consent must be given voluntarily without coercion. 
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    e)   The client must actually give consent verbally or in writing (don’t assume 
client consents just because he or she did not verbalize a disagreement). 

    f)   Document the process carefully, using written forms for the components 
that are the same for all clients e.g., limits of confi dentiality, fees, billings, 
and collections ( Striefel, 2004b ).    

  As a general  “rule of thumb, ” the less published literature that exists to support 
a specifi c neurofeedback intervention, the more cautious a neurofeedback practi-
tioner should be in their explanation to the client, and the more documentation, 
supervision and/or consultation a practitioner should seek. Unpublished clinical 
data is not available for clients, third-party payers, or licensing boards to review. 

    C.    Advertising 

  The ethical principles for several professional disciplines require members to 
report actual or suspected ethical violations. Advertisements that members of such 
disciplines consider to be dishonest or exaggerations can result in a complaint 
being fi led by a well-meaning professional who is trying to protect the public and 
the reputation of a particular discipline or treatment approach (           Striefel, 1997b, 
1997c, 1999a ). Several neurofeedback practitioners have been questioned by col-
leagues and/or licensing boards on the basis of what they put in their brochures 
or other advertisements (         Striefel, 1997b, 1999a ). Claims that are considered to 
be exaggerations by others, especially those whose incomes are being impacted 
because clients are going to a neurofeedback practitioner, have in the past resulted 
in formal or informal complaints being fi led. 

   Licensing laws often contain statements about dishonest and/or misleading 
advertisements. Thus, licensing boards have in the past become concerned about 
neurofeedback advertisements that they considered to be exaggerations or untrue. 
The actions of such licensing boards have resulted in practitioners being required 
to “tone down ” or reword advertisements to fi t what the board considered realis-
tic and honest. Clear, honest and truthful ads that can be supported by the existing 
published literature can help a practitioner avoid problems, clarify the situation if 
questions arise, and enhance the credibility of neurofeedback. 

  One deceptive or exaggerated claim can negatively impact the reputation of 
neurofeedback per se, and of those who provide such services. It is best to be con-
servative in what is included in a practitioner’s advertisements, and to have ads 
reviewed by a colleague who has a reputation for being honest in terms of the 
feedback they give. It is also a good idea to keep on fi le a copy of all advertise-
ments, brochures, and even radio or television ads in case questions arise. Thankfully, 
there seems to have been a decrease in the number of complaints during the last 
5–10 years concerning advertising. One might conclude that practitioners are 
being more truthful in their advertisements. Potential clients have many questions 
about neurofeedback ( Demos, 2005 ), and should not be mislead by advertising. 
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    D.    Boundary issues 

   Practitioners must be aware of the practice boundaries for different groups of 
licensed professionals. Care should be taken to avoid practicing in an area reserved 
for practice by those licensed in another professional discipline. Making a medical 
diagnosis, or discussing with a client changes in medication if one is not a licensed 
medical practitioner, are fairly clear examples of areas where a practitioner can 
easily cross the boundary into practicing medicine without a license. Situations 
such as that encountered by Dr. Esty are not as easy to foresee or to deal with in a 
proactive manner. 

   Neurofeedback practitioners need to know not only the boundaries for their 
own discipline but also those for other professional disciplines. There is nothing 
wrong with suggesting to a client that they contact their physician to see if a 
medication adjustment might be appropriate, or obtaining the client’s permission 
to have a discussion with said physician. If one is not an appropriately licensed 
medical practitioner, it is not appropriate, and is in fact illegal, to suggest to a 
client that they stop taking a medication. Caution in selecting the words used 
will help protect one from practicing beyond the boundaries of one’s discipline 
and one’s areas of competence. Litigation to counteract a licensing board decision 
could be extremely expensive.   

   VII.    STANDARD OF CARE   

   Standards of care consist of federal and state laws, rules and regulations, and guide-
lines (e.g., ethical principles, practice guidelines and standards) developed by some 
professional association or organization to help guide the practice activities of its 
members, to inform third-party payers and consumers of what acceptable prac-
tice behavior is, and to preclude unnecessary regulation by other groups such as 
state legislators. Practitioners must render services that are at least as competent 
and skillfully applied as they would be by the ordinary practitioner ( Zuckerman, 
2003). The intent of standards of care is to prevent injury to clients, and thus also 
to reduce the risk to the practitioner. Failure to meet the relevant standard of care 
expected of a practitioner can result in a malpractice lawsuit, fi ling of an ethics 
complaint, loss of income, damage to one’s reputation, a loss of referral, and even 
the loss of one’s livelihood. For more information on malpractice issues the reader 
is referred to  Bennett et al . (1990)  and                 Striefel (1995b; 1999a, 2001, 2003a, 2003b) .

  Many sets of ethical principles are available to help guide the activities of neuro-
feedback practitioners, e.g., those of AAPB and ISNR. At present, no published set 
of practice standards exists for neurofeedback per se. A set of practice guidelines 
and standards of practice do exist for biofeedback in general, and they are very 
applicable to neurofeedback ( Striefel, 2004a ). Practitioners should adhere to the 
practice guidelines of AAPB, and to those of their professional discipline, those of 
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their supervisor, and those used by closely related disciplines as appropriate. Some 
common standards for practitioners to consider are listed below ( Striefel, 1999a ;
 Zuckerman, 2003 ): 

      ●    Adhere to all relevant state and federal laws, guidelines and regulations. The 
laws may vary from state to state, but generally include: 

   1.    State licensing laws, title or practice acts. (See        Striefel, 1999a, 2000 , for a 
full discussion of the issues not previously covered in this chapter). 

   2.    Child abuse and neglect reporting laws (most states also have abuse and 
neglect laws related to people with developmental disabilities, the elderly, 
etc.). 

   3.    Records retention laws (       Striefel, 2003a, 2004a ). 
   4.    Privileged communications laws (often included in licensing or mental 

health laws). 
   5.    Billing, insurance, and fee collection laws (obtain informed consent 

from clients on your fees before or during the fi rst treatment session 
whenever possible, or as soon thereafter as is reasonable.) (See            Striefel, 
2003a, 2003b, 2003c, 2003d ; Striefel  et al ., 2003 , and  Whitehouse &
Striefel, 2003 ). 

   6.    Offi ce of Health and Safety Administration regulations concerning 
prevention of diseases, e.g., in disinfecting electrodes. 

   7.   Infectious diseases reporting laws. 
   8.   Duty to warn and/or protect laws. 
   9.   The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). 

    Copies of these laws, as relevant to a particular state can be obtained from 
the Internet since all states now have a web site for their laws. The state offi ce 
of licensing and the state department of mental health are often familiar with 
the relevant state laws, and can help one access other relevant laws.        

      ●    Adhere to all relevant ethical principles and standards of practice (e.g., 
AAPB, 2003,  Striefel, 2004a ). 

  ●        Protect the rights and welfare of those you serve by doing no harm through 
acts of omission or commission. 

      ●    Make no exaggerated claims for neurotherapy in either verbal or written 
form. Be honest in all of your dealings with clients, those you supervise, and 
with other professionals. Do not exaggerate your qualifi cations. 

      ●    Obtain informed consent, preferably in writing, for all neurofeedback 
applications. Be cautious in what you tell clients in terms of which 
treatments you consider validated, and be sure you can support the claims 
you make with research and/or appropriate clinical data. 

      ●    Engage in no sexual activity with current or former clients, and avoid 
other problematic dual relationships with clients, supervisees, students, and 
research subjects. 
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      ●    Know the boundaries of your areas of competence, and practice only 
within them. The  Ethical Principles  of AAPB state that,  “members recognize 
the boundaries of their competence and operate within their level of 
competence using only those biofeedback and other psychophysiological 
self-regulation techniques in which they are competent by training and 
experience, ” (AAPB, 2003, p. 2). The AAPB, 2004, Practice Guidelines and 
Standards ( Striefel, 2004a, p. 27 )  clarifi es that,  “To be competent means the 
provider has the knowledge to understand a particular client’s problem and 
to formulate an appropriate treatment plan, has the skills needed to apply 
that knowledge effectively, and the judgment to use such knowledge and 
skills appropriately. ”
    Each   neurofeedback   provider should be prepared to demonstrate that 
they are competent by training and experience to provide neurofeedback 
and related services in general, and also any specifi c neurofeedback and 
related services that are or have been provided by that practitioner. They 
must also be able to demonstrate that they are competent to work with the 
particular kind of client (e.g., child versus adult) and presenting problem(s). 
They must also be competent enough to recognize different diagnostic 
categories and their associated behavioral symptoms, to make the diagnosis 
if it has not already been made and, if allowed to do so by law, to treat 
the specifi c brain wave abnormalities associated with different diagnostic 
categories. Also, depending on state law, a neurofeedback practitioner may 
have to be licensed in a specifi c health care profession, or be supervised by 
someone who is.     

      ●    Participate in ongoing continuing education to both maintain and expand 
your areas of competence. 

      ●    Strive to improve your credentials by becoming certifi ed in specialties 
relevant to what you do in practice (e.g., BCIA certifi cation in 
neurofeedback), and by becoming licensed in a relevant health care 
discipline if not already licensed. 

      ●    Refer clients for treatment to another practitioner if you are not competent 
to provide services that at least meet the expected minimum standard of care 
with supervision and/or consultation available. 

      ●    When a type of client, presenting problem, or treatment approach is new for 
you, or when in doubt about how to proceed, seek competent supervision 
and/or consultation ( Striefel, 2004d ; Zuckerman, 2003 ). 

●        Supervise only in those areas in which you are competent unless 
appropriately supervised. Delegate to supervisees only those responsibilities 
that they are competent to perform. 

      ●    Do not try to treat every problem that comes into your offi ce with 
neurotherapy. Be sure the treatments that you recommend and/or provide 
are appropriate for the client in terms of effi cacy and cost. 
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      ●    Practitioners should monitor their own mental states, physical health, 
and behaviors for signs of fatigue, burn out, and personal and emotional 
problems that could negatively impact client services. 

      ●    Accept your responsibilities for what you do and fail to do. All 
neurofeedback practitioners are responsible for their own actions and those 
whom they supervise (         Striefel, 1995a, 1999a, 2006a ; Zuckerman, 2003 ). 

      ●    Do not abandon a client in need. When and if appropriate, help clients 
access needed services from other providers. 

      ●    Maintain a client support backup system for dealing with after-hour 
emergencies and your absence .

      ●    Keep good clinical records that adhere to state and federal laws, rules, and 
regulations. The less supported the treatment approach used, the better your 
records should be in terms of detail. 

      ●    Inform clients of the limits of confi dentiality as soon as possible (preferably 
in the fi rst session), and do not violate confi dentiality without a reason 
recognized by other professionals as acceptable. Obtain a signed release of 
information before releasing confi dential information in all non-emergency 
situations. Strive to exceed the HIPAA requirements. 

      ●    Do not falsify any diagnostic or procedural codes in an effort to collect from 
third-party payers. 

      ●    Do not discriminate against any client on the basis or age, race, gender, 
nationality, sexual preference, religion, disability, or socioeconomic status. 

      ●    Do not engage in sexual harassment. 
      ●    Inform all parties concerned of any confl ict of interest. Do not exploit 

clients, supervisees, students, or research subjects. 
      ●    Address any potential ethical violation by another by trying to resolve 

it with the person involved where possible, or by reporting it to the 
appropriate ethics committee or licensing board if it does not seem 
appropriate for informal resolution. 

      ●    Do not make false statements or complaints about other practitioners. 
      ●    Do not intentionally or unintentionally infl uence a client inappropriately, 

e.g., imposing your belief system on the client. 
      ●    Backup all computer fi les related to clients and their activities, and ensure 

that the confi dentiality of those backup fi les is established and maintained.    

   Practitioners should review this list and add to it in light of their own training and 
experience. 

   VIII.    CONCLUSION 

  A vast number of topics were covered in this chapter. Because of space, however, a 
vast number of other topics were not covered. Some of them may well be covered 
in some detail in other chapters but in fairness to readers, some guidance will 
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be provided on four topics deemed important enough to warrant further study. 
Sources for more information include: ethical decision-making models and related 
information ( Haas and Malouf, 1989 ,       Striefel, 1999b, 2004c ); contraindications 
(Hammond and Kirk, 2007 ,       Striefel, 2007a, 2007b ); QEEG considerations (e.g., 
should a pre- and post-QEEG be required?) ( Demos, 2005 ; Duffy et al., 1994 ;
Hammond et al., 2001 ; Hammond et al., 2004 ; Hoffman, 2006 ; Ochs, 2006 ;         Striefel, 
1999a, 2006b ;Walker and Norman, 2006 ); and FDA issues ( Striefel, 1999a ). 
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PLATE 2.8       The EEG from a patient with a right hemisphere hematoma where the maximum 
shows   waves are present in C4, P4 and O2 (Top). The FFT power spectrum from 1–30 Hz and the 
corresponding Z-scores of the surface EEG are shown in the right side of the EEG display. Left and 
right hemisphere displays of the maximal Z-scores using LORETA (Bottom). It can be seen that only 
the right hemisphere has statistically signifi cant Z values. Planned comparisons and hypothesis testing 
based on the frequency and location of maximal deviation from normal on the surface EEG are con-
fi rmed by the LORETA Z-score normative analysis. (From  Thatcher et al ., 2005b .)     (see Figure 2.8.)
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PLATE 3.2     Univariate Z-scores measures for Case DS (see Figure 3.2).    



PLATE 3.3     s  LORETA source localization for Case DS at 8.64     Hz (see Figure 3.3).    
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This is a 10-year-old ADHD male who after
having neuropsychological testing that
validated his impaired attention and
underlying brain dysfunction underwent
neurofeedback therapy. The changes in
brain function, performance, and
behavior are noted here.

PLATE 3.4     Electrophysiological, performance, and behavior rating measures before and after 
neurofeedback therapy (see Figure 3.4).    
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BETAs
DELTA

ALPHA1 PLATE 4.2     Left hemisphere 
lateral view of expected current 
source density distribution (see 
Figure 4.2).    

Left hemisphere
medial view
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DELTA

THETA

PLATE 4.3     Left hemisphere 
medial view of expected current 
source density distribution (see 
Figure 4.3).    

PLATE 4.6     Displayed are the horizontal (left), sagittal (middle), and coronal (right) sections through 
the voxel with maximal current source density localized to Brodmann area 13 ;   Insula in bi-polar disor-
der case (see Figure 4.6).    

PLATE 4.5     Displayed are the horizontal (left), sagittal (middle), and coronal (right) sections 
through the voxel with maximal current source density localized to Brodmann area 19 ;   Precuneus in 
visual processing learning disability case (see Figure 4.5).    



PLATE 4.7     Displayed are the horizontal (left), sagittal (middle), and coronal (right) sections 
through the voxel with maximal current source density localized to Brodmann area 40 ;   Inferior 
Parietal Lobule in anxiety and inattention case (see Figure 4.7).    

PLATE 4.8     Displayed are the horizontal (left), sagittal (middle), and coronal (right) sections 
through the voxel with maximal current source density in the theta (4–7.5    Hz) band localized to 
Brodmann area 30 ;   Parahippocampal Gyrus illustrating slowed alpha generator (see Figure 4.8).    

PLATE 4.9     3-D 
surface sagittal image 
of theta (4–7.5    Hz) of 
the left hemisphere 
with maximal current 
source density localized 
to Brodmann area 30; 
Parahippocampal Gyrus 
illustrating slowed alpha 
generator (see Figure 
4.9).    



PLATE 4.10     Displayed are the horizontal (left), sagittal (middle), and coronal (right) sections 
through the voxel with maximal current source density in the theta (4–7.5    Hz) band localized to the 
Anterior Cingulate post neurofeedback (see Figure 4.10).    

PLATE 4.11     3-D 
surface sagittal image of 
theta (4–7.5    Hz) of the 
left hemisphere with 
maximal current source 
density localized to the 
Anterior Cingulate 
post neurofeedback (see 
Figure 4.11).    

PLATE 4.12     Displayed are the horizontal (left), sagittal (middle), and coronal (right) sections 
through the voxel with maximal current source density in the beta 4 (24–28    Hz) band localized to 
Brodmann areas 9 and 24 (see Figure 4.12).    



PLATE 4.13     3-D sur-
face sagittal image of beta 
(24–28   Hz) of the left hemi-
sphere with maximal cur-
rent source density localized 
to Brodmann areas 9 and 24 
(see Figure 4.13).    

Click View > Dynamic JTFA > Color Maps to view instantaneous power,
coherence, phase, amplitude asymmetry, derivatives and phase reset

PLATE 5.2 Screen capture from NeuroGuide™ in the Demo mode from a patient with right 
parietal and right central injury. Instantaneous Z-scores are on the right; EEG traces are on the left. 
Depress the left mouse button and move the mouse over the traces. Move the mouse to the right bor-
der and watch a movie of the dynamic Z-scores. Download the free NeuroGuide™ Demo at www.
appliedneuroscience.com (see Figure 5.2)



PLATE 5.6 Jack’s fi rst QEEG revealing abnormal slow wave activity in central and parietal regions 
combined with delta and beta coherence abnormalities (see Figure 5.6).
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PLATE 5.7 Signifi cant increase in hypo-coherence in all bands after traditional coherence training 
(see Figure 5.7).
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PLATE 5.8 Substantial remediation of abnormal coherence values after Z-score coherence range 
training (see Figure 5.8).
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PLATE 5.9 John’s fi rst QEEG demonstrating focal slow wave activity over the area of the hemor-
rhage, and theta abnormalities in occipital, parietal and temporal lobes with left hemisphere hypo-
coherence and right hemisphere hyper-coherence (see Figure 5.9). 
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PLATE 5.10 After 60 sessions of traditional inhibit and coherence training. Note the signifi cant 
increase in hyper-coherence in the right hemisphere (see Figure 5.10).



PLATE 5.11 Four-channel Z-score protocol based on the QEEG and this Z-score assessment (see 
Figure 5.11).

PLATE 5.12 After three sessions of training, Z-scores reveal substantial remediation (see Figure 5.12).

PLATE 5.13 First Z-score training of F3/P3/F7/T5. Note the damage in the temporal area at T5 
refl ected in abnormal absolute power Z-scores, and the signifi cant deviation in connectivity measures 
(see Figure 5.13).



PLATE 5.14A Q1, FFT frequency distribution, eyes-closed (see Figure 5.14A).

PLATE 5.14B Q2, FFT frequency distribution, eyes-closed (see Figure 5.14B).
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PLATE 5.15A Q1, FFT summary EC (see 
Figure 5.15A).

PLATE 5.15B Q2, FFT summary EC (see 
Figure 5.15B).

PLATE 5.16A Q1, LORETA @ 30 EC (see Figure 5.16A).



PLATE 5.16B Q2, LORETA @ 30 Hz EC (see Figure 5.16B).

PLATE 5.17B Q2, coherence @ 30 EC 
(see Figure 5.17B).

PLATE 5.17A Q1, coherence @ 30 EC 
(see Figure 5.17A).

PLATE 5.18B Q2, comod @ 30 EC (see 
Figure 5.18B).

PLATE 5.18A Q1, comod @ 30 EC (see 
Figure 5.18A).



PLATE 5.19A Q1, FFT frequency distribution, eyes-open (see Figure 5.19A).

PLATE 5.19B Q2, FFT frequency distribution, eyes-open (see Figure 5.19B).
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PLATE 5.20B Q2, FFT summary EO 
(see Figure 5.20B).

PLATE 5.20A Q1, FFT summary EO 
(see Figure 5.20A).



PLATE 5.21A Q1, LORETA @ 5 Hz EC (see Figure 5.21A).

PLATE 5.22A Q1, coherence @ 20 EO (see 
Figure 5.22A).

PLATE 5.21B Q2, LORETA @ 5 Hz EC (see Figure 5.21B).

PLATE 5.22B Q2, coherence @ 20 EO (see 
Figure 5.22B).



PLATE 5.23A Q1, comod @ 20 EO. (see 
Figure 5.23A)

PLATE 5.23B Q2, comod @ 20 EO (see 
Figure 5.23B).

Before HEG After HEG

PLATE 7.4     Hypoperfused (blue) area shrinks after 23 sessions of HEG training at Fp1 and Fp2. 
Illustrated here is the remote effect. In this SPECT study, a measure of abnormal blood fl ow, one can 
see the posterior cingulate gyrus becomes more normal even though the training was at the prefrontal 
cortex (see Figure 7.4)  .

PLATE 7.7     The wavelengths used in the NIR system are shorter than those used in the PIR 
system. The primary difference between short wavelength infrared and long wavelength infrared is 
that the longer wavelengths are sensitive to heat in the range of human body temperature whereas 
short wavelength infrared is insensitive to heat in that range. Both systems are based on photon detec-
tion, making them immune to electrical signal artifacts. By contrast, EEG neurofeedback is based on 
electron detection (see Figure 7.7).    
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PLATE 7.9     Calibration gives all images a common thermal reference (see Figure 7.9).    
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PLATE 7.10     The fi nal step in the sequence is the introduction of  false color. This is called  false color  
because wavelengths in this frequency have no color. The computer injects the color to make it easier 
for human interpretation of the image. This is an image of a  “ normal forehead. ” (see Figure 7.10)     

PLATE 7.11     This is an example of a pre-session image captured with infrared camera. This image 
is of a 16-year-old male with severe concentration problems and severe word fi nding problems 
(see Figure 7.11).    



PLATE 7.12     Post-session image. Previously dark areas on the forehead are lighter. Previously 
light areas on the forehead are less intense. There is less variability across the forehead. In this post-
session image, the pinna of the left ear has a large increase in thermal output. Sometimes it is seen on 
the non-language side instead. Research on temperature changes of the pinna has not confi rmed its 
meaning, although the general consensus is that it is probably related to language activity ( Schiffer, 
1998) (see Figure 7.12).    
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Examples of QEEG analyses

etc.

Pre- vs. post- treatment statistics 
and Z-score EEG biofeedback

PLATE 11.1 Example of QEEG analyses in which calibrated EEG digital data are imported; test–
retest and split half reliabilities are computed; spectral analyses are performed (FFT) and compared to 
a normative database (e.g., Z Scores); discriminant analyses and color topographic maps are produced; 
three-dimensional source localization is measured; and objective pre-treatment vs. post-treatment, or 
pre-mediation vs. post-medication, statistics  within a few minutes using the same computer program 
(see Figure 11.1).



PLATE 11.5   Example of the use of Low Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography (LORETA) to 
evaluate the effects of TBI involving a patient hit with a bat on the near right parietal lobe. The lower 
left panel is the digital EEG and QEEG that are simultaneously available for the evaluation of the EEG 
with the Key Institute LORETA control panel superimposed on the EEG. The upper and right panels 
are examples of the location of Z-score deviations from normal, which were confi ned to the right 
parietal and right central regions and are consistent with the location of impact (see Figure 11.5).
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PLATE 15.1 Beta spindling, 20    Hz; eyes-open is seen using the Infi niti instrument (Thought 
Technology) and the  “Clinical Success ” assessment screen (Thompson and Thompson, 1995) (see 
Figure 15.1)  .



PLATE 15.4     Image 
from eyes-open condition, 
linked-ears reference, using 
NG. LORETA shows 
4   Hz activity at FCz, and 
  is 1.9 SD above the DBM 
(see Figure 15.4).    

PLATE 15.5     LORETA 
image:  Z-scores, from 
eyes-open condition, 
linked ears reference (see 
Figure 15.5).    
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PLATE 15.7     Brain map, linked-ear reference, eyes-open, showing standard deviations (SD) (see 
Figure 15.7).    
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PLATE 15.8     Brain map, absolute power, linked-ear reference, eyes-open (see Figure 15.8).    
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PLATE 15.12     Coherence map before training: Coherence, eyes-open, linked-ears showing hyper-
coherence between many sites (see Figure 15.12).      
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PLATE 15.13     Coherence map after 40 sessions (see Figure 15.13).      
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PLATE 17.1     QEEG/topographic brain maps of  generalized anxiety disorder sub-types. (see Figure 
17.1)   
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